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INTRODUCTION 
This is the eigth compilation of Community research formats to be produced 
by the Commission. 
The following guidelines were used in compilation of the index which is in 
two volumes of convenience~ : 
1) the first page relevant to each project is always on the right hand side 
of the document when opened; 
2) all pages have a number, even if blank; 
3) within each class (chapter) the formats are assembled in the following 
order of country : 
Belgium 









4) Updated formats will be inserted in the relevant replacement position. 
When additional pages have to be inserted they will be numbered with the 
proceeding page number plus an oblique and an extra number (for example 
page 53/1 will be inserted following page 53). 
5) Formats for new projects will normally be inserted following the last 
format of the relevant country within that class (chapter). 
6) If a project is entered under more than one class (chapter), the full 




VOLUMES I AND II - WATER REACTORS 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
1. BLOWDOWN AND EMERGENCY CORE COOLING 
NORCOOL. A model for analysis of a BWR 
under LOCA conditions 
Evaluation of PWR coolant accident : 
coordinated general program of code 
development 
Development of an advanced code for the 
study of the loss of coolant accident in 
a pressurized water reaction (CATHARE) 
Evaluation - verification of RELAP and 
TRAC codes. SEMISCALE, LOFT, PKL, 
calculations 
Evaluation verification EDITH project 
(small break) 
New separate effects test in support to 
CATHARE code 
Two phase plant simulator 
BETHSY system loop 
Core rescue system (SSN) 
Project FIX. II, Blow-down heat transfer 
during LOCA 
1.1. Phenomena prior to ECCS initiation 
(no entries) 
Pre and Post test analysis of the BWR-
Series experiments of research project 
RS 168/150.396 













Vent-valve assembly, functional reliability 
and pressure rel,ief performance during the 
first blowdown-phase 
Experiments on the pres~ure relief in a 
model reactor pressure vessel with internals 
at BWR conditions 
Design, precomputation and evaluation of the 
HDR blow-down experiments on dynamical loa-
dings and deformations of reactor-pressure-
vessel internals 
Experimental data acquisition and processing 
of the dynamic behavior of the pressure 
vessel test internals in the HDR blow-down 
experiments 
Development and verification of coupled 
fluid-structure dynamics codes for analysis 
of dynamic stresses and deformations of 
reactor vessel internals during LOCA 
Laboratory experiments for validation and 
enhancement of fluid-structure dynamics 
codes relevant to initial phase of LOCA 
Mechanical response of the core barrel 
clamping and the control rod guide tubes 
during blow-down 
Development of condensation- and slip 
models of two-phase-flow computer codes 
Mechanical effects of a LOCA on P.W.R. 
internals 
Critical and unbounded flow characteris-
tics 
Blow-down experiments by PIPER apparatus 
with internal structures 
Analysis of thermal and hydraulic transients 
following a LOCA in L.W. reactors and in 
associated containment systems 
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Development of two phase flow and safety 
instrumentation 
NKA/SAK-3 reactor safety - small break 
LOCA analysis 
NKA/SAK-5 reactor safety heat transfer 
correlations 
Development and operation of rod-shaped 
ultrasonic probes for liquid-level detec-
tion within single- and two-phase media 
under blow-down conditions 
Transition boiling heat transfer in forced 
convection 
Development of a two-phase pump model for 
PWR main coolant pumps 
Velocity ·- measurements of two-phase flows 
(water/steam) by correlation of temperature 
tracer 
Loop blow-down investigations (LOBI) pro-
ject : influence of PWR primary loops on 
blow-down 
Treatment of small leaks in PWR's with 
methods of transient analysis 
Analysis of integral and separate effects 
tests (LOFT, SEMISCALE, ROSA IV) 
Joint test rig for tests and calibration 
of different methods of two-phase mass flow 
measurements 
Experimental facility for non-steady state 
two-phase flow 
Development of radionuclide methods for 
measuring ~ransient two-phase mass flows 
LOCA thermohydraulics experimental study of 
critical flow and two-phase flow : MOBY DICK 
and SUPER MOBY DICK projet 
















LOCA thermohydraulics experimental study 
of blow-down in a loss of coolant accident 
(LOCA) of a P.W.R. : OMEGA project 
LOCA thermohydraulics reflood studies 
PERICLES project 
LOCA thermohydraulics : steam generator 
behavior in accident conditions : PATRICIA 
I and II project 
Evaluation - verification : LOBI project 
Modeling of the thermal-hydraulics in a 
degraded core 
Ther~ydraulic transients of BWR's for 
system control faults 
Analysis of thermal and hydraulic tran-
sients following a LOCA in L.W. reactors 
and in associated containment systems 
Blow-down experiments by PIPER apparatus 
with internal structures 
LOCA analysis in LWR : blow-down Jet 
Forces 
Analysis of thermohydraulic transients in 
LWR following LOCA 
Studies on two-phase critical flow in con-
nections with LOCA in light water reactors 
Finalized research activity in the field of 
thermohydraulic transients following LOCAS 
for the ENEL unified project PWR reactor 
Thermohydraulic behavior of a pressurizer 
during accident conditions 
Thermohydraulics of steam generators under 
accident conditions 
Influence on DNB of subchannel obstructions 
and rod bowings in BWR bundles with non-
uniform heat flux profiles 

















Thermohydraulic behavior of a pressurizer 
during accident conditions 
Steady-state post-dryout experiments in 
4x4 BWR geometry 
Post-dryout experiments in tubular geometry 
Blow-down experiments by PIPER apparatus 
with internal structures 
Analysis of thermal and hydraulic transients 
following a LOCA in L.W. reactors and in 
associated containment systems 
-II as international standard problem 15 
Thermal-hydraulic accident analysis 
LOCA uncertainty margins (GSD4.2) 
Water cooled reactor depressurization 
studies : CSNI standard problem calculation 
for ECCS 
Post dryout heat transfer at low quality 
and low pressure 
Theoretical modelling of two-phase flow in 
complex geometries 
Blow-down of a steam drum 
Thermohydraulic safety studies multipin 
cluster rig 
Effects of fuel pin ballooning on reflood 
heat transfer 
LOCA uncertainty margins (GSD4.2> 
Analysis of thermal and hydraulic transients 


































Analysis of thermohydraulic transients in 
LWR following LOCA 
LOCA uncertainty margins (GSD4.2) 
1.2. Performance of ECCS 
Fluid dynamic effects in the upper end box 
region of the fuel bundle during refill and 
reflooding 
Reflood tests with regard to the primary 
loops (PKL) 
Test phases IB-IE and II 
Const~uction and start-up of the UPTF 
Supplementary supplies and services for 
the construction and start-up of the UPTF 
within the 2D/3D project 
Realization of vent valves within the 2D/ 
3D project (UPTF) 
Application and development of Reflood 
computer codes 
2D/3D Project resident engineer for Japan 
Assignment of a resident engineer to Los 
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) 
Qualification- validation of RELAP and 
TRAC codes : heat transfer studies in blow-
down (OMEGA) and reflood (ERSEC) 
Theoretical and experimental study of 
bottom flooding thermal-hydraulics 
Finalized research activity in the field 
of thermohydraulic transients following 
LOCAS for the ENEL unified project PWR 
reactor 
Analysis of thermohydraulic transients in 
LWR following LOCA 

















Analysis of thermal and hydraulic transients 
following a LOCA in L.W. reactors and in 
associated containment systems. 
Thermal-hydraulic accident analysis 
Investigation of the need for new core spray 
tests - phase 1 
Water cooled reactor depressurization studies 
CSNI standard problem calculations for ECCS 
Reflood behaviour of PWR fuel 
Thermohydraulic Safety studies : heater 
rod cluster rig 
Effects of fuel pin ballooning on reflood 
heat transfer 
Analysis of thermal and hydraulic transients 
following a LOCA in L.W. reactors and in 
associated containment systems 
1.3. Behaviour and influence of fuel-elements, 
specifically related to blow-down and ECCS 
Heat conductance of the fuel-to-cladding 
gap of LWR rods, irradiation tests 
Development and verification of a code-
system of fuel behaviour at Loss of 
coolant accidents 
Investigations of the mechanical behaviour 
of Zircaloycladding material under transient 
conditions 
Oxidation behaviour of Zircaloy cladding 
tubes during a LOCA of LWR 
Fuel-rod-behaviour in the blow-down-phase. 





























Investigations on the fuel rod behaviour 
in the second heat-up phase of a LOCA 
In-pile experiments with single rods in 
the OK loop of the FR2 reactor 
Studies of the interaction between balloo-
ning Zircaloy claddings and the emergency 
core cooling (REBEKA-Program) 
Oxidation behaviour of Zircaloy cladding 
tubes 
Investigations of accident behaviour of 
advanced pressurized water reactors (APWR) 
Oxida~ion behaviour of stainless steel 
cladding tubes in steam 
Investigations of the mechanical behaviour 
of cladding material for APWR 
Zircaloy fuel cladding behaviour during 
a loss of coolant accident (EDGAR-Zv pro-
gram of the CEA-EDF joint committee for 
LWR safety) 
PHEBUS Program : depressurisation and 
refloading experiment of PWR fuel bundle 
PHEBUS SFD program : study of severe fuel 
damage under accidental transments over 
safety criteria 
Falling film shrouds rewetting and flooding 
conditions 
Studies on the rewetting of high temperatu-
re surfaces, with reference to the tendency 
to form rivulets 
Rewetting of fuel rods during ECCS 
Uncovered heat transfer and thermal non-
equilibrium 
Finalized research activity in the field of 
thermohydraulic transients following LOCAS 
for the ENEL unified project PWR reactor 
















A calculation of the peak clad temperature 
with improved grey-body factors 
Participation in CSNI-PWG2 - "Task group on 
fuel behaviour under design basis accident 
conditions" in Paris March 22-23, 1983 
Heat transfer and rewetting in PWR reflood 
(HTH 6.2.1.) 
Modelling of fuel element behaviour during 
transients 
Rewetting, reflooding and clad deformation 
MABEL development (HTH 6.1.1.) 
Thermal and hydraulic performance of par-
tially uncovered cores 
Clad deformation and multi-rod interaction 
effects in a LOCA 
2. CORE MELT DOWN 
Analysis activities 
Analysis of core melt down 
Project Fil tra 
Swedish vent-filter conceptual design study 
2.1. Molten material behaviour 
Long term coolability of a heavy damaged 
core (COLD) 
Molten core debris studies 
fuel fragmentation 
Small-scale studies of fission product 
aerosols 
Marviken aerosol transport tests 




















2.2. Fuel/coolant interaction 
Development of a thermal detonation model 
Vapour explosion calculation in a reactor 
pressure vessel 
Fuel/coolant interactions - experimental 
Review of molten fuel/coolant interaction 
(MFCI) risks/consequences for PWR (GSD.3.1) 
2.3. Effects of molten material on structures 
Supplementary investigation on the beha-
viour of reactor concrete during the fourth 
phase of a hypothetical core melt down 
accident 
Further development of KAVERN and code de-
velopment on gas generation from the con-
tainment basement during concrete decomposi-
tion 
Containment integrity after core melt down 
Constitutions and reaction behaviour of 
LWR materials at core melting conditions 
Material investigations in the framework 
of the BETA ~xperiments 
Erosion of concrete by steel melts -
Investigation of the melt front velocity 
Experiments of interaction of steel melts 
and concrete 
Hydrodynamical and thermal models for the 
interaction of a core melt with concrete 
Development of models for the analytical 
determination of core melt down accidents 
Out-of-pile bundle experiments investiga-
































Numerical solution of certain corium flow 
problems 
3. EXTERNAL INFLUENCES 
(no entries) 
3.1. Seismic effects 
Investigations on the non-Linear behaviour 
of reinforced concrete structures under 
seismic Loads 
Investigations on the non-Linear behaviour 
of reinforced concrete structures under 
seismic Loads 
Vibration measurements at buildings 
Methodology for the calculation of reference 
earthquake spectra based upon physical para-
meters 
Instrumental monitoring of seismicity sur-
rounding nuclear sites 
Compilation of recordings of near field 
motion and of information on the correspon-
ding damages 
Seismic analysis of a P.W.R. power plant -
calculation method 
Soil-structure interaction, soil mechanics 
in the vicinity of installations, seismic 
analysis of a nuclear power plant 
Comprehensive approach of seismic risk -
safety margins in structures of nuclear 
plants 
Study on the possibility of predicting 
earthquakes by hydrogeochemical methods 
Seismic instrumentation development and 
seismic measurements for site evaluation 














Behaviour and safety of nuclear power plant 
structural components subject to seismic 
Country 
actions Italy 
Structural and seismotectonic research for 
the safety of nuclear plants Italy 
Seismic hazard analysis for candidate nuclear 
sites Italy 
Studies of site engineering Italy 
Seismic monitoring network Italy 
Research on Swedish earthquakes Sweden 
Assessment of seismic hazard within the Uni-
ted Kingdom U.K. 
Specific analysis (GSD2.1) with application 
to PWRS U.K. 
3.2. Missiles 
Experimental studies concerning energy ab-
sorption of reinforced concrete members 
subjected to impact Load (closed Loop 
testing) 
Theoretical investigations on the kinetic 
bearing capacity of reinforced concrete 
slabs under the impact of strongly deforma-
ble metal missiles 
Reinforced concrete construction Loaded by 
crashing aircrafts -theoretical utilization 
of the experiments at Meppen especially 
considering the behaviour of materials 
Energy absorption capacity of reinforced 
concrete structural members under impact 
force 
Tensile tests with reinforced steel bars 
under time-dependent Load 
Experimental investigations at reinforced 























The experimental and theoretical study of 
local effects in the impact of missiles on 
structures 
3.3. Explosions 
Gas explosion characterization and wave pro-
pagation 
Experimental investigations to determinate 
the pressure field in consequence of inter-





Possible initiation of detonation-like explo-
sion modes in free gas-air mixtures and re-
sulting nuclear power plant load FRG 
Possible initiation of detonation-like explo-
sion modes FRG 
Explosion possibility of mist/vapour/air or 
mist/gas/air-mixtures FRG 
External impacts on nuclear plants : unconfi-
ned chemical explosions due to an industrial 
environment or to communication routes France 
Formation and atmospheric dispersion of drif-
ting clouds of explosive or toxic gases or 
aerosols as a consequence of an accident on 
a chemical or on a nuclear plant France 
Theroretical studies of gas clouds explo-
sions, mechanical effects U.K. 
3.4. Fire 
(no entries) 













4. POWER TRANSIENTS 
Comparative analysis between the behaviour of 
LWR uranium fuelled cores and LWR pu-mixed 
fuelled cores in the accident of rod drop 
(BWR core) and of rod ejection (PWR core) 
Thermohydraulic transients of BWR's for sys-
tem control faults 
4.1. Reactivity insertions 
ANDYCAP : 3-D dynamical model of a BWR-core 
NORHAV - Three-dimensional transient calcu-
lation program for the PWR core (ANTI) 
Development of a BWR-power plant dynamic 
model for the Barseback 2 unit 
Three-dimensional transient analysis in 
thermal power reactors : an extensive com-
parison between finite difference and space-
time systhesis method 
4.2. Secondary systems effects 
Development of a dynamic model of a BWR 
nuclear power plant 
Development of a PWR power plant dynamic 
model for the Ringhals 3 unit 
Thermohydraulics of steam generators under 
accident conditions 
Investigation of dynamic behaviour of a 
natural circulation steam generator 
4.3. Instability 
Investigation of instability threshold of a 
natural circulation steam generator 
An experimental study on two-phase flow ins-
tability in parallel channels with different 
heat flux profile 














5. BEHAVIOUR, TRANSPORT AND RELEASE OF RADIO-
ACTIVE SUBSTANCE 
Participation to the MARVIKEN V project 
Survey of the field "analysis of severe 
accidents in Swedish nuclear power plant" 
Compilation of data as basis for calcula-
tion of aerosol transport before and after 
planned experiments at MARVIKEN 
Calculations of transport of iodine and 
cesium at the first experiments with fis-
sium at MARVIKEN 
Projet RAMA : Adjusting the MAAP code for 
application to early Swedish BWRs 
The RAMA research project 
RAMA : Reactor accident mitigation analysis 
Sampling, monitoring and analysis of PWR 
circuits (C 7.1.) 
5.1. Release from fuel elements in normal opera-
tion 
Iodine release from uo2 under steady-state 
and transient conditions 
Assessment of the fission product release 
rate from a cladding defect in a pressuri-
zed water reactor under steady-state condi-
tions 
Analysis of short-Lived y-emitter fission 
products in the main coolant of Light water 
reactors 
Examination of defect fuel rods from power 
reactors 
Transuranic nuclides in Low-Level wastes 
from power reactors in Sweden 
Computer calculations on Halden test cases 
for reactor fuel behaviour 















Modelling of fission gas release from power 
reactor fuel at high burn-up (01/81) 
5.2. Release from overheated fuel elements (in 
accident conditions including LOCA) 
Experiments on determination and limitation 
of fission and activation product release 
during core melt down 
FLASH : assessment of the fission product 
release rate out of the fuel cladding du-
ring a loss of coolant accident in a pres-
surized water reactor 
PITEAS project : 
- study of the transfers of radioactivity 
inside the plant 
- rustic filtration 
Experimental study and modelling of the 
fission product release rate from a fuel 
rod of a PWR core, assuming the occurren-
ce of a beyond-design, severe accidental 
transient 
JERICHO computer code modelisation of the 
behaviour of the fission products in the 
containment building during severe PWR 
accidents 
Product fission activity in PWRs circuits 
Critical analysis of accident scenarios and 
consequences modelling applied to LWR power 
plants, for accident categories beyond the 
design basis accident 
5.3. Retention (e.g. plate-out, wash-out, filtra-
tion 
Dose reduction 
Activated corrosion products in LWR loops 












Reduction of radiation exposure 
Part 1 : reduction of the build-up rate 
of activity 
Reduction of radiation exposure 
Part 3 : dose reducing work procedures for 
repairs to reactor components 
Investigations on the interactions of fis-
sion products and aerosols in LWR-contain-
ment 
Determination of the iodine species in the 
exhaust air of boiling water reactors 
Development and improvement of exhaust air 
filters for accident conditions 
Investigation into the behaviour of HEPA 
filters at high temperature, air humidity 
and elevated differential pressure 
Radioactive noble gases treatment 
Testing of the filter systems used in nu-
clear plants for particle and iodine remo-
val 
Evaluation of HEPA filter systems, used in 
nuclear plants, under heavy environmental 
conditions 
Techniques for testing charcoal absorbers 
for iodine and its derivatives 
Critical analysis of accident scenarios and 
consequences modelling applied to LWR power 
plants, for accident categories beyond the 
design basis accident 
Complementary tests on the retention of 
iodine in sand beds 
Transuranic nuclides in Low-Level wastes 
from power reactors in Sweden 
Iodine retention in a gravel bed 
PWR coolant chemistry studies CC.1) 

















Decontamination (C 2.1) 
Gas phase trapping studies 
In-pile studies of PWR primary circuit 
chemistry (C 3.1) 
5.4. Environmental effects 
Consequences of releases of fission products 
to the atmosphere 
Incident analysis for the Large reprocessing 
plant (extraction) 
Investigation of the physical and chemical 
environmental behaviour of radionuclides 
characterized by a particular biological 
effectiveness. Pu, Am, Cm and Np 
Modelling of the Long range transport of 
pollutants 
Investigation of the atmospheric dispersion 
of radioactive substances in the Mesoscale 
(more than 15 km distance) 
Atmospheric diffusion models for particular 
meteorological situations 
Investigation of remote sensing methods in 
respect to their suitability to measure 
meteorological parameters in the atmosphe-
ric boundary Layer 
Microbiological influences on the mobility 
and bioavailability of radionuclides in 
soils and sediments 
Studies on atmospheric transfers 
Quantitative evaluation of the release of 
natural radioactive substances into the 
environment 
Release and circulation in the environment 
of natural radioactive and stable elements 
from uranium mining up to fuel fabrication 
















The trace element pathways from the environ-
ment to man and on their metabolic balance in 
man 
Plutonium and tritium transfer from the envi-
ronment to man 
Local scale atmospheric diffusion at a coas-
tal site in the presence of breeze effect 
Researches on radionuclides in the environ-
ment 
Environmental and health protection implica-
tions from nuclear plants discharging into 
coastal marine eco systems 
Models concerning dispersion and exposition 
in terrestrial eco systems, dose via food-
stuffs 
Variation analysis - BIOPATH 
Uptake of transuranics by cultivated crops 
Sediment investigations outside Oskarshamns 
nuclear power plant 
The atmospheric dispersion of radioactive 
material in the event of an accident to a 
nuclear installation 
The consequences of the accidental release 
of toxic or flammable vapours to the atmos-
phere 
Evaluation of consequences of F.P. relea-
ses (GSD1.1) 
5.5. Detection and measurements 
Environmental and health protection implica-
tions from nuclear plants discharging into 
coastal marine eco systems 
Researches on radionuclides in the environ-
ment 
















Transuranic nuclides in low-level wastes 
from power reactors in Sweden 
5.6. Doses emanating from release activities 
Measuring methods for low-contaminated 
reactor wastes to be released for unres-
tricted use 
Dose measurements during the release and 
recycling of a low-contaminated metallic 
scrap quantity 








TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) I COUNTRY I I I 
DENMARK 
SPONSOR I Ris~ I 
~ational Laboratory 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) I ORGANISATION I Ris~ I I 
NORCOOL. A Model for Analysis of a BWR under IJX:J ~ational Laboratory 
Conditions. 
PROJECT LEADER . I 
0. Rathmann 
INITIATED : COMPLETED • SCIENTISTS . I I 
September 1976 0. Rathmann P. Astrup 
N. Bech 
STATUS I LAST UPDATING I P. Hansen I I 
Under development 
1. General aim 
Development of a model for analysis of a BWR under LOCA conditions. 
<'; 
2. Particular objectives 
NORCOOL is a model for analysis of a BWR during LOCA conditions and 
for the evaluation of the performance of the ECC system. 
NORCOOL is based on a detailed mechanistic modeling of the individual 
phenomena during a LOCA for a BWR. The two-phase flow model is based 
on a fully independent description of the phases, which allows counter 
current flow and thermodynamic non-equilibrium. The heat transfer 
accounts as well for the wall heat transfer as for the interfacial 
heat transfer and contains conduction, convection and radiation heat 
transfer. The heat conduction model is based either on the one-dimen-
sional Fourier equation with two-dimensional conduction at quenching 
fronts represented through correlations, or on the two-dimensional 
Fourier equation assuming rotational symmetry. 
8369 
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NORCOOL consists of two projects NORCOOL-I and NORCOOL-II. 
NORCOOL-I is a further development of RHC and thus contains only 
one fuel element, and the rest 'of the primary system is scaled 
accordingly. In NORCOOL-II, however, an arbitrary number of 
parallel fuel elements in the core and the whole primary system 
inside the vessel may be represented as a network of coupled 
heated or unheated one-dimensional flow channels. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
4. Project status 
4.1. Progress to data 
NORCOOL-I is completed. 
NORCOOL-II is under development. 
4.2. Essential results 
NORCOOL-I has been compared with 2 Gota experiments with good 
agreement. 
NORCOOL-II has been tested regarding the basic hydrodynamics and 
heat conduction. Furthermore, it has been compared to transient 
natural circulation experiments with good agreement, and with 
single pin bottom quenching experiments, also with relatively good 
agreement. 
5. Next steps 
NORCOOL-II will be run-in ussing experimental test cases, e.g. -
loss of coolant experiments, and quenching experiments performed 
at Ris~. 
6. Relation to other projects 
The NORHAV projects includes: 
- 3 -
a) The core heat-up programme RHC, Ris~. 
b) A one-dimensional blow down computer program NORA for 
reactor systems developed at IFE, Norway. 
c) The Danish transient subchannel computer program TINA, the 
combined transient subchannel and 3-dimensional nodal 
neutronics program ANTI and the one-dimensional blow down 
code RISQUE developed at Ris~. 
d) A 64-rod (electrically heated) core heat-up Gota experiment 
by Studsvik Energiteknik, Sweden. 
Furthermore, NORCOOL-II is used in connection with the European 
Economic Community 
Indirect Action Programmeon the Safety of Thermal Water Reactors, 
Project No. 6A, Contract No. 022 SRDK 
"Study of rewetting and quench phenomena by single pin out-of-
pile experiments, with special emphasis on the effort of pin 
composition". 
7. Reference documents 
1. J.G.M. Andersen, P.S. Andersen, P. Astrup, N. Bech, J. Eriksson, 
R. Holt, H.V. Larsen, J. Miettinen, A. Olsen, NORCOOL, A 
Model for analysis of a BWR under LOCA Conditions, NORHAV-D-47, 
August 1977. 
2. 0. Rathmann, 0. Rosdahl and P. Astrup: NORCOOL-II: An Advanced 
Computer Code for Thermohydraulic LOCA Analysis of a BWR. 
Part I: Model Description. NORHAV-D-79. 
3. 0. Rathmann, NORCOOL-II. Input-Output Manual. NORHAV-D-94. 
Ris~ National Laboratory. April 1982. 
4. o. Rathmann, NORCOOL-II. Part III: Numerical Methods and 
Program Description of the Heat Component Part. NORHAV-D-96. 
Ris~ National Laboratory. August 1982. 
5. 0. Rathmann, Global Solution for NORCOOL-II. NORHAV-D-97. 
Ris~ National Laboratory. September 1982. 
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8. Degree of availability 
NORCOOL-I is implemented in the US-NRC program system WRAP-EM 
at Savannah River Laboratory and has been verified, but hot 




TITRE CALCULS DES ACCIDENTS DE REFROIDISSEMENT DES 
REACTEURS A EAU PROGRM1ME GENERAL COORDONNE 





-·---------------------------1 Organisme exeauteur 
TITRE en anglais 
EVALUATION OF PWR COOLANT ACCIDENT . 







~-··---------------~-----------------------4---~--~~----_, Date de 01.01.71 Etat en cours Scientifiques 
demarrage aatuel A. FORGE, M. MEZZA ~~Da~t~e::....:._:~:..__------+=De::::.rn~ie7,r-~---01-.-1-98_3 ___ __, R. POCHARD, P .PROBST d'achevement rmse a Jour R. GONZALEZ. P.TREFOU ET ~- MA. VIVIANDE 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL : 
Mise au point de codes en vue du calcul des accidents de perte de 
caloporteur dans les reacteurs a eau pressurisee. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS . 
- Mise sur machine des codes disponibles. 
- Adaptation informatique 
La qualification-validation a pour but de verifier les 
capacites des codes a prevoir les phenomenes separes se produisant 
au cours des accidents etudies. 
Cette qualification-validation est faite sur les experiences 
analytiques ou a effets separes realisees en France {OMEGA, ERSEC, 
MOBY DICK, CANON, ... ) ou a l•etranger. 
Cette qualification-validation necessite un suivi de ces 
programmes. 
L•evaluation-verification des codes a pour but de verifier les 
capacites des codes a coupler les differents phenomenes separes et 
pour certains d•entre-eux a effectuer une premiere transposition 
d•echelle avant la transposition au reacteur. 
L•evaluation-verification doit etre realisee par des analyses 
des essais effectues sur les grandes experiences globales ( LOFT, 
SEMlSCALE LOB I PKL ) 
-6-
2.4 - Calculs reacteurs 
-----------------
Ces calculs comprennent 
- une phase de mise au point oQ il s•agit de rendre operationnel 
les outils de calcul pour les differents types d•accidents 
( grosse breche, petite breche, transi toi res type 1 n11 •.. ) 
- des etudes de sensibilite mettant en evidence les points ou 
des etudes supplementaires de qualification-validation sont 
requises. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMMES ; 
Ces etudes s•appuient sur 1 •ensemble des experiences suivantes 
MOBY DICK Ecoulement diphasique 




SUPER MOBY DICK Ecoulement diphasique 













Ecoulement diphasique en 
depressurisation adiabatique 
Ecoulement diphasique critique 
a grande echel}e 
voir fiche 145-1-06 




voir fiche 145-1-08 
dans fichier 1980 
Ecoulement et transfert de chaleur voir fiche 145-1-04 
en depressurisation 
Ecoulement et transfert de chaleur voir fiche 145-1-05 
en renoyage. ~1odele de front de dans fichier 1980 
trempe 
Injection de secours 
Pompe en diphasique 
Thermomecanique de la gaine 
du combustible 
Thermomecanique du combustible 
voir fiche 145-1-07 





voir fiche 145-2-02 







renoyage (boucle chauffage 
electrique 1 MW) 
Depressurisation-remplissage-
renoyage {boucle chauffage 
nucleaire 50 MW) 
Programme USNRC 
voir fiche 145-1-13 
Programme USNRC 
voir fiche 145-1-13 
Depressurisation-remplissage Programme EURATOM 
{boucle chauffage electrique 5 MW voir fiche 145-1-14 
Remplissage-renoyage 1 Programme allemand 
1 voir fiche 145-1-13 
4. ETAT D'AVANCEMENT : 
- RELAP 4 MOD 6 : Code implante sur machine CDC 7600 et 
CRAY 1 avec programmes de traces de courbes adaptes au 
systeme fran~ais. 
- TRAC : Implantation sur CDC 7600 des versions PIA, PD2 
et PF1.Implantation sur CRAY 1 de la version PF1. 
- RELAP 5 : Implantation successivement sur machines CDC 
sous systeme SCOPE 2 et NOS-BE des versions mod 0, 
mod 1 cycle 6 et mod 1 cycle 14. Aucune de ces versions 
n'a donne encore un fonctionnement totalement satisfaisan 
- FRAPT 4 : Implantation sur CDC avec adaptation des 
programmes de trace. Couplage avec RELAP 4. 
4.1.2 - gu~lific~tio~-yaliga~iQn_ 
- Ecoulement diphasique en depressurisation. Interpretation 
d'essais MOBY DICK et CANON avec le code TRAC PIA puis 
TRAC PD2. Reprise de cette interpretation avec la version 
TRAC PF1. 
Transfert de chaleur en depressurisation (OMEGA) (voir 
fiche 145-1-11). La qualification sur ce point a ete 
faite avec les codes RELAP 4 Mod 6 et TRAC PD2. Elle a 
porte sur des essais tube et grappe. 
- Renoyage ( ERSEC) (voir fiche 145-1-11). 
Interpretation d'essais tube et grappe avec RELAP 4 Mod 6 
et TRAC PD2. 
• 
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4.1.3 - Evaluation-verification 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
Les experiences sur lesquelles ont porte les taches 
d•evaluation-verification sont les experiences 5EMI5CALE, 
LOFT, PKL, LOBI. 
5EMI5CALE (voir fiche 145-1-13) 
- Essai 506-3 probleme standard No 8) RELAP 4 Mod 5(1971 
- Essai 506-3 phase renoyage) 
- Essai 502-6 petite breche) 
LOFT (voir fiche 145-1-13) 
RELAP 4 Mod 6(1980 
RELAP 4 Mod 6(1979 
- Essai L1-4 (probleme standard No 5) RELAP 4 Mod 3 
- Essai L3-1 (probleme standard No 9) RELAP 4 Mod 6 
FRARELAP (1980) 
- Essai L3-6 (probleme standard No 11) RELAP 4 Mod 6 
FRARELAP (1981) 
- Essai L2-5 (probleme standard No 12) RELAP 4 Mod 6(1982) 
- Essai L2-3 (depressurisation) 
- Essai L3-6 (reprise) 
- Essai L3-5 
- Essai Ll-5 
P.K.L. (voir fiche I45-I-13) 
- Essai K9 (probleme standard No 10) 
- Reprise essai K9 
RELAP 4 Mod 6(1982) 
RELAP 4 Mod 6(I982) 
RELAP 4 Mod 6(1982) 
TRAC PFl (1982) 
RELAP 4 Mod 6(I980) 
RELAP 4 Mod 6(I981) 
- Essais K5a, K5.3a, K7a, K5.1b, K5.4a RELAP 4 Mod 6(I982) 
LOBI (voir fiche I45-I-14) 
- Realisation calculs preliminaires 
- Realisation du probleme ~OBI-PREX 
- Realisation de calculs previsionnels 
• Essai BIOI, BIOI-M (grosse breche) 
• Essai 5D5L01 (petite breche) 
• Essai 5D5L02 (petite breche) 
• Essai B222 (grosse breche) 
RELAP 4 Mod 5 t·1od 
(I980) 
RELAP 4 Mod 6(I980) 
RELAP 4 Mod 6(1980) 
RELAP 4 Mod 6 
FRARELAP (1980) 
FRARELAP (I980) 
RELAP 4 Mod 6(I982) 
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- Realisation de calculs 
d'interpretation 
.Essai B 101 (grosse breche) 
.Essai A1-66 (grosse breche) 
• Essai SDSL01 
• Essa i SDSL03 
- Participat<i>on aux task forces dans 
le cadre du groupe de travail LOBI-B 
4.1.4 - Calculs reacteurs 
RELAP 4 Mod 6 







- Calculs FESSENHEIM grosse breche -RELAP 4 Mod 5 et Mod 6 
( 1978' 1979) 
- Calcul CP1 grosse breche - RELAP 4 Mod 6 (1980) 
- Etudes de sensibilite sur le calcul CP1 grosse breche 
(structures, temperature dome, inertie hydraulique coeur, 
canal chaud, breches dissymetriques) {1980, 1981). 
- Calcul CP1 physique grosse breche-- RELAP 4 Mod 6(1981,1982) 
- Etudes de sensibilite complementaires sur calcul CP1 grosse 
breche avec RELAP 4 t~d 6 {1982) 
- Calcul CP1 renoyage - RELAP 4 Mod 6 (correlations FLECHT) 
- Calcul CP1 renoyage - RELAP 4 Mod 6 (physique) en cours 1982 
- Calcul CP1 grosse breche depressurisation-remplissage 
TRAC PD2 
- Calcul CP1 breche de 7,5cm de diametre- RELAP 4 Mod 6. 
Comparaison avec calcul FRARELAP (1980, 1981). 
- Calcul CP1 breche de 5cm de diametre sans ISHP - RELAP 4 
Mod 6 (1981) 
- Calcul CP1 breche de 34,4cm de diametre avec les options 
grosse et petite breches (1981) 
- Calcul CP1 petite breche sans ISHP conduisant a la fusion 
(1982) 
- Calcul CP1 rupture RRA - RELAP 4 Mod 6 (1982) 
- Calcul CP1 rupture tubes GV avec ou sans rupture circuit 
vapeur - RELAP 4 Mod 6 (1982, en cours) 
- Calcul 1300 breche 5cm - RELAP 4 Mod 6 (1982, en cours) 
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Dans 1•ensemble des actions de qualification et de verification 
le code RELAP 4 Mod 6 presente une fiabilite certaine en depres-
surisation grosse breche. Les resultats sont en general satisfaisants 
sur 1•ensemble des parametres. Neanmoins, un examen detaille des 
resultats laisse appara1tre des lacunes sur certaines grandeurs, ce 
qui semble indiquer 1•existence de compensations d•erreurs pour les 
parametres les mieux prevus. 
Les difficultes de prevision suite aux changements de configu-
ration d•experiences (LOBI par exemple) confirment cette indication et 
montrent la necessite de disposer d•une physique plus evoluee. Le code 
TRAC PD2 qui possede une telle physique voit en fait ses resultats 
fawsses par une vitesse de depressurisation trop importante. Les 
premiers resultats avec TRAC PFl montrent une certaine amelioration 
mais ne sont, en ce qui nous concerne, pas encore assez nombreux pour 
conclure. 
De nombreuses difficultes numeriques sont rencontrees pratiquemen 
avec tous les codes, necessitant souvent de proceder a des artifices 
comme sur la temperature d1 injection. Les modeles de condensation sont, 
soit totalement errones ( equilibre thermodynamique dans RELAP 4), soit 
apparemment mal ajustes (TRAC PD2). Les calculs reacteurs avec 
TRAC PD2 font apparaitre pendant cette phase, des effets 3D importants 
dans la cuve. Des etudes supplementaires sont necessaires pour evaluer 
1 •importance reel le de ces effets. 
Des resultats satisfaisants sont obtenus avec les codes RELAP 4 
Mod 6 et TRAC PD2 pour des experiences utilisant des simulateurs 
electriques en configuration grappe et pour des pressions voisines de 
3 bars. Tout ecart par rapport a ces conditions (configuration tube, 
pressions plus faibles (1' bar)ou plus fortes (6 bars)conduit a des 
desaccords tres importants entre calculs et experiences. Les effets 
systeme propre a cette phase semblent relativement bien predits par 
RELAP 4 Mod 6 ( resultats PKL). 
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Petite breche 
Des resultats assez satisfaisants ont ete obtenus avec 
RELAP 4 Mod 6 et FRARELAP. Ces resultats, pour RELAP 4 Mod 6, sont 
tres sensibles au choix des options, ce qui demande pratiquement de 
determiner ou de connaitre a 1•avance les phenomenes qui sont a 
predire. Des difficultes et des ecarts importants sont dans certains 
cas rencontres dans la description des phases d•injection des 
accumulateurs. 
Aucune experience propre n•a encore ete obtenue avec TRAC PF1 
dont les modeles devraient avoir des potentialites superieures. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES : 
FRAPT 4 : Implantation du code sur CRAY 1 
5.2 - g~~l1fis~!iQ~:Y~li9~!iQ~ 
RELAP 4 Mod 6 • Fin de 1•analyse des essais grappe 2 erne campagn 
- TRAC PF1 • Fin des calculs MOBY DICK et CANON 
• Reprise des calculs OMEGA et ERSEC effectues 
precedemment avec TRAC PD2 
• Calcul des autres essais figurant dans la 
liste du dossier de qualification de CATHARE 
5.3 - Evaluation-verification 
-----------------------
LOFT 
- Essai L2-5 (probleme standard No 12) renoyage avec RELAP 4 Mod 
- Essai L2-3 
- Essai L2-5 
- Essai L3-6 
- Essai L3-5 (etude complementaire) 
P K L 




RELAP 4 Mod 
TRAC PF 1 
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LOBI 
Revision des matrices d'essais B en particulier des essais 
petite breche 
Definition de la matrice d'essais des transitoires speciaux 
-Suite de l'interpretation de l'essai SDSL03 
-Interpretation des essais B grosse breche avec l'espace 
annulaire reduit 
Calculs previsionnels des essais A2 et B a realiser sur LOBI 
- Preparation et realisation du calcul du probleme standard No 1 
avec le code TRAC PF1. 
5.4 - Calculs reacteurs 
-----------------
- Fin calcul renoyage CP1 (RELAP 4 Mod 6) 
- Calcul CP1 grosse breche avec une schematisation detaillee 
{TRAC PF1) 
- Poursuite des calculs CP1 RTGV et RTGV + RTV (RELAP 4 Mod 6) 
- Reprise de ces calculs avec TRAC PF1 
- Calcul CP1 petite breche avec TRAC PF1 
- Calcul CP1 ATWS perte d'eau alimentaire avec TRAC PF1 
- CalcUl 1300 petite breche avec RELAP 4 Mod 6 (fin) 
- Calcul 1300 petite breche avec TRAC PF1 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES : 
Fiches 145-1-3 a 145-1-8 Thermohydraulique du LOCA programmes 
experimentaux 
Fiches 145-1-11 a 145-1-15 Qualification-validation, 




Consequences sur 1 'enceinte de confinement 
PHEBUS . 
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7 . DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
- Resume des travaux effectues par la Section d'Etudes des Accidents 
des Reacteurs a Eau Legere jusqu'au 1er Juin 1979. 
Note technique SEAREL 79/14 (Novembre 1979) 
-Resume des travaux effectues par la Section d'Etudes des Accidents 
des Reacteurs a Eau Legere du 1er Juin 1979 au 31 Decembre 1980. 
Note technique SEAREL 81/44 
- Resume des travaux effectues par la Section d'Etudes des Accidents 
des Reacteurs a Eau Legere du 1er Janvier 1981 au 31 Decembre 1981. 
Note technique SEAREL a para1tre 




-----------------------------------------------+----------------~ Pays FRANCE TITRE DEVELOPPEMENT DU CODE AVANCE CATHARE POUR 
L'ETUDE DE L'ACCIDENT DE PERTE DE REFRIGERANT 
(APRP) DANS LES REACTEURS A EAU PRESSURISEE. 
TITRE en anglais 
DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED CODE FOR THE STUDY 
OF THE LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT IN A PRESSURIZED 







_EOUIPES MIXTES {r,RFNOqLE) 
Responsab"les 
M. BOULOT EDF 
M. PELCE CEA 
~---------------------~------------------------~--------------__, Date de 01.01.77 Etat Saientifiques 
-=d_;enn.==r-=-r..:.:.agiL,e'--------------+a=-'a;_;;t....;,.;u•e7-L ___ en __ c_o_ur_s ______ ---1 MM. COU RTAU D, NI GON ( C A-STl 
Date Derniere M. MEGNIN /FRAMATOME 
d'aahevement 31. 03 ·83 mise a jour05_·_83 ___________ ~_M. REOCREUX/CEA-QSN_ 
r---- M. SUREAU /EDF-SEPTE~ 
M. HOUDAYER/EQUIPE MI TE 
M. BRUN /E~UIPE MI~TE 
1 - OBJECTIF GENERAL : 
Conception et realisation d'un code avance (CATHARE) permettant la 
transposition au reacteur des essais analytiques et globaux, fran9ais 
et etrangers, pour 1 'analyse des APRP en support et/ou remplacement des 
codes de premiere generation. 
Ce developpement est la continuation des travaux sur CLYSTERE et 
POSEIDON. 
Une equipe commune EDF/CEA/FRAMATOME a ete constituee le 1/9/1979 
a GRENOBLE ( CEN/G) pour la realisation des modules. 
Une seconde equipe commune a ete mise en place le 1/9/1980 pour 
la realisation de l'assemblage. 
2 - OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
2.1. - Ecriture de modeles physiques 
Ces modeles decrivent 1 'ensemble des phenomenes intervenant 
au cours des APRP. 
- Ecoulement 1D-2~ 
.Avec - echanges thermiques en parois, frottements 
- echanges entre phases (masse, energie, frottements) 
• Pour tous les types d'ecoulement (disperses, stratifies, 
contre-courant, flooding, front de taux de vide, etc ... ) 
•Pour tousles elements axiaux; entre autres : 
- approche de breche (calcul de debits critiques) 
- rattrapage des desequilibres dus aux injections 
de secours 
- ecoulements et transferts : 
dans le coeur en depressurisation 
dans le coeur en renoyage 
dans le primaire des G.V. 
- Conduction thermique radiale dans les tuyaux et structures 
---------- couplee au modele d•ecoulement, avec en plus 
pour le combustible : 
.thermomecanique des crayons (oxydation, gonflement, 
rupture) 
.conduction 20 et echange au voisinage du front de 
trempe ( code PSCHITT) 
- Volume 00-2~ (entrainement, desentrainement, niveau, fall bac 
------------- piquages sur volumes) 
- Pompe OD et Pompe 10-2~ 
- Downcomer 20-2~ 
Jonction 2~ pour injection de secours et piquage 




2.2. -Validation des modeles physiques 
Tous les modeles sont etablis et valides par les experiences 
fran~aises ( voir liste au paragraphe 3) ou etrangeres. 
Les modeles font la synthese entre les differents essais. 
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2.3. - Analyse numerique 
Ces etudes ont pour but d'optimiser la precision, la fiabilite 
et la rapidite des calculs et la souplesse du code. 
Elles comportent : 
- La mise au point d'une methode numer1que efficace pour les 
modules ( discretisation du module lG-2~ essentiellement) 
- Le test de ~a methode numerique d'assemblage 
-La recherche d'algorithmes pour l'optimisation au cours du 
transitoire des pas de temps et d'espace et des tests de 
convergence. 
2.4. - Realisation des modules 
Les modules recenses sont les suivants : 
-module de base (axial) avec ses differentes options 
• a) version semi-implicite et implicite 
• b) avec ou sans front de trempe 
• c) avec combustible ou parois simples, ou sans parois 
• d) option generateur de vapeur (secondaire ponctuel) 
- module volume OD avec ses differentes options (ou versions) 
plenum superieur, inferieur, couvercle, fond de cuve, 
pressuriseur, bo1te a eau GV, accumulateur, etc ... 
- module 11 Te 11 
- module pompe nodale avec son moteur 
- module pompe 10 2 ~ avec son moteur 
- downcomer 20 
-module GV 2x1D primaire et secondaire axiaux (eventuellement) 
- modules divers 
.modules conditions limites (pour circuits ouverts) 
.module singularite 
•modules derives des singularites et/ou des conditions 
limites (breche, vanne, soupapes, clapets, jonctions 
diverses) 
- module neutronique et puissance residuelle 
- modules asservissements et contrOle commande 
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2.5. - Conception et realisation de 1 •assemblage 
Concepti·on et rea 1 i sat ion du systeme i nformatique 
• langage, Entrees-Sorties 
• gestion mem6i re 
egestion des enchainements 
Ce systeme conduit a un code modulaire souple. 
Les assemblages sont ou seront realises pour les calculs 
reacteurs et pour interpreter les experiences globales : OMEGA, 
ERSEC Systeme, PKL, SEMISCALE Renoyage, LOFT, SEMISCALE, LOBI, ... 
3 - INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
Ces experiences servent de base a la validation des modeles 
physiques. 
MOBY DICK Ecoulement diphasique 
Ecoulement critique 
(basse pression) 








Ecoulement et transfert de 
chaleur en depressurisation 
Ecoulement et transfert de 
chaleur en renoyage. Modele 
de front de trempe 
Renoyage incluant le coeur 
et les effets de systeme 
Injection de secours 
Pompe en diphasique 
PATRICIA I et II Comportement des generateurs 





Stratification dans les boucles 
Fonds de cuve 
Thermomecanique de la gaine 
du combustible 
(voir fiche 145-1-03) 
(voir fiche 145-1-03) 
(voir fiche 145-1-04) 
(voir fiche 145-1-09) 
(EVA programme FRA-CEA) 
(EPOPEE programme EDF) 
(voir fiche 145-1-10) 
(voir fiche 145-1-17) 





Thermomecanique du combustible (voir fiche 170-1-04) 
Ecoulement diphasique air-eau- (voir fiche 145-4-02) 
vapeur entre les casemates 
Condensation dans les enceintes (voir fiche 14l-3-01) 
4 - ETAT D'AVANCEMENT 
4.1. - Avancement a ce jour 
4.1.1. - ~~~~~~~-!~f2r~~~!q~~ 
L'assemblage a ete defini et valide. 
4.1.2. - ~~~b29~-Q~~~r!g~~ : 
L'analyse numerique finalement retenue pour le modele 
d'ecoulement 10 2<f! est une discretisation a mailles 
decalees/cellule donneuse ( methode ICE) avec deux 
versions compatibles dans l'assemblage (semi-implicite 
et implicite). Actuellement, seule la version totalemen 
implicite est utilisee parce que s'etant averee plus 
avantageuse. Les autres modules ont une discretisation 
impl i cite. 
4.1.3. - Realisation des modules 
-----------------------
~o9ule_d~ ~a~e (ecoulements axiaux) 
Ce module comprend une grille complete de lois 
constitutives, a savoir : 
• des lois de transfert de masse, d' impulsion et 
d'energie entre phases. 
•des correlations d'echange de chaleur en depressurisa-
tion et en renoyage . 
• des lois de frottement a la paroi. 
Autres modules 
- - - - -
Les modules suivants ont ete realises et testes 
• paroi s 
.combustible 
• GV 
• pompe OD 
• volumes 
• te 
• neutroni que 
• accumul ateur 
-c:u-
- Une version complete du code (CATHARE 0) interne 
aux equipes mixtes a ete realisee. 
- Avec la version CATHARE 0 deux calculs reacteurs 
ont ete entrepris : 
.un calcul grosse breche (ADR) comprenant les phases 
de depressurisation, remplissage et renoyage. 
•un calcul petite breche ( breche de 311 ). 
4.2. - Principaux resultats 
- Un jeu unique et coherent de lois de transfert a ete finalise 
dans la revision 2 des grilles. 
Les reconstitutions partielles avec cette rev1s1on 2 des 
essais MOBY DICK, SUPER MOBY DICK, CANON, SUPER CANON, 
MARVIKEN, DADINE, ECTHOR, REBECA, OMEGA, ERSEC, donnent 
des resultats qualitativement corrects. 
- La realisation des deux calculs reacteurs actuellement en 
cours a permis d•apporter un certain nombre de corrections 
et d•ameliorations du code notamment sur : 
.les modules pompe et te 
•les lois aux jonctions entre modules. 
5 - PROCHAINES ETAPES : 
Les travaux de developpement CATHARE sont orientes dans quatre 
directions 
La fin de la realisation des deux calculs reacteurs doit 
conduire 1a la premiere version operationnelle de CATHARE (CATHARE 1). 
Cette version est prevue pour fin 1983. 
5.2. - Amelioration des lois de transfert 
----------------------------------
Le depouillement du programme experimental doit conduire a de 
nouvelles revisions des grilles de lois de transfert qui seront 
incorporees a CATHARE 2. 
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- Un contrOle systematique de CATHARE 1 version 1 sur un 
ensemble representatif d•essais du programme experimental 
analytique doit conduire a un dossier de qualification du 
code. Ce dossier devrait etre realise a la livraison du code. 
- CATHARE 1 dans sa version figee doit ensuite etre verifie sur 
un ensemble representatif d•essais sur boucle systeme (LOFT, 
LOBI, PKL). 
5.4. - g~y~lQQe~~~~~-~~I~~~~-g 
Ces developpements doivent se faire selon deux directions 
.amelioration des methodes numeriques 
•Ecriture de nouveaux modules : downcomer bidimensionnel, 
pompe axiale, GV axial, ~ntroduction des incondensables. 
6- RELATIONS AVEC D1 AUTRES ETUDES : 
- Calculs des accidents de refroidissement des reacteurs a eau. 
Programme general coordonne de mise au point des codes. 
(fiche 145-1-01). 
-Programmes experimentaux (voir§ 3). 
7 - DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE : 
G. HOUDAYER, G LE COQ, B. PINET, M. REOCREUX, J.C ROUSSEAU 
Modeling of two phase flow with thermal and mechanical non equilibrium. 
Rapport DSN 166 e - Presentation at the 5th Water Reactor Safety 
Research Information Meeting. Washington 1977 
P. CLEMENT, R. DERUAZ, J.P L1 HERITEAU, P. RAYMOND, P. REGNIER, 
M. REOCREUX 
Development of reflood code FLIRA and PSCHIT. Physical modeling and 
interpretation of ERSEC experiments. 
Rapport DSN 167 e - Presentation at the 5th Water Reactor Safety 
Research Information Meeting. Washington 1977 
M. REOCREUX, H. SUREAU, J. THIBAUDEAU, M. CHABRILLAC, M. COURTAUD, 
M. GOMOLINSKI 
French thermo-hydraulic studies for the development of safety 
advanced code for PWR 
ENS/ANS International Topical Meeting on Nuclear Power Reactor Safety 
Bruxelles (16-19 Oct. 1978) 
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B. FAYDIDE, J.C. ROUSSEAU 
Two-Phase Flow modeling with the thermal mechanical non equilibrium 
European Two-Phase Flow Group Meeting 
Glasgow - June 1980 
D. ANDREONI, P. CLEMENT, R. DERUAZ, A. PORRACCHIA, P. REGNIER 
Calculation of single tube reflooding with the HEXECO code 
Analysis of ERSEC experiment. 
Glasgow - June 1980 
G. HOUDAYER, J.C. ROUSSEAU 
Development of the CATHARE advanced Code 
OECD - 3rd Transient Two-Phase Flow Specialists Meeting 
Pasadena - March 1981 
D. JUHEL, J.C. ROUSSEAU 
A Synthesis of qualification of the advanced safety code CATHARE, 
based on analytical experiments 
European Two-Phase Flow Group Meeting 
June 2-4, 1982 
J.C. ROUSSEAU, G. HOUDAYER 
Advanced Safety Code CATHARE 
A Synthesis of qua·lification on analytical experiments 
International Topical Meeting on Nuclear Reactor Thermohydraulics 





Pays FRANCE TITRE EVALUATION - VERIFICATION RELAP-TRAC 
CALCULS SEMISCALE, LOFT, PKL. Organisme directeur 
CEA- IPSN - CEA/DSN 
1-------------------------------------1 Organisme executeur 
CEA/DSN/SEAREL ( FAR 
TITRE en anglais EVALUATION - VERIFICATION OF CEA/DRE/STRE ( CAD 
RE LAP AND TRAC CODES. /SER~1A ( SAC 
SEMISCALE, LOFT, PKL, CALCULATIONS. Responsables 
M. REOCREUX /SEAREL 
M. GINIER /STRE 
~----------------.------------------~-----------1 Date de 1978 Etat Scientifiques en cours ~d::::e~m:z~r:..;_r~a~g,e _______ ~a~c::..:::t::::u::;.ef-l- ----------1 M. LE RI DON / STRE 
Date Derniere M. THOMAS /SERMA 
d'achevement mise a jour 1/ 1983 M. POCHARD /SEAREL 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL : 
Realiser les taches d•evaluation-verification des codes de calculs 
disponibles, actuellement RELAP et TRAC, sur les experiences etrangeres 
SEMISCALE, LOFT ( INEL-IDAHO FALLS- USA ) et PKL ( KWU- ERLANG[~- R~A). 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
2.1 - Realisation de calculs dans le cadre des problemes standards OCDE 
concernant ces experiences. 
2.2- Realisation de calculs previsionnels et d•interpretation des 
experiences SEMISCALE, LOFT, PKL. 
2.3 - Tirer des calculs precedents des enseignements pour les calculs 
reacteurs. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME: 
Les installations utilisees dans cette action d•evaluation-verification 
sont les suivantes : 
SEMISCALE MOD 1 
Cette installation situee sur le Centre de 1• INEL a IDAHO FALLS (USA) 
est destinee a etudier les phenomenes physiques de la depressurisation, 
du remplissage et du renoyage. Elle simule, dans sa configuration MOD 1, 
un reacteur 4 boucles au moyen d•une boucle et demie, c•est a dire une 
boucle avec elements actifs ( representant les boucles non rompues ) et 
une boucle avec elements passifs ( boucle rompue). 
Le coeur est represente par 40 barreaux a chauffage electrique de 1,68 m 
de haut. 
LOFT 
Situe egalement sur le Centre de l'INEL ( IDAHO FALLS- USA), LOFT est 
un reacteur nucleaire de 55 MW. une boucle active simule 3 boucles de 
PWR et la boucle rompue est passive. Le coeur de 1,68 m de haut, contient 
1300 crayons combustibles. 
p~ 
Situe sur le Centre KWU a ERLANGtN ( RFA ), cette installation est 
destinee a etudier les phenomenes physiques du remplissage et du renoyage 
au cours d'un LOCA. El le simule un reacteur 4 boucles a 1 'echelle 1/134 
pour les volumes et la puissance; 340 barreaux de 3,9 m de haut, a 
chauffage electrique, permettent de representer la puissance residuelle 
du coeur. La boucle est con~ue pour permettre des injections branche 
chaude, branche froide et directement dans la zone annulaire. 
L'installation a ete modifiee pour permettre l'etude des accidents petites 
breches : adjonction d'un pressuriseur et d1 un dOme vapeur G.V., 
modification de l'instrumentation. 
Les essais petites breches sont sous forme soit de transitoires, soit 
d'une succession d'etats permanents avec une masse d'eau primaire 
decroissante. 
4. ETAT D'AVANCEMENT 
4.1 - Avancement ace jour 
- Rappel : probleme standard N° 5 LOFT L 1-4 ( code RELAP 4 Mod 3 ). 
Ont ete realises courant 79 : 
- Probleme standard No 8 SEMISCALE S 06-3 code RELAP 4 Mod 5 ). 
- Probleme standard N° 4 SEMISCALE S 02-6 code RELAP 4 Mod 6 ). 
Ont ete realises courant 80 : 
- Probleme standard No 9 LOFT L 3.1 (codes RELAP 4 Mod 6, FRARELAP 
- Essai de renoyage SEMISCALE S 06-3 
- Probleme standard No 10 PKL K 9 (code RELAP 4 Mod 6) 
Ont ete realises courant 81 : 
- Probleme standard No 11 LOFT L 3.6 (codes RELAP 4 Mod 6, FRARELAP) 
Ont ete realises courant 82 
- Probleme standard No 12 LOFT L 2.5 ( code RELAP 4 Mod 6) 
- Calcul des essais LOFT : 
- L 2.3 depressurisation 
- reprise L 3.6 
- L 3.5 
- L 1.5 
Calcul des essais PKL 
code RELAP 4 Mod 6 
code RELAP 4 Mod 6 
code RELAP 4 Mod 6 
code TRAC PF 1 ) 
- reprise essai K 9 ( Probleme standard No 10 ) 
- K 5a, K 5.3a, K 7a, K 5.1b, K 5.4a ( code RELAP 4 Mod 6 ) 
4.2 - Principaux resultats : 
4.2.1 - Etude des problemes standards : 
Probleme standard No 8: Ce probleme correspond a l'essai 
S 06-3 du programme SEMISCALE Mod 1. 
L'essai S 06-3 est une experience de depressurisation par 
une rupture guillotine branche froide suivie de remplissage 
et de renoyage. La puissance lineique maximum est de 
394 W/cm. Cet essai devait servir de repetition et de 
preparation de l'essai LOFT L 2.3. 
La modelisation de l'experience a ete faite au moyen de 
40 volumes, 44 jonctions et 14 zones d'echange de chaleur. 
Le coeur a ete represente par un canal hydraulique unique 
comportant 2 types de barreaux ~lectriques : chauds et 
moyens. Le debit a la breche a ete calcule par 1 'equation 
des moments modifiee en sous-critique et par le modele 
homogene equilibre en regime sature, la transition entre les 
2 modeles se faisant pour une qualite de 2 %.Des coefficients 
de decharge de 0,865 en sous-sature et 0,7 en sature ont ete 
utilises. Des modeles de montee de bulles ont ete utilises 
dansle plenum inferieur, le secondaire du generateur de 
vapeur, le pressuriseur et l'accumulateur. 
Les resultats ont montre que la baisse de pression dans le 
systeme etait trop rapide; ce phenomene peut etre partiel-
lement explique par une prediction de flux critique trop 
precoce ( un des points faibles de RELAP). La temperature 
maximum de gaine a ete correctement calculee ( en temps et 
en amplitude), cependant des anomalies, probablement dues au 
decoupage, ont ete observees dans le bas du canal. 
Essai de renoyage S 06-3 
Les donnees utilisees pour le calcul de la phase de 
depressurisation ont ete reprises pour etre adaptees a 
la phase renoyage. 
Deux types de difficultes ont ete rencontres : 
1) taille memoire insuffisante dOe a l 1 utilisation de deux 
canaux en parallele avec maillage glissant pour la 
representation du coeur. Cette difficulte a ete 
surmontee par une nouvelle segmentation du programme. 
2) RELAP 4 Mod 6 n1 etant pas capable de calculer la phase 
remplissage, les conditions initiales de la phase 
renoyage ont ete fixees d1 apres les resultats 
experimentaux a l 1 instant ou l 1 eau commence a rentrer 
dans le coeur. A cet instant la pression dans la boucle 
est encore nettement superieure a la pression de 
l 1 enceinte (P boucle= 4,5 bars, P enceinte= 2,9 bars) 
Cette initialisation a conduit a des oscillations de 
debit non amorties qui a 5 secondes ont bloque le 
calcul. Cette experience nous a permis de nous rendre 
compte de l 1 incapacite de RELAP 4 Mod 6 a demarrer un 
calcul renoyage dans des conditions purement experi-
mentales; une adaptation est necessaire pour partir 
d1 un etat tout a fait stable. 
Probleme standard No 4 : Cet ancien probleme standard (1976), 
correspondant a la seule experience petite breche disponible 
a la mi-79, a ete calcule avec RELAP 4 Mod 6. 
L1 essai SEMISCALE S 02-6 est une experience breche interme-
diaire (6 %) sur la branche froide, correspondant environ a 
une breche de 711 sur un reacteur. L1 accident se deroule sur 
une periode de 400 s. 
Avec un decoupage en 31 volumes et 40 jonctions, deux calculs 
ont ete realises 
1er calcul 
Hypothese - Utilisation du modele de Wilson dans les 
volumes : coeur, primaire des generateurs de 
vapeur, branche en U, espace annulaire. 
Resultats Denoyage trop important du coeur 
Temperature de gaine trop elevee 
Presence d1 un bouchon liquide au bas des 
epingles du G.V. 
2eme calcul : 
Importance des echanges thermiques avec 
les structures. 
Hypotheses modifiees 
Modele homogene dans la partie ascendante 
des tubes de G.V. 
Glissement dans les jonctions des volumes 
correspondants. 
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Resultats - Absence de denoyage du coeur (experimentalement 
un denoyage partiel localise a ete constate) 
Temperature de gaine dans le domaine experi-
mental. 
Importance des echanges thermiques avec les 
structures. 
Les resultats des calculs montrent l'importance du choix des 
modeles sur les resultats des futurs calculs reacteurs petite 
breche. 
Probleme standard No 9 : L'essai LOFT L 3.1 est une experience 
de depressurisation petite breche dont la taille equivaut a une 
breche de 10 cm de diametre sur un reacteur. 
Un calcul a ete realise avec le code RELAP 4 Mod 6 en choisis-
sant un decoupage en 31 volumes et 40 jonctions. Le modele de 
Wilson a ete utilise dans 1 'ensemble plenum inferieur, coeur, 
plenum superieur, les parties descendantes des G.V. et la 
branche intermediaire. Les autres volumes sont homogenes. 
Les resultats ont montre un bon accord concernant 
- la loi de decroissance de la pression 
- le temps de vidange du pressuriseur 
-le temps d'injection de l'accumulateur ( 640 s, contre 
633,6 s ). 
A partir de ce moment, le calcul a dO etre poursuivi en 
imposant le debit experimental injecte. 
Dans le cadre de la fiche d'etude et de developpement No 117 
entre FRAMATOME et C.E.A., un calcul a ete realise par 
FRAMATOME avec le code FRARELAP. 
Les resultats trouves sont voisins. Le calcul de la phase 
d'injection des accumulateurs a pu etre mene a bien en 
calculant le debit injecte. 
Probleme standard No 10: 11 correspond a l'essai K 9 de la 
serie IB du programme PKL. L'essai K 9 est une experience de 
remplissage-renoyage avec injection dans les branches froides 
et 1 'espace annulaire seulement. Le profil radial de puissance 
est plat. 
La modelisation pour RELAP 4 Mod 6 comprend 29 volumes, 31 
jonctions et 25 zones d'echange de chaleur. Le coeur est 
represente par un volume unique contenant 12 zones d'echanges; 
un maillage thermique local plus fin se deplace avec le front 
de trempe. Les differentes options utilisees sont celles 
recommandees par EG & G. Trois calculs ont ete effectues: 
1 er Calcu1 : L1 injection d•eau sous saturee en trois points 
d1st1ncts-conduit a de fortes oscillations numeriques qui 
obligent a injecter de 11 eau a saturation pendant les premiers 
instants du calcul. Les resultats montrent de ce fait des 
temperatures de retournement et des temps de trempe superieurs 
aux valeurs experimentales. 
2 erne Calcul :L•injection d'eau sous saturee, en un seul point 
rhaut-ae-TTespace annulaire) ameliore sensiblement 1 •accord des 
resultats avec 1 •experience, pour les temperatures de retourne-
ment comme pour les temps de trempe. 
3 erne Calcul :Ce calcul utilise la correlation globale FLECHT du 
code-RE[AP-4 FLOOD. La phase de remplissage ne pouvant etre 
calculee a 1•aide de cette version, le calcul commence a 
1• instant ou 1 e ni veau d • eau a ffl eu rP 1 e bas de 1 a zone chauf-
fante. Les premiers resultats montrant d•importantes differences 
avec 1•experience, le calcul a ete repris en tenant compte de la 
sous saturation a 1•entree du coeur et en corrigeant la puis-
sance lineique du coeur. Les resultats obtenus sont alors beau-
coup plus proches de ceux de 1 •experience tout en restant 
conservatifs. 
Probleme standard No 11 : L•essai LOFT L 3.6 est une experience 
de depressurisation petite breche ( 2,5 % en branche froide de 
la boucle intacte ) avec pompes en fonctionnement. L•,option du 
fluide homogene a done ete retenue pour la realisation d•un 
calcul RELAP 4 Mod 6. 
Les resultats de calcul montrent un bon accord avec 1•experience 
(pression et temperature du fluide). Un leger desaccord subsiste 
sur le bilan final de masse. Dans le cadre d•une revision de la 
fiche 117 un calcul a ete realise par FRAMATOME avec une version 
de FRARELAP possedant un modele de glissement plus general. Les 
resultats trouves sont egalement en bon accord avec 1•experience 
Une etude complementaire avec la modelisation et les principales 
options du premier calcul, a ete realisee (code RELAP 4 Mod 6). 
Ses particularites sont les suivantes 
- Les caracteristiques double phase des pompes sont tirees de 
1•essai L 3.6 lui-meme. 
-Utilisation d•un nouveau modele de G.V. avec separateur 
-Prise en compte du scenario reel de 1•experience (en parti 
-culier fermeture vanne vapeur en 7 secondes, fuite de 
vapeur, ouverture intempestive a 100 secondes). 
Resultats Une meilleure representation de la sequence des 
evenements est ainsi obtenue, ce qui ameliore les resultats. 
Deux calculs ont ete realises pour retrouver le debit breche, 
surestime durant les 200 premieres secondes : 
utilisation d•un coefficient de contraction a la breche 
- particularisation du volume amont breche , en mettant un 
coefficient de perte de charge adequat. 
Seule cette 2 erne methode permet d•approcher correctement le 
debit breche experimental, sans trop modifier la pente de 
depressurisation pendant les 500 premieres secondes de 1 •acciden 
Mais la depressurisation devient beaucoup trop lente vers la fin 
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du transitoire. 
Probleme standard No 12 : L'essai LOFT L 2.5 est une experienc 
de perte de refrigerant par grosse breche ( 200 ~ ) en branche 
froide, avec arret des pompes et retard de l' ISHP. 
La schematisation du circuit comprend 55 volumes, 64 jonctions 
et 32 structures. Ses particularites sont les suivantes : 
- le coeur est divise en 3 volumes 
- un seul canal moyen dans le coeur ( pas de canal chaud 
- le combustible est represente par 9 structures. 
Le modele de debit critique est le modele de debit critique 
homogene equilibre ( HEM ). 
Seul le calcul de la phase depressurisation a ete realise. 
Resultats Un bon accord est obtenu avec l'experience pour la 
courbe de depressurisation. L'injection accumulateur se produit 
au meme instant, ( 17 secondes) que dans l'experience. 
On surestime par contre de 0 a 12 secondes la densite du fluide 
de la branche froide de la boucle rompue. 
Enfin, il n'est pas apparu de remouillage experimental comme 
dans L 2.3 dans la partie centrale de la 1ere region du coeur. 
Le calcul du comportement moyen du coeur ne fait pas apparaitre 
de remouillage premature. 
4.2.2 - ~utres etudes LOFT 
Essai LOFT L 1.5 : Cet essai est une experience de perte de 
refrigerant par breche double de 100 % en branche froide de la 
boucle rompue. 11 s'agit du premier essai avec coeur nucleaire 
( grappes hautes ), mais avec des conditions initiales isother-
mes (555K). Les pompes restent en fonctionnement jusqu'a 70S. 
Meme schematisation du circuit avec RELAP 4 Mod 6 que pour le 
calcul L 2.5 mais avec les particularites suivantes : 
- Le " downcomer" de la cuve est moins finement decoupe 
- Trois structures ( une par volume coeur ) representent 
le combustible 
Resultats :Le calcul de cet essai,preliminaire a ceux des 
essa1s L 2.3 et L 2.5, a permis de valider, et la schematisa-
tion du circuit, et les options choisies pour les futurs calcul 
grosse breche LOFT ( L 2.3 et L 2.5). 
Un bon accord general avec 1 'experience a pu etre observe dans 
le domaine hydraulique et thermique. 
Une schematisation rosse breche pour les calculs TRAC PF 1 a 
ete rea isee fiche 150 CEA-FRA). 
Elle comprend 144 mailles dont 44 mailles dans la cuve. 
Une pompe double represente les 2 pompes. 
Le modelede debit critique disponible dans TRAC a ete utilise a 
la breche. 
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Resultats : Le transitoire de pression est correctement predit 
et le debit breche est bien reconstitue. 
Cependant des difficultes de modelisation de la cuve subsistent. 
Elles concernent la schematisation du by-pass du downcomer et la 
modelisation des echanges paroi fluide qui s•y produisent. Ces 
difficultes empechent le bon deroulement du calcul apres 
1 'initiation de l'injection d'eau de secours. 
Il faut enfin noter que le cout de ce calcul est tres inferieur 
au cout du calcul realise avec RELAP 4 Mod 6. 
Essai LOFT L 2.3 : Cet essai est une experience de perte de 
refrigerant par breche double ( 100 % ) en branche froide de la 
boucle rompuet avec pompes en fonctionnement et ISHP normale. 
La puissance lineaire maximum est la me~e que celle de l'essai 
LOFT L 2.5. 
La schematisation du circuit avec le code RELAP 4 Mod 6 et les 
principales options sont identiques a celles du calcul de 
1 'essai LOFT L 2.5. 
Resultats : Un bon accord avec l'experience est obtenu pour les 
temperatures de fluide et les pressions. L'accord est cependant 
moins bon en ce qui concerne les temperatures de gaine dont le 
premier pie est sous estime. Cela peut s'expliquer par 1 'absence 
d'un canal chaud dans cette modelisation. 
On retrouve cependant par le calcul, le remouillage precoce a 
6 secondes, qui est apparu dans cet essai 
Essai LOFT L 3.5 : Cet essai est une experience de depressurisa-
tion petite breche ( 2,5 % sur la branche froide de la boucle 
intacte ) avec les pompes arretees au debut de 1 •accident. 
La comparaison des essais L 3.5 et L 3.6 doit permettre d'etudie 
l'influence des pompes sur la diminution de masse du circuit 
primaire. 
La schematisation du circuit et les options du calcul sont 
identiques a celles du premier calcul L 3.6 (cod~ RELAP 4 Mod 6) · 
Resultats tes resultats de ce calcul et de 1 'experience sont 
tres eloignes, en particulier le debit breche est tres largement 
surestime pendant les 200 premieres secondes. La difficulte 
provient du fait que la stratification du fluide qui se produit 
dans la branche froide oa se situe la breche, n'est pas modeli-
sable a l'aide de RELAP 4. 
4.2.3 - Autres etudes : PKL : 
Calcul des essais PKL 
option REFLOOD ). 
L'essai K 5a a ete etudie avec les memes options que le 
deuxieme calcul K 9 ( probleme standard No 10.). 
6 
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Par rapport a l'essai K Sa· dont les principales caracteristique 
sont : 
-eau d'injection a 35 oc 
- profil radial de puissance plat, facteur axial de point 
chaud 1.16 
- pression primaire initiale 4 bar 
- secondaires G.V. 55 bar, niveau entre 6 et 8 m 
les differents essais calcules se distinguent par : 
- des resistances des boucles plus faibles (K 5.3 a ) 
- un debit d'injection diminue ( K 7 a ) 
- un facteur total de point chaud augmente : 1.69 (K 5.1b) 
- la suppression du tube vapeur du downcomer ( K 5.4 a ) 
Pour tous ces essais etudies avec la meme schematisation et les 
memes options, les resultats calcules sont en bon accord avec 
l'experience, que ce soit pour le profil de temperature, la 
temperature de retournement ou le temps de trempe. 
Etude de sensibilite au coefficient d'entrainement 
Des calculs avec des coefficients d'entrainement ( fraction de 
liquide entraine par la vapeur) de 0.65, 0.75 et 0.80 ont ete 
effectues. Il apparait que ce coefficient a peu d'influence sur 
l'evolution des temperatures de paroi. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
5.1 - Etudes LOFT 
Probleme standard No 12t LOFT L 2.5 : phase renoyage avec 
RE[AP 4 Mod 6 
Calculs grosses breches LOFT avec TRAC PF 1 
L 2.3 
L 2.5 
Calculs petites breches LOFT avec TRAC PF 1 : 
L 3.6 
Calcul petite breche LOFT avec RELAP 4 Mod 6 
L 3.5 ( etude complementaire ) 
Calculs essais LOFT avec FRARELAP : 
L 3.7 
L 5.1 
5.2 - Etudes PKL 
Calcul d'essais petites breches PKL, a 1 'aide de TRAC PF 1 
- Essais sous forme de suites de permanents avec masse d'eau primaire 
decroissante ( 1 seule boucle reliee a la cuve ) 
- Essais transitoires ( 3 boucles ) 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES : 
Cette etude est en relation avec les etudes de qualification-validation 
des codes ( fiche 145-1-11 ), les autres taches d'evaluation-verifi-
cation ( fiches 145-1-14 et 15 ) 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE : 
- CSNI Standard Problem·No 5 
RELAP 4 (Mod) Input data and results 
A. FORGE 
- Probleme standard CSNI N° 8 
Analyse thermohydraulique d'un essai de perte de refrigerant primaire 
sur la boucle SEMISCALE 
P. AUJOLLET Note technique DRE/STRE/LTA 79/191 
- LOFT Nuclear experiment L 3.1; thermohydraulic analysis 
P. AUJOLLET DRE/STRE/LTA 80/278 
- LOFT small break test L 3.1 
X.SIRETA FRAMATOME TP/CT/DC 478 
- LOFT L 3.6 FRARELAP 
P. GUILLERMARD FRAMATOME EP/TT/DC 133 
- LOFT nuclear experiment L 3.6; thermohydraulic analysis 
Y. MACHETEAU, D. MENESSIER DRE/SERMA T-1455 
-Etude thermohydraulique de l'essai LOFT L 1.5 
Y. MACHETEAU DRE/SERMA T-536 
-Etude thermohydrau~ique de l'essai LOFT L 2.3 
Y. MACHETEAU DRE/SERMA T-547 
- LOFT nuclear experiment L 2.5 
Blind calculation on international standard problem (ISP) 13 
Y. MACHETEAU DRE/SERMA T-1521 
- LOFT experience L 2.5 
Analyse thermohydraulique probleme standard ISP 13 ) 
Y. MACHETEAU DRE/SERMA T-548 
- LOFT L 3.6 
Analyse thermohydraulique - Etude de sensibilite 
D. MENESSIER DEMT/SER~m T-558 
-Analyse d'une experience de renoyage PKL avec RELAP 4 Mod 6 
N. TELLIER Note technique SEAREL 80/ 22 
- Nouvelle analyse d'une experience de renoyage PKL au moyen du code 
REtAP 4 Mod 6 
I. SZABO, N. TELLIER DRE/STRE/LTA 81/381 
L 
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- Calcul des essais grosse breche PKL I avec RELAP 4 Mod 6 
Analyse des phases de remplissage et de renoyage dans le cas de 
11 injection d•eau de secours uniquement en branches froides 
I. SZABO NT DRE/STRE/LTA 82/486 
- Calculs de 1•essai PKL K 9 a l 1aide de RELAP 4 FLOOD 
I. SZABO NT DRE/STRE/LTA a paraitre 
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1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etude de la vidange d'une boucle pressurisee lors d'un accident petite 
breche au pressuriseur. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
2.1- Etude de l'influence du scenario de fonctionnement de la pompe 
2.2 - Interpretation des resultats avec le code RELAP 4 Mod 6. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMMES 
Boucle EDITH ( TA/CADARACHE). 
4. ETAT D'AVANCEMENT 
Objectif 2.1 : trois essais preliminaires ont ete realises mi 80 
dont un representatif des phenomenes etudies: 
l'essai TMI 003 
Des calculs de scenario de l'essai TMI 004 ont ete 
realises. 
Objectif 2.2 des calculs d'interpretation de 1 'essai TMI 003 ont 
ete realises avec RELAP 4 Mod 6 en 81. 
L ____ _ 
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L'essai TMI 003 a mis en evidence le remplissage du pressuriseur. 
La premiere interpretation de TMI 003 realisee avec RELAP 4 Mod 5 
a permis de montrer que : 
- La taille de breche de 10 mm etait bien adaptee au probleme etudie 
- Une amelioration de la mesure de pression secondaire est necessaire 
- Une mesure du taux de vide a l'amont de la breche est indispensable. 
Diverses etudes de sensibilite ant ete realisees, pour le meme essai, 
avec le code RELAP 4 Mod 6, montrant notamment, l'importance du by pass 
dans la cuve. 
Actuellement la modelisation retenue est celle des volumes homogenes 
( hors pressuriseur) avec le modele de MOODY a la breche. 
Une etude de sensibilite au temps d'ouverture de breche et d'arret 
pompe a permis de determiner le scenario de l'essai TMI 004. 
L'essai n'a pu avoir lieu par suite de programmes prioritaires sur 
EDITH et de la visite decennale de l'installation. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
1. Deroulement du programme des essais courant 83 ( limite desormais a 
un essai ) 
2. Interpretation de cet essai avec RELAP 4 Mod 6. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ESSAIS 
Cette etude rentre dans le cadre general des operations d'evaluation 
verification des codes dans le domaine des petites breches. 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
- Essais TMI sur EDITH 
P. BOUCHARD TA/CAD/SET 80/757 
Experience de depressurisation TMI 003 - Premiere comparaison avec le 
code RELAP 4 Mod 5 
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1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etat 
actuel en cours 
Scien ti fiques 
DemiePe 
mise a jouP1.1983 M. GULLY STT/SETRE 
Realisation d'experiences a effets separes destinees a la qualification 
de modeles ou de modules physiques developpes pour le code CATHARE. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
2.1 - Etude de la decompression d'un canal vertical en vue de 
1 'ajustement des lois d'interaction entre liquide et vapeur (experience CANON VERTICAL ). 
2.2 - Etude sur maquette ( experience PIERO ) de la separation des 
phases dans le fond de cuve d'un reacteur PWR. 
Etude des ecoulements a contre courant dans l'espace annulaire. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
3.1 -Canon vertical 
Cette experience permet la decompression d'un canal 
vertical 0 100 mm rempli d'eau chaude sous pression 
( 300° C, 150 bars ) et muni d'un orifice a sa partie 
superieure. Le dispositif de mise a l'atmosphere est 
constitue d'une vanne rapide qu'il est possible de 
refermer au cours de la decompression. 
Un soin particulier a ete pris pour la mise en oeuvre de 
la mesure de grandeurs importantes telles la masse 
restante, le niveau, le taux de vide. 
3.2 - PIERO : 
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Etude et realisation du dispositif experimental 1981 
Campagne d'essais : . .. .. . ... .. . . .. .. . ... .. . . .. 1982 
Etude de l'influence des deux parametres 
- diametre de breche ~ 3 a ~ 15 mm 
-temperature initiale de l'eau dans le 
canal vertical 230 a 320° C 
Compte rendu d'essais ......................... 1982 
L'experience PIERO comprend une section d'essais simulant 
a l'echelle 1/4 l'ecoulement dans le fond de cuve d'un 
reacteur en fin de decompression accidentelle. Par ailleurs, 
1 'espace annulaire est egalement simule. Les fluides utilises 
sont l'eau et l'air a la pression atmospherique. 
3.2.2. - ~r2gra~m~ 
Etude et realisation 
Campagne d'essais ............................ . 
An~lyse des resultats- Rapport .............. . 
4. ETAT D'AVANCEMENT 
Le programme canon vertical est termine. 





Objectif 2.1 : Les essais de decompression CANON VERTICAL ont montre 
l'exi~tence_de deux phases dans le transitoire. La premiere, 
inf~r1eure a 10s est caracterisee par une ebullition en 
masse dans la totalite du canal, avec un debit important a 
la breche. La seconde phase est caracterisee par un niveau 
etabli dont la vitesse de descente est fonction de la 
temperature initiale et du diametre de breche. 
Objectif 2.2 Les essais de separation des phases dans le fond de cuve ont 
ete realises et sont en cours d'analyse. 
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5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Objectif 2.1 programme acheve 
Objectif 2.2 La deuxieme campagne d•essais comportant 1 •etude de 
contre-courants dans 1 •espace annulaire sera realisee 
au premier trimestre 1983. 
- L•analyse des resultats et la publication d1 un rapport 
seront effectues a la fin du premier semestre 1983. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D1 AUTRES ETUDES 
Cette etude est en relation avec le programme general coordonne de mise au 
point des codes (fiche 145-1-01) et avec le developpement du code avance 
CATHARE pour 11 etude de 1•accident de perte de refrigerant (APRP) (fiche 145-1-02). 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
Experience canon vertical 
Decompression lente d•une capacite tubulaire verticale par une breche en 
partie superieure 
PH. GULLY, JC. BLANC Septembre 1982- Note TT SETRE 82- 10 
Experience PIERO 
Description 





SIMULATEUR ACCIDENT EN DOUBLE PHASE 
----------------------------------------------------------~ 
TITRE en ang Zais 
















1 - OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Demiere 
mise a jour 
Mise a disposition d'un outil permettant de simuler les transitoires et 
accidents conduisant a avoir de la double phase dans le circuit primaire. 
2 - OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Cet outil doit etre developpe a partir du code CATHARE, en lui apportant 
les modifications permettant en particulier de realiser les transitoires 
en temps reel ou miem:. 
Utilisation d'un calculateur propre et realisation d'un panneau de commande. 
3 - INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
Neant. 
4 - ETAT D'AVANCEMENT - PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS 
Une etude de faisabilite a partir du code CATHARE a ete realisee et a 
conclu positivement moyennant quelques amenagements sur les pas en temps. 
La decision a ete prise de continuer l'etude. 
5 - PROCHAINES ETAPES 
I Realisation du simulateur a partir de la version CATHARE 1.0. Commande 
d'un calculateur SEL. 
6 - RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 






7 - DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 





BOUCLE SYSTEME BETHSY 
TITRE en a:nglais 
BETHSY SYSTEM LOOP 
Date de 1382 Et at denn.rrage aatuel C:.ll 
Date 1.S86 Derniere d'achevement mise a jour 
---
1 - OBJECTIF GENERAL 
C. OUr.!;> 











Dans le contexte general du developpement des connaissances thermo-
hydrauliques, la boucle systeme doit permettre une meilleure resolution 
des problemes lies a la conduite du reacteur en situation post acci-
dentelle et, en cas de besoin, doit apporter une aide dans la validation 
de conceptions nouvelles des systemes de surete. 
2 - OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS ET PROGRAMME 
La mise en oeuvre de la boucle systeme permettra d'apporter une contri-
bution essentielle dans les domaines suivants : 
I -identification et comprehension de l'enchainement des phenomenes, 
1 - verification des codes de calcul, 
1 
I 
- validation globale des bases physiques des procedures, 
- analyse des modifications de conception, 
- maintien des competences en thermohydraulique. 
La realisation doit commencer en 1983 et la mise en service en 1986. 
3 - INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
Boucle systeme installee au centre de GRENOBLE. 
4 - ETAT D'AVANCEMENT - PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS 
Decision de construction, avant-projet realise. 
l _______ __.J 
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5 - PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Construction de la boucle. 
6 - RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Etudes d'analyse de fonctionnement et de procedures. 
Qualification de codes de calcul et simulateurs (en particulier CATHARE 
et SIPA). 




CLASSIFICATION . . 
1. 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) . COUNTRY . • . 
SIS'I·EMA DI SALVATAGGIO DEL NOCCIOLO (SSN) I'l'ALY 
SPONSOR . . 
ENEA 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) . ORGANISATION . . . 
ENEA - NUS CORP. 
CORE RESCUE SYSTEM (SSN) 
INITIATED . • 
January 1982 
STATUS . . 
In progress 
1. 
PROJECT LEADER . • 
Gianni PETRANGELI 
COMPLETED :Foreseen SCIENTISTS : ENEA 
achievement: December •a3 A. ANN UN Z IA '1.'0, 
D. MAZZEI 
LAST UPDATING . I A. VALERI . 
M. VIGNOLINI 
General objective 
Feasibility study of a new design Core Rescue System (SSN) 
aimed at reducing core melt probability of a nuclear power 
plant equipped with~ type 312 PWR, possibly also in case 
of unforeseen sequences. 
2. Particular objective 
8369 
Verification of SSN effectiveness in reducing core melt 
probability by a factor (at least) ten. 
Verification of thermohydraulic adequacy of SSN in assur-
ing core cooling, for ten hours time, in presence of de-




TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : CLASSIFICATION : 
1 . 
3. Experimental facilities and research programme 
The risk reduction potential of a proposed core rescue 
system (SSN) for a Westinghouse "312" 2785 MNt reference 
plant is to be estimated. 
The probabilities of dominant core melt accident sequen-
ces for the reference plant without the SSN is to be esti-
mated. 
The reliability of the SSN under the various accident con 
ditions important to core melt is to be evaluated. 
The probability of dominant core melt accident sequences 
for the reference plant equipped with the SSN is to be 
evaluated. 
System dynamic response analysis, using the RELAP 5 code, 
of the most dominant degraded core accident sequences is 
to be performed for the reference plant equipped with the 
SSN. 
The level of performance to be demonstrated is an exten-
sion by, indicatively, ten hours, through SSN operation, 
of the time available before severe damage occurs. 
A refined conceptual design of the system will be produ-
ced as a result of this work. 
4. Project status 
In 1982 a conceptualdesign of the SSN has been performed. 
The proposed system is mainly a new arrangement of sub-
systems based on well proven operating principles. 
It performs an automatic primary circuit depressurization 
function in presence of very dangerous conditions of the 
core (core exit high temperature, vessel low level, failed 
scram) , a low pressure borated water injection from ad hoc 
accumulators, a steam condensation and atmospheric disper-
sion of core decay heat. 
Some preliminary thermohydraulics and risk reduction veri-
fications have already been performed. 
Complete independent thermohydraulic and probabilistic ve-
rifications are presently under way according to the pro-
gram at point 3. 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION : 
1 • 
- ENEA-TERM 016 - Gennaio 1983 
"Calcolo del transitorio termoidraulico a seguito dell'aper-
tura spuria della valvola SSN per lo studio dello shock ter-
mico nel vessel" 
D. Mazzei, M. Vignolini; 
- ENEA-TERM 005 - Maggio 1983 
"Analisi termoidraulica del Sistema di Salvataggio del Noc-
ciolo in caso di rottura di 6" in un reattore PWR" 
D. Mazzei - M. Vignolini. 
- "Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA) on the Effectiveness of 
a Core Rescue System (SSN) for PWRs" 
G. Petrangeli, A. Valeri - ENEA-DISP/SER 
- "A core Rescue System (SSN) for the implementation of preven-
tive defense in depth safety criteria" 
Part 1 : System Description and Risk Reduction Analysis. 
CSNI - Specialist Meeting on Decay Heat Removal Systems-
w8renlingen, Switzerland - 25-29/4/83; 
G. Petrangeli, A. Valeri - ENEA/DISP-SER 
- "A Core Rescue System (SSN) for the implementation of preven-
tive defense in depth safety criteria" 
Part 2: Thermohydraulic verifications. 
CSNI - Specialist Meeting on Decay Heat Removal Systems -
Wurenlingen, Switzerland - 25-29/4/83 
A. Annunziato, D. Mazzei, M. Vignolini - ENEA/TERM 
9. Degree of Availabiity 
References can be requested to Mr. Gianni Petrangeli, 
Director - Research and Development Sector -
ENEA, V.le Regina Margherita n. 125, 00198 Roma, Italy 
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TITLE (ENGLISH Lk~GUAGE): CLASSIFICATION : 
1 • 
5. Results 
Thermohydraulics and risk reduction computations already 
performed for a case in which the proposed SSN is assumed 
to be installed as additional system in a PWR plant, pro-
vide a reduction factor of the core melt probability higher 
than 10. 
6. Next steps 
A refined conceptual design of the system, basing on ther-
Mohydraulic and probabilistic computations, should be made. 
The cost effectiveness of possible system engineering al-
ternatives should be evaluated. 
7. Relation to other projects 
None. 
8. References 
- ENEA RT/DISP (82)1 
"Study on Safety Criteria and Systems for next P\'lRs." 
G. Petrangeli; 
- ENEA-TER~ 003 - Luglio 1982 
"Analisi termoidraulica del sistema di Salvataggio del 
Nocciolo (SSN) in case di perdita di acqua di·alimento 
in G.V. e mancanza di energia elettrica in un reattore 
PWR"; 
- ENEA-TERM 011 - Novembre 1982 
"Analisi termoidraulica del Sisterna di Salvataggio del Noc-
ciolo (SSN) in case di piccola rottura e rnancanza di ener-
gia elettrica in un reattore PWR" 
A. Annunziato, I. Mazzei, M. Vignolini; 
- ENEA-TERM 015 Gennaio 1983 
"Studio di ottirnizzazione delle caratteristiche dell'SSN e 
analisi terrnoidraulica in case di perdita di acqua di ali-
rnento ai G.V. e rnancato arresto rapido di un reattore PWR. 
D. Mazzei, M. Vignolini; 
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CLASSIFICATION . • 
1 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) . COUNTRY . I • 
Projekt FIX-II Sweden 
varmeoverforing under nedblasningsfasen 
vid LOCA 
SPONSOR I I 
Swedish Nuclear Powelr 
Inspectorate 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) . ORGANISATION . I • 
; STUDSVIK ENERGITEKNIK ru 
Project FIX.II, 
Blow-down Heat Transfer during LOCA 
INITIATED I • 
1978-01-01 
STATUS I I 
In progress 








COMPLETED • SCIENTISTS • . • 
1983-11-30 (Phase 4) Lars Nilsson 1984-12-31 (Phase Sl P-A. Gustafsson 
LAST UPDATING • • 
1983-06-06 
Support and verification of analytical methods for the 
blow-down phase of LOCA's with application to Swedish BWR's. 
Measurement of time to dry out and post dryout HTC for pump 
trip experiments. 
Determination of the dryout limit and heat transfer coeffi-
cients (HTC-s) during dryout and post dryout for large and 
small breaks. Three different configurations of breaks in 
one of the two main recirculation lines will be studied. 
The 6 MW FIX-loop with an electrically heated 36-rod bundle 
will be used. 
Phase 1. Scaling calculations and experiment planning 
Reconstruction of test facility, instrumentation 
and pretest calculations 
.. 2. 
.. 3 • Calibration and shake-down tests 
.. 4. First experimental period 
.. 5. Second experimental period 
. 
. 
4 Project Status: Phase 1 through 3 have been completed. Experimental part of phase 
4 has been carried through comprising large and intermediate 
8369 
size break tests. Experiments with dryout during flow transients 
after pump trip are in progress. Evaluation and documentation of 
phase 4. Planning of new experiments for phase 5. Overhauling of 
the FIX-loop. /contd 
-so-
2 
Blow-down Heat Transfer during LOCA-Project FIX-I! 
6 Relation to other FIX-I- Transient Dryout Experiment, (1974-1977). 
Projects and codes: Code: RELAPS, Analysis of FIX experimental data. 
7 Reference Documents: Project description, AB Atomenergi, TPM-RL-1766 (in Swedish). 
8 Degree of Avail-
ability: 
FIX-II -Summary report of Phase 1, STUDSVIK/E4-79/22 
FIX-II - Scaling Calculations for the Design of the 
FIX-loop, STUDSVIK/E4-79/107. 
FIX-II - Summary report of Phase 2, STUDSVIKS Arbetsrapport 
NR-83/238. 
FIX-II - Summary report of Phase 3, STUDSVIK Arbetsrapport 
NR-83/267 (In Swedish) 
FIX-I! - Topical report of Phase 4; Results of static 
dryout measurements, STUDSVIK Arbetsrapport NR-83/274 
In general no restriction upon published results except 
for some topical reports containing ASEA-ATOM proprietary 
data. Contact person: Project leader or C Graslund, 
Nuclear Power Inspectorate, Box 27106, S-102 52 STOCKHOLM, 
S~D~ 
1.1.1. DYNAMIC EFFECTS OF DEPRESSURISATION 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1. 1 • 82 
-
31.12.82 1. 1. 1 150 312 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Begleitende theoretische Arbeiten zu den SWR-




Pre and Post Test Analysis or the BWR-Series Frankfurt am Main 
Experiments of Research Project RS 16B/ 
150.396 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.11.77 31.12.1982 Dr. T. Kanzleiter 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
completed 
1 General Aim 
Analysis of the BWR pressure vessel blowdown experiments of 
Project 150.396 (previously RS 16B) by 
- design calculations, 
- pre-test calculations and 
- immediate post-test calculations 
using an existing computer code that is also used for reactor 
plant design, in order to 
- continuously optimize the experimental procedure, 
- investigate the merits and limits of the computer code for 
simulating BWR blowdown processes. 
2 Particular Objectives 
Discharge process (steam line rupture, feedwater pipe 
rupture) 
- Processes inside the pressure vessel (phase separation, 
mixture level behavior, non-equilibrium effects) 
- Load on internals 
3 Research Program 
3.1 Design calculations with parameter variation for optimizing 
the experimental program, the experimental facility and the 
instrumentation. 
3.2 Pre-test calculations on a best-estimate basis to fix the 
measuring ranges for the various measuring cascades and to 
determine the efficiency of the computer code (and the skill 
of the user) by later comparison with the experimental results. 
3.3 Immediate post-test calculations to clarify discrepancies 
between pre-test calculations and experimental results, which 
are also aimed at i•proving performance or pre-test calculation 
of the subsequent experiments. 
-2-
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1.1.82- 31.12.82 150 312 
4 Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
To perform the analyses, the RELAP4/MOD5 code made available 
by the NEA library (Ispra) at the request of USNRC was used 
and modified to a limited extent (e.g. by inserting a simple 
phase separation model). 
5 Progress to Date 
Ad 3.3 Completion of post-test calculations for all experiments, 
comparisons model calculations/experimental results, docu-
mentation of the results of the calculations in the Quick 
Look Reports for Project 150.396. 
Ad 3.1 to 3.3 Drawing up the final report. 
6 Results 
Comparison of the results of the first steam line rupture 
tests with those of the relevant pre-test calculations showed 
substantial deviations, in particular as regards the load on 
internals. This gave rise to the following improvements of 
modeling: 
- Very careful simulation of the hot-stand-by-like initial 
steady-state conditions in the experimental pressure vessel 
by previously making a separate steady-state model 
calculation taking into account phase slip (approximated 
pool boiling) and the associated reduction of the void 
fraction. 
- Variation of the Moody discharge coefficient at the rupture 
site. 
These modifications resulted in a markedly improved, but not 
yet fully satisfactory agreement of model calculation and 
experiment. The remaining differences, 
- underestimation of the load on internals by the calculation, 
because boiling delay and flashing processes inside the 
pressure vessel are not being taken into account and 
- deviations of calculation from experimental results as 
regards composition and mass flow of the escaping fluid, 
because the mixture movements (ejected fountains, flow 
around the steam drier) and the long-term phase separation 
inside the pressure vessel cannot be sufficiently modeled, 
in principle cannot be eliminated by an equilibrium 
calculation model of RELAP4 type and indicate the necessity 
-3-
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1.1 .82 - 31.12.82 150 312 
to use non-equilibrium models (taking into account thermal 
non-equilibrium and phase slip) for simulating BWR 
depressurization processes. 
7 Next Steps 
The project is completed. 
8 Relation to other Projects 
150.39.6, RS 475 and RS 478. 
9 References 
Burow, P.: RELAP4/MOD5-Modellrechnungen zu den SWR-Druckent-
lastungsversuchen, final report BieV-R-63.547-1, Battelle-
Institut, December 1982. 
10 Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Reports are available by special agreement through GRS-FB. 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klass1fikation/Ciassificat1on Kennze1chen/Pro]ect Number 
01.01.82 
-
31 .1 2. 82 1 • 1 • 1 150 376 
Vorhaben/ProJeCt T1t1e Land/Country 
Vent-Valve Assembly, Functional Reliability Fordernde lnst1tut1on/Sponsor 
And Pressure Relief Performance During The BMFT 






halten in der er et en Blowdown-Phaee 
Arbeitsbeginn/ln1t1ated Arbeltsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/ProJect Leader 
01.04.79 30.04.83 Dr. B. Hofmann 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bew1lhgte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 82 
1. General Aim 
The vent valve (vv) assemblies incorporated in BBR pressurized water 
reactors are major safety elements which guarantee cooling of the 
reactor core in the event of a large primary system break. They en-
sure pressure compensation between upper plenum and downcomer when 
depressurization waves reach these regions following a rupture in 
a "cold leg" of the reactor coolant loop. They also ensure pressure 
relief of the upper plenum when coolant evaporates after a primaTy 
system pressure drop caused by a leak. The mechanical load on the 
vent valve assemblies as well as the differential pressure load on 
the core barrel are governed primarily by the opening characteristics 
of the valves. The investigation of the opening characteristics of 
the vv provide essential data for establishing the actual safety 
margins in the design of the vv assemblies. The measurements are to 
be compared with analytical calculations. 
2.-Particular-Objectivee 
The dynamic opening characteristics of an original vv are measured 
under realistic conditione in a special test setup. The hydraulic 
and mechanical loads under various depressurization conditions are 
compared with calculations using the PISCES-3DE, PISCES-2DELK and 
CRAFT codes. 
3• 'feet-Program 
3.1 Preliminary theoretical study to define design and test 
parameters 
3.2 Test-setup layout 
TPR 19A32 -2-
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01.01.82- 31.12.82 150 376 
3.3 Detailing of test matrix 
3.4 Construction, erection and instrumentation of the test-facility 
3.5 Experiments 
3.6 Evaluation of measurements and comparison with design calcu-
lations and results of the preliminary study. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The design and the instrumentation of the test setup are described 
in detail in the technical reports mentioned under Re 9. 
The following computer codes are used for pretest and design cal-




Determination of mechanical etreeeee within the vv 
assemblies during an impact on the RPV-wall 
Calculation of the pressure relief conditione within 
the test facility, and the opening characteristic of 
the vent valve. 
5. Progress to Date 
During the period under review the test program was completed by runn-
ing the main experiments. The experimental data have been plotted and 
interpreted for the final report. The following progress was archieved: 
Re 3.4 
After attaching the rupture disc system to the blowdown pipe the 
completed experimental facility was dynamically tested by actuating 
a blowdown out of 50 bar system pressure (T = 120 C). 
- The inetrumented vent valve assembly was mounted to the flange in 
the separation wall between the inner and the outer test volume. 
The position detection devices were adjusted and calibrated. 
- Pressure induced acceleration and impact were measured according 
to the teat matrix starting with cold water teste. The mechanical 
loads increased with higher water temperatures and rising N2-pres-




01.01.82- 31.12.82 150 376 
- The effects of undercooling were studied in an additional saturated 
water test at 235 C {p t = 30 bar). 
sa 
- The highest loads resulted from depressurization of 50 bar initial 
system pressure. The differential pressures at the vv were compar-
able to those calculated for reactor conditione assuming a 2F breek 
of a "cold leg". 
6. Results 
- The experimental installations have been tested under heavy pressure 
relief conditione 
- The effective inertia of the tested vv was three times as high as 
calculated for the steel component, e. g. the measured impact velo-
city was much lower than expected. 
- The differential pressure acting on the vv le mainly governed by 
metastable thermodynamic effects in the blowdown pipe. 
- No permanent deformation of the vv was observed. 
1; Next-Steps 
- Analyses of the experimental data 
- Discussion of the pressure undershoot observed in hot water blow-
downs 
- Completion of the final report 
8. Relation-to-ether-Projects 
9. References 
BBR F+E-Berichte Nr. 902-J32 F1{80) .and Nr. 902-J32F2{81), Uber-
stromvorrichtungen Funktionssicherheit in der 1. Blowdown-Phase; 
Technical Reports 





Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassiflkatlon/Ciasslflcatlon Kennzeichen/Project Number 
ill.01 82-31.12.82 1. 1 1 150 ]q6 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Versuche zur Druckentlastung in einem Model!-
Reaktordruckbehalter mit Einbauten flir SWR- FOnienldelnstltutiont.Sponsor 
Bedingungen BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
BATTELLE - INSTITUT E. V. 
Experiments on the Pressure Relief in a Model Frankfurt am Main 
Reactor Pressure Vessel with Internals at 
BWR Conditions 
Arbeitsbeginn/1 nitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens!Project Leader 
01 08 1979 31 12 1982 Dr. T. Kanzleiter 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsclatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
1 General Aim 
The experimental blowdown program is aimed at integral large-
scale experimental simulations of loss-of-coolant accidents (steam 
line break and feed water line break in a BWR, steam line break in 
a PWR steam generator). All experimental results are to be com-
pared with the results of model calculations to show the applica-
bility of the computer codes and, if possible, to improve them. 






- Discharge process, mass flow and enthalpy flow at the rupture 
site 
- Thermohydraulic phenomena inside the pressure vessel (pressure 
drop, thermodynamic non-equilibrium, flashing, behaviour of the 
water level, single- and two-phase flow phenomena) 
- Loads acting on reactor pressure vessel internals. 
Research Program 
BWR steam line break experiments (Nos. DL1-DL6) 
PWR steam generator steam line break experiments (Nos. FL1-FL4) 
BWR feed water line break experiment (No. SL1) 
Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Model reactor pressure vessel (11.3 m high, volume 5.3 m3 , elec-
trical heater 600 kW) with BWR-type internals and·110 measuring 
systems. 
5 Progress to Date 
Ad 3.3 Performance of feed water line break experiment SL1 
- 2 -
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01.01.82- 31.12.82 150 396 
Ad 3.2 and 3.3 Completion of reports 
6 Results 
The eleven blowdown experiments performed (see 3) yielded a lot of 
new, reliable, accurate and well documented measuring data 
- for the integral behaviour of the BWR model reactor pressure 
vessel during blowdown and also 
- for some particular effects as bOiling delay, flashing, phase 
separation under gravity, pressure wave behaviour in saturated 
water and at free water surfaces 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the experimental re-
sults and the model calculations performed up to now: 
- The blowdown process in the BWR model reactor pressure vessel, 
in particular in the case of steam line rupture, is much more 
complex and much more difficult to model than had been expected. 
- The initial state prior to blowdown has a very large influence 
on the depressurisation process and therefore has to be deter-
mined and modelled very carefully. 
- Although the overall process of depressurisation (e.g. the pres-
sure history) can be roughly described by simple codes assuming 
equilibrium, substantial differences are observed in particular 
with respect to discharge process, mixture distribution in the 
pressure vessel and loads on the internals, which can only be 
partly eliminated with additional effort in modelling. 
- In case of hot-stand-by and similar initial conditions (like 
those in the present experiments) , equilibrium codes result in 
lower loads on internals than the measurements do. Satisfactory 
results can only be achieved by non-equilibrium codes. 
- Blowdown experiments from full-load operating conditions cannot 
be performed in a large experimental facility as is used in the 
present experiments because the necessary heating capacities can-
not be reached (here: 600 kW: correctly scaled down: 26.3 MW). 
This means that direct verification of computer codes cannot be 
realised for these operating conditions. 
7 Next Steps 
The project is completed 
- 3 -
01.01.82- 31.12.82 
8 Relation to Other Projects 




Battelle Frankfurt Reports (in German): 
- Kanzleiter, T.: BWR Blowdown Experiments 
Final R~port BF-R64.167-01 (December 1982) 
- Zirnig, W.: Measuring Error Analysis for the BWR Blowdown 
Experiments. BF-R64.167-21-1 (December 1982) 
-Quick Look Report DL6. BF-R64.167-30-6 (March 1982) 
-Quick Look Report FL1. BF-R64.167-30-7 (Nov. 1982) 
- Quick Look 
- Quick Look 
- Quick Look 









BF-R64.167-30-8 (Nov. 1982) 
BF-R64.167-30-9-I and -II (Nov. +Dec. 82) 
BF-R64.167-30-10 (Nov. 1982) 
BF-R64.167-30-11-I and II (Oct. +Dec. 82) 
10 Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Reports are available by special agreement through GRS-FB. 

Benchtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Pro~ect Number 
I. 1.82- 31.12.82 I. I. I 06.01.01/0 A (PNS 4115) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Auslegung, Vorausberechnung und Auswertung der HDR-
Blowdown-Experimente zur dynamischen Belastung und FOrdemcle Institution/Sponsor 
Beanspruchung von Reaktordruckbehaltereinbauten BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Design, precomputation and evaluation of the HDR 
Kernforschungszentrum 
blowdown experiments on dynamical loadings and defor- Karlsruhe (KfK) 
mations of reactor-pressure-vessel internals Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 
(PNS) 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
I. I. 1978 3 I. 12. 1982 Dr. A. Ludwig 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/L.ast Updating Bewilligte MitteiiFunds 
completed Dez. 1982 
1. General Aim 
Development and verification of computer codes for analysis of the dynamic response 
of reactor vessel internals. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Design, precomputation and evaluation of the HDR-blowdown-experiments on dynamical 
loadings and deformations of reactor pressure-vessel internals. 
3. Research Program 
Conception of the experimental program, design of the test facility, computational 
simulation prior to and after the tests. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Experiments carried through at the former HDR-reactor; computer codes as developed 
in PNS 4125 and the code HDRNA for analysis of the temperature distribution. 
5. Progress to Date 
A series of post-test calculations has been performed with FLUX/DRIX/ CYLDY3 for 
the HDR experiments V31/V31.1 in order to find the optimal parameters for the pre-
computations of the more severe experiment V32 (which had been announced as the 
"German Standard Problem No. 5"). These pre-computations have been performed using 
two different methods of connecting the DRIX-model for the nozzle flow and the 
FLUX -mode 1 . 
Furthermore, pre-computations have been done for the test V33, which started from 
the same thermodynamical initial conditions as V32, but the opening area of the 
blowdown pipe had been reduced to one quarter by an orifice plate. 
After the tests V31.2 (a replication of V31/V31.1 with increased measurement densi-
ty), V32 and V33 had been run in early 1982; their results have been evaluated and 
compared to the computational findings. From the comparisons, conclusions have been 
deduced regarding the validity and applicability of the computational models com-
prehended by the codes. 
In the test V34, isothermal initial conditions have been established; the core 
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barrel was not clamped at its upper flange, and the gaps between the snubbers at 
its lower edge and the pressure vessel wall had been reduced such that impacts 
could be expected to occur during the blowdown. In order to prepare this experi-
ment, the low temperature measures of the gaps and the pre-test position of the 
core barrel have been determined in co-operation with PHDR. Besides this, parame-
trical studies concerning different initial gap sizes as well as a pre-calculation 
using the expected initial conditions have been performed with FLUX/DRIX/CYLDY3. 
After the test was run, post-calculations were performed with initial conditions 
fitted to the experimental findings, and the impact model enhanced to allow for 
plastic deformation. 
6. Results 
For the tests where the upper core barrel flange had been rigidly clamped to the 
pressure vessel (V31.x, V32 and V33), a generally good and often very good agree-
ment between calculated and measured data was found. Parametric studies in the 
post-computations for V31 and detailed analysis of the pre-computations for V32 
indicate: 
A refinement of the discretization in FLUX yields only marginal improvement; the 
"medium fine grid" used for V31 is sufficient. 
- The coarse modelling of evaporation in the upper plenum after the pressure has 
dropped below the saturation pressure (in FLUX merely possible by adapting the 
speed of sound in this region) cannot describe adequately the thermodynamical 
processes. The effect on pressure differences and other strain entities at the 
core barrel, however, is small. Thus the evaporation in the upper plenum may be 
neglected in the model at all. 
- DRIX shows pressure waves inside the blowdown nozzle at the beginning of the 
blowdown, which are less damped than the experimental waves. By these waves os-
cillations of the core barrel are induced, the amplitudes, however, being mostly 
far smaller than those of the main motion. Therefore the simulation of the nozzle 
flow by DRIX is suffi cient, especially as the quasi-stationary mean pressure is 
matched very well. 
- A simple procedure for coupling the DRIX model to the FLUX model 'is satisfying. 
- A detailed structural model of the pressure vessel is (even for HDR) of minor !m-
importance for determing loadings and strains of the core barrel, provided that 
the effect of the vessel flexibility upon the pressure wave propagation inside 
the downcomer is taken into account properly. 
The computation for test V33 showed the reliability of the computational models 
which are used. Besides this, it confirms the already formerly stated finding that 
a reduction of the break opening cross section does not yield a linearly proportio-
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nal reduction of the loadings of the pressure vessel internals. 
In these tests various thermodynamical initial conditions as well as different 
fluid dynamical boundary conditions have been investigated. From the good agreement 
between measured and computed results in all these cases it is concluded that the 
combination of the codes FLUX, DRIX, and CYLDY3 as well as the computational models 
on which they are based, may be considered to be verified successfully, at least 
for configurations where the core barrel is clamped to the pressure vessel. 
The evaluation of test V34 shows that the prescribed initial conditions (particu-
larly the gap sizes) had not been matched by the experiment. Therefore the pre-cal-
culation of kinematical entities (e.g. displacements) could not yield any agreement 
with the test results, whereas the pressure differences have been predicted per-
fectly. Furthermore, some effects of markable plastic deformations (presumably at 
the snubbers) could be settled for the periods of impacts between the core barrel 
and the pressure vessel wall. This had not been modelled in the pre-calculation. 
Some post-test calculations using the experimental initial conditions as well as a 
simple model of plastification yielded all together a rather good agreement. 
Besides this, the very good prediction of the fluid dynamics in V34 shows that 
fluid-structure interaction is hardly affected by the support conditions of the 
core barrel, but mainly by the ''local" flexibilities of the structural components. 
7. Next Steps 
As the tests concerning pressure vessel internals have been finished and evaluated 
in phase I of the HDR safety program, work on this project will be closed by the 
end of 1982. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
The project is closely related to the other RS 06.01.01 and RS 06.01.02 projects. 
Besides this, it is coordinated with all other projects of the HDR blowdown 
program. 
9. References 
U. Schumann: Impacts and Fluid-Structure Interactions in Pressurized Water Reactor 
Safety Analysis. Nucl. Engrg. Des. 69 (1982) 313·326. 
A. Ludwig, U. Schumann: Fluid-Structure Analysis for the HDR Blowdown and Snapback 
Experiments with FLUX. Nucl. Engrg. Des. 70 (1982) 321-333. 
U. Schumann: Experimental and Computed Results for Fluid-Structure Interactions 
with Impacts in the HDR Blowdown Experiment. To be published in Nucl. Engrg. Des. 
(1983). 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
The above literature is published. Additional unpublished reports are available 
upon request. 

Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1.1982 - 31.12.1982 1. 1. 1 06.01.01/10A (PNS 4116) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Experimental Data Acquisition and Processing of the 
Dynamic Behavior of the Pressure Vessel Test Inter- FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
nals in the HDR Blowdown Experiments BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
MeBtechnische Erfassung und Auswertung des dynamischen Karlsruhe (KfK) 
Verhaltens der Versuchseinbauten im Reaktordruckbehal-
ter (RDB) des HDR im Rahmen der HDK-Blowdown-Versuche Projekt Nukleare Sicher-
he it (PNS) 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitlated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.1. 1975 as item HDR J. Kadlec 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Ber1chtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Dec. 1982 
1. General Aim 
Experimental verification of computer codes for predicting the dynamic response 
of reactor vessel internals. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Instrumentation with measuring sensors of the core barrel and reactor pressure ves-
sel of the HDR experimental facility. Measurement of the danymic response of in-
strumented components within the framework of the HDR blowdown experiments. 
3. Research Program 
The experimental program includes the development, testing and provision of the 
instrumentation for the planned large-scale experiments as well as the measurements 
and evaluation. It breaks down into: 
3.1 laboratory basic tests of prototype transducers (recording of characteristic 
data), 
3.2 thermohydraulic and mechanical tests of the prototype transducers 1n the auto-
clave system, 
3.3 tests on the dynamic behavior of the prototype transducers (with different 
transducer supports), 
3.4 dynamic calibration of the prototype measure~nt chains (recording of the 
transfer function), 
3.5 qualification and ordering of instrumentation for the HDR 
3.6 recording the characteristic transducer'data by laboratory basic test and 
dynamic calibration of the original measurement chains prior to their ln-
stallation in the HDR reactor pressure vessel, 
3.7 installation of the instrumentation in the HDR reactor pressure vessel ln-
cluding performance test and acceptance, 
3.8 conduct of tests and acquisition of measuring data, 
3.9 evaluation of measured data. 
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4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Facility for qualification of instrumentation. Statical and dynamical calibration 
facilities. Computer code EVA L 1_/. 
5. Work completed 
Pre-test and post-test calibrations of accelerometers and displacement transducer& 
Extraction of eigenfrequencies, mode shapes and critical damping ratios of HDR-
core barrel from the step relaxation response signals measured in the snapback 
test V59.05. Completion of report L 1_/ summarizing the results of the snapback 
test series V59 and describing the computer code EVA. 
6. Results obtained 
The pre-test calibration of accelerometers and displacement transducers revealed 
minor deviations(~~ 3%) of the sensitivity from the supplier'sdata; nearly the 
same values (deviations < 1%) were obtained in the post-test calibrations per-
formed on several selected samples. The modal-analytic evaluation of the snap-
back test V59.05 revealed good performance of the test procedure and demonstrated 
the feasibility of the experimental modal-analysis in the hostile environment 
(hot water 240°C, 111 bar). Extracted eigenfrequencies revealed a small increase 
(approx. 3-5%) compared to the values at room temperature; this increase corre-
sponds to theoretical expectations. Extracted critical da~ping ratios showed 
trends similar to the corresponding room temperature values. The intercomparison 
of the mode shapes extracted in both test series did not reveal remarkable devia-
tions. 
7. Plans for the near future 
Completion of the modal analytic evaluation of the blowdown test ser~es V31.2 -
V33 and of the snapback test series V59.04 - V59.06. Elaboration of the final 
documentation. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
The data on the structural response of the reactor pressure vessel test internals 
under blowdown conditions, which are measured and evaluated in the experiments, 
serve as the input for code development under the PNS 4115 and 4126 tasks for 
prediction of the dynamic load of reactor internals, taking into consideration 
fluid-structure interaction. 
9. Literature 
L 1_7 G. Eberle, J. Kadlec, Extraction of eigenfrequencies, mode shapes and crit-
ical damping ratios of HDR core barrel mockup from step relaxation response 
signals measured in the HDR snapback test series VSQ, KfK 340R,KfKPct. JQ82. 
10. Availability of Reports 




I Klassifikation/Ciassification 1 1 1 
Weiterentwicklung und Verifizierung von fluid-/ 
strukturdynamischen Codes zur Analyse der Beanspruchung 
von RDB-Einbauten beim Blowdown 
Development and Verification of Coupled Fluid-Structure 
Dynamics Codes for Analysis of Dynamic Stresses and 
Deformations of Reactor Vessel Internals during LOCA 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated 
1. 1. 78 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status 
continuing 













Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 
(PNS) 
leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Dr. Schlechtendahl 
Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Development artd verification of computer codes for analysis of the dynamic response 
of reactor vessel internals. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Simulation of the fluid- and structural dynamics inside the pressure vessel after 
a postulated failure of the primary coolant circuit close to the reactor nozzle. 
3. Research Program 
Development of analytical methods and computer codes for fluid-structural dynamics 
and verification using the HDR-test-results. 
4. Computer-Codes 
During this project several computer codes have been developed to analyze multi-
dimensional transient fluid flows and the dynamics of cylindrical shells with and 
without fluid-structure interaction. As a basic code for simulations of the whole 
process a combination of the following codes is being used: 
for 2D transient non-equilibrium two-phase flow. 
for the shell dynamics of the core barrel and the pressure vessel. 
DRIX2D 
CYLDY3 
FLUX for 3D fluid flow in the pressure vessel and fluid-structure coupling. 
5. Work Performed 
Development of a new version (FLUX-5) of the FLUX code, which incorporates a 
homogenized model of the reactor core. Interactions of the core with the core 
support structure and the water are taken into account. 
Improvements of the structural model in FLUX, in particular with provision for 
flexible and flanges of the core barrel. 
Enhancement of the contact model which simulates the loose support of the core 
barrel at the upper flange and the potential impacts with the reactor vessel at 
the lower end. Plasticity at the points of contact have been included in the 
model. 
Conversion of the LANL-code KFIX from Control Data to IB~1 computers. The IBM 
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version has been made available to the HDR-project for further release. 
Simulation of a JAERI experiment (jet impingement and pipe whip test) with 
DRIX-2D. This work was performed in cooperation with a JAERI delegate to KfK/PN& 
6. Results Achieved 
A parametric study of PWR blowdown events in a PWR with the new FLUX-5 code in-
dicates that the most significant interaction bet~een the core barrel and the 
fuel elements is v1a the upper grid plate and the fuel pin spacers. Fluid-struc-
ture interaction has only a minor effect within the core. However, the variations 
of results for several model types are only in the order of the overall expected 
accuracy. The most simple model (that is a rigid mass ring at the lower end of 
the core barrel representing SO% of the fuel mass, which is in accordance with 
both the previous FLUX modelling and its simulation in the HDR experiment) gives 
results which deviate only by 25% from the more sophisticated model in a conser-
vative way. 
The enhanced FLUX-4 model (flexible flanges and plastically behaving contact 
points) was used for post-calculations of the HDR experiment V34. The post-cal-
culation has become necessary as the actual gap widths were obviously different 
from those used with predictive calculations. The overall agreement between cal-
culation and experiment was satisfactory, even though some discrepancies at the 
very times of contact could not be resolved completely. 
The KFIX-code 1s now available in both Control Data and IBM versions. 
The calculations for the JAERI experiment provided another successful test for 
the DRIX code. The results indicate, however, that the experimental technique 
for rupturing the front disk of the pipe does not provide for instantaneous 
opening, but rather opens the full cross section in two steps with 21 msec dela~ 
7. Plans for Future Work 
Work will continue mainly for the final development and application of the core 
model in FLUX-5. The nonlinear behaviour of the core barrel flange will be 1n-
vestigated in more detail. Additional calculations will be performed with KFIX for 
the experiments belonging to 06.0l.03/16A with beginning utilization of the CYBER 
205 vector computer at the University of K~rlsruhe. 
8. Relations to other projects 
The project is closely related to the other RS 6.01.01 and 6.01.02 projects and the 
subproject EV 3000 of the HDR reactor safety program. 
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9. Literature 
PNS Jahresbericht 1981, KfK 3250 
U. Schumann; NED 69 (1982) p. 313-326. 
T. Belytschko, E.G. Schlechtendahl; NED 70 (1982) No. 3 
10. Availability of the Literature 
The above literature is published. Technical reports ("Primarberichte") are 
available upon request from PNS or KFK/ IRE. 
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Berichtsze1traum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen!Project Number 
I. I • 1982-3 I. 12. 1982 I. I. I 06.01.02i_I2A ~PNS 4126} 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Laboratory Experiments for Validation and Enhancement 
of Fluid/Structure Dynamics Codes Relevant to Initial FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
Phase of LOCA BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Laborversuche zur Abstlitzung von fluid/strukturdynami- Karlsruhe GmbH (KfK) 
schen Rechenprogrammen zur Beschreibung der Anfangs- Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit phase bei Klihlmittelverluststorfallen (PNS) 
Arbeitsbe~inn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
I. I. I 78 31. 12. 1983 E. Wolf 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum!Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
I. General Aim 
Development and verification of codes treating the dynamic loading of RPV internals. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Planning, implementation and evaluation of laboratory tests serving as an experi-
mental support of models and computer codes developed under PNS 06.01.02. 
3. Research Program 
Laboratory experiments with periodical excitation for dynamic coupling between the 
fluid and the flexible rod structures (fuel rods). 
4. Test Facilities, Computer Codes 
Thick-walled periodically displaced vessel with various flexible rod internals and 
liquid filling. Codes from PNS 06.01.02/03. 
5. Work Performed 
With the singl~ cell and a different geometry of the internal pendulum tests were 
performed to investigate the influence of the gap on inertia coupling and damping. 
The fluid and the fluid density (vacuum, air, water) respectively, and system 
reset were subjected to variations. 
A first version of the bundle geometry (16 rods, ~ 10) was fabricated and subjected 
to a functional test in the existing cylindrical external tube of the single cell. 
A second version of the bundle geometry (49 rods, ~ 10), relying on the first 
version, with a rectangular external tube was designed and fabricated. Construction 
of a suitable measurement technology has started. 
6. Results Obtained 
The evaluation of the tests involving the single cell has shown that the good 
agreement of inertia coupling values between experiment and theory, already found 
earlier, is likewise maintained in case of gap reduction by the factor 2.5. 
However, damping markedly increases. 
Testing of the first version of the bundle geometry was successful and furnished 
2 -
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valuable indications concerning single-rod and bundle supports which have been 
incorporated in the design of the second version. 
First tests on the construction of a suitable measuring technology have been 
promising. It is intended to plot a graph of the movements of the single-rod 
ends. 
7. Plans for Future Work 
The measuring technology for the bundle geometry will be constructed. The tests 
with the two bundle geometries (16-rod bundle with circular boundary line and 
49-rod bundle with rectangular boundary line) will be performed. 
8. Relations with Other Projects 
The project is closely linked to the projects PNS 06.01.01 and 06.01.02. It 1s 
furthermore coordinated with other subprojects of the HDR blowdown project. 
9. Literatur 
K.D. Tulke: 
Konzeption eines Schwingungsexperiments zur Fluid/Struktur-Dynamik. 
Diplomarbeit am Institut fUr Reaktortechnik der Universitat (TH) Karlsruhe, 
Prof. Dr. D. Smidt, November 1980 
10. Accessibility of Work 
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH 
Institut fUr Reaktortechnik der Universitat (TH) Karlsruhe, Prof. Dr. D. Smidt 
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Berichtsze1traum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassiflcalion Kennzeichen/Project Number 
I. 1.82 -31.12.82 1. I. I 06.01.02/t.3A (PNS 4128) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Mechanisches Verhalten der Kernmanteleinspannung 
und der Core-Stlitzen beim Blowdown FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Mechanical of the barrel clamping 
Kernforschungszentrum 
response core Karlsruhe (KfK) 
and the control rod guide tubes during blowdown 
Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 
(PNS) 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitlated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.1.81 Dr. R. Krieg 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berlchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllligte IVIittei/Funds 
continuing 9. 12. 1982 
I . General Aim 
Development and verification of computer codes for analysis of the dynamic response 
of reactor vessel internals. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Nonlinear deformations of the core barrel clamping in case of a postulated failure 
of the primary coolant circuit close to the inlet nozzle. 
Fluid dynamic loading and stresses in the core support columns in case of a postu-
lated failure of the primary coolant circuit close to the outlet nozzle. 
3. Research Program 
Application and verification of computer codes for fluid- and structural dynamics. 
4. Computer Codes, Experimental Facilities 
ADINA (Finite elemente program for structural mechanics, nonlinearities may be 
included) 
SING! (Incompress. potential flow, any three-dimensional geometry) 
SING-S (SING! with fluid-structure interaction) 
WELLE 2 (Fluiddynamics, two-dimensional geometry) 
Shallow water model for simulation of a slice taken from the upper plenum of the 
pressure vessel. Horizontal oscillations provided by a shaker. 
5. and 6. Progress to Date and Results 
For the core barrel clamping three different models have been developed: a simpli-
fied model describing the basic types of deformation, a two-dimensional finite 
element model and a three-dimensional finite element model. The simplified model 
is restricted to elastic deformations only; the finite element models, however, 
are able to describe plastic deformations. The results obtained are consistent. 
Of course, with the three-dimensional finite element model only coarse spatial 
resolutions are provided, since the number of degrees of freedom must not exceed a 
reasonable upper limit. The results show that for blowdown loading considerable 
plastic deformations of the core barrel clamping and a strong influence on the 
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overall core barrel response must be expected. 
The analysis of the core support columns requires a three-dimensional description 
of the blowdown flow in the upper plenum between the columns. In addition, the 
close arrangement of the columns requires high spatial resolutions. Therefore the 
common solution methods are no longer acceptable. To overcome this problem the 
recently developed computer programs SING! and SING-S which are based on a boundary 
integral method have been applied. Here the advantage is that not the three-
dimensional fluid region but only the two-dimensional fluid boundaries must be 
discretized. The calculated core barrel deflections are essentially within the 
elastic region. Just for one small diameter column rather high plastic deformations 
are obtained. In order to check the different assumptions, also two-dimensional 
calculations for a fluid slice taken from the upper plenum have been carried out. 
Using the shallow water analogy these results could be compared with shallow 
water experiments. Again it has been confirmed that the fluid compressibility can 
be neglected for determination of the maximum column deflections. Furthermore it 
has been found that the two-dimensional calculations for the fluid slice taken 
from the upper plenum may be used to assess to total loading acting on each column. 
7. Next Steps 
Based on the findings about the core barrel clamping an improved blowdown analysis 
will be done for a typical PWR. 
For the core support columns the investigations are finished. 
8. Relations to other Projects 
Coordination with the investigations of the fluid-structure interaction of core 
barrel and core in case of a blowdown. 
9. Literature 
R. Krieg, B. Dolensky, F. Eberle, G. Hailfinger, Core Support Columns in the Upper 
Plenum of a Pressurized Water Reactor under Blowdown Loading; Part I: Two-dimen-
sional Analysis, Assessment of Essential Simplifications, Nucl. Eng. Des. 72 (1982) 
R. Krieg, B. Dolensky, A. Granda, Core Support Columns in the Upper Plenum of a 
Pressurized Water Reactor under Blowdown Loading; Part II: Three-dimensional Anal-
ysis, Calculation of Deformations and Stre·sses, Nucl. Eng. Des. 72 (1982) 
10· Availability of the Literature 
The Ahove liter11ture is bein2 oublished. 
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Benchtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
I. 1.82 - 31.12.82 1.1. 1 06.01.0 3/ 16A (PNS 4 140) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Entwicklung von Kondensations- und Schlupfmodellen 
fi.ir Zweiphasen-Rechencodes FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Development of Condensation- and Slip Models of 
Two-Phase-Flow Computer Codes 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed 
I. 10.81 31.12.83 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum!Last Updating 
continuing 
I. General Aim 
Two-Phase-Flow Measurement 




Projekt Nukleare Sicherhei 
(PN~;) 
Leiter des Vortlabens/Project Leader 
M. Wad le 
Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
Development of condensation- and slip models of two-phase-flow computer codes and 
verification by nozzle experiments in the KfK-Two-Phase-Flow Instrumentation Test 
Facility. 
3. Research Program 
Development of constitutive relations for the computer codes, precalculations and 
performance of diffusor experiments in the KfK-Two-Phase-Flow Instrumentation Test 
Facility. 
4. Experimental Facility, Computer Codes 
KfK-Nozzle-Test-Section (KfK-Nozzle) 
Computer codes DRIX, KFIX, DUESE 
5. Progress to Date 
The previously used test section (KfK-Nozzle) has been completely modified, and the 
instrumentation was improved in cooperation with the LIT and the IRB. Higher sig-
nal quality was achieved, and the 6-beam densitometer was extented to eight beams. 
Furthermore a traversable pitot-probe was constructed for measurement of the 
separation zone after the divergent nozzle. 
According to precalculations with the DUESE-code, in which a flow pattern map 
was implemented, an experiment matrix has been established. 
In the IRE the LASL-code KFIX is available in its HDR-version. This code was adap-
ted to the 2D nozzle geometry and a friction model was implemented. 
Durinr, summer 1982 about 110 experiments (2/3 water-vapor experiments, 1/3 water-
air experiments) were performed. The experimental data were digitized, correlated 
and converted by means of calibration curves. Many experiments were calculated 




1.8.82 - 31.12.82 06.01.03/16A (PNS 4140) 
6. Results 
For more than 100 different experiments with varying inflow conditions, experi-
mental pressur~and temperature-curves are available (water-vapor experiments: 
pressure level from 3 MPa to 10,5 MPa, volumetric vapor quality from 0 to 80 %; 
water-air experiments: pressure level from 0,3 MPa to 0,95 MPa, mass vapor quality 
from 0 to 7,8 %). 
With a new condensation model and an additional pressure loss due to a sudden ex-
pansion, many experiments were calculated. The results show good agreement with 
the experimental data, depending on a sophisticated application of the friction 
factor f and the number of bubbles/droplets N. In some experiments an extremely 
steep pressure gradient develops in the divergent part of the nozzle, which cannot 
be calculated with the DUESE-code. 
7. Next Steps 
New experiments with tracer injection for slip measurement are prepared and sche-
duled for spring 1983. The results will be compared with the calculation and the 
constitutive relations will be improved. 
8. Relations to other Projects 
Close relations exist with the project 06.03.02, PNS 4125. 
9. References 




TITRE EFFETS D'UNE DEPRESSURISATION SUR LES STRUCTURES 
INTERNES D'UN P.W.R. 
TITRE en anglais 
MACHANICAL EFFECTS OF A LOCA ON P.W.R. INTERNALS 
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1) OBJECT IF GENERAL -
Etudier le comportement mecanique des structures inter.nes des 
P.W.R. en situation accidentelle (LOCA) en tenant compte des effets de cou-
plage fluide-structure. 
2) OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS -
a) Effectuer une approche lineaire du probleme (valable dans 'les quelques 
premieres dizaines de ms) en tenant compte correctement des eff~t£ tri-
dimensionnels des ondes. Pour cela, on developpe le couplage par fluide 
dans le programme d'analyse dynamique par sous-structures TP.ISTANA. 
b) Analyse avec TRISTANA des impacts entre les differentes structures resultart 
de !'accident. 
c) oevelopper et appliquer le programme PLEXUS pour traiter les autres non- . 
linearites (gra,nds deplacements des structures et des flui.des double phase~ 
3) INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES - I 
I 
I 
Il est prevu dans le cadre des accords entre le C.E.A et le pro~ 
jet H.D.R. allemand de faire !'interpretation de certains essais de depressu-1 
risation effectues sur H.D.R. 
D'autre part des relations avec E.D.F. et FRAMATOME d~~s le 
cadre de ces accords sont etablies. 
4) ETAT D'AVANCEMENT - PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS -
Ayancement a ce jour : 
a) Le programme TRISTANA a ete adapte au probleme du couplage fluide-
structure. Des tests analytiques de validation de la liaison TEDEL-
AQUAMODE par TRISTANA ont ete effectues. 
b) Une premiere application du code de calcul a la geometrie H.D.R. a et~ 
e:e~ectuee. 
-ou-
- Principaux resultats : 
Le programme TRISTANA est actuellement operationnel. Les tests 
preliminaires ont ete satisfaisants. 
L'accord entre les principaux modes de resonance calcules et 
mesures sur H.D.R. est bon. 
5) PROCHAINES ETAPES -
a) Poursuite de !'interpretation des essais H.D.R. Mise sur bande des 
resultats pour figurer dans le "Final report H.D.R.". 
b) Calculs TRISTANA avec impacts. 
c) Developpement de PLEXUS. 
6) RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES -
Etudes liees au LOCA (145.t 
7) DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE -
1) Note Technique EMT/SMTS/VIBR/82/118. 
2) 7eme SMIRT : A substructure methode to compute the 3D fluid-structure 
interaction during blowdown (M. GUILBAUD- F. AXISA- RJ. GIBERT} •. 
8) DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Document 1 non disponible, sauf accord du CEA 




TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTHY: 
1TALY 
Critical and unbounded flow characteristics 
SPONSOR: 
C.N.E.N. 




G. FareU o 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: _ SCIENTISTS: 
March 1978 
LAST UPDATING: 'STATUS: 
In pr·ogress June 1980 
1) General aim 
2) Par·ticular objectives 
3) Experimental facilities 
4) Project status 
5) Reports 
6) Contact person 
(1 ,. ()r'\r, 
Measure of blowdown parameters and 
jet flow characteristics. 
Measure of jet pressure distribution 
and two-phase flow parametevs in the 
discharge channels (pressure,tem-
perature, flowrnte). 
Small laboratory loops wtth vjsua-
lized test sections. 
A set of data and parameters 
have been anaJyzed. 
Centi, Cumo, Farello, Lumini, 
"Preliminary remarks on jet 
impingement and jet flow con-
figurations", Cagliari 10-14 
Sept. 1979, XVIII International 
IAHR Congress. 
G. Farello, CNt:N, cs·N, CASACCIA 




TITLE (ORIGHlAL LANGUA(;E): COUNTRY: 
Pror:ramma P.I.Pc.R.- Esperienze di blow-do\m da 




ENEA and CNR l 




PROJF.CT LEADER: \ 
Blow-doHn experiments by PI PER a pp a ra tus with inter 
nal structures. 
_1 Pi e ro V I GN I 




1. (;cncral aim 
COHPLF.TED:(second phase) SCIENTISTS: 
19.10 Umbc rto ROSA 
LAST UPDATING: Frdncesco D'AURIA 
May 1!79 
To i nv~s t iga te some basic blow down problems for ana lyzing the causes d 
possible disagreements between. the experimental results and the RELAP 
cal~ulations, with particular reference to the scaling effects. 
I 
2. Particular objectives 
To reproduce experimentally, by a small-scale model, the pressure 1111d 
mass transients following a L.O.C.A. in a B.W.R. and to evaluate the me-
chanical effect:; of the thermohyc.lraulic t1·ansients on the internals and 
on supportipg struc~ures of the test vessel. 
3. Experimental facilities 
P . I. P • E • IL R pp a rat us i s a p re s sure ve s s c 1 , 3 m he i g h t , equipped w i t h an 
electrical heating device, rupture disk assembly and instrumentation for 
pressure, temperature •nd liquid level measurement,. The dynamic loads 
on the ve's~ol supporting Structures on the intol'~&ls and On eXternal ta! 
gets can be also measured. · · ' · · 
Th~ main design features of the vessel are: 
- pressure:· H?O. kgp/c~2 
- temperature: 310, °C 
- volume: 90 1 
- blow-down·nozzles; two equal, at different height, with a diameter of 
SO mm ancl a length of 400 JI\In, 
•.• 
4 • Pro j cc t s t a t ii s 
The program of blow-down experiments with internal structures was compl£ 
ted. Some tests at initial pressure of 70 ate, with low vapor mass frac-
tion and a break position un.ler the initi~l water level rrere performed; 
some gcome t r i cal pa ralllete rs were varied (particularly the number and hy-
draulic diameter of jet puaps) for evaluating their effects on the pres-
sure history. 
The dynamic loads on arid ae4els and on supporting vessel structures we-
re also measured. 
45.897 
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CLASSIFICATION: 1 TITLE (E.'I'lGLlSII LANGUAGE): 
lHlow-dnwn experiments hy PII'f:R apparatus I 1.1.1, 1.1.2 J . :~~:m~-·-·t-JC_t_t_J_rc_s_·--------~----------~· 
s. ~(' ~!. __ :,_~_!_'I!_~ 
BJcN-t!n,~n cxpcr1mcnts arc in progress to investigate the pressure and 
t ~m pc r ;1 tu re hi s t or i e s a t d i f f e r c n t s tat i on s i n out flow no z z 1 e , f o r f u 1 1 -
-opcniug breaks of different areas, up or under the initial water-l£'vcl. 
6. _!3r·)_r~_1_~S~_to ot.hc.!..._P_rojects and codes 
' SDPRE l research on the hchaviour of pressure suppression containment 
system after LOCA · Projec~ Leader: M. Mazzini. 
Analysis of thermal and hydraulic transients following a LOCA- Project 
Lcade.r: N. Ccrullo. 
7. Rcf~rc_T~_c __ d~~ 
1- P . V I GN I et a 1 • 
• "[<;pcrjenze prcliminari sull 'efflusso rapido di misce1e acqua-v:tpor~ 
inizialmcntc allo stato saturo (P.I.Pe.R.)" 
Istituto di lmpianti Nuclcari, RL 149(73). 
2- N. CEIWLLO et al. 
''Dlow-down activity performed at Scalbatraio Center o£ Pisa-Univer~l­
ty - Comparison between experimental results and RELAP-3 Calculations" 
Meeting on Computer Programs for the analysis of certain problems in 
thermal reactor:J safety- NEA CPL (Ispra, 1974). 
3- P. VIGNI et al. 
"Theoretical and experimental investigation on the li\Odel-lnws for the 
vessel depressurization of a nuclear BWR without internals'' 
XVIII Congresso IAHR. Cagliari 1979. 
4- P . V I GN I et a 1. 
"E.>.pcrimcntal and theoretical investigation on the dopressurizatJon 
• 
of a vcs!lcl with internals" 
LNS/AN's"ropi.ca1 ~feeting on Nuc~ear Power Reac;t~r Safety, B:u:wel :J 1 q·r11 . 
5- P. VIGN-1 . . . 
· "Espericnze di efflusso rapido da un recipiente in pressione con strut 
t11rc interne",. --· 
l~tituto di ~~~ianti Nucleari di Pisa, RL 317(78). 
•). Degree of <ivn i labi li ty 
'lh<.· rctercnces ,}-·t arc free. the reference S ma'y be available .,.ith the 
authorization of the C~L~. 




--- - • TITJ.f: (OIUGIIML LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
An:1lisi dei transitori tcrmici cd idraulici a secul I T."L Y 
tu d 1 J.OCA nei rcattori au u cq ua lcggcra c nei si- -
sterni di contenimcnto a s' s o c i il t i . SPONSOh:-
ENEA an~ CNR 
1'J'l'LE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Analysis of t hcrm:ll and hyuraulic transients follo- University of 
J> i ~;a 
LOCA in reactors and in associated -lv 1 11 g ;.! L. \'1. con PROJF.C'f LEADER: 
tn1nmcnt systcmc;. N. CEIWLLO 
- --INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
197 4 1980 F. ORlOLO 
LAST 'UPDATING~ G. ~lE I STATUS: G. CECCARELLI 
i 11 progress May 1 J7 9 G. RITETTI 
1. Ccncral nim 
------
lhC' program has the purpose of investigating thermal and hydraulic t r. 
sicnts fo1lmJing LOCAs on li~ht water reactc.rs. To achieve a kecnl'c '" 
dcrstanding of some aspects of the blow-down phenomena and to inqJlo 
n· some features of bpth hloh·-uo\m anu containment coucs chcckjng tlll!ll 
c:l)culation 1dth c:xpcrjmcntal data obtaineu at the safety facillt•e.., ot 
the Scalhatraio Ccntcr, University of Pisa. 
Z • ! ~~U-C 11 1 a r 0 h j e C t i V e S 
Quo~lification of a "Best-Estimate" computer code in the analysis anJ t.l, 
s1gn of experimental tests; the experimental results will be applied tu 
check and improve the ·blow-down computer code capabilities. 
3. F :1 c 1 I lt i c s 
---------
lli.\1 .>70/160 comp\,Jtcr belonging to the CNUCE-CNR, Pisa. The experimental 
~wtl I scu.\.t!. fa.ci!itics PIPER and SOPRE of the Sca1batraio Center, Uni-
versity of Pisa. -. 
4. ~cct status 
Extc11sive 1~ork has been carricu on and continues regarding the WRHI co·-
Jc::. ,lJld the bl~loJ-~p·o,vn·, ·heat-up and containment codes. ' 
Thc~e cudes havc.beentused to analyze: 
- l.OC:A Standard Problems proposed by NEA/CSNI; 
- OECD-CNSI Containment Standard Problem 1: some results obtained will 
he presented ''at the OECD-CSNI workshop; 
- results of experime!ltal programs performed by the "Jstituto di Jmpia!! 
ti Nuclcari" at the Scalbatraio Center, University of Pisa. 
S. Next steps 
- Application of the RELAP4-~Iod. 5 and Hod. 6 computer programs to the 
experimental test on blow-down transients to implement the numerical 
models. 
- Use of these codes in the analysis of the power plant LOCA transients. 
- Use of the CCNTDIP'f-LT 026 colilputer program and its application to 
45.897 ~JAR!\ lii containment analysis. 
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I
. TiTLE (J_;i·!( ;LJSli LANf~Ut,(;E): 
Ana 1 y:; is o { tlic rmal nm.l llydraul i( tJ'an-
. " i • .,, t -; r o 1 1 o 1d n g a J. or. fl ; 11 L . \·1 • r c acto r s I. 1. 1 , 1. 1. 2 , 1. l. 4 , 1. 2 , 7 • Z J 
lt~nd in a~;~oLirttPd cnnta.inmcnt syst<'rns. 
[ _____ --- ' 
~~. ~z~ !.~''· i !ln ___ l:,_o_c:.E.b~ _ __r_J:."_~j,!?_~~~-
- lllo l··d01111 tc ..... t:s by PIPER Apparatus- Project Leader P. VIGNI. 
- S(ll'f<E J- Research on the behaviour of pressure suppression cont:linmcnt 
systcr.l r~ftcr LOCA- Project Leader H. MAZZINI. 
l. Refert'I\C'' document!; 
-------- -- ...... -----
1- N. CL i\ u L LO et Ill i i 
''Rlo~-down activity performed at the Scalbatraio Center of the Pisn 
llnivc~·sity: comparison between experimental results and RELAP 3 ca]c,, 
lations" 
HN~tiP.J! on Computer program for the analysis of certain proble1n~; in 
tJ1crmal rcnctors ·safety - NEA C.P.L., Ispra 23-24-25 Ottobre 1~1'/4. 
2- N. C:LHlJLLO et nlii 
"Hcsul ts of Calculation of NEA- Standard Problem 4 using RELAP 4- 00,' 
Computer proS!ram" 
Pre~cntcd at the second NEA-CSNI '~orkshop, held in Paris on 6-7-8-9 
December 1976, on LOCA Standard Problems. 
3·· N. CEHliLLO et alii. 
''Experimental Investigation on the Behaviour 
Coaf.<L: nment Systems by the SOPRE 1 Facility" 
P:~per presen tcd at the S~URT 4 Conference, S. 
(USA), 15-19 ftugust 1977. 
of PressurP. Supprc<>sion 
Francisco, California 
4- N. C£H11LLO et alii 
"}{esearch on the behaviour o£ pressure suppression containment system· 
carricJ out at the University of Pisa: comparison between expcrim0~1t~: 
rc~ults nnd CONTt:~lPT-LT calculations" 
1stituto di lm~ianti NUclcari, UniversitA di Pisa, RP 290(77). 
5- G. BI'ft:HI et. u1ii 1 
"OECD-CSNI. Contai·nmcnt Stahdard 'Problem n° 1: 4CAlculation Re!;ult~ bv 
' RELJiPt1-~fod .. 5 and CONTEMPT LT-026 Comput~r Codes" . ' . 
"Paper prese~!~d at OECD-CSNI workshop, held in Frankfurt on September 
10th,l~78. 1 • .• ~· ~- . • ,. 
6- P. VIGNI, P. ORIOLO, U. ROSA 
"Uxperimimtal nnd Theoretical Inv'estigation on the Depressurization of 
• ll Vessel Wit~. Internals" . , 
ENS/ANS 'l'opic.al Meeting on Nuclear Power Reactor Safety, ·Brussels (Be.~ 
gium), October 16-19, 1978. . 
. '. 
<'l. pegrcc of availability 
All references arc available. 
. : 
. ' 
(T~tituto Impianti Nuclear!, UniversitA, V.Diotisalvi 2, I-56100 Pisa) 
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INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
19 7~ 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
Continuinf! Hay 1982. 
I. r.eneral Aim 
Saf'ety related experiments must always be interpreted throuph measured data. 
An evaluation of the performance of the instrumentation used is therefore of 
primary importance, as well as the development of more reliable measurement 
techniques. 
Such a need exists particularly in two areas : the measurement of two phase flow 
parameters, and the measurement of high temperature• over a long period of ti~. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Attention has been paid on two types of measurements : 
- local two phase flow·void fraction. 
Measurements with thermocouples pairs, conductive probes and optical reflection 
sensors are evaluated. 
-high temperatures (1000-2000°C)over long periods of time. 
Due to its good long term stability and precision, noise thermometry is taken 
here as an alternate solution to high temperature thermocouples. 
3. Experimental Facility 
A two phase flow test facility is available where an'electrically heated section 
can be used to develop different two phase flow patterns. The flow rate, the 
inlet temperature, the pressure as well •• the geometrical dimensions of the 




C:"'"1ll q_nl!' tl'<t< arl' prc•sef'th undl'r ,.-ay for the evaluation of different void 
fr.1cti0n rt.1<ur•·mC'nt tc.chnif1ucs. A first !'et of data has been an;tlyzed. 
Hi rh tc·~"''r.1turt· test!' have hN·n r~>rformed on a laboratory !lcale. The results 
h.wf' •lw~o~n the fr:.!'ibility of thr noise thermometry for long teriT' hirh temperature 
f""'lP,1~ur<'~cnt~. 
1hr rxpPrimrntal rv:.lu:.tion pro~ram is continuin~ with the objective of larper 
<cnle tests. In-pile te<ts of noise thermometry are taken into consideration. 
Rrfrrrncr documents 
- ~. ntCRElO~. Bnilinr Crisis in rrstricted geometries with a near-by cooled wall, 
7th Jnternntionnl Heat Transfer Conference, Munich 6-10 September 1982. 
- ~1. [li.CRETOI>, Hiph Temperature Nc>ise Thermometry for industrial application, 
6th Synposium on Temperature, Washington DC, March 15-18, 1982. 
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CLASSIFICATION . I 
1.1.2 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) I COUNTRY • I I 
Denmark 
SPONSOR • Nordic 
--- - . ~- . 
- - ----- ------------ --- ----- - - • 
Liason Committee 
for Atomic Ene=gy 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) I ORGANISATION . Ris~ • I 
NKA/SAK-3 Reactor Safety National Laboratory 
Small Break LOCA Analysis 
PROJECT LEADER 
Aksel Olsen 
INITIATED • COMPLETED • SCIENTISTS • • I • 
1981 Ultimo 1984 Poul Astrup 
STATUS • LAST UPDATING • I • 
in progress 
1. General Aim: To study the American TRAC-PFl codes ability to 
predict small break loss of coolant accidents. 
I 
• 
2. Particular Objective: Together with the other Nordic countries to 
provide one or more computer codes suitable for small break loss of 
coolant accident analysis. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programmes: No experiments in this 
project. 
4. Project Status 
8369 
!~-~E22E~~~-~2-Qe~~: Two LOFT experiments analysed and a LOBI 
experiment analysis in progress. 
~~-~22~U~!2!-~~2Y!~2: The TRAC-PFl can predict the LOFT L3-5 
and L3-5 and L3-6 test with reasonable accuracy. 
s. Next Steps: Calculation of a LOBI case and a preliminary evalua-
tion of the TRAC codes goodness when compared to other codes, 
studied in Finland and Sweden. 
6. Relation to Other Projects and Codes: The project is Internordic. 
The participants are Ris~, DenmarkJ VTT, Finland; IFE, Norway 
and Studsvik, Sweden. 
7. Reference Documents: 
"Annual Report 1981". SlK-3-D(82)1 
"Annual Report 1982". SlK-3-D(82)5 
Poul Astrup: "Test Case Report. LOFT 13-6, TRAC-PFl." 
SlK-3-D(83)1 
8. Degree of Availability: 
Because of content of LOFT and LOBI experimental results, the 








TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) • COUNTRY : I 
Denmark 
SPONSOR : NKA, Nordic 
Liaison Ccmnittee for 
Atar.ic Energy 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) I ORGANISATION : I 
Ris~ National 
·NKA/SAK-5 REACTOR SAFETY HEAT TRANSFER laboratory 
CORRELATIONS 
PROJECT LEADER • I 
Aksel Olsen 
INITIATED I COMPLETED I SCIENTISTS I I I I 
1981 1984 
H. Abel-Larsen 
STATUS : LAST UPDATING • • 
in progress 
1. General Aim 
The aim is to estoblish a set of reliable heat transfer correlations 
for application in advanced, best estimate computer programmes for 
LOCA abalysis. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To assess and recommend heat transfer correlations. 
3. Programmes 
The starting point has been the correlations in the programmes 
TRAC--PFl and RELAP-5. 
4. Status 
Experimental and calculated results primarily in the post-burnout 
regime have been compared. It is too early to conclude anythjng 
from these examinations. 
8'7)69 
5. Future Work 
Other correlations, both empirically and phenomenologically are 
included in the examinations. 
6. Relation to Other Projects 
The project is carried out in collaboration with Technjcal Research 
Centre of Finland, Studsvik Energiteknik AB, Sweden and Institute 
for Energy Technology, Norway. 
7. Documents 
Work reports have been written. Not available. 
8. Contact person 
Aksel Olsen, Ris~ National Laboratory. 
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Benchtszeitraum/Penod Klassilikatlon/Ciassilication Kennzelchen/ProJect Number 
1.1.1982 - 31.12.1982 1 • 1 • 2 150 0 348 A 
Vorhaben/Project T1tle Land/Country 
Entwicklung einer Ultraschall-Stabsonde zur 
Bestimmung von Ftillstand in ein- und zweipha- Fordernde InstitUtion/Sponsor 
sigen Hedien bei blowdown-Bedingungen. GRS/BHFT 
Aultragnehmer/Contractor 
Technische Universitat 
Development and operation of rod-shaped Berlin 
ultrasonic probes for liquid-level detection 
within single- and twophase media under Institut fur Kerntechn· 
blowdown-conditions 
Arbe1tsbegmn/lmt1ated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/ProJect Leader 
1.1.1981 31.3.1983 Prof. Dr.-Ing. u. We ss 
Stand der Arbelten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bew1lhgte M1ttei/Funds 
December 1982 
1. General Aim 
Development and operation of rod-shaped ultrasonic probes for collaps-
ed-level detection within transient single- and twophase flows up to 
p ~ 1 SO bar and T ~ 350 ° C. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Adaptation of the tube-sealed probe concept (project 150 348) to 
the envisaged geometrical as well as pressure and temperature con-
ditions within the 
- Joint Transient Facility at the KfK 
- PKL-Project (KWU-Erlangen) 
- LOBI-Project (EURATOM/Ispra) 
2.2 Flexibility of the probe system with regard to 
- "upwards" respective "downwards" mounting 
- optional limited active section 
2.3 Provision of matched probe-transducer combinations 
2.4 Development of electronics for liquid-level proportional standard 
output 
2.5 Determination of parameters of influence and measures for 
compensation/calibration 
2.6 Investigation of possible external signal-extraction with inter-
nal excitation (probe-structure coupling). 
-2-
er 
1.1.1982- 31.12.1982 150 0 348 A 
3. Research Program 
The investigation divides into four (4) interconnected activities: 
3.1 Probe design 
3.2 Design and optimization of transducer and electronic components 
3.3 Measurements at the IKT 
3.4 Measurements at external installations. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computing Software 
The respective·measurement systems will be tested within stationary 
and nonstationary experimental rigs at the IKT. 
Data evaluation and modelling will be effected at computers of the 
IKT, respct. TUB. 
Activities concerning calibration are intended at the "Joint Transient 
Facility" at the KfK. 
5. Progress to Date 
Ref. 3.1: The manufacture of the probes has been completed (cf. 2.1). 
Ref. 3.2: Transducer- and electronic systems are available. 
Ref. 3.3: Functional tests and measurements within pressure-/tempe-
rature and flow conditions have been performed according 
to the possibilities at the IKT (cf. 6). 
Ref. 3.4: Measurements concerning susceptibility to electric/acoustic 
interference have been performed at the PKL-rig. Because of 
delays in delivery and availability of the external in-
stallations no further measurements could be accomplished. 
6. Results 
Ref. 3.1: The standard probe configuration consists of a 6 mm~ U-rod, 
one leg beeing double-tube sealed (sandwich-tube). The max. 
diameter amounts to 30 mm~, maximum/minimum probe lengths 
are Sm/1m . 
Optional limitation of the active section (measuring length) 
as well as "upward"/"downward" mounting are possible. Minor 
-3-
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alterations concerning radial dimensions allow simultaneous 
t-irradiation (LOBI conditions). 
Ref. 3.2: Adaptation of probe-transducer systems yields band-limited 
spectra (100 - 250 kHz) independent of excitation mode 
(e.q. FM/ ..r-pulse). To obtain information concerning tem-
perature/Ngradients - temperature compensation - S-pulse 
excitation will be utilized. 
Liquid-leve 1 proportional signal output (0- 10 V I 4 - 20 mA) 
is provided by adjustable RMS-gain setting -according to 
probe configuration. 
Ref. 3.3: Measurements within stationary and transient single-/two-
phase air-water surrounding showed good signal stability 
and reproducability. 
Pressure tests up to p = 150 bar confirmed the applicabilicy 
of the measurement system within pressurized water sur-
rounding. 
Transient liquid-level measurements up to p = 50 bar I 
T = 264° C (blowdown-simulation) have been successfully 
accomplished. With r-pulse excitation, the temperature-
signal characteristics is essentially linear. Compensation 
by temperature/delay time information seems possible. 
Cooling of the transducer systems is imperative. 
Ref. 3.4: Measurements of electric/acoustic interference in the 
vicinity of the phase-fired power control at the PKL-rig 
showed no disturbences on the liquid-level signal. 
Further system tests and calibration measurements with 
regard to operational stability and reproducability as well 
as possible parameters of influence could not be accom-
plished (cf. 3.4). 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1.82 - 31.12.82 1 . 1 . 2 150 370 
Vorhaben/Pfoject Title Land/Country 
Warmelibertragung im Ubergangsbereich zum Film- FRG 
sieden (Transition Boiling) bei erzwungener Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Konvektion BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Transition Boiling Heat Transfer in Forced Universitat Stuttgart Convection Inst. f. Technische 
Thermodynamik und Ther-
mische Verfahrenstechni k 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
15.3.1979 31.5.1983 Stephan/Auracher 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing January 1983 
1. General Aim 
The design of reactor core-cooling systems is based on the assumption, 
that at hypothetical emergencies like "loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA)" 
or "anticipated transients without scram (ATWS)", nucleate boiling 
changes immediately to film boiling after burnout conditions are reached. 
Between bubble and film boiling, however, a "transition boiling region" 
exists with better heat transfer conditions than in the film boiling 
region. Measurements are planned to provide reliable data on heat 
transfer in this transition region. Such data may improve computer codes 
which simulate LOCA and ATWS emergencies and thus prove the effectiveness 
of safety installations. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Experiments on transition boiling heat transfer coefficients as function 
of pressure, vapour quality, mass flow density and flow pattern. Ex-
periments are carried out under steady-state thermal and hydrodynamic 
conditions, to explain basic physical aspects of heat transfer in the 
transition region. Measurements are carried out with temperature-control-
led heat transfer surfaces to allow stabilized evaporation in the tran-
sient region. Evaporation takes place within tubes of 14 mm inner dia-
meter, to simulate approximately the size of flow channels in the core of 
BWR- and PWR reactors. Refrigerant R 114 is used as evaporating fluid. 






Preparatory theoretical work. 
Building up of experimental equipment. 
Condenser cooling circuit. 
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Evaporator circuit. 3.2.2 
3.2.2.1 
3.2.2.2 
Design and construction of a stabilized.evaporator. 
Design and construction of a preevaporator. 
3.2.2.3 Design and construction of facilities to study flow pattern 
and phase velocities (y-ray attenuation, capacitance probe 
for void fraction measurements). 
3.3 Testing of experimental equipment. 
3.4 Experiments. Parameters: mass flow density, vapour quality, 
pressure. 
3.5 Evaluation of data and development of correlations for 
transition boiling heat transfer. 
4. Experimental facilities, Computer Codes 
The experimental equipment consists of circuits for the condenser 
cooling water and for the evaporatingfluid (R114). 
5. Progress to Date 
Ref.3.3 Works are finished. 
Ref.3.4 First experiments at low pressures have been carried out. 
6. Results 
The first data confirm, that the applied technique enables a steady-state 
measurement of complete boiling curves. Reliable conclusions of test 
parameter influence on transition boiling heat transfer are not possible 
before finishing the experiments. 
7. Next Steps 
Ref. 3.4 Carrying-out of experiments 
Ref.3.5 Evaluation of data and comparison with correlations from 
literature 
8. Relation with other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen!Project Number 
01.01.82 - 31.12.82 1 . 1 . 2 150 392 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Erstellung eines Zweiphasen-Pumpenmodells fiir FRG 
die in Druckwasserreaktoren eingesetzten FOnienndelnstitutiont.Sponsor 
Hauptkiihlmittelpumpen BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Development of a Two-Phase Pump Model for PWR Reaktortechnik 
Main Coolant Pumps 
R 153. Erlangen 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.08.79 31.12.84 H. WatzinQ:er 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte MitteiiFunds 
Continuing 31.12.82 
1. General Aim 
An empirical pump model shall be established which can describe the 
flow behavior of pressurized water reactor pumps during postulated 
loss-of-coolant accidents. 
2. Particular Objectives 
This project is regarded as a follow-up program to research project 
RS 111, in which the behavior of a pump type used in KWU pressurized 
water reactors is investigated during postulated loss-of-coolant 
accidents. An empirical two-phase pump model for digital computer 
programs shall be developed in cooperation with the manufacturers, 
who will evaluate the hydraulic aspects of two-phase pumpe experi-
ments. The model shall predict the thermohydraulic behavior of reac-
tor pumps during a loss-of-coolent accident. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Critical review of existing experimental results 
3.2 Determination of essential differences of similarities 
3.3 Clear plotting of the RS 111 experimental results and 
documentation 
3.4 Comparison of the steady-state and transient experimental 
results 
3.5 Comparison of results from pumps of varying sizes and types 
3.6 A dimensional analysis which contains all the vital charac-
teristics and constructional data of the pumps. 
- 2 -
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4. Experimental Facilities 
The empirical pump model shall be verified using the LECK-V4 program. 
5. Progress to Date 
Re. 3.6 KSB and ASTRtl have been working on their final reports. The 
work is now finished, and the data is at present being 
corrected and supplemented. 
6. Results 
There are no new results. 
7. Next Steps 
Re. 3.6 KWU is to begin building an empirical pump model in accord-
ance with the scope of supplies and services. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 111 (Experimental works) 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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Benchtszeitraum/Period Klassifikat1on/Ciassiflcat1on Kennzelchen/ProJect Number 
1.1.1982 - 31.12.1982 1 . 1 . 2 15o o 521 
Vorhaben/Pro)ect T1tle Land/Country 
GeschwindigkeitsmeBverfahren ftir Wasser/ 
Dampf-Stromungen mittels Korrelation lib er- Fordernde lnst1tut1on/Sponsor 
lagerter Temperaturstorungen GRS/BMFT 
-AultragnehmN /Contractor 
Velocity-Measurements of twophase flows Technische Universitat 
(water /steam) by correlation of temperature- Berlin 
tracer Institut ftir Kerntechni 
Arbe1tsbegmn/ln1t1ated Arbe1tsende/Completed Le1ter des Vorhabens/Pro)ect Lerlder 
1.1o.1981 31.12.1983 Prof. Dr.-Ing. u. Wesse 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updating Bew1ll1gte M1ttei/Funds 
Continuing December 1982 
---
1. General Aim 
Development of a measurement method for determination of fluid velocity 
(range from o.o1 to So m/s) in single and two phase flows, also under 
transient conditions and change of flow direction. 
2. Particular Objectives 
A temperature fluctuation is imposed to the flow by stochastic con-
trolled injection of fluid with different temperature. For the measure-
ment of the fluid velocity this temperature fluctuation can be detected 
by thermo-couples placed one behind the other in the flow profile. 
Crosscorrelation analysis produces the velocity information. 
k 
r 
This project contains development, construction and test of the measure-
ment insert and of the measurement- and evaluation-procedure. An ex-
tensive automatisation of the measurement will be provided by making 
use of mini-computers. 
3. Research Program 
The research program can be divided into the following activities: 
3.1 Measurement insert 
Construction of the fluid injection·with valve construction and con-
trol, thermocouple-attachment. Improvement of the amplifiers. 
3.2 Evaluation 
Provision and improvement of evaluation software first for the time 
series analysers available at the !KT and EURATOM/Ispra, then trans-
fer of the programs to micro-processor or mini-computer-systems. 
- 2 -
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3.3 Tests 
Amongst current tests at the IKT comparative measurements at 
- EURATOM/Ispra: LOBI-Project 
- KWU/Erlangen: PKL-II-Project 
- KfK: "Joint Test Rigs" 
are planned. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
At the IKT there are a transient (blow down) test rig and different 
stationary loops for most of the necessary systematic measurements. 
It can be made use of the software provided by the proeceding re-
search projects (RS 135- 15o 135 B). 
5. Progress to Date 
The IKT designed temperature noise amplifier 'Tramp2' has been check-
ed for reliable working under conditions of large scale test facili-
ties (LOBI/EURATOM/Ispra, PKL II/KWU Erlangen). Resulting from these 
experiments the Tramp2-amplifier could be improved in different 
features. A new measurement-insert (final design to fit into the KfK-
'Joint Test Rig') equipped with tracer-injection was completed and 
installed in our test rig. A real-time correlator that can be con-
trolled by mini-computer is now available and checked for evaluation-
quality of temperature noise signals. Another objective of the acti-
vities is the investigation of the injection procedure itself. Test 
facilities to analyse the influence of the tracer injection by Laser-
Doppler-measurements have been built up. 
6. Results Achieved 
The temperature noise measurements with the Tramp2 in the LOBI test 
rig (EURATOM/Ispra) and in other te~t rigs gave very satisfactory 
results. The amplifier (latest model Tramp 2 A) is now equipped with 
an automatic gain control and serious interference from strong elec-
tric/magnetic fields can be removed ('common mode rejection'). A small 
series of this type of amplifier was produced. The test rig prepared 
for flow reversal and slow flows was rebuilt and is now available for 
measurements with the new measurement insert and correlator. 
- 3 -
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7. Next Steps 
The range of application of the measurement method with the new equip-
ment (amplifier Tramp2 A and measurement insert with tracer injection) 
will be redefined by systematic measurements in our test rigs. As soon 
as the interface correlator/mini-computer is available the automatic 
evaluation unit will be built up and programmed. The investigation of 
the injectio~ procedure (especially measurements of the flow profile 
with and without tracer injection) will be continued. Further tests 
in the facilities of the related projects are planned. 
8. Relations to other Projects 
Cooperation with 
- EURATOM/Ispra: LOBI-Project 
- KWU/Erlangen: PKL-II-Project 
- KfK: "Joint Test Rigs" 

Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1.82 - 31.12.82 1.1.2 RS-109 
Vorhaben/ProJect Title Land/Country 
FRG 
EinfluB der DWR-Umwalzschleifen auf den Blowdown Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
(LOBI-Projekt) BMFT 
Auftragnehmer /Contractor 
Loop Blowdown Investigations (LOBI) Project: Euratom J.R.C.-Ispra 
Influence of PWR Primary Loops on Blowdown 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.12. 73 :n .1::> .R7 w T Qicl-.nln 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 1982 
1. General Aim 
Experimental investigations of the thermohydraulic behaviour of a primary cooling 
system (PCS) of pressurized water reactors (PWR) during the blowdown phase of a 
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). 
2. Particular Objectives 
- Design, construction and operation of a large-scale 2-loop blowdown test facili-
ty for loss-of-coolant experiments (LOCE) and Special Transients Experiments 
- Experimental investigation of the influence of the thermohydraulic behaviour of 
individual components of a PCS of PWRs on the course of a LOCA by measuring those 
thermohydraulic quantities relevant for the emergency core cooling (ECC) 
- Comparison of experimental results with blowdown computer code prediction calcu-
lations; assessment of codes to be used for LWR safety analysis 
- Experimental investigation of the LOBI pump and steam generators performance 
characteristics and of the LOBI discharge nozzles under two-phase flow condi-
tions. 
3. Research Programme 
P r e l i m i n a r y T e s t s to determine the characteristics of the LOBI 
test facility and to check the measurement instrumentation, data acquisition and 
process control system 
- E x p e r i m e n t a 1 P r o g r a m m e A: 60 tests to investigate the in-
fluence of rupture size and location, downcomer gap width, pump operation, power 
input, steam generator secondary side pressure, pressurizer connection, and ECC 
water injection mode on the blowdown. 
Test Matrix A1: Tests 1 to 30 defined by, and available to the BMFT-Bonn exclu-
sively; test A1-04 used for "blind post-test prediction calculation exercise" 
(LOBI PREX) with international participation. 
Test Matrix A2: Tests 31 to 60 defined by the BMFT-Bonn taking into account 
suggestions from Member Countries of the E.C.; results freely available to the 
latter. 
- E x p e r i m e n t a l P r o g r a m m e 8: Tests 61 to 90 defined jointly 
by and freely available to the Member countries of the E.C.; investigation of 
the influence of geometrical shape and elevation of some PCS components on the 
blowdown. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
- Simulation of 4-loop PCS of a 1300 MWe PWR by a 2-loop test facility (single-
-2 -
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and treble-loop) for nominal operating conditions: p = 160 bar and T = 325 C. 
Heat rejection through a closed loop secondary cooling system (54 bar, 210 -
270°C). 
- Reactor Model with internal annular downcomer and a 64 heater rod bundle of elec-
trically directly heated tubes. 
-Scaling-down factor of about 700 applied to power input (5,5 MW), primary3coolant 
mass flow (7 and 21 kg/s respectively) and primary coolant volume (0.6 m ) 
- 1 : 1 representation of components elevation and height, of lengths of heat 
transfer surfaces (core, steam generator), of pressure drop distribution along 
flow paths, of power-to-volume ratio, of ratio of components volume among each 
other. 
- Simulation of accumulator and high pressure injection system for ECC. 
- 400 channels measurement instrumentation and data acquisition system capability 
- Results prediction and evaluation with RELAP4/Mod 6 and RELAP5/Mod 1. 
5. Progress to Date 
- Continuation and completion of A1-test programme regarding large breaks 
- Definition of Al-test matrix for small breaks 
- Continuation with results analysis and documentation work for preceding tests 
- Continuation and completion of implementation and conversion of original CDC ver-
sion of RELAP5/Mod 1 code into IBM version for running the code on the AMDAHL 
computer at Ispra; execution of several test case calculations and of first post-
test and design calculations 
- Proposal of a preliminary test programme for Special Transients tests with the 
LOBI-MOD2 facility 
- Presentation of 8 conference papers on LOBI results at 3 international conferen-
ces (FRG, USA), £'1 to 8:7 
- Start of modification work of LOBI test facility towards version MOD2; execution 
of laboratory hall, and computer and control room building modifications 
- Recalibration and further development of measurement devices and techniques 
-Development and testing of software for extended data acquisition and process 
control system 
- Further development of software for, and extension of the LOBI Data Base. 
6. Results 
- With the execution of 5 A1-tests and 2 B-tests, the A1-test programme phase re-
garding large break tests has been completed. From December 1979 to June 1982 a 
total of 28 tests was performed: 18 A1-test, 3 A2-tests, 4 B-tests and 3 "small 
break scoping tests". The results of 13 of these 28 tests are available to the 
Community Member States. A summary on the parameter range covered by the 25 large 
break tests is given in Table 1. 
- A total of 14 A1 small break tests has been defined for being executed after the 
test facility modification at present under way; 2 of them are quasi-steady-state 
tests without rupture simulation. 3 of them have been proposed as A2-tests, avai-
lable to the Member States. See Table 2. 
-A total of 13 Quick Look Reports (QLR), 15 Experimental Data Reports (EDR), 9 
Test Prediction Reports (TPR) and 4 Preliminary Data Reports (PDR) has been pre-
pared in form of Confidential Communication (39) or Technical Note (2), both 
with restricted distribution list C 9 .J. 
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The first post-test prediction with RELAP5IMOD1 code after its conversion into 
IBM version was performed for the double-ended (200 %) cold leg break test Al-66 
and yielded very satisfactory results. The same code was applied for design cal-
culations aiming at the optimisation of the two-phase flow conditions downstream 
of an orifice (simulating a small break) with a view to improve the break mass 
flow measurement. 
- For the preparation of a RELAP5 input data set for LOBI small break tests, de-
tailed modelling of structural heat and of heat losses to the environment, and 
the estimation of heat losses due to cooling of measurement adapters, of the 
upper power connecting plate and of the pump bearings (seal water) is necessary 
and presently under way. 
- In view of future investigation of Special Transients with the LOBI-MOD2 facili-
ty, a preliminary test programme was proposed and discussed, comprising a total 
of 11 different transients subdivided into two classes of short and long term 
transients. 
- Evaluation of results regarding the influence of different ECC injection modes 
on blowdown has shown that combined injection led to a much more efficient core 
cooling: completely rewetted core after about 70s into the transient I 2 1. 
- The influence of break size on blowdown in case of large cold leg breaks may be 
characterized by the occurrence of early DNB over the whole core for break sizes 
of 100% and larger, no DNB at all for break sizes of 25% and less; within the 
intermediate range DNB may occur in the upper core region I 51. 
- The influence of downcomer volume and gap width for double-ended cold leg breaks 
has shown increasing significance during the saturated blowdown and during the 
refill period: the large downcomer (50 mm) results in a better core cooling due 
to a positive core mass flow during the late blowdown and initial refill period; 
the small downcomer (12 mm) results in a more typical fluid mass distribution 
within the primary system during the blowdown period, but in a less typical re-
fill behaviour by inhibiting ECC water penetration and refill of pressure vessel 
I 6 1. 
- Discrepancies observed between RELAP4IMOD6 prediction and experimental results 
for the later blowdown and refill period are to be attributed to the code defi-
ciency to describe phase separation processes, three dimensional flow patterns, 
thermal non-equilibrium processes, heat transfer in the post-DNB (film boiling) 
region and rewetting processes I 3 1. 
- The construction work for the laboratory hall modifications necessary for the 
steam generators replacement, and for the extension of the computer and control 
room building was completed. 
- The modification and extension work at the LOBI test facility towards the LOBI-
MOD2 version for the future small breaks and Special Transients tests was started 
and is still under way; due to fabrication difficulties, the new steam genera-
tors delivery was delayed by further 3 months. 
- Considerable effort was and is being dedicated to measurement instrumentation 
service, recalibration and development work, the latter is aiming primarily at 
an improvement of mass flow measurement techniques and regards pick-off systems, 
turboprobes and full flow turbine meters, dragbodies, densitometers. 
- Comprehensive software development and testing work was performed for the new, 
extended data acquisition and process control system in view of the forthcoming 
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small break test programme. 
- Further functions for results evaluation, analysis and graphical representation 
have been added to the LOBI Data Base. 
7. Next Steps 
- Continuation and completion of results analysis and documentation work of prece-
ding tests 
- Completion of test facility modification 
- LOBI-MOD2 commissioning tests; start of small break A1-tests 
- Pre-test prediction calculations with RELAP5IMOD1 for small break Al-tests 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
- no changes with respect to previous annual reports 
9. Literature 
I 1 I w. L. Riebold, P. Mork-Morkenstein, L. Piplies: "LOBI Project: EinfluB der 
DWR Umwalzschleifen auf den Blowdown". Paper presented at the Conference 
"Kerntechnik '82", 4 - 6 May, 1982, Mannheim, FRG 
I 2 I W. L. Riebold, F. Chenneaux, R. Kirmse: "EinfluB des NotkUhlwasser-Einspeise-
modus auf den Blowdown in LOBI-Experimenten". Paper presented at the Confe-
rence "Kerntechnik '82", 4 - 6 May, 1982, Mannheim, FRG 
I 3 I H. Stadtke, W. Kolar, W. Brewka: "Vorausrechnung der LOBI-Versuche mit 
RELAP4IMOD6 - Vergleich Experiment und Rechnung -". Paper presented at the 
Conference "Kerntechnik '82", 4 - 6 May, 1982, Mannheim, FRG 
I 4 I L. Piplies, W. Kolar: "Pumpenverhalten unter Storfallbedingungen: Zweiphasen-
Kennfelder der LOBI-Pumpe". Paper presented at the Conference "Kerntechnik 
'82", 4 - 6 May, 1982, Mannheim, FRG 
I 5 I L. Piplies, C. Addabbo, W. L. Riebold: "Influence of Break Size on Blowdown 
for Large Breaks". Paper presented at the "International Meeting on Thermal 
Nuclear Reactor Safety", August 29 - September 2,1982, Chicago, Illinois, USA 
I 6 I H. Stadtke, D. Carey, W. L. Riebold: "Influence of Downcomer Volume and Gap 
Width on Blowdown". Paper presented at the "International Meeting on Thermal 
Nuclear Reactor Safety", August 29 - September 2,1982, Chicago, Illinois,USA 
I 7 I W. L. Riebold, T. Fortescue, K. H. GUnther: "Design and Instrumentation of 
LOBI U-tube Steam Generators for Small Break and Special Transients Tests". 
Paper presented at the "International Meeting on Thermal Nuclear Reactor 
Safety", August 29 - September 2, 1982, Chicago, Illinois, USA 
I 8 I W. L. Riebold, L. Piplies, H. Stadtke: "LOBI Experimental Programme Results 
and Plans: Status September 1982". Paper presented at the "lOth Water Reac-
tor Safety Research Information Meeting" of the USNRC, October 12- 15,1982 1 
Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA 
I 9 I 39 Confidential Communications and 2 Technical Notes, both with restricted 
distribution list to document LOBI results (QLR, EDR, TRP, TCR, PDR). 
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Benchtsze1traumtPenod Klasslflkatlon/Ciasslflcatlon KennzelchentPrOJect Number 
1.1. - 31.12.1982 
·1-1_ 2 RS 464 
Vorhaben/Pro)ect T1tle Land/Country 
Behandlung Kleiner Leeks in DWR-Anlagen m it I=Rr. 




Treatment of Small Leaks in PWR 1s with Methods· Reaktorsicherheit 
of Transient Analysis (GRS)mbH 
Arbeltsbeglnntlnillaled ArbeltsendetCompleted L811er des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.7.1980 ~1 ,Q3_ _1983_ nr w Fris.c.h 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilhgte M1ttei/Funds 
OM 1.550.533,50 
1. General Aim 
Investigation of the behaviour of PWR 1s during small break accidents with 
the objective of an early detection of such plant conditions and the initia-
tion of optimum countermeasures to mitigate the consequences of the acci-
dent. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The main objective of the project is the analysis of the initial part of the 
accident, when no extreme plant conditions or damages have occurred so 
that core damage may still be avoided by appropriate countermeasures. 
The physical processes during the accident will be described w:th regard 
to the interfering systems. The description of the course of the event 
together with the available instrumentation, control room design and 
possible operator actions will be evaluated. 
The plant model ALMOD, i.e. an improved version of this code will be 
used to do the calculations necessary for these analyses. The main ob-
jective of the development of this extended version is the improvement of 
the thermal-hydraulic models of the ALMOD code. Thus it will be possible 
to calculate such states of the coolant, which are not in the range of 
validity of conventional plant models. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Calculation of some small break events with the plant model ALMOD 
3.2 Development of an extended plant model 
3. 3 Verification of the extended plant model ALMOD by experiments. 





4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
LOFT, ALMOD 
5. Progress to Date 
RS 464 
Ad 3.2 Work has been carried out to eliminate the ltmitations found in the plant 
model ALMOD in relation to the calculations ad 3.1. This work has re-
sulted in considerable changes in the structure of the code. In this con-
text it can be mentioned e. g. the calculation of the system pressure 
after the pressurizer empties. All these structural changes have been 
brought to an end. 
The activities for the extension of the thermal-hydraulics of the primary 
coolant system to describe the flow reversal and for the improvement of 
the integration method have been continued. The new methods have been 
tested in a closed-loop geometry. The dynamic slip model has been tested 
under two-phase flow conditions, and the difficulties that have arisen in 
connection with the movement of the phase boundary have been solved 
with a special numerical technique for describing this phenomena. 
Ad 3. 3 A selection of adequate experiments and incidents has been made for the 
qualification of the extended ALMOD code. Up until now the unintentional 
opening of a pressurizer PORV occurred in a German plant has been 
calculated. 
Ad 3.4 The calculations for the sen5;tivity analysis ha,·e already been started. 
Firstly, the comparison between a cooldown transient and a small break 
in the hot leg has been carried out. 
6. Results 
The extensions of the plant model ALMOD are described in a report /1/. 
7. New Steps 
The work will bei continu~d according to the program. 
8. Relation to Other Projects 
RS 234, RS 471. 
- 3 -
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9. References 
/1/ J. Mir6, A. Schaefer 
Erweiterung des Anlagenmodells ALMOD zur Beschreibung van Star-
fallen mit "Kieinem Leek". 
GRS-A-791 (December 1982). 
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Berichtszertraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1 . 1. - 31.12.1982 1.1.2 RS 182 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Analysis of Integral and Separate Effects FRG 




Auswertung von Integral- und Einzeleffekt- Reaktorsicherheit 
experimenten (LOFT, SEMISCALE, ROSA IV) (GRS) mbH 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.4.1976 30.6.1984 Dr. K. Wolfert 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing 31.12.1982 
1. General Aim 
Complemantary analytical and phenomenological investigations of LOCA 
experiments and code development and -assessment in reactor safety 
research 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Analytical and phenomenological analysis of LOFT und Semiscale experi-
mental results 
2. 2 Analytical and phenomenological analysis of integral and separate effects 
tests of the ROSA IV project 
2.3 Assessment of computer codes for LOCA analysis 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Assignment of a resident engineer to EG&G, Idaho Falls, USA 
3.2 Phenomenological analysis of experimental results 
3. 3 Assessment of computer codes 
4. Experimental Facilities, Codes 
Experimental Facilities: 
- LOFT, - Semiscale, - TPTF and LSTF of ROSA IV, - TOSHIBA 
Codes: 
- DRUFAN, - FLUT, - SSYST 
5. Progress to Date 
Ref. 3.1 In this period Dr. M. Firnhaber was working for EG&G till June. Dr. A. 
Wahba started working for EG&G in May. 
Ref. 3. 2 Phenomenological analysis of LOFT tests 
- L9-3: A TWS transient with loss-of-feedwater and delayed emergency 
- 2 -
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feed water 
- L6-6: Transient with boron dilution 
- L2-5: Double ended break in the cold leg with pumps off 
- L6-8-B1: Uncontrolled rod withdrawal with 0.21 cm/s 
- L6-8-B2: Uncontrolled rod withdrawal with 1.06 cm/s 
- L6-8-C1: Recovery procedure of a steam generator tube rupture with 
pressurizer spray, HP IS and secondary feed and bleed 
- L6-8-C2: Recovery procedure of a steam generator tube rupture by 
using the pressure operated relief valve, HPIS and secondary 
feed and bleed 
- L9-4: ATWS loss-of-offsite power transient. 
Ref. 3.3 - Documentation of post test analysis of L6-5 (loss-of-feedwater) /1/ 
- Post test calculation of L2-3 /2/ 
- Multy-channei analysis of L2-3 /3/ 
Pre test calculation of L2-5 and participation in the OECD-CSN I Stan-
dard Problem No. 13 /4/ 
- Post test analysis of L6-8·C1. Parameter study with variation of break 
mass flow, spray temperature, spray mass flow, secondary feed and bleed 
- Post test calculation of a Toshiba BWR-Biowdown experiment (steam line 
break). 
6. Results 
Ref. 3.2 - Test L9-3 demonstrated that the facility was controlled by the injection 
of boron and by opening the power operated and safety relief valve 
- The transient L6-6 demonstrated that crltlcality was achieved after 2 h 
by Injecting 0.47 ltr/sec demineralized water 
- the experiment L2-5 demonstrated that contrary to L2-3 (double ended 
cold leg break with pumps on) no rewetting in the centre of the core 
occurred 
- In test L6-8-B1 the reactor scrammed at 46 sec due to reaching the 
high pressure (150 bar) set point. 
- In test L6-8-B2 the reactor scrammed at 7. 3 sec due to reactor peak 
power trip (130 %) 
In experiment L6-8-C1 the primary pressure reached the secondary 
pressure at 904 sec, in L6-8-C2 at 275 sec. 
- In test L9-4 the safety relief valves on the primary and secondary side 
were challenged. The reactor power fell to 20 % of the initial value in 
the first 50 sec. 
3 
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Ref. 3.3 - A good agreement could be achieved between the post test calculation 
and the experiment l2-3. To determine precisely the DNB and the 
maximum cladding temperatures, the simulation of two fluid channels 
and four fuel rod types with different power levels were necessary. 
- A good agreement could be achieved between the pretest calculation 
and the experiment l2-5. DNB and Dry Out at the beginning of the 
blowdown was calculated In good. agreement with the experiment. The 
top down rewettlng In the upper part of the high powered fuel rod 
could not be computed. 
- The post test calculation of l6-8-C1 showed good agreement between 
calculation and experiment. 
7. Next Steps 
- Evaluation and documentation of the experiment l6-8-C1 and the 
Toshlba experiment 
- Analysis of further LOFT experiments 
8. Relation to other Projects 
RS 314, RS 475 
9. References 
/1/ W. Polntner: Nachrechnung des lOFT-Transienten-Versuchs l6-5 
mlt DRUFAN-02, GRS-A-722, April 1982 
/2/ w. Polntner: Nachrechnung des LOFT-Biowdown-Versuchs L2-3 mlt 
DRUFAN-02, GRS-A-766, November 1982 
/3/ W. Polntner: Mehrkanalanalyse fur den LOFT-Versuch L2-3 mlt 
DRUFAN-02, GRS-A-Report In preparation 
/4/ w. Polntner: Contribution to OECD-CSNI lOCA Standard Problem 
No. 13, October 1982. 
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Vorhaben/Pro]ect Title Land/Country 
Joint test rig for tests and calibration of FRG 




Gemeinsamer Versuchsstand zum Testen und ~arlsruhe 
Kalibrieren verschiedener Zweiphasenmassen- (KfK) I Projekt Nukleare 
strom-MeBverfahren ~icherheit (PNS) 
i~~5~e~i2n/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed dieiter 9"s V?reaben~ect Leader r. . e1.mann 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
1. General Aim 
1.1 For LOCE the accurate measurement of two-phase mass flow rate is 
of primary importance. Measuring techniques are to be developed 
and tested. 
1.2 During LOCA two-phase flow in pipe junctions may occur. The phase 
and mass distribution in the branches has to be investigated. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Test, calibration and comparison of different measuring methods 
in steady-state two-phase flow. 
2.2 Investigation of the flow of a two-phase mixture in aT-junction. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Instrumentation tests in steady-state steam-water and air-water 
flow; parameters are mass flow rate, quality and pressure. 
3.2 Measurement of the redistribution of the two-phase flow (mass 
flow rate, quality) in a T-junction with horizontal inflow and 
outflow. 
Parameters are: mass flow rate and quality of inflow, system 
pressure, differential pressure between inflow and branch, 
branch angle in respect to horizontal. 
Investigations are to performed with the following test sections: 
a) T-junction with D=d=SO mm (D=diameter of main pipe, d=dia-
meter of branch); air-water and steam-water experiments; 
special interest: measurement of void and momentum profiles 
b) T-junction with D=SO mm, d=lO mm; air-water and steam-water 
experiments; special interest: Critical flow in branch 
c) Test section with D=200, d=B-20 mm: "Small leak separate 
- 2 -
1.1. - 31.12.1982 06.01.03/JlA (PNS 4137) 
effect tests", air-water experiments, special interest: 
stratified flow in main pipe. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Loops for steady-state steam-water flow (p - 15 MPa) and air-
max 
water flow (p = 1 MPa) 
max 
5. Progress to Date 
5.1 A gyrostatic mass flow rate measurement instrument (Micro Motion 
Inc., USA) was tested in water and air-water flow. 
5.2 Air-water experiments were performed with test geometry a) and a 
horizontal branch. Steam-water experiments started. 
With test geometry c) experiments were carried out, using a down-
ward orientated branch; experiments with an upward orientated 
branch are presently performed. 
6. Essential Results 
6.1 The instrument had a high accuracy in single phase water flow 
(error~ 1 %). With increasing void fractions (~ 10 %) the signal 
was no longer interpretable. 
6.2 Test geometry a): Phase separation is the largest at a large mass 
flow rate fraction through the branch. The redistribution is only 
weakly dependent on inflow mass flux and quality. An improved 
model for the pressure drop across the branch was developed. 
Test geometry c): For the downward orientated break a correlation 
was developed for the onset of gas pull-through. Furthermore a 
generalized graph was found for the break mass flow rate and 
quality as a function of the liquid level. For the upward orien-
tated break a criteria for the onset of liquid entrainment was 
developed. The increase of break mass flow rate with entrainment 
is small as long as stratified flow in the main pipe exists. 
7. Next Steps 
Air-water and steam-water experiments with geometries a) and b); 
air-water experiments with geometry c) and a horizontal branch. 
- 3 -
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8. Relation with other Projects 
Lobi (Euratom Ispra), CEA Grenoble, EG&G Idaho 
9. Literature 
Reimann, J., John, H., MUller, U.: Measurements of Two-Phase 
Mass Flow Rate: A Comparison of Different Techniques; Int. J. 
Multiphase Flow, Vol. 8, No. l, 1982. 
Reimann, J.: Developments in Two-Phase Mass Flow Rate Instru-
mentation; Nato Advanced Workshop on Advances in Two-Phase 
Flow and Heat Transfer, Spitzingsee/Schliersee, FR Germany, 
August 31 - Sept. 3, 1982. 
John, H.; Hain, K.; Brtiderle, F; Reimann, J.; Volmer, T.: 
Tests of an advanced true mass flow meter (TMFM) in gas liquid 
flow. AIAA/ASME 3rd Joint Thermophysics, Fluids, Plasma and Heat 
Transfer Conference, St. Louis, Missouri, June 1982, ASME 82-FE 
23, 1982. 
Reimann, J.; Khan, M.: Flow Through a Small Pipe at the Bottom 
of a Large Pipe with Stratified Flow; Annual Meeting of the 
European Two-Phase Flow Group, Paris la Defense, June 2-4, 1982 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Unrestricted 
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Versuchsstand flir instationare Zweiphasen- Projekt Nukleare Sicher 
Stromungen he it (PNS) 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vortlabens!Project Leader 
01 '01 7Q Dip.-Ing. H. John I 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum!Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
1. General Aim 
Test of two-phase mass flow rate measuring devices for LOCE. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Different measuring methods for two-phase mass flow rate developed 
by other institutes are to be tested and calibrated in nonsteady state 
steam-water flow. 
3. Research Program 
Instrumentation tests in nonsteady state (blowdown) steam water flow. 
4. Experimental Facility 
3 A blowdown loop for steam water flow (150 bar, 0,7 m) with changeable 
pipe sections (50 and 80 mm inner diameter) and a high accurate re-
ference mass flow rate measurement with a True Mass Flow Meter 
(TMFM-50) up to 50 kg/s during blowdown. The blowdown will be initia-
ted by a quick opening valve. Steady state single phase mass flow 
measured by orifices is possible before blowdown up to 10 % of the 
blowdown mass flow, to make additional tests of the components. 
5. Progress to Date 
- The built up of the loop, inclusive the electrical equipment for 
control and data transfer was finished. The data lines from the 
transducers to the computer PDP11 were tested. 
- Funktion tests of the blowdown loop were started with cold water, 
where compressed air was the driving force. 
Several regular blowdowns with boiling water and different entrance 
pressures up to 12 MPa were successfully performed. 
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First blowdowns with massflow measuring devices from the LOBI-Loop 
in Ispra (Euratom) and with radio tracer tests (KFK-LIT) started. 
The results are calculated now. 
6. Essential Results 
The successful test of the True Mass Flow Meter, a new 5 Seam-y-Densi-
tometer and the quick opening valve under blowdown conditions. 
7. Next steps 
Transient calibration tests of the LOBI-Spool pieces, the radio-tracer 
measuring method,the ultrasonic system for liquid level detection and 
the temperature correlation. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
RS 109 - EURATOM/Ispra, RS 135 - TU/Berlin, RS 150348 - TU/Berlin, 
PNS 4136 - KfK/LIT, PNS 4138 KFK/IT, Battelle/Frankfurt, 
KWU-Erlangen, R 512 
9. References 
Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit, Halbjahresberichte 1979/82. 
H. John, K. Hain, F. Brtiderle, J. Reimann, F. SchloB 
Test des Massenstrom-MeBgerates TMFM-50 ftir Zweiphasenstromungen 
KFK 3215 Okt. 81 
... ,,,-
Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
nl 01.82 - 31.12.82 1.1. 2 06.01.03/ZQA. (PNS 4136) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Entwicklung von Radionuklidverfahren zur Be-
stimmung transienter Zweiphasenmassenstrome F~lnstitutiont.Sponsor 
Development of radionuclide methods for mea- Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
suring transient two-phase mass flows Kernforschungszentrum 
Karlsruhe (KfK) 
PNS/LIT 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.01 81 :n.12 83 R.Loffel LIT 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 1982 -
1. General Aim 
A radionuclide technique is presently developed which allows to deter-
mine the mass flow of non-steady-state two-phase flows. This is done 
by measuring 
-velocity of the gas and liquid phase using a radiotracer technique, 
-density of the two-phase mixture using a gamma-absorption method. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Measurement of density 
The phase distribution can be determined using a 6-beam-y-densitome-
ter with special beam geometry and high time resolution (1 ms). The 
local and global densities and void fractions are calculated from 
the intensity signals. 
2.2 Measurement of velocities 
The radiotracer method is suitable to measure separately the veloci-
ties of the individual phases and components. For this purpose, short-
lived gaseous and liquid radionuclides are injected into the flow. 
3. Research Programm 
- Test of the radionuclide method on the "Transient Two Phase Flow 
Loop" of KfK-IRB (PNS 4139), 
- Application of the RN-method on the DUESE-experiment. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Installation of a radiotracer velocity measuring device and of a 6-
beam-y-densitometer at the Test Loop. 
- 2 -
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5. Progress to Date 
111 experiments with water-steam (64 exp.) and with water-air (47 exp) 
flows were £performed on the DUESE-test facility. 
6. Results 
Fig. 1 shwos a typical result of a density measurement of an inhomo-
geneous steady-state two-phase flow (in this case water/air flow) in 
a tube of 80 mm mean diameter. Three different types of flow have 
been recorded successively in this example. In all three cases wave 
flows were obtained which differ only by their void factors. Void 
factors of 0.48, 0.37 and 0.27 were determined for these three flow 
conditions. 
7. Next Step 
Test at the "Transient Two Phase Flow Loop" of KfK-IRB will be per-
formed. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
PNS 4139 "Transient Two Phase Flow Loop" 
RS 109 Experimental Investigation of the Influence of PWR-Loops on 
Blowdown 
9. Reference Documents 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
- 3 -
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TT'!'!\'" THERMOHYDRAULI QUE DU LOCA. Pays FRANCE 
ETUDE EXPERIMENTALf DES DEBITS CRITIQUES ET ECOULEMENTS Organisme directew• 
EN DOUBLE PHASE PROGRAMME MOBY DICK ET SUPER MOBY DICK CEA/rPSN -EDF/SEPTEN 
---------------------·-··----------------1 
TITRE en u.nglais LOCA THERMOHYDRAULICS 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF CRITICAL FLOW AND 




Responsahles I I MOBY DICK AND SUPER MOBY DICK PROJECT ~1. COURTAUD 
DRE/STT/SETRE r-~~~Y'_~~~ 01.01.1972 Date d 'achevemen t 983 Etat actuel Derniere mise a jour en cours 01.1983 Scientifiques M. GROS D'AILLON ~1. JEANDEY ___________ ..___ ________ -; 
~--·-
! 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Developper et qualifier des modeles d'ecoulement en double-phase a 
partir d'experiences analytiques oQ les desequilibres entre phases sont 
importants. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Etudier la cinetique de vaporisation en ecoulement double phase a fort 
gradient de pression. Realiser de~ debits c~itiques dans des .cQnditions 
et des qeometries variables. Etus1er les phenomenes de strat1f1cat1on 
et de separation dans les tes a haute pression. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMMES 
MOBY DICK : Boucle dans laquelle sont realises des ecoulements double 
phase a grande vitesse soit en eau-vapeur par auto-vaporisa-
tion, soit en eau-air. 
La pression maximum est de 10 bars. 
SUPER MOBY DICK: meme type d'installation mais pouvant aller jusqu'a 
des pressions de 150 bars. 
~10BY DICK 
- essai en eau-vapeur sur un tube de section de 20 mm ID termine 
par un divergent de 7 degres ................................. 1974 
- essai en eau-vapeur sur un tube de section de 14 mm ID termine 
par un divergent de 7 degres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1975 
- essai en eau-azote sur un tube de section de 14 mm ID termine 
par un divergent de 7 degres ................................ 1976 
- essai en eau-vapeur avec elargissement brusque de la section 
d'essai (0 14 et 0 20) a 2 bars et 7 bars ................... 1977/1978 
- essai en eau-air sur un tube de section de 14 mm ID termine 
par un divergent de 7 degres ................................ fin 1978 
SUPER MOBY DICK 
Construction de la boucle jusqu'en mars 1979. 
1ere campagne : determination des lignes piezometriques sur une section 
d'essai comprenant un convergent conique de 30°, un tube 
de section 20 mm ID et un divergent de 7 o pour des 
pressions comprises entre 20 et 150 bars ..... 1979 
2eme campagne • reprise de certains essais de la 1ere campagne 
pour determiner le taux de vide ............... Sept 1980 
3eme campagne essais avec elargissement brusque~ mesures de 
debit critique et de taux de vide ............ Avril a 
Sept 1981 
Etude du frottement interfacial dans un ecoulement vertical (tuyere 
courte); 
ecoulement stratifie; 
separation dans un "te" ...................................... Fin 82 et 83 
4. ETAT D'AVANCEMENT 
MOBY DICK : les essais sont termines ......................... Fin 1978 
Un rapport final a ete ecrit. 
SUPER MOBY DICK: la 1ere campagne est terminee............... 1979 
la 2eme campagne est terminee .............. Sept 1980 
la 3eme campagne s'est deroulee en ........ . 
Essais avec tuyau vertical : 
- elargissement brusque tuyere longue ...... . 
- elargissement brusque avec ou sans grille. 
(avec mesure de taux de vide) 
- elargissement brusque, tuyere courte: 
mesures de transferts d'impulsion 
interfaciaux 
(et reprise d'essais anterieurs) ....... . 
1981 
4 a 9/81 




SUPER MOBY DICK 
ere -1 et 2eme campagne 
Un domaine etendu de valeurs des parametres definissant 1 •etat du 
fluide en amont du col a ete parcouru : pression de 20 a 120 bars etat 
du fluide tres eloigne ou tres proche de la double phase (ce qui permet 
d•atteindre diverses valeurs pour le taux de vide au col); les valeurs 
du debit critique sont comprises entre 10 000 et 60 000 Kg/(s-m2). 
- Installation avec divergent d•angle faible : 
Mesures effectuees : pression longitudinalement, densite longitudinalemen 
et radialement,cartes de debit critique en fonction des conditions 
d•entree. 
La mesure radiale de densite a montre que le taux de vide est tres 
eleve pres de la paroi. 
Signalons aussi un fort desequilibre thermique au col (20° de surchauffe). 
La comparaison entre debits mesures et calcules avec un modele de detente 
isentropique montre des differences d•autant plus sensibles que les 
conditions d•entree sont plus proches de la saturation. 
Les resultats experimentaux ont ete utilises pour 1•elaboration de 
modeles d•echange (masse et chaleur) entre phases. L•analyse a ete menee 
avec un modele d•ecoulement monodimensionnel a deux fluides avec 
desequilibre thermique et sans glissement. 
Le transfert de chaleur entre les deux phases du fluide a ete exprime 
en fonction des conditions locales du fluide : taux de vide, pression, 
vitesse, surchauffe. 
_ Elargissement brusque : 
Le comportement bidimensionnel du jet a ete particulierement etudie, 
montrant la forte influence de la pression et du debit sur sa structure. 
Il n•apparait pas nettement de difference sur les resultats obtenus pour 
le debit critique selon que l 1 installation comprend un divergent ou un 
elargissement brusque (c.f. note TT 82/83). 
Un rapport sur la grille complete d•essais (au nombre de 70) est en cours 
de redaction (lignes piezometriques, densite axiale et verticale ... ). 
Des calculs d•interpretation et de .. reconstitution .. ont ete faits avec le 
code CATHARE (cas d•ecoulement non etablis). 
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5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
(Nouvelle campagne) 
Essais avec tuyau vertical .............................. Fin 82-debut 83 
- elargissement brusque, tuyere courte 
mesure du debit critique et des transferts interfaciaux 
Essais avec tuyau horizontal ............................ a partir de 9/83 
- effet de stratification 
mesure de T i 
Essais avec piquages et "tes" fin 1983 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Des comparaisons entre les resultats SUPER MOBY DICK, MOBY DICK et 
MARVIKEN ( debits critiques ) ont ete effectuees- voir communication 
a Pasadena, § 7. 
REBECA : Etude de debits critiques d'un melange a J composants : 
eau, air, vapeur. (voir 142-J-2). 
Action commune avec FRAr1ATOME : mesure du taux de vide par ultra-sons. 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
"Contribution a l'etude de debits critiques en ecoulement diphasique eau-
vapeur" 
M. REOCREUX- These de l'Universite de GRENOBLE 1974 
" Etudes experimentales de debits critiques en ecoulement diphasique 
eau-vapeur" 
M. GUIZOUARN - Note DTCE/STT 501, decembre 1975 
"Etude experii!.Jentale d'ikoulement eau-air a grande vitesse" 
MOBY DICK ( 1ere partie ) 
C. JEANDEY, G. BARRIERE- Note TT 599, 1979 
"Autovaporisation d'ecoulements eau-vapeur" 
C. JEANDEY, L. GROS D'AILLON, R. BOURGINE, G. BARRIERE, Rapport TT 163 
Jui 11 et 1981 
"Two-phase flow under steep pressure gradients': 
Third CSNI Specialist Meeting on Transient two-phase flow 
PASADENA, March 1981 C. JEANDEY, L. GROS D'AILLON 
"Jet diphasique critique confine". 
L. GROS D'AILLON, C. JEANDEY TT /STRE/ 82.31 
"Mesure de debits critiques sur l'installation SUPER MOBY DICK dans une 
section d'essais comportant un divergent ou un elargissement brusque". 
C. JEANDEY, L. GROS D'AILLON, G. BARRIERE, R.BOURGINE,VERDUN, 
TT/SETRE/82.32 
-135-
11 Transferts d1 impulsion entre phases, ecoulement ascendant eau-vapeur; 
essais preliminaires 11 • 
C. JEANDEY, L. GROS 01 AILLON, R. BOURGINE, G. BARRIERE TT/SETRE/82.33 
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1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etude experimentale du type analytique menee pour tester et ameliorer 
les correlations d'echange thermique dans la phase de depressurisation 
d'un accident sur le circuit primaire (LOCA) d'un reacteur P.W.R. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
- Obtention de resultats experimentaux detailles sur geometrie 
tubulaire pour : 
tests et verification des correlations d'echanges thermiques et de 
flux critique utilisees dans les codes existants (RELAP, TRAC ... )· 
developpement de modeles et de correlations (code 2eme generation 
CATHARE). 
- Obtention de resultats experimentaux sur grappes pour qua 1 ifi cati·on et 
validation de codes sur simulation realiste (effet des grilles, ... ). 
3. INSTALLATION EXPERIMENTALE ET PROGRAMME 
Boucle OMEGA ; pression 170 bars, debit max. 20 kg/s, puissance 4.5 MW. 
Deux dispositifs 
- dispositif avec canal d'essai tubulaire, 0 = 12 mm, taille et position 
de breche variables (amont, aval, aux deux extremites) 
- dispositif avec grappe de 36 barreaux, combustible type 17 X 17 
L = 3.65 m, flux cosinus; une taille de breche et position variable 
~!:'~9~~JEJE~ 
- essais avec section d'essais (S.E) tubulaire ............. Nov. 1976 (lere campagne) 
l - es~ais avec grappe 36 barreaux ........................... Nov. 1977 L__ ( 1 ere campagne) 
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- essais avec S.E. tubulaire ............................... D~c. 1978 
(2eme campagne) 
- essai s avec grappe 36 barreaux . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1981 
4. ETAT D'AVANCEMENT 
Les quatre ~tapes du programme exp~rimental ci-dessus sont achev~es ainsi 
que leurs d~pouillements,ceux-ci font l'objet de diff~rents documents. 
Le travail de passage des r~sultats bruts (mesures) aux r~sultats physi-
ques sur les grandeurs int~ressantes - apres transformations et correc-
tions - a ~t~ effectu~ pour les quatre s~ries d'essais . Des calculs de 
conduction inverse, pour remonter du flux au coefficient d'~change ont 
aussi ~t~ faits. 
Pour d~finir les essais (TUBE ou GRAPPE), il est possible de jouer sur 
les caract~ristiques de la (ou des) breche (s) (Aval, Amont, Double 
taille), sur le flux, sur le d~bit, done sur la temp~rature du fluide a 
la sortie de la section chauffante et sur les caract~ristiques des 
capacit~s cylindriques ( pour la 2eme campagne TUBE) : capacit~ d'origine, 
ou r~duite , en hauteur ou en section. 
Premiere campagne TUBE ( 1976 ) 
Parmi les ph~nomenes observ~s, notons particulierement la stratification 
du fluide( dans la capacite du bas dans le cas d'une breche aval). 
Deuxieme campagne TUBE ( 1978 ) 
Une ~tude exhaustive, caract~ristique par caract~ristique, n'a pas ~t~ 
faite. Cependant, certains resultats sont acquis : 
entre une grande breche et une petite breche, on observe une disparition 
tres nette du .. burn-out .. , ou seulement un ralentissement de la 
croissance de la temp~rature de paroi. 
entre une breche aval et une breche amont : 
breche aval : la capacit~ aval se met imm~diatement aux conditions de 
saturat1on, puis un front de vaporisation se propage vers le bas; il 
reste toujours de l'eau dans la capacite amont et la section exp~rimen­
tale n'est jamais totalement en vapeur. 
breche amont : la capacite amont reste assez longtemps en simple phase 
liquide; la section d'essais est en vapeur seche a la 'fin de la de-
pressurisation. 
breche double : le point de stagnation (point ou le debit est nul) 
varie fortement dans le temps. 
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Premiere campagne GRAPPE ( 1977 ) . 
Certains essais cnt ete depouilles et analyses (c.f. note ) . 
Deuxieme campagne GRAPPE ( 1981 ) . 
Une importante grille d•essais a ete parcourue 
- Taille de breche grande ( 500 mm2 ) ou moyenne ( 190 mm2 ) 
- Breches simples ( aval ou amont ) ou doubles ( avec differents rapports 
de dissymetrie ) 
- Flux variable : nul , 
moyen ( 60 W/cm2 ) , 
fort (100 W/cm2 ) , 
par reference aux flux dans le coeur d•un reacteur 
- Differentes temperatures de fluide a la sortie de la grappe 
( 6 T = 35 ou 55 o C ) . 
Le depouillement est acheve et fait 1 •objet d•un rapport. 
Toutefois,il subsiste une difficulte d•interpretation des mesures des 
temperatures de paroi ( affectees par la presence des thermocouples). 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Le travail experimental est acheve; le depouillement egalement -toutefois 
un travail d1 analyse du probleme mentionne ci-dessus est envisage pour la 
mi-83. 
6. RELATION AVEC D1 AUTRES ETUDES 
Calculs des accidents de refroidissement des reacteurs a eau : 
Programme general coordonne de mise au moint des codes .... Fiche 145-1-01 
Developpement du code de 2eme generation CATHARE pour 
1 •etude de 1•accident de perte de caloporteur dans 
les reacteurs a eau pressurisee : Programme general 
coordonne ................................................ Fiche 145-1-02 
Qualification validation RELAP-TRAC. 
Etude des transferts de chaleur : depressurisation (OMEGA) 
renoyage (ERSEC) ......................................... Fiche 145-1-11 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
- Der.>ressurisation d•un sous-ensemble du circuit Dt·1EGA comprenant une 
section d•essais chauffante tubulaire 
R. RICQUE et al. Rapport DTCE/STT 146, sept 1977 
- Depouillement de la premiere campagne d•essais de .. decompression tube .. 
sur la boucle OMEGA 
M. BONNETON - Note DTCE/STT 580, AoOt 1978 
. 
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-Depressurisation d•un sous-ensemble du circuit OMEGA comprenant une 
grappe chauffante a 36 barreaux : 
. Description du dispositif experimental . 
. Presentation des resultats experimentaux. 
R. FRANK et al. Rapport DTCE/STT 152 Septembre 1978 
- These de docteur-ingenieur 
M. BONNETON 1979 
- Boucle OMEGA. 
Essais de depressurisation en geometrie tubulaire; resultats de la 
seconde campagne 
M. JUHEL - Rapport TT 158 1980 
-OMEGA - Depressurisation d•un ensemble comportant une grappe de 
36 barreaux chauffants. 
Campagne d•essais realisee de Fevrier 81 a Janvier 82 
CH. CHAULIAC Note TT/SETRE 82-26 
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D~te de 01 . 1 1 . 1979 Etat en cours Scientifiques 
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I. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etude de renoyage dans des conditions representatives de grosses 
breches ( effets bidimensionnels, basse pression ) et des petites 
breches ( haute pression ) 
Etude des interactions avec le plenum superieur. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
-Etude des phenomenes de renoyage en vue de l'elaboration de modeles 
analytiques dans les cas suivants : 
conditions grosse breche et petite breche 
debit d'injection impose 
distributions radiales et axiales de flux. ( distributions 
typiques d'un assemblage ou de l'ensemble du coeur ). 
blocages 
decroissance de la puissance 
- Etude des conditions du couplage du coeur avec le plenum superieur 
(accumulation d'eau,desentrainement, effet de l'embout superieur 
de grappe ). 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAtftlli 
La boucle Pericles-coeur co~prend : 
- soit un coeur rectangulaire compose d'un reseau type 17 X 17 de 7 
crayons pleine hauteur par 51 ( largeur de 3 assemblages ), la pression 
de fonctionnement de cette section d'essais est limitee a 6 bars. 
- soit un coeur cylindrique de reseau 17 X 17 comportant 357 crayons 
pleine hauteur - pression de fonctionnement limitee a 70 bars. 
Les crayons sont a l'echelle I, chauffes electriquement, flux cosinus, 
avec entree et sortie de courant par le bas du crayon de fa~on a 
pouvoir representer correctement les embouts superieurs des elements 
combustibles. 
- Realisation et qualification des prototypes d'elements 
chauffants ........................................... ( 01.12.1980 ) 
- Specifications et etude du circuit et des sections 
d'essais ............................................. ( 31.12.1980) 
-Realisation de~ dispositifs experimentaux ............ ( 31.12.1981) 
- Essais bouillote en geometrie rectangulaire ......•... ( 31.12.1982) 
- Essais renoyage en geometrie rectangulaire .........•.. ( 30.06.1983) 
- Essais en geometrie cylindrique. 
4. ETAT D'AVANCEMENT 
- Boucle montee, qualification effectuee 
Grille d'essais ( coeur rectangulaire ) definie : prise en compte 
de la decroissance de puissance et de la presence de l'embout 
superieur. 
- Essais bouillote, coeur rectangulaire, termines. 
- Essais renoyage, coeur rectangulaire, en cours. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
- Suite des essais coeur rectangulaire. 
-Definition de la grille d'essais coeur cylindrique. 
- Montage coeur cylindrique et essais. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Calculs des accidents de refroidissement des reacteurs a eau : 
Programme general coordonne de mise au point des codes (fiche 145.1.01 
- Developpement du code avance CATHARE ................. (fiche 145.1.02 
- Thermohydraulique du LOCA. 
Etude experimentale de la phase renoyage des accidents 
de perte de refrigerant des reacteurs a eau : 
Programme ERSEC ..................................... . 
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7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
Qualification des crayons chauffants Pericles. 
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1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etude des conditions thermohydrauliques et des mecanismes de transfert 
de chaleur dans les generateurs de vapeur en conditions accidentelles, 
notamment dans les situations suivantes 
- ebullition cote primaire (situation rencontree en cas de petites 
breches, perte d'eau alimentaire, ATWS, transitoires speciaux type TMI) 
- assechement et renoyage du cote secondaire (situation rencontree en cas 
de perte d'eau alimentaire, rupture de tuyauterie d'eau alimentaire ou 
de tuyauterie vapeur, ATWS). 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Determiner le comportement des tubes de generateur de vapeur cote 
primaire avec a l'entree,du liquide, un melange eau-vapeur ou de la 
vapeur,en ce qui concerne : 
- l'etablissement ou l'arret de la convection naturelle. 
- le transfert de chaleur en condensation, en ecoulement eau-vapeur 
contre-courant. 
- le transfert de chaleur en condensation, en ecoulement eau-vapeur 
contre-courant (situation de 11 reflux 11 ). 
- l'influence de gaz incondensables sur les phenomenes precedents. 
Determiner les lois de transfert de chaleur et les conditions locales de 
l'ecoulement cote secondaire dans la geometrie reelle en faisceau de 
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3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMMES 
Installations 
Deux installations sont prevues 
PATRIC lA GV 1 
Ce systeme doit permettre l•etude de comportement d•un tube en U avec 
ebullition cote primaire. La section d•essais est constituee d•un tube 
reel de G.V. modele 51 avec un diametre de cintre de 160 cm. Le secondaire 
est constitue de 4 tron~ons alimentes par du gilotherm permettant 
d•effectuer des bilans thermiques sur les tron~ons correspondants. 
La gamme prevue des parametres explores est : 
- pression de 40 a 120 bars 
- vitesse massique de 0,3 a 15% de la vitesse massique·nominale 
- qualite a 1•entree comprise entre 0 et 1 
-difference de temperature entre primaire et secondaire de 1•ordre de 
10° c 
- injection de gaz incondensable. 
PATRICIA GV 2 
Ce systeme doit permettre l 1 etude du denoyage du cote secondaire. 
La section d•essai est une grappe de tubes equivalente a 9 tubes avec 
boitier permettant de simuler la hauteur droite des tubes GV 51 et munie 
de plaques support. Le cote primaire est alimente par un circuit a 
liquide organique ( 10 bars, 1 100 KW, 380°) en ecoulement ascendant ou 
descendant. 
la gamme prevue des parametres explores est : 
- pression entre 1 et 75 bars 
debit et enthalpie permettant en permanent 1•obtention de niveaux aux 
secondaires 
- diminution du debit de transitoire a partir du debit nominal 
- simulation d•injection d•eau froide alimentaire. 
~!:Q9!:~~~ 
Le programme pour PATRICIA I et PATRICIA 11 comprend les etapes suivantes 
pour les deux projets successivement) 
-revue de 1•avant-projet 
-etude de ,.installation 
- construction de l•installation 
- etablissement de la grille d•essais et calculs previsionnels 
- realisation des essais 
-i nte_rpr~ta_t_i on __ de~ e~~~~-~----- _________ _ 
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Le deroulement effectif ou prevu des essais est le suivant : 
9/81 a 5/82 pour PATRICIA GV1 ( cela pour une partie du programme, dont 
certains aspects pourraient etre repris ulterieurement), 
1983 pour PATRICIA GV 2· 
4. ETAT o•AVANCEMENT 
Lancement de 1•action ............................. Fevrier 80 
- PATRICIA GV 1 
Etude de 1 •installation ......................... 7 a 10/80 
Realisation du circuit gilotherm associe a la 
boucle d•origine, PATRICIA ..................... Fin 80- debut 81 
Realisation de la section d•essais et mise en 
place: ach~vement ............................. Juillet 81 
Essais preliminaires ........................... 6- 7/81 
Essais physiques ............................... 10 -12/81 et 
jusqu•a mai 82 
Les essais effectues sont decrits dans des fiches; leur interpretation 
a debute- c f note TT /SETRE/82-29 pour 1 es cone 1 us ions 
- PATRICIA GV 2 
Etude de 11 installation et de la section d•essais 
debut ........................................... 9/80 
Realisation de la boucle et du circul.·t ... gl.·l·o·t·h·e·r·m· ... ·.l~182 a 3183 
Construction de la section d•essais ~ 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
- PATRICIA GV 1 
Poursuite interpretation 
- PATRICIA GV 2 
Deroulement des essais .......................... 4 a 12/83 
- Possibilite d•un retour a PATRICIA GV 1 par la suite (debut 84 ). 
6. RELATIONS AVEC o•AUTRES ETUDES 
- Calculs des accidents de refroidissement des reacteurs a eau. 
Programme general coordonne de mise au point des codes (fiche 145-1-01) 
- Developpement du code avance CATHARE (fiche 145-1-02) 
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7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
" Comportement d'un g~n~rateur de vapeur en conditions accidentelles; 
fonctionnement en double phase cot~ primaire ... 
F. de Cr~cy, R.ROUMY, F. SALC, G. MAYET. Note TT/SETRE/82-29 
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'l'ITRE' EVALUATION - VERIFICATION 
PROGRAMME LOBI 
TITRE en anglais 
EVALUATION - VERIFICATION 
LOBI PROJECT 
Pays FRANCE 
. a· --organ?-sme '1.-l'eateur 
CEA/ IPSN - CEA/DSN 
Organisme exeauteur 
CEA/DSN/SEAREL ( FAR ) 
CEA/DRE/STRE ( SAC ) 
FRAMATOME 
Responsables 
M. REOCREUX /SEAREL 
M. LERIDON /STRE 
---- -------- --------------------------
M MEGNIN FRAMATOMF __ 
E'tat Date de 1976 Saientifiques en cours 1_:::::d:::::erra~r-=.r..:::a>Lge::::__ _______ t-:a=-=a:..::t.::::ue7l::-----------t ~1ME V I V IAN DE/ SEAR EL Date Derniere M. LEBERRE I STRE 
d 'achevement 1986 mise a jour 01. 1983 MME TENEGAL/FRM1ATOME 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL : 
- Suivi et participation a la definition du programme experimental 
dans le cadre d1 EURATOM. 
- Evaluation-verification des codes disponibles ( CATHARE, FRARELAP, 
RELAP 4 Mod 6, TRAC, RELAP 5 ... ) 
- Participation aux travaux de comparaison du groupe de travail LOBI B. 
-Prise en compte des resultats de l•etude dans les calculs d•accidents 
des reacteurs de puissance. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
2.1 -Elaboration de propositions de matrices d1 essai couvrant 
- les grosses breches 
- les petites breches 
- les transitoires speciaux 
2.2 - Calculs preliminaires- confrontation des resultats avec ceux 
des calculs des autres participants. Interpretation. 
2.3- Calculs previsionnels et d1 interpretation des essais exploratoires 
petites breches avec les codes : RELAP 4 Mod 6 - TRAC - FRARELAP. 
Comparaisons des resultats avec ces 3 codes et avec le code 
allemand DRUFAN. 
2.4- Definition des modifications de 11 installation pour 1 •etude des 
petites breches et transitoires speciaux. 
2.5 -Realisation d•essais support. 
2.6 - Calculs previsionnels. 
2.7 - Calculs d1 interpretation des essais. Etudes de sensibilite. 
2.8 - Calculs de problemes standard LOBI. 
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3. INSTALLATION EXPERIMENTALE ET PROGRAMMES 
BOUCLE LOBI ( ISPRA - EURATOM ) 
- Simulation d'un PWR 
- 2 boucles : 1 boucle rompue 
1 boucle non rompue representant 3 boucles du reacteur. 
- Composants actifs sur les deux boucles (G.V.- pompes) 
- Puissance 5 MW {chauffage electrique direct programmable en temps) 
pression : 150 bars. 
- Dans le but d'etudier les petites breches et transitoires, l'installa-
tion sur la boucle de 2 nouveaux generateurs de vapeur ainsi que d'une 
autre cuve de reacteur devait s'effectuer pendant 1 'ete 1982. L'adapta-
tion d'un dispositif d'instrumentation complementaire etait egalement 
prevue. Cependant, en raison de problemes techniques relatifs aux 
thermocouples, la livraison des generateurs de vapeur est annoncee pour 
fin Avril 1983 seulement, et 1 'installation complete de la boucle ne 
sera achevee que vers Juin 1983. 
~rqgr!!~~~ 
Programme A1 Programme allemand ......................... 30 essais 
Programme A2 Programme decide par les allemands 
resultats disponibles pour la communaute ... 30 essais 
Programme B Programme communautaire .................... 30 essais 
Programme transitoires speciaux : Programme communautaire 
Les deux programmes A et B comprennent des essais simulant a la fois des 
grosses et petites breches. 
Le programme A1 a demarre effectivement fin 1979, debut 1980. 
Il a ete interrompu pour une periode interim de 6 mois allant d'Octobre 
1980 a Avril 1981, en raison de problemes techniques relatifs au 
11 downcomer 11 reduit dont l'installation a done dO etre differee. Cette 
periode interim a permis la realisation de 5 essais ( 3 essais du 
programme A2 et 2 essais du programme B). On a pu proceder a l'installation 
du 11 downcomer 11 reduit en Mai 1981 et le programme A1 a pu reprendre avec 
un rythme de l'ordre de 12 essais par an. 
En 1982, deux essais B grosses breches sont venus s'intercaler dans ce 
programme Al. 
Le programme d'essais a ete ensuite interrompu en Juillet 1982 pour 
1' installation de deux nouveaux generateurs de vapeur et de la nouvelle 
cuve, et ne pourra reprendre que vers mi-83. il est alors prevu d'effectuer 
2 a 3 essais exploratoires, suivis d'un essai de verification. Le programme 
A dont 2 essais seront disponibles pour la communaute en 1983, se poursuivr 
par 2 essais en circulation naturelle et une douzaine d'essais petites 
brecnes. Il est envisage d'intercaler plusieurs essais B chaque annee, dans 
le programme A, selon un nombre qui reste a definir. 
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4. ETAT D'AVANCEMENT 
Objectif 2.1 
La derniere proposition fran9aise pour la matrice d'essais du programme B 
a ete presentee en Septembre 79. Cette matrice reprenait la proposition de 
Novembre 78 en y ajoutant certains essais de la proposition de Mars 77 et 
en y apportant certaines inflexions resultant de l'accident de T.M.I. 
Afin d'avoir une idee plus precise du comportement de l'installation dans 
les etudes de petites breches, il a ete decide de faire 3 essais explora-
toires qui ont eu lieu mi 1980. 
On a examine l'harmonisation des matrices A (programme allemand} et B 
(programme europeen ) afin d'alleger le programme d'essais. 
L'harmonisation des programmes a ete retenue comme principal objectif, lors 
du choix des essais du programme de la periode interim. 
La configuration de l'espace annulaire reduit prevue pour plusieurs mois, a 
rendu necessaire la definition de nouveaux essais B avec cette nouvelle 
configuration. Parmi ceux-ci, deux essais grosses-breches, avec localisa-
tion respectivement sur la branche froide et sur la branche chaude, ont ete 
choisis par la communaute europeenne, pour etre les deux essais B a 
intercaler dans le programme A1 en 1982. 
Deux autres essais petites-breches ont egalement ete selectionnes pour etre 
les deux essais A2 qui seront realises en 1983, sur l'installation modifiee 
LOBI-mod 2. 
Une proposition de specifications generales d'essais de transitoires 
speciaux a ete elaboree par la France et presentee en Septembre 1979. 
Chaque pays membre a examine l'etat de ses connaissances sur les transi-
toires speciaux, et a etudie les essais interessants qui pourraient etre 
realises sur la boucle LOBI, compte-tenu de la nouvelle instrumentation 
mise en place pour ces etudes. 
Une liste d'essais a ete etablie, regroupant 1 'ensemble des transitoires et 
des phenomenes physiques que les pays membres souhaitaient etudier sur LOBI 
Une distinction a ete faite entre deux types de transitoires, ceux a court 
terme et ceux a long terme. 
Dans cette liste, trois essais ont ete choisis parmi lesquels deux au moins 
devraient etre effectues en tant qu'essais exploratoires transitoires en 84 
11 s'agit d'un ATWS de perte des alimentations electriques et d'un accident 
de perte d'eau alimentaire. 
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Objectif 2.2 
Courant 1978 et 1979 ont ete realises des calculs preliminaires (utilisa-
tion du code de ea 1 cul RE LAP 4 Mod 5, puis ~1od 6 ) concernant des essa is 
du type grosse breche en prenant comme base la matrice d•essais definie 
par le groupe des pays europeens. 
Fin Avril 1980,un calcul du type aveugle ("blind problem••) a ete acheve 
qui consiste a calculer un essai deja realise mais dont les resultats 
d•experience ne sont pas communiques. Ce calcul ( calcul LOBI-PREX) a ete 
execute avec le code de calcul RELAP 4 Mod 6. 
Objecti f 2. 3 
- Preparation du jeu de donnees correspondant aux essais exploratoires 
petites breches. 
-Realisation de 2 calculs previsionnels du 1er essai exploratoire petite 
breche avec respectivement les codes : 
RELAP 4 Mod 6 ( calcul effectue par la SEAREL ) 
FRARELAP ( calcul effectue par le DRE/STRE 
-Realisation d•un calcul previsionnel du second essai exploratoire petite 
breche avec le code de calcul FRARELAP. 
En 83 un premier calcul d1 interpretation du SDSL 03 a et~ realise. 
Objectif 2.4 ( FRARELAP ) 
- Une adaptation d•un dispositif d1 instrumentation complementaire a ete 
etudie sur la boucle LOBI, afin d•obtenir une meilleure modelisation 
des petites breches. Cette etude est actuellement en voie d•achevement. 
La conception d•un nouveau generateur de vapeur, ainsi que d•une nouvelle 
cuve a ete decidee par 1 •ensemble des pays membres. 
- Ces nouveaux composants en sont au stade de la fabrication. Les problemes 
techniques qui se sont poses, pour la tenue sous pression des soudures 
des thermocouples sur les tubes en U des generateurs de vapeur, sont en 
cours de resolution. 
La liaison entre la branche principale et 1•orifice breche sera assuree 
par une jonction en T dont la configuration est actuellement en cours 
d•etude. 
Objectif 2.6 
En 1982 les calculs previsionnels de 1•essai B 222 ont ete realises 
Objectif 2.7 






Les calculs preliminaires effectues par les differents pays europeens 
sur la matrice d'essai grosse breche ont fait l'objet d'un rapport de 
synthese. Les conclusions de ce rapport ( notamment en ce qui concerne 
l'influence de l'epaisseur du "downcomer'') ont ete prises en compte dans 
la definition de la matrice finale d'essais grosse breche du programme B. 
- Le travail de confrontation des resultats des calculs - resultats 
d'experience, pour l'exercice LOBI-PREX a permis de montrer 1 'importance 
de la modelisation adoptee pour obtenir une bonne description de certains 
phenomenes physiques. En particulier, il apparait necessaire de prendre 
en compte, meme dans les transitoires grosses breches, les phenomenes de 
glissement et de separation de phase. Pour ces derniers, l'aptitude des 
modeles les decrivant dans les codes a ete mise en cause,ainsi que celle: 
des modeles de debit critique qui n'ont pas permis de predire une 
bonne loi de pression, determinante dans le comportement de la boucle 
durant l'ensemble du transitoire. 
du modele d'injection accumulateur qui n'evalue pas bien le debit 
injecte. 
Un rapport de comparaison de ce probleme standard a ete etabli. En ce 
qui concerne le calcul fran~ais, mis a part les debits de sortie de la 
cuve, qui dans certaines portions du transitoire sont assez differentes 
des mesures, les options choisies ont conduit a une concordance tres 
convenable entre les resultats de calcul et les resultats d'essais, 
se comparant favorablement par rapport a de nombreux autres participant 
Objectif 2.3 
- Un calcul d'interpretation du troisieme essai exploratoire petite-breche 
a ete effectue avec le code FRARELAP. La confrontation des resultatS----
d'essai et de calcul montre que : 
Le debit breche devrait etre fortement augmente pour que la premiere 
phase de depressurisation soit correctement predite. 
Les densites, en branche chaude comme en branche froide ne sont pas 
predites de fa~on satisfaisante. 
Les resultats d'essais prouvent en effet que les branches chaudes 
restent pratiquement pleines de liquide pendant tout le transitoire, 
alors que le haut du downcomer re~oit rapidement de la vapeur. 
En revanche le calcul fait apparaitre de la double-phase en premier 
lieu dans la branche chaude et le plenum-superieur. 
Des etudes de sensibilite ant permis notamment, de mettre en evidence 




- Des calculs pr~visionnels ont ~t~ effectu~s par diff~rents pays 
membres, sur les essais grosses breches du programme de la p~riode 
int~rim. La France s•est chargee de la prediction des essais 8.101 et 
8.101-M. Ces calculs ont permis de determiner les specifications de 
puissance et de vitesses de pompes afaurnir a Ispra pour preparer et 
realiser l•essai. 
Une methode a ete ~tablie pour la determination de la puissance 
electrique devant etre fournie par les crayons chauffants LOBI. Cette 
methode consiste essentiellement a deduire la puissance d•un calcul avec 
coeur nucleaire fictif, permettant alors de simuler sur le coeur electri-
que a inertie thermique reduite, des conditions thermiques realistes 
correspondant au destockage d•energie des pastilles dans le combustible 
des reacteurs de puissance. 
Les premiers resultats experimentaux compares aux resultats de calculs 
montrent des differences entre les conditions specifiees et les condi-
tions r~elles des essais. 
- Un calcul de pr~diction a ete realise sur 1•essai grosse-breche B-222, 
avec la configuration de 1•espace annulaire reduit. La determination 
des specifications de puissance et de vitesses de pompes s•est effectuee 
suivant la methode decrite ci-dessus. 
La comparaison des resultats de calcul avec les resultats experimentaux 
n•a pas encore ete entreprise. 
Objectif 2.7 
- Un calcul d1 intereretation de 1•essai 8-101 a ete realise, en prenant en 
compte les condit1ons initiales et aux limites reelles de 1•essai. 
La confrontation des resultats des calculs avec les resultats d•essai a 
montre que : 
les corrections effectuees sur les conditions de 1•essai n•amelioraient 
pas les resultats de calcul. 
l•etablissement d•une nouvelle distribution depression dans le circuit 
calquee sur les mesures de~P, n•entrainait pas de diff~rence sensible 
dans les resultats. 
la vitesse de depressurisation trop elevee dans le calcul a ete 
partiellement reduite par l•utilisation d•un coefficient de contraction 
a la breche. Cela a permis d•ameliorer la description ~ar le calcul du 
comportement thermohydraulique general de la boucle. 
Neanmoins la comparaison des resultats met en evidence toujours des 
eca~ts importants sur certains parametres qu•il n•est pas facile d1 inter-
preter en raison du manque de mesures notamment pour les debits, sens de 
circulation du fluide et pour les conditions initiales pr~cises du 
pressuriseur ou de 1•accumulateur. 
L•aptitude de certains modeles du code est egalement a mettre en cause, 
notamment en ce qui concerne la separation de phase dans les branches 
horizontales et la description des effets tridimensionnels qui sont tres 
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importants dans le plenum-sup~rieur et le haut de 1 'espace annulaire. 
Les memes conclusions ont ~te tirees de l'interpr~tation des r~sultats 
des autres essais de la p~riode int~rim au sein du groupe de travail 
ad hoc. 
- Les r~sultats du calcul r~alise sur le premier essai (A1 - 66 ) avec 
configuration de l'espace annulaire reduit ont ete compares avec les 
r~sultats experimentaux et ont permis d'effectuer l'adaptation de notre jeu de donnees a la nouvelle geometrie de la cuve. 
+ effet du coefficient de contraction a la breche 
La comparaison entre les resultats du calcul et de 1 'essai a mis en 
evidence la grande sensibilite des resultats de calcul, notamment la loi 
depression et l'evolution de temperature de gaine au coefficient de 
contraction a la breche. Une valeur moyenne de 0.85 pour ce coefficient 
constitue un compromis pour obtenir un accord convenable sur l'ensemble 
des resultats, et a done ete adopt~e provisoirement pour realiser l'etude 
de sensibilite sur 1 'effet des pompes. 
+ effet des pompes 
La comparaison de 2 calculs portant sur les deux essais 
- A1-66 dont le fonctionnement du rotor de la pompe de la boucle rompue 
est" bloque". 
- B-221 qui presente les memes conditions que 1 'essai A1-66 sauf le 
fonctionnement du rotor de la meme pompe qui est "libre". 
a pennis de voir que l'effet du fonctionnement pompe, dans le cas de la 
configuration avec espace annulaire reduit, semble, d'apres les calculs 
effectu~s. aussi peu sensible qu'avec le grand espace annulaire. 
Ce resultat a servi a la d~finition des essais B avec l'espace annulaire 
reduit. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Objectif 2.1 
- D~finition des futurs essais communautaires petites-breches pour 1984. 
-Revision des matrices B, a la suite de l'interpretation des r~sultats 
exp~rimentaux et de calculs obtenus sur les essais realis~s. 
- D~finition des conditions initiales et aux limites des 2 essais explora-
toires transitoires sp~ciaux pour 1984. 
- D~finition detaillee de la matrice d'essais des transitoires sp~ciaux. 
OBJECT! F 2. 3 
-Realisation d'~tudes de sensibilite suite au calcul post-essai, pour le 
tPOisieme essai exploratoire petite breche SDSL 03 avec le code FRARELAP. 
( Calcul effectue par STRE dans le cadre de la fiche de collaboration 
FRA-DSN sur les codes petites breches). I 
- Confrontation des r~sultats obtenus par les differents pays s' i nteressant i 
---_I 
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aces essais, et prise en compte des resultats de l'analyse dans la 
realisation future des etudes. 
Objectif 2.4 
- Suivi du redemarrage du programme d'essais suite a la fabrication 
des 2 nouveaux generateurs de vapeur, de la cuve de reacteur et de 
leur installation sur la boucle LOBI. 
Objectif 2.5 
-Definition de l'orientation et de la geometrie des orifices petites 
breches. 
- Realisation d'essais d'etalonnage des dispositifs de breche sur la 
boucle SUPER MOBY DICK ( travail effectue par STT ). 
Objectif 2.6 
Realisation des calculs previsionnels des essais de la matrice A1 qui 
sont disponibles a la communaute. 
Ces calculs seront effectues pour les essais petite breche avec le code 
FRARELAP ( fiche FRA-DSN) et avec eventuellement le code TRAC. 
- Realisation de calculs de predictions et definition des specifications 
des futurs essais A2 et B realises sur la boucle LOBI en 1983-84. 
Objectif 2.7 
Calculs d'interpretation des essais B grosses-breches avec l'espace 
annulaire reduit. 
Calculs d'interpretation des futurs essais petites-breches et transi-
toires realises sur LOBI-Mod 2 et dont les resultats seront disponibles 
a la communaute. 
Objectif 2.8 
-Realisation d'un calcul du type aveugle ( 11 double-blind problem .. ) sur 
un des premiers essais petites-breches realises sur l'installation 
modifiee LOBI-Mod 2, dans le cadre du probleme standard international 
No 18. Il s'agira de calculer un essai deja realise mais dont les 
resultats d'experience ne seront pas communiques, de meme que les 
resultats des autres essais realises sur LOBI-Mod 2. Ce probleme sera 
done aveugle a double titre, du point de vue de l'essai et du point de 
vue de l'installation modifiee dont les participants ne connaitront 
pas les reponses. 
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6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Cette etude est une des facettes de l'etude generale: 
- Calculs des accidents de refroidissement des reacteurs a eau. 
Programme general coordonne de mise au point de codes (fiche 145-1-01) 
Elle est la suite logique des etudes : 
- Qualification-validation RELAP-TRAC 
Elle est le complement de l'etude: 
- Evaluation-verification RELAP-TRAC 
(fiches 145-1-11 
Calculs SEMISCALE- LOFT- PKL ........................ (fiche 145-1-13) 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
A. SONNET 
Ispra blowdown facility. Survey calculations of test N° 1, 2 and 3(Nov 78)· 
A. SONNET 
Ispra blowdown facility. survey calculations of test No 1, 2 and 3 
(New calculations April 1979). 
W. KOLAR - L. PIPLIES - W. BREWKA 
Comparisons of Prex calculations with the experimental results 
Technical Note N° 1.06.01.80.92 
W. KOLAR - W. BREWKA - L. PIPLIES 
Overlays combining Prex calculations of all participants with the 
experiment 
Technical Note N° 1.06.01.80.104 
MA POTIGNON - R. POCHARD 
LOBI interim tests B-101 - B-101 M. 
Pre-test predictions 
Specification of_power control curve 
Note technique SEAREL N° 81/27 
MA POTIGNON - R. POCHARD 
Comparison of the predictions with RELAP 4 Mod 6 of the LOBI interim tests 
B-101 and B-101 M using the preliminary two phase characteristics of the 
LOBI pumps. 
Note technique SEAREL N° 81/38 
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F. LE BERRE 
Note sur l'elaboration des donnees utilisees dans le code FRARELAP pour 
interpreter les experiences de depressurisation faites sur la boucle LOBI. 
Note technique : DRE/STRE LTA 81/004/FLB/CF 
A. GIRl - JC MEGNIN 
Calculs FRARELAP sur LOBI 
Breche de 10 % et 1 % 
Note technique Framatome : EP.TT.DC.0005 
MA VIVIANDE - R. POCHARD 
Rapport d'analyse des calculs de predictions des essais LOBI B-101 et 
B-101 M avec le code RELAP 4 Mod 6 
Note technique SEAREL N° 80/83 
MA VIVIANDE - R. POCHARD 
Post-test Analysis on LOBI test B-101 with RELAP 4 Mod 6 code 
Note technique ( a paraitre) 
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MODELISATION DE LA THERMOHYDRAULIQUE DANS UN Organisme di.recteUP 
CEA/IPSN 
COEUR DEGRADE 
----------------------------------1 O!'ganisme executeur 
TITRE en angZais CEA/STT GRENOBLE 
MODELING OF THE THERMAL-HYDRAULICS IN A ResponsabZes 
DEGRADED CORE M. NIGON STT 












M. DUCO DSN 
M. GERBAUX STT 
M. GRANDJEAN STT 
Definition de modeles, mise au point et qualification de moyens de 
calcul de thermohydraulique dans un coeur avec gaines fortement defor-
mees et dans des zones de debris d'un coeur severement degrade. 
2) OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Etablissement, mise au point et qualification des moyens de calcul 
de thermohydraulique dans un coeur avec barreaux gonfles, gaines 
fortement deformees ou eclatees. 
Etude du refroidissement global et local du coeur dans ces conditions 
en vue de definir les conditions thermiques sur le combustible et 
les conditions limites sur une zone fortement degradee. 
b) Coeur avec zone de debris 
- Definir les modeles utilisables pour traiter un ecoulement avec 
transferts thermiques dans des zones de debris a l'interieur d'un 
coeur degrade (milieux poreux). 
- Recherche de lois physiques decrivant les echanges fluide-solide. 
- Realisation d'outils de calcul utilisant ces modeles et lois 
physiques et qualification. 
- Definir les limites en de~a desquelles le refroidissement est 
certainement possible, en fonction de parametres globaux aussi 
simples que possible (volume de la zone degradee, parasite, 
puissance residuelle, temperature ... ). 
Cette derniere phase a pour objectif la definition de situations 
enveloppes independamment des scenarios qui pourraient y conduire. 
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- Prise en main et amelioration physique et informatique d'un outil 
existant (BOIL K)traitant de faqon simple le decouvrement et la 
degradation du coeur pour des temperatures de gaine depassant 
1200°C. 
La version amelioree de cet outil devrait permettre, debut 1984, de 
preciser certains points des calculs de sequences accidentelles 
prototypes de PWR, utilisees pour la definition des specifications 
d'essais PHEBUS phase III. 
PLANNING 
Choix des moyens de calcul adaptes au coeur 
avec combustible deforme (1982 1983 - 1er semestre) 
Prise en main des outils, adaptation, 
calcul d'experiences existantes 
Calcul de situations accidentelles sur 
(1983) 
l'ensemble du coeur (1984) 
Application au coeur de TMI ; comparai-
son avec les constatations faites dans 
le reacteur 
Application a d'autres experiences 
(PHEBUS, PERICLES) 
b) Coeur avec zone de debris 
(1984 - 1985) 
(1984 - 1985) 
Recherche des modeles utilisables pour le calcul d'un 
ecoulement diphasique avec transfert de chaleur dans 
un milieu poreux 
Comparaison avec des experiences existantes 
Etude parametrique des conditions limites de 
refroidissement 
Comparaison avec la situation du coeur constatee 
dans TMI 
Application a PHEBUS 
3) INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
Sans objet. 
4) ETAT D'AVANCEMENT - PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS 
1981 - 1982 
1983 
1983 - 1984 
1984 
1984 - 1985 
Une etude bibliographique sur les experiences de thermohydraulique 
etrangeres a ete realisee. 
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Examen de la faisabilite d'un calcul de coeur partiellement bouche 
(configuration de l'experience allemande FEBA) a l'aide du module 
3D VESSEL du code TRAC-PF1. 
b) Coeur avec zone de debris 
Recherche bibliographique sur la phenomenologie des phases successives 
d'un accident severe, et sur l'etat des connaissances actuelles et 
des programmes en cours ou en projet. 
Definition de l'outil de calcul milieu poreux 1D. 
Realisation informatique de l'outil de calcul. 
Recherche de lois physiques d'echange fluide/particules. 
Premieres qualifications. 
5) PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Prise en main des outils existants 
COBRA- TRAC ... 
et s'ils peuvent etre disponibles 
COBRA-TF, MABEL 2 
Qualification sur experiences existantes (RFA, UK, USA). 
Adaptation pour le couplage avec les modeles combustible developpes 
en France. 
Couplage eventuel avec un module traitant la degradation avancee d'une 
zone apres apparition des premiers debris. 
b) Coeur avec zone de debris 
Prise en main complete du code BOil K expertise - Ameliorations 
physiques et informatiques. 
Achevement de l'outil de calcul 1D et poursuite de l'extension 3D 
pour le calcul de la thermohydraulique double phase dans un milieu 
poreux. 
Choix des correlations et qualification sur resultats existants. 
6) RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Fiche etude 145-2-01. oeveloppement de modeles et de codes de surete 
sur le comportement du combustible au cours d'accidents (APRP). 
Fiche etude 170-2-01. Preparation du programme PHEBUS CSD (coeur severe-
ment degrade) . 
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7) DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
Note DRE/STT/SEMTH/82-1. Accident severe et coeur deqrade dans les 
reacteurs a eau legere. Position des problemes. Contexte et programmes 
d'etudes. 
8) DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
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' 
1. General aim 
To investigate the blow-down jet behaviour and imp1ngement forces on 
supporting structures of pressure vessel and on external targets. 
Particular objectives 
To evaluate the effects of the most imP.Ortant parameters coMecteJ with th~ thc:r 
mal-hydraulic phenomena following LOCAs 1n LWR 1 with particular ret~­
rence to the technical effects and s~aling l3ws evaluation. 
3. Experimental facilities 
The experimental apparatus includes a pressure vessel 3 m hlgh an,! J. 
plane target, far from itS t 10 blow-down not!le diameter. The ves-
sel is equipped with an electrical heating device, rupture disk as-
sembly and instrumentation for pressure, temperature and liquld level 
measurements. The dinamic loads in the vessel supporting structure J.nd 
on the plane target are measured by piezoelectic transducers. The Jet 
profile can be also filmed at high·velocity. The main design features 











two equal, at different he1~ht, with an 
internal diameter of SO mm and a length 
of 400 mm. 
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Some test5 at different initial conditions (pressure, liquid level 
and quality) have been performed using a full area break (SO mm 
diameter) under the initial water level. The dynamic loads on sup-
porting vessel structures were measured; the pressure and tempera-
ture htstories at different stations in the outflow nozzle ~ere 
also investigated. 
l.n analyttcal procedure has been developed to obtain all blo1•down 
related quantities in the pressure vessel and at the exit of the 
broken pipe from pressure and jet reaction thrust measurements. 
S .. 'le:<t steps 
Further experiments are in ~rogress to investigate the values of 
impin~ement fo~ces on external target, pressure and temperature 
histories at outflow section as a function of break area and oo-
sition, liquid level height, initial pressure and quality. 
o. Relation to other ~roject and codes 
SOPRE Z research on the behaviour of ~lARK III pressure suppr~~SiC't~ 
contatnment syste~ after LOCA - Project Leader: ~. ~IAZZINI 
\nal:--sis of thermo-hydraulic t ... ,nsients in LWR following LOCAs 
Project Leader: ~1. ~lAZ3l:-1~. 
Reference documents 
·1. B. GUERRINI, P.VIG:-!I :"Theoretical and o:<perimental investigation 
on the model-laws for the vessel depressurization of a nuclear 
R\I'R 1dthout internals". 
XVIII Congresso IAHR, Cagliari 1979. 
' P.VIGNI, f. D'AURIA :"Forze di reazione prodotte da getti di 
flutdo bifase in condizioni di efflusso non st~:ionario". 
Rivista di Ingegneria .'iucleare N. c; - JQ79 
3. P. VIG~I, F. D'AURI.l. :"Problerni relativi alla valuta:ione delle 
forze di r~a~ione durante un incidente di perdita di refrt~eran­
te in un impianto nucleare". 
Atti Istituto di Impianti Nucleari, RP 359(79) . 
.1. F. D'AURIA, P. YIG~r :"Two-phase Critical Flow ~lodels" 
OECD-CSNI- Rel')()rt n.-17- Paris, :tay 1980 
5. F. 0':\URIA, P. YIGNI :"Blowdown two-?hase flowrate evaluation 
method from pressure and thrust measurements" 
Atti Istituto di Impianti ~ucleari, RP ~37(30). 
6. F. D'AURIA, P.VIGNI :" Fluid dynamic Analysis of steam-water 
flow from a pressure vessel" 
Proceeding of Workshop on Jet impingement and pipe ~hip, sponsored 
~Y CNEN and Ansaldo A~N. Genova, June !9 -July 1, 1981 
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7. F. D'AURIA, P. VIGNI :" Blowaes: a Computer Program for 
evaluating blow-down two-phase flowrate from pr~ssure and 
thrust measurel!letts". 
In preparation. 
8. Degree of availability 
The references 1 t S are free; the reference o is restricted. 
Please contact: 
Piero VIGNI 
Oipartimento di Costruzioni 
~eccaniche e ~ucleari 
Universita di Pisa 
Vi a D i o t iS a 1 vi., 2 
S6l00 PIS.r\-
9. Additional information 
·An.expense of about 20-millions of Lire is foreseen to complete the research, 
\oi.thout any consideration of salaries. ~!an-pen-er is equivalent to one-res~arc~c:r 
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LAST UPDATING G. GALASS I , M. CARCASS I. STATUS : : 
in progress January 1982 
, . General aim 
rhe research has the purpose of setting-up a best estimate model for 
the analysis of thermal and hydraulic transients following LOCA in 
li~ht water reactors, achieving a better knowledge of major phenomena 
Jccurring during blowdown, refill and reflood phases. 
rarticular obiectives 
Qualification of "Best Estimate" computer codes in the analysis and 
Jesi~n of experimental tests, by their applications to pre-test cal-
cul~tions and post-test analysis of experimental results obtained in 
the experimental facilities of Scalbatraio Center {University of Pisa) 
0r available from international research programs (LOBI-CCR-Ispra; LOFT 
and Semiscale 1 with reference to CSNI International Standard Problems). 
Facilities 
The experimental small scale facilities PIPER and SOPRE of the Scalba-
traio Center, University of Pisa. 
~new experimental facility, named PIPER-ONE is in design stage; it 




TITLE (DIGL!SH LAJ.'IGUAGEl: 
Analysis of thermo-hydraulic transients 
in LWR following LOCA 
4. Project status 
CLASSQ:'ICATION: 
1.1.2, 1.1.4, 1.2 
. s . 
In 1979 the research program for 80 was outlined on the basis of 
the Italian situation and of the extensive work previously carried 
out at the University of Pisa for the study of blowdown, theoreti-
cally and experimentally. 
According to these research lines, the following work has been 
performed in the years 1980 and 1981: 
- participation to the preparation of a State of Art Report on two-
phase critical flow in OECD-NEA frame; 
- application of the RELAP4 Mod. 5 and/or 6 computer codes to the 
international Standard Problems n. 8, 9 and 11 proposed by NEA-
CSNI and related to LOFT and Semiscale research programs and to 
the tests Al:04, AZ-55 and SDSL-03 performed at LOBI test facility; 
- feasibility study and thermal-hydraulic design of a small scale 
(about l/3000) apparatus named PIPER-ONE,. which should simulate 
thermal-hydraulic transients in BWR following small LOCAs. 
S. Next Steps 
Partecipation'to LOBI program: in particular analysis of other expe-
rimental tests (Al-66, B-302, etc). 
Reali~ation of PIPER-ONE apparatus and execution of the first tests. 
Eventually modification of RELAP4 code to improve its capability for 
analy:ing small LOCA and reflood transients. 
6. Relation to other projects" 
- LOCA analysis in LWR: blowdown forces. Project Leader: P. VIGNI. 
- SOPRE-2: Research on the behaviour of ~RK Ill pressure suppres-
sion systems after LOCA. Project Leader: ~. MAZZI~I 
Analysis of thermo-hydraulic transients in LlrfR containment systems 
following LOCAs. Proj cet Leader: M. MAZliN I 
7. Reference documents 
1. P. VIGNI, F. ORIOLO, U.ROSA:"Experimental and Theoretical Inve-
stigation on the Depressurization oJ a Ye~sel with Internals'' 
ENS/~~S Topical ~eeting on ~uclear Power Reactor ·Safety,Bruxelles 
(Belgium) October 16-19, 1978. 
z. F. D'AURIA, P. VIGNI :"Two-phase Critical Flow ~odels. State of the 
Art Report". 
OECD-CSNI Report n. 47. Paris, May 1980 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION: 
Analysis of thermo-hydraulic transients 
in LWR following LOCA Ll.Z, 1.1.4, l.Z 
~. N. CERULLO et alii :"Sull' impiego del programma RELAP4 per lo 
studio del transitorio termoidraulico conseguente ad un inci-
dente di perdita di refrigerante in un LWR". 
Atti XXXV Congresso Associa:ione Termoelettrica Italiana. Saint 
Vincent, Settembre 1930. 
4. M. HAZZli'II et alii :"PIPER-ONE: An experimental apparat4s to 
Evaluate Thermal-hydraulic Transients in BWRs after Small Break~' 
ANS Specialists Meeting on "Small Breaks LOCA Analysis". ~onterey 
(CA), August 1981. 
5. G. GALASSI et alii "The Analysis of L~-6/LS-1 LOFT Experiments" 
8. Degree of-avalilability 
All the references are free. Please contact ~1. MAZZINI- Dipartimen-
to di Costruzioni Meccaniche e Nucleari - Facolt~ di Ingegneria, Via 
Diotisalvi, 2 - 56100 PISA, ITALY . 
9. Additional information 
For year the budget 
apparatus will add to thl: 
Man-power is completed by 4 
will be about 200 ~illions of Lire. 
1he realization of PIPER-ONE 





·I CLASSIFICAT:ON I 
~------------------------~----------1 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : COUNTRY : I 
Studio dell'efflusso critico bifase in cor~es~ ITALY 
1 sione con il LOCA nei reattori ad ncqua leGe!~--------------------
ra I ('PONSOR · I .;) 
' Univorsita' dl PALE fTh!O 
l (+) I 
! TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) ' ORGANISATION : I 
' 
Studies two-phase crltical flow in conne= Unive""sitA di oa lermr,/ 
I 
I 
on ( ... \ 
et ion with LOCA in light water reactors 
PROJECT LEADER ' 
' 
ELIO OLIVERI 
INITIATED ' CO·I~PLETED ' SCIENTISTS ' 
' ' ' 
1976 F. CASTIGLIA 
G. VEL LA STATUS : LAST UPDATING ' 
' 
In progress !day 1982 
(+) ISTirUTO DI APPLICAZIONI E IMPIANTI NUCLEAR! 
DP.SCRIPTION: The proGram has been set up wit~ the aim of developing 
a theoretical model for the prediction of steam/water cr1t1cnl 
pr~ssure nnd critical flow rate in terms of up~strcnm stagnation 
propertl.es. 
A theoretical model, which allows to evaluate both cr1tical flow 
rate and critical conditions in ducts with friction nnj adiabat1c 
walls, has been proposed (ref. 3) • 
At present, studies are running in order to coosi stently incor= 
porate non equilibrium and entrainement phenomer~~in the model. 
R.':: ?ERS:rc:: DOClfl:lC:NTS: 
[..t] - F. CASTIGLIA-E. OLIVERI-G. VELLA: '' Sulln determina::ione della 














Atti dell'Aco. di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti di Palermo - Serie IV-
Vol. XXXV - 1975/76 - Parte I -
(2) - P. C.\.STICLIA-E. OLIVERI-G. VELLA: '' Un progrnlllllli:l in R4.SIC per il 
calcolo delle proprieta' termodinaciche dcll'acqun '' 
8369 
Atti dell'Acc. di Scienze, Lettere e Arti di Pnlermo- Ser1e IV·· 
Vol. XXXVIII - 19{8/7q - Parte I -
Tl1L.S (:::NGLISH LA.'lGUAGE): 
3tudie!l on two-pbnse critical flow in 
connection with LOCA in light water 
reacto:-3 
CLASSIFICATION: 
, • 1. 2. 
F. CASTIGLIA-E. CLI'IERI-G. VELLA: ' 1 Sull 'e!flusso eritioo di miscele 
hifasi monocomponcnti '' 
Enorgia nuclear~ - Vol. 26 - n. 4 - Aprile 1979 
PE !iS ON'i'TSL HNOLVF.D: ) Researchors 
Ulf!VER3ITA' - Istitut,o di Aoulicazioni e Impianti nucl;..ari 
Parco d'Orl~ans , 1-90128. PALE~6 
-179-
CLASSIFICATION I I 
1.1.2/1.2/1.3/7.2 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) I COUNTRY : I 
ATTIVITA' DI RICERCA FINALIZ7..ATA NEL C.AMPO DELLA TERMJIDRAU ITALY 
-LICA DEI TRANSITORI CONSEGUENTI A LOCA PER IL REATTORE PWR 
ENEL UNIFICATO SPONSOR • • 
ENEl... 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) I ORGANISATION I • • 
ENEL 
FYNALIZED RESEARCH ACTIVITY IN THE FIELD OF niERMJ-HYDRAU 
LIC TRANSIENTS FOLLOWING LOCAS FOR THE ENEL UNIFIED PROJECT 
PWR REACTOR PROJECT LEADER I I 
G. TREBBI 
INITIATED • COMPLETED • SCIENTISTS • • • I 
1980 L. SELLA 
F. OONATINI 
STATUS : LAST UPDATING I • 
IN PROGRESS May 1982 
1. General aim 
The research has the purpose to develop an extensive knuw-how about the thennal-h~ 
draulic aspects of I..OCAS transients for the ENEL reference PWR plant. The follow 
ing aspects will be investigated: 
a) Primary systan thEmna.l-hydraulic behaviour 
b) Fuel assenbly thenna.l behaviour (refill - reflood phase) 
c) Contairment behavicur/ECCS performance. 
In the next years such three aspects could be spli t-ted up in three distinct research 
activities. 
2. Particular objectives 
Olalification of RELAP 4 cedes chain fer LOC.Pl S analyses applied to PWR ENEL reactor 
(EM/Best estimatE> calculations), extended to the refill-refloed transients. The~ 
nalyses will cover a great range of breaks (large DE-small) and ECCS perfo~ 
ce, under various hypotheses. Comparisons with experimental results will be made 
with OECD/CSNI Stanctard Problems program. 
The contairment will be analized with CONTEMPT LT and CCMPARE ~ODl cedes and the 
effect of various anergency systems will be investigated. 
8369 
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TITLE {ENGLISH LAl.~GUAGE): 
Thermo-hydraulics Transients following 





Numerical analyses and c~isons with LOFT and S~USCALE facilities rP.sults. 
Use of a CISE facility (in Piacenza). 
4. Activity status 
A best esttmate analysis of a large -LOCA on (SP-8-S-06-3) test on the SEMISCALE 
facility was performed with RELAP IVtM6 code in blowdown, refill and reflood. p~ 
~es. Evaluation model and best estimate calculations were carried out for a large 
LOCA in P.•:.'R ENEL reference plant during the blow-down phase, using REl...AP IV;M5 C_£ 
de. 
RELAP Dl mod 5 and ~ 6 , TRAC-PlA, FRAP-T3, CONTD1PT -L T26, CCMPARE mod 0 and mod 
1 codes and ENELPLT plotting program were Unplemented. 
An evaluation of-th_e performance of all contairment codes available (including 
RELAP rv mod 5) was made versus the experimental data of CASP 1 test. 
A number of long term containment analyses were carried out under varioys contain 
ment system configurations fo~ PWR Enel reference ~lant. 
5. Next steps 
-Blind large LOCA analysis of sp- 13-test on LOFT facility. PWR Enel reference plant 
analyses for lar.ge LOCA in refill and reflood. phases and hot channeLanalysis. r\!_ 
ternate ECCS ~lyses .Ccmparisor.s between numerical analy_,es and e.xpe;:imental result::: 
obtained on the CISE 1 uop for the reflood phase. 
6. Relation to other projects 
OECD CSNI Standards programs (LOFT, Semiscale facilities). 
7. -Additional information 
Personnel involved: 3 researchers, 6 technicians. 




I CLASSIFICATION ' ' 
1. 1 • 2. 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : COUNTRY : I I 
ITALY 
COMPORTAMENTO TERMOIDRAULICO DI 
UN PRESSURIZZATORE IN CONDIZIONI INCIDENTALI SPONSOR : 
ENEA 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) ' ORGANISATION : 
' 
THERMOHYDRAULIC BEHAVIOUR OF A PRESSURIZER CISE / 
DURING ACCIDENT CONDITIONS PROJECT LEADER ' 
' 
R. MARTINI 
INITIATED ':· COMPLETED ' SCIENTISTS : 
' 
i 1980 1983 L. AUGELLO I ! 
i c. MED ICH I STATUS ' LAST UPDATING : I I ' 
I I IN PROGRESS APRIL 1982 J 
1. General aim: to determine the water level transient of a pressur1zer 
during relief valve discharge. 
2. Particular objectives: i) to determine the behav1our of steam and wa 
ter in counter-current flow along the surge-line ii) to study single 
and two-phase critical flow in the safety relief valve under dynam1c 
conditions. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme: CIRCE and IETI-1 loops in EMl 
LIA Power Station, Piacenza, Italy. Tests with different surge-line 
geometries in reduced scale; parametrization of pressure and level in 
the pressurizer. Measurement of critical flow discharge in reduced 
scale under steady-state and dynamic conditions, with parametrization 
o f u p s t re a m p r e s s u re , q u a 1 i t y· a n d v a 1 v e o p e n i n g . 
4. Project status 
4.1 ~~~2~~~~-~~-~~~~: experimental measurements of counter current 
flow limitation (flooding) compfeted.Design of experimental H· 
rangement for Safety Reliervalve (SRV) investigation initiated. 
-182-
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
THERMOHYDRAULIC BEHAVIOUR OF A PRESSURIZER 
DURING' ACCIDENT CONDITIONS 
CLASSIFICATION: 
1. 1 . 2 .. 
4.2 ~~~~~!~~!-~~~~~~~: curves of maximum liquid flowrate vs. steam 
flowrate obtained under different conditions as well as pressure 
drops across the surge-line. 
5. Next steps: comparisons of obtained experimental data with correla-
tions; det,iled design of SRV test facility and procedure. 
6. Relation to other projects and codes: none in particular. 
7. Reference documents 
- L. Mazzocchi: "Prooosta per uno studio sperimentale del comporta-
mento del pressurizzatore e della surge-line di un PWR in partic~ 
lari condizioni" CISE-N.T. 80.069 
- L. Augello, R. Martini: "Programma speri'mentale di misure in flood 
ing in miscela acqua-vapore ad alta pressione (Pressurizzatore):m~ 
d a 1 i t a d i e s e c u z i one de 1 1 e p rov-e" Pro memoria C I SE- 0 Tfl - B 1 . 0 4 1 , 1 6/2 
1981. 
B. Degree of availability: to a limited extent. 
9. Additional information 
Budget: about 460 millions Lit; personnel invdved: 5, 5 men year. 
(CISE , P.O. Box 12081, 1-20100 MILANO) 
-183-
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : 
TERMOIDRAULICA DEI GENERATOR! DI VAPORE 
IN CONDIZIONI INCIDENTAL! 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 
THERMOHYDRAULICS OF STEAM GENERATORS 
UNDER ACCIDENT CONDITIONS 
INITIATED : COMPLETED : 
1980 TO BE DEFINED 
STATUS : LAST UPDATING : 
IN PROGRESS APRIL 1982 
CLASSIFICATION : 
1.1.2. 













1. General aim: to study the thermohydraulics of the secondary (and po~ 
sibly of the primary) side of a steam generator during various acci-
dental and operational transients both in the primary and secondary 
circuit. 
2. Particular objectives:to measure pressure drops, mass holdup, void 
fraction, heat transfer coefficients and critical powers in the sec-
ondary fluid both in steady state and transient conditions; to veri-
fy existing prediction methods or to develop new ones. 
3. Experimental facilities,programs: experimental facility is obtained 
by modifying and connecting two existing CISE loops: the IETI-4 loop 
(for the primary circuit) and the CIRCE loop (for the second. circuit). 
The experimental program includes: 
- steady state tests (both in adiabatic and diabatic conditions) with 




TITLE CDTGLISH LANGUAGE): 
_JHERMOHYDRAULICS OF STEAM GENERATORS 
UNDER ACCIDENT CONDITIONS 
CLASSIFICATION: 
1.1.2. 
4 . 2 . 
transient tests, with variations of the primary mass flow rate and 
inlet temperature and of the secondary pressure, mass flowrate_and 
inlet quality, simulating various accidental and operational situ 
ations. 
The-possibility of performing tests with primary pressure vari~tions 
{simulation of LOCA conditions) is also under study. 
4. Project status 
1) Progress-to ~ate: construction of test section completed; experi 
---------------- -
mental circuit almost ready 
2) Essential results:none. 
---------------·-
5. Next ste~s:te~t section installation; instrumentation calibration; 
experimental tests. 
6. Relation to other projects and codes: TRAGEN code, for the the~mohy­
dra~lic analysis of steam generator behaviour under steady-state and 
transient c~nditions. 
7. Reference documents: 
L. Mazzo·cchi, L. Meini: "Proposta di un programma sperimentale sui 
transitori termoidraulici di generatori di vapore .PW·R., CISE, N.T. 
80.095; 
- L.Meini, E. Vocino: "Esperienze con l 1 elemento di prova 3x3 G.V.: 
_ impianto, matrice sperimentale e 13rocedure di prevail Promemoria CI 
SE SAT-81.085; 
G. Cattadori, L:. ~lazzocchi: "Esperienze sulla termoidraulica dei 
~ . 
generatori di vapore PWR: impianto, sezione di prova, programmi e 
procedure sperimentali" CISE N.T. to be published. 
8. Degree of availability: to a limited extent 
9. Additional information: Budget 630 millions Lit; personnel 5, 6 men year. 
(CISE - P.O. Box 12081, I-20100 MILANO, Italy) 
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- CLASSTFJ\.1\TION: I 




T ITl.l·: (on. J G INAL Lfd~CIJAGI~): COUNTHY: 
Inn uenza. r1i ostruzioni e di piegamento di bar re ITAJJY 
in un fascio u. flusso termico dieuniformo di tipo SPONSOR: 
]3',','1{ 
E.N.E.A. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
tnflm·nce on DNB of Subchannel Obstructions and Rod E. IL E. A. 






1) General aim 
2) Pnrticular objectives 
3) Experimental facility 





Experimental study for determination of 
effect of fuel bundle distortions in 
faulty conditions. 
The influence of single subct~el 
obstructions and rod bowings in a ~ rods 
(freon cooled) bundle will be teoted. 
The experiment has been carried out on 
Casaccia CF2 loop (power 260 kW; mass 
flow-rate 10 t/h) 
After 106 runs without obstructions, a 
complete series of burn-out testE; hnvc 
been perfonnod with different kinds of 
blockages.The blocked aroa varies from 
40~ to 8~. Besides rod bowing of the 
bundle has been tested. More than 200 















5) Next steps Analyais of the DNB phenomena through the 
main parameters. 
6) Degree of availability P.ree 
Contact person: 
G. Palazzi, CNEN, CSN C~saccia, CP 2400, 




TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : 
COMPORTAMENTO TERMOIDRAULICO DI 
UN PRESSURIZZATORE IN CONDIZIONI INCIDENTAL! 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 
THERMOHYDRAULIC BEHAVIOUR OF A PRESSURIZER 
DURING ACCIDENT CONDITIONS 
INITIATED : COMPLETED : 
1980 1983 
STATUS : LAST UPDATING : 














1. General aim: to determine the water level transient of a pressurizer 
during relief valve discharge. 
2. Particular objectives: i) to determine the behaviour of steam and wa 
ter in counter-current flow along the surge-line ii) to study single 
and two-phase critical flow in the safety relief valve under dynamic 
conditions. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme: CIRCE and IETI-1 loops in EM! 
LIA Power Station, Piacenza, Italy. Tests with different surge-line 
geometries in reduced scale; parametrization of pressure and level in 
the pressurizer. Measurement of critical flow discharge in reduced 
scale under steady-state and dynamic conditions, with parametrization 
of upstream pressure, quality and valve opening. 
4. Project status 
4.1 ~~~2~!!!_~~-~!~~: experimental measurements of counter current 
flow limitation (flooding) completed.Design of experimental ar-
8369 
rangement for Safety Relief valve (SRV) investigation initiated. 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LA.I.'lGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION : 
THERMOHYDRAULIC BEHAVIOUR OF A PRESSURIZER 1.1.2. 
DURING"ACCIDENT CONDITIONS 
4.2 Essential results: curves of maximum liquid flowrate vs. steam 
flowrate obtained under different conditions as well as pressure 
drops across the surge-line~ 
5. Next steps: comparisons of obtained experime.ntal data with correla-
tions; det~iled design of SRV test facility and procedure. 
6. Relation to other projects and codes: none in particular. 
7. Reference documents 
- L. Mazzocchi: "Proposta per uno studio sperimentale del comporta-
. . 
menta del pre~surizzatore e della surge-line ~i un PWR in partic~ ~ 
Tar i c o.n d i z i on i 11 • C IS E-N . T. 8 0 . 0 6 9 
-·L. Augello,- R. Martini: 11 Programma speri'mentale di misure in flood· 
ing in miscela acqua-vapor~ ad a~ta pressione (Pressu~izzatore):m~ 
dalitA di esecuzione de.lle prov~ 11 Promemoria CISE-DTN-81;041, 16/2 
1981. 
8. Degree of availability: to a limited extent. 
9. Additional information 
· Budget: about 460 millions Lit; personnel invdved: 5, 5 men year. 




r CLASSIFICATION: I 
I l. l.? 
! ·---
COUNTRY: i I' I TL 1 : (ORIGINAL LANGIJAGF.): I 
I 
J tF.Ily I I 
I 5, ·~ p e I' l I 'I I ;7, ~' d i :·. ·;·llil'io I t' !'Ill l •:O in condizioni StrJ-I ~iOIIrt l' j t' rli r•o:·r -cri si gt-•nmetr·ia 1'3WR /j X 4 SPONSOH: I lit NUCLTTAL 
I 
t . ---
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
.&te~dy- ~ 1 :11," po~ t- d..r.v ou 1 • · x fH~ r· l men t s in lJx4 BWH NllCLITA LIC J SE 
·-8€.0PI•.'t ry' PROJF.CT T .P.ADER: 
G. P. (;;, :·IJ'lt' i '/\M 11) 
~tHTTfiTEII: C:OMPLF.TEO: SCIENTISTS: 
. r ;1 111 r a r·y 197h ,lqne I CJHcr A. A7.7.alin ( C I SE·' 
.STATUS: LAST UPDATING: c. Medich (CI~E) 
Cc liiiJl 1 "t: prj ,l1r ne 1l)fl0 
--
f3t·rH't':l1 /\im 
·.'r'l'iJ'i(';tti.on or thf' :tl'l'l i ·:d,il ity of the available post-dryout correJn1 inn~· 
r ,, r'('fiiJ'lf>x geomrtrll·~;. 
! nr:t_i_··-~r_lur· Objt>clivP~~ 
:1, :~.-ldi\.ic•n tn thr tr.•'n~·r·.-~1 'tlrn :rt the previous point, these experimen1:; ·rr·r· 
111 c,r·o~~·r· \.n cwer·hau.l t l1" •·xrwr·imenLFJI tPchniquen ancl procedureR to bp u~;, d 
rr: f'IJilrt'l: Pt·ogt'::Jms in V•·r·.v r:11mplex test sections (8x8). 
:·:.:L···r·irnf'ttUll J•aci liLi··:~ :r11d l'r····r:;ramme 
- - - --------------- --·- - -~- ----
f'tl•· •'·q,,·r·imentr. have hr•f·tt r•'tt'r·i~d out on the CJSE 
Th•· fnl I owing condj t i "11~; hav•.: l·Pen inveRtigated: 
- !"'•·:;~;ur·p: ":;0-70 bar 
- :;f''''':ific mass 1'lnwra1.•': 
- inl•:1 qw!l.ity: + 1 1 ~ r.r,". 
- w;t I I t ··mper;1Llll'": 'lf1 t,.-. '/('()'' r: 
ft··irt·t :~t:ttu~ 
--- \, - ---- ~-
IETI-4 loop. 
i'll• ''•f'l'l'irnr>nt.; tt·rv·· l" I'll ('CJtnpiPted in May 1978. AnnJysi:> or d::Jta ha~ ht't":i 
f\('J'!'• l'lllt'd <tn<l J'r·::-.uJu. :.gr·•·f> witlr those found in 1980 wjth a t.uhulF.Ir tr>st 
:;f>t' L i • '" . 
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., TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 




!\. Aualin, C. M edich, 0. Vescovi, '1Trasmissione del calore in condi zione di 
parete asciutta nel fascio BWR 4x4 con distribuzione assiale di nusso disuni-
fonn f" 11 , CISE NT-7 8-064. 
_Qegree of Availability 
Proprietary~ 
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---
r. r.. (ORIGINAL L/\N(~l JAGf) : 
!11 I' l r' ll :~ (• dj sc:~mr•i" \I r rn i c u in' ~ondizioni 















; r) ,. 1 -d rynu t P.Xperilllt·rrts 1 ll tubular geometry PROJF.CT LEADEH: ': 




! ; ; ; T [' 1 1\ TE11: C:OMPLP.Tl\11: SCIF.NTISTS: 
,J .1nr1ar·y 1979 Jun~ ] 980. • R. aranzini ( c r::)J·: I 
-
. 
'US: T.AS1' UPDATING: I 
R. Martini (CISE) ~-) -;-· A-'1 
Completed June 1980 CL Barzoni (CISE) 
--
';~~rif'jcation and devel<>lil''''nt of post-dryout heat tr·ansfer correlnr ,,,,~·· 
·q·l' I i cahl e to trans ienL ·rnalysis. 
_f_:rr_·_1~~uJar Objective~~ 
~l!l.:rirrirw. experimental tJ:tLa m;rillly in steady-state conditions (but aJ.;, 
tr·~rrrr;iPIIt <:xperimcntr~ aJ·f· plannPd) using a particular tr1~ular test t;"···l ·,,,:, 
:rxi:rlJy r>uhdivideJ i•:tw,, p.qrts indipendently he.qterl. This in order 1<' 
•;l.d,rtin l'onrl:itions (1/J, 'l', X) not obtainable in usual steady-state f'Xprt''' ··ttt.l-
·lnrl ; , pr·csPntati ve of 1hr behaviour rluring J,OCA tr·ansients. 
L·._:::r~~~·i.mental Facilili1~s an Programme 
'l'h!? l'Xpc>riment·.: ~.'<'r•· cat1 riP.d out on the CISE IETI-1 loop. 
'i'he f'n~lowing tent cc,ndit:ions ,.,~re investignted: 
- p r · p :>sur c : 3 0 -7 0 bar 2 
- ~_;pPci fie mass fJ owr·att : 1 ,'<J-1000 kg/m s 
,,ut.let quality : 11p Le. sup<~r·heated steam 
- wrll t.r'rnper,1tllr'r: llp 1<J soon c. 
; r_".:._:j_~·~~t ;.tatus 
:·h~' tPst section, Wtl i ~.:lr was piirticularly instrumPnted, was proved tr; vJ••l'k 
--.qr·cp:;sfully. 
!1 1 ut o f t em per .q t u re p r u r iJ e s in t he 1 i quid de f i c i ,._, n t region 
·1 rd in a vapor superhea tt''d regi_on were obtained. 
I'ltny wr~rc' compared w i t.ll nredi t5 crw from most currPnt correlations lik(· 
!le-:,~;,. 1 - Hohsenow, liej nern"lnn and Groeneveld. 
ll.qtn are .qlso compiir'ed with those obtained in 4X4 ge()metry. 
•. 
TinE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Post-dryout experiments in tubular 
r:eometry 
Ht• l'•·rl't1ce Documents 
CLASSIFICATION : 
1.1.2 
~ (i. Har·zoni, H. Martini, "Procedure sperimentali e di elaboraz:1 onr· J11 t I 
J1t'<'Ve ultracTiai NUCLITAL" Promemoria DTN/79/SAT/007. 
- c:. llarzoni, R. Martini, "Studio del coefficiente di scambio terr-.:.cc in 
cundizioni di ultracrisi mediante esperienze effettuate con un elP~0n­
to di ptova tubolare", CISE - NT 80.054. 
- u.P. Gaspari, G. Barzoni, R. Martini, "Post-dryout heat transfer tests 
in a two-n0ction heat£d tube", Paper C2 at European Two-Phase Flow 
Gr·oup ~1eeting, Glasgow 1980. ~ G.P. Ga3pari, "Post dryout heat transfer in a two-section heated tube'', 
NUCLITAL T-RP - 80.006. 
!~q; re,. of A vai lab il i ty 
I'J·oprietary. 




1. l. l ' 1.1. 2 
--
T rTu: (0/~JGIIIIIL LtdJGl IM':J·:): COUNTRY: 
I' I u :~I ,j ilili1il P. I. Pc .IL - EsJiericnze di blow-dOh'n da ITALY 
I 
llll J,·c1picnte in pressionc dot a to di strutture . 
i 11 t l' r 11e • SPONSOI1: 




Tl'l'LE ( fJ~GLISif LAHGUAGE): ORGANISATIOr4: 
1\ 1 (Jio'- d 01~ n experiments by PIPER. apparatus with inter University of I' I :; ;I 
' 
nal structures. PROJF.C'J' LF.fl Df.r~: ,, 
j 




1 rr:J'J'l/,T~D: (second, phase) Cm1PLF.TEDZ(second ph:1sc) !sciENTISTS: 
1 1975 · 1980 jumbcrto ROSA 
lsT_A_1-.U-S~:-~~~~~~~~-~·L-A_S_T~U-P_D_A_T_I_N_C_:~~~~~-~ Frdncesco D'AURIA 
~in progress 1 j\fay 1979 · _ 





LMJGLJAGl'~): ( 011 IG IIJAL 
. jriTLE 
' tcrmici cd ldraulici se gui. I . ;\ 11 :l 1 i :> i dei t rans 1 tori 'a 
i to J 1 l.OCA nci rc~ttori ad ncqun lcggcra e nci si-




I TITLE ( ENGLI!ill LANGUAGE): 
I Analysis of thcrm:1l nnJ hyJrau'lic transients follo-
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CLASSIFICATION . • 
1983-06-29 1.1. 2 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) • COUNTRY • • . FIX-I! som ISP-15 Sweden 
SPONSOR . • 
Swedish Nuclear 
Power Inspectorate 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) • ORGANISATION . • • 
FIX-II as international standard STUDSVIK 
probiem 15 ENERGITEKNIK AB 
PROJECT LEADER . • 
o Sandervag 
INITIATED • COMPLETED • SCIENTISTS • • • • 
82-12-01 84-01-01 D Wennerberg, ETU 
STATUS . LAST UPDATING . • . 
8369 
In progress June 1983 
General aim 
To host a blind international standard problem using a FIX-I! 
experiment. 
Particular objectives 
To provide an adequate description of the facility for blind 
calculations and to specify parameters to be calculated, to evaluate 
experimental results with respect to the calculated parameters, to 
evaluate the calculations and to produce final draft conclusions. 
Project status 
Basis for the calculations have been distributed and calculated results 
are received. 
Next steps 
Evaluation of the calculations. 
Reference documents 
Quarterly progress reports are issued. 
Availability 
Open. Requests are sent to Division of Research, Swedish Nuclear Power 




CLASSIFICATION I I 
1983-06-29 1.1.2/1.2 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) I COUNTRY I I I 
Termohydraulisk haverianalys (THYHAV-I) Sweden 
SPONSOR I I 
Swedish Nuclear 
Power Inspectorate 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) I ORGANISATION I I • 
Thermal-hydraulic Accident Analysis STUDSVIK 
ENERGITEKNIK AB 
PROJECT LEADER • • 
o Sandervag 
INITIATED • COMPLETED I SCIENTISTS I I • • 
82-01-01 83-11-01 R Persson 
0 Rosdahl 
A Sjoberg 
STATUS I LAST UPDATING I J Eriksson • I K-A Flygvall 
8369 
In progress June 1983 
General aim 
To provide and maintain advanced thermal-hydraulic computer codes for 
independent LOCA analysis of Swedish nuclear power reactors, and to 
perform research on hypothetic and real accident sequences. 
Particular objectives 
Maintenance of RELAPS and development of a program package for LOCA 
analysis of BWRs, analysis of the Oskarshamn 2 reactor (large breaks) 
and Ringhals 2 reactor (small breaks), qualitative code assessment 
using FIX-I! experiments and international standard problems, 
developmental assessment of heat transfer correlation, investigation 
of modelling requirements for prediction of system behaviour during 
small breaks. 
Project status 
Most activities listed are in progress. Planned efforts on 02 
calculations, standard problems and small break modelling requirements 
are near completion. 
Application and asessment of RELAPS/Modl reveal needs for improvements 
in some of the physical models. It has been found that the code 
predicts well an overall system behaviour during small breaks with a 




Proposed future work encompass: Transient analyses, development of an 
integrated program package for PWR analysis, development work for 
plant analyzers, continued research on small break and large break 
LOCAs. 
Reference documents 
Quarterly progress reports are issued. 
Availability 
Generally open. Requests are sent to Division of Research, Swedish 
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I LOCA UNCERTAINTY MARGINS (GSD4. 2) SPONSOR: 
01Q\EA 




I PROJECT LEADER: I 
I RNB McMII.I.AN 
I 
• 
J :NITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
I DECEMBER 1978 AA DEB!NBAM 
I i '3.TATUS: LAST UPDATING: s BOC1l'H 
I SEP'l'EMBER 1980 
--·-· 
aACJ<.GROUND 
Currently the USNRC specified that LOCA a.nalyas must be carried G:Jut using 'evaluat: ;. 
rood~ls' with supposedly pessimistic data and assumptions (Ref-1). However thert 
:.:; considerable national and international activity in the development of 'best 
~~·tiJnate' analytical methods. Introduction of such methods requires the estimatlc"' 
of uncertainty margins so that adequate conservatism can be demonstrated in the 
.i;,plication of the results. Additionally with the increasing tendency towards 
'~equency/consequence forms of safety justification, allowances for calculational 
~nd data uncertainties must be quantified for accident sequences other than the 
'"es~gn basis accident. 
A programme of work is proposed to estimate uncertainty margins to be applied to l.A~ ... 
~1alyses based on the following:-
(a) differences between integral experimental data and predictions, 
lbl s~nsitivity studies using RELAP or other calculational methods, 
ic l c.cn.c;ideration of residual uncertainties. 
OB.JECTIVES 
Review continuing of all available experimental data on LOCA integral experime11t~ 
3nd comparisons with predictions. Identify modelling improvements which have lead 
~~o s1.gn1.ficant improvements in predictive capability, and modell1.ng aspects, which 
require :urther improvement. 
Set up a RELAP 4 Mod 6 model of the LOFT nuclear blowdown facility. Carry out 
sensitivity studies to try to identify sources of uncertainty in predictions. (P.epcr-· 
·:.n Ll-5 calculations available during 1980.) 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
OK. 
WATER COOLED REACTOR DEPRESSURIZATION STUDIES:-
CSNI S'I'ANDARD PROBIZM CALCCLA'l'IONS !'OR !CCS. SPONSOR: 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
SRD/CICAEA 
PROJECT LEADER: 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1974 AA DEB!NBAM 
TATUS: LAST UPDATING: s BOO'l'B 
CONTINUING S!P'1'XMBER 1980 
1. GENERAL AIM 
To improve the understanding ot the sequence ot evan_ts following a loss of coolant 
accident on a water cooled reactor, and to study the effectiveness of emergency core 
cooling systems. 
2 • PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
To perform computer calculations of agreed test problems and to discuss computer code 
shortcomings at special meetings organized under the auspices of the CSNI. 
3. • PROJECT STATUS 
Standard Problem 9 (LOFT L3-l) in progress. Sensitivity of predictions to modelling 
\Ssumptions available. 
4 • FUTURE WORK 
CSNI meetings identify outstanding problem areas in the LOCA/ECCS field and try to 
select suitable experimental work for comparisons. Calculations for LOFT L2-S (large 
break) and LJ-6 tests (small break with pumps left running) proposed for 1981. These 















. l. 1. 2 
LANGUAGE): . COUNTRY: '"::TL~ ( ORIGI!-IAL 
• United Kingdom 






I --- L_ (£NGL!Sn LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 




J. Fell (Winfrith) I 
' 
I J. B. Sayers (Raro.o~e 11) 
I-··--- • -..-~ COMPLETED: ... SC!EH'!'IS':'S: _.1 • .;..:,r._:..:..;: 
~arcr. 197: T Ralph .., . (Ha :;.re ll) : G. Costigan I LAST UPDATING: , c:-' -r re . I-- .r\ • -- , 
' i~ ;:>rogress July 198C I 
1 Yn~ ai~ o: the ?roject is to provide new experimental caca to enable a new correla-
:lJ~ for ?OSt c=you: heat transfer. in the low quality lo~ flo~ regions tO be compiled. 
' The ex?erimencal ·:acility for ·che work is a closed loop low ;:>ressure (5 bar) ;;ater 
~1~ situated at Ha~Jell. The test sections to date have all hac the common feature of 
a :arge thermal inertia to er.able data to be obtained in ~oth c=a~sienr: and steady 
Hate (1, 2). 
J. A ccnsiderabie amount of data have been taken in both up and down flow covering ~ass :e~ocities of 48- i20 kg m- 2 s- and qualities from -0.05 to 0.5 at a oressure 3 bar (3). 
The data show tha: t~e heat flux for any wall temperature and mass velo~ity is a minimu= 
near an equilibrium mass quality of zero. Experiments wi:h upward and downward flow 
!.hLJ~o• :hac a minimum heat flux occurs for low mass velocity dm•nward flm•. 
Rece:-~c \o~o::k has concent:-ated on test section manufact:uri=:.g techniques. Ic is 
~lann~d in 1930/8: :o car~ out more detailed rewecting studies using sur:ace probes. 
5. Recencly pub~ished inicrmacion from the ARGO~~ NATIO~AL LAB (~) ind1caces 
~unilar findings to the Harwell studies using in fact very similar techniques. 
· _, :iE\o.'BOLD, !, R..:.I.?H, J.C. and WARD, J.A., AERE. R839C (1977) 
·:. RAL?H, J.C., SA:~ERSOt\, Sand ~ARD·. J.A., Proc. AS:·!! h-inccr ~Iee~ing on ~uclcar 
R.eac:or Safe::~· E.eat Transfer. Atlanta, Georgia, :-lo,·. 2i - Dec. : 19ii. 
3·, Bn.R::ARD, n, G:....;.s:O~"'BUR:, :\.G. and WARD, J.A. ?aper ?resen::ec :o the Europf!ar. 
Two ?hase F:o~ Group, !S?RA, June 1979. 

















r~ ·---,·rTLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): . COUNTRY: 
I 
UNITED KINGDOM 
T!J~oretical modallillq ot two-phase tlow in c:cq»lu 
:;eomet.ries (B'm 2.l.l) SPONSOR: 
-··-~·-
'I'!' LE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
CXAEA (.Barwelll 
PROJECT LEADER: 
J Fell (Winf:ri th) 
J 8 Sayers (8L"Vell) 
- --
·: ,.'':"IATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
I 
:1..JL::.n 1978 P B Whalley (Ba.r..<el.:l 
:·:,::·us : LAST UPDATING: 
._; progress July 1980 
,.. :n<Ltht!matical mo~l of annular two-phase .flow hu been developed in which the processes 
of entra.inment of liquid droplets ~:rom the Uquid fil..:lll into the tUl'±lulent qa.s flow of the 
.·:.te 4lld their subsequent redeposition at the central features. '!'his model has been used 
:.,:, calculate dryout in a heated now in a n\llll:)er of situationa; 
.?. 
l Steady state .flow in a round tube 
'2 Transient flow in a round tube 
J. Ste~dlfstate flow in a rod bundle 3 ' 4 • It hu been shown t.'lat reasonable resulu are 
JD1 . .itned for PWR bundlies as lonq u the dryout occ:ura at a quality of above about 10\. 
Jb Jecttves 
L. To continue invastiqations into the proces~es of entrainment and deposition 1Jl 
annula: two-phase flow. 
2. To verify the exten.ion of the analyais Uld numerical methods for transient !low 
eo cover i?ressu:re transients in a round tube, and to compare the reaulta with experimental 
..ld ea. 
To extend the work on flow, power and pressure transienta 1n a round tuk)e to PWR 
geometries. 
To extend work from PWR core qeometries to other complex cases such as the PWR 
lower plenum. 
O!:lJecuve 2 should be completed in early l98l and items 3 and 4 by mid 1982. Objecuve l 
., of a continuing nature. 
-208-
t'acili:ies 
No uperim&llul fad.Utiea rill k u.ed.. 
R~arence Documents 
l. ~alley P B, lutchta.aD·P aa4 lewi't G.7 (1974). Aill•17520 
2. Jamaa P ~ a Wh&llay P I (U78). ml-11980 
3. w"hallay P B (1876). UU-1.8319 





l~l6 Co:-.:pi ct.~d 
l.B6t 
... Y~·~~~~ Oct •. l9ao 
-----------------·-----~~--~._--~ 
\ 
• ·. Country U.K •. 
C.E.G.B. 
Orcanisation c: ~.R. L. 
Project Lt'<~d~rs 
Or P.R. f.lrmt-r · 
Or 0 .. 1, WtXd1r.rd 
. ' ' --·"-· -----
1. Gencr!Jl AU. 
.I 
To study c5epressurJ:tc>t1on ph.-nomena 'in. large Vt'ss~ls, with particul-br t-Mp,..,sis 
on r~pid pressure lo~s typical ot."LOCJ,, conditions, usinq Freon 12 as a 
l'lod e 11 i ne; flu id . · ~ · : · " ·. · · · · · · · 
l. Specific o:jP.cti;~s 
, . 
' . . 
# • 
Tc lfo•m•JL•te co1oput~r cod .... s·capa}?le:.of predicting the m<1j~r ~rrec.ts of 
clo..:nC'Qiller vroid-'g~::.: l.lGUi~ flashing,· vapour drawdown ar:J Uqul,j lPIIP.I 
.s~JI, ~o~tt.h !'ll~ wtL)'Iout a ·auhcool~:,ay~r in the drurn. 
'1'0 ~~tab! Ish a d'Jtt:·b.!ISe agtd.~~t which future models rncsy be C01Dj·ar•·1 . 
. . ' •.. . 
1'o perfon·· on ·int~ral c!offr,c~a· e~purim~nt to ·deterTDine the interatJon!' 
bet,.~cn Uoe S'~;>~ratf: pf(Pcts of bubble nucleation, flashing, bubble r 1 ~l', 
bubb! t- CCJ.ll(.ScC!nC c, -..apour se~ration ·in· the pool and heat transfer frc.rJ 
t:.~>o ~:.,lis, .:::~pPci,lly ·,.;<~tchlnq: for·~flylunexp.:=ted effects.· 
. • • • , . t CJ ~. • • 
. '.: 
A drum slicE' l.6m ~~~~. by ·+,6rr. l~ng ·is. cor.nected to a receiver vt-ssel, 
r -: 1::lnq 3 ~cmne"··or coppe(pl~tfl!· ··: &~· p:~cool1~.the: n·ceiver. vei~e1. 
'*'lth lJ~uic:! ni\..rogen aud ~v.scu~~;fl9 ·1~ •. a low pressur~ sink 1s poro,•l~ ~1 
to 41low rirum b~cw-Jd ... f)' into la rea~op,~bly''cc·nst~·nt [ll essure encloS\IrC:. 
The cf::t-:·,·E:C vcssa.J. Js mounted OJ) lpad cells to measure' the tt)tal no~i9 
flo•, arod the.W})Q\e\)rUI'II Circuit.'ia;fully'instrunumted With VOid frdCtii.)O 
me~~rs, thermocQuple&,·pressur~·~arsducer~· and orlfice.plates: Alsc 
~o~ln:lo~.·s in tht- drum atlpw.~isu~l.ohservations and photograptJic studil•:l, 
'T'Ite dru:J CX?erJ~;f'lll.:. ja Cl.)r.r.ccf:'~td ro \;he \.t.)U. rreon 12 facJlity, and uses 
the dcdiu.teJ conoJIIJter to ~iCJit~qy fecord all G4 channels of data onto 
rnc1gnt.t1c d~sl< at aqgrc.:<Jatt1 ra~es:up to 40,0:::>0 rt."adin·~s per second. 
. . .. ; .. ·..,. ;: ..... ·" '•. . . . . ' . 
· i Project status·. 
I 
I The· t-Y.pN inf'ntal worl< programme is due to be completed in Decemb~r 1~80. 
' I 
~- p-resent rcsul ts and rt-foronces . 
.. ·----------------~· ·. 
8\r.·.do"':-:s !rare t.oth the liquid "and Vdpour spact."s, SPpllrately and togPthcr 
.nave been perform<'d 1\t rat~s up ~o l bar per s>-:cond, and for initial 
pres~ures up 'o lS ~~~r. ~ot~ ~u~st~nq discs and a f•at acting v~lve 
'1 have toe-en u!>f'd to initi11ta blowdown; and the effects of ,.ubo,;oolPj layers 
t 1.,vp IJC'<.'n ttud~ed. ~oma of ~hese.results w~re r~ported at the F.uror~an I 1~o Ph~se flo~ Group me~ting ip. fl~agow a& paper A6. 
I" CO'I.ploter noo.1ol for the &teady •tate b>!htlvlour or the drum ht~!l l•t-CII complrL<•d. 




Tit h 1 
Tit l t- 2 
Tl.C'rll\c,iJyJriiulic Safety Studies 
Mvltipi>~ Cluster Rig 
bffed{. ~.,f fttel pin ball<~o ... ins 
or11 Rctfl<'od !!eat Transf et 
COO\pleted I 




/' 1 •Jj ec t LC'ad,·rs 
S.J. Board 
S.A. Fairbaim 
The ;nrn of this project is to study the effects on heat tnrr•Sfl'r 
of (.l'lfi!rsc:1Cy C<>olant flow diversion around local i?.ed regions of gross 
f'uel pin d is tClr Lion. 
i: ltctrically heated rods ('V 1 metre heate~ lt>n!_;th are u!>t•d a~ fuel 
pin ~itv~\ll.Hors. Tlwse rods·a.re supported Vt·rtic;dly in a cylindric.~i 
silic<t sll•,_ve (to provide a facility for fll>w "i~IH!li;:ntion) at near 
<~lmosrhe>ric pressnre. Pin ball0oni.ng is simuJ;,tcd by att.1clling mt·•al 
..:;1~:-eves to the ht•att•r rods. Initially, the ;;lt·t\'l-s \<.'ill l>t! <•ttachld 
:\t thf same axial le\•el to look at the effe-cts nf <.:oplanar hlncka)_'f 
over<: fraction ("- )07.) of the area of the rod clll!.ter. lh>tl1 solid 
.tiJd hrllow (thiclt.nes!'f's down to"' 0.25 nun) sleeves will bt used. 
ni rect mt·asure:r.cmts \."i 11 be made of superheat in the 3tcam ;n1d tteam-
\<o'ater flows used to cool the rods. Rod temperatures dre r~eaSI'rl'd "' 1ntE::r-na: 
tl•t•YI:JO,'...>uples. Tests with an undistorted rod bundle to pH1viJe ;, 
l•asis for comparison with the "ballooned" pin tests outlined abovl 
;,re now underway. 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
' SRD/UKAEA I 
I PROJECT LEADER : 
! RNR HcMILLAN 
! :NITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
I DECEMBER 1978 
AA DEBENBAM 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: s BOC1I'H 
SEPTEMBER 1980 
BACKGROUND 
Currently ilie USNRC specified that LOCA a.nalyaes must be carried out wsing •evalutt r: ;, 
:noL!c:ls' with supposedly pessimistic data and assumptions (Ref" ll. Bo\Oever then 
~:; considerable national and international activity in the development of 'best 
~~·t.iJnate' analytical methods. Introduction o! such methods requires the estimatl<-.1 
of uncertainty margins so that adequate conservatism can be demonstrated in the 
.i;)plication of the results. Additionally with the increasing tendency tO'Wdrds 
:-r~::quency/consequence forms of safety justification, allowances for calculdtion.s.l 
~nd data uncertainties must be qua.nti!ied for accident sequences other than the 
.-::t:!i~gn basis dCcident. 
A ~roqramme of work is proposed to estimate uncertainty margin~ to b~ Applied to !A~ . 
a.llalyses based on the following:-
\d) differences between integral experiment&~ datd and predictions, 
\b) s..msitivit:y studies using REI.AP or other calculdtiondl toothods, 
(cJ con~ideration of residual uncertainties. 
OBJECTIVES 
Revtt!W continuing of all available experimental data on LOCA integral expt!rlrot!rlt~ 
,wd comparisons with predictions. Identify modelling improvements 'Which ha~ le3d 
to signdicant impro~ments· in predictive capability, and modelling aspects, wh~ch 
require :urther improvement. 
~ 5et up a RELAP 4 Hod 6 model of the LOFT nuclear blowdown facility. Carry ouc 
sensitivity studies to try to identify sources of uncertainty in prt!dictions. (11epcr · 
~n Ll-5 calculations available during 1980.) 
!. ~~~ initial review of uncertainty margins applicable to commercial PWR LGCA 
iD-ilysls. 
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-I 
' 
ENEA an~ CNH 
TT'l'LE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGAIHSATIOtl: 
Ant~ lysis of t herm:ll nnd hyuraulic trunsienLs fol lo- University of J> i !r a 
LOCA i n reactors and in associated -~~ J ll r. ;.! L . \'1. con PROJF.C'f LP.ADER: 
til1111nent sy$tcmc;. N. er: nu 1.1.0 I 
~ 
-
~-! INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCII::NTIS'rS: 
I 1 !)7 4 1980 F. OJUOLO 
' 
/~1'/\TUS~ G. MEI LAST ·UPDATING: G. CECCARELLI 
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' (formerly C.'l f.J'I ) 
fiTLE ( EIJGL ISH LANGUAGE) ' ORGANISATION ' 
' ' 
Analysis of thermo-hydraulic transients in University of Pis a L~R following LOCA 
PROJECT LEADER ' I 
' 
~tar ino XAll IN I 
INITIATED : COMPLETED ' SCIENTISTS : ~ .CERliLLO 
' 
1979 1987 F.ORIOLOIU.ROSA 1 P.VI~I 1 
--· 
F.O'AURIAI R.fDVALINI I i 
STATUS LAST UPDATING ' 
G. GALAS$ I I ,\{,CARCASS I. i : 
' I 
lJ1 progress January 1982 I 
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Currently the USNRC specified that LOCA analyaes must be carried cout ~ing 'evaluM: .. 
illOdc:: ls' wi t.h supposedly pessimistic datA and assumptions (Ref" l). aowever then 
~:.; considerable national and international activity in the development of 'best 
c!!:ti.tnate' analytical methods. Introduction of such methods requires the est:..imat1(,.l 
oE uncertainty marqins so that adequate conservatism can be demonstrated in the 
J.j)plication of the results. Additionally with the increasing tendency towards 
~x·t:quency/consequence forms of safety justification, allowances for calcula.tione~..l 
.:Wd data uncertainties must be quantified for accident sequences other than the 
.-:t:s~gn basis accident. 
A programme of work is proposed to estimate uncertainty margins to b~ applied to lA<. 
analyses based on the following:-
\a) differences between integral experiment&~ data and pr~dictions, 
\bJ s-msitivity studies using RELAP or other calculational tDethods, 
(cl consideration of residual uncertainties. 
OBJECTIVES 
... Revit:!W continuing of all available experimental data on LOCA integral experime11t.!:i 
,wd comparisons with predictions. Identify modelling improvements which ha~ le3d 
to stgnJ.i1cant impro~ments· in predictive capability, and modellwg aspects, whlch 
require further improvement. 
2. 5et up a RELAP 4 Mod 6 model of the LOFT nuclear blowdown facility. Carry ouc 
sensitivity studies to try to identify sources of uncertainty in predictions. (fte!X:J 
-:;n Ll-5 calculations available durinq 1980.) 
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Currently t.he USNRC specified that LOCA analyaes must be carried cout using 'evalul\t: ,, 
wod~ls' wit.h supposedly pessimistic data and assumptions (Ref"l). Bowever chert 
~..; considerable national and international activity in the development of 'best 
.-!t:ti.mate' a.nalytical methods. Introduction ot such methods requires the est.i.ml!l.tlt,.l 
of uncertainty margins so that adequate conservatism can be demonstrated in the 
.ippl1cation of the results. Additionally with the increasing tendency towl!l.rds 
~n.quency/consequence forms of safety justification, allowances for calculation4l 
~nd data uncertainties must be quantified for accident sequences other than the 
.-~l:~l.gn basis accident. 
A ~rogramme of work is proposed to estimate uncertainty margins to be 4pplied to lA~ 
~1alyses based on the following:-
\al differences between integral experiment&~ data and predictions, 
(bl somsitivity studies using RELAP or other calculational methods, 
(cl consideration of residual uncertainties. 
OBJEC'-riVES 
~. Reviaw continuing of all available experimental data on LOCA integral eX'p€rlmerob 
1nd comparisons with predictions. Identify modelling improvements which ha~ le~J 
to sl.gnificant impro'rements in predictive capability, and modellwg aspect!:!, wt11ch 
require :urther improvement. 
2. Set up a RELAP 4 Mod 6 model of the LOFT nuclear blowdown facility. Carry out 
sensitivity studies to try to identify sources of uncertainty in predictions. (f\ep<;r · 
·::m Ll-5 calculations available during 1980.) 
!. ~dk~ initial review of uncertainty margins applicable to commercial PWR LCCA 
tn-ilyslS, 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.01.82- 31.12.82 1. 2 150 366 A 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Fluiddynamische Effekte im Brermelenentkopfbereich FRG 
wahrend des Wiederauffilllens und Flutens Fordernde Institution/Sponsor BMPl' 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Insti tut ftir Verfahrens-
Fluid dynamic effects in the uwer end l:x:lx region technik der Universitat 
of the fuel bundle during refill and reflooding Harmover 




Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
1 . General aim 
Investigation of the phenomena during the Errergency-core-Cooling (EI:C) 
of Light-Water-Reactors (LWR) 
2. Particular Objectives 
Experi.Jrental and theoretical investigations of the phase-separation rrecha-
nisms in orifices, throttling devices and in the upper End-Box (EB) of a 
Genran Pressurised Water Reactor (Fffi-PWR) during refilling and re-
flooding. This investigaticns are ained to inprove the reactor corrputer 
codes; for example TRAC. 
Starting with investigations using simple geametries - single and 
multihole orifices - the basic phenomena of the de- and reentrainment 
of air-water-flow and steam-water-flow will be investigated with step 
by step approaching and imitating the real reactor geametries. In paral-
lel, a theoretical nodel and it's mathematical fonnulation will be deve-
loped. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Basic investigations of entra~t and counter-current flow (CCF) in an 
air/water test section with a 4 x 4 rod bundle geanetrie. 
3. 2 Fluid dynamic effects of steam-water-mixtures 
3.2.1 Test device with 4 x 4 rod bundle geametrie. 
3. 2. 2 Test device with 16 x 16 rod bundle geanetrie. 
2 
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4. Experimential Facilities 
To 3. 2. 1 The 4 x 4 rod bundle is instnnnented with 8 thernocouples to rreasure 
the fluid temperatures. 
To 3. 2. 2 '!he manufacture of the test section far the 16 x 16 rod btmdle is 
started. 
5. ProgreSS to Date 
To 3.1 At the air-water test facility the investigations are finished. Further-
rrore the CCilp.lter program of autanatical image analysis for an objec-
tive and efficient evaluation of droplet P'lotograP'ls was improved. 
To 3.2.1 At the steam/water test facility the experiments were perfonned to in-
vestigate the cotmter-current flow behaviour at a system pressure of 
5 bar. 'lhe water was injected with saturation and subcooling. 
To 3.2.2 'Ihe design of the test device with 16 x 16 rod bundle geanetrie is 
finished. 
6. Results 
To 3.1 Extensive theoretical investigations have confi..rned that the floodinq be-
haviour of air /water counter-current flow can be described by dimension-
less groups fonned by superficial velocities and thernOOynami.c properties 
/1/ derived fran theoretical rrodels. '!he flooding curve can be expressed 




j i . $ i 1 /2 ( g . ' ( ~ L - S G ) ) -1 I 4 i = G,L 
For the predetennination of the coefficients M and C mathematical models, 
'lfbich consider the geanetries and the therno:iynamic properties are deve-
loped. 
To 3.2 '!he evaluation of the first experiments at the steam/water test device 
shows that the results of saturated water injection are carparable with 
these of the air/water tests. If the water is subcooled injected the 
counter-current flow limitation (CCFL) is shifted to greater steam 
fluxes in consequense of a partial steam condensation. 
- 3 -
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Inspection of the defective heater rods indicated a short-
circuit between two power zones. 
Re. 3.9 Ordering and delivery of the hardware components for PKL 11 B 
has been financed by additional funds by the BMFT in 
IV/82. 
7. Next Steps 
Re. 3.9 Further preparatory work on the PKL 11 B tests. 
Repair of the bundle by replacing the defective heater rods 
and insulation of the power zone boundaries. 
Extension of the instrumentation for the PKL 11 B tests 
(tests including the end-of-blowdown phase). 
Re 3.10 Completion of the project and documentation of the tests 
carried out in the course of the project. 
The PKL test series, in particular the EoB tests, will be 
continued as part of a different project. 
8. Relation wjth Other Projects 
9. References 














Berichtszeitraum/Period Klasslfikation/Ciasslfication Kennzeichen/Project Number 
01.01.82 - 31.12.82 1.2 150 287 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Wiederaufftillversuche mit Beriicksichtigung FRG 
der Primarkreislaufe F~lnstitution/.Sponsor 
Versuchsphasen IB-IE und II BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Reflood Tests with Regard to the Primary Reaktortechnik 
Loops (PKL) 
Test Phases IB-IE and II R 513' Erlangen 
Arbeitsbeginnllnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.09.77 31.03.83 Prof. Dr. D. He in 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing 31.12.82 
1. General Aim 
Experimental investigation of the refill and reflood phases during 
a LOCA using a sufficiently large model of the entire PWR primary 
loop. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The goal of this program is to conduct experiments at the PKL Test 
Facility under simulated LOCA conditions with large, medium-size and 
small breaks at a maximum pressure of 40 bar and bundle heatup power 
of 1,45 MW (approx. 5 \decay heat), to investigate the effects of: 
break size, break position, mode of injection, rate and 
distribution of hot and cold leg coolant injection, distribution of 
water inventory in the primary system, energy transfer to EC coolant 
within the primary system, back pressure (containment), on the ther-
mal hydraulic behaviour of the system and the heat removal from the 
core during ECC. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Performance of additional refill reflood tests simulating 
large break LOCA conditions (PKL IB) 
3.2 Performance of steady-state and transient tests simulating 
LOCA conditions with small breaks (PKL ID) 
3.3 Performance of one "End of Blowdown Test" (PKL IE) 
3.4 Additional instrumentation especially for the 2nd test bundle 
3.5 Modification of the test facility 
3.6 Installation of the second bundle 
3.7 Shake Down Tests 
3.8 Performance of Test Series PKL II A (coupling tests to PKL I) 
- 2 -
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3.9 Modification of the facility for PKL 11 B test including 
End of Blowdown lEoB) 
4. Experimental Facilities 
The PKL test facility simulates as closely as possible the primary 
loops including active steam generators of a 1300 MW plant. The 
scaling factor is 1 : 145 (refering to the number of heater rods). 
The functional design of the test facility has the following 
specific features: 
- Exact simulation of core geometry and decay heat 
- Exact simulation of all reactor elevations (1 : 1) and flow 
resistances 
- Close simulation of the loop volumes (1 : 145) and the thermal 
capacities of the primary and secondary loops 
5. Progress to Date 
Re. 3.7 Completion and putting into operation of the test facility. 
Commissioning work has been carried out on the advanced in-
strumentation in the presence of the instrument manufac-
turers from the USA. In-service test have been carried out 
on all the instrumentation and the resultant data handedover 
to the instrument manufacturers. 
Re. 3.8 Owing to shortage of funds, the PKL 11 A series had to be 
reduced to a single test. This test has been carried out 
and documented. The lower plenum has been dismantled. Several 
defective heater rods have been inspected and new ones 
ordered. 
Re. 3.9 Planning work on PKL IlB (EoB) has been continued in respect 
of modifications to the test facility, the mode of operation 
and the instrumentation. The ordering of parts for the 
extension of the PCM data acquisition system has been 
effexted ahead of schedule. 
6. Results 
Re. 3.8 The shake down tests 11 A and the 11 A 9 follow-up test have 
been carried out and 11 A 9 has been evaluated. The results 
yielded by conventional instrumentation were in good agreement 
with those from the advanced instrumentation. 
- 3 -
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7. Next Steps 
To 3.1 Improvenent of the catputer code for the autaratical image analysis. 
To 3. 2. 1 Evaluation of CCFL rreasurertents. 
To 3. 2. 2 'Ihe test facility for the 16 x 16 rod bundle will be set up and put 
into operation. 
8. Relati6n with other Projects 
BMFT-Research programre RS 2D/3D, 
special 150 500, RS 314 
9. References 
/1/ Krooing, Hawighorst, Mayinger: 
'Ihe influence of flow restrictions an the counter current flow 
behaviour in the fuel element top nozzle area, E'l'PFG1 JI..Ule 1982, 
Paris 
/2/ Progress Project Report No 4A (01.07.82 - 31.12.82) 
1 0. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
'Ihe reports are available by the GRS, Kl)ln. 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciasslflcation Kennzeichen/Project Number 
01.01.82 - 31.12.82 1.2 1500 500 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Errichtung und Inbetriebsetzung der UPTF FRG 
FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer /Zuwendgsempf /Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Construction and start up of the UPTF Reaktortechnik 
VE 95, Erlangen 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens!Project Leader 
18.09.81 30.04.85 Dr. M. Sawitzki 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
Continuing 31.12.82 
1. General Aim 
A joint research program was agreed upon between Japan, the USA and 
the Federal Republic of Germany for investigating multi-dimensional 
flow effects during the refill and reflooding phase of a pressurized 
water reactor after a loss-of-coolant accident (2D/3D project). The 
German contribution encompasses the construction of the upper plenum 
test facility (UPTF) and the performance of tests. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The supplies and services for the construction of the Test 
facility UPTF as specified in the BMFT (Federal Ministry of Research 
and Technology) R&D contract 1500 500 including interim amendments. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 General activities 
3.2 Civil engineering 
3.3 Mechanical engineering 
3.4 Electrical engineering 
4. Experimental Facilities 
The facility will be erected at the· large fossile power plant in 
Mannhe im ( GKM) . 
5. Progress to Date 
Re. 3.1 As a result of the TRAC computation results and subsequent 
amendments, additional planning and calculation became 
necessary for Points 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. 
Re. 3.2 The site management hut and amenties area have been erected. 
The site was opened in June 1982. 90 \ of the reinforced 
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concreting of the administration and switchgear buildings 
have been completed. As a result of 3. 1, the test building 
and its foundations will have to be re-dimensioned. Test 
bores have been drilled and an expert analysis of the ground 
prepared. 
Re. 3.3 The contract was awarded for the test vessels, the materials 
ordered and the manufacturing documents were prepared. The 
entire vessel internals are at present in the process of 
manufacture or being converted. The fuel assembly Endboxes 
to be equipped with instrumentation were forwarded to the 
USNRC for this purpose. 
As a result of 3.1, it was necessary to perform extensive 
piping modifications. Piping manufacture on the site was 
commenced. 
The documents for the placement of valve orders were com-
pleted. The pumps and fans are at present in the process of 
manufacture. 
The manufacturing documents for the building crane were 
completed. 
Orders were placed for the heating, ventilation and air 
conditioning plant. 
Re. 3.4 Federal German scope of supply: Dimensioning of the site 
power supply system, design of the earthing unit, switchgear 
and motors wereperformed. Investigations and planning acti-
vities with regard to the conversion of system JGK and JKF 
from open to closed-loop control (core simulation feedback). 
Equipment specifications in respect of process instrumentation 
and the planning of switchgear and cable trays were completed. 
US scope of supply: Instrumentation control document, Rev. 0 
was prepared for the advanced instrumentation and planning 
activities performed with regard to its installation in test 
vessels, test vessel internals and primary loops. 
6. Results 
Orders have been placed for the following: accumulators, core simu-
lator, fuel assembly dummys, fuel assembly Endboxes, process-
related I&C, hot-water tank, steam storage tank, containment-
- 3 -
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simulator, water collecting tank, pumps, pump simulators, silencers, 
insulation, flow rectifiers, motors, communication system, fire alarm 
system, lighting, water coolers, N2 tanks, steam generator simulators, 
moisture separators, air conditioning. 
7. Next Steps 
Re. 3.1 Coordination of activities up to hand-over of plant to 
contractor. 
Re. 3.2 Continued work on the erection of the administration and 
switchgear building, and the test building. 
Re. 3.3 Continued work on manufacture and installation of the 
components in the UPTF. 
Re. 3.4 Continued work on the manufacture, supply and installation 
of electrical components, and planning coordination and 
assembly of A. I. and DAS. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
Sponsored projects BMFT 150 395, 150 363, 150 619 
9. References 
TRAC-Code PDII, PFI, Las Alamos National Laboratory 
10. Degree of Availability 

Benchtsze1traum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1/1 - 12/31/82 1.2 1500522 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Supplementary Supplies and Services for the FRG 
Construction and Start up of the UPTF within Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 




Arbeitsbeg1nn/lnit1ated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
3/18/1981 12/31/85 Dipl.Ing.Baumtiller 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
l. General Aim 
Japan, USA and the Federal Republic of Germany are conducting a 
cooperative research program to study the multidimensional flow 
effects during the refill and reflood phases following a loss of 
coolant accident in a pressurized-water reactor (2D/3D Project). 
The German project share consists of the construction of the 
"Upper Plenum Test Facility "(UPTF) and the performance of the 
test program. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Supplementary supplies and services for the construction and 
startup of the UPTF including the provision of the necessary site 
area. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Provision of the site area required for the construction of the 
test facility, the site facilities and the assembly sites. 
3.2 Procurement of the required authority licenses in the name and 
by the assistance of the rpincipal and the KWU. 
3.3 Reroutinq of cables (bury~ng of the 110 kV open-air transmis-
sion line). 
3.4 Preparation and development of the site. 
3.5 Gate guard and patrol services. 
3.6 Furnishing of the operating media steam, condensate, and cooling 
water including supply and discharge lines to the test building. 
3.7 Electric power supply to the test facility including cabling up 
to the input terminal. 
3.8 Furnishing of space for and installation of the pump and appur-
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tenances to be erected in the contractor's turbine building. 
Infrastructural measures at the site. 
Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Progress to Date 
The boundaries of the 3D-test site have been defined. 
The construction license and release of construction work 
have been procured. Test stand statics about to be completed. 
Cabling of the 110 kV open-air transmission line has been 
completed. 
Test site has been cleared, area for site management office 
and quarters coated with asphalt. A road to the test build-
ing will be opened in spring 1983. 
So far all 3D-site traffic has been run through a GKM gate. 
With the start of concrete pouring and steel work, presuma-
bly beginning of February 1983, the test site gate will be 
continuously guarded. 
Steam, cooling water and condensate supply and discharge 
lines (ND 500 mm; latter - 150 mm) are installed in a piping 
bridge extending from the GKM turbine hall to the 3D-test 
building approx.lOO m away. The condensate and cooling water 
lines are attached to the test site systems at +9 m. The steam 
supply line (20 bar/530°C) is routed across the test building 
annex roof (+13 m) towards the steam cooler installed in the 
building. Piping, valve assemblies and steam cooler have been 
ordered, an invitation for piping supports tende~ is being 
prepared. The start of the steam cooler and the pipe bridge 
is scheduled for June 1983 corresponding to the construction 
progress of the test building. 
The test facility power of 1600 kVA is supplied from a GKM 
6 kV houseload compartment. The 6 kV supply, a continuous 
380 V supply, instrument and control cables are attached to 
three cable trays integrated in the pipe bridge. 
The cooling water pump for the test system will be located 
in the GKM Erection site, thermal hydraulics and scope of 
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supply coordinated with KWU. 
Infrastructural site measures concerning water supply, waste 
water management, site power and lighting are largely com-
pleted. District heat connection of the test building by 
summer 1983. 
Results 
Based on construction license (11/81) and release (mid-1982) 
KWU started construction work in June 1982. 
6.2 The test site is established, fenced and provided with an 
infrastructure. 
6.3 The steam, condensate and cooling water supply and discharge 
lines connections have been coordinated with KWU; the valve 
assemblies and steam cooler have been ordered. 
6.4 The connection of the test facility to the GKM houseload 
system has been designed and coordinated with mqu. 
7. Next Ste~ 
7.1 Piping supports contracts will be awarded in spring 1983. 
Assembly of piping bridge and steam cooler will start mid-
1983. 
7.2 An invitation for power supply tenders for the test facili-
ty is being prepared. 
8. Relation to Other Porjects 
1 500 500 "Erection of the UPTF" (KWU). 
9. References 




Benchtsze1traum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
01.01.1982-31.12.1982 1 • 2 l'JOO 602 
Vorhaben/Pro]ect Title Land/Country 
Realisierung von Uberstromvorrichtungen I m FRG 
2D/3D-Projekt (UPTF) Fordemde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf /Contractor 
Brown Boveri Reaktor 
Realization of Vent Valves within the GmbH 
2D/3D-Project (UPTF) 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens!Pro]ect Leader 
01.01.1982 30.06.1984 Dr. Lahner 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatumllast Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing 0 3. 0 l. l 98 3 
l. General Aim 
The bas1c objective of this R&D effort Is identical to the obJective 
of the International 2D/3D - proJect. Emphasis 1s la1d, however, on 
the 3D-test objectives of the 3-dimensional tests planned In Germany, 
namely: 
Identification of the 3-dimensional thermal-hydraulic characteristics 
of the fluid in the upper plenum and downcomer during the final stages 
of the blowdown phase, refill phase, and reflood phase of a LOCA in 
PWR systems. 
The so-called Upper Plenum Test Facility (UPTF) needed for the experi-
ments shall, in particular, provide the following boundary conditions: 
360-degree mockup of a 4-loop PWR of the 1,200-MW class, including the 
reactor vessel, the downcomer, the lower plenum, a core Simulator, the 
upper plenum, the containment, and simulated primary loops. 
- the UPTF design will largely reflect the design of the KWU-type PWR. 
- particular characteristics of other PWR designs are to be accounted 
for as well (insofar as they affect phenomena In the upper plenum). 
2. Particular Objectives 
The thermohydraulic processes in the upper plenum of a KWU reactor 
during the refill/reflood phase differ fundamentally from the corre-
sponding processes In a B&W/BBR reactor. Whereas In the KWU concept 
cold water 1s fed, through emergency cool1ng InJection even Into the 
hot legs, directly to the upper plenum where the walpr w1ll condPn~;p 
the stt·am and enter lhe core reg1on from <Jbove, 111 liH' BflH I'IHil't'pl 
the InJection t<:~kes place through the cold leqs only. ln prP\/Ptil " 
pressure b u 1 l d up 1 n the upper p l en u m vent v a 1 v P ~> ell' P a r r a r1 q ~~ d 1 11 L 11 P 
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core support cylinder of the BBR reactor which open towards the out-
side when overpressure in the upper plenum is building up, and they 
;J]]!lw lhP !dPnlll lo e!;c-apP udo th£' downromer a11cl from thcrr' throtHJil 
the lenk Into the containment. USNRC ur1d BMFT have therefore agreed 
that the B&W/BBR concept shall also be considered by way of instal-
ling 8 vent valves in the core support cylinder of the 3D test facil-
i t y • 
This requires that the planning and realization of the vent valves in 
the UPTF core support cylinder be monitored, procurement of the hard-
ware be ensured, that the tests with unlocked vent valves be planned 
and specified, and that the Implementation of the entire project be 
followed in depth. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 ReviSIOn oft~ vent valve design prepared within the scope 
of project no. 150394; adaptation to the new boundary con-
ditions of the UPTF core support cylinder. 
3.2 Contributions to planning, and detailed definition of the 
tests to be performed. 
3.3 Analytical investigations, in particular contributions for 
the preparation of a TRAC input data record for the BBR refer-
ence reactor. 
3.4 Contributions to the planning and the specifications for the 
instrumentation. 
3.5 Coordination of project activities with GRS and KWU and with 
the partners to the tripartite agreement. 
3.6 Manufacture of the vent valves. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
5. Progress to Date 
Ref. 3.1 Design revisions have been completed; delivery regulations 
have been prepared and tenders were Invited. 
Ref. 3.2 The processes in the BBR reactor during the refill/reflood 
phase, in particular the emergency core cooling injection 
quantities and locations, have been specified. 
Ref. 3.3 Work on contributions for the TRAC Input data record has 
- 3 -
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started on schedule. 
Ref. 3.4 Data for sensor locations in the region of the Instrumented 
vent valve have been prepared. 
Ref. 3.5 Participation in national and international coordination 
meetings. 
Ref. 3.6 The vent valves have been ordered. 
6. Results 
--------~--~--
Ref. 3.1 After the revised engineering drawings were discussed with 
KWU and GRS the vent valves were released for fabrication. 
Ref. 3.2 The present design of the UPTF guarantees a satisfactory 
modelling of the processes in a BBR reactor during the 
refill/reflood phase. 
Ref. 3.4 The sensor locations in the downcomer and In the region of 
the vent valves were defined not only by BBR requirements 
but also by the boundary conditions of the design of the ex-
perimental vessel. Satisfactory compromises have been 
reached. 
7. Next Steps 
Activities still to be carried out will be performed and completed 
in accordance with the progress of the overall proJect. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
The project is closely related to the activities for the 2D/3D pro-
ject (UPTF) as a whole, with respect to both contents and schedule. 
9. References 




Benchtsze1traum/Period Klassifikallon/Ciasslflcatlon Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1. - 31.12.1982 1.2 RS 314 






Application and Development of Re flood Reaktorsicherheit 
Computer Codes (GRS)mbH 
Arbe1tsbeg1nn/ln1tiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.10.1977 31.12.1982 Prof. Dr. E. Hicken 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updatmg Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing December 1982 
1. General Aim 
Parallel and complemantary investigations to the experimental 
research program sponsored by BMFT as well as the development 
of computer codes for the analysis of the refill and reflood 
phases of LOCA. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Application of reflood codes within the frame of analytical 
work for the refill and reflood exPeriments 2D/3D, CCTF and PKL. 
2.2 Development and improvement of reflood codes. 
2.3 Implementation of foreiqn codes. 
2.4 DeveloPment of DRUFAN. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Analytical assistance to 2D/3D. 
3.2 Analytical assistance to CCTF. 
3.3 Analytical assistance to RS 287 (PKL). 
3.4 Check out of further codes. 
3.5 Development of numerical methods of hiqh efficiencY. 
3.6 DeveloPment and improvement of sinqle models. 
3.7 Development of the FLUT-code. 
3.8 Implementation of foreign codes. 
3.9 DeveloPment of DRUFAN. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
ExPerimental facilities: PKL, CCTF, SCTF (in operation). 
UPTF (construction). 
Computer Codes: TRAC, DRUFAN, FLUT. 
-2-
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5. Progress to Date 
ad 3.1 Steady state calculation with TRAC-PF1 for the German Reference 
Reactor (GPWR) has been performed and input data for this 
reactor have been transmitted to LANL. Calculations for all 
ohases of a LOCA with a double ended cold leg break and 
degraded ECCS (only 2 hot leq injections) have been per-
formed with TRAC-PF1 successfully. SCTF run 507 was post-
calculated with TRAC-PF1 (7.4). Assistance for the Upper-
Plenum-Test-Facility (UPTF) with special emphasis on 
instrumentation and core simulator design and performance. 
ad 3.3 From PKL test series I 4 posttest-calculations and for 





In addition 2 posttest-calculations (series I) and 1 prediction 
(series II) with FLUT. 
Models in FLUT have been improved. 
Documentation for the DRUFAN-02 code was completed. 
Results 
The main results from the TRAC-PF1 calculation for the double 
ended cold leg break GPWR have been 
the pressurizer flow durinq the blowdown phase results in 
a precooling of the core, 
near the hot leg injection locations water break-through 
into the core while in areas near hot leqs with no ECC 
injection steam flow from the core into the upper plenum 
was calculated, 
the maximum cladding temperatures exist during the blow-
down phase. 
The oscillatory behaviour of water plugs are 
different in the 4 loops. 
Post-calculations of 4 PKL tests with TRAC-PF1 are in a 
satisfactory agreement with experimental data. 
ad 2.2 Posttest-calculations with FLUT for tests in FLECHT, FEBA,SCTF 
and PKL have been satisfactory. 
ad 2.3 TRAC-PF1 (7.6) has been imolemented on the Amdahl 470/VB 
computer. This version could be used also on computers of 
IBM type. 
- 3 -
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7. Next Steps 
As specified. 
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B. Relation to other Projects 
RS 314 
Within code development some other test data are used. 
9. References 
A number of interoffice notes were prepared which will later 
be ~ublished in reports. 





0 1 . J an . '9 8 2 - 3 1 . De c . 1 9 8 1 . 2 
Kennzeichen/Project ~umber 
RS 42 
Vorhaben/Pr6ject Title Land/Country 
Abstellung eines Resident Engineer fur das F.R.G. Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
2D/3D-Projekt nach Japan (JAERI) BMFT 
2D/3D-Project Resident Engineer for Japan Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
(JAERI) Gesellschaft flir 
Reaktorsicherheit 
(G R S) 
Arbeetsbeginnllnitiated 
1. Sept. 1979 
Arbeitsende/Completed 
31.Aug.1984 
Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Dipl.-Phys. H.-G.Herdtl 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 




The main objective of the resident engineer ?rogram in 
Japan is to promote communication between JAERI and the 
GRS in the 2D/3D cooperative ?rogram. 
Particular Objectives 
The Japan Resident Engineer shall provide international 
communication and liaison bet'l.o~een JAERI and GRS for 
the 2D/3D program which involves coupling tests between 
the Slap Core Test Facility (SCTF) and the Upper Plenum 
Test Facility (UPTF), experimental test information for 
GRS reflood studies, and inforrnaton for TRAC code cal-
culations in support of experimentation at JAERI8s re-
flood test facilities in Japan. Some of the specific 
tasks to be performed by the Japan Resident Engineer 
are as follows: 
2.1 Maintain contact with and cognizance of the activities 
and accomplishments of the Japanese 2D/3D Program. 
2.2 Attend JAERI meetings concerned with the discussion of 
instrumentation requirements, design reviews, schedules, 
program status, test plans, and the review of test data 
pertinent to the 2D/3D program. 
2.3 Provide GRS and its FRG contractors with the up-to-date 
information on the status of design, requirements, test 
results be sending appropriate technical reports, 
drawings, and data promptly to the GRS. 
e 
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2.4 Participate in JAERI design and experimental activities as 
designated by and with with the approval of the JAERI 
Project Manager to the extent that such activities do not 
impact on the time required for liasion duties. 
2.5 Assist GRS in organizing and scheduling meetings in Japan/ 
USA/ FRG. 
2.6 Present technical reviews of the JAERI 2D/3D program to GRS 
and its contractors on GRS's request. 
2.7 Participate in all appropiate technical meetings. 
2.8 Identify potential problem areas in the Japanese program 
involving the FRG interest and alert GRS of the need for 





Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Progress to Date and Results 
Work performed during the reporting period: 
Assistance to JAERI was provided in interpretation and 
particial translation of technical documents concerning the 
German Upper Plenum Test Facility (UPTF) and PKL. 
Participation in the 20/30 coordination and expert meetings 
at JAERI in March 82. Assistance in preparing papers and 
presentations was provided. Current information on the tests 
of the Cylindrical Core Test Facility (CCTF) and of the 
Slap Core Test Facility (SCTF), problems in the instrumen-
tation performance during the experiments and progress in CCTF 
and SCTF testing has been reported. 
Assistance in writing Quick Look Reports of the CCTF and 
SCTF tests was provided. Participation in meetings JAERI 
and its subcontractors. Communication to the GRS and its 
contractors on the problems caused by the delay on UPTF 
project related to the Japanese SCTF-Core-III project. 
Activities in software development for plotting and indivi-
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dual analysis of the CCTF and SCTF test data on the 
FACOM-OS-IV/F4 computer system. 
Assistance in preparing the data reports and analysis 
reports of CCTF and SCTF test runs .. 
Next Steps 
Assistance in technical information exchange will be 
provided to JAERI and GRS. Progress in CCTF and SCTF test-
ing will be continously reported to GRS. 
Relations with other Projects 
This project is part of the international 20/30 program 
performed in Japan, USA, and Germany. 
References 
Degree of Availability 

Benchtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.4. - 31 . 12 . 1982 1.2 RS 603 
Vorhaben/Pro]ect Title Land/Country 
Assignment of a Resident Engineer to Los . 






Arbeltsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.4.1982 31.3.1983 Prof. Dr. E. Hie ken 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
continued 31.12.1982 
1. General Aim 
The primary objective is to represent the German interest in LANL and 
the USNRC. The resident engineer observes the US activity in the 2D/ 
3D project and assists in the transfer of information from the 2D/3D 
project to the BMFT. The resident engineer is involved in many private 
discussions concerning the planning and organization of the 2D/3D pro-
ject and aids in the communication between FRG and USA representa-
tives. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Assistance in the GPWR and UPTF calculations. 
2.2 Assistance in the analysis of the GPWR and UPTF. 
2.3 Obtainment of information pertinent to the 2D/3D project. 
2.4 Exchange of information concerning the verification of TRAC-PF1. 
3. Research Program 
the same as item 2. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Codes 
Performance of analysis with the TRAC-PF1 code. 
5. Progress to Date 
Ref. 2.1 Listing and modification of the GPWR base case input deck, preparation 
of the input for the GPWR ECC system model, preparation and assistance 
in the input model for the UPTF base case calculation. 
Ref. 2.2 Assistance in analysis of the GPWR results, verification of the ECC sys-
tem model and presentation of the results at the Washington TCC Meeting. 
Ref. 2.3 Representation of the German interests concerning the TRAC-PF1 models 
- 2 -
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(condensation, interfacial friction), and making available the results to 
scientists in Germany. 
Ref. 2.4 Representation of the German interests concerning the TRAC-PF1 veri-
fication and making available the results to TRAC-PF1 code users in 
Germany. 
6. Results 
The GPWR base case calculation is complete. The input for the first 
UPTF system calculation has been prepared. 
7. Next Steps 
Ref. 2.2 Pursuance of information concerning the analysis of the GPWR and 
UPTF. 
Ref. 2. 3 Pursuance of any new information. 
Ref. 2.4 Continuation of work on the UPTF calculations. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
None. 
9. References 
Coauthor - 11 GPWR-1982 TRAC-PF1 Input Deck Description 11 
Los Alamos Technical Note LA-2D/3D-TN-82-10, November 1982 
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1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Tester les dernieres versions des codes amer1cains RELAP 4 et TRAC sur 
des experiences fran~aises du type analytique afin de determiner les 
possibilites et les limites des modeles de transfert de chaleur utilises 
dans ces codes pour les phases depressurisation et renoyage. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Tester le jeu de correlations de coefficients d'echange et les modeles 
hydrauliques disponibles dans RELAP 4 Mod 6 ( ou des versions anterieures 
Mod 3 et Mod 5), 
a) pour la phase depressurisation en les utilisant pour representer des 
experiences de la boucle OMEGA. 
b) pour la phase renoyage en les appliquant a des calculs d'experiences 
realisees sur la boucle ERSEC· 
Tester les modeles du code TRAC sur ces memes experiences. 
Le contenu de ces tests est le suivant 
Phase depressurisation 
Analyse d'essais OMEGA dont la geometrie de l'element chauffant est soit 
un tube refroidi interieurement, soit une grappe de 36 barreaux dans la 
geometrie 17 X 17 ( pression initiale 150 Bars; flux thermique 0,60 ou 
125 W/cm2). 
Phase renoyage 
Calcul d'essais ERSEC, en tube, couvrant une gamme interessante de 
! parametres (debit d'injection, temperature de 1 'eau d'injection tempera-
j ture initiale de paroi, pression) puis calculs d'essais ERSEC en grappe 
l __ --6--X-6_. ------------------------------~ 
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3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMMES 
Utilisation des resultats experimentaux des boucles ERSAC et OMEGA situees 
au Service des Transferts Thermiques du Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de 
Grenoble (fiches 145-1-04 et 145-1-05). 




Travaux sur essais de la premiere campagne acheves; essais adiabatique 
et avec puissance. 
Balayage d'options sur les versions successives du code RELAP, Mod 3 
et Mod 5. 
Etudes intermediaires : modele de glissement {Mod 5 et 6), 
representation geometrique de l'element chauffant (plaque equivalente/ 
tube reel), correlations (selon version: .Mod 5/ ~1od 6). 
Essais zeme campagne : travail d'analyse commence. 
Configuration grappe. 
1ere campagne 
Analyse de 2 essais representatifs . 
Etudes pa rametri ques . 
Comparaison experience-calcul, 
determination des conditions optimales 
d'utlisation de RELAP 4. 
zeme campagne 
Fin 80, debut 81 
Calculs preliminaires .......................... 1er semestre 81 
pour un ensemble de situations figurant dans la 
grille d'essa!s ( et differentes des configura-
tions de la 1ere campagne), selon la taille et 
l'emplacement des breches, et la puissance. 
Calculs relatifs a des essais effectivement 
rea 1 i ses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . zeme sem 81, 82 
Optionspour calculs RELAP : en regle generale figees. 
Ensemble etendu de configurations experimentales 
( toujours breches doubles) 
section totale de breche grande (500 mm2) ou moyenne (190 mm2) 
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rapport variable des sections de breches situees en aval ou 
en amont de la section chauffante ( par rapport au sens 
initial de l'ecoulement), 
flux variable, nul, 0 = 60 W/cm2(flux moyen dans un coeur de 
reacteur ),0 = 100 W/cm2 (flux maximum). 
Calcul et interpretation du probleme 2tandard OCDE N° 7 (essai ERSEC 
No 1857) a faible debit impose 5 g/cm s. 
Calcul de l'essai ERSEC No 2034 a fort debit impose: 12 g/cm2 s. 
Etude parametrique de differentes options du code : coefficient 
d'echange en ecoulement disperse, correlation d'entrainement. 
Calcul d'essais grappe a pression 3 bars, 1 bar et 6 bars. 
Calcul de deux essais tube : TUBA 2 - adiabatique avec breche aval 
totale 
TUBA 6 - flux de 125W/cm2 et breche aval 
totale 
Calcul de deux essais grappe: MEGA 9 Breche aval maximum 
MEGA 7 - Breche double maximum 
Quatre essais ont ete calcules 
~T sa toe p (bars) 
2517 ter 20 3 
2625 50 3 
2624 bis 50 3 debit oscillant 
2505 20 1 
0 = 4,5 W/cm2 debit massique 6 g/cm2 s 
Aucun nouveau calcul TRAC n'a ete realise en 82 
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Configuration tube . 
De l'analyse d'essais de la 1ere campagne (examen de p, Tfl, M, G, 
Tparoi) un ensemble d'options pour 1 'hydraulique s'est degage : 
debit critique Henry-Fauske/HEM 
inhomogeneite glissement (avec decoupage assez fin de la region 
la plus eloignee de la breche et de grande section-
ou la vitesse est faible). 
Une etude de sensibilite au decoupage pour le modele de glissement a 
montre que de bons bilans de masse et une propagation d'un front de 
taux de vide (niveau) pouvaient etre obtenus. 
Une premiere comparaison des options sur les correlations d'echange 
thermique semble montrer que le nouveau jeu de t1od 6 apporte des 
progres surtout pour la prediction des temperatures maximales de l'ele-
ment chauffant. 
Configuration grappe 
-Analyse d'essais de la 1ere campagne. 
Le code RELAP 4 Mod 6 permet d'obtenir de bons resultats avec les 
modeles HEM ( pour le debit critique ) et de glissement ( pour 
l'inhomogeneite de l'ecoulement ), et avec la modelisation geometrique 
simplifiee qu'il permet. Des ecarts sur les temps de montee en 
temperature calcules et mesures sont apparus. 
Il est done necessaire de tenir compte de la perturbation due a la 
prise de mesure des temperatures de paroi ( constante de temps des 
thermocouples)- soit en corrigeant les mesures.experimental~s, soit 
en donnant une descriftion approximative de la JOnct1on parol-thermo-
couple pour le calcu . 
- Calculs 2eme campagne. 
Les essais de la deuxieme campagne ont fait l'objet d'une comparaison 
experience/calcul; il apparait que, globalement, ils ont ete decrits 
de fa~on satisfaisante; cependant, la qualite des resultats varie avec 
les configurations geo~etriques. La bonne tendance des conclusions 
tirees des calculs " 1ere campagne" se trouve confirmee- particulie-
rement si,se pla~ant dans une optique de calculs "en aveugle" on 
cherche une bonne qualite moyenne. Mais un m~illeur ~hoix d'options 
Reut etre realise cas par cas par l'analyse a poster1or1, en 
fonction des differences de configuration. 
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Phase renoyage : ERSEC 
=-=-=-=-=-----=-=-=-=-
L'interpretation de nos calculs et la comparaison des resultats des 
differents participants au probleme standard OCDE ont montre que si la 
temperature maximale de gaine est relativement bien predite (+ 10 %), 
par contre, les temps de trempe sont beaucoup trop faibles surtout pour 
la partie inferieure du tube. De plus certains parametres physiques tels 
que la perte de pression le long du canal ou la temperature de vapeur en 
sortie sont tres mal calcules, ce qui s'explique par le fait que la 
physique des phenomenes de renoyage est tres mal representee dans les 
modeles utilises dans le code. 
Une erreur de code a ete mise en evidence dans la methode numerique 
implicite de couplage des modeles d'entrainement liquide et de surchauff 
de vapeur. 
Tube - Depressurisation trop rapide, breche 50 % donne des resultats 
assez bons 
Grappe - MEGA 9 depressurisation assez bonne jusqu•a t = 10 secs 
MEGA 7 trop rapide 
- Vitesse de trempe generalement nettement inferieure a la valeur 
experimentale. La correlation de temperature minimum d•ebullition pour 
film en est partiellement responsable. 
- Temperature maximum souvent atteinte trop tot il semble que cela soit 
dO en grande partie a une surestimation des echanges paroi-vapeur a 
taux de vide eleve. 
Les temperatures de paroi calculees sont beaucoup plus irregulieres 
que celles tirees des mesures . Ceci est dO a la fois aux fluctuations 
importantes de taux de vide et de vitesse et aussi aux changements 
brutaux des coefficients d'echange paroi-vapeur et paroi-liquide. 
- Le calcul est tres couteux le pas de temps etant limite par la 
condition de Courant a environ 1o-2 sec. 150 secondes de temps reel 
ont necessite 1H15 de CDC 7600. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
5.1 Code RELAP 4 Mod 6 
I 
I 
Le travail d'analyse sera mofns systematique du point de vue des options! 
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du code (puisqu'un jeu d'options optimum a deja ete degage); en 
revanche il le sera davantage par rapport a 1 'ensemble des differentes 
configurations d'essais (variation du volume et de la forme des 
"plenums", de la taille et de l'emplacement de la breche, de la 
puissance). Cette plus grande gamme d'essais etudies pourra avoir une 
repercussion sur le jeu d'options anterieur. 
L'analyse est pratiquement achevee; une note est en cours de redaction. 
Toutefois, les mesures de temperatures de paroi presentant un defaut 
systematique ( effet d'inertie des thermocouples), un complement a 
1 'analyse pourra etre effectue si on vient a disposer d'un bon modele 
pour ameliorer le depouillement de ces mesures. 
5.2 Code TRAC 
Des calculs avec la version TRAC PF 1 sont envisages. En ce qui concerne 
0~1EGA 1' interet de TRAC PF 1 reside dans la model isation de la breche et 
1 'utilisation du systeme a 6 equations. En ce qui concerne ERSEC cette 
nouvelle version pourrait apporter une diminution sensible du coat 
calcul. 
11 est prevu de reprendre les calculs ERSEC avec TRAC PF 1. Ces derniers 
seront realises avec deux modeles differents : le modele 3-D et le 
modele 1-D. Le modele 3-D etant tres proche de TRAC PD 2 on s'attend a 
ce que les resultats soient proches de ceux deja obtenus. Par contre le 
modele 1-D devrait fournir des resultats nettement differents; en parti-
culier on espere que le coat d'un calcul sera tres reduit. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
- Calcul des accidents de refroidissement des reacteurs 
a eau ............................................... (fiche 145-1-01) 
- Developpement du code de 2eme generation CATHARE 
pour l'etude de l'accident de perte de caloporteur 
dans les reacteurs a eau pressurisee : Programme 
general coordonne ................................... (fiche 145-1-02) 
- Thermohydraulique du LOCA : Etude experimentale de 
la phase depressurisation des accidents de perte de 
refrigerant des reacteurs a eau. Programme OMEGA ..... (fiche 145-1-04) 
- Thermohydraulique du LOCA: etude experimentale de la 
phase renoyage des accidents de perte de refrigerant 
des reacteurs a eau. Programme ERSEC ............... . 
- Evaluation-verification RELAP-TRAC. Calculs 
SEMISCALE- LOFT- PKL .............................. (fiche 145-1-13) 
-Evaluation-verification: Programme LOBI ............ (fiche 145-1-14) 
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7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
ADalyse par le code RELAP 4 Mod 5 d•un 
1ere campagne 
M. MEZZA - Note technique SEAREL 79/10 
essai adiabatique OMEGA 
Analyse par le code RELAP 4 Mod 5 d•un essai OMEGA avec puissance 
M. MEZZA - Note technique SEAREL 79/13 
Le modele de glissement du code RELAP 4; sensibilite au decoupage 
M. MEZZA - Note technique SEAREL 80/23 
Le traitement de la thermique en depressurisation dans le code RELAP 4 
M. MEZZA - Note technique SEAREL 80/25 
Evaluation du code RELAP 4 Mod 6 pour les calculs d•experiences et 
d•accident de reacteurs. 
(communications fran~aises a la reunion OCDE Paris 18/20.6.80) 
B. ADROGUER, M. MEZZA, R. POCHARD, R. SENEMEAUD, N. TELLIER 
Note technique SEAREL 80/26 
Calculs d•essais OMEGA, configuration GRAPPE ( 1ere campagne, 1977) 
avec le code RELAP 4 Mod 6 
M. MEZZA - Note technique SEAREL a paraitre 
Cal~uls preliminaires d•essais OMEGA, configuration GRAPPE 
( 2eme campagne, 1981 ) avec le code RELAP 4 Mod 6. 
M. MEZZA - Note technique SEAREL 81/37 
Calculs d•essais OMEGA, configuration GRAPPE ( 2eme campagne, 1981) 
avec le code RELAP 4 Mod 6 
M. MEZZA - Note technique SEAREL a paraitre 
Analyse d•une experience de renoyage ERSEC a 1•aide du code RELAP 4 Mod 6 
N. TELLIER, M. PICHON - Note technique SEAREL 79/06 
Draft Comparison Report on OECD-CSNI. LOCA standard problem N° 17 : 
Analysis of a reflooding experiment. 
R. DERUAZ, N. TELLIER - CSNI report No 55 ( 1979 ) 
.. Qualification de TRAC - Rapport d•avancement au 1.3.81 
B. NOEL Rapport TT No 167 
Calculs de renoyage sur les experiences ERSEC GRAPPES avec le code TRAC PO 2 
B. NOEL, A. FORGE, rapport TT/SEMTH/ 82 - 3 SEAREL 82/66 
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I CLASSIFICATION ' I ' 1.2 I I 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : COUNTRY ' I 
' 
' 
ITALY I Studio teorico-sperimentale della termoidraulica 
durante la refriaerazione di emergenza per allaaa-
mento del basso. SPONSOR : 
Polltecnico di Torino 
I TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) . ORGANISATION . ( . ) . . 
Theoretical and Experimental Study of Bottom Flooding Politecnico di Tor1no 
Thermal-Hydraulics. 
PROJECT LEADER : 
M. De Salve 
I 
I INITIATED . COMPLETED . SCIENTISTS ' I . . . January 1976 B. Panella 
STATUS . LAST UPDATING . 
' 
. 
In proarees April 1982 
(•) Istituto di Fisica Tecnica ed Impianti Nucleari. 
l. General aim and particular objectives. 
This experimental and theoretical study is to improve the knowledge of the heat and mass 
transfer mechanism durina the reflooding. 
2. Particular objectives. 
3. 
To find, for different linear thermal capacities and lenght ln tubular and annular test 
section, the influence of 1nl tiel thermal energy and of the linear thermal power 
on the chnnological occurrence of heat transfer regimes and heat flux versus !low 
rate and inlet subcooling. 
Experimental facilities and programme. 
An experimental facility with an inner heated annular test section and tubular test 
section has been built. The followina parameters are measured: wall temperatures 
along the test section, floodina rate, exit fluid temperature and void fractton 
(by an impedance probe), liquid temperature and flow rate in 8 liquid collector, 
pressure drop across the test section, pressure in the bottom and top plenum, the 
liquid carried-over by the steam. Investigations are restricted to atmospheric pressure, 
small and high flooding rates, high initial wall temperatures (T"' 800°C) and htgh 
and smell inlet subcooling. Bottom flooding testa have been performed in a tubular 
test section with variable inlet aubcooling, heated power, flow rate for two thikness 
and lenghta. 
d. Progress to date. 
~any tests in both rod annular and tubular-test sections have been performed (I.D.Bmm 
and 0.0. 10 mm) in the following ranges: initial wall temperature from 600 to Bvo•c· 




T!TLE (ENGLISH Llu'i'GUAGE): 




test section parametric studies have performed for I.D.= 10 mm; 0.0.= 12;13 mm and le~ 
ghts of 1 m and 1.5 m. 
The experimental results show the dependency of the quenching temperature and rewetting 
front velocity from the rate, initial wall temperature, inlet subcooling, the linear 
thermal power and axial position . 
• - Next steps. 
Theoretical models have been analysed and an attempt to evaluate the hea~ transfer coef-
ficients in all regions during rewetting is going on. The instrumentation will be impro-
ved particularly as regards the superheate~ vapor temperature, the void fraction at the 
exit and the liquid and steam flow rate measurements. Tests with an Inconel test section 
will be performed -and also the rewetting with constant head flow rate will be investi-
gated. 
. . 
• - Reference documents aRd d~gree of availability. 
All the results will be available. 
M. De Salve: "Aspett~ teimoidraulici nel ribagnamento di un elemento riscaldante ad 
eievata-·teni.pe-ra:rut~n-.- -"?'rUf99", settembre 1977, Politecnico di Torino. 
- M.De Salve: _"Esperienze di allagamento di un elemento riscaldante ad elevata tempe-
ratura". PT IN 101, Novembre 1977, Politecnico di Torino. 
. . 
- M.De Salve: "Model1i matematici per· lo studio del ribagnamento di elementi riscalda-
ti ad elevate temperature"- Parte I (Modelli monodimensionali). PT IN 102, febbraio 
1978, ?olitecnico di Torino. 
- G.Del Tin, M.De Salve, B.Panella: "!{eat transfer during rewetting by bottom flooding" 
ENS/ANS International Topical Meeting on nuclear reactyor safety, Brussels, October, 
15-19, 1978. 
- G.Del Tin, M.De Salve, B.Panella: "Geometry and heat capacity effects on hea~ tran-
sfer- during rewetting by bottom flooding." 2nd multi-phase flow and. heat transfer 
symposium workshop, Miami-Beach, Florida, U.S.A., April, 16-18, 1979. 
- G.Del Tin, M.De Salve, B.Panella: "Heat transfer during rewetting by bottom floodi::g 
in tubes of different thickness". European Two-Phase Flow Qroup Meeting, ISpra, June 
5-8,- 1979. 
- M.De Salve, B.Panella: "Un modello per il calcolo termoidraulico nel ribagnamento di 
-un tuba per allagamento dal basso". PT IN 111, luglio 1979, Politecnico di Torino. 
- M.De Salve, B.Panella:"Thermal-Hydra.ulic of bottom reflooding in tubes with diffe-
rent thickness and length". Paper presEnted. at the topical meeting en "~ucle2.::- Resc-
tor Thermal-Hydraulics" Saratoga, New York, October 1980. 
(Politecnico di Torino, Istituto di Fisica Tecnica ed Impianti Nucleari, 
_8orso Duca deg1i Abruzzi, 24 - 10129 Torino) 
Additional information. 








A.TTIVITA' DI RICERCA FINALIZZATA NEL CAMPO DELLA TE:Rr--OIDRA.!:!.f--------IT-. .:..L-Y ___ 
1 
1 LICA DEI TRANSITORI CONSEGUENTI A LOCA PER IL REATTORE PNR I 
ENEL UNIFICATO SPONSOR : I 
ENEL 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : ORGANISATION : 
I 
FYNALIZED RESEARCH ACTIVITY IN THE FIELD OF 11-fERr..-0-HYDRAU 






PROJECT LEADER : 
i 
G. TREBBl I 
i 
INITIATED : COMPLETED : SCIENTISTS : 
1980 L. SELLA 
F. OONATINI 
STATUS : LAST UPDATING : 
IN PROGRESS May 1982 
1 . General aim 
The research has the purpose to develop an extensive knuw-how about the thermal-rlL_ 
draul1c aspects ofLOC~S transients for the ENEL reference PWR plant. The follow 
1.ng a.spects will be investigated: 
a) Primary syste11 therma..l-hydraulic behaviour 
b) Fuel assembly therma..l behaviour (refill - refload phase) 
c) Conta1nment behaviour/ECCS performance. 
In the next years such three aspects could be spl1tted up 1.n three distinct res.::arc:~ 
act1.vities. 
2. Particular objectives 
Walif1cation of REL\P 4 codes chain for L.OC.~ S analyses applled to FWR ENEL reac __ ,t· 
( 8-<1/Best estimat~ calculations), extended to the refill-reflood transients. The _::: 
nalyses will cover a great range of breaks (large DE-small) and ECCS perfo~~ 
ce, under var1.ous hypotheses. Compar1sons with experimental results w1.ll be mad~ 
with OECD/CSNI Stanrtard Problems program. 
The cor.tainment will be anal ized with CONTDIPT LT and CCMPARE :'vODl codes and the 





TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) 
CLASS!F!CAT!ON : 
1.1.2, 1.1.4., 1.2 
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In progress June 1983 
General aim 
To provide and maintain advanced thermal-hydraulic computer code::; fur 
independent LOCA analysis of Swedish nuclear power reactors, and to 
perform research on hypothetic and real accident sequences. 
Particular objectives 
Maintenance of RELAP5 and development of a program package for LOCA 
analysis of BWRs, analysis of the Oskarshamn 2 reactor (large breaks) 
and Ringhals 2 reactor (small breaks), qualitative code assessment 
using FIX-II experime~ts and international standard problems, 
developmental assessment of heat transfer correlation, investigation 
of modelling requirements for prediction of system behaviour during 
small breaks. 
Project status 
Most activities listed are in progress. Planned efforts on 02 
calculations, standard problems and small break modelling requirements 
are near completion. 
Application and asessment of RELAP5/Mod1 reveal needs for improvements 
in some of the physical models. It has been found that the code 
predicts well an overall system behaviour during small breaks with a 
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To determine the distribution of ECCS spray coolant under all reactor conditions. 
2. Particular Objectives 
1. Study of conditions in core, upper plenum and bypass after spray initiation. 
2. How is spray distribution affected ? 
3. Effect of reduced spray flow on core cooling. 
4. Complete documentation of previous tests to verify core spray function. 
5. Decision on the need for further tests. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
The previous facility is dismantled. Any new facility wilJ depend on the outcome of 
Phase 1. 
4. Project Status 
1. Completed 
2. No further tests required. Existing spray shown to be acceptable with good margin. 
2 
5. Relation to other Projects and Codes 
No other related work. 
6. Reference Documents 
1. AAPMRCC81-119. 
Projektbeskrivning. Projekt DOWSE: Etapp 1. 
Undersokning av behovet av nya hardstrilprov (Project description). 
2. AA PM KPA 82-81 (H. Tinoco). 
Model for description of spray cone with condensation. 
3. AA PM KPA 83-05 (H. Tinoco). 
Study of the conditions under which good spray distribution is required. 
4. AA PM K PA 83-01 (D. Burns). 
Final report on the question of renewed spray distribution testing for external 
pump reactors. 
7. Degree of Availability 
ASEA-A TOM reserves the right to deem which reports should be regarded as 
confidential. The sponsor may use the non-confidential. reports as he thinks fit, though 
on a non-commercial basis. 
Contact person: David Burns 
AB AS EA-A TOM 
BOX 53 
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DFSCRlPTlON 
1. Cf'neral Aim 
Tn improve understanding of the heat transfer and hydraulic processes during 
1'\..'K rdlood following LOCA in order to improve the cffectivencu of Emcrgf'ncy 
Core Cooling. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To provide experimental data needed to improve models of reflood phenomena, 
csp~cially rewetting of the fuel. Particular aspects of concern are:-
(a) Tnflurnce of clad properties and local two phase heat transfer on 
TC\o.•etting. 
(b) Efff'cts of cluRtcr distortion, for.example clad balloonin~. on heat 
t r.111,qf er and on quenching •. 
3. ~~c>rimental Facilitic~ 
(i) RU'LF.X Fir,. A sinr,le tube rcflood test rig with hir,hly insulated tl·&t 
11t·ctionR rcprcRcnting both undistorted and ballooned fuel. 
(ii) CRFATE (Cluster Rig Electrochcmi~al Analogue Tests). This is us0d to 
obtnin detailed distribution of heat transfer coefficients in bnlloonco 
cluatC'rs. 
(iii) Emcr~C'ncy Core Cooling Tes~ Facility: A test rig capable of mour1lin~ 
lnrr.'' full lC'n~th electrically hc.1tl'd bundll'll (cg 8 X 8) for cmcq~l'ncy 
cooling expl'rimC'nts at pressures up to 70 bar. 
RI:FI.EY is being used for single tube bottom flooding tests. ElcctrochE"mical 
analogue results have been obtained for a 67 pin ballooned 'cluster. 
Sinr.l" tube nnd 3-D t(·llt Rections 11imulating cnn bnllooninK nr(' bc>ing 
dt•~oignt'd for REFLEX. Indirectly hc3tcd. balloont!d fuel pin aimulators are 





Thermohydraulic Safety Studies Ii..!..~ Heater llod Cluster Rig 
Effects of Fuel Pin Balloonins on 
Tit J <> 2 lleflood Heat Trander 
Initiated 1.6.78 
Status Continuing Last updatin&._ 







The aim of this project is to study some of the effects of fuel 
pin ballooning on emergency coolins heat transfer. Measurements will 
be made of heat transfer around ballooned pine in an otherwise undi&torted 
pin array. Electrically heated rods (~ 1 metre heated length) will be 
used as fuel pin simulators. These rods will be supported vertically 
in a cylindrical silica sleeve (to provide a flow visualization facility) 
at near atmospheric pressure. Pin ballooning will be simulated by 
attaching metal aleeves to the heater rods. Initially, the aleevea 
will be attached at the asme axial level to look at the effect• of a 
coplanar blockage over a fractiop (~ 30%) of the area of the rod cluster. 
Direct measurements will be made of auperbeat in the ateam and steam-
water flows used to cool the rode. lod temperatures wilt be measured 
by internal thermocouplea. · · 
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1.3. BEHAVIOUR AND INFLUENCE OF FUEL-ELEMENTS 
SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO BLOWDOWN AND ECCS 

-285-
Berichtsze1traum/Penod Klasslflkation/Ciassificallon Kennzelchen/Project Number 
01.01.82 - 31.12.82 1 . 3 150 448 
Vorhaben/Project T1tle Land/Country 
Unter~uchung des Wiirmedurchgangs durch den FRG 
Spalt zwi~chen Brennstoff und Hull rohr bei Fordemde I nsii!Utlon/Sponsor 
LWR-Brennstiiben BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf /Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Heat conductance of the fuel-to-cladding gap Reaktortechnik 
of LWR rods, Irradiation tests 
B 2 1 1 , Erlangen 
Arbeltsbeglnn/lnlliated Arbeitsende/Completed Le1ter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.06.80 30.09.82 *) M. Giirtner 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updatmg Bew1lligte M1ttei/Funds 
Completed 31.12.80 
*) Extension requested 
1. General Aim 
The temperature of the fuel, and hence the energy ston_·d in it, 1s the 
most significant parameter governing rod behaviour under hypothetical 
loss-of-coolant accident conditions. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The fuel temperature 1s not directly measurable in a power reactor 
and therefore has to be calculated by means of physical models. These 
models are based on measured data which exhibit a wide scatter range 
and may thus only be used 1n a conservative manner. The irradiation 
experiments in the FRJ-2, to be performed 1n cooperation with KFA 
Jtilich, will provide data exactly defined by an improved mea~uring 
technology and a definite parameter range. These measured data shall 
permit an improvement of the models and thus a precise estimate of 
safety margins which are used for fuel rod de~ign with regard to 
emergency cool1ng criteria today. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Determination of the heat conductance for the gap between 
the fuel and cladding. 
3.2 Investigation of fuel relocation in its various appearances 
(initial, reversible, irreversible relocation) for varying 
burnups and powers. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Boiling water loop LV9 in the FRJ-2 of KFA Julich w1th filter station 
LV47 for fuel rod gas. 
5. Progress to Date 
Re. 3.1 Two experiments have been performed to investigate axial gas 
separation in the fuel rod (test fuel rods TT70 and TT 71). 
Detailed evaluation of the measured data has been carried 
- 2 -
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out. On account of both t·xp(;'r im(;'nt::. being stoppt·d 
very prematurely, agreement has been reached with the con-
ductor of the experiments, KFA Julich, that these irradia-
tions should be repeated partly at least. A start has 
been made on planning the optimum design and irradiation 
level of the test fuel rods to be used for this purpose. 
The first experiment, designed to investigate the effective 
gap size and the influence of fission gas release on gap 
conductance, has begun successfully with the irradiation of 
test fuel rod TT72 for a complete FRJ 2 cycle. The fuel 
rod was run up to its maximum LHGR of 300 W/cm (at the 
thermocouple locations) following a detailed start-up 
program. At a later stage in the reactor cycle, a first 
gas change was implemented in the fuel rod (He -.Ne--.. He). 
Details of the experimental procedure to be used for the 
second irradiation cycle have been established. 
6. Results 
Re. 3.1 In the experiments to detect axial gas separation, there were 
traces of such separation under the following special con-
ditions: 
large effective gap size (fabricated size 250 urn) 
- high xenon content in fillter gas (Xe/He = 40/60 % by volume) 
- elevated initial internal pressure (pi = 30 bar) 
- relatively low LHGR (q < 75 W/cm) 
max 
It is necessary to check these results by repeating th(· ex-
periments as planned. 
In the experiments relating to gap conductance perform(;'d on 
test fuel rod TT72, the instruments so far indicate perfect 
operational behaviour. Fuel centre temperature measurements 
at low fuel rod pressures using various inert gases to 
determine their gas extrapolation lengths indicate that 
temperature? are only significantly dependent on pressure 
in a pressure range below 10 bar, this dependence itself 
being more striking with helium than with neon. 
7. Next Steps 
Re. 3.1 - Further irradiation of test fuel rod TT72 
(measurement of fuel centre temperature as a function of 
filler gas type, filler gas pressure, fabr1cated gap 
- 3 -
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~1ze and burn-up) 
- Preparation and planning for irradiation of te~t fuel 
rod TT 73 
- Irradiation of test fuel rod TT73 
(specific areas of investigation as for test fuel rod TT72, 
additional test parameter: pellet surface roughness) 
- Evaluation and summarization of experiments in gap conduc-
tance on test fuel rods TT72 and TT73 
- Preparation for repeating the prematurely d1scontinued 
experiments on test fuel rods TT70 and TT71 
H. Relation with Other Projects 
Y. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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Benchtsze1traum/Penod Klasslfikation/Ciassification Kennze1chen!Project Number 
01.01.82- 31.12.82 1.3 06.0!.04/19A, 20A, 21A, 22A 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
(PNS 4231.11_31_41_51 
Development and Verification of a Code-System Fordemde Institution/Sponsor 
of Fuel Behavior at Loss of Coolant Accidents BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Karlsruhe GmbH (KfK) 
Entwicklung und Verifizierung eines Code-Systems Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 
zum Brennstabverhalten bei Reaktorstorfallen IRE, INR, IRB 
(PNS) 
Arbe1tsbeg1nn/lmtiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens!Project Leader 
01 01 1973 Dr. Borgwald t, Dr.Meyder, DI .Malang 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
I. General Aim 
The aim of this project 1s the development of a code system SSYST for the transient 
behavior of Zircaloy-clad fuel rods under LOCA (loss of coolant accident) and SFD 
(severe fuel damage) conditions. Connected with this activity are the implementation 
and verification of thermohydraulics-codes for the analysis of the whole system as 
well as for assessing post-LOCA long-term coolability. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Development, verification and maintenance of the modular code system SSYST. Moueliing 
relates to the interaction between the heat transport in the rod, the heat transfer 
in the gap, the deformation of the cladding, the rod internal pressure and the thermo-
hydraulics phenomena in the subchannel. 
Verification and further development of thermohydraulics codes for analysis of the 
primary system and of the single channels. 
3. Research Program 
Development work comprises the following areas: 
Development and verification of SSYST modules for single rod analysis. 
Investigation of interactions between the rods and behavior of rod bundles. 
Implementation and verification of advanced primary system codes. 
Verification of some two-phase bundle codes. 
4. Computer Codes 
Code system SSYST, COMETHE Ill J, RELAP4/MOD6, RELAP5/MOD1, REFLUX. 
5. Work performed 
SSYST-2: 
On request by NEA Data Bank, some support was g1ven 1n the implementation, final 
tests and preparation of the transmittal tape for the released version of SSYST-2. 
This included the demonstation of the coupling of SSYST-2 with RELAP4/MOD6 as Hell 
as with another primary systems code, NORCOOL. 
Activities to increase code reliability by introducing data consistency checks into 
- 2 -
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(PNS 4231.1/3/4/5) 
all general purpose and the majority of physical modules of SSYST have been continued. 
GRS, under subcontract of PNS,made cetailed calculations on the experi~ents F~BEKA-3 
(KfK) and LOC-3 (PBF, Idaho Falls) as a contribution to the verification of SSYST-2. 
SSYST-3: 
The new code version SSYST-3, with additional application modules and a streamlined, 
restructured systems kernel, has been completed. Part of this new version 1s the 
preprocessor code PREPRO for complete checks of large SSYST-3 input files 1n standard 
or free format. SSYST-3 has been prepared to simplify the future inclusion of addi-
tional physical models and a more general execution sequence control. 
The documentation of the creep rupture model NORA2 is completed. This model describes 
creep and rupture behavior of Zircaloy tubes at high temperatures assuming a cylindri-
cal geometry. NORA2 is now also integrated into the SSYST modules STADEF and ZIRKOX, 
so that clad deformations can be determined quickly and precisely. 
Work to integrate the flooding code REFLUX/GRS has been continued. 
SFD-modeling: 
The MULTRAN code completed 1n the last year has been fully integrated into SSYST. It 
models the partitioning of the oxide layer 1n a cubic and a tetragonal part as 
observed at temperatures above 1850 K. 
A special version of the SIMTRAN code has been developed which calculates the fuel 
temperature in a case where a fuel rod or a fuel rod simulator is heated up to the 
melting point of Zircaloy. 
To improve understanding of the fuel rod behavior under SFD-conditions and to 
quantify single effects, calculations of some ESSI experiments performed in the NIELS 
melting facility were started. 
Thermohydraulics codes: 
The KfK-version of RELAP4/MOD6/004 was transmitted to GKSS and NEA Data Bank. 
Cycle 14 of RELAP5/MODI has been put in operation in CYBERNET. That version was used 
to calculate the CSNI Standard Problem 13 (LOFT 12-5). 
The FACOM-version of RELAP5/MOD1/001 that has been taken over from JAERI did not work 
on IBM-system at KfK. To get a running IBM Code extensive adaption work and checkout 
testes have to be donein close cooperation with GRS. In order to reach the level of 
the latest CDC-version of RELAP5/MOD1 the original code updates have been incorporated 
into the IBM-version. 
6. Results obtained 
Verification of SSYST-2: 
The verification calculations of GRS us1ng SSYST-2 yielded a good agreement with the 
measured values. The REFLOS module proved to be suited to simulate the thermohydraulics 
of the REBEKA-3 experiment. The results obtained lie within the scatter band of the 
- 3 -
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The computing times required by SSYST-2 must be considered as extremely favorable; 
compared to SSYST-J they are only 32%. 
SSYST-3: 
A working vers1on of SSYST-3 has been transmitted to GRS, Koln, for field testing. 
The final version of the preprocessor code PREPRO has the following capabilities: 
Input for loosely coupled modules is only scanned and passed. Input for all regular 
fully integrated SSYST-3 modules is accepted in formated, unformated or symbolic 
form and is converted to standard format. In addition, the data are checked for 
formal correctness, and the list of required modules for executing the input is 
evaluated. 
The failure criterium of NORA2 is based on the total circumferential elongation 
(TCE) in the plaine of failure, usually reported for tube burst tests. This failure 
strain is a function of strain rate and temperature. For the pure phases of Zircaloy 
a and B TCE increases with increasing strain rate whereas in the a I B two phase 
region TCE decreases with increasing strain rate. Considering however the local 
'dilure strain of the probes, it is found that the local failure strain is indepen-
dent of the strain rate, in a first approximation. Even the dependence on tempera-
ture becomes simpler. This local failure strain is about 200% to 300%. Therefore 
the sensitivity of TCE with respect to strain rate and temperature must be a 
consequence of local variations of stress and tempe~ature along the circumference 
of the probe. 
This interpretation can be confirmed with the SSYST module AZI. AZI describes a rod 
slice in r-0 geometry. The assumptions for the calculations are: creep law according 
to NORA2, modification of failure strain as indicated above and initial veriations 
1n wall thickness (+/- 10 ~) and in temperature (+/- 2K). Such variations are always 
present for real probes. According to this, also in the model TCE is controlled by a 
localisation of strain caused by imperfections of the probes. 
The computer code for modelling the 3D thermoelastic and plastic deformation of a 
fuel rod cladding between two grid spacers has been successfully tested for the 
thermoelastic solutions and also for plastic deformations. It was found that the 
explicit integration of plastic strains is too time consuming. Improved integration 
techniques are tested now. The documentation of 3D deformation model has begun. 
SFD-modeling: 
The results of the MULTRAN code agree well with the experimental results as reported 
by Cathcart and Leistikow (1000- J500°C), Urbanic and Leistikow (1550-1800°C),and 
0 Baker (above 1940 C). 
- 4 -
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Calculations with the special vers1on of the SIMTRAN code showed that the tempera-
ture difference in the cladding between surface and oxide/metal interface can reach 
values up to 50 K if a rod is heated up to the melting point of Zircaloy. 
The calculation of the thermal behavior of the fuel rod simulators of the ESSI 
experiments showed that the steam flow between the Zircaloy tube and the insulation 
had a strong influence on rod cooling. Experiments performed later in the ESSI test 
series with an insulation directly attached to the Zircaloy tube confirmed this 
finding. 
Thermohydraulics codes: 
The ISM-version of RELAPS/MODI has been updated up to cycle 6 and tested. 
7. Next Steps 
Full integration of REFLUX/GRS as a SSYST module, communicating with other physics 
modules. Implementation of a generalized 'execution sequence control in SSYST-3. 
Analysis of the experimental data on the interaction between fuel and Zircaloy 
cladding. 
Modeling of the interaction between fuel and Zircaloy cladding with respect to the 
oxjgen profile in the cladding wall. 
Starting from 1983 work related to RELAPS and other advanced thermohydraulics codes 
will be continued within a new sub-project 06.01.21. 
8. Relations with other Projects 
This project is part of the general project PNS 06.01 of KfK. Regarding model 
development and verification it relies on the other parts of this project. 
9. Literature 
W. Gulden, R. Meyder, H. Borgwaldt: 
SSYST-A Code System to Analyze LWR Fuel Rod Behavior under Accident Conditions; 
Neweletter of the NEA Data Bank No. 28 (September 1982) pp. 73-102. 
s. Raff: 
Entwicklung e1nes Deformations- und Versorgungsmodells fUr Zircaloy im Hochtempe-
raturbereich zur Anwendung bei Klihlmittelverluststorfalluntersuchungen an Leicht-
wasserreaktoren, KfK-3184 (November 1982). 
10. Availability of the Reports 
No restriction on the literature indicated. 
Primary reports upon request. 
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Investigation of the plastic behavior of Zircaloy-4 (Zry-4) during diffe-
rent reactor incidents, especially LOCA-typical temperature- and stress-
transients and in a LOCA-typical environment. 
Particular Objectives 
Determination of a mechanical equation of state, containing all the para-
meters which influence the plastic strain. 
Research Program 
Tensile testing and creep testing of Zry-4 at high temperatures. 
Influence of texture on plastic properties. 
Influence of grain structure and phase composition on plastic properties. 
Influence of Zro2-coating on plastic properties. 
Burst tests with Zry-4 cladding. 
Isothermal tests. 
Transient tests. 
Combined experiments (integral tests). 
Destructive postexamination of in-pile ballooned rods. 
Preparation of verified burst criterions for Zircaloy-4 cladding. 
Experimental Facilities 
Ref. 3.1 Tensile testing will be performed in an INSTRON closed-loop machine. 
Ref. 3.2 For burst tests in vacuum tubes will be pressurized in a radiant furnace 
(TUBA). For integral experiments (steam environment) cladding with inter-
nal heaters will be used (FABIOLA). 
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5. Progress to Date 
Ref. 3.1 Completion of creep-tests in a close graduation of temperatures. 
Ref. 3.2.2 Completion of FABIOLA-Burst-experiments to verify the developed burst 
criterions. 
Ref. 3.3 Completion of destructive post test examination of irradiated in-pile 
deformed tubes of the G-serie. 
Ref. 3.4 Comparison of creep burst experiments in respect to burst time and burst 
strain. 
6. Results 
Ref. 3.1 The creep test serie is needed to know better - in a close graduation of 
temperatures - the temperature dependence of the stress exponent and the 
stress and temperature dependence of the apparent activation energy of 
creep. By that means the life fraction rule (LFR) will ·be on a level to 
be installed in the international code SSYST to calculate burst times and 
burst temperatures during emergency accidents of pressurized light water 
reactors. 
Ref. 3.2.2 The burst data now available from FABIOLA-experiments up to a heating 
rate of 16 K/sec. had been used on one side to increase the accuracy 
of the constants to calculate burst strains by means of the modified-
Monkman-Grant relationship (MMG). On the other side they had been used 
to verify in respect to burst temperature and burst time the LFR and to 
burst strain the MMG very successful f1,2,3]. 
Ref. 3.3 The evaluation of destructive post test examination of the G-serie 
(35.000 MWd/t preirradiation and in-pile deformation) had been completed 
[4]. Differences in mechanical properties compared to test results with 
cladding containing fresh fuel of A- and B-series and to results from 
tests with preirradiated cladding (F-serie) could not be detected. 
Ref. 3.4 The calculation of burst time and burst strain from creep burst tests of 
the REBEKA-facility (IRB, KfK) with the Larson-Miller extrapolation 
method led for the burst time to acceptable results. The burst strain 
could be calculated in analogy to the modified Larson-Miller extrapolation 
method with erlcouraging results [5]. 
7. Next Steps 
After answering all important questions given on the above question this 
part of the project is completed. 
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8. Relation to other Projects 
PNS 4235.2 {06.01.06/21A) 
PNS 4235.3 (06.01.06/22A) 
PNS 4235.4 {06.01.06/23A) 
9. References 
[1] M. Bo~ek 
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"Lifetime and Failure Strain Prediction for Material Subjected to Non-
stationary Tensile Loading Conditions; Applications to Zircaloy-4" 
ASTM STP 754 (1982) 329 
V [2] M. Bocek, C. Petersen and L. Schmidt 
"The Lifetime and Failure Strain Prediction of Zircaloy-4 Cladding 
Loaded under LOCA-Similar Temperature Ramp Conditions" 
Nuclear Technology (in press) 
[3] M. Bo~ek and C. Petersen 
"Lebensdauer- und Versagensverformungsvorhersage von Zircaloy-4 bei 
KVS-ahnlichen Belastungen" 
Proceeding of Annual KTG-Meeting '82, (1982), Mannheim, F. R. Germany, 
315-318 
[4] P. Hofmann et al. 
"In-pile-Experimente zum Brennstabverhalten beim Kuhlmittelverlustun-
fall {Versuchsserie G)" 
KfK-Report Nr. 3433 (in press) 
[5] Unpublished Report 




Benchtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen!Project Number 
01.01.82 - 31.12.82 1.3 o6.01.06/2IA (PNS 4235.2) 
Vorhaben/Pro]ect Title Land/Country 
Oxidation Behavior of Zircaloy Cladding Tubes during F6rdemde Institution/Sponsor 
a LOCA of LWR BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Oxidationsverhalten von Zircaloy-Hullrohren bei KVS Karlsruhe (KfK) 
von LWR 
Projekt Nukleare Sic her-
heit (PNS) I IMF II 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens!Pro)ect Leader 
01.01.81 31.12.82 Dr. s. Leistikow 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum!Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
1 . General Aim 
Evaluation of the metallographic hot-cell investigation of fuel rods after in-
pile experiments (PNS 4237). 
2. Particular Objectives 
Oxidation behavior of Zircaloy 4 cladding material during LOCA typical in-pile 
tests; comparison with out-of-pile results. 
3. Research Program 
Investigation of the steam oxidation of the external cladding tube surface. 
Corresponding investigation of the internal surface, which is oxidized in con-
tact with the fuel and by steam access via the rupture opening. Evaluation of 
the microhardness profiles measured across the cladding tube wall. Microstruc-
tural evaluation of the maximum cladding temperature for comparison with tem-
perature measurements and for an estimation of azimuthal and axial temperature 
differences. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
See PNS 4237 
5. Progress to Date 
The results of the investigation of the F series fuel rods (20.000 MWd/tu) have 
been published. The evaluation of the G series rods (35.000 MWd/tU) was finished 
and compared with the results of low burn-up rods C (2.500 MWd/tU) and E 
(8.000 MWd/tu) and of electrically heated fuel rod simulators. 
6. Results 
In comparison of all investigat&d rods and simulators the influences of burn-up 
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and nuclear heating are found to be restricted to only some aspects of minor im-
portance. The oxidation during pre-irradiation can be neglected in comparison 
with the steam oxidation during the transient. The external oxide scale thick-
ness shows a common scatter band for all rods with the exception of seriously 
cracked oxide at excessively strained positions and the sporadic occurrence of 
white patches of thick oxide for some of the pre-irradiated rods. The formation 
of white oxide is due to early and localized breakaway behaviour induced by the 
pre-irradiation. Appreciable internal cladding oxidation due to steam access is 
restricted to the burst position where the steam is mainly consumed. Rods with 
higher burn-up have formed scales even thicker than the external scales at the 
vicinity of the burst opening. Altogether the observed oxidation has not deter-
mined the ballooning and burst behaviour of the rods. 
Compared to the as-re~eived cladding condition a higher microhardness level is 
reached already after low burn-up. During the LOCA-transient the hardness de-
creases again and the local values spread to a common scatter band for all 
rods. 
The temperature evaluation of the cladding microstructure has indicated azimuthal 
differences between 0 and about lOO K of peak temperature for different cross 
sections of fuel rods and simulators. The method has proved to be reliable and 
helpful in comparison to the thermocouple measurements during the tests although 
it has allowed only indirect estimations of burst temperatures. 
7. Next Steps 
Publication of the results of the G series fuel rods and concluding report. 
8. Relation to other Programs 
KfK - PNS, KWU, USNRC, JAERI 
9. References 
1) P. Hofmann, C. Petersen, G. Schanz, H. Zimmermann: 
KfK-in-pile Versuche zum Brennstabverhalten in der Aufheizphase eines LOCA; 
Ergebnisse der zerstorenden Nachuntersuchungen. Bericht uber die Versuchs-
serie F. KfK 3288 (March 1982). 
2) Ditto, report about test series G, KfK 3433, in preparation 
3) E.H. Karb, M. PruBmann, L. Sepold, P. Hofmann, G. Schanz: 
LWR Fuel Rod Behavior in the FR2 In-pile Tests Simulating the Heatup Phase of 
a LOCA (Final Report). KfK 3346 (in preparation). 
10. Degree of Availability: Open literature 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen!Project Number 
1. 1. 82 - 31.12.82 1.3 06. 01.07 I -09A. JOA.(PNS 4~36) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Brennstabverhalten in der Blowdownphase e1nes Kiihl-
"' 




FUEL-ROD-BEHAVIOR IN THE BLOWDOWN-PHASE A LOSS-OF- Karlsruhe (KfK) 
COOLANT ACCIDENT; BLOWDOWN FACILITY COSIMA Projekt Nukleare Sic her-
heit (PNS) 
IRE/IT 
Arbeitsbeg1nn/ln1tlated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens!Project Leader 
1.7.1972 lq83 G. Class, IRE, K.Hain, IT 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
1. General Aim 
The aim of experiments 1s to provide information about the failure limits of fuel 
under incident conditions. The improved knowledge of the fuel element behavior in 
the blowdown phase of a loss-of-coolant accident is to be used for the development 
and verification of theoretical models (SSYST). 
2. Particular Objectives 
The experiments are carried out under blowdown conditions typical of PWR's. The 
fuel rod behavior is determined by measurement under the transient load including 
the heat removal from and the internal pressure of the fuel rod. 
3. ResEarch Program 
The experimental program so far includes the simulation of hot and cold leg breaks 
with size of 1 and 2F. In each case experiments are carried out at different rod 
powers and internal pressures. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
A loop facility was built for the experiments 1n which the initial steady state 
conditions can be set with respect to rod power, coolant condition and coolant flow. 
Blowdown transients can be initiated from this initial (quasi) steady state phase. 
5. Work Performed 
In the first half of the period under review, the control system of the test facil-
ity and the data logging system were revamped so as to match a new computer facil-
ity and, consequently, test operation could be resumed only early in the second 
half of the year. 17 blowdown experiments were run by late 1qR2, mainly on the 
pellet relocation problem. 
Various experiments (2F LOCA-type experiments with different rod powers and one 
experiment with LOFT (L2-3)-type transient development) were recalculated with 
different nodalizations using different options by means of RELAP4/MOD6 (comparison 
between homogeneous calculation and calculation involving phase separation; appli-
cation of various DNB correlations and film boiling relations). 
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The DRUFAN 02 thermodynamics code was implemented on the IBM 3033. 
6. Results 
2.:.L!:;!52~!:i!!I~TI!~ 
The experiments on the pellet relocation problem are intended to represent the ~n­
fluence of the void volume ~n the SIM fuel rod simulator on relocation of the 
Al 2o3 annular pellets. 
Two series of tests were run for this purpose: 
(a) with enlarged internal gap (graphite heater - annular pellet) 
(b) with enlarged external gap (annular pellet - cladding tube). 
Test series (a) shows the expected slight effect of the enlarge internal gap, com-
pared with test series (b) and a SSYST sensitivity study. Compared with the sensi-
tivity study referred to above, the enlarged external gap exhibited the expected 
major influence on peak cladding temperatures in the course of a number of experi-
ments. With initial gap widths of 
50 llm internal 
- lOO llm external, 
peak cladding temperatures dropped by 250 K because of pellet relocations in the 
course of five blowdown experiments. This problem is to be studied in a number of 
further SSYST calculations and another series of experiments. 
§.:.~-B~£21£~12£i~rr~-~Y-~2rr~_2!_g§1~~LtlQ~§ 
In the recalculations conducted by means of RELAP4/MOD6 of the experiments men-
tioned above, a parameter investigation of the following influences was emphasized 
in particular: 
- Nodalization 
-data set with 24 volumes, 27 junctions, 39 heat slabs 
-data set with 13 volumes, 16 junctions, 21 heat slabs; 
- phase separation model 
- homogeneous calculation 
- phase separation along the measurement section 
- phase separation along the plenums. 
It was found that the combination of "fine'nodalization" and "phase separation over 
the entire section" led to numerical problems and to the computation being termi-
nated. The setup of the phase separation model (Wilson bubble-rise-and slip model) 
in the plenums in conjunction with fine nodalization produced for satisfactory re-
sults a 2F LOCA experiment, if, in a first approximation, at the beginning of flow 
reversal (from a positive to a negative core mass flow), the computation was 
switched from computation with phase separation in the subplenum to homogeneous 
computation. (Problem: feeding a homogeneous two-phase mixture into a vapor dome). 
-3-
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Under these boundary conditions, the measured values were verified 1n the following 
way: 
The pressure curve occasionally showed deviations up to some 7 bar, the cladding 
temperatures were calculated with sufficient accuracy at 50 K. Since the pressure 
curve shows systematic deviations from the measured pressures in all calculations 
by means of RELAP4/MOD6, this point needs to be clarified in a continuing study. 
2~1_l~2!~~~n!!!i2n_2!_QE~!~_Qf 
The DRUFAN 02 thermodynamic code (development status as of February 13, 1QR2) was 
implemented on the IBM 3033 of KfK in two steps: 
(1) Implementation of the load module delivered and computation of a first example. 
(2) Compilation of the source delivered and computation of a first example. 
The first step was completed relatively quickly. However, contrary to all expecta-
tions, the following difficulties were encountered in the second step: 
- Application of the FORTRAN 77 compiler, VlL24, produced a condition code > 12. 
- Two subprograms were missing in the source. 
The missing subroutines (CPU check; ... job name querying, date ... for compiling 
restart file) were taken from the corresponding library routines of KfK. The pro-
gram errors were communicated to the author (GRS, Munich) and corrected there. 
7. Plans for Future Work 
- Another test series with expanded cladding tubes will be carried out on the pel-
let relocation problem. 
- It will be possible to assess the influence of spacers and the oblique position 
of the simulator in the channel on the transient development in a series of ex-
periments. 
- Various "simple hydraulic tests" (e.g., with the heaters turned off in the test 
section) have been planned to verify individual phenomena in the recalculation. 
- Intercomparison calculations of various experiments are at present being con-
ducted with RELAP4/MOD6 and DRUFAN 02 (perhaps Also with RELAPS). 
- A final summary of the COSIMA experi~nt~ will he conducted in the course of 
next year. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
PNS 4231, 4237, 4238, 423Q 
9. Reference 




Benchtszettraum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1. 
-
31.12.1982 1.3 06.01.08/0SA (PNS 4237) 
Vorhaben/Project Tttle Land/Country 
Untersuchungen zum Brennstabverhalten in der 
2. Aufheizphase eines Ktihlmittelverlust-Stor- FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
falles. In-pile-Versuche mit Einzelstaben im BMFT 
DK-Loop des FR2. Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor KfK 
Investigations on the Fuel Rod Behavior in thE (Projekt Nukleare 
2nd Heat up Phase of a LOCA. Sicherheit} 
In-Pile Experiments with Single Rods in the (Hauptabteilung 
DK Loop of the FR2 Reactor. Ingenieurtechnik} 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnittated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens!Project Leader 
1. 7.1972 31.12.1982 L.Sepold, E.H.Karb 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
completed 
1. General Aim 
Investigations of the behavior of LWR fuel rods during a Loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA) . Provision of experimental data for the 
verification of computer codes. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Experimental investigation of the influence of a nuclear environment 
on the mechanisms of fuel rod failure. Performance of transient in-
pile tests with single rods in the DK loop of the FR2 reactor, 
simulating the cladding temperature history of the second heatup 
phase of a LOCA. 
3. Research Program 
39 nuclear tests with unirradiated as well as with previously irra-
diated fuel rods. Irradiation in the FR2 reactor, steps of burnup: 
0/ 2,500/8,000/20,000/35,000 MWd/tu. Range of internal pressures: 
25 to 125 bar. Eight reference tests with electrically heated fuel 
rod simulators (BSS). Both nuclear and reference tests were performed 
with the test rods in the in-pile test section of the FR2 DK loop. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The DK loop was operated with superheated steam of 60 bar, at 300 -
350 °c in the test section, and with a mass flow of 120 kg/h. 
Upon completion of the test, the specimen was subject to examinations 
in the neutron radiography facility (NERA) of the FR2 and in the KfK 
hot cells. WALHYD2D (IKE, Stuttgart), STATI (KfK) and SSYST (KfK) 
computer codes were used for posttest calculations. 
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5. Progress to Date 
Completion of the entire research program by end of 1982. The final 
results were documented in reports /1/, /2/. 
6. Results 
The main results are: 
(1) No influence of the nuclear environment on the mechanisms of 
fuel failure during a LOCA. (2} No influence of burnup on the burst 
data and on the circumferential strain was found. (3) The pre-
irradiated rods resulted in a fuel cracked during irradiation and 
fragmented during the transient tests due to cladding ballooning. 
(4} The fuel fragmentation did not influence the cladding deforma-
tion process. 
7. Next Steps 
8. Relation with other Projects 
KfK: PNS 06.01.04 (4231} ,06.01.05 (4233) I 06.01.06 (4235} 
06.01.07 (4236} 1 06.01.09 (4238} 1 06.01.10 (4239) 
USNRC: PBF-Program, MRBT-Program. 
9. References 
/1/ L.Sepold, E.H.Karb, M.PrtiBmann, "In-pile-Experimente zum 
Brennstabverhalten beim Ktihlmittelverlust-Storfall, Bericht 
tiber die Versuchsserie E, KfK 3345 (1982) 
/2/ E.H.Karb et al.; "LWR Fuel Rod Behavior in the FR2 In-pile 
Tests Simulating the Heatup Phase of a LOCA, Final Report", 
KfK 3346 (to be published) 
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Benchtsze1traum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/P~ect Number 
1.1. 82-31.12.82 1.3 06.01.09 SA (PNS 4238) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Unter_suc:hungen zur Wechselwirkung zwischen 
dUibUihenden Zircaloy-Hlillen und einsetzender FOrdemcle Institution/Sponsor 
Kernnotkuhlung (REBEKA-Programm} BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf ./Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrurn 
Studies of the Interaction between Ballooning Karlsruhe GmbH (I<fi<) 
Zircaloy Claddings and the Emergency Core Projekt Nukleare Siche 
Cooling (REBEKA-Program} heit (PNS}, IRB 
Art>eitsbeginn/lnillated Art>eitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1973 1983 I<. Wiehr 
Stand der Art>eiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
1. General Aim 
The general aim of the project is the development of experimental in-
formation about the ballooning of Zircaloy claddings during the refill 
and flooding phases of a loss-of-coolant accident for the verification 
and further development of the SSYST code system. 
2. particular Objectives 
r-
To study the deformation behavior full length fuel rod simulators with 
axial power profiles and arranged in bundles under approximately repre-
sentative thermohydraulic flooding conditions are being used. The pro-
ject serves the particular objectives outlined below: 
- Assessment of the ballooning mechanism and the influence of ECC on it. 
- Studies of the thermal and mechanical interaction between rods 
- Generation of information about possible failure propagation. 
- Studies of the extent and distribution of cooling channel blockages. 
3. Research Program 
The experimental program is carried out in a number of consecutive 
series of parameter experiments starting from basic single rod ex-
periments on separate effects in a steam atmosphere and finishing with 
bundle flooding experiments of bundle assemblies including 7x7 rods 
(49 rod bundle), accompanied by theoretical studies. 
4. Test Facilities 
Test rigs are available for single rod experiments using shortened 
fuel rod simulators 1n air and steam atmospheres, respectively, and 
there is also a test loop for bundle experiments involving flooding. 
The deformation of the Zircaloy cladding tubes is recorded by X-ray 
f1lnung. Some 260 measuring data (temperature, pressure level, power, 
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etc.) are recorded 10 times per second each with a cycle frequency of 
10 kHz by means of a fast data acquisition syste~ 
5. Progress to Date 
Single rod experiments in He- and steam-atmosphere under flat topped 
temperature transient test conditions (plateau) 
- improvement of the burst criterion relating to the influence of 
oxidation on the burst stress. 
- Completion and evaluation of the 1st 7x7 bundle experiment with 
flooding. 
6. Results 
The bundle experiment REBEKA 5 with flooding (7x7 array) was performed. 
All 49 fuel rod simulators had Zircaloy claddings and internal over-
pressure. The outer ring of fuel rod simulators was able to balloon 
in this experiment to enable a maximum mechanical interaction between 
the Zircaloy claddings. The questions to be investigated were, if an 
intensive rod to rod interaction, a continuous cosine shape axial 
power profile and/or the bundle size itself would increase the strains 
and the coolant channel blockage. The test procedure was the following: 
internal overpressure 70 bar He at equilibrium bundle temperature of 
145 °c (system pressure 4 bar). The heat-up rate from 145 °c to 765 °c 
was about 7 K/s. During the heat up phase there was a steam velocity 
of about 2 m/s downstream through the bundle. Flooding with a cold 
flooding rate of about 3 cm/s was initiated ·at a maximum cladding 
temperature of 765 °C. 
The deformation started about 15 seconds before start of flooding at 
a maximum internal overpressure of 88 bar, the cladding temperature 
in the plateau during the flooding phase was about 800 °C and bursts 
occurred in the average at about 68 bar and 800 °c early during re-
flood. The burst interval of the inner 25 claddings was between 
25 seconds. 
The outer ring of the Zircaloy claddings ballooned under azimuthal 
temperature distributions and will not be taken into account in the 
comparison with REBEKA 3 results. 
The mean value of maximum burst strains of the inner 5x5 claddings 
was 52 %, of the inner 3x3 48 %. The maximum channel blockage was 
52 %. In spite of the somewhat higher max. burst strain, which is 
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understood, the coolant channel blockage of 52 % is identical with 
the REBEKA 3 result. The REBEKA 5 results are in a good agreement 
with recent knowledge. In spite of the continuous cosine shape axial 
power profile no increased coolant channel blockage was generated. 
The mechanical interactions between the rods were not dominant. No 
influence of the bundle size on the strain and the coolant channel 
blockage was found. 
The REBEKA-bundle tes~ 1-5 were evaluated in respect to the influence 
of the flow direction through the bundle on the axial distribution 
of the locations of maximum strains in the bundle, which determines 
the max. flow blockage. All 5 experiments show the expected influence 
of flow direction on the plastic deformation of the Zircaloy 
claddings. 
7. Plans for future work 
- Single rod tests with regard to further developing the burst 
criterion. 
- 7x7 rod bundle test without changing the flow direction in the 
ref1ll- and reflood phase (International Standard Problem ISP 14, 
reference to NRU-tests). 
8. Relations with other Projects 
KfK: PNS 4231, 4235, 4236, 4237, 4239. KWU: RS 107, R 36, 
USNRC: MRBT, NRU. 
9. References 
Erbacher, F.J.: Neitzel, H.J.; Rosinger, H.; Schmidt, H.; Wiehr, K.: 
Burst criterion of Zircaloy fuel claddings in a loss-of-coolant 
accident. Zirconium in the Nuclear Industry. Proc. of the 5th Intern. 
Conf., Boston, Mass., August 4-7, 1980_, STP 754, 1982. 
Fiege, A. et al.: Stand und Ergebnisse der Untersuchungen des PNS 
zum LWR-Brennstabverhalten bei Klihlmittelverluststorfallen. 
KfK-3422 (Okt. 82) 
Wiehr, K. et. al.: Unt'ersuchungen zur Wechselwirkung zwischen auf-
blahenden Zircaloy~Hlillen und einsetzender KernnotkUhlung. KfK-3250 
(Juni 82) S. 4200/90-4200/121 
10. Availability of Reports 
Available as KfK reports or conference reports. 
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Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 





Oxidation Behavior of Zircaloy Cladding Tubes Karlsruhe (KfK) 
Projekt Nukleare Sicher-
heit (PNS) , IMF II 
Arbe•tsbeg•nn/lnitlated Arbeitsende/Completed Lelter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.01.81 Dr. s. Leistikow 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
l . General Aim 
Investigation of Zircaloy cladding behavior under accidental conditions. 
2. Particular Objective 
Investigation of high temperature oxidation of Zircaloy-4 in steam and its in-
fluence on the mechanical properties. 
3. Research Program 
Isothermal exposures to measure the kinetics of oxygen consumption of Zir-
caloy-4 tube material under high temperatures. Creep-rupture and burst testing 
of oxidizing or pre-oxidized capsule specimens. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
High temperature furnaces for exposure of tube sections to flowing steam at tem-
peratures up to 18oo0 c. Creep-rupture test facilities for exposure of tube spec~ 
men capsuleSto flowing steam while being internally pressurized. 
5. Progress to Date 
High-temperature oxidation testing of Zircaloy-4 cladding tube sections in steam 
at 1350 to 16oo0 c. Measurement of oxidation kinetics and oxidation-induced clad-
ding deformation. Evaluation by metallography, hardness measurements, and fracto-
graphy. 
Extended exposures up to 25 hrs in the temperature range 600 - 1300°C to estab-
lish a comprehensive survey on kinetics of weight gain, oxide/a-Zr(O)-layer 
growth and scale morphology. 
6. Results 
Within the temperature range 1350 - 1600°C it is possible to describe the re-
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sultant reaction turnover of material by a parabolic time function. Up to total 
metal consumption the oxide is forming as adherent and consequently protective 
scales. In the Arrhenius representation of the parabolic rate constants versus 
the reciprocal absolute temperature the results are .fitting to the earlier in-
< 0 
vestigations at temperatures = 1300 C. The discontinuity of the linear function 
occurring at 1550°C is to be attributed to the transformation of tetragonal Zro2 
into the cubic structure. The massive embrittlement of the a-Zr(O) phase, adja-
cent to the zro2 , is indicated by the typical brittle fracture of the oxidized 
tube material. Microhardness measurements showed the oxygen concentration pro-
files in the a-Zr(O) and the transformed 6-phase. Dimensional measurements al-
lowed to register radial and axial strains occurring under the influence of the 
progressive oxidation. 
A comprehensive survey is now being prepared for publication on the oxidation 
kinetics of Zircaloy-4 in the temperature range 600 - 1600°C and during exposure 
times up to 25 hours. The documentation will be completed by a whole set of met-
allographic pictures showing the state of the material from very short steam 
exposures up to total oxidative consumption. 
7. Next Steps 
Publication of the above mentioned documentation. Temperature-transient long-
time exposures. 
8. Relations to other Programs 
KfK - PNS, KWU, USNRC, JAERI, CEA 
9. References 
Atef E. Aly 
0 
"Oxidation of Zircaloy-4 Tubing in Steam at 1350 to 1600 C." 
KfK-3358 (1982) 
S. Leistikow, G. Schanz in 
"Stand und Ergebnisse der Untersuchungen des PNS zum LWR-Brennstabverhalten bei 
KQhlmittelverluststOrfAllen" 
KfK-3422 (1982) 54-70 
10. Degree of Availability 
Open literature 
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Berichtszeitraum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
01.01. 82 - 31.12.82 1.3 06.01.17/ 07A {PNS 4240.1 
Vorhaben/Project Title land/Country 
Untersuchungen zum Storfallverhalten fortge-
schrittener Druckwasserreaktoren (FDWR) FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Investigations on accident behavior of Karlsruhe (KfK) 
advanced pressurized water reactors (APWR) Projekt Nukleare Sicher 
he it (PNS) I IRB 
Arbeltsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vortlabens/Project Leader 
1980 F. J. Erbacher 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
1. General Aim 
Investigation of the fuel element behavior in a loss-of-coolant 
accident. 
2. Particular Objectives 
- Deformation and burst behavior of Zircaloy (Zry) claddings and 
stainless steel (SS) claddings without and with integral helical 
fins (single rod burst tests). 
- Flooding behavior of closely packed hexagonal rod bundles {bundle 
flooding tests). 
- Flow blockage in a rod bundle due to deformed Zry- and SS-claddings 
(bundle tests). 
- Modeling of the deformation and flooding behavior. 
3. Research Program 
Out-of-pile single rod tests in steam using shortened fuel rod 
simulators. 
Out-of-pile bundle tests with flooding on 61 rod bundles using full-
length fuel rod simulators with an axial power profile. 
- Theoretical studies. 
4. Test Facilities 
Test rigs are available for single rod tests in steam and bundle tests 
with flooding. The deformation of the cladding tubes is recorded by 
X-ray filming in the single rod tests. A fastcomputer controlled data 
acquisition system using a PDP 11/03 is available. Some 260 measuring 
data (temperature, pressure, power, level etc.) of the bundle tests 
are recorded 10 times per second with a scanning frequency of lOO kHz. 
2 
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01.01.82- 31.12.82 06.01.17/07~(PNS 4240.1) 
5. Progress to Date 
Development of electrically heated fuel rod simulators with cosine 
shaped axial power profile. 
- Development of a testing device to measure the local electrical 
resistance of the heating element (qualification of the axial power 
profile). 
- Fabrication of prototype fuel rod simulators. 
- Modification of the test rigs. 
6. Results 
Work was concentrated on the development of a suitable experimental 
technique. Most of this preparatory work has been completed success-
fully. The test program can be started in 1983. 
7. Next Steps 
- Fabrication of fuel rod simulators. 
- Assembly and instrumentation of the 61-rod test bundle. 
- Testing of shortened single rods to investigate the deformation of 
smooth SS-cladding tubes and those with helical fins. 
- Bundle test on a 61-rod bundle with Zircaloy cladding tubes. 
8. Relations with other Proiects 
Cooperation exists within KfK with INR and IMF, externally with KWU-
Erlangen and "Lehrstuhl ftir Raumflugtechnik und Reaktortechnik" of 
the University Braunschweig. 
9. References 
10. Availability of Reports 
Available as KfK-reports or conference reports. 
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Berichtszeitraum/Perlod Klasslflkatlon/Ciasslflcatlon Kennzelchen!Project Number 
01.01.82 - 31.12.82 1.3 06.01 .17 /. 09A (PNS 4240.3) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 





Oxidation Behavior of Stainless Steel Karlsruhe (KfK) 
Cladding Tubes in Steam 
Projekt Nukleare Sicher-
heit (PNS) I IMF II 
Arbeitsbeginn/1 nitiated Arbeitsende/Completed lelter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.01.81 Dr. s. Leistikow 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllligte Mittei!Funds 
1. General Aim 
Investigation of accidental behavior of stainless steel cladding 
materials. 
2. Particular Objective 
Investigation of the accidental oxidation behavior of austenitic and ferritic 
steel cladding tubes in steam. 
3. Research Program 
Isothermal experiments to measure the steam oxidation kinetics of 15Cr15Ni 
austenitic stainless steel (DIN No. 1.4970) and 12Cr ferritic stainless steel 
0 (DIN No. 1.4914) at 600- 1300 C and a duration up to total wall consumption. 
Comparison with Zircaloy-4 under equal conditions. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Laboratory loops for isothermal high temperature exposure of tube sections to 
slowly flowing steam at atmospheric pressure. 
5. Progress to Date 
Investigations into the oxidation kinetics of the 15Cr15Ni austenitic steel at 
600 - 1300°C during 2 - 6 hrs and of 12Cr ferritic steel at 900 - 1300°C up to 
6 hrs completed. 
6. Results 
Some additional experiments, in which 15Cr15Ni steel tube specimens at various 
temperatures were inserted, accomplished the data set by which the Arrhenius 
equation of the parabolic steam oxidation within the temperature range 
0 11 600 - 1300 c could be calculated: Kp = 2,80 · 10 exp(-227/RT) 
- 2 -
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Kp is the parabolic rate constant, the activation energy Q is given in kJ/mol. 
Equal steam oxidation experiments, in which 12Cr steel tube and sheet specimens 
were inserted, were performed between 900 and 1300°C. The maximum duration of 
exposure was initially 6 hrs (at 900°C) and was reduced with increasing temper~-
ture to 2 hrs (at 1300°C), since after 4 hrs at 1200°C and 2 hrs at 1300°C total 
consumption of the exposed specimens could be registered. Within this whole time/ 
temperature range the weight gain of the materials as function of time of expo-
sure could be described by parabolic functions. 
The oxide scales formed in this way were composed of three subscalei• an internal 
spinel phase, a medium one of mixed wustite and magnetite and an external thin 
one of magnetite. The sheet material oxidized between 1000 and 1100°C showed an 
overall instability of the metal/oxide bondage by spalling and blister formation, 
at the other temperatures the adherence of the oxide scale was improved with in-
creasing duration of steam exposure. The increase of external and internal tube 
diameter by swelling and after total consumption was about 12-15 \ each. 
7. Next Steps 
Further tests of the ferritic 12Cr steel at 600 - 900°C. 
8. Relations to other Programs 
KfK - PNS, KWU 
9. References 
5. Leistikow 
"Comparison of High Temperature Steam Oxidation Kinetics under LWR Accident 
Conditions: Zircaloy-4 versus Austenitic Stainless Steel" 
Proc. 6th Intern. Conf. "Zirconium in the Nuclear Industry", June 28 to July 1, 
1982; Vancouver, BC, Canada. 
z. Zurek 
"Isothermal Steam Oxidation of the Ferritic 12Cr Steel (DIN No. 1.4914) at 
900 - 1300°C." 
KfK 34 36 (1982) 
10. Degree of Availability 
Open literature 
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Bsrichtsze1traum/Period Klasslflkation/Ciassificatlon Kennzelchen/Project Number 
01 .01 .82 - 31.12.82 1.3 06.01.17/lOA (PNS 4240.4) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Untersuchungen zum mechanischen Verhalten von Hull- FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
werkstoffen fur FDWR BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Investigations of the mechanical behavior of cladding Kar 1 sruhe mbH (KfK) I 
material for APWR Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 
(PNS) I JMF-II 
Arbeitsbeginn/lmtiated Arbeitsende/Completed Letter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.01.1981 31.12.82 Petersen 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status 
continuing 
Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllllgte Mittei!Funds 
1. General Aim 
Investigation of the plastic behavior of various austenitic and ferritic 
steels during different reactor incidents, especially LOCA-typical tem-
perature- and atress- transients and in a LOCA-typical environment. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Selection of appropriate cladding materials for Advanced Pressurized 
Water Reactors (APWR) considering the mechanical properties at emergency 
conditions. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Tensile testing and creep testing of austenitic and ferritic steels at 
high temperatures without preirradiation. 
3. 1.1 







Influence of precipitation behavior on the plastic properties. 
Influence of oxidation on the plastic properties. 
Burst experiments on the selected steel. 
Temperature transient tests. 
Combined experiments in steam atmosphere. 
Examination of mechanical properties after preirradiation. 
Preparation of verified burst criterions. 
Experimental Facilities 
Ref. 3.1 Tensile and creep testing will be performed in INSTRON "closed-loop" ma-
chines in air and vacuum. 
Ref. 3.2 For burst tests the FABIOLA facility with internal heater will be used. 
5. Progress to Date 
The literature search to select alternative cladding material for APWR is 
- 2 -
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completed. 
kef. 3.1 Performance of creep teats on the steel W.Nr. 1.4970 (X10 NiCrMoTiB 1515). 
6. Results 
The literature search to select austenitic and ferritic, martensitic 
steels as cladding material for APWR is completed. The data about physical 
and mechanical properties had been fo~nd up to a temperatu~e-range of 
800°C maximum [1]. Therefor~ the necessity exist, to run own tests on the 
0 
selected steels in the temperature range above BOO c to obtain data about 
their mechanical properties. 
Ref. 3.1 The commencement of operation of a new installed Instron testing machine 
with a high vacuum, high temperature furnace caused several difficulties, 
because the power control of the furnace influenced the controller of the 
testing machine. So, instead of running the test program, the efforts had 
been concentrated on the elimination of the trouble. 
7. Next Steps 
Ref. 3.1 Continuation of tensile and creep tests. 
Ref. 3.4 Check of the existing failure models in regard to their applicability on 
the tested materials. 
8. Relation to ot~er Projects 
PNS 4240.1 (06.01.17/07A) 
PNS 4240.2 (06.01.17/0SA) 
PNS 4240.3 (06.01.17/09A) 
9. References 
[1] C. Petersen 
"Literaturubersicht uber mechanische und physikalische Eigenschaften 
von ausgew!hlten St&hlen bei hOheren Temperaturen" 
KfK-Report Nr. 3469 (in press) 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Unrestricted distribution 
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COMPORTEMENT DES GAINES EN ZIRCALOY PENDANT UN ACCIDENT 
DE DEPRESSURISATION (PROGRAMME EDGAR-ZY DE LA COMMISSION 
MIXTE CEA-EDF SURETE EAU ORDINAIRE) 
------ ----------------------------1 
TITRE en anglais 
ZIRCALOY FUEL CLADDING BEHAVIOUR DURING A LOSS-OF-
COOLANT ACCIDENT (EDGAR-Zv PROGRAM OF THE CEA-EDF 
JOINT COMMITTEE FOR LWR SAFETY) 












Etude du comportement des gaines en zircaloy au cours d'une perte de re-
frigerant qu'il s'agisse d'une "grande" ou d'une "petite" breche. 
Le comportement mecanique des gaines a un impact notable sur les carac-
teristiques du refroidissement du coeur a la suite d'un LOCA : 
- Le gonflement de la gaine soumise a une pression differentielle peut 
etre suffisant pour que celle-ci atteigne des deformations plastiques 
et eventuellement la rupture,provoquant un retrecissement de la section 
de passage du fluide et une oxydation de la gaine sur ses deux faces. 
- Les modifications dimcnsionnellcs de la gaine affectent les transferts 
de chaleur pastille gaine, ainsi que le refroidissement du crayon par 
le fluidc prima1re. 
2) OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Le programme consiste en des essa1s d'eclatement a haute temperature de 
gaines en zircaloy-4, recristallisees ou detendues, neuves ou irradiees 
(avec ou sans pastilles d'U02). 
Deux objectifs particuliers sont a degager : 
a. La determination experimentale de la ductilite diametrale des gaines 
de zircaloy-4 clans le but de modelisation et pour la definition d'un 
critere de rupture ; il s'agit d'etudes parametriques en cinetique 
rapide ou lente. 
b. La determination de !'evolution en fonction du temps de la deformation 
diametrale des gaines clans les conditions d'un LOCA grosse breche, 
c'est-a-dire avec des temperatures et des pressions differentielles 
obeissant a des lois donnees en fonction du temps. 
. I. 
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3) INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
Deux installations ont ete realisees pour des experiences sur une gaine 
unique, chauffee par effet Joule, sans ecran thermique. 
"EDGAR Froid" pour les essais sur gaines neuves, "EDGAR Chaud", copie de 
la premiere installation, mais en cellule pour les essais sur gaines 
irradiees. 
4) ETAT D'AVANCEMENT - PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS 
- En 1980, 60 essais ont ete realises en cinetique rapide sur des gaines 
neuves recristallisees en presence de vapeur d'eau (objectif particulier 
a) ; le domaine de pressions differentielles analyse varie de 25 a 125 
bars, tandis que celui des vitesses de montee en temperature s'etend 
de 5 a 100°C/s. (re£.1). 
La modelisation correspondante de la deformation de la gaine est 
achevee (ref. 2). 
-En 1981, 50 essais ont ete effectues en cinetique rapide sur des gaines 
neuves detendues en presence de vapeur d'eau clans les memes plages de 
pressions et de vitesses que precedemment. (ref. 3). 
Leur exploitation est terminee (ref. 4). 
-En 1980 et 1981, 17 essais ont ete realises pour l'objectif particulier 
b) sur des gaines recristallisees neuves 1 et irradiees sans combustible (crayons carquois) a differentes fluences (ref. 5). 
Il n'appara1t pas d'influence de l'irradiation sur le temps a la 
rupture. 
-En 1981, 8 essais ont ete executes pour l'objectif particulier b) sur 
des gaines recristallisees irradiees avec du combustible dans la CAP 
(rei. 6). 
Le comportement des gaines irradiees (temps a la rupture et deformation) 
est tres comparable a celui observe pour les gaines non irradiees. 
Les caracteristiques initiales des gaines (resistance au fluage, 
ductilite) semblent done restaurees des le debut du transitoire de 
temperature. 
-En 1982, 8 essais ont ete effectues pour l'objectif particulier b) sur 
des gaines en zircaloy 4 detendues, prealablement irradiees sans com-
bustible dans SILOE (ref. 7). 
Les vitesses de fluage observees sont superieures a celles rencontrees 
lors des essais sur gaines non irradiees, conduisant a des deformations 
importantes et a des temps a la rupture plus courts. 
- En 1982, 16 essais analytiques a cinetique lente (rampes de temperature de 
0, 2 et 1°C/s) ont ete realises a pression interne constante (10, 25, 
50 ou 75 bars) sur des gaines CEA (Zy4 fort) non irradiees (ref. 8). 
On observe d'une part, une augmentation notable des valeurs d'allonge-
ment circonferentiel reparti par rapport a celles obtenues lors des 
essais a cinetique rapide, et d'autre part, une forte dependance de la 
ductilite vis-a-vis de la vitesse de montee en temperature dans le 
domaine des faibles vitesses, contrairement a ce qui avait ete observe 
pour des vitesses > 25 °C/ s. 
./. 
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En 1982, 24 essais d'eclatcment avec des rampes de temperature a c1net1que 
lente (0,2 1 0,5 et 1 °C/s), sous des pressions internes constantes de 10, 25, 50 et 75 bars, ont ete executes sur des gaines en zircaloy 4 
detendu non irradiees. 
8 essais isothermes (800°C) ont egalement ete effectues avec des rampes 
de pression (0, 1 J 0,5 J 1 et 2 bars/s) sur ce meme type de gaines 
(ref. 9). Les resultats obtenus sont assez semblables a ceux concernant 
les gaines CEA. 
5) PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Travaux d'interpretation et de modelisation en 1983, comportant la mise 
sur fichier de la totalite des essais EDGAR froid (gaines Zy4 recristal-
lisees et detendues), la formulation de lois semi-empiriques de defor-
mation des gaines non irradiees (toutes cinetiques), des calculs de 
reconstitution de transitoires type LOCA grosse breche realises lors 
d'essais EDGAR chaud et la definition de criteres de rupture de gaine. 
- 8 essais EDGAR chaud sur des gaines en zircaloy 4 detendu, irradiees 
avec du combustible dans le reacteur Fessenheim, sont prevus en 1983 
(transitoires du type LOCA grosse breche). 
Ces essais, complementaires de ceux effectues en 1982 sur des gaines 
prealablement irradiees dans SILOE, devraient permettre de preciser 
l'effet de l'irradiation sur la deformation et le temps de rupture. 
- Des essais complementaires EDGAR froid seront egalement realises pour 
quantifier les effets sur le fluage ulterieur de la gaine d"une incur-
sion dans la phase o< ~ ~ du zircaloy 4 (1r pie de temperature de 
gaine lors d'un transitoire type LOCA grosse breche). 
6) RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
-Fiche 145-2-01. Developpement de modeles et de codes de surete sur le 
comportement du combustible au cours d'acciden~ (APRP). 
- Fiche 170-1-04. Programme PHEBUS. Experience de depressurisation et de 
renoyage d'une grappe combustible PWR. 
7) DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
(1) Note d'essai DTech. RMA (81) 662. Mai 1981. 
"Compte rendu des essais d'eclatement des tubes en zircaloy 4 
recristallise". 
(2) Note technique DTeeh. SECS. SEECRE N° 909. Mai 1982. 
"Qualification du modele de deformation de gaine et du critere de 
rupture (gaines Zy4 fort recristallise, type CEA)". 
(3) Note d'essai DTech. SRMA (82) 707. Janvier 1982. Diffusion restreinte. 
"Compte rendu des essais effectues en vue de la modelisation de la 




(4) Note d'essai DTech. SRMA (82) 770. Decembre 1982. Diffusion restreinte. 
"Essai de modelisation de la deformation plastique en conditions 
transitoires du zircaloy 4 detendu (vitesses de chauffage comprises 
entre 5 et 100°C/s)". 
(5) Note technique DTech. SECS. SEECRE 902- SRMA 1134- LECI 484. 
Fevrier 1982. 
"EDGAR chaud. Resultats des essais d'eclatement sur gaines carquois 
irradiees (fluence de 0,3 a 2 X 10,2f n/cm2) 11 • 
(6) Note technique DTech. SECS/LECI No 490. Mai 1982. 
"EDGAR chaud. Resultats des essais d'eclatement sur gaines irradiees 
(fluences de 0,15 a 3,2 X 10..1.1 n/cm2)", 
Gaines de crayons irradies dans le coeur I de la CAP. 
(7) Note technique DTech. SECS. SELECI N° 513. Decembre 1982. 
"Resultats des essais d'eclatement sur gaines irradiees. Gaines de 
zircaloy 4 detendu irradiees dans SILOE (fluence de 0,2 a 0,8 x 10 21 
n/cm2)". 
(8) Note d'essai DTech. SRMA (82) 727. Mai 1982. 
"EDGAR froid. Gaines CEA (Zy 4 fort). Resultats des essais analytiques 
a cinetique lente". 
(9) Note d'essai DTech. SRMA (82) 768. Novembre 1982. Diffusion restreinte. 
"EDGAR froid. Gaines FRAMATOME. Resultats des essais analytiques a 
cinetique lente". 
8) DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Documents internes non disponibles, sauf accord du CEA et de l'EDF. 
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I - OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Dans le cadre general des etudes sur le LOCA, les objectifs 
principaux du programme PHEBUS, sont les suivants : 
a) Au cours d'essais de plus en plus sev~res allant jusqu'a la perte 
d'integrite de la gaine et la dislocation de !'assemblage et menes 
dans un environnement realiste, etudier le comportement thermique et 
mecanique des gaines et leur cinetique d'oxydation en atmosph~re de 
vapeur d'eau pendant le premiere phase de !'accident 
(depressurisation). 
b) L'etude du comportement thermique et metallurgique des crayons au 
cours du renoyage, sur un assemblage reel, quoique de hauteur reduite. 
En particulier, on verifiera sur la tenue des crayons !'influence de 
l'epaisseur fragilisee et de la temperature avant trempe. 
c) L'etude des interactions entre crayons, des effets d'assemblage, de 
la forme et de la position des ballonnements sur les crayons en fonction 
des differents parametres pris en compte, comme la puissance 
lineique, la pression interne, le debit et le moment d'injection. 
d) L'etude du terme source que constituent les crayons rompus apres 
!'accident, en complement du programme FLASH. 
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e) Enfin, la verification de la conformite aux previsions du 
comportement des crayons lorsque les crit~res imposes par la 
r~glementation americaine 10 CFR 50 sont atteints. 
f) Dans le cadre de ces etudes, viser a tester la capacite des codes 
integraux et en particulier des codes combustibles a coupler les 
traitements des phenom~nes sur une sequence accidentelle de type LOCA 
grosse br~che. 
11 - OBJECT1FS PART1CUL1ERS 
Trois principaux objectifs peuvent @tre distingues 
1°- Exploitation et maintenance de !'installation PHEBUS (SES) 
Ce premier objectif concerne la mise en service, 
!'exploitation et la maintenance de !'installation experimentale PHEBUS 
decrite ci-apr~s et permettant de realiser l'objectif general 
precedent. 
2° - Experimentation (SES) 
Ce second objectif concerne la preparation puis la 
realisation des essais du projet. Il comprend : 
la definition precise desdits essais, 
- l'etude neutronique, thermohydraulique et mecanique des dispositifs 
d'essais, 
- l'etude de !'instrumentation permettant de realiser les mesures 
necessaires a !'interpretation des essais, 
la realisation proprement dite des essais, 
- leur depouillement. 
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3° - Interpr~tation (SEAREL) 
Cet objectif comprend trois types d'activit~s 
a) Mise au point des moyens de calcul 
Il s'agit de rendre op~rationnels, au fur et a mesure de 
leur disponibilit~, les codes qui peuvent permettre l'interpr~tation 
des essais PHEBUS. 
Les calculs sont r~alis~s d'abord avec les codes de 
premi~re g~n~ration de type RELAP, FRAP, puis avec les codes de 
deuxi~me g~n~ration lorsque ceux-ci seront disponibles et 
suffisamment valid~s par ailleurs. 
b) Calculs previsionnels 
Ces calculs sont faits 
- soit pour d~finir les param~tres de l'essai, 
- soit, les param~tres de l'essai ~tant fig~s, pour aider a la 
r~alisation de celui-ci (tout essai devra ~tre pr~c~d~ de ce 
calcul pr~visionnel). 
c) Interpr~tation des essais 
Cette interpr~tation doit comprendre 
- la r~actualisation des calculs pr~visionnels en fonction des 
conditions r~elles de l'essai, 
- la comparaison entre calculs "r~actualis~s" et r~sultats 
exp~rimentaux, 
- !'analyse des r~sultats de comparaison calcul-exp~rience, 
- la d~termination des cons~quences de cette analyse sur le programme 
exp~rimental, 
- la r~alisation de nouveaux calculs pour ajuster les mod~les sur les 
resultats exp~rimentaux. 
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Ill - IRSTALLATIOR EXPERIMENTAL! ET PROGRAMME 
111.1 - Installation ex~riaentale 
L'installation comporte 
Un reacteur source d'une puissance thermique de 45 MW, capable de 
produire les flux neutroniques et d'ajuster leur evolution pendant la 
sequence experimentale (depressurisation et action de 
refroidissement de secours) pour que l'energie degagee dans 
!'assemblage d'essai soit representative de celle qui existerait dans 
un reacteur de puissance au cours d'un LOCA. Le coeur nourricier est 
compose de 36 assemblages A crayons d'U02 faiblement enrichi. 11 est 
contr6le au moyen de 6 barres de contr6le-securite A crayons de 
hafnium. Son refroidissement est assure A partir d'une reserve 
d'eau demineralisee qui sert de volant thermique et permet de 
conduire un essai a pleine puissance pendant 20 A 30 minutes. 
- Une boucle d'essai avec 
• Une cellule en pile dans l'axe vertical du coeur, contenant la 
perche d'essai qui abrite la grappe de crayons combustibles a 
tester de 0,80 m de longueur active. 
Un ensemble de circuits hors pile contenus dans un caisson de 450 m3 
pouvant tenir 1,5 bar de surpression et assurant lea fonctions de 
- maintien des conditions nominales de fonctionnement d'un PWR, 
- declenchement de la depressurisation (br~che de section et de 
localisation variables), 
-mise en oeuvre de !'injection de secours, dont on peut faire 
varier le debit, la temperature, !'instant et le point 
d'injection, 
- mesures des parametres de fonctionnement et prel~vement 
d'echantillons. 
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- un ensemble d'acquisition et de traitement des informations, 
comportant : 
• 3 enregistreurs magn~tiques assurant au total 36 voies, 
• 1 multiplexeur convertisseur analogique digital de 96 voies de 
12 bits, 
. 2 calculateurs MITRA 15-35 pour !'acquisition et le pr~­
traitement des signaux des divers capteurs. 
111.2 - Programme 
Le programme PHEBUS comporte quatre phases 
- Premi~re phase 
Les essais relatifs a cette premi~re partie sont d~finis dans la 
grille donee en annexe 1. Cette grille pr~voit : 
• 4 essais non nucleaires, dont un monocrayon, 
• 3 essa1s nucl~aires un crayon, plus un optionnel, 
• 7 essais nucl~aires 25 crayons. 
Elle a pour objectifs : 
• la prise en main de !'installation jusqu'A des conditions s~v~res 
pour les essais 1 crayon, 
• l'~tude et la qualification thermohydraulique de la boucle et des 
codes servant a la pr~vision et l'interpr~tation des essais. 
Cette partie du programme se termine par la realisation de l'essai 
215 qui est le premier essai de comportement de combustible avec un 
environnement thermohydraulique r~aliste. Cet essai est r~alise avec 
des crayons combustibles pregonfl~s. 
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- Seconde phase 
L'objectif prioritaire de cette seconde phase est la v~rification 
exp~rimentale globale du comportement en pile d'un assemblage de 25 
crayons representatif des assemblages PWR 900. Ceci, dans un certain 
nombre de scenarios accidentels encadrant les conditions les plus 
severes considerees dans le rapport standard de sOrete (rupture 
"0,5 x RG/BF"). 
Pour ce faire on prend comme reference la variation de la 
temperature de gaine au point chaud en fonction du temps apres le 
d~but de la depressurisation. 
On ajuste la pression interne des crayons pour obtenir les ruptures 
des gaines so it au 1er pie ( """920°C) so it dans les zones a (- 810°C) 
ou a + ~ (""" 890°C). 
L'essai est prolonge pour obtenir des oxydations a 1100 et 1200°C 
de 6 a 17 %de l'epaisseur de la gaine, le mode de refroidissement 
sera adapte en fonction de la fragilisation des gaines. 
Un essai est prevu avec du combustible irradie pour mettre en 
evidence l'effet de !'irradiation sur le comportement de l'assemblage 
au cours du scenario accidentel type. 
- Troisieme phase 
Des essais relatifs aux petites breches conduisant a d'importantes 
degradations du combustible sont en cours de d~finition. Une ~tude de 
faisabilite a ete faite des etudes de projet sont en cours. 
Cette phase a ete limitee a """ 1800°C, limite de fusion du 
zircaloy et ou !'assemblage gardera encore sa geometrie. 
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parametres sont reportes dans le tableau N° 1 ci-apres, 
et d'essais a caractere plus physique dont les 
resultats permettent de depouiller les precedents, 
• des etudes d'instrumentation et de realisation des 
dispositifs d'essai. 
- 1981 : Les etudes, le suivi de la fabrication, les modifications 
et le contrOle des dispositifs d'essai ont porte sur les perches qui 
ont permis de realiser 5 essais du programme : 210, 211, 212, 102 et 
103. 
Les dates d'execution de ces essais sont donnees dans le 
tableau 2 aLDSL que le numerO des perches utilisees. 
Les principaux parametres de ces essais sont reportes dans 
le tableau 1 relatif a la premiere partie de la grille des essais. 
De plus un nombre important d'essais permettant une 
meilleure connaissance des caracteristiques hydrauliques locales de la 
boucle a ete realise. 
Pour ce qui est de !'instrumentation, les problemes de 
corrosion intergranulaire ont conduit a de nombreux essais de 
v~rification puis A la qualification des thermocouples gaines d'acier 
347. 
La necessite de limiter la perturbation de la mesure des 
temperatures des gaines et assurer une tenue de cette mesure entre 950 
et 1200°C a conduit A developper des thermocouples a gaine de 
zircaloy et a etudier leur fixation aussi bien a l'exterieur 
(incrustation et soudure B.E.) qu'a l'interieur (soudure par point) de 
la gaine. 
Divers essais pour ameliorer la tenue des capteurs de 
pression lors des transitoires de temperature ont ete faits. 
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- Quatri~me phase 
Celle-ci concerne le comportement du combustible aux hautes 
temp~ratures (> 2000°C) et les possibilit~s de refroidir le 
combustible fortement d~grad~ pouvant m@me @tre sous forme de lits 
de d~bris. 
IV. - ETAT D 'AVARCEMERT 
IV.l - Ex~rimentation 




Divergence de !'installation 
Essais neutroniques A basse puissance. 
- R~alisation des travaux de modifications (lyres de 
dilatation et mesures de d~bit double phase) et de mise 
au point de la boucle, avec essais de r~ception 
correspondants. 
- Mont~e en puissance pour la qualification du r~acteur et 
r~alisation de : 
• 1 d~pressurisation nucl~aire sur dispositif 
monocrayon, 
• 1 d~pressurisation nucl~aire sur dispositif 25 
crayons, 
• 1 d~pressurisation non nucl~aire du programme. 
Durant cette ann~e, les efforts ont port~ plus 
particuli~rement sur : 
• la conduite et le d~pouillement des essais de d~marrage, 
• la pr~paration et l'ex~cution des essais 206, 207, 208, 
209, 101 et 101 bis du programme proprement dit dont les 
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b) Activit~s 1982 
Sur le plan de !'exploitation de !'installation on a r~alis~ 
sept campagnes d'essais malgr~ un d~faut de fonctionnement des vannes 
de depressurisation d'une part, et des soupapes de s~curit~ d'autre 
part qui a provoque un arr~t de quatre mois. 
Le tableau N° 1 donne la grille g~n~rale des essais et plus 
particulierment ceux realises en 1982. 
Cinq essais ont donne de bons resultats, quatre dans la serie 
213 pour ajuster les parametres en vue de la representation la plus 
fidele possible de la courbe de temperature de gaine pour la phase 2, 
le cinquieme est l'essai 215 P concluant la phase I et qui a conduit A 
la d~formation et la rupture des gaines de crayons portes jusqu'A 
ll50°C. 
Les figures N° 1 A N° 5 donnent pour l'essai 215 P 
- la repartition de !'instrumentation dans la grappe, 
- la variation de la temperature U02, gaine, 
- la variation de la pression interne du crayon et montre !'instant 
de la rupture a t "' 55 a 60 b suivant les crayons' 
- la d~formation des gaines au voisinage du point chaud. Trois 
crayons n~ se sont pas deformes car la pression interne initiale y 
etait faible 1 et 5 b, tous les autres presentent des ruptures avec 
des deformations importantes des gaines des crayons centraux les plus 
chauds. 
- !'amplitude des d~placements des pastilles et la deformation axiale 
des gaines, 
- la forme de la deformation au voisinage de la rupture. 
Les r~sultats de ces essais ont ete presentes lors d'un 
congres A Chicago en AoOt Septembre 1982 (Ref. au § VII). 
' 
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IV.2 - Instrumentation 
La mise au point et la qualification des thermocouples A gaine de 
zircaloy ont ~t~ poursuivies, elles ont conduit A la fabrication 
quasi-industrielle de thermocouples de grande longueur pour les 
dispositifs d'essai. 
Des d~veloppements sont pr~vus pour la mise au point d'autres 
type de gainages pour une tenue en temp~rature et vapeur d'eau au delA 
de 1200 - 1400°C, ces ~tudes sont men~es par le DTech/SECS A SACLAY. 
Pour ce qui est des capteurs de pression de fluide, un capteur a 
~t~ m1s au point ; celui-ci pr~sente lors des essais de qualification 
une d~rive thermique moindre que les capteurs correspondants du 
commerce. Toujours en liaison avec le DTech/SECS des ~tudes et des 
r~alisations de capteurs de pression fluide et crayons adapt~s aux 
conditions des essais de sOret~ sont pr~vues en 1983. 
Les autres ~tudes d'instrumentation ont parte sur 
-!'utilisation de capteurs de mesure double phase dans la perche 
(moulinets, drag-body, etc ••• ), 
- le developpement des techniques de protection des materiaux pour 
~viter la corrosion par la vapeur A haute temperature. 
IV.2 - Interpr~tation 
a) Rappel des activit~s pr~cedant 1982 
Celles-ci ont essentiellement parte sur la mise en place des 
moyens d'interpretation. 
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Cette mise en place a consiste en 
La prise en main du code thermohydraulique et combustible RELAP 4 
MOD 6 et des codes combustible CUPIDON, FRAP T2 et T4 suivie de la mise 
en place d'une technique de couplage de ces codes pour faire des etudes 
de sensibilite. Des calculs preliminaires previsionnels et 
reactualises ont ete faits pour chacun des essais realises • 
• La structuration des methodes de travail pour !'interpretation de 
chaque essai et la recherche de l'origine des desaccords calculs 
experience constates • 
• L'amelioration de la modelisation de la boucle pour la prevision 
et !'interpretation des essais • 
• La definition et !'interpretation d'essais support pour cette 
modelisation. 
b) Activites 1982 
Les principaux resultats et les faits marquants pour 1982 sont 
resumes ci-apres : 
-Mise en evidence de l'inter~t de parametres juges jusqu'ici 
secondaires pour gouverner la thermohydraulique dans PHEBUS a travers 
l'analyse de 8 essais 25 crayons, (dont cinq realises en 82) tel que 
difference de temperatures entre branches chaude et froide, 
depressurisation de l'eau de refroidissement du tube de force. 
-Mise en evidence de l'insuffisance du code RELAP IV Mod 6 pour le 
calcul du debit dans le coeur, lorsque celui-ci est faible (effet de 
difference) done de son insuffisance pour la prediction des montees 
importantes de temperature dans la grappe. 
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Observation qu'un retour brutal des gaines A Tsat se produit au cours 
de la depressurisation dans toutes les experiences 25 crayons double 
br~ches, sauf une (essai 213 B), et m@me dans une experience dite 
hydraulique caracterisee par l'absence de chauffage nucleaire 
(essai 210). 
- Aptitude A realiser et a reproduire malgre le refroidissement 
premature une montee de temperature adiabatique prototypique de 
calcul d'evolution CPl (essais 213A et 215P). 
- Demonstration de la capacite de PHEBUS a realiser un transitoire 
qui conduit a deformer de mani~re importante et a rompre des 
gaines de crayons de type PWR (essais 215P). 
- Approche de la maitrise de remplissage au cours de la montee 
adiabatique pour amener l'eau au pied des cryaons avant le 
declenchement du renoyage. Les premiers essais 83 devraient permettre 
d'eliminer les quelques brefs refroidissements intempestifs de la 
grappe qui apparaissent actuellement au cours du remplissage. 
- Demonstration de la possibilite de realiser une trempe progressive, 
done prototypique des gaines en utilisant une valeur de debit 
moderee au cour du renoyage et en limitant les effets d'inertie des 
branches froide et chaude par un scenario approprie des br~ches. 
- Realisation d'une etude de synth~se sur les causes et les rem~des 
possibles du refroidissement premature. 
Reflexions, a partir de l'analyse des resultats experimentaux et 
des resultats calcules, sur les differentes mani~res d'obtenir 
l'enchatnement des differentes etapes d'un transitoire de 
temperature gaine a deux bosses du type evaluation CPl 
• un premier pie de temperature elevee qui conduit les gaines a la 
phase a + f3 vers 925°C ; 
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• un creux de temp~rature pour ramener les gaines A la phase a aux 
alentours de 750°C. De r~cents essais Edgar ont montr~ que le 
premier pie avait une nette influence a travers ce creux sur les 
deformations avant rupture ; 
une montee adiabatique reguli~re aux environs de l0°C/s avec 
remplissage pour amener l'eau juste au pied des crayons afin de 
d~marrer le renoyage dans de bonnes conditions ; 
• un ventuel plateau de temp~rature pour accentuer l'oxydation des 
gaines ; 
• un renoyage a vitesse de trempe progressive. 
-Presentation- poster d'un papier de synth~se sur les r~sultats et 
le programme des essais dans PHEBUS au congr~s de CHICAGO (21/08 -
03/09). 
- Presentation plus compl~te des activites PHEBUS en s~minaire 
international le 09/11/82. 
- Etudes pr~liminaires phase II 
definition de la grille des essais phase II 
• recherche des caracteristiques ad~quates du ressort et du plenum 
pour avoir des deformations des crayons similaires a celles 
estimees en situation reacteur 
• appr~ciation des modifications a apporter au transitoire PHEBUS 
pour synchroniser les ~volutions de temp~rature et d'ecart de 
pression au travers la gaine suivant la chronologie evaluee pour 
CP1, en particulier allongement de la dur~e de d~pressurisation de 
18 a 22 s env1ron. 
-Mise au point d'une methode utilisant des calculs inverses par FRAP 
T4 pour reconstituer au niveau d'un crayon !'~volution de puissance 
au cours de la depressurisation et !'evolution du coefficient de 
transfert thermique gaine-refrig~rant en aval du front de trempe 
pendant le renoyage. 
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-Etudes de sensiblit~ pour cerner en particulier l'effet de d~coupage 
des strutures, de la repr~sentation en 4 volumes de la ligne 
d'injection de l'ERTF (Eau de Refroidissement du Tube de Force), de 
l'~cart initial de temp~rature entre branche froide et branche 
chaude, du changement du mod~le d'~change thermique a travers le 
jeu combustible gaine (Mac Donald and Broughton et Ross and Stoute) 
autour des conditions des essais 211, 212, 215P. 
- Tous les calculs pr~visionnels (essais 213A, B, E et 215P) et 
r~actualis~s (essais 210, 211, 212, 215P) ont ete realis~s pour 
la thermohydraulique boucle par RELAP IV Mod 6, et, pour le 
comportement des crayons combustible, par RELAP IV Mod 6, sauf pour 
l'essai hydraulique 210, analys~ par FRAP T4 et CUPIDON. 
- L'alimentation du code FRAP T4 par les conditions thermohydrauliques 
exp~rimentales au lieu et place des conditions calculees par RELAP 
IV Mod 6 a ~t~ mise au point. 
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V - PROCBAIHES ETAPES 
V.l - Exp~rimentation 
1983 
Un ou deux essais, 213 H et 215 R sont prevus pour finir 
d'ajuster la courbe d'evolution de temperature de gaine sur celle 
prevue pour les reacteurs de puissance CPl. 
Trois essais (216, 217, 218) seront executes dans le cadre de la 
deuxieme phase du programme. Ils sont destines a : 
- analyser le mecanisme de la rupture de la gaine au premier pie, 
au moment du minimum de temperature, ou lors de la montee 
adiabatique avec des crayons pressurises, 
- provoquer des taux d'oxydation progressifs jusqu'a 16 % de 
l'epaisseur de la gaine, 
- mettre en evidence les effets du mode de refroidissement lent ou 
rapide. 
Un essai a une temperature de 1600°C est A l'etude pour 
s'assurer de la tenue de l'instrumentation au delA de 1400°C, pour 
mettre en evidence les problemes de fonctionnement et de sOrete 
lies a la phase Ill (coeur severement degrade) pour laquelle il 
pourra servir d'essai de demonstration. 
Le developpement de l'instrumentation specifique sera poursuivi 
pour la preparation de cet essai et s'assurer de la tenue de celle-ci 
au voisinage des limites des criteres ; il portera sur : 
- la determination de l'effet des hautes temperatures <ag > 1400°C) 
sur les thermocouples ; etudes d'isolants, materiaux de gaines, 
- la realisation et le test de prototypes en eau et vapeur dans des 
conditions realistes en boucle hors pile ou dans des fours. 
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l'etude et la realisation de capteurs de pression fluide et crayons 
adaptes aux conditions rencontrees dans les essais de sQrete : 
capteurs a jauges de contraintes miniaturisees pour les crayons et 
adaptes pour les mesures dans des fluides a 900°C, capteur inductif 
dont la derive en fonction de la temperature en transitoire soit 
reduite et connue. 
1984 
Poursuite du programme LOCA grosses breches. 
1985 
Arr~t de !'installation pour modification en vu du programme 
PHEBUS C.S.D qui sera ulterieurement poursuivi en parallele, si 
necessaire, avec le programme LOCA grosses breches portant sur du 
combustible irradie eventuellement. 
V.2 - Interpr~tation 
V.2.1 - Recherche selective et calculs previsionnels de 
differentes solutions pour la thermohydraulique de la boucle PHEBUS en 
vue de realiser un transitoire de temperature a deux bosses de type 
evaluation CPl sur les gaines, sans remouillage pr~matur~. Fin de 
cette partie prevue en mars. Calculs reactualises. 
V.2.2 - Analyse et interpretation des resultats obtenus par la 
realisation des essais phase I : 
Choix de scenario de reference pour la phase 11, au niveau de la 
boucle. 
Exploitation generale des resultats des essais phase I. 
En particulier : evaluation des fuites thermiques hors grappe a 
partir des montees adiabatiques realisees, correlativement 
determination de la variation du coefficient de couplage sur la 
puissance pendant le transitoire. 
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- Mise au point du jeu standard de donn~es, RELAP IV Mod 6. 
- Fin m1se au point et ajustement de mod~les ind~pendants de RELAP IV 
Mod 6, pour la description du remplissage et du renoyage. 
- Suivi essais ERSEC-PHEBUS-SYSTEME et analyse des r~sultats. 
V.2.3 - Suivi des essa1s phase II 
- Etablissement du programme g~n~ral de chaque essai. 
D~finition de la pression interne des crayons en fonction de 
l'objectif de l'essai. 
- Calculs pr~visionnels avec les codes RELAP IV Mod 6, FRAP T4 et 
CUPIDON. 
- Synthese des enseignements a tirer des essais vis-a-vis de chaque 
aspect suret~ du comportement des crayons combustible. 
- R~daction des rapports d'interpr~tation partiels (au fur et a 
mesure de l'avancement du programme) et des rapports globaux. 
- Fourniture des ~l~ments pour reconstituer la forme du bouchage 
er~~ par la d~formation a la rupture aux Unit~s charg~es de 
l'~tude des possibilit~s de refroidir de tels ensembles. 
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VI - RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
- Programme OMEGA et ERSEC dont ERSEC PHEBUS 
- Comportement des elements combustibles 
• essais EDGAR, 
• etudes d'instrumentation 
• etude du comportement metallurgique de 
!'element combustible PWR en regime 
accidentel : PIE. 
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MM. HUEBER - SIMONNEAU 
N° 82/24 
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MM. SCOTT DE MARTINVILLE 
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VIII - DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE DES DOCUMENTS PUBLIIS 
Les documents des listes pr~c~dentes marqu~s d'un ast~risque 


















213 A 25 
213 B 25 
213 E 25 
213 c 25 
213 F 25 
215 p 25 
TABLEAU 1 
GRILLE GENERALE DES ESSAIS - PREMIERE PARTIE 
PAI{AMETRE CRAYON PARAMETRE DOUBLE PARAMETRE INJECTIONj 
LOCAL. POS, I PRESS ION P. Ll N .f1AX DEBIT LOCAL. ~ETARD BRECHE VAEP 14 I 
- I M PA KW/M LIH ' ! 
0.1 0 BC + BF F 160 BF ~0 
0.1 57 BC + BF F 160 BF :o 
I 
-
0.1 57 BC + BF F 160 X eG ~ 1000"C 
0.1 57 BC + BF F 160 X fJG ~ 1200..,( 
- R - - - - -
0.1 0 . BC 0 2600 0 
0.1 27 I BC 0 2600 0 
0.1 0 BF 0 2600 BF 0 
0.1 27 BF ' 0 2600 BF 0 
0.1 0 BC + BF F 2600 BF 0 
0.1 27 BC + BF F 2600 BF 0 
0.1 40 BC + BF F 2600 BF 0 
0.1 40 BC + BF F 2600 BF X 
0.1 40 BC + BF F ACCUS BF -
0.1 57 BC + BF F llOO BF + 
0.1 47 BC + BF F 1600 BF + 
0,1 1 47 BC + BF F 1600 BF + 
0.1 57 BC + BF F 1600 BF + 


































LISTE DES ESSAIS ET DES PERCHES UTILISEES 
I PARAMETRES CRAYON I NUMERO DATE No 
' DE DE DE 
L'ESSAI NOMBRE PRESS ION P. LIN. MAX REALISATION PERCHE 
I 
M Pa KW/m 
101 1 0,1 0 24/06/80 H 0101 
101 his 03/12/80 0101 
102 1 0,1 57 17/12/80 0101 
14/04/81 0103 
103 1 ~0,1 57 28/10/81 0103 
104 1 0,1 57 - -
-
105 1 - R - -
206 25 0,1 0 24/04/8<3 H 2501 
i 
207 25 0,1 27 03/06/80 2501 
~ 
208 25 0,1 0 22/05/80 2501 
209 25 0,1 27 10/06/80 2501 
210 25 0,1 0 04/06/81 H 2502 
211 25 0,1 27 09/09/81 2502 
212 25 0,1 40 26/11/81 2502 
213 25 0,1 40 10/02/82 2503 
I 213 A 25 0,1 40 24/06/82 2503 213 B 25 0,1 57 21/10/82 2503 I 
213 E 25 0,1 47 18/11/82 2503 
213 c 25 0,1 47 25/11/82 ' 2503 
i 
213 F 25 0,1 57 17/12/82 2503 
215 p 25 4,0 48 08/07/82 2504 
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TITRE Pays FRANCE PROGRAMME PHEBUS CSD 
ETUDE DE LA DEGRADATION DU COt·1BUSTIBLE D • UN REACTEUR 
PWR SOUMIS A DES CONDITIONS ACCIDENTELLES AU DELA DES 
CRITERES DE SURETE 
TITRE en anglais 
PHEBUS SFD PROGRAM 
STUDY OF SEVERE FUEL DAMAGE UNDER ACCIDENTAL TRANSMENTS 








Date de Etat Saientifiques 
derrarrage 01/01/82 aatuel Etudes de Projet M. ARNAUD 
Date Derniere Premiere Fiche M. BERNA ~d~'=aa~h~e~v~e~me~n~t~_3_1_1_1_21_8_9 ____ ~m~~~·s~e_a~·~J~·o~u~r~E~t~u~de ________ ~----------1 
I. - OBJECTIF GENERAL 
L•etude de la degradation du coeur d•un reacteur soumis a des 
conditions accidentelles severes, au dela des criteres retenus pour le 
dimensionnement, a le double objectif suivant : 
1/ -examiner les problemes lies a la maitrise de tels 
accidents, 
2/ - evaluer les consequences radiologiques de ces accidents. 
L•etude comporte deux valets : 
- le comportement du combustible, 
- le relachement et le depot des produits de fission. 
Elle implique la mise au point de modeles physiques, etablis 
sur la base d•experiences phenomenologiques hors pile, valides sur des 
experiences globales en pile, et transposes au cas reacteur. 
Le programme PHEBUS C.S.D a pour objectif le deroulement 
d•experiences en pile, de caractere global, destinees a valider des 
modeles physiques decrivant le comportement du combustible pour des 
niveaux de temperatures superieurs a 1200°C, jusqu•au point de fusion de 
1•oxyde d1 uranium. 
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L'etude du relachement et du depot des produits de fissions 
concerne les experiences FLASH, conduites par DMECN/DRG a Grenoble. 
11. - OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS DU PROGRAMME PHEBUS 
Quatre grands objectifs peuvent etre distingues, a savoir 
a) - (DERS - SES) 
Modification de l'installation PHEBUS permettant de soumettre 
une grappe de 21 crayons a des conditions representatives d'accidents 
reacteurs types. Compte tenu des caracteristiques actuelles de 
l'installation, la representativite de la totalite de la sequence 
accidentelle n'est pas recherchee. On limite la representativite 
11 en temps 11 a la periode correpondant a un niveau de temperature 
superieur a 1200°C. De meme, la grappe d'essai n'est representative que 
d'une petite zone du coeur reacteur. Dans cette fenetre espace-temps 
representative, on cherche a realiser un environnement de la grappe 
aussi proche que possible de celui qui regne dans un coeur en situation 
accidentelle. 
Cet environnement est determine a l'aide des codes de calculs 
disponibles ace jour et qu'il s'agit, in-fine, d'ameliorer. 
Cet objectif implique le developpement d'un programme R et D 
axe sur la tenue des materiaux et de l'instrumentation a haute 
temperature et en milieu oxydant. 
b) - (SEAREL - SES) 
Definition d'une grille d'essais et realisation de ces essais 
dans des conditions definies par le Comite Programme PHEBUS. Preparation 
par le calcul de ces essais et depouillement. 
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c) - (SEAREL) 
Mise au point de moyens de calcul necessaires pour : 
- l'elaboration precise du programme, 
- la prevision et l'interpretation des phenomenes, 
- leur transposition au reacteur. 
d) - (SEAREL) 
Definition et suivi d'experiences hors-pile destinees a la mise au 
point de modeles physiques utilises dans les codes de previsions et 
d'interpretation. Ces etudes sont conduites principalement par DTECH et 
OTCE/STT. 
Ill. - INSTALLATION EXPERIMENTALE ET PROGRAMME 
111.1 - l'installation est composee de 3 parties : 
a) un reacteur source du type piscine, d'une puissance thermique de 40 
MW, 
b) une boucle d'essais, utilisee pour des essais du type LOCA, 
constituee d'une cellule disposee dans l'axe vertical du coeur et 
d'un circuit externe de refroidissement assurant une circulation 
d'eau pressurisee aux conditions nominales d'un reacteur PWR, 
c) une boucle experimentale (boucle CSD), objet des modifications de 
l'installation indiquees au paragraphe precedent. 
Cette boucle comprend 3 parties : 
- une perche contenant le combustible d'essais, disposee dans la la 
cellule en pile et contenant l'ensemble des dispositifs destines a 
l'alimentation en vapeur surchauffee de la grappe d'essais, 
- un appareillage hors pile pour alimentation en eau, hydrogene et 
gaz neutre de la perche, 
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- une ligne de sortie des gaz (vapeur d'eau, hydrogene, gaz de 
fissions) qui traverse la piscine du reacteur et conduit A 
l'appareillage de regulation en pression et de mesures 
experimentales. 
Les modifications envisagees permettent l'utilisation de 
l'installation, soit pour des experiences du type LOCA (phases I et II du 
programme), soit pour des experiences "CSD" (phases III et IV). 
Par ailleurs, l'installation comprend un dispositif de 
manutention permettant l'introduction de la perche experimentale dans la 
cellule, son stockage sur site apres essai et son transfert vers les 
laboratoires d'examens post-mortem. 
111.2 - Le programme experimental n'est defini a ce jour que pour la 
phase III du programme caracterisee par des temperatures de gaine 
inferieures a 1850°C. Sept experiences sont prevues, portant sur du 
combustible vierge, a partir de septembre 1985. Le rythme experimental 
prevu est de 4 experiences/an. 
Les essais planifies a ce jour correspondent a quatre 
sequences accidentelles prenant en compte l'indisponibilite des 
injections de secours dans les cas suivants : 
- transitoire LOCA grosse breche, 
- transitoire LOCA petite breche, 
- perte prolongee de l'alimentation en eau du generateur 
de vapeur, 
coeur decouvert quelques jours apres l'arret du 
reacteur. 
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IV. - ETAT o•AVANCEMENT 
IV.l- L•etude de faisabilite phase III a montre la possibilite 
d1 adaptation de l•installation a la realisation des essais de phase Ill, 
conformement aux conditions de la matrice d•essai experimentale, excepte 
en ce qui concerne 
la pression experimentale limitee a 0,5 MPa 
- la temperature de la vapeur au bas de la grappe limitee a 
1000°C. 
IV.2 - Une maquette hors pile (ARTEMIS), grandeur nature, de la 
cellule et de la perche d•essai a ete definie, de maniere a verifier le 
bon fonctionnement de l•ensemble des dispositifs destines a produire le 
debit de vapeur surchauffee en bas de grappe. 
IV.3 - Une recherche sur les revetements protecteurs a ete entreprise 
dans le but de proteger de 1•oxydation les structures superieures de la 
perche et les gaines de thermocouple. 
IV.4 - Un code de calcul decrivant la thermique de la grappe d•essai 
et des structures qui 1•entourent est en cours de developpement. 
IV.5 - Les premiers calculs de neutronique montrent la possibilite 
d•utiliser des crayons d•essais avec un enrichissement voisin de celui 
adopte pour les essais LOCA. 
La configuration actuelle du coeur nourricier PHEBUS n•apporte 
aucune limitation particuliere au deroulement des essais du type CSD. 
IV.6 - La matrice des essais de phase Ill a ete definie en utilisant 
le code BOILK dans la description des phases accidentelles mentionnees 
en 3.2. 
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V. - PROCHAINES ETAPES 
V.l - Programme PHEBUS phase Ill 
V.1.1 - Les essais sur maquette hors pile ARTEMIS sont prevus 
pour Juillet 1983. 
V.1.2- Les etudes sur les modifications de 11 installation 
doivent conduire a l•approvisionnement de materiels a long delai de 
livraison en decembre 1983 
L•arret de 11 installation PHEBUS pour modifications 
est prevu pour Septembre 1984 
V.1.3 - Le premier essai de phase III est prevu pour Septembre 
1985. 
V.2 - Programme PHEBUS phase IV 
V.2.1 - Aucun code de calcul ne permet ace jour de definir 
une grille d•essais pour la phase IV du programme. Une ebauche de grille 
sera definie fin 1983 sur les bases de l•extrapolation des conditions 
d•essais de phase Ill. 
V.2.2 - Fin 1983 le projet definira les limitations 
technologiques a la realisation des essais de phase IV d•une part, le 
programme R et D a entreprendre dans ce domaine d•autre part. 
V.2.3 - Dans ces conditions le premier essai de phase lli ne 
peut avoir lieu avant fin 1986. 
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V.J - Interpr,tation des ex~riences 
La strategie a suivre pour developper un code de calcul pour 
interpretation des experiences de phase Ill et IV est a definir pour la 
fin du premier semestre 1983 et le developpement du code en 1984-1985. 
VI. - DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
1982 - "Definition des parametres de la pre-etude de 
faisabilite relative aux phase Ill et IV du programme 
PHEBUS" 
NOTE TECHNIQUE SES 05/82 - M. ARNAUD 
"Pre-etude de faisabilite sur la phase Ill du programme 
PHEBUS". 
NOTE TECHNIQUE SES 10/82 - M. ARNAUD, M. DEL NEGRO, 
M. DUTRAIVE. 
1983 - "Phase Ill du programme PHEBUS - Maquette hors-pile 
pourtests de perches simplifiees". 
NOTE TECHNIQUE SES 17/82. 
"Etude de sequences accidentelles avec degradation du 
coeur sur un reacteur PWR". 
NOTE TECHNIQUE SAER/83 - M. EVRARD. 
"French severe fuel damage program at the PHEBUS 
facility". 
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high temperature surfaceG has brough~ about good results in 
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The aim of the present work is: 
- set up an improved theoretical model in order to account for 
the possible arising of rivulets; 
- find suitable methods !or eliminating or, at least, limiti.ng 
the arising of rivuleto. 
As for the first objective a numerical two-dimensional ana= 
lysis has been carried out and some interesting results have 
been already gained. 
E. OLIVERI-F. CASTIGLIA-S. TAIBI-G. VELLA: '' Relazioni !inali aulla 
1! , 2! e ~ fase dei lavori relativi al contratto RUCLIT~tJNI .. 
VERSITA' DI PALERMO iUI Refrigerazione di emergenza dei noocioli 
dei reattorl Bo'/R '' 30/6/1979 • PALERMO • 
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!, -General aim 
Study of cooling of fuel rods during the E,C,C.S, 
2. - Particular objectives 






Optimization of engineering correlations and models to predict the t~ermal 
behaviour of ro<U during E,C.C,S., development of a computer code for revetting 
calculations under the refloodtng mode of E.C,C.S. 
J . .-Experimental facilities and progra111111e 
/ 
Experimental apparatus !or bott~ flooding in rod•annular geometry at lov pre~ 
sure, startins !ram different level• of t~erature, and, succets{Yely, experi 
ments of SP""'Y cooling, 
4, ... Project '11tacus 
Experi111ents have been perfot'lled on a tubular test uctfon b..aving an inside diall'•' 
ter o! 10 mm and a heated length o! 3000 mm tnstrvmented with 5 ther.ocouple1 





TITLE (ENGLISH. LANGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION: 
Rewetting of Fuel Rods during E.c.c.s. 
1.3 
flooding. ~·• flow ratea between 6 and 40 s/c~2 a, and initial rod temperature• of 
500 and 600 •c have been uaed. The experimental wall temperature profilea have 
be~n analized, in order to obtain the revettina timea and the heat tranafer co~t 
f icienta, 
5. - tlext steps 
Experiment5 in annuln geometry· ~o~ith ,. coaine. axi~l hut flux vill follov, 
6. - Relation eo other project and codes: none 
7. - R~f~r~ncea docu~nta 
A. Saba~o 
Tesi 'di Lauru: H9delli di riba&namento per le barret'te di· co111buatibile di LWR 
ne! caso di incidence 
Jun, 1978, Poli'tecnic~ di: Torino 
V, Harinelli.~ G, ~liveti ~ A1 Saba~o 
Counter current' flov of ai:r,and water in 1 9~o~ b~ndle 
Atto del Dtparti~ento 23, Dpt of ~echanical Engineer~ng, Un~veratcl della Calabria 
)une 1978 
V, Harinelli -:- G, OHyeti' ~A· SAb.tto 
Calculations of counter current fl!w o( ~tqyi:d and K•• ~n.a flood~ng reaime 
Atto del Dipartiuento 28, H•Y· 1979 1 preaented alao; European two phaae flpv aroup 
Meeting at Iapra, June 1979 
Y. Harinelli ~ G, Oliyeti -A: Sa~a~o 
Scud1o sperimentale dello ICambi·o t~~!·co parete'l"flui·do.pe~ un tubu aimulante una ba_!: 
ra di comb~atibtle.di ruattore nuclear~ ad acqua durante rl raffreddamento di emerge~ 
za mediante allagamento dal baaao 1 
Atto del Diparti~ento 50·, June 1981 
8. -Additional informatien 
Staff: 4 scientists, 4 technicians. 
Untv~rsitA della Calabria, Dip. di ~eccanica, I-87030 Arcavacata 
dl Rende, Cosenza. 






1 Anatisi dello scambio ter.nico in condizioni incidentali nel ITALY 
jnocciolo P~~ in dipendenza del livello del refrigerante. 
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V. t.OHBAllD I 
The small LOCA (as r.!I-2 accident) can reduce the vater inventory ir. the core an~ 
it can cause a situation in wich the coolant flowrate it so low that the li1uld 
level may be below the active length of the core and a particular type of ?OSt 
dry-out heat transfer dominates the temperature recime in the uncovered ra,ion. 
Tvo-phase flow regimes, liquid awellina as well al liquid entrainment in this 
region have been investigat•d· 
1. Particular Objectives 
Post dry-out heat c~1nsfer has been invettiaated with ~articular !ocus on the en-
trained droplets population and I droplet Size distribution lav has ~een eerived 
by tlll!a:ls of the coolant te::~perature aeasurements. 
~oreover transition boiling heat transfer h41 been examinated in order to link 
the boiling region and the post C.H.F. reclon. 
A strong swelling phenomenon was observed and therefore void fraction profila in-
vestigation has been performed to interpretate the liquid level heieht. 
J. Experi~ental Facility and Programme 
The research has been performed employing a aimple loop(called STPA). The teat 
section is made on Inconel Tube and has an inaide diameter of 12.6 mz and a 
uniformly heated length of )600 111111. Hllll thermocouples are :>laced axiall:-o every 
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lOO mm; bulk thermocouples, of special desir,n, every 200 mm. The mesa flowrate 
ranges from 4 to 10 Kg/m2s, the surface heat flux frODI 9 to 25 kW/m2, the inlet 
subcoolina frOM 10 tO 80°Cj the preasure la at the IC.Oiph~ric Value, 
4. Project Status 
Critical qualities at the dry-ouc point and post dry-out heat transfer coefficients 
have been systematically measured and com~ared witb the available correlations 
(for different tanges of variables) obtaining indications of the respective 
applicability. 
S. Next Steps 
Other about 30 test are necessary to com~lete the first experimental campaign. 
6. Reference Document1 
a) A. Annunziato, V. Lombardi, R. Hazzucco, A. Pasqualini, H. Sica, "Strumenta-
zione delle seziane di prova mediante brasatura ad lnduzione per esperienze 
·di S~ambi~ Termico in Parete Asciutta", CNEN(8l)l6/VBD-8/Ml4-2. 
b) V. Locnbardi "Circuito per Esperienze di Scambio Termico in Parate Aaciutta 
(STPA) I CNEN(81)23/VBD-ll/~'l4-3 
7. Desree of Availabilitl 
Fr.ee. 
Contact Person: C. Palazzi - TERH-RIStL,~~~.CSN-Casaccia, CP 2~, I~lOO ?ama 
8. Adcitiona1 Information 
Staff: 2.5 cnan·year 
Budgec::)O !'!1. 
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LIC TRANSIENTS FOLLOWING LOCAS FOR TiiE ENEL UNIFIED PROJECT ~-----------1 
I PvvR REACTOR PROJECT LEADER : 
I 
G. TREBBI I 
INITIATED : COMPLETED : SCIENTISTS : 
1980 L. BELLA 
F. OONATINI 
STATUS : LAST UPDATING : 
IN PROGRESS May 1982 ' 
I 
1 . General aim 
The research has the purpose to develop an extensive knuw-how about the thennal-n~ 
draullc aspects of I..OCAS transients for the ENEL reference PNR plant. The follow 
ing ~~pects will be investigated: 
a) PrJ.Ina.ry system thE:mna.l-hydraulic behaviour 
b) Fuel assembly thermal behaviour (refill - refload phase) 
c) Conca~nment behaviour/ECCS perfonnance. 
In dhe nex~ years such three aspects could be splitted up in three distinct rescar~r 
activities. 
2. Particular objectives 
CJ..talification of RELAP 4 codes chain for I..;OCPI S analyses applied to PWR ENEL rt!a.C":• r 
( £'.1/Best estimateo calculations), extended to the refill-reflood transients. The !! 
nalyses will cover a great range of breaks (large DE-small) and ECCS perfo~ 
ce, under various hypotheses. Comparisons with experimental results will be made 
with OECD/CSNI Stanctard Problems program. 
The containment will be ana.lized with CONTEMPT LT and COMPARE ~001 codes and the 




TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : 
Berakning av den maximala kapslingstemperaturen 
med forbattrad stralningsmodell 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 
A calculation of the peak clad temperature with 













SPONSOR : The Swedish 
Nuclear Inspectorate 
ORGANISATION : ETU 
Energiteknisk Ut-
veckiina AB 




1. A single-node grey-body factor matrix wn~cn ~s usee1 ~n .ncens~ng 
calculations assumes that the reflected radiation is evenly 
distributed around the entire rod circumference (The radiation can 
be "reflected through a rod"). Single-node grey-body factors over-
estimates the radiation in a BWR-cluster. 
2. The project should result in two calculations of the peak clad tempera-
ture. One with a single-node grey-body factor matrix used and the 
other with a multinode matrix. 
3. The MOXY-code is used. The code is modified for calculation of a 
cluster with octant-syrnrnetry. 
4.1 The project is completed except for the final report. 
4.2 The ne~ model inc0eased the peak clad temperature with 67 °F. (2179 F to 2246 F) 
8. Peter Bergquist, ETU, Box 4022, 102 61 STOCKHOLM, Sweden 
9. An essential progress is the use of multinode grey-body factors for 
calculation of view-factors. These view-factors could be compared to 
others, for instance those calculated with an anisotropic factor 




CLASSIFICATION . I 
1.3 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) I COUNTRY I I I 
Deltagande i CSNI-PWG2 - "Task Group on Fuel Sweden 
Behaviour under Design Basis Accident 
Conditions" i Paris 22-23 mars 1983 
SPONSOR I I 
Swedish Nuclear 
Power Inspectorate 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) I ORGANISATION . I I 
Participation in CSNI-PWG2 - "Task Group on Fuel Studsvik Energi-
Behaviour under Design Basis Accident teknik AB 
Conditions" in Paris March 22-23, 1983 
PROJECT LEADER . I 
K Malen 
INITIATED . COMPLETED I SCIENTISTS . I I I 
1983-04-27 K Malen 
STATUS I LAST UPDATING I I I 
Completed June 1983 
1. General Aim: Fuel Behaviour under Design Basis Accident Conditions. 
2. Particular Ob-
jectives: 
4. Project status: 
7. Reference Docu-
ments: 
Participation in CSNI-PWG2 Task Group meeting in Paris 
March 22-23, 1983 
Completed 
Malen K, Mote: CSNI - "Principal working group 2 on 
transients and breaks - Task group on fuel behaviour 
under design basis accident conditions i Paris 
22-23 mars 1983. STUDSVIK/NF(P)-83/23 (In Swedish) 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Oni ~ad tinadoa 
Heat: t:ransfer and rewetcing in PWB. raUood 
(BTil 6.2.1) SPONSOR: 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAG~): ORGANISATION: 
' 
OXAU (Win.fri th) 
i PROJECT LEADER: 
J Fell I l 
r INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
I March 1978 K G Peenon ! M K Denhua r LAST UPDATING: ·:... .. ATUS: 




Experimental studies of heat: t:ransfer and hydraulics during the re.flood. stage of 
a PYR. LOCA are being carried out in the Heat Transfer Laboratory of the UIA.EA. 
Atomic Energy.Establisbment at W'infrith in collaboration with the dnelopmant 
and validation as part of the OIA!A Programme. 
Objectives 
The objectives are to provide high quality benchmark data relating to the reflooding 
of undistorted and ballooned clusters which can be used for validation and 
improvement of computer codes used in the usasslDent of reactor safety and an 
improved understanding of the physical mechAnism. involved. 
Test Facilities 
The experimental Programme employs two major test facilities. 
REFLEX (Reflood Experiments) Electrically heated internally flood tubes 
l'HETIS '(Thermal Hydraulic Emergency Cooling Test Installation) 
Electrically heated full length fuel cluster s~lation for studies 
at pressures up to 70 atmospheres 
Programme 
(a) Single Tube Studies of Reflood Heat Transfer/Hydraulics - REFLEX 
(i) Undistorted Subchannel - Completed 
~ ' -376-
(ii) Ballooned Subchannel - 1980 
(iii) Effects of Zircaloy Oxide (EIC su,ported) - 1981 
(b) Cluster txperiments - TBETIS 
(i) Blocked Cluster Test 
7 x 7 Ballooned Cluatar (90% local block&ce)' to damonatrata 
coolability (12.2mm pins) - 1981 
~~ii) ECCs Studies 
8 x 8 Ondiatorted Cluatar (9.5mm pins) - 1982 
(iii) Ballooned Cluster Teat 
8 x 8 Ballooned Cluster (9.5mm pine) (EEC supported) ~ 1983 
' 
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United ltinadom 
Modelling of fuel el~nt behaviour duriq trandentl 
(FS 4.1) SPONSOR: 
I 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
UKA!A (Sp~iugfields) 
PROJECT LEADER: 
J K Gittus (SNL) I 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
March 1978 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: I ln progress July 1980 
I 
Background 
In a loss of coolant accident following a larae breach the rapid c!~cuit depressurisa-
tion can lead to high clad temperatures and pin di1tension and so to cooling channel 
blockage. The slow depressuriiation associated with a small breach can lead to 
partial core uncovery, adiabatic heat up of the pin and clad temperatures at which 
chemical reaction, gas release and even component melting may occur. 
Objectives 
These are to calculate the core response to varioua types of LOCA (different positions 
and size of break) using the transient core specific code MABEL·2. This entails 
interfacing with a total circuit thermal hydraulic code eg aELAP and a performance 
model eg SLEUTH which fixes the steady state condition of the .fuel pin at the moment 
of the transient. Factors such as pin rating history, proximity of cold control tube~ 
etc. will be taken into account. Validation work on MABEL-2 and CANSWEL-2 will 
continue. 
Present position 
The clad deformation code CANSWEL-2 has been integrated into the MABEL-2 so that 
Qzimuthal variations in temperature, clad·· thickness, fuel-clad gap si%e affecting 
the behaviour of the centre pin of a 3 X 3 array can now be treated. (This work is 
io collaboration with AEE Winfrith). The CANSWEL·2 code has been developed to the stage 
when it can model the bulging of cladding a~ it expands between neighbouring pins. 
Facilities 
The computers installed at Springfields, Harw.ll and Ri~ley are being used for this 
work. 
Reference Documents 
BOWRING R W, COOPER CA, GITTUS J H, HASTE T J. 
A Code to analyse cladding deformation in a loas•of-coolant accident : status. LAEA 
Specialists Meeting on Water Reactor Fuel Element Performance Computer Modelling, 






TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE}: COUNTRY: 
REWE'rl'ING, RE!'LOODING AND CI.AD DIJ'OINA':ION. OK%1'ZD J:INGDOM 




l'l'ITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
. 
I OlCAEA (WIN!'lU:'l'B) 
J 
PROJECT LEADER: 
' J F!LL (WINFRITB) 
l 
::NITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
' MARCH 1978 
! 
-
R W BOWRING 
i::;.ATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
'· 
IN PROGRESS JULY 1980 
BACKGROUND 
There is a potential for luqe clad strains to develop during a LOCA. 'l'his could 
result in axially extenCled deformation with coneequant:..i.mpurment of the beat 
transfer to the coolant and thus 1evere overheating of the fuel. A specialised 
cede (eg MABEL) is required to examine the detailed behaviour of single fuel rods 
taking into accoWlt local azimut.hal effects, aubchannel blockaqe, .etc. It takes 
its boundary conditions from a core-wide code auch as RELAP. 
MABEL is being developed in collaboration with OKAEA Sprin9fields Laboratories, in 
three stages: MABEL-l with a concentric pallet model and the coolant represented 
by input heat transfer coefficients: MABEL-2 with a 20 pellet model to represent 
azimuthal effects and coolant 'subchannel effects included: MA.BEL-3 with a mcre 
~ophisticated model based upon the experience qained from MABEL-2. 
OBJECTIVES 
1. To develop the MABEL series of codes for PWR LOCA clad-ballooning studies. 
2. To cury out analytic studies to validate the assumptions and modelling in MABEL; 
to update the model in the light of experimental work at AEEW or elsewhere. 
3. To carry out PWR calc:ulations as required. 
PROGRAMME 
Completion of MABEL-1 Autumn 1978 
" MABEL-2 Spring 1981 
" MABEL-3 
FACILITIES 
~EL is programmed for the IBM 3033 Computer. 
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 
1. R w Bowrinq and C A Cooper. 
in a Loss-of-coolant Accident". 
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"HABBL-la A Code to analyse clacSdi.Dq deformation 
AIEW-R-1215 (1978). 
2. R W Bowrinq, .: C A Cooper, J B G BWI and 'r J Baste. •MABEL-2: A code to 
analyse cladding deformation in a Loss-of-coolant Accident: Status February 1980" 





TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
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Thermal and hydraulic performance of partially uncovered United ~n&dom 
cores SPONSOR: 
(ENGLISH LANGUAG~): ., ORGANISATION: TITLE ' 




; ~HTIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
March 1978 lt G Pearaou 
: .. TATUS: LAST UPDATING: M X. Dea.ham 
ln progress Auguat 1980 
-· 
Background 
Rxperimentalstudiesof the thermal and hydraulic performance of partially uucovered 
co~es relevant to PWR small breach accidentl (eg TMI) are beiua carried out iu 
the Heat Transfer Laboratory of the UltA!A Atomic Energy Establishment at Winfrith 
in collaboration with code developmant aod validation as part of the UlAEA 
Prograane. 
Objectives 
The objectives are to provide high quality benchmark data relatina to the 
thermal and hydraulic perfor.mance of partially uncovered cores which ~an be used 
for validation and improvement of computer codes ueed in the assessment of 
reactor safety and an improved understandini of the physical mechanisms iavolved. 
Test Facilities 
THETIS (Thermal Hydraulic Emergency Coolin& Teat Installation) 
Electrically heated full length fuel cluster simulation for studies at 
pressures up to 70 atmospheres. 
Programme 
Cluster Level Swell Experiments - TBETIS 
(i) 61 Pin Cluster (SGHWR pins 12.2mm diameter) -Completed 
\ii) Ditto - improved instrumentation - 1980 
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(iii) 7 x 7 Ballooned Cluster (PWa Array 12.2mm pina) 1981 




TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 




I TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: t 
OKAE4 (Sprinafields) I . 
. 
PROJECT LEADER: I 
J K Gittua {SNL) 
J B Sayar1 (Karwell) 
---: 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
March 1978 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress September 1980 
Background 
In a loss-of-coolant accident the deformation of the fuel rod cladding is an 
important factor in determining the efficiency of the core quenching system by 
reflooding. It is known that, under certain conditions of temperature and pressure 
differential, Zircaloy cladding eau strain by large amounts t> 25\). 
Objectives 
To determine the strain behaviour of cladding under LOCA conditions, and to 
establish whether any large scale deformation will occur which could impair cooling 
by reflooding. If this is the case, to study and recommend remedial measures. 
Prograame 
·-
Previous studies of the deformation behaviour of single rods(l,l) will be continued, 
mainly to produce data for, and verification of, the transient code MABEL. The 





tubes will be determined using 4 X 4 assemblies of short rods, and 6 X 6 assemblies o 
full-length rods. A rig, MDLTIROD, is being designed for PWR rods, about 750 mm long, 
in up to 9 X 9 arrays to test interaction during heating and reflooding. 
The feasibility of a single rod LOCT (lost 3~f coolant test) in the DIDO reactor hiih pressure water loop has been established, in which rod behaviour eau be compared 
with out-of-reactor stmulation. The beat generation, heat loss, and rise in tempera-
ture are designed to be similar to that which'might be experienced by an inter-g't'id 
span of one fuel rod in a PWR assembly. Both radiative and convective cooling can 
be available. The present work is the preparation of costed studies for construction 
and for the test series so that a decision can be made early in 1981. If the results 
of the technical assessment, safety submission and costing are acceptable the first 
experiment could take place in 1983/4. 
Facilities 
PROPAT rig (single rod tests) FLEET and MULT!ROD rigs (multi-rod tests) at SpringfieLd 
High Pressure Water Loop in Harwell DIDO reactor. 
'' C OC"\1"'7 
-5lS4-
Clad deformation and multi-rod interaction effects in a ~ 
Reference Documents 
1. ROSE K M, MANN C A and HINOLE E D 
The axial distribution of deformation in the cladding of PWl fuel rods in a loss-of-
coolant accident. 
Nuclear Technology ~ (2) 220-227 (1979) 
2. HINDLE E D and MANN C A 
The experimental study of the deformation of Zircaloy PWa fuel element cladding under 
mainly convective cooling.: 
Fifth International Conference on Zirconium in the Nuclear Iadu1try, Boaton, Mas, USA. 
August 1980. 
3. MARLOW B, LANG C and CRABBE C J 
Design feasibility for controlled·loss•of-coolant studies usin& the hi&h pressure 
water loop in OIDO reactor (LOCT test). Paper at international colloquium on 
irradiation tests for reactor safety procramma, Petten, June 1979. 
2. CORE MELTDOWN 
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Benchtsze1traum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1. - 31.12.1982 2 RS 474 





1\n..:Jl.yt.ical Activities Reaktorsicherheit 
Analysis of Core Meltdown 
(GRS) mbH 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vortlabens/Project Leader 
1.5.1980 31.12.1982 Dr. Friederichs/Dr. Sch 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
completed December 1982 
1. General Aim 
Parallel and additional analytical studies for the BMFT-spon-
sored experimental research. Further development of computer 
codes concerning reactor safety. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Review and analysis of research reports and results of the core 
meltdown project. 
In particular: 
2.1 Review and analysis of research reports concerning the meltdown 
process, the interaction between molten core material and reac-
tor concrete and the integral description of the accident. 
2.2 Verification of computer codes, concerning the different stages 
of a Hypothetical meltdown accident. 
2.3 Review of the meltdown process and behavior of molten material 
after hypothetical accidents (LMFBR) . 
2.4 Review of Fuel-Coolant-Interactions. 
2.5 Review of behavior and cooling of fuel debris beds. 
2.6 Review of behavior of a molten pool (LMFBR). 
2.7 Review of interactions between core melt and core-catcher 
materials or concrete. 
2.8 Review of behavior of radioactive inventory inside the plant 
(LMFBR) . 
3. Research Program 
3.1 · Assessment of the results of research projects concerning 
the different stages of a hypothetical meltdown accident. 
· Development of models for special phenomena. 
arfe 
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· Identification of uncertainties or problems concerning 
the meltdown accident that should be eliminated or solved. 
3.2 · Acquisition, review and assessment of computer codes as 
well as computed results for verification of the statements 
made in advanced risk studies. 
· Post-test analyses of selected experiments. 
· Improvement of computer codes and computer models. 
3.3 Review of activities concerning meltdown and the behavior 
of molten materials in the core. 
3.4 Critical assessment of experiments and analytical methods to 
investigate the fuel coolant interaction; investigation of the 
applicability to reactor conditions. 
3.5 Review of experimental and analytical activities concerning 
fuel debris which are carried out in foreign countries 
and as RS-projects. Application of this knowledge to LMFBRs. 
Extension of the investigation to temperatures above dryout 
and below melting. 
3.6 Critical assessment of experiments with simulant materials 
and reactor materials to investigate the heat transfer from 
molten pools. 
3.7 Transfer of experiences which have been gained for LWRs to 
LMFBRs. Review and assessment of experiments which simulant 
materials and reactor materials. 
3.8 Calculation of the inventory of radioactive materials, of the 
plate-out and transport behavior of Plutonium and fission 
products. Evaluation of release-pathways and of the amount of 
released radioactivities from the plant (LMFBR) . 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
5. Progress to Date 
for 3.3With regard to an integral risk assessment the knowledge about 
to 3.7 the behavioar of the core materials after the core disruption 
has been completed. 
1.1.- 31.12.1982 -387- RS 4 74 
6. Results 
for 3.3 LMFBRs have very favourable properties for the retention of 
to 3.6 core materials inside the reactor vessel after a core dis-
ruption. If those structures which could be covered with 
core materials are designed appropiately, it can be excluded 
in most cases that the reactor vessel will be penetrated. 
Retention structures which are· cooled from the bottom by 
sodium are a very favourable design. Molten core materials 
cannot melt through such structures. Some uncertainties still 
consist in the properties of steel at very high temperatures. 
Some other uncertainties are of a more phenomenological nature: 
- if a jet of liquid core materials can reach a retention 
structure, this might result in an eMreme thermal load at 
the stagnation point, 
- the penetration length of liquid core materials inside cold 
channels can be estimated only roughly. This causes un-
certainties about the progression of the accident, 
- fuel coolant interactions with considerable mechanical 
work potential are very unlikely under reactor conditions, 
but they cannot be excluded completely. 
for 3.7 In the fields of fuel-concrete interactions and sodium fires 
considerable progress has led to a certain understanding of 
these phenomena. For the problem of sodium-concrete interac-
tions conservative assumptions still have to be made at the 




Next steps: The project ist completed. 
Relations to other projects: 
References 
/1/ G. Bonigke, P. Bogorinski, K.-H. Martens: Chemische und 
thermische Wechselwirkungen bei hypothetischen Kernschmelzun-
fallen in schnellen natriumgekUhlten Reaktoren GRS-~734(Aug.82) 
10. Degree of Availability of the reports 
GRS-A .. reports are avmlable through the Gesell.f.Reaktorsicher-
heit(GRS)rnbH,Forschungsbetreuung,Glockengasse 2,0-5000 Koln 1 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) . COUNTRY . . • 
Projekt FILTRA SWEDEN 
Filtrerad tryckavlastning av reaktorinneslutning 
Projektstudie av typkonstruktion SPONSOR • • 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) • ORGANISATION • • • 
Project SNPI, NBESD,' FILTRA utili ties* · Swedish Vent-filter conceptual design study 
INITIATED 
1980 Febr 











TION OF PROJECT: 
PROJECT LEADER . I 
Kjell Johansson 
and Lars Nilsson 
COMPLETED . SCIENTISTS . • • 
Nov 1982 
LAST UPDATING • • 
June 1983 
Study risk reduction potentially obtainable from 
application to reactor containments of vent-filter 
conceptual designs. The primary objective is to 
reduce land contamination from reeases due to 
large core melt and containment overpressurization 
accidents. 
Theoretical investigations of containment events 
plus some experimental work on crushed rock 
stonebed and sand filters. 
Final report in Nov 1982 
The Swedish government requires a vent-filter 
system to be ~n~talled at Barseb!ck and be opera-
tive before Sept 1, 1986 (3). Modifications of 
the other ten existing Swedish operating LWR reac-
tors containments, if assessed to entail subtan-
tail risk reduction, can be required with a view 
to achieve effective risk reducing meansures be-
fore end of 1989. 
The project is to be executed in three stages, 
which comprise: 
* Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate d 






Stage 1 : A. Prelimimary design criteria. 
B. Preliminary decisions about pressure 
relief and filtration equipment. 
Stage 2: c. More detailed design criteria. 
D. Type design. 
Stage 3: E. Complementary, verifying and 
concluding items. 
The first stage started early in 1980 and will 
continue till the beginning of 1981. The results 
of the first stage of work was reported in (2). 
The second and third stages of work were reported 
in Nov 1982. Experiments have been performed on 
the retention of aerosols and iodine in crushed 
rock beds and also on the pressure drops and steam 
condensation in such beds. 
FILTRA report 2 Progress March 1981 
Filtered Atmospheric Venting of LWR containments 
Available from: 
Studsvik Library 
S-611 82 NYK~PING 
SWEDEN Telex: 64070 stu bib s 
Summary of the present Swedish licensing and 
regulatory position on prevention and mitigation 
of radioactive releases in the case of severe 
accidents. 
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate 1982-01-22 
Box 27106 
S-102 52 STOCKHOLM 
SWEDEN Telex: 11961 sweatom s 
Kjell Johansson, Lars Nilsson, Ake Persson 
FILTRA Design Considerations for implementing 
a containment vent-filter plant at Barseback, 
Sweden. Paper intended for presentation at ANS 
Chicago conf. Aug 29 - Sep 2, 1982 
4 FILTRA Final Report nov 1982 
Available from: 
Studsvik Library 
S-611 82 NYK~PING 
SWEDEN Telex: 64070 Stu bib s 
2.1. MOLTEN MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassificatton Kennzeichen!Project Number 
01.01.82-31.12.82 2. 1 06.01.16/0?A (PNS 4250) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Langzeitktihlung im stark beschadigten Core 
(COLD) FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Long Term Coolability of a Heavily Damaged Karlsruhe (KfK) 
Core (COLD) 
Projekt Nukleare 
lhei t (PN!=:) 
Sicher 
A~eitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed leiter des Vorhabens/Project leader 0 . 01. 1981 DI. G. Hofmann 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatumllast Updating Bewllligte MitteiJFunds 
1. General Aim 
In order to better understand the possible courses of severe accidents 
with core degradation the coolability of debris is investigated. It 
is believed that such improved understanding is of benefit to plant 
design as well as to risk analysis and accident management. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Under certain accident conditions a debris consisting of degraded 
fuel rods and structural material can be generated. The reavailabili-
ty of coolant and heat sink does not necessarily mean that debris 
temperatures are under control. The long term coolability of such a 
debris bed is investigated to learn if bed temperatures stay below 
the melting temperatures of the components and no further change of 
the geometry takes place even if the cooling boundary conditions be-
come worse after an initial rewetting is completed. 
3. Research Program 
It does not seem possible at the present time to relate certain 
accident paths with geometrical characterizations of the degraded core 
material for every time during the accident. But since also the 
knowledge about the coolability limits and about the dryout mechanisms 
in idealized beds is still incomplete the program tries to close these 
gaps without having the full information about the geometry of real 
core debris. The program consists of dryout experiments (out-of-pile) 
in deep beds with water as coolant in order to 
- investigate the influence of the bed height (up to 1 m) on the dry-
out heat flux 
- investigate the influence of the hydraulic boundary conditions 
(mainly bottom inlet flow by natural convection through a permeable 
- 2 -
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support plate) 
clarify the dryout mechanisms by measuring the dryout locations and 
the axial pressure and saturation distributions in the bed. 
- verify existing models and improve them where necessary and possible. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
For induction heating of the particulate beds a radio frequency 
generator with 60 kW and 250 kHz at the heating coil is available. The 
data acquisition system which is used reads up to 40 channels from 
steady state or slowly transient experiments. 
5. Progress to Date 
The more important results of the feasibility study were summarized 
in Ref. 1. The dependence of the dryout heat flux from the bed depth 
was investigated with a series of 111 additional dryout tests. In these 
tests also the location of the first dry spot was measured; a computer 
model for predicting this location was developed and compared with the 
experimental data. Bottom inlet flow experiments were conducted also; 
the results were compared to an existing model. 
An additional outer circuit of the RF generator for heating of more 
than 1 m deep beds was installed and tested. 
6. Results 
The dryout heat flux was found to be independent of bed depth for top-
fed beds of 3 mm-spheres when they were deeper than 250 mm, though an 
influence up to 400 mm was reported earlier due to the misleading 
interpretation of a very small data base. It was found that even with 
3 mm-particles long-term boiling causes minor geometrical bed changes 
with an increased dryout heat flux as a consequence. 
The evaluation of the top-fed exper~ments resulted in an improved 
understanding of dryout as the end of a hydraulically transient process 
characterized by a time-dependent saturation change in the bed which 
precedes the appearance of the first dry spot. The dryout location was 
measured for the first time as a function of the power step beyond 
dryout. A quasi-steady-state computer model was developed to describe 
this process and to predict the location of the first dry spot in the 
bed. Model and experiment are in reasonable agreement for particle 
beds with small capillary forces /2/. An analysis of the differential 
- 3 -
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equation describing the saturation distribution in the 1-dim. model 
with capillary forces has shown the possibility to apply the dryout 
location model to small diameter particle beds also. 
A comparison between the model of Ref. 3 with ·experimental data from 
this program for bottom inlet flow by natural convection revealed a 
remarkable discrepancy. The dryout heat flux and the bottom inlet mass 
flux are calculated by far too low. It is believed that this is due to 
the way in which the axial pressure gradient is calculated in the model 
and that the channeled flow assumption without interfacial momentum 
exchange is not adequate for the lower portion of the bed. 
7. Next steps 
Since the prediction of the pressure difference within the bed seems 
to be a weak point of existing dryout models, future experiments with 
up to 1 meter deep beds are planned to explore this point; they will be 
set up to investigate mainly combined top-fed and bottom-fed situations 
and will include efforts to measure the saturation distributions. 
8. Relation to the other Proiects 
PNS 06.01.08, PSB 01.02.15. Information exchange with similar in-
vestigations at SANDIA, ANL, UCLA and Westinghouse; followup of the 
severe fuel damage experiments in SUPER SARA, PBF and ACRR. 
9. References 
/1/ G. Hofmann, H. Schneider; LangzeitkUhlung im stark beschadigten 
Core, PNS-Jahresbericht 1981, KfK 3250 (1982) 
/2/ G. Hofmann; On the location and mechanisms of dryout in top-fed 
and bottom-fed particulate beds. Proceedings of the Int. Informa-
tion Exchange Mtg. on Post Accident Debris Cooling, Karlsruhe 
(July 1982) 
/3/ R.J. Lipinski; Bottom-Fed Deep Debris Bed; Adv. Reactor Safety 
Research Quarterly Rep., Jan.-Mrch. 81, NUREG/CR 2238 (1982) 
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(ii)their effects on the integrity of core debris containment barriers. 
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1. General Aim: A large international program is underway to use 
the Marviken full-scale facility for studying the 
transport of aerosols and fission products in the 
reactor primary system after a core-melt accident. 
The chemistry of the aerosol source may be an 
important factor, that cannot be studied parametri-
cally in the full-scale experiments, where source 
and environmental conditions have to be grossly 
simplified. In order to provide guidance for the 
simplifications, small-scale aerosol generation 
experiments are being carried out, where the source 
composition and the chemical environment are varied. 
6. Relation to Marviken-V International Aerosol Transport Test 
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STUDSVIK ENERGITEKNlK AB 
PROJECT LEADER : 
Jan Collen 
SCIENTISTS : 
Investigation of the behaviour of material released by a nuclear reactor in a 
core melt accident. 
Particular objectives 
The primary purpose of these tests is to create a large scale data base on the 
behaviour of vapors and aerosols produced from overheated core materials within 
typical LWR primary systems for risk-dominant scenarios. The program has a second 
objective which is to provide a large scale demonstration of the behaviour of 
aerosols in primary systems. 
Experimental facilities and prograrrune 
The pressure vessel of the Marviken Station in which will be located a simulated 
reactor vessel design~d for the test. Simulated pressurizer and relief tank will 
also be included in the test facility. 
The program comprises tests with fissium simulants as well as corium simulants. 
The first tests will include only fissium and at a later stadge tests with both 
corium and fissium al'rnsols will be performed. 
Pt·ojvct _status 
Experiment;1l program ln progress. 
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~_(~_step_ 
Perform the lL•sls accurdi11g t<> tilL' experimental program. 
Additional information 
Additional information about this test programme can be obtained from 
STUDSVIK ENERGITEKNIK AB, Tlw Marviken Project, S-611 82 Nykoping, Sweden. 
2.2. FUEL/COOLANT INTERACTION 
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Vorhaben/Pro)ect T1t1e Land/Country 
Entwicklung eines Modells zur thermischen FRG 




Development of a Thermal Detonation ~odel 
Institut fi.ir Kernener-
~etik u. Enerqiesysteire 
Arbeltsbeglnn/lnlllated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
15.3.79 30.11.82 Prof.H.Uloer/DP M. Bi.il:-rer 
Stand der Arb81ten/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
---- ----
1. General Aim 
Within the frame of the research project investiqating core 
meltdown problems of light water reactors theoretical calcula-
tions on hypothetical vapor explosions in light water reactors 
are performed. The theoretical activities initiated shall lead 
to a better comprehension on conditions, course and extend of 
vapor explosions, which may possibly occur during a hyootheti-
cal core meltdown accident. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The aim of the research project can be subdivided into the 
following tasks: 
- Development of a calculational model in order to describe 
the self-sustained propagation of a detonation wave. It is 
found that a large scale thermal detonation wave may be a 
necessary condition to get significant vapor explosions. 
- Extension of the model to transient events in order to in-
vestigate the pressure rise until the self-sustained 9res-
sure propagation will be reached (detonation wave). 
- Development of calculational models (if not done by other 
works) to describe the fragmentation process and the fine 
mixing between the fuel and the coolant. The results may be 
used as input data for the detonation model. 
- Investigations on vapor film instability at low pressure 
pulses in order to get the minimum pressure pulses which may 
lead to a vapor explosion. 
It is intended to perform best-estimate calculations with 
-2-
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experimentally obtained particle distributions. The relevant 
input data will be continuously completed. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Development of a Model and a Computer Code to Describe the 
Self-Sustained Propagation of a Detonation Wave 
Modeling of the jump conditions at the shock front in a fuel 
coolant-dispersion dependent on the initial conditions. Cal-
culation of the pressure propagation, velocities, fragmenta-
tion process and heat transfer in the relaxation zone. Deter-
mination of the initial conditions which ~ight lead to a 
self-sustained detonation wave. 
3.2 Extension of the Model to Transient Events 
r1odeling of arbitrary trigger pulses in order to investigate 
the behavior of unsteady state detonation waves. 
3.3 Development of Fragmentation Models 
Theoretical investigation of fragmentation models as far as 
necessary. Description of the fine mixing process between 
fuel and coolant. Collection of data obtained from experi-
ments as input for best-estimate calculations. 
3.4 Investigations on Vapor Film Instability at Low Pressure Pulses 
The aim is to get the minimum pressure pulses which may lead 
to vapor explosions. 
3.5 Special Calculations with Reactor-Relevant Materials 
The calculations will be made with water as coolant and mainly 
with Sn, Al and cori~ as fuels. 
3.6 Investigation of Inhomogeneities in the Coarse Premixture 
The effect of inhomogeneities shall be analysed by use of the 
unsteady state model. 
3.7 Description of Heat Transfer fro~ the Fra~ents to the Coolant 
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3.8 Comparison of Theory and Experiment 
Escalating cases within vapor explosion experiments shall be 
calculated by use of the unsteady state roodel. The co~parison 
shall be performed for the OECD standard experi~ents of Fry 
and Robinson. 
'4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
In order to calculate the steady state thermal detonation 
wave for a given set of initial conditions a computer code 
has been developed. Additionally an unsteady state detonation 
code has been completed. 
5. Progress to Date 
An unsteady state model has been developed which describes the 
propagation and growth behavior of pressure waves within coar-
se premixtures of melt and coolant. The model can be used to 
describe the effect of arbitrary trigger pulses. The effect of 
inhomogeneties in the coarse premixture can be analysed as welL 
6. Results 
A comparison of theory and experiment was performed for the 
OECD standard experiment of Fry and Robinson, usina the un-
steady state model. The results of the model were in good 
agreement with the experimental findin~s. 
7. Next Steps 
Project has been completed. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
To describe the fragmentation process in cooperation with 
Ispra additional theoretical calculations are done. Some of 
the obtained results are expected to be useful for the deto-
nation model. 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Gesellschaft fUr Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) rnbH, Koln 
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BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Vapour Explosion Calculation in a Reactor Reaktortechnik 
Pressure Vessel 
R 233, Erlangen 
Arbettsbegtnn/lmtiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens!Project Leader 
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Continuing 31.12.82 
1. General Aim 
An analysis is to be carried out to examine whether the dynamic loads 
on the reactor pressure vessel associated with a vapour explosion 
could lead to a failure of the containment. The integrity of the con-
tainment is in any case ensured if the RPV is not damaged or is only 
slightly damaged. If there is considerable damage to the reactor 
pressure vessel or if the vapour explosion takes place after a melt-
through of the reactor pressure vessel in the containment basement 
(after penetration of the lateral concrete wall upon contact with 
the sump water), the analysis must establish whether the integrity 
of the containment will be endangered by flying fragments of the 
steel or concrete structures. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The recommended examinations will concentrate largely on the follow-
Ing points: 
- estimation of the maximum quantity of melt which can be expected 
to come into contact with water 
- calculation of the heat transferred from the metallic melt to the 
adjacent water 
-determination of the load on the reactor pressure vessel, its 
support structure and the adjacent concrete structures as a 
result of pressure build-up in the transiently heated water 
- determination of structural failure criteria and of maximum 
su~tainahle loads 
comparison of the maximum sustainable load with the load resulting 
from a vapour explosion. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Study of the effects of vapour explosions 
- 2 -
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3.2 Evaluation of a hypothetical vapour explosion 
3.3 Evaluation of the large-scale experiments at SANDIA 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Two calculation models have been used, of which the first (model 1) 
registers the loads 1n the upper or lower half of the reactor pres-
sure vessel and the second (model 2) calculates, for a given quantity 
of heat Q, the duration of Q (tQ), the reacting quantity of water m
0 
and the pressure curve on the wall of the reactor pressure vessel. 
5. Progress to Date 
Re. 3.1 The time history of heat transfer from melt to water has been 
verified relative to a number of fragmentation classes and to 
a trigger wave setting off a vapour explosion and its time 
history. 
The computer coding for the thermomechanical model, from the 
trigger wave setting off the vapour explosion through to the 
mechanical load on the RPV in all its major parts including 
dome plate, closure head and RPV suspension, has been com-
pleted. 
Re. 3.2 Two different water condition models have been integrated in 
the thermomechanical model. While the first extrapolates in 
the supercritical regions on the basis of the limiting curve, 
the second requires reference values for the states of 
equilibrium under consideration. 
As the discharged heat flux is a significant variable, the 
thermomechanical model has been supplemented with a variable 
temperature model which supplies the instantaneous heat flux 
at any moment in the time history computation. 
To enable improved evaluation of containment integrity, the 
mechanical RPV model has been verified and non-linear mate-
rials and component behaviour have been simulated. 
6. Results 
Re. 3.1 Parameter studies with the thermomechanical computer model 
confirm not only the influence of the mechanical properties 
of the RPV but also the predominant role of the initial melt/ 
water composition, where the melt particle size in particular 
is a determining factor for the violence of the vapour explo-
sion and hence for the load on the RPV. 
Re. 3.2 In the subcritical region there was a high degree of corre-
- 3 -
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lation between the two water models, whereas there are 
considerable differences in the supercritical region as the 
distance from the critical point increases. 
If single-class fragmentation is specified (final fragmen-
tation= initial fragmentation), the heat transfer yielded 
by the integrated thermal conductance model is unrealisti-
cally high. It was possible to clearly demonstrate the neces-
stiy for improved model simulation, particularly in respect 
of mechanical non-linearities for the purpose of containment 
integrity demonstration. 
7. Next Steps 
The RPV load limits are to be determined by selective variation of 
the chief determining factors and the statement of the limit loads 
is to be verified by applying the heat flux to the computer model 1n 
order to integrate Euler's equations of motion. Then the computer 
model is to be applied to the high pressure path. Stability limits 
relative to a water vapour explosion under the RPV are to be estab-
lished. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
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Supplementary Investigations on the Behaviour Reaktortechnik 
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1. General Aim 
Great significance is attached to a detailed analysis of the events 
of the 4th phase of a hypothetical core meltdown accident. The core 
melt is in direct contact with the concrete foundation during this 
phase. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Among other thins answers to the following questions are required: 
- Is the resistance of concrete to thermal erosion and thermoshock 
impaired by subjection to exterior constraining forces (building 
load)? 
- Will additional steam be released from the concrete within the 
containment interior during this phase? 
Experiments shall be performed to fill this gap in our knowledge. 
These experiments will determine both the behaviour of concrete sub-
jected to theFmoshock and interior stresses an the partial pressure 
of water vapour from concrete within a temperature range of up to 
600 °C. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Concrete behaviour subjecte~ to thermoshock an interior 
stresses 
3.2 Determination of the partial vapour pressure of concrete as 
a function of temperature. 
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4. Experimental Facilities 
Measurement of water vapur partial pressure of concrete takes 
place in a research autoclave. 
5. Progress to Date 
Re. 3.2 The partial vapour pressure of reactor concretes with 
different aggregates (silicates and carbonates), different 
types of cement (Portland cement and blast-furnaceslag 
cement), different water/cement ratios and different pre-
paratory treatments has been measured as a function of 
temperatures. In addition, the partial vapour pressure of 
Philippsburg reactor plant concrete and of concrete after 
6 years storage was investigated. 
6. Results 
Re. 3.1 The test results show that there is no increase in melt 
front propagation rate as a result of possible spalla·tion 
under combined thermal and mechanical loading of concrete 
(external compressive and tensile stresses up to 12 N/mm2 
and 1.5 N/mm2 respectively) as compared to purely thermal 
loading. 
Re. 3.2 The partial vapour pressure in all the concretes investi-
gated lies within the range of the p-T diagram which is 
parameterized as a function of the specific volume of the 
water vapour, where the specific volume in the case of the 
concret is determindes by the pore volume of the concrete 
and the volume of water released.Both the pore volume and 
the quantity of released water are temperature-dependent 
and thus determine that the partial pressure characteristic 
of water vapour from concrete is a function of temperature. 
In addition, all concretes exhibit a water vapour pressure 
drop on account of capillary depression (discharge of 
water from small pores). 
7. Next Steps 
Work has been completed. A final report will be compiled. 
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8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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Berichtsze1traum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassificatlon Kennzelchen!Project Number 
01.01.82 - 31.12.82 2.3 150 379 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Detai 11 i erung von KAVERN und Programment- FRG 
wicklung zur Gasabstromung aus der Schild- FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
grube BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Further development of KAVERN and Code Deve- Reaktortechnik 
lopment on Gas Generation from the Contain-
ment Basement during Concrete Decomposition R 923, Erlangen 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens!Project Leader 
01.04.79 31.12.82 Dr. K. Hassmann 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Completed 31.12.82 
The present project encompasses two main topics in the entire acci-
dent sequence which will lead to substantially improved results not 
only for pressure time history in the containment atmosphere but 
also for the period of the concrete penetration phase. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Consideration of the separation of the metallic and oxidic 
constituents of the melt influences the shape of the cavity. 
Therefore, a more realistic consideration of the molten iron 
from the reinforcement in the concrete foundation, the dif-
ferent heat source distribution in metal or oxide, and the 
gas release CH 2 , C02 , H20) is necessary. For the energy and 
mass balances, the heat transfer between the metallic and 
oxidic constituents must be known. 
2.2 Knowledge is required on the streaming of steam, co2 and 
hydrogen released during the concrete destruction into the 
containment atmosphere out of the primary circuit as well 
as through openings in the biological shield, for several 
reasons. 
- Hydrogen burns as soon as it enters the containment atmos-
.-
phere if its temperature ·is above the self-ignition point. 
- The thermodynamic state of the gas flow must be known for 
investigation of the mixing of the released gases with the 
containment atmosphere. 
- The surface temperatures of the structures are necessary 
to determine the deposition of fission products in the 
primary circuit and in the reactor cavity. 
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3. Research Program 
3.1 Further development of the KAVERN computer code. 
3.2 Code development for investigation of the gas flow released 
during core/concrete interaction. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
4.1 A first version of the KAVERN computer code was developed 
and tested for project RS 183. 
4.2 No computer code is available for calculating the gas flow 
released during the concrete destruction at the present time. 
However, parts of other computer codes are available and 
shall be used. 
5. Progress to Date 
Re. 3.1 Test runs with the KAVERN computer code have been completed 
and all instabilities which arose have been eliminated. The 
models to calculate the energy discharged via the surface 
have been improved. A model capable of simulating the long-
term phase has been produced. Long-term production runs have 
also been carried out. In particular, the influence of the 
silicate concrete with its 3.1 \ co2 release and of carbonate 
aggregates with a 33.9 \ co2 release has been investigated. 
Containment calculations have been performed with the data 
computed for energy and mass transfer. 
Re. 3.2 Longer computations have been carried out with the STROMI 
computer code. 
6. Results 
Re. 3.1 The results obtained with the WECHSL computer code tally 
very closely with results from the KAVERN code. 
The choice of mineral aggregate has a significant influence 
on penetration behaviour. With the carbonate concrete, the 
melt shows a tendency to penetrate in a vertical direction; 
with the silicate concrete, however there is an approximately 
uniform penetration both horizontally and vertically. With 
regard to the build-up in the containment, the influence of 
early ingress of sump water with silicate concrete is more 
our less counterbalanced by the higher gas release rate with 
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carbonate concrete in the first few days. 
Re. 3.2 The longer computation runs, for which in some cases simpli-
fied boundary conditions were chosen, yield plausible re-
sults. They suggest that the gas outle~ temp~ratures prior 
to the ingress of sump water will be in the region of 
400 - 500 °C. 
7. Next Steps 
Work has been completed. A final report will be compiled. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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Berichtszeitraum!Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
01.01.82 - 31.12.82 2.3 150 524 
Vorhaben!Project Title Land/Country 
Untersuchungen zu Containmentintegritat bei FRG 
Kernschmelzen unter hohem Primarkreisinnen- FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
druck BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Containment Integrity after Core Meltdown Reaktortechnik 
R 921, Erlangen 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnltiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.01.81 30.06.83 Dr. K. Hassmann 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status- Berichtsdatum/L.ast Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing 31.12.82 
1. General Aim 
Containment load during core meltdown sequences initiated by tran-
sient or small LOCA which determine the level of risk in phase B of 
the German Risk Study (GRS) is to be examinated in greater detail. 
The Project is also intended to establish whether other events in 
the course of the core meltdown sequence can have any effect on 
containment integrity. 
2. Particular Objectives 
On the basis of the results of the GRS, priority is assigned to 
hypothetical accident sequences at high system pressures. The chief 
areas for investigation are the buildup of pressure and temperature 
in the containment caused by the transmission of energy and mass, 
and the resultant stresses in the containment shell during selected 
core meltdown sequences. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Investigation of the accident sequence until the onset of 
primary system blowdown 
3.2 Investigation of the accident sequence during blowdown 
(computer model for blowdown, hold-up capacity, RPV suspen-
sion, strength of concrete structure) 
3.3 Investigation of the accident sequence after blowdown 
3.4 Analysis of containment integrity throughout the accident 
sequence (conditions in the containment, comparison with 
MARCH, strength of the containment shell) 
3.5 Compilation of results 
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4. Experimental Facilities 
Th(· computer programs developed as part of the core meltdown analysis 
(e.g. COCMEL, LEVEL, RELAP) are used for this project. 
5. Progress to Date 
Re. 3.1 The time history of evaporation in the primary and secondary 
systems until the onset of core meltdown has been calculated 
for all scheduled incident sequences using the LEVEL program. 
Re. 3.2 A model has been developed to simulate discharge through 
the RPV leak cross-section and the pressure/time history 
in adjacent compartments. 
Re. 3.4 With the aid of the MARCH computer program developed by 
Battelle Columbus, the time history of thermodynamical con-
ditions in the containment until containment failure has been 
calculated for loss of all AC power as initiating event with 
following failure of the secondary heat removal system. 
6. Results 
Re. 3.1 The course of the subsequent accident sequence (start of 
core heat-up) and rates of escape into the containment have 
been established. 
Re. 3.4 The MARCH computations for incident sequence a) (loss of all 
AC power) demonstrated that evaporation in the steam genera-
tors is complete 90 minutes after the beginning of the acci-
dent. Failure of the RPV is expected to ensue after 230 
minutes. 
7. Next Steps 
Re. 3.2 Program ASTRO is to be applied to various break sizes in 
the RPV to establish the pressure/time history in several 
groups of compartments and 'the resultant loads on the RPV 
suspension. 
Re. 3.3 Factors such as the degree of fragmentation are to be para-
meterized as a means of investigating the coolability of the 
m{·lt in the containment basement, the emptying of the accu-
mulators, contact with the sump water and the resultant 
pressure build-up in the containment. 
01.01.82- 31.12.82 -425- 150 524 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzelchen!Project Number 
1 1.1982 - 31.12.1982 2.3 06.01.11/23A (PNS 4314) 
Vorhaben/ProJeCt Title Land/Country 
KONSTITUTION UNO REAKTIONSVERHALTEN VON LWR 
MATERIALIEN BEIM CORESCHMELZEN FOrdemde I nstitution!Sponsor 
B~1FT 
CONSTITUTIONS AND REACTION BEHAVIOR OF L~!R Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
MATERIALS AT CORE MELTING CONDITIONS KERNFORSCHUNGSZENTRUM 
KARLSRUHE (KfK) , 
PROJEKT NUKLEARE SICHER 
HEIT (PNS) 
Arbeitsbeg1nn/lmt1ated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorttabens!Project Leader 
1.1.1974 H.Holleck/A.Skokan 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
CONTINUING DECEMBER 1982 -
1. General aim 
Theoretical and experimental investigations on chemical reactions 
between coremelt, fission products and concrete. 
2. Particular objectives 
Experimental examination of the chemical interactions in a complex 
system containing corium + fission products + concrete (chemical re-
actions and vaporization behaviour) and characterization of those re-
actions in the sequence of the accident phases with regard to their 
effects in the course and consequences of a hypothetical core melt-
down accident. 
3. Research program 
Melting experiments upon homogeneous powder samples (corium + fis-
sion products + concrete) differing in their composition and in 
their degree of oxidation and vaporization tests upon molten sa~ples 
containing corium + fission products + concrete. 
4. Experimental facilities 
Laboratory high temperatures furnaces (tungsten resistance furnace, 
induction furnace, electric arc furnace), metallography, ceramography, 
x-ray diffraction, microprobe analysis, chemical analysis, differen-
tial thermal analysis. 
5. Progress to date 
5.1 Constitutional investigations in the u-zr-0 system at temper-
atures between 1500 and 2000°C. 
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5.2 Thermogravimetric and thermal analysis on simulated core melts 
with fission product elements and basaltic concrete at tem-
peratures up to 2100°c. 
5.3 Examination of a light water reactor fuel rod segment after 
a 3.9% burn-up; investigation of the fuel and fission product 
behaviour before and after a simulated transient (1200°c; 
30 min/Ar) by microprobe analyses of the fuel and of some fis-
sion products, partly solved in the fuel and partly precipitated 
submicroscopically. 
6. Results 
Reg. 5.1 The eutectical composition in the quasibinary join 
uo 2-zr(O) is more rich in uo2 than previously assumed (15 
instead of 5 mole%). In the vicinity of the composition 
zro 1 , the cubic suboxide has been found at 2000°C, containing .o 
a few percent of U. 
Reg. 5.2 During the interaction of the metallic corium melt with 
basaltic concrete, considerable losses by vaporization are 
0 
observed at temperatures above 1650 C. The interaction of the 
oxide corium melt with basaltic concrete is characterized by 
considerable vaporization at higher temperatures above 1750°C. 
The fission products are partly carried along with the 
vaporizing melts. 
Reg. 5.3 Within the range of accuracy, no release of Cs, Mo and Zr 
was found. Nd'was slightly released. The release of xe after 
isothermal annealing was 8%, after the temperature transient 
52% (related to the concentration of generated Xe). 
7. Next Steps 
Continuing of the constitutional investigations in the u-zr-0 
system and of the investigations regarding the fission product 
release from burnt-up LWR fuel rods with varied heating-up 
conditions. 
8. Relation with Other Projects. 





10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
GRS - FB 





Bonchlszellraum/Ptlnod Klasslflkatlon/Ciasslflcatlon Kennzelchen/Project Number 
1.1.1982 - 31.12.1982 2.3 06.01 .11/24A (PNS 4317) 
Vomaben/Project Title Land/Country 
MATERIALKUNDLICHE UNTERSUCHUNGEN IM RAm1EN DER 
BETAEXPERIMENTE FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
MATERIAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE FRM1EWORK OF Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
THE BETAEXPERIMENTS KERNFORSCHUNGSZENTRU~ KARLSRUHE (KfK) 
PROJEKT NUKLEARE SICHER 
HEIT (PNS) 
Arbeitsbegmn/1 01t1ated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vomabens/Project Leader 
1.1.1979 A. Skokan 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum!Last Updating Bewilllgte Mittei!Funds 
CONTINUING DECE~..BER 1982 -
1. General Aim 
Theoretical and experimental investigations on chemical interactions 
between steel melts or thermite melts and concrete in the frame of 
the BETA experiments. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Determination of the experimental aims with particular regard to 
material problems. 
- Metallographic and ceramographic examinations of thermite melt 
samples. 
3. Research Program 
- Examination of samples drawn partly from the melt during the BETA 
experiments, partly from the cut up crucibles after the experiments. 
- Investigation of special problems resulting from the continuing 
research program. 
- Investigations of parameters with take an important influence upon 
the course and consequences of the interaction between core melt 
and concrete. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Laboratory high temperature furnaces, differential thermal analysis, 
metallography and ceramography, X-ray diffraction, electron micro-
probe analysis, scanning electron microscope and chemical analysis. 
5. Progress to Date 
Extended theoretical assessment of thermodynamical data for the reac-
tions having considerable influence on the interaction between core 
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melt and high-density concrete (with iron oxide), the oxidation of 
the metal components by co2 being included. Compilation of the reac-
tion mechanisms. 
Fabrication of crucibles from iron oxide yielding heavy-density 
concrete and reaction and melting tests with a metallic core melt 
at high temperatures. Preliminary experimental tests of the gas 
analyses. 
6. Results 
Thermochemical data of all relevant chemical reactions that are 
required for the WECHSL code have been achieved and compiled. Reac-
tions between Zr, er, Fe and H2o, co2 , Fe 3o4 were considered. 
Solidus temperatures werde measured for concrete types containing 
magnetite (Fe 3o4 ) and hematite (a-Fe 2o3) aggregates. Compared to 
normal concrete with basaltic or limestone aggregates, these iron 
oxide concrete types seem to be attacked by the melt more slowly, 
and the hydrogen production is considerably lowered. The heat abla-
tion has been calculated. 
7. Next Steps 
- Examination of thermite melt samples. 
- Further experimental investigations of the interaction between 
high-density concrete and a metallic core melt. 
In future the results will be reported in PNS 4314. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
PNS 4 31 4, 4 3 2 3, 4 3 2 5, 4 3 31 . 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
GRS-FB. 
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Bnnchtszeitraum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification KennzAichen!Proiect Number 
() 1.01.1982 - 31. 12. 19H2 2.3 06 .q~ ~/2~~ (PNS 4325) 
Vorhaben/ProJeCt Title Land/Country 
1 
Ausbreitung von Stahlschmelzen in Beton - FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
Bestimmung der Schmelzfrontausbreitung. BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf ./Contractor 
Erosion of Concrete by Steel Melts - Kernforschungszentrurn 
Investigation of the Melt Front Velocity. Karlsruhe GmbH (KfK) 
Projekt Nukleare 
Sicherheit (PNS) 
Arbe1tsbeginn/ln1tiated Arbe1tsende/Completed J5elter des Vomabens/Project Leader 
1979 1985 r. S. Hagen 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllllgte Mlttei!Funds 
I. General a1.m 
The investigation of the interaction between molten steel and concrete will provide 
the basis for the development and verification of computer programs describing the 
behavior of core melt in contact with concrete. 
2. Specific objectives 
The work reported will determine the temperature distribution, the moisture behavi~ 
and penetration of the melt into the concrete. 
3. Research program 
Measuring methods will be developed, tested and used for the following tasks: 
temperature distribution 
propagation of dehydration 
propagation of the melt front. 
4. Experimental facilities and computer codes 
The temperature distribution will be measured with NiCrNi thermocouples. 
An essential presupposition regarding the use of the thermocouples is the 
development of suitable positioning methods. For the transition region between 
concrete and melt high temperature thermocouples have to be tested which allow 
the measurement of the melt temperature for at least a few minutes. 
For the determination of dehydration behavior detectors are being developed 
based on the moisture content dependency of concrete electric resistance. 
The propagation of the melt is determined by failure of the NiCrNi thermocouples. 
The data acquisition system and the code for the evaluation of the measured 
data was developed and tested. 
An arrangement for the photograrnrnetric measurement was tested and the codes 
for the evaluation of the data developed. 
2 
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5. Progress to date 
In the reporting period the testing of measuring procedures for the determination 
of the temperature distribution and the melt front propagation was continued. The 
> 
usual thermite melt experiments in US and BETA geometries were performed. 
The applicability of NiCrNi thermocouples with 0.5 mm lnconel sheaths has been 
tested. The cross section of this type 1s a factor 4 smaller than a thermocouple 
of I mm. This has a distinct advantage with respect to the higher thermal 
conductivity of the thermocouple in comparison to the concrete. 
In experiment Ml4, W-Re thermocouples were tested. These TCs had an 8 mm diameter 
protective quartz tube as sheath. The W-Re thermocouples were positioned in the 
concrete at four different distances from the cavern floor. The test should provide 
a statement about the life time of these thermocouples. 
The applicability of light guides for the determination of the melt front 
propagation has been tested. The front end of the light guides are embedded at 
different depths in the concrete. The arrival of the melt front is signaled by 
the increasing brightness at the front end. 
6. Results 
The tests with 0.5 mm thermocouples within US and BETA crucibles have shown that 
thin sheathed thermocouples can be successfully used in large concrete units. 
The W-Re thermocouples used had an life time after the arrival of the melt front 
of less than 5 minutes. The 0.5 mm NiCrNi thermocouples failed immediately upon 
the arrival of the melt with a temperature rise time in the range of a second. 
Due to their larger mass theW-Re thermocouples had a response time approxim&ely 
ten minutes greater. 
A comparison of melt front penetration measurements between light guides and 
thermocouples has shown that the guide tubes can also be used for the determinatwn 
of melt front propagation. The uncertainty in time determination is larger for the 
light guides, but the independence from induction fields interaction recommends 
this method as a back up solution. 
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7. Work to be done 
In the acceptance tests of the BETA-facility the capability of the measuring 
methods in strong induction fields must be tested. 
8. Relation with other projects 
This work is performed as part of the Core Melting Program of BMFT. 
In addition to the different groups at KfK, KWU and TU Hanover also participate. 
9. References 
10. Degree of availability of the reports 

Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen!Project Number 
01 .01 .82 - 31.12.82 2.3 06 .01.12/21A, PNS 4323 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Experimente zur Wechselwirkung zwischen 
Stahlschmelzen und Beton FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Experiments of interaction of steel melts Karlsruhe (KfK) , Projekt Nukleare Sicher 
and concrete heit; Hauptabteilung 
ITnn~ni ~tlrt:P-chni le 
Arbeitsbeg1nn/lmtiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.1.1977 31.12.1984 D. Perinic 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
December 1982 
1. General Aim 
The experiments on the interaction of steel melts and concrete are to 
allow verification and further development of the computer codes rela-
ting to the influences exerted by the core melt on the concrete of the 
reactor. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Research and development work performed with KfK/IT on the interaction 
of melt and concrete. Development of test facilities, methods of 
measurement and procedures of evaluation. Conduct of tests, documenta-
tion and evaluation of measured results. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Concept, planning, construction and operation of the BETA test 
facility for experiments on the interaction of steel melts and 
concrete. 
3.2 Development and acquisition of the measuring technology for the 
facility. 
3.3 Planning, preparation, implementation and evaluation of experi-
ments. 
3.4 Coordination of construction measures including the licensing 
procedure. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Thermite melting facility: 15 kg thermite at the maximum. 
Experimental facility for testing the measuring technology: 600 kg 
thermite at the maximum. 
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BETA experimental facility: 300 kg steel at the maximum, 600 kg 
thermite at the maximum. 
5. Process to Date 
Work relating to 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 has been carried on. 
6. Results 
Ref.3.1 The thermite casting facility was subjected to a second 
testing involving 1000 kg thermite. All components of the 
facility have fulfilled their functions and can be installed 
in the BETA facility without modification. 
Assembly work in the process engineering zone of the BETA 
facility was started according to schedule. The first part 
of assembly work of the cooling system in the pump area was 
completed. The cooling tower has been erected. The frame of 
the facility and the vertical lifting platform in the BETA 
hall have been assembled and preliminary acceptance has been 
granted. 
The first invitation of bids for the exhaust gas system was 
stopped and the concept modified. One offer has been received 
for the new concept. The respective modifications of the steel 
frame have been ordered. 
Ref.3.2 Work on planning and development, respectively, of the measure-
ment, control, monitoring and recording technology was conti-
nued and intensified. Most of it will be completed by the end 
of the year. 
Preparations for installing the measuring technology in the 
BETA control room have started. This includes instrumentation 
of the control panel for the control room, fabrication of 
electronic wafers for amplifiers, and construction of the 
equipment for crucible rupture monitoring. 
The immersion probe system was granted preliminary acceptance 
in the workshop of the manufacturer on September 20, 1982. 
It has been delivered to KfK. The supports for the maintenance 
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The 10 t balance was modified by the manufacturer in order to 
attain the required accuracy of measurement. The acceptance 
was made using weights (10 t) of the Bureau of Standards in 
Karlsruhe on June 9, 1982. 
Ref.3.3 During the period of reporting eight BETA preliminary tests 
were performed with a view to develop the measuring technolo-
gy and the crucible technology, five of them true to scale. 
In test M102 the curcuble and cap were made true to BETA scale. 
600 kg of thermite powder were ignited in the crucible. The 
exhaust gas was evacuated via a 10 m long lined pipe. The 
experiment served to test the crucible reinforcement, crucible 
monitoring system, cap pressure measurement system, periscope 
cooler with ratio pyrometer, two periscope dummies, refrac-
tory lining, and gas measurement system. 
Beginning with concrete crucible B1 all crucibles are made 
with a steel mold guaranteeing true to scale fabrication so 
that the crucibles fit the crucible support. For crucible 
lining the more temperature resistant furan resin was chosen · 
to embed glass fiber mats, as an alternative to polyester 
resin, and tested in an axperiment involving 100 kg of ther-
mite melt (M17). Due to the good test results obtained this 
resin will be used in future for BETA crucible lining. 
Ref.3.4 After the partial construction permit had beed granted for 
the shell constructions, construction work started in schedule 
within the 7th calendar week of 1982. Because of unforeseeable 
difficulties with the ground water level for the two exava-
tions (inductor, capacitor batteries) all subsequent deadlines 
had to be slightly postponed. But since then construction work 
has been within the fixed deadlines so that the first part of 
assembly work in process technology including cooling tower, 
recirculation cooling system, cooling tower circuit and steel 
construction, was completed on schedule. 
Both the final construction permit and the construction permit 
under water laws for operating the cooling tower had still 
been granted within the first half-year. Acceptance in time 
of the hall crane by the Technical Inspectorate (TUV) made it 
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possible to use the crane for process engineering assembly 
work in the hall, as intended. Completion of the BETA buil-
ding complex (experimental hall, supply building, control 
room) took place at the end of the period of reporting. 
7. Next Steps 
Continuation of work on 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
06 .01 . 13 
9. References 
D.Perinic, A.Mack: Entwicklung der Versuchsanlage BETA zur Unter-
suchung der Schmelze/Beton-WechselwirkungJ Jahrestagung Kerntechnik, 
Mannheim, May 4~6, 1982. 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Unrestricted. 
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Benchtszeitraum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen!Project Number 
01 .01. - 31.12.1982 2.3 06.01.12/22A (PNS4331} 
Vorhaben/Project T1tle Land/Country 
Hydrodynamical and Thermal Models for the 
Interaction of a Core Melt with Concrete FOrdernde I nslitutlon/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf ./Contractor 
Hydrodynamische und thermische Modelle zur Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) Wechselwirkung einer Kernschmelze mit Beton Projekt Nukleare Sicher 
heit (PNS), Institut fU 
o.,.,.t,~,.,.,..l-,.,.,..,.,,.....,,....,..~ (TO'D 
Arbeitsbeginn/lmtlated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorflabens/Project Leader 
01.01.1978 Dr. M. Reimann 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
1. General Aim 
Quantification of the chronological development of a core meltdown 
accident in the fourth phase. 
Clarification at which time and under which circumstances serious 
impacts on the environment have tobeanticipated from the core 
meltdown accident. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Calculations of the cavity shape and the erosion velocity of a 
core melt penetrating into the reactor basement. 
Calculations of the mass flux and the composition of the released 
gases and of the resulting pressure increase in the containment. 
Quantification of the mixing processes and the chemical reactions 
in the molten pool. 
Assessment of the transferability of the BETA simulation experi-
ments on a core meltdown accident. 
3. Research Program 
Development of physical models. 
Code development for the core melt/concrete interaction in the 
fourth phase of a core melt accident. 
Verification of the WECHSL code by comparison with results of the 
BETA test facility. 
Definition of the general aims in the BETA test program. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
--- Computer Programs FILM, BEZENT, WECHSL, SYMROT, DEHDIS 
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5. Program to date 
Computations for the Swedish BWR-plant Barseback. 
Extensions of WECHSL for high density concrete. 
Sensitivity study for the influences of different parameters. 
Assessment of the long-term behavior of a coremelt. 
6. Results 
For the Swedish BWR-plant Barseback, computations have been carried 
out in the framework of the FILTRA project. After failure of the RPV, 
the core melt slumps into a dry concrete cavity and contacts a steel 
door. With a simplified version of SYMROT, crust formation, transient 
heat conduction, and the melt-through of this steel door could be 
treated. The door's failure occurred after some seconds. After the 
sl~mping of the core melt into the suppression pool, the concrete 
erosion was calculated with WECHSL by assuming water on the top of 
the melt. At the bounds of the metal melt, massive crusts are formed. 
Consequently, the melt propagates mainly in the radial direction. 
The WECHSL code was extended to cover also the decomposition of high 
density concrete containing a considerable weight fraction of Fe2o3 
or Fe 3o4 . These aggregates lead to a rapid oxidation of the metallic 
constituents of the melt and moreover, they have the potential to re-
oxidize the burnable gases hydrogen and carbon monoxide to steam and 
carbon dioxide. 
In the 4th phase of a core melt accident, the temperatures of the 
molten layers drop down in an interaction period of about 104 s close 
to the solidification temperature of the metal layer, and crust forma-
tion starts. In the frame of a sensitivity study, the crusts are 
assumed at one hand to be gas-tight after having grown to a certain 
thickness and on the other hand, the crusts remain completely gas 
permeable. Thus, the heat transport from the melt bulk to the inner 
bound of the crust is varied between natural and gas-driven convec-
tion. 
The total volume flux of the gases released from the concrete and, 
consequently, the pressure built-up in the containments, showed only 
a weak dependence from the heat transfer model. The computed cavity 
shapes show for siliceous concrete and gas-driven convection a rela-
tively uniform erosion in all directions. In the natural convection 
case, metal crusts are formed at the bottom and the erosion runs 
3 
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preferably in the radial direction. For calcareous concrete, the 
radial erosion is limited, especially in the natural convection case, 
by oxide crust formation. 
Unter the assumption of gas-tight crusts, abated melt bulks occur aft 
after some hours of interaction. However, this configuration is not 
stable and tends towards periodical remelting and freezing. About 
after a week, a stable condition may be reached. The melt layer is 
then completely frozen, the oxide layer is completely enclosed by a 
crust and has a high bulk temperature. This results in erosion rates 
between 0.1 (vertical) and 0.5 {radial) mm/min. 
7. Next Steps 
Further development of the physical models. 
Computations of simulation experiments and of core melt accidents. 
8. Relations with other Projects 
06.01.12/23A {PNS 4334), 06.01.12/20A {PNS 4323) 
9. References 
Reimann, M., Stiefel, S.: Hydrodynamische und thermische Modelle zur 
Wechselwirkung einer Kernschmelze mit Beton. PNS-Jahresbericht 1981, 
KfK 3250, Juni 1982, S. 4300/114-4300/127. 
Alsmeyer, H., MUller, u., Reimann, M.: Warmetibergang von Fltissigkeiten 
an abschmelzende oder sublimierende Korper. Chem.-Ing.-Techn. ~, 
(1982), s. 172-173. 
Reimann, M., Alsmeyer, H.: Hydrodynamics and Heat Transfer Processes 
of Dry Ice Slabs Sublimating in Liquid Pools, Proc. of 7th Int. Conf. 
Heat Transfer, Mtinchen, Sept. 6-10, 1982, Hemisphere New York, 1982, 
Vol. 5, S. 167-173. 
Hassmann, K., Schwarzott, W., Reima~n, M.: Gas Release and Containment 
History During Melt-Concrete Interaction, 2nd Int. Workshop on the 
Behavior of Hydrogen During Hypothetical Accidents in Water Reactors, 
Albuquerque, N.M., Oct. 4-7, 1982. 









M d 11 t . kl o e en w1c ungen zur 1 ana yt1sc h en 
Beschreibung von Kernschmelzenunfallen 
Development of models for the analytical 
determination of core meltdown accidents 
Arbeltsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed 
1.1.1979 31.12.1982 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating 








Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Dr H A 1 .c:mPvPr 
Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
- Quantification of the chronological development of a core meltdown 
accident in the fourth phase. 
Clarification at which time and under which circumstances serious 
impacts on the environment have to be anticipated from the core 
meltdown accident. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Calculations of the cavity shape and the erosion velocity of a core 
melt penetrating into the reactor basement. 
- Calculations of the mass flux and the composition of the released 
gases and of the resulting pressure increase in the containment. 
- Assessment of the transferability of the BETA simulation experiments 
on a core meltdown accident. 
3. Research Program 
- Development of physical models on the coremelt-concrete interaction 
in the fourth phase of a core meltdown accident. 
- Model experiments on the heat transfer and fluid behavior. 
- Service for the data acquisition system for the BETA-facility. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Laboratory equipment for model experiments. 
5. Progress to Date 
Experiments on heat transfer and fluid flow in simulated core melts 
w1th existing crusts. 
- 2 -
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- Model experiments on the investigation of crust formation and 
stability in two component melts with decay heat simulation. 
6. Results 
The formation and stability of crusts resulting from the freezing of 
the metallic or oxidic components of the core melt are very important 
with respect to the long time behavior of the core materials in con-
tact with the reactor basement. The reduction of heat transfer 
associated with the formation of crusts as well as the reduced gas 
release and the possible decrease of hydrogen formation will in-
fluence the containment overpressurization and the attac of the 
concrete. 
Model experiments were carried out to investigate the heat transfer 
from a frozen crust to the lateral concrete wall. Following the pre-
sent knowledge a gap exists between the decomposing concrete and 
solidified melt, which is filled by the silicious melt and percolated 
by the gases released from the concrete. Heat transfer from core 
material to concrete through the gap is largely enhanced by the 
agitation of the gas bubbles. The experiments determined the heat 
transfer as function of gap width, gas flow rate, surface tension, 
temperature difference and Prandtl-number of the fluid, where the 
gas was injected at the bottom of the vertical gap. The results could 
be presented in dimensionless form, thus allowing application to re-
actor materials. Other experiments have been carried out to study the 
heat transfer from the liquid melt to the solidified crust of melt 
material near the concrete surface. On the base of the experiments 
described below it is assumed that crustsover horizontal surfaces have 
holes to release gases escaping from the concrete. However, vertical 
walls are covered by a gas tight crust. The model experiments, first 
carried out with water to simulate a low viscous, low Pr-number melt, 
show that the mean heat transfer from the melt to the crust surface 
is in a large range independent of the number of gasing holes and de-
pends only on the volume flux of the gas. For horizontal crusts, the 
heat transfer coefficient is proportional to Re0 · 4 , where Re is formed 
with the superficial gas velocity, and is independent of the driving 
temperature difference. Heat transfer to a vertical crust which is, 
for the conditions mentioned above, in contact to a gas agitated 
fluid, practically agrees with the heat transfer to the horizontal 
- 3 -
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crust. This signifies that the heat transfer is dominated by the 
stirring of the gas bubbles in the pool whereas the release of the 
bubbles from the surface is of minor importance to the mean transfer. 
Present experiments with highly viscous fluids investigate the in-
fluence of Pr-number on heat transfer to allow application of the ex-
perimental results to the different components of a core melt. 
Further experiments studied the phenomenology of the formation and 
stability of crusts in two component melts using horizontal layers of 
simulant materials. The layers of concrete -metallic melt- oxidic melt 
were simulated by dry ice - water - oil with internal heat simulation 
in the oil layer. Heating rate was adjusted in such a way that soli-
dification of the melt could occur due to heat removal to the subli-
mating dry ice. For high heat generation in the oil the percolation 
of the released gas through the melt is unaffected by the thin ice 
crust at the bottom of the water layer, because the crust possesses 
a large number of gas releasing holes. Consequently, the melt is well 
stirred and the temperatures in the water and oil layer are nearly 
equal. The experiment shows that this is a stable situation over long 
periods. Reducing the internal heat generation, crust thickness may 
increase considerably and supress the gas release through the crust. 
Therefore, heat transfer is controlled by free convection due to tem-
perature induced density gradients in the liquid pool materials. To 
maintain the heat removal under the different condition, a much higher 
temperature in the oil layer does occur, thus allowing for heat re-
moval to the bottom by conduction and thermal convection only. In an 
intermediate heating range, the experiments show periodic melting and 
freezing as well as locally inhomogeneous crust formation. To apply 
these phenomena to the reactor situation, quantitative models have to 
be developed. 
7. Next steps 
Further investigations on heat transfer and model description for 
formation and stability of crusts including more complex geometries. 
8. Relations with Other Projects 
06.01.12/12A (PNS 4331): 06.01.13/04 (PNS 4323) 
9. References 
7th Int. Heat Transfer Con£., Munich (1982), Vol.4,p.167; Chem.-Ing. 
Te c h . 5 4 ( 1 9 8 2 ) p . 1 7 2 
10. Degree of the Availability of the Reports. Unlimited. 
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Berichtszeitraum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
0 I . 0 I . 1982 - 31 . 12. 1982 2.3 06.01.16/08A/09A (PNS 4251) 
Vorhaben/Project Title 1 "~/Country 
Out-of-pile Blindelexperimente fur die FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
Untersuchung schwerer Brennelementschaden. BMFT Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Out-of-pile Bundle Experiments Investigating Kernforschungszentrum 
Severe Fuel Damage. Karlsruhe GmbH (KfK) 
Projekt Nukleare 
Sicherheit (PNS) 
Arbeitsbe9inn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.1. 981 31.12.1982 Dr. s. Hagen. K. Ha in 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllligte Mittei/Funds 
I. General aim 
Small break LOCAs and special transients occuring with the additional failure of 
the emergency core cooling system may lead to severe fuel damage without necessarly 
escalating to an uncontrolled core meltdown. PNS has sponsored several experimental 
investigations on the most important phenomena influencing fuel specific damage, 
the coolability of a damaged core, and the release of fission products from 
damaged fuel. 
2. Specific objectives 
Damage mechanism in the temperature range to 2000 °C will be investigated in 
out-of-pile bundle experiments. Boundary conditions (geometrical arrangement, 
heat production, quenching, pressure relations) will be as realistic as possible. 
Many small break scenarios can be postulated with no unique failure sequence. 
Therefore, the tests will be performed with transients between 0.1 and 4 °C/sec 
to bound the extent of damage. 
3. Research program 
Within the parameters given 1n section 2 the following will be investigated: 
Influence of the exothermal zirconium-steam reaction on the temperature time 
behavior (temperature escalation). 
Dissolution of uo2 by zircaloy. 
Fragmentation of fuel rods by quenching. 
Oxidation behavior of molten material. 
Influence of absorber materials and absorber guide tubes. 
Comparison with inpile experiments (PBF,Super Sara,ACRR, Siloe (TMI-Flash)). 
4. Experimental facilities and computer codes 
The NIELS facility will be used for the initial experiments without quenching and 
2 
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pressure and for testing the instrumentation. The final facility (CORA) is ~n 
construction. Modeling of fuel behavior will be done with SSYST. Oxidation 
behavior will be similated by the SIMTRAN and MOP programs. 
5. Progress to date 
CORA facility development: 
The technical details of the CORA facility were further developed and a schematic 
of the whole facility produced. In order to use the rotunda of FR2 with the 
existing infrastructure as a location for the CORA facility, it was proven for 
safety reasons that the FR2 facility could expect no reaction from the experiment 
operation and proposed transients. The fuel rod simulator concept was tested at 
high temperature. The first parts of the facility have been ordered. 
Pretests: 
The influence of the exothermal reaction energy on the temperature rise was 
investigated with two types of experiments: (I) A series of 6 experiments with a 
single fuel rod simulator surrounded by a zircaloy shroud and 10 cm of ceramic 
fiber insulation (Zr02+Al 2o3) was performed in steam. The initial temperature rise 
was varied between 0.3 and 5 °C/sec by varying the electric power increase. 
(2) A 3x3 bundle of fuel rod simulators was heated in steam. The bundle was 
surrounded by a zircaloy shroud and a 6 mm thick zircaloy fiber insulation. 
6. Results 
CORA facility development: 
The requirement of reaction free experiment operation within FR2 lead to the 
concept of a "safety enclosure". That is, the facility components which are 
relevant from a safety standpoint were enclosed in a 210 m3 pressure tight 
containment. The high temperature shield, quench funnel, surge condenser, and 
the two vent condensers were specifically enclosed. 
The effectiveness of the chosen "safety enclosure" with respect to the following 
topics was substantiated by the expert opion of the Frauenhofer Institute for 
Fuel and Explosive Materials: 
I. Postulated steam explosions, caused by downward falling melt. 
2. Effect of a hypothetical hydrogen explosion inside the experiment apparatus. 
(The hydrogen originates from the zircaloy/steam reaction of the cladding.) 
Pretests: 
All 6 single rod experiments showed a distinct temperature escalation. The max~mum 
temperature gradient achieved was about 6 °C/sec. In all cases the maximum 
3 
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temperature remained below 2100 °C. The reaction was limited by run off of the 
molten zircaloy out of the reaction zone. Also, the formation of a hydrogen layer 
on the surface of the oxide may have influenced the limitation of the escalation. 
In the bundle experiment the greatest temperature escalation was observed on the 
central rod of the bundle. The maximum temperature achieved was around 2200 °C. 
The melt originating in the reaction zone late·r froze in the lower, cooler region 
of the bundle in a compact mass solidly surrounding the rods. 
7. Work to be done 
Work on the temperature escalation will be continued in single rod and bundle 
experiments. 
Comparison of results in steam and Ar/02 mixtures with improved axial temperature 
measurements will provide information on the possible influence of a hydrogen 
layer. 
Design, construction and ordering of components for the CORA facility is 
continuing. 
8. Relation with other projects 
The Severe Fuel Damage investigations are performed as part of PNS in various 
institutes (IT, IMF I, IMF 11, IRB, PNS/PL). The out-of-pile experiments are 
done in close cooperation with the inpile experiments of USNRC (PBF and ACRR 
programs), EURATOM-Ispra (Super Sara), and CEA (Phebus program and TMI-Flash 
at the SILOE). 
9. References 
10. Degree of availability of the reports 
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CLASSIFICATION • I 
2.3 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) I COUNTRY I I I 
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF CERTAIN CORIUM FLOW SWEDEN 
PROBLEMS 
SPONSOR • I 
S K I 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) I ORGANISATION I I I 
; CHALMERS TEKNISKA 
J:I K r..c: Tl rn. 21.. 
PROJECT LEADER I I 
BRYAN McHUGH 
INITIATED : COMPLETED : SCIENTISTS I I 
NOVEMBER 1982 Phase 1 NOVEMBER 1984 GEORGE FILEAS 
STATUS I LAST UPDATING . . . 
8369 
IN PROGRESS 
1. General Aim 
JUNE 1983 
To develop numerical methods suitable for 
handling complex flow situations where multi-phase 
freezing phenomena, internal heat generation and 
non-Newtonian behavior can be present. 
2. Particular Objectives. To calculate the blockage risk when a 
core melt flows through penetrations - either in 
the reactor vessel or in pipes into the wet well 
of a BWR plant. 
3. Experimental Facilities. Noreenvisaged at this stage of the work. 
4. Project Status. 
1. Progress to Date: A finite volume method has been coded for 
a two dimensional calculation of corium flow down 
a short vertical pipe. 
2. Essential Results: The method has been shown to be numerically 
stable with acceptable running times on a ND-50 
minicomputer. 
Instabilities in the freezing surface have been 
observed - which agrees with other work - but 
which have not yet been given a satisfactory physical 
explanation. 
5. Next Steps To extend the programme method (FINITE VOLUME) to 
three dimensions on a VAX 750 which will become 
available in the Fall of 1983. 
P.T.O. 
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6. Relations to Other Projects and Codes. 
It is hoped to be able to follow the German experimental 
work at Karlsruhe in order to be able to attempt the 
numerical simulation of some of the empirical situations 
- as a very important way of correcting the numerical 
method and validating the results. 
7. Reference Documents. 
FFOCUS - A computer Program 
for Calculating Freezing of 
Corium Flowing through a 
Control Rod Penetration 
A simple explanation of 
non-Newtonian concepts 
and their application to 
FFOCUS 
On Numerical Methods in 
Non-Newtonian Flows 
Computation of Freezing 
Flow Phenomena -
Progress Report: 
Nov 1982 - April 1983 















3. EXTERNAL INFLUENCES 

3.1. SEISMIC EFFECTS 
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Berichtsze1traum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassitication Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1.82 - 31.3.32 3. 1 150444 
Vorhaben/Pfo1ect Title Land/Country 
Untersuchungen nichtlinearen Verhalten FRG zum 
von erdbebenbeanspruchten Stahlbetonkon- F6rdernde Institution/Sponsor 
struktionen BHFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Investigations on the Hon-Linear Behaviour TH Darr.lstadt 
of Reinforced Concrete Structures under 
Seismic Loads Institut fur r.iassivbau 
Arbeitsbeg•nn/ln•t•ated Arbeitsende/Completed Lelter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.11.79 31.3.82 Prof. Dr.-Ing. Konig 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Completed December 1982 
1. General Aims 
Calculation methods to consider quite exactly the nonlinear 
behaviour of reinforced-concrete structure~ under seismic loading 
are so extensive and sensitive, that it seems not practicable 
to use them on problems of engineering practice. Therefore 
sufficiently checked approximation methods are of great im-
portance. 
Approximation methods used at present, which try to consider the 
energy-dissipation caused by plastic deformations by means of 
either introduced ductility retios or modified dam~ing ratios 
shall be checked by an experimently proved calculation and 
shall be improved, if necessary. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Experimental checking and in case improvement of a calculation 
method to consider the nonlinear behavior of reinforced concrete 
structures under seismic loading. 
2.2 Analytical checking of approximation methods used at present 
through the above mentioned calculation method. In case develop-
ment of improved approximation methods. 
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3. Research Programm 
3.1 Development and assembly of an experimental facility 
3.2 Preliminary tests to check the experimantal facility 
3.3 Development of test-models: cantilever beams and one bay/one 
story frames 
3.4 First testing series 
3.5 Analysis of the first testing series; in case improvement 
of the calculation method 
3.6 Second testing series with extended range of parameters 
3.7 Analysis of the second testing series 
3.8 Checking of approximation methods used at present, in case 
improvements 
4. Experimental Facility, Computer Codes 




c) Shaking table 
d) Measuring tools 
Function: 
Conversion of acceleration time-histories into control impulses 
for the actuator and registration and analysis of the results 
of measurement (accelerations, displacements, strains) by the 
computer. 




1.1.82- 31.3.82 150444 
Ref. 3.4 The experiments on the earthquake simulator are controlled 
by the computer-program ITFC (Iterative Transfer Function 
Compensation) 
Ref. 3.5 For recomputation of the experiments the computer program 
SAKE is used. For a detailed interpretation of the experimental 
data a group of routines are dev~loped. 
Ref. 3.8 For calculations on basis of approximation methods 
SAP IV will be used 
5. Progress to Date 
Ref. 3.5 Interpretation of experiments of the first series.Modifi-
cation of the calculation method (step by step method) by 
improving the material models 
Ref. 3.6 Development of test models for investigations with an 
extended range of parameters 
6. . Results 
Ref. 3.5 Derivation of parameters to describe the dynamic 
properties of R/C members (Stiffness degradation, energy 
absorption due to material and friction damping and plastic 
deformations);improvement of the member model 
Modification of the calculation method 
7. Next Steps (within the Project 150444 A9) 
Ref. 3.6 Further imp~nt of the calculation method to 
3.7 
consider the nonlinear plastic properties of R/C members 
and structures. 
Ref. 3.8 Analytical and experimental checking of approximation 
methods used at present 
- 4 -
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8. Relation with Other Projects 
Project 150444 A9 
9. References 
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10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
GRS - Forschungsbetreuung 
150444 
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Berichtszeitraum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassiflcation Kennzeichen/Project Number 
15.10.82 - 31.12.32 3. 1 150444 A 
Vorhaben/Pfoject Title land/Country 
FRG 
Untersuchungen zum nichtlinearen Verhalten Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
von erdbebenbeanspruchten Stahlbetonkon- BIIFT 
struktionen Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Investigations on the Non-Linear Behaviour 71! Darrnstadt 
of Reinforced Concrete Structures under 
Seismic Loads Institut fUr ~1assivbau 
Arbe•tsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
15.10.32 31.12.82 Prof. Dr.-Ing. I<onig 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Completed Decenber 1932 
1. General Aims 
Calculation methods to consider the nonlinear dynamic response 
of reinforced concrete structures using the technique of direct 
integration and solving the equations of motion in incremental 
steps are best suited, hov1ever, tney are also very extensive and 
sensitive. The nonlinear response characterics of the menber 
models should be experimentally cr1ecked and the phenonenon of 
energy absorption in dynamically loaded ~/C members should be 
clarified. 
An experimentally proved calculation also provides for means 
of evaluation and diacussion of ap?roximation methods used at 
present. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Improvement of the nonlinear models for R/C me:r.tbers covering 
the range of the governing paraneters. 
2.2 Discussion of the ap~roximation methods. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Testing series with extended range of paraneters. 
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3.3 Checking of approximation methods used at present. 
4. Experimental Facility, Computer Codes 
Ref.3.1. R/C cantilever beams and simple frame structures are going 
to be tested on conputer-aided experimental facility consisting 
of the components 
a) Computer 
b) Actuator 
c) Shaking table 
d) !1easuring tools 
Conversion of acceleration time-histories into control impulses 
for the actuator and registration and analysis of the results 
of measurement (accelerations, displacements, strains) by the 
computer. 
Ref.3.2. For detailed interpretation of the experimental data a 
group of routines are developed. 
5. Progress to Date 
Ref.3.1 Completion of the tests 
Ref.3.2 Development of an analytical model for the nonlinear in-
elastic behaviour of R/C nembers 
Ref.3.3 Checking of approximation methods 
6. Results 
Ref.3.1 Influence of bond between steel and concrete to deformation 
and during cyclic loading. 
Ref 3.2 Stiffness degradation and energy absorption in statically 
undetermined structures with capability of force distribu-
tion within the system. 
- 3 -
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Ref.3.3 Approximation methods checked according to their suitness 
for design purposes 
7. Next Steps 
8. Relation \ ... i th Other Projects 
Project 150 444 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
GRS - Forschungsbetreuung 
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Bertchtsze1traum/Penod Klasslflkation/Ciassificatlon Kennzeichen/Pro]ect Number 
01.07.82-11.12.82 1. 1 150459 
Vorhaben/ProJect l1tle Land/Country 
FRG 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Schwingungsmessungen an Bauwerken BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Vibration Measurements at Buildings Universitat Stuttgart 
KeplerstraBe 7 
7000 Stuttgart 1 
Institut fUr Mechanik 
(Bauweben) 
Arbe1tsbeg1nn/lnlt1ated Arbe1tsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Pro]ect Leader 
01.06.80 31.12.82 Prof. E. Luz 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Completed DeC'ember 1982 
1 . General Aim 
Determination of natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping 
behaviour of optional buildings and structural parts by means 
of seismometer measurements at very 16w excitation level ("en-
vironment noise"). 
2. Particular Objectives 
Optimization of experimental arranaement and working conditions 
to record and to analyze building vibrations. 
Comparison between results of measurements and results obtained 
by calculations with different mechanical models, as well as 
with other measurement methods. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Completion of the recording technic for different types of 
buildings and excitations. 
3.2 Development of analyzing technic for spectral and covariant 
analysis. 
3.3 Comparison between results of different measurement-methods 
and calculations of several different mechanical models. 
4. Experimental facilities, Computer Codes 
Experimental facilities: 
12 seismometers system Willmore ~k III/A, 12 amplifiers 
system Tectronix AM 502, 14-channel tape recorder Sangamo 
Sabre VII, modal analyzer HP 5423A and a graphic plotter 
HP 9872B. 









A plot program is available for all codes. The first three 
codes are published in [4], the last one will be described in 
[sI . 
5. Progress to Date 
Ref. 3.2 Analyzation of the measurements were completed which had 
been taken at the HDR in Kahl in spring 1982 by using "en-
vironment noise" for excitation. Natural frequencies were 
determined in the range from 0 to 30 Hz, modes in the range 
from 0 to 16 Hz. 
Ref. 3.3 To compare the results in 6. with the results of other 
methods different publications of the HDR-project can be 
used [6], [7]. 
6. Results 
6.1 Results of seismometer-measurements at the HDR in Kahl. 
Table 
Remarks 
The results are shown in the following table, for further 
information see ls]. Underlined figures means natural 
frequencies which are strongly marked, figures in parantheses 
indicate less marked frequencies or that ones which are not 
present in all spectra. 
The damping values are calculated from the bandwidth at the 
half-power point from single spectra. 
Natural Damping Natural Frequencies in Hz 
Frequencies PHDR 4-78 PHDR 13-80 
Hz % Tab. 10 Tab. P. 215 
X-direction 1 , 4 5 - 1, 50 4,35 1, 52 1 , 35 - 1,48 
:;,-direction 1 1 50 - 1 , 55 4,35 1, 57 1 , 40 - 1 , 54 
X-direction 2,55 2,82 2,63 2,44 - 2,53 





Remarks Natural Damping Natural Frequencies in Hz 
Frequencies PHDR 4-78 PHDR 13-80 
Hz % Ial:!. ] Q Ial:!. E. 2]5 
3130 
-
3135 2 1 15 3135 
(4115) 
Torsion 4 'I 55 0195 
(4185) 
5105 - 5125 0199 4198 - 5,00 
Torsion? 5175 - 5195 5,70 - 5,90 
( 6 1 35 - 6170) 6132 - 6154 
7120 - 7125 71 32 
(8120) 8116 718 
(8175) 8,50 
9,75 0153 
11 1 2 0 - 11 1 35 0145 11 1 36 - 11 158 
1 2 1 4 5 12,25 
12180 
13,30 13100-13122 
14,00 0136 13188 1 4 1 2 0 
(14145) 14160 









'l'orsion? 23175 0,20 
24170 - 24175 0,33 24150 




01.07.82-31.12.82 1504 59 
6.2 Summary and outlook 
Measurements by seismometers when the structure is excited by 
environment noise only can be told as successful; nevertheless 
there are required further rationalizations in the analyzing 
technique to apply the method in testing practice. 
7. Next Steps 
Project is completed. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
150 444, RS 123 B, HDR EV 4000. 
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10. Degree of Availability 
Ref. [1] is available at Institut fUr Mechanik (Bauwesen), 
Pfaffenwaldring 7, 7000 Stuttgart 80, FRG; Ref. [4] and [5J at 
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Determination des mouvements sismiques de reference adaptes aux sites des 
installations nucleaires. Ces mouvements de reference sont utilises : 
soit directement dans l'analyse du dimensionnement des ouvrages et ma-
teriels, 
soit pour le controle d'un mouvement de reference standard. 
2) OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
- Elaboration des methodes de calcul des spectres adaptes aux sites a 
partir de la magnitude, de la distance focale, de l'intensite du seisme 
de reference, des caracteristiques du sol, de la source, a l'aide d'une 
analyse des donnees obtenues dans le monde et selectionnees selon les 
differents criteres suivants : 
a) regional (CALIFORNIE, EUROPE, etc ... ), 1976- 1984 
b) geologie similaire du site (roche dure, alluvions) 1982- 1984. 
Etude probabiliste du risque sismique. Cette etude a pour but de definir 
une methode de determination de la probabilite annuelle de depassement 
d'un spectre du mouvement du sol, permettant, en particulier, l'eva-
luation pour un site donne, de la probabilite de depassement du spectre 
de dimensionnement 1980 - 1984. 
13) INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMEN1'ALES 
I Voir fiches 
~ 121-1-04 · Surveillance de la sismicite des sites nucleaires. 
I . . I. 
L __________________ ----------------
121-1-05 Collecte de mesures sur les mouvements en zone epicentrale 
et d'information sur les degats correspondants. 
4) ETAT D'AVANCEMENT- PRlNCIPAUX RESULTATS 
- Etablissement d'une relation liant la magnitude a la distance focale et 
a l'intensite au lieu d'enregistrement pour les seismes americains. 
- Calcul de correlations liant les spectres a la magnitude et a la distance 
focale a partir des donnees americaines pour les intensites V, VI et VII. 
Les coefficients de correlation ont ete obtenus pour 46 frequences et 5 
amortissements. 
- Fondee sur ces etudes, une methodologie de calcul des spectres adaptes 
aux sites a fait l'objet d'une Regle Fondamentale de Surete (I.2.c). 
-Le seisme de Salon de Provence a fait l'objet d'une etude utilisant un 
modele mathematique. 
Une etude de faisabilite d'une approche probabiliste du risque sismique, 
exprime en intensite, a ete realisee pour le Sud-Est de la FRANCE, et 
pour le site de CREYS-MALVILLE. 
Une etude concernant la variation du mouvement sismique en champ proche 
a ete effectuee a partir de donnees recentes. 
- Une nouvelle methodologie a ete con~ue pour calculer des spectres adaptes 
aux sites, qui accorde une importance preponderante aux donnees genera-
lement les mieux connues dans les cas des differents sites, a savoir 
l'intensite et la magnitude du SMHV, au moyen des coefficients de corre-
lation liant le spectre a la magnitude et a la distance focale, obtenus 
a partir d'un ensemble d'enregistrements de meme intensite, en !'occur-
rence celle du SMHV. Uncouple magnitude/distance toujours compatible 
avec l'intensite caracteristique du site est defini selon une correla-
tion magnitude/intensite/distance focale realisee sur un ensemble de 
donnees comprenant celles qui servent au calcul du spectre et homogenes 
entre elles. 
La variation des spectres en fonction de l'intensite macrosismique a fait 
l'objet d'une etude detaillee. On constate que le mouvement est multiplie 
par des coefficients variables en fonction de la frequence quand on 
augmente l'intensite d'un degre. Le spectre SMS est obtenu a partir du 
spectre de SMHV en multipliant ce dernier par des coefficients de majo-
ration obtenus par cette etude. 
A l'heure actuelle, cette methode permet de traiter les cas de sites 
dont l'intensite du SMHV est inferieure a VIII et a la distance focale 
egale ou superieure a 10 km, qui constituent la grande majorite des 
sites fran~ais. Toute nouvelle donnee acquise contribuera a ameliorer 




Pour le se~sme de distance focale inferieure a 10 km, de magnitude 
faible, on a adopte une forme de spectre forfaitaire que l'on cale en 
vitesse. Les enregistrements des seismes recents de grande magnitude 
obtenus sur des sites alluvionnaires, sur la composante horizontale, 
montrent que l'acceleration maximale tend vers une limite de l'ordre de 
0,5 g. L'acceleration enregistree sur la composante verticale, due aux 
ondes de compression, ne parait pas etre soumise a une telle limite. 
- L'approche probabiliste utilisee permet de calculer les probabilites de 
depassement de differentes intensites, pour un site donne, a partir de 
la connaissance de la sismicite historique. Compte tenu des jugements 
deterrninistes, ainsi que des incertitudes des parametres intervenant 
dans le calcul, les resultats sont obtenus avec une incertitude notable 
(pour un niveau de probabilite de 10-4/an elle est de l'ordre d'un degre). 
5) PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Amelioration des coefficients de correlation par l'introduction de nouvelles 
donnees (pour les intensites V, VI et VII) et surtout a courtes distances 
(R ~ 10 km). 
Etude des seismes alpins et etablissement des correlations analogues. 
Possibilite, grace a un nombre accru de donnees, de faire une selection a 
l'interieur d'un ensemble de spectres de meme intensite selon des criteres 
geologiques ou autres. 
Utilisation de modeles theoriques pour le calcul du mouvement en champ 
proche, developpement de l'etude du seisme de 1909. 
Le developpement d'une approche probabiliste du calcul du mouvement de 
reference sera poursuivi en integrant les resultats des correlations : 
spectre-distance focale-intensite. 
6) RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
"Collecte de mesures sur les mouvements en zone epicentrale et d'informa-
tions sur les degats correspondants" - Fiche etude 121-1-05. Cette fiche 
apporte des informations essentielles a l'etude des correlations entre les 
differents pararnetres et au calcul des spectres de reference. 
7) DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
- Determination des spt>ctres dt> reference adaptes aux sites 
Note Technique SESRS n° 40 - Octobre 1978 
B. MOHAMMADIOUN 
Determination du mouvement de reference pour le site de CRUAS 
Note Technique SESRS n° 50 - Novembre 1978 
B. MOHAMMADIOUN 
Determination des spectres de SMS adaptes aux sites 
Rapport DSN no 324 - Novembre 1979 
C. DEVILLERS, B. MOHAMMADIOUN 
. I. 
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- Regle fondamentale de Suretc I.2.c 
"Determination des mouvements sismiques a prendre en compte pour la 
surete des installations". 
- Variation des parametres du mouvement sismique en champ proche 
analyse de quelques exemples recents 
Note Technique SAER - 83 - 343 
B. MOHAMMADIOUN (mars 1983) 
-Etude de faisabilite d'une approche probabiliste de l'evaluation du 
risque sismique. Application au Sud-Est de la FRANCE. 
Rapport DSN n° 387 - Octobre 1980 
X. GOULA 
Evaluation probabiliste du risque sismique sur le site de CREYS-MALVILLE 
Rapport SESRS no 22 (confidentiel) - Septembre 1980 
X. GOULA, Agnes LEVRET 
-Etude du scismc de 1909 
Etat d'avancement - Fcvrier 1983 
X. GOULA 
8) DEGRE DISPONIBILITE 
Documents internes, non disponibles sauf accord du CEA, a l'exception de 
la RFS I.2.c. 
--4 73·-
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1) OBJECTIF GENERAL 
L'objectif de cette etude est la recherche d'une meilleure conna1ssance de 
la sismicite aux alentours d'un site nucleaire en vue de l'evaluation du · 
risque sismique. 
2) OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
-Mise en evidence des zones sources au voisinage d'un site nucleaire 
(failles actives) 1976 - 1984. 
- Determination des caracteristiques specifiques du site en ce qui concerne 
la transmission des ondes sism1ques en fond de forage et en surface 
(TRICASTIN). 
Prevision des mouvements de reference a prendre en compte pour le calcul 
ou la verification du dimensionnement 1975- 1984. 
- Enregistrement des mouvements sollicitant les installations du site 
lors d'un seisme fort. 
3) INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
L 
Observatoire de Cadarache : equipe de differents types d'appareils de 
mesure (accelerometres, capteurs de vitesse disposant d 'une .dynamique 
etendue en amplitude et en frequence). 
- Reseau de surveillance du Tricastin, comprenant 3 stations de mesure, 
dont une comporte des capteurs au fond d'un forage de 80 metres (MAZET), 
une autre un appareillage de surface (MAZET) et la troisieme des 
accelerometres (BOURG-SAINT-ANDEOL). Les stations de MAZET ont ete 
equipees avec la nouvelle chaine de mesures mise au point par la labo-
ratoire de mesures sismiques du BERSSIN. 
. I. 
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Des accelerometres type SMA1 sont installes au voisinage des installa-
tions nucleaires de la Hague et Marcoule. 
4) ETAT D'AVANCEMENT - PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS 
Surveillance de l'activite de la region de CADARACHE. 
Surveillance de l'activite sismique de la region de TRICASTIN. 
- Resultats essentiels 
Station dt• CADARACHE 
Mise en evidence des actLvltes des failles de JOUQUES et de BEAUMONT de 
PERTUIS pres de CADARACHE et etude des seismes de la region de GARDANNE. 
Enregistrement de petits seismes dans la region de MANOSQUE et MARSEILLE. 
Enregistrement de seismes alpins et des seismes mediterraneens impor-
tants : FRIOUL, JURA SOUABE, KOTOR, EL ASNAM, MER IONIENNE. 
La station de CADARACHE est un "Observatoire international" et ses 
donnees sont communiquees aux organismes interesses, entre autres : 
Centre Sismologique Europeo-Mediterraneen (CSEM) FRANCE. 
National Earthquake Information Service (U.S.A.). 
International Seismological Centre (ISC) NEWBURY (G.B.). 
Station du TRICASTIN : 
Enregistrements de seismes europeens importants. 
Determination de fonctions de transfert locales et de lois d'attenuation. 
Spectres de reference adaptes au site de TRICASTIN a l'aide des enre-
gistrements effectues. 
5) PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Poursuite de la surveillance des sites precites. 
Installation d'une station de surveillance sismique sur le site de 
GRENOBLE. 
Etude de faisabilite de l'implantation de stations supplementaires dans 
la Basse Vallee du RHONE. 
6) RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Methodologie pour le calcul des spectres des se~smes de reference a partir 
des parametres physiques - Fiche etude 121-1-03. 
. I. 
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7) DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
-Bulletin mensuel de l'Observatoire de CADARACHE 
G. MOHAMMADIOUN 
- "Les etudes sismologiques effectuees au C.E.A. dans le domaine de la 
Surete des Sites Nucleaires" 
Rapport IAEA- VIENNE 1975 
A. BARBREAU, H. FERRIEUX, B. MOHAMMADIOUN. 
"Interpretation des campagnes de mesures sismiques effectuees au 
TRICASTIN" 
Rapport SESRS no 1 - Juin 1978 
H. FERRIEUX, G. MOHAMMADIOUN. 
''Informations pr6liminaircs concernant le seisme du 19 fevrier 1975, 
ressenti dans la region de PIERRELATTE" 
Fiche DSN/SESRS 75/105 du 28 fevrier 1975 
B. MOHAMMADIOUN. 
Station mobile a seuil pour l'enregistrement des mouvements sismiques 
Rapport DSN n° 488 - Decembre 1981 
E. FAVIER. 
-Situation de la surveillance seismique du Sud-Est de la FRANCE ... 
Note Technique SAER-82-329 - Decembre 1982 
G. MOHAMMADIOUN. 
8) DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Documents internes, non disponibles sauf accord du CEA, a l'exception 
du Bulletin de l'Observatoire de Cadarache et du rapport AIEA. 
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COMPILATION OF RECORDINGS OF NEAR FIELD MOTION 
AND OF INFORMATION ON THE CORRESPONDING DAMAGES 
1) OBJECTIF GENERAL 
CEA/DSN/SAER 




Connaissance des caracteristiques du mouvement fort en zone epicentrale 
et de leurs effets en vue de la protection des installations nucleaires 
contre les seismes. 







Rassemblement des enregistrements des mouvements forts obtenus dans le 
monde et etablissement d'une sismotheque, 1978- 1984. 
Rassemblement des caracteristiques correspondant a ces enregistrements 
(intensite au lieu d'enregistrement, conditions geologiques du site, 
instrument enregistreur, etc ... ), 1978- 1984. 
Rassemblement des repliques en zone epicentrale d'un seisme important a 
l'aide des stations d'intervention realisees au DSN, 1973- 1984. 
Enregistrements de seismes dans les regions francaises ou l'activite 
sismique est importante (1978- 1984). 
Classement et analyse de ces donnees en fonction des differents criteres : 
. regional, 
intensite au lieu d'enregistrement, 
. condition du site (roche dure, alluvions) 1978 - 1984. 
3) INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
Stations sismologiques legeres destinees a l'enregistrement des seismes 
(repliques) dans 1a zone cpicentrale apres un seisme important. 
. I. 
L_ ______________________________________ __, 
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Stations sismologiques temporaires dans des zones a forte sismicite, . 
(UBAYE, PYRENEES). 
Realisation des experimentations sur un site a partir de sources sismiques 
artificielles afin d'etudier la loi de transmission des ondes sismiques de 
la region immediate du site (TRICASTIN, NICE, etc ..• ). 
4) ETAT D'AVANCEMENT - PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS 
Enregistrements de nombreuses repliques dans la region du FRIOUL avec la 
determination de leur intensite : creation d'un fichier informatique 
comportant acceleration, vitesse, deplacement, spectres de reponse. 
Enregistrements des seismes dans la vallee de l'UBAYE. 
Enregistrements en plusieurs points des nombreuses repliques dans la 
region de TUBINGEN apres le seismc du 3 Septembre 1978. 
Enregistrements en six points de plus de 400 repliques a EL ASNAM apres 
le seisme du 10.10.1980. 
Acquisition des enregistrements du seisme du FRIOUL realises par les 
reseaux italien et yougoslave. 
Acquisition, dans le cadre de l'etablissement d'un fichier semblable, 
pour les seismes enregistres en EUROPE et au MOYEN ORIENT (zone alpine) 
en collaboration avec le Professeur AMBRASEYS de l'Imperial College de 
LONDRES. 
Acquisition, dans le cadre de l'accord CEA/NRC, d'une bande realisee a 
la demande de NRC, qui rassemble les caracteristiques des enregistrements 
du mouvement fort obtenus dans le monde. 
Obtention de documents detaill~s trnitant des caracteristiques des sites 
d 'enregistrement des mouvt.•mtmts forts realises aux ETATS-UNIS. 
Mise au point Zt la ClSI d'un programme d'acd~s aux fichiers informatiques 
des differentes domu~es (sismothcque). 
La sismotheque comporte actuellement de nombreux mouvements forts obtenus 
aux U.S.A.,Certains enregistrements Europeens (Italie, Yougoslavie, 
Grece, etc ... ) et les enregistrements realises par le DSN/BERSSIN au 
FRIOUL, JURA SOUABE, EL ASNAM. 
Les caracteristiques relatives a ces seismes ont ete precisees. Des 
demarches ont ete entreprises pour completer la sismotheque, aussi bien 
sur le plan europeen que mondial. 
. I. 
--4r'f• 
Dans le cadre du contrat DSN-Imperial College de LONDRES, une premiere 
etude fait le point sur les differentes methodes de traitement du signal. 
5) PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Etude des caracteristiques des se1smes enregistres en EUROPE (magnitude, 1n-
tensite, distance focale, fonction-source). 
Apport a la sismotheque de donnees nouvelles (complement d'enregistrements 
americains, donnees japonaises, europeennes). 
Poursuite des enregistrements des seismes en FRANCE et dans les pays 
limitrophes. 
6) RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Methodologie pour le calcul des spectres des scismes de reference a partir 
de parametres physiques - Fiche etude 121-1-03. 
La presente etude fournit les donnees necessaires a la bonne execution 
de la fiche ci-dessus. 
7) DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
Etude des repliques du seisme du 6 Mai 1976, au FRIOUL 
A. BARBREAU, B. MOHAMMADIOUN, H. FERRIEUX, G. MOHAMMADIOUN 
OCDE-ROME, 11/13 Octobre 1977. 
Interpretation des campagnes de mesures sismiques effectuees au TRICASTIN 
Rapport SESRS no 1 - Juin 1978 
H. FERRIEUX, G. MOHAMMADIOUN. 
Donnees du reseau "Strong Motion" americain actuellement disponibles 
Rapport SETSSR n° 78- Juin 1978 
G. MOHAMMADIOUN. 
- Analyse des donnees sur les mouvements forts actuellement disponibles 
au DSN/SESRS 
Rapport SESRS no 15 -Mars 1980 
B. MOHAMMADIOUN, G. MOHAMMADIOUN. 
Etude des repliques du seisme du 10 Octobre 1980 a EL ASNAM 
Rapport DSN no 453 - Juin 1981 
E. FAVIER et al. 
Les etudes geophysiques experimentales dans l'evaluation du risque 
sismique 
H. FERRIEUX- Cours INSTN- Septembre 1982. 
- Various Methods of Preprocessing the Strong Motion Records 
J.M.H. MENU- Septcmbre 1981. 
Station mobile a seuil pour l'enregistrement des mouvements sismiques 
Rapport DSN no 488- Decembre 1981 
E. FAVIER. 
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8) DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Documents internes, non disponibles sauf accord du CEA, a l'exception de 
l'etude des repliques du seisme au Frioul. 
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1.) OBJECTIF GENERAL -
Le but est la mise au point d'un ensemble de methodes permettant 
de c<1lculer la reponsc d' w1c tranche de centra le P. W. R. a une excitation 
sismique donnee, caracteristique du site de la Centrale. 












a) Analyse de l'interaction sol-fondation : 
- Prise en compte des couplages entre batiments (79-82). 
- Mise au point d'une methode de determination des ressorts et amortis-
seurs de sol (79-82). 
- Effets des non-linearites du sol (79-83). 
- ~~elioration de la representation· de la source et des ondes sismiques 
dans le sol au voisinage du radier (83-85) • 
b) Amelioration des mcthodes d'analyse sismique (83-85) 
- Etude critique de la regle de combinaison quadratique des reponses 
modales. 
- Mise dU point de la methode statistique d'analyse sismique. 
- Interaction batiments-composants. 
3) INSTAL~TIONS EXPERIMENTALES -
Action en relation avcc les essais sur maquette effectues a NICE. 
4) ETAT D'AVJ\NCEMENT - PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS -
a) En ce qui concerne l'interaction sol-fondation, un ensemble de methodes 
ont ete developpces et validees sur les resultats des essais de NICE. 
- couplages entre radiers : mise au point du programme SOPHONIE. 
- calculs des ressorts et amortisseurs de sol a l'aide du programme INCA 
adapte en consequence. 
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- introduction d'un modele de comportement non lineaire du sol dans 
INCA et analyse sur le cas d'une centrale type de !'influence de 
la non-linearite du sol. 
b) En ce qui concerne les methodes generales d'analyse sismique une 
methode de calcul direct des spectres de plancher et une methode de 
calcul sismique des structures fixees en plusieurs points ont ete 
mises au point. 
5) PROCHAINES ETAPES -
- Poursuite de !'amelioration des methodes de calcul de !'interaction 
sol-fondation (notamment de la representation correcte des ondes sismi-
ques dans le sol) . 
- Poursuite de l'amelior~tion des methodes d'analyse sismiques. 
6) RELATIONS AVEC D' AUTRES ETUDES -
142.1.09 : APPROCHE INTEGREE DU RISQUE SISMIQUE- MARGES DE SURETE DANS 
LES STRUCTURES DES INSTALLATIONS NUCLEAIRES. 
7) DOCUMENTS DE REFEREliCE -
Note EMT 78/10 : Analyse sisrnique de structures fixees en plusieurs points. 
- Communication Serne SHIRT - BERLIN 1979 : Methode directe de calcul des 
spectres de planchers. :' 
Rapport EMT/SMTS/VIBR/80/14 
centrales nucleaires. 
Methode d'analyse sismique de structures de 
Note Technique EMT/SMTS/VIBR/80/40 : Etudes sismiques des !:itructures in-
tcxnc:> d' w1 react..cur l:'. W. R. - Verification de la validation de la modeli-
sation en poutre. 
Note Technique EMT/SMTS/VIBR/80/99 : Etude sismique des structures inter-
nes d'un r(!actcur r.w.R. - Modelisations fines en coques AQUAMODE et TRICO. 
- Note Technique EMT/SHTS/VIflR/80/131 : Etude sismique des structures inter-
nes d'un reacteur P.W.R. - Recherche des premiers modes propres ~ur deux 
modelisations (TRISTANA et TRICO) . 
- Note Technique EMT/S~rS(VIBR/79/68 : Generalisation de la meth~~ des 
ressorts de sols et amortisseurs de sols pour les sols en couches et les 
.fondations enterrees. 
- Note Technique EMT /SMTS/VII3R./B 1/94 : Raideurs sta tiques et fonctions d' im-
pedance d'une .fonuation riqide circulaire sur un demi-espace ou un sol 
en couches. 
- Note Technique EMT/SMTS/VIUR/80/41 : Programme de calcul SOPHONIE - Inpe-
dances de fondations - Applications : radier rigide - radiers sur plots -
radiers voisins. 
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- These de Docteur-In~~nieur de T. ADYEL : Amelioration des methodes de calcul 
des interactions sol-fondation pour la determination de la reponse sismique 
des centrales nucleaires - Interpr6tation d'essais sur maquette :: 
- These de Docteur-Ingenieur de MMe FARVAQUE (a paraitre) 
8) DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Documents internes non disponibles, sauf accord du CEA, a !'exception de ceux 
reperes par le signe .. 
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142.1.02 3 - 1 
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TITRE' 
INTERACTION SOL-STRUCTURE 
MECANIQUE DU SOL AU VOISINAGE DES INSTALLATIONS 
ANALYSE PARASISMIQUE D'UNE CENTRALE NUCLEAIRE 
'I'I'I'H E ,:; n <my I ai :; 
SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION 
SOIL MECHANICS IN THE VY.CINITY OF INSTALLATIONS 
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~- ------------- ----1 
B.MOHAMMADIOUN ~~~ J 'a.du] o,;men ~., 31 . 12. 1985 Mars 1983 mise J .four> 
1) OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Evaluer la sensibilite des resultats obtenus par les methodes de calcul 
d'interaction sol-structure couramment utilisees par rapport aux divers 
parametres du sol et de la structure. 
2) OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
2.1. - Traitement de batiments sur fondations separees (1980-1983). 
2.2. - Qualification par des essa~s in-situ des programmes de calcul 
relatifs a l'interaction sol-radier plat (1981-1983). 
2.3. - Mise au point de methodes de calcul pour traiter les fondations 
sur pieux (1981-1983). 
2.4. - Calcul d'irnpedances de sol liees a diverses configurations de 
sol (1983-1984). 
2.5. - Etude de comportement non-lineaire du sol sous chargement 
dynamique (1983-1985). 
3) INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
ESSAIS IN SITU 
Afin de valider les methodes de calcul, l'etude de la reponse de ma-
quettes d'un batiment reacteur (PWR 900) dotees de fondations de deux 
types, radier plan ou pieux, a ete effectuee. 
L'excitation representative d'un signal sismique a ete obtenue a l'aide 
d'unc masse de 150 tonnes tombant d'une hauteur variable (de l'ordre de 
20 m~tres). Le site etait le chantier de l'aeroport de NICE. 
l_ ------·. --- ..... 
. I. 
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4) ETAT D'AVANCEMENT- PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS 
L'ob_jectif 2.1 a ~t~ attuint pour des radiers plats. 
Une inll•rpn~Lalion dt•s essais de NlCE eorrespondanl aux ubjeelifs 2.2. 
et 2.3. a ete effectuee en 1981 et 1982 par le DEMT. 
Des calculs ont permis d'evaluer les impedances du sol et ont donne un 
bon accord avec les deplacements observes lors des essais. 
On a mis en evidence !'influence de la non-linearite du sol sur la 
variation du module d'elasticite en fonction de la deformation. 
Une methode de calcul adaptee au programme par elements finis INCA 
a ete mise au point au DEMT pour !'interpretation des maquettes sur 
pieux. 
5) PROCHAINES ETAPES 
- Developpement du calcul d'impedances de sol pour diverses configu-
rations de sol. 
- Etude du comportement non lineaire du sol. 
6) RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Methodologie pour le calcul des spectres des seismes de reference a 
partir des pararnetres physiques. Fiche etude 121-1-03. 
Surveillance de la sismicite des sites nucleaires. Fiche etude 121-1-04. 
- Collecte de mesures sur les mouvements en zone epicentrale et d'infor-
mation sur les degats correspondants. Fiche etude 121-1-05. 
7) DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
1- Interaction sol-fondation. Relations entre les mouvements de p·lusieurs 
zones a la surface d'un milieu elastique semi-defini. Note technique 
EMT/78/23. 
2- Programme de calcul SOPHONlE. Impedance de fondations. Note technique 
EMT/SMTS/VIBR/80/41. 
3- Dynamic behaviour of raft and pile foundations ; tests and computa-
tional models. Part 1 : General description and first interpretation. 
J. BETBEDER et AL. SMIRT 1981, PARIS. 
4- Part. 2 : Ground motion induced by the compacting machine. 
H. FERRIEUX, G. MOHAMMADIOUN, SMIRT 1981, PARIS. 
5- Part. 3 : 3D. dynamic analysis of group of piles and comparison with 
experiments. 
D. AUBRY, F. CHAPEL SMIRT 1981, PARIS. 
. I. 
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6- Amt!lioral ion ties ml-thodt•s de calcul des interactions sol-fondatinn 
pour la determination de la reponse sismique des centrales 
nucleaires. Interpretation d'essais sur maquettes. 
T. ADYEL (These de docteur ingenieur, 17 decembre 1982). 
8) DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Disponibles : /3/, /4/, /5/, /6/. 
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'f' I 'l'lO:: APPROCHF. IN'l'EGREE DU RISQUE SISMIQUE - MARGES 
DE SURETE DANS LES STRUCTURES DES INSTALLATIONS 
NUCLEAIRES 
'f'/TRE en anglais 
COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH OF SEISMIC RISK -








D. COSTES DAS 
1ate de . -··-·--------------y-----------+--::::---:--:-:-::------1 Scientifiques 3/1/80 1 rlerrarrage 
' !Jate 1/1/85 ~ ! :•1chevement · 
Etat 
actuel en cours R.J.GIBERT DEMT/SMTS 
Derni~re F.GANTENBEIN 
" Mai 83 
" mise a jour J.GAUVAIN -----~~~~~-----------~~~~~--------1 
1) OBJECTIF GENERAL -
Pour lcs besoins de la surete, l'analyse de la tenue des struc-
tures vis-a-vis des seismes est effectuee eu egard aux criteres des reglcs 
de l'art actuelles. Il convient de soumettre les methodes, les criteres et 
l 'appreciation des marges de securite qui en dekoulent a une est.imation 
critique. Cclle-ci, probabiliste par sa nature, ne visant pas a la modifica-
tion des Cri tereS reglementaires 'utilises a la COnCeption 1 est. destinee a 
etablir, suivant une procedure integree, l'enchainement des evene~ents, une 
~ois la sollicitation sismique donnee, jusqu'a l'eventuelle ruine des struc-
tures de genie civil et des equipements. 
2) OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
-Point des documents d'orientation (1982-1983). 
- ~ssemblement des donnees experimentales sur la tenue ultime des materiaux 
et structures (1982-1984). 
-Analyse des donnees compte tenu de la realisation et de l'histoire de la 
ruine : validation experimentale (1983-1985). 
- Etude de sensibilite sur les differents parametres et validation (1983-1985 
-Application a l'etude de la boucle primaire d'un P.W.R. 1300 (1983-1985). 




i4) ETAT D' AVJ\NCEMENT - PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS -
Rassemblement de donnees experimentales - Modelisation des 
structures Genic Civil d'une ccntrale P.W.R. 1300 - En cours : modelisation 
d'une boucle primaire • 
... ________________________________ __. 
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5) PROCHAINES ETAPES -
Poursuite de la modelisation sismique du 1300 - Etude de 
sensibilite des differents parametres. 
6) RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES -
Fiche 142-01-01 : Analyse parasismique d'une centrale nucleaire 
P.W.R. - Methode de calcul. 
7) DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE -
- SMIRT 7 : Seismic analysis of a P.W.R. 900 reactor : Study of reactor 
building with soil-structure interaction - Evaluation of floor spectr.a 
(F. GANTENBEIN - M. AGUILAR). 





CLASS IF ICATl ON==:J 
3.1 
------ -·· ---- I 
'l'I'fLF. (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUN'l'RY: I 
Stud10 sulla possibilitc\ d1 previsionc di terremoti con mcto ITALY ! 
di idt·o;:c:ocllimici SPONSOR: 1 
ENEA I i I 
!TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Study on the possibility of predicting earthqual<cs by E!~F.A 
hyd t·ogf~oche m ical methods PROJECT LEADER: 
M. Dall' Aglio 
JNITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
J a nu:-~ r·y 1975 M. Brondi 
IS'J'ATUS: LAST UPDATING: E. Ghiara 
w progre·ss July 1979 C. Mignuzzi 
1. GC'nPr<~l Aim 
Eort!tqualce prediction. 
2. Pal'~]Clllar Objectives 
It h•~~ been demonstrated that various premonitory geochemical phenomena occur 
uefrll·v earthquakes. In particular the composition of the deeply circulating 
wa1L'n; (c. g. therrml waters) can change some weeks or months before the 
destruL:tive seismic mouvement. 
3. ]'~.,~·!mental Facilities and Programme 
SonH' hydrothermal Italian systems are regularly .checked in order to study tht: 
'.'CII'ldtJon of water compo~ition in relation to seismic activity. 
rv~a.ior constituents dissolved in spring wa.tcrs, and some elements successfully 
u:,erl Mi p1·erronitory indicators of earthquakes, are analyzed; particular empiHlsia 
j~ !.') Vt·r1 t..o the .I ie and H.n i.~easurements in liquid and gaseous phases. 
Cl:l!iSll'::tl <~nalytical instruments are used in the laboratory. Electric conductance, 
pil, temperature, HC03 content measurements are carried out on the field by 
mtnt~llunzed analytical l<its specially designed. 
Bas1e lllcasurements on the field. 
5. N~xt~cps 
Analys1s of water and gas samples will be carried out by a m'ass spectrometcr • 
• c ~ j ' ' • 




~-Tl'l"LE (L"'NGLTSH LANGUAGE): 
/ SI udy on thr. possibilily of predicting earth-
/ c;11:-tl:cs by hyclrogeochem ical methods 
6. Hcft~rrn~c Docum0nts 
CLASSIFICATION : 
3.1 
(i .1. Dall' Ar~lio IVI. "Gcochim ica e gestione dell'ambiente''. Notiziario CN EN, 
Anno 20, n. 7, July 1974. 
6. 2. Dall' Aelio M. "Gcochcm istry of Stream nnd Ground Waters from Western 
Sicily. The Changes in Spring Water Chemistry .after the 1968 Earthquake". 
Atti Conv. Intern. Acque Sotterranee, Palermo, December 1974. 
6.3. Dall'Aglio M. "l::<.~rtlHjUake Prediction by Hydrogeochemical Methods". 
Il\GL Symposium on the Geochemistry of Natural Waters, Burlington, 
1075. Soc. Itali:ma di Mineralogia e Petrologia, Rendiconti, vol. XXXII 
(]), pag. 421-436, 1976. 
7·. Degree of Av~ilability 










TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) . - COUNTRY . . . 
Sviluppo di strumentazione e misure sismiche ~er Italy 
la valutazione dei siti 
SPONSOR : 
ENEA 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : ORGANISATION : 
Seis~ic instrumentation development and seismic ENE'A 
measurenents for site evaluation 
PROJECT LEADER : 
R. Cervellati 
INITIATED I COMPLETED ' SCIENTISTS ' ' ' ' 
."1ay 1974 r. Ca"X>cecera 
r., !Uenzo 
STATUS : LAST UPDATING : F. 'riUt>llo 
In pro'Jress llarch 1982 
/ 
'""·eneral aL'll: 
Seismic instruments develo~nent and seisnic measurements, in order to 
~tudy sites fro~ the seis~ological point of view. 
~:" r':icular objectives: 
.. 
l 
Oneration of accelerometers: setting up and operation of seis~o~etric st~ 
tions and net~orks; data lO'Jqlng: analysis of the response of seismometric 
instru~entation. 
Exoerimental facilities: 
A live network of accelerometers. Operating seismometers. An electronic 
shoo for maintenance and calibration. 
~roject status: 
1. In the !rame of a collaboration ENEA- ENEL a network o~ accelerone':~rs 
has been set up all over Italy with the aim of. recordinn the accelera-
tions during stronq earthquakes. The records will be ~~nloved in the 
characterization of the design earthquake. 
2. Selsmometric ~quipments have been set up, and are operated, in order 
to obtain a contribution to characterization of sites from the seismo-




TITLE ( ENGLtSH LA...'IGU AGE): 
Seismic instrumentation development and 
seismic measurements for site evaluation 
CLASSIFICATION: 
3. l 
3. Seismic networks have been set uo. One is presently being in•talled 
in Valle del Sacco .(Southern Latium). It will consist o! 8 radio-
linked seismometric stations. Another network (6 ~ints, not rad1~ 
linked) is operating around BrasiMone (Bologna). 
4. Equipments have been set up for direct transfer of seismic data into 
a computer. 
~lext steps: 
- Cable telemetry. 
qelation to othe~ proJects: 
DIEA, ENEL programs ( 3 .l) . 
qeference docu~ents: 
- ~eports on the 1976 Friuli and on the 1980 Ir?inia earthquakes. 
- Studies on performance of accelerometers o! the network; stunles on 
performance of seismometers. 
Ceqree of availabilitv: O~en 
Contact person: r.. Cervellati, ENEJ\, Istituto Casacc1.a,Ct' 21\CO, I-0?100 !'blla. 
)~rlitio~~l information: 
l. The research is performed in cooperation with ~~EL and Tstituto ~azio 
nale di r;eofisica. In particular a Joint Commission EtiEJI-ENEL has 
been established to study the seismicity o! Itali~n territory for 
future nuclear power plants. 
2. Personnel: ll persons involved 
Budget: 1\1900 millions Lit (F.Y. 1982, besides cost of personnel). 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : 
Compor~mento e sicurezza dei componenti strutturali di i~ 
pianti nucleari in zona sismica. 
. TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 
Behaviour and Safety of Nuclear Power Plant Structural 
Components Subject to Seismic Actions 
INITIATED : COMPLETED : 
1979 1983 
STATUS : LAST UPDATING : 
IN PROGRESS SEPTEMBER 198 2 
CLASSIFICATION : 




CNR - UNIV.OF PAVIA 
ORGANISATION : 
UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA 





1. General Aim: To set up a procedure for seismic risk assessment 
2. Particular Objectives: To define a probabilistic failure criterion 
To introduce model uncertainty 
3. Experimental Facilities and Program : = 
4. Project status: Computer codes capable of performing structural dynamic analyses and 
of simulating artificial ground motion are avail~; suitable probab~ 
listic safety criteria have been introduced. 
-5 .Nex steos: The Introductl.on of model uncertainty will be p~rsued. Particular care 'Nl.ll 
be devoted to the uncertainty that affects the de~inition of the material 
constitutive law 
6. Relation to Other Projects and Codes: Research in non linear analysis and seismic en-
gineering are also developed independently of 
MMP applications. 
7. Reference Documents:-Casciati F., Faravelli L., Gobetti A. -Inelastic Behaviour of 
Nuclear Power Plant Structural Components subject to Stochastic 
Ground Motions, CSNI Report N.44, 180, II, 70 
-F.Casciati - Probaoilistc analysis of inelastic structures - E-
s"C.ratto dal ?roe. 3rd Int.S~mina.r on Reliability of :;~c:aar ?e-
wer Plants, Paris, August 1981, pp.35-41 
3. Degree af Aval.labilit£: The resul~are available without restrictions 
9. Personnel involved: 3 researchers, 5 technicians (part time) 
Prof. ~. CASCI~TI, Ist. Scienza e Tecnica Costruzioni, Universita, 




TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : 
Rice rche stn!tturali e sismotettoniche ai Cini della sicu-
rezza rleeli impianti nucleari 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 










• PROJECT LEADER : 
G. P.~agri 
J 
INITIATED : COMPLETED : SCIENTISTS : -) 
V. Cagnetti, C. Carrara.l January 1975 ~------------------------~------------------------4 F. Cri!m, C. Coc~i. G. Dai Pra, D. ~'olin 
STATUS : I.AST UPDATING : 
In progress June 1982 
1) Generi\1 Aim 
Develo;Jment of meth~s anc! research criteria in an interdisciplinary frame\"Ork for 
nuclear plant sites evaluation. 
2) P;"~rt lcular Objectives 
a) Elaborat1on of criteria to define the seismotec.tonic behaviour of areas '."ith and 
without historical seismi city. 
b) Elaboration or criteria to identify seismotectonical provinces. 
c) Elaboration or criteria to de fine the maximum expectable earthquake associated 
to a tectonic structure. 
3) Exnerimental F aclllties 
Geoohysical apparatuses. 
4) Proiect Status 
Progress to_ date: 
1) Paleogeoernphical data as well as Quaternary geological data have been collected. 
2) The seismotectonic features or various Italian regions have been stuciie-1. 
(historical seismicity, instrument recorded selsmicity, etc.). 
5) Next Steps 
Development or selsmotectonics studies in Southern Latlum, Central Apennine Region, 
etc. 
6) R.elation ~o other Projects: 3.1. (other ENEA, ENEL programs). 
-·493-
TITLE (ENGLrSH LANGUAGE): 
Structural end seisrrotectonic research for the 
safety of nuclear plants 
CLASSIFICATION: 
3 .1. 
7) De;ree of Availabilit~·: Free; G. Magri, EUEA, CRE CuacciP., C.P. 2400, 
l-OO 100 Ro~. Italy. 
8) Ac'citional Information 
P'!rsonnel involvec!; 12 persons. 
Eu~get (1982): 600 millions Lit_-, excluding personnel expenses. 
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CLASSIFICATIO~/: 
3 .1. 'I / 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) . COUNTRY I I I 
.. .. . ~ . 
Analisi di rischio sismico per possiblli siti nucle~ri Italy 
SPONSOR . I 
ENEA 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) I ORGANISATION . I I 
Seismic hazard analysis for candidate nuclear sites ENEA 
PROJECT LEADER . . 
~.~. Basil! 




STATUS . LAST UPDATING . I I 
l In prof_{ ress October 1982 
I. Ceneral aim 
Assessment of the maximum expected groun~ shakin~ on a given nuclear site via 
a probabilist1c o:pp~ac!'l for the c!efinition of the contributing factors of seismic 
risl: mapp'1n3. 






1. Statistical analysis of seismic occurrences and stochllstic moceling of sequences. 
2. Identification of theoretical models for interpreting the distribution of seismic 
occurrences. 
3. Effects of a ;:>robabilistic approach on the determination o( maximum expected 
acceleration. 
3. Project Status 
P:-oi~ress to date 
- Theoretical models for the time distribution of historical data. 
- Statistical analysis of seismic catalogues, 
- Mapping of se1smogenetic structures, 
Essential results 
- Development oi computer codes. 
- Completeness analysis or seismic tatalogues. 
- Development of nen stoc!"!astic functions in earthquake occurrence models. 
- Statistical analysis of a catalogue of historical seismic occurrences in the Central 
part or Italy, 
8369 
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TITLE (.E:NGLISH LANGUAGE): 




- Statistical analysis of a catalogue of historical seismic occurrences in the 
Northeastern part of Ita~·. 
- Statistical analysis of a catalo~ue of historical seismic occu'rrences in f-Ku~ello 
anc Forli areas. 
4. t1 ex:t s teos 
Seismic risk analysis of selected areas. 
5. Relation to ot~er projects 
3.1. Ot!"ler Er'IEA projects. 
6. Reference documents 
N. Pac1l10, M. Basil i, Seismic risk: (3) sorr.e stochastic functions ,·.i.th hazart:! 
implicatwns- CNEN HT/AMB(80)2 
, . Degree of ava1labi.tity: free 
Please contact: Laboratorio lngegneria Siti, PAS-ISP, D!EA, CRE Casaccia, 
C. P. 2400, I-00 100 Roma 
8. Arlc!itionz.l inform:?.tion 
Personr.el mvolvec': 4 ?ersons 




TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) • COUNTRY • • • 
Italy 
Studi di in(1'e~eria dei siti 
SPONSOR • • 
E!JEA 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) • ORGANISATION . I I 
Studies of site eng:ineerinl!, ENEA 
. 
. PROJECT LEADER 
l\11'. Basili 
INITIATED I 1974 COMPLETED I SCIENTISTS I • 't • 
A. ~ontanive, A. 
V. Gorelli 
STATUS I LAST UPDATING I -I I 
rn· ?rogress October 1982 
_1) Genera.l Aim 
St11dies on parameters occurrin~ in the evaluation of sites for n~clear "Jlants. 
2) P~ rticul2.r Obiectives 
The program is organized into the follo"~ring tas'<"S: 
- analysis of strong motion accelerograms 
- analysis of soil dyne?.mic c~aracteristics 
- anal:rsis of soil-structure interactions 
- statistical 2.nalysis and studies of exceptional meteorological ev~nt s 
- stoc!1astic analysis of seismic c.ata. · 






1) Procedures for ma.croseismic and microseismic records processin~ have been 
developed. 
2) Codes and experimental techniques have been developed. 
3) Accelerograms from Friuli, Norcia and Irpinia earthquakes have been processed. 
4) Next Stens 
Besides development of above items: research on correlations between seismic 
parameters and sands liquefaction. 
5) Relation to other Projects 
3 .1. EN"EA, .EN"EL programs. 
6) Refere:1.ce Documents 
. 1. Reports on the Friuli, Norcia, Irpinia earthquakes published by the E!'.YEA-ENEL 
Commission on Seismic Problems Associated with the Instal12tion of N~clear 
Plants; e.g.: "Strong-mmion Earthquake Accelerograms-Digitized and Plotted 
-SLJ2·-
TITLE (Dl'GLISH LA..~GUAGE): CLASSIFICATION : 
Studies o; site engineering 3 .1. 
Data - Uncorrected Accelerograms-Part 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6", Roma, 1976-1980. 
2. Various reports on the 1976 Friuli earthquake, presented at the OECD Specialist 
Meeting on the 1976 Friuli Earthquake and the Antiseismic De si~ of Nuclear Instal-
lations, Roma, October 1977. 
3. Other reports on specific matters are available. 
7) Degree of AvailabilitY 
Open. 
For any information: Laboratorio Ingegneria Siti, ENEA, CRE Casaccia, C. P. 2400. 
I-00100 Roma. 
8) Additional Information 
The rese.arch is performed in cooperation v-Jith ENEL and other Italian :>.cganiza-
tions; in particular a Jo~t Commission ENEA-ENEL has been established to stucl:v 
the seis!Ilicity of Italian tet:_ritory for future nuclear power plants. 
Personnel involved: 12 per sons 






CLASSIFICATION . . 
3.1 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : COUNTRY : 
ITALY 
Rete d1 rilevamento sismico 
SPONSOR . . 
ENEL 
/ 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) . ORGANISATION : . 
ENEL 
Seismic monitoring network PROJECT·LEADER . I 
~CO/Settore siti e 
ambiente 
INITIATED : I COMPLETED : SCIENTISTS : 
1973 
STATUS : LAST UPDATING : 
In pro gees September 1982 
1 • General J.im 
Characterization of earthquake activity !or the location of 
candidate nuclear sites. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Collection oft 
- time histories and response spectra of earthquakes in the 
different Italian re!ions; 
- co~lations between acceleration and earthquake intensity 
in order to utilize the lar~e amount of hysterical data 
available in Ital,y. 
3. Experimental !acili ties and program 
The seismic network consists of 168 monitoring points distri 
buted in the whole Italian territory with the exception of-
Sardinia. 
Each monitoring point ie equipped with an accelerograph ca-
pable of recording a maximum acceleration of 1~ and with 
a threshold of 0.01~. The accelerographs are ~enerally lo-










Seismic monitorin~ network 3 •. 1 
crete columns directll anchored to the soil, 
~. Project st~tus 
The seismic network h~s been completed, The main earth~akes 
r~cor1ed by the network were the earth~akes occurred in: Friuli 
on ~~Y 1976, Sicilia on April 1()7~, Valnerina on September 1979, 
Irpinia on November 1980. 
FUrthermore a computer program has been developed which enables 
to obtain the seismic spectra (acceleration, velocity and displ~ 
cement and their envelope~ 
The results of data processing have been published by "E~A-ENEL 
Commission on Problem~ Associated with the Installation of Nu-
clear Plants" , 
~. Next steps 
The network is workin~ to collect strong-motion records of fu 
tu re earthquakes, 
5. Relation to other projects 
Joint Commission ENEA-ENEL to study the seismicity of Italian 
territory for future nuclear power plants, 
7. Reference documents 
RP.ports on the Itali~n eartquakee (1976-19132) :published by "SNEA-
F.NEL Commission on Seismic Problems Associated with the Instal-
lation of Nuclear Plants": 
a- "Contribution to the.study of Friuli Earthquake of f976", 
Rome, Nov. 1976 
b - "Strong motion Earthquake Accelerograms - Digitized and Plo_! 
ted Data -Uncorrected Accelerograms", Part 1, Rome, July 1976 
c- Id,, Part~. Rome, January 1977 
d-Id., Part 3, Rome, Nov. 1977 
P.- Id. ,·Part d, Rome, July 19713 
f Id., Part 5, Rome, July 1979 
g- Id,, Part~. Rome, December 19RO 
h - Campania-LucRnia earthcuake on 23 november 19~0 - Accelerometric 
recordings of the main auake and relating processing. Udine, 
May 1982. 
(ENEL, Direzione delle Costruzioni - Setter! siti e ambiente -
.·Via G.B. Martini, ) 001()8- ROMA) 
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CLASSIFICATION I I 
3:1 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) I COUNTRY I I I 
Sweden 
Studier av svenska jordskalv 
SPONSOR I I 
SKI 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) I ORGANISATION I I I 
FOA 
Research on Swedish Earthquakes PROJECT LEADER I I 
Ragnar Slunga 
INITIATED I COMPLETED I SCIENTISTS I I I I 
1979 1983 Ragnar Slunga 
Peter Norrman 
I I STATUS I LAST UPDATING I Anne-Christine Glans 
8369 
in progress June 1983 
1. General aim: To study the seismic risks for the Swedish nuclear 
power plants. 
2. Particular Objectives: Estimate the ground motions associated with 
the Swedish earthquakes. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme: A digital seismological network 
of 21 stations covering southern Sweden is operated. 
4. Project status: 
!~-~rggr~~~-!9_9~!~~ The network has been operating since the 
end of 1979 and some 150 erthquakes within the area recorded. 
~~-~~~~~!i~!_r~~~!!~~ The ground motions associated with the small 
earthquakes so far observed have been studied and a two para-
metric (seismic moment and stress drop) scaling of the Swedish 
earthquakes has been developed. 
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~Next steps: A still more detailed study of the physics of the 
earthquakes and relating these to the observable faults. 
6. ---
7. Reference Documents: The FOA report 11 Research on Swedish Earth-
quakes~~ C 20477-Tl by Ragnar Slunga, Nov 1982. 
8. Degree of availability: On request to Ragnar Slunga, FOA 290, 




TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
ux 
ASSESSMENT OF SEISMIC aAZARD WITHIN THE UNITED KINGOC•H 
SPONSOR: 
UKAEA 




INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
JANUARY 1978 OR P WINTER 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
IN PROGRESS HAY 1980 
1. GENERAL AIH: To review the level of hazard to nuclear power plants due to the 
possibility of seismic disturbance. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES: To review the saismicity of the United Kingdom and to 
combine the probability of earthquake occurrence with the probability of 
stn1ctural damage given an earthquake occurring, 
3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRAMMEr 
4. PROJECT STATUS 
1. Progress to Date:- Report issued 
2. Essential results:-
5. NEXT STEPS: To extend method to multiple plant sites, 
6. RELATION TO Ol'HER PROJECTS AND CODES:-
7 . REFERENCE DOCUMENTS : -






TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Ol 
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INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS!~ 
llmll3l!R 19?11 
I'U.Z lLI:ERDI 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
SEPTEMBER 1980 
~ 
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Benchtsze1traum/Period Klassitikation/Ciassification Ke15~chcr~~;ct Nul~es 1 21 ) 1. 1. 1982 - 31. 12. 1982 7i.2 
Vorhaben/PrOJ&Ct T1tle Land/Country 
Das Tragverhalten quergestoBener Stahlbeton- FRG 
bauteile bei geregeltem StoBkraft-Zeit- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Verlauf BMFT 
Auttragnehmer /Contractor 
Experimental Studies Concerning Energy Ab- Bundesanstalt fUr MaterialprUfung (BAM), sorption of Reinforced Concrete Members Sub- Berlin jected to Impact Load (Closed loop testing) 
Arbeitsbeg1nn/lnit1ated Arbe1tsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.10.1977 31 . 12. 1983 Brandes 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 1982 
1 . General Aim 
The safety analysis of nuclear power plants includes the "External 
Event" aircraft crash on the containment of the reactor building or 
on auxiliary buildings. 
The design of containment structures against aircraft crash is based 
on several assumptions on the mechanical behaviour of reinforced 
concrete structures. The aim of the project is a contribution to the 
verification of some of these assumptions. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The investigation in the project is mainly directed to experimental 
work. The purpose is a description of the mechanical behaviour of 
reinforced concrete structural members under impact of "soft" 
missiles including different failure mechanisms and strain rate 
effects in order to obtain a realistic value of the energy absorp-
tion capacity. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 :!:~~!:~ 
Tests have to be performed on different types of specimens (beams 
and slabs) by varying the most important parameters: Thickness of 
specimens; type, location and percentage of bending reinforcement; 
stirrups; deflection-time-curve resp. load-time-curve; impact time. 
3.1.1 §p~c!m~n_P~r~~t~r_V~r!a!:i~n 
Reinforced concrete beams (span 1 = 3.20 m) 
Thickness h = 12 ... 50 cm 
Reinforcement p = 0.4 ... 1.5% 
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Reinforced concrete slabs (square, supported at corners, span:256cm) 
Thickness h = 16 .•. 22 cm 
Reinforcement Px= Py = 0.4 ... 1.5 %, no stirrups. 
(Slabs with stirrups are investigated in project 150 460) 
3.1.2 ~mEa£t_l~a~ 
The load or deflection is prescribed as a function of time (impact 
time T
5 
~ 30 ms), deflection rate (vat loading point):1o-4 ... 5m/s 
3.2 ~~!~~~!~~ 
The purpose of the evaluation is the identification of the values 
of mechanical quantities defined in different mechanical models, 
mainly material characteristics (yield moment, ultimate rotational 
capacity in plastic hinges). 
4. Experimental Facilities 
The tests are performed in a servohydraulic testing setup operating 
under closed loop control, which has been especially designed to 
perform impact tests, (max F = 1000 kN, max. v = 8,5 m/s). 
With respect to simple mechanical models (e.g. beams) the time 
histories of the different mechanical quantities, measured in each 
test, represent a complete set of data describing the mechanical 
behaviour of the model. 
5. Progress to date 
Up to now 40 beams and 6 slabs have been tested. Three Technical 
Reports (drafts) have been completed. The relation of plastic 
strain of reinforcement bars during test and the reached ultimate 
rotational capacity of plastic hinges was analyzed (Fig. 1). 
6. Essential results 
The tests on beams failing in bending mode show a considerable in-
crease of the energy absorption capacity with the deflection-
velocity for BSt 420/500 RK bending reinforcement. 
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7. Next Steps 
After finishing the analysis of the beam tests some additional 
tests shall be performed. 
8. Relation to other Projects 
RS 165/149, RS 337, RS 467, 150 408, 150 410, 150 437, 150 456, 
150 460. 
9. Reference Documents 
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Fig. 1: 
+-gouge length -+ 
(31 scratches) 
Influence of strain rate on permanent strains of the tensile rein-
forcement of a RC-beam (BSt 420/500 RK, ds = 18 mm). Strain rate 
about 10-4 s-1 in static test no. 127 and about 2 s-1 in dynamic 





Theoretische Untersuchungen zur Ermittlung der ~~~~~~~~----------­
kinetischen Grenztragfahigkei t van Stahlbeton- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
platten beim Aufprall stark deformierbarer 
Me tall f 1 ugkorper Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Theoretical Investigations on the Kinetic Hochtief 
Bearing Capacity of Reinforced Concrete Slabs 
under the Impact of Strongly Deformable Metal 
Arbe•tsbeg•nn/lnitiated 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status 
Continuing 




Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Within the scope of investigations on the protection of nu-
clear power plants against external events, the combined re-
search projects No. 150408 and RS 467 are dedicated to the 
theoretical and experimental investigation of the essential 
problems connected with the loading case "aircraft crash". 
2. Particular Objectives 
Both above mentioned projects continue and improve the in-
vestigations of the preceding projects RS 165 and RS 149. 
2.1 Partial Project No. 150408: 
The preceding and the attendant theoretical studies within 
the scope of this project aim at contributing to the under-
standing of the following items: 
quantitative improvement of the calculation models to de-
termine the impact history for the impact of deformable 
missiles onto rigid concrete structures 
determination of the failure mechanism of reinforced con-
crete slabs subjected to impact loading, laying special 
emphasis on the determination of the parameters character-
izing a specified failure mechanism. (To this pur~ose, in 
addition to the tests of Project RS 467, the investiga-
tions must also evaluate a considerable number of small 
scale tests performed in other research projects). 
2.2 Partial Project RS 467: 
This project comprises large scale firing tests under use of 
-2-
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deforma~le missiles and reinforced concrete slabs. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Impact load/time characteristics during the impact of deform-
able missiles onto quasi-rigid reinforced concrete structures. 
(5 tests within RS 467). 
3. 1 . 1 





Variation of the impact velocity. 
Variation of the distribution of the rigidity in longitudinal 
direction of the missile. 
Kinetic ultimate bearing capacity of reinforced concrete slabs 
subjected to the impact of deformable missiles. (11 tests 
within RS 467). 
Investigation of the influence of several design parameters on 
the local bearing capacity of the structural member: 
Variation of the concrete strength, shear reinforcement, thick-
ness of the member, bending reinforcement. 
Investigation of the influence of the load/time function: 
Variation of the impact period, time of load increase, load 
amplitude. 
A limited number of tests is scheduled to check the calcula-
tion models for the global behaviour (ultimate bending bearing 
capacity) of reinforced concrete slabs. 
4. Exoerimental Facilities, Comouter Codes 
4.1 Experimental Facilities (Partial Project RS 467) 
Essential components are: 
Gas-operated accelerator, target abutment, measuring and con-
trol equipment. All measurements are taken time-dependently 
during the total impact time. 
4.2 Computer codes: (Partial Project No. 150408) 
4.2.1 
(see 




The following computer codes were compiled for the project RS 
165 and will be further developed within the scope of the pre-
sent project: 
Codes for the calculation of the im9act load/time function for 
deformable missiles striking against rigid targets. 
Codes for the dynamic calculation of reinforced concrete slabs. 
-3-
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5. Progress to Date 
5.1 Partial Project RS 467: 
Six tests of test series II and one test of series I were 
realized. 
Main objectives of the test series: 
II/16 : Influence of the shape of the shear reinforce~ent 






Target ty~e: the same as for test II/15; determination 
of the perforation velocity by reducing the impact ve-
locity relatively to test II/15. 
Target type: the same as for test II/12; determination 
of the influence of the loading characteristic by 
using a modified ~issile. 
Repeat of test II/12 (changed steel grade for bending 
reinforcement (BSt 420/500 RK instead of BSt 420/500 
RU); reduced concrete strength). 
Prevention of shear failure by increased quantity of 
shear reinforcement and modified shape of the stirrups 
(comparison with test II/15 and II/17). 
Influence of the target thickness on the bearing capa-
city of the reinforced concrete slab (comparison t'li th 
test II/15 and with a series of small scale tests of 
UKAEA at Winfrith). 
The tests are characterized by the following data: 
test missile target slab test result 
no. tvce thick- .......rli nn reinfOL•,..•nt s..l)ear re- d .. rear heave 
(date) ~ ness fralt rear inforoe-
velocity % (e.w.) % (e.w.) ment 
m/s an an2_j_an2 an 
II/16 type 11 rear scat:binq 
{5.5.1982) 247.1 70 0.22 0.45 50.2 max. d = Hi 
II/17 type 11 rear scabbinq 
(26.5.82) 178 50 0.33 0.80 64.9 max. d = 12 
II/18 type 17 rear acabb1nq 
(16.6.82) 237.4 70 0.29 0.57 52.3 max. d = 11 
II/19 type 11 perfaratial 
(13. 12.82) 240.3 70 0.29 0.57 52.3 
II/20 type 11 rear acabb1nq 
(3.11.82) 197.7 50 0.46 1.16 97.0 max. d = 15 
II/21 type 11 rear crac.'lts 
(25.11.92) 237 90 0.12 0.28 26.5 
-4-
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For all tests defoz:mable tubular missiles (mass = 1000 Kg) were used. 
The missile type 11 differs fran tyt?e 17 by the \orcUl t.lllckness and the 
lengt.'l. 
'!be concrete strengt.~ of the targets reached values in the range of 33 to 
39 MPa. 
5. 2 Partial Project 150408: 
- The design of the test slabs for t.'lle Me~tests no. II/16 to II/21 and 
for 10 small scale tests at Y")'infrith was :performed. 
- Precalculations for the Mepr;leil and Winfrith tests were set up. 
- The evaluation and doctm:mtation of the ~P9E!ll hard missile test and a 
series of ccmparable small scale tests at Foolness and Winfrith has 
been ~leted. 
- '!be evaluation of the Meppen tests II/11 to II/21 has been .QOlltinued. 
6. Results: 
As the evaluation of t.'1e recent tests is not yet ~leted new results 
cannot be uresented. 
7. Next steos: 
150408: Evaluation and documentation of the recent tests. 
8. Relation with other urojects: 
RS165, RS149, RS121, RS337, 150410, 150416, 150437, 150460. 
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Berichtszeitraum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassificatlon Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1.82- 31.12.82 3.2 150410 
Vorhaben/ProJBC:I Title Land/Country 
Slahlu<'tonkonstruklton unter Fluyzeu9absturz- FRG 
belastung - Theoretische Nutzung der Meppener FOrdernde Institution/Sponsor 
Versuche unter besonderer Berlicksichtigun~ des BMFT 
Materialverhaltens Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Consulting Engineers 
Reinforced Concrete Construction Loaded by 
Crashing Aircrafts - Theoretical Utilization 
of the Experiments at Meppen Especially Con si- Zerna, Schnellenbach 
derinq the Behaviour oj M;:~h:ori-"~ 1 ~ und Partner GrohH 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
15.8.79 31.3 83 Dr.Stangenberg,Dr.Nachtshe' lln 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte M1ttei/Funds 
Continuing December 1982 
1. General Aim 
Analytical and experimental response of reinforced concrete 
structures to extreme dynamic external loads due to impact 
of deformable missiles: beyond, the methods of safety assess-
ment of nuclear power plants with respect to an aircraft 
impact will be improved. From the Meppen tests and from other 
experimental results, conclusions for practical applications 
are derived especially with regard to the dynamic material 
behaviour of reinforced concrete. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Developing analytical methods according to experimental re-
sults from Meppen tests: interpretation of the physical phe-
nomena of the tests and preparation for numerical computa-
tions. The results from the UKAEA experiments on a reduced 
scale are included: the literature on the subject is taken 
into account. 
2.2 Development of realistic failure mechanisms of reinforced 
concrete structures and evaluation of parameter dependen-
ces during impact loadings: Evaluation and updating of com-
puter codes and theoretical models: Pre- and postcomputa-
tions of the experimental tests. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Coordination with Hochtief with respect to the particular 
objectives of each test at Meppen, series II, and determi-
nation of parameters to be varied. 
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3.2 Participation in the discussions within the scope of BMFT-
UKAEA cooperation about small scaled pretests. 
3.3 Evaluation and updating of existing own computer codes with 
respect to special failure mechanisms during impact loads: 
Evaluation of parameter dependences. Parametrical pre-in-
vestigations and post-computations for all slab tests: com-
parison of numerical and experimental results. In case, de-
velopment of new computer codes or parts of codes. Finally, 
adjusting of computational models and computer codes to the 
experimental results. 
3.4 Improvement of methods of safety assessment and comparison 
with current practice of structural design. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Ref.to The existing in-house computer code has the following capa-
3.3 bilities: Physically non-linear dynamic step-by-step inte-
gration of the response of slabs to any load function: rea-
listic material properties of reinforced concrete as mul-
ti-axial stress-strain relations up to the state of failure, 
and bond interaction between concrete and reinforcement. 
5. Progress to Date 
Ref.to According to the test series II/16-18 and II/19-21, the test 
3.1 parameters have been fixed in detail, in co-operation with 
Hochtief. 
In comparison with former Meppen tests, each one of the follo-
wing parameter variations has been realized in at least one 
experiment: application of a different type of stirrups, 
closed on the rear face of slabs, and another type of pro-
jectile with a softer front part and a harder tail: reduct-
ion of the slab thickness from 70 to 50 cm as well as an 
increase to 90 cm. 
Ref.to The program for ten small scale tests to be performed by 
3.2 UKAEA has been determined in detail. Herein the slab thick-
nesses as well as the amount of reinforcement vary, whilst 
the nominal design level remains unchanged. 
The conditions of some further experiments, carried out by 
BAM and by Karlsruhe University, have been fixed. 
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Ref.to The 3rd technical report has been completed, containing post-
3.3 computations of slab tests 11 and 12. 
To each of the tests 17 - 21, an extensive parametrical pre-
investigation has been performed. 
6. Results 
The pest-computations of slab tests carried out up to now 
show a good agreement between numerical and experimental 
results, especially with respect to the global deformation 
behaviour. Herein the actual material properties must be 
taken into account, particularly according to the yield 
strength of reinforcing steel. 
With regard to the different relations between bending and 
shear bearing capacity, existing in each test, local con-
centrations of shear reap. punching distortions can arise 
(simulation of a punching cone). 
From the tests in Meppen a great sensivity follows between 
the experimental results and the impact velocity, reap. re-
ferring to the deformation behaviour of projectiles. Thus 
the velocities to be associated with different limit states 
of slabs (scabbing reap. perforation), e.g., lie very close 
together. In the computational analyses, the same strong 
dependence exists with respect to the load histories from 
which the investigations have to.start. 
7. Next S tepa 
Ref.to After availability of all results of the last Meppen tests, 
3.3 the analyses will be accomplished; the final report will 
be composed. 
8. Relation to Other Projects 
RS 165/149, 150 408, RS 467, 150 0121, 150 437, 150 460 
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Benchtsze1traum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1.1982 - 31 .12.1982 3.2 150 460 
Vorhabon/l'rc>IOCI Titln Land/Country 
FRG 
Energieaufnahmevermogen von Stahlbeton- FOrdernde Institution/Sponsor 
bauteilen bel Stof3einwirkung BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Bundesanstalt fUr Energy Absorption Capacity of Reinforced 
Concrete Structural Members under Impact Materialprlifung (BAM) 
Force Berlin 
Arbe•gbef•nn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1. . 980 31 .12.1983 Brandes 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing 31 .12.1982 
1 . General Aim 
In the safety assessment of nuclear power plants with respect to 
aircraft crash there are necessary several assumptions, mainly cov-
ering the field of materials behaviour of reinforced concrete struc-
tures subjected to impact load. The aim of the project is the verifi-
cation of some of these assumptions and to contribute to an accurate 
transfer of results obtained from small-scale test to the full size. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Three different fields are included in the investigation. All of 
them are treated to ensure the transfer of small-scale test results 
to reinforced concrete(RC)structures of nuclear power plants. 
2.1 ~~~~~~!~~!-~~~~Y!~~!-~f-~g:~!~~~-~~~~E-!!E~~!_!~~~ 
Locally loaded RC-slabs show different failure mechanisms: bending 
failure in yield lines or punching shear. The mechanisms both occur 
in static and dynamic tests. The appearance of the different failure 
modes and the behaviour of the slabs in these modes are influenced 
by: 
- thickness of slabs, 
- concrete strength, 
- type, amount and location of shear and bending reinforcement, 
- impact time and shape of load-time-curve. 
These dependences shall be evaluated and quantified. 
2.2 ~~~~!~-E~~~-~ff~~~~-~f_E~!~f~E~!~g-~~~~! 
Yield stress, strength and total elongation in tension tests of 
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reinforcing steel are influenced by the strain rate. This effect is 
essential in the dynamic behaviour of Re-structures and is a basis 
to interpret the test results in the different projects concerned 
with aircraft crash resistance and blast load resistance of Re-




The behaviour of RC-structural members is synthesized from the pro-
perties of the components of RC (concrete, steel, bond) including 
strain rate effects. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Tests shall be performed on about 20 slabs. 
The square slabs ( 3 m x 3 m, supported at corners, 22 cm thick)are 
loaded centrally. The load is applied by a servohydraulic actuator, 
reaching a load increase within 2 to 5 milliseconds. Parameters 





= 2 0 ... 60 N/mm 
= 0.3 .•. 1.0 %; p' - 0.5 . p 
= 0; 25; 45 cm2/m2 
3.2 Different types of reinforcement steel are included in the tests: 
BSt 420/500 RK, BSt 420/500 RU, BSt 1080/1320, diameter- 20 mm. 
. -1 Strain rates: e = 0.00005; 0.2; 2; 8.5 s 
3.3 The investigation is performed using widely spread computer 
codes which enables the user to implement special procedures. 
4. Experimental Facilities; Computer Codes 
4.1 Tests are performed in a servohydraulic testing machine, 
max.force: 1000 kN, max. piston velocity: 4.5 m/s (8.5 m/s) 
4.3 Computer Code ADINA is implemented on Cyber 175 computer 
(Wissenschaftliches Rechenzentrum Berlin - WRB) 
5. Progress to Date 
Tests on tensile specimens of reinforcing steel are completed. 
- 3 -
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RC-slabs have been tested during the last year, varying different 
parameters (concrete strength, amount of shear reinforcement, dis-
placement velocity). Results of Finite-Element-Analysis of RC-beams 
are presented in the figures. 
6. Essential Results 
Reinforcing ·steel is strain rate sensitive. This property is de-
pendent upon the type of steel. The results of t·he FE-Analysis of 
RC-beams agree sufficiently with test results after including 
strain rate effects. 
7. Relation to other Projects 
RS 121, RS 165/149, RS 337, RS 467, 150 408, 150 410, 150 437. 
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8. Next steps 
In 1983 shall be performed some 
more tests on slabs. The FE-Anal-
ysis of RC-beams shall be ex-
tended to a variety of beams. 
9. Reference Documents 
See half-yearly report II/1982 
Figures 1 to J. 
Calculated mechanical be-
haviour of a RC-beam (test No.ll5) compared 
with the measured beha-
viour. 
• Impact force-time curve 
and support force 
• Comparison of calcula-
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Universitat 
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Leiter des Vortlabens/Project Leader 
Henseleit 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
Continuing 31.12.1982 
1. General Aim 
In the test projects /1, 2/ reinforced concrete beams were loaded up 
to failure under high loading velocities. The analysis of these test 
results showed a significant increase of the deformation capacity as 
well as of the maximum rupture stress when increasing the loading 
velocity. In this project it is therefore aimed to investigate 
whether the effect observed for the reinforced concrete beams can 
also be observed for dynamic tensile tests with other reinforcing 
steel qualities. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Investigation of the influence of the deformation velocity on the 
stress-strain diagrams. Reinforcing steel qualities mostly used 
for nuclear power plants are being used. 
2.2 Quantification of the mechanical characteristics of several 
reinforcing steel qualities with various diameters in dependence 
of the strain velocity. 
2.3 Investigation of the influence of a given strain history on the 
stress-strain diagram of reinforcing steel specimens. 
3. Research Program 
The following reinforcing steel qualities used for nuclear power 
plant construction, with various strain velocities (£ = 0,0005, 0,1, 
1,0 > 2,0 m/m/sec) are being investigated: 
1. BSt 420/500 RTS, ~ 25 
2. BSt 420/500 RU, 0 25 
3. BSt 500/550 RTS, ~ 22 
4. BSt 420/500 RTS, ~ 18 
- 2 -
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5. BSt 420/500 RTS, 0 12 
In addition, two representative strain histories are being examined 
on specimens of the Meppen test plates (RS 467}. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
The experiments are being carried out using a computer-controlled 
servohydraulic test equipment. The unfinished specimens will be fixed 
in a hydraulic clamping device. 
5. Progress to Date 
5.1 Preparatory work for the tests 
5.2 Providing the equipment and the steel specimens as well as 
mounting the test arrangement on the test field of the Institut 
fUr Massivbau und Baustofftechnologie 
5.3 Carrying out preliminary tests 
5.4 Begin with the main tests 
6. Essential Results 
Results can be expected only after finishing the evaluation of the 
tests carried out. 
7. Next Steps 
7.1 Completion of the remaining main tests 
7.2 Evaluation of the measurement results 
8. Relation to Other Projects 
RS 165/149, 150 408, 150 410, RS 467, 150 460, 150 0121 (RS 121} 
9. Referencer 
/1/ Henseleit, o., Hehn, K.-H .• Hoch, A.: Ultimate Bearing Capacity 
of Reinforced Concrete Beams under Time-Dependent Load, Test 
report of a research project of the Federal Ministry of Research 
and Technology (BMFT}, RS 337, Karlsruhe 1980 
/2/ Hoch, A.: Ultimate Bearing Capacity of Reinforced Concrete Beams 
under Impact, Test report of a research project of the Federal 
Ministry of Research and Technology (BMFT), 150 437, Karlsruhe 
1982 
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1.1. - 31.12.1982 3.2 RS 467 
Vorhaben/Pro,ect Title Land/Country 
FRG 
Bxperi'l\entelle Untersuchungen an stoBartig Fbrdernde Institution/Sponsor 
belasteten Stahlbetonplatten 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Experimental I:westigations at Reinforced Bundesamt fUr Wehr-
Concrete Slabs loaded by Deformable Missiles technik und Beschaffung 
ArbeJtsbegJnn/lnltiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.8.1979 31.12.1982 Heine 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Laat Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
December 1982 





TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): . COUNTRY: 
THE E:!PERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY OF LOCAL EFFEX::TS IN UK 
'!'SE lliP ACT OF HISSII.ZS ON STRUC'l'OlU:S SPONSOR: 
SRD 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
SRD/ AEDI U KAE.A 
PROJECT LEADER: 
A R EDWARDS 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
MAY 1977 1983/4 APPROX. SRD J JOWE:I".r 
LAST UPDATING: R L D YOUNG STATUS: AEE:w p BARR 
IN PROGRESS 29. 7. 80 A NEILSON 
1 • G!:NERAL AIM 
To develop theoretical methods for assessing the local effects o! typical accidental 
missiles impacting upon structures. To validate these methods against experiment. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
Work continues on the impact of missiles on concrete walls. This work was begun at 
AWRE Foulness. In particular scale modelling effects are being investigated. This is to 
be done in co-operation with other European experimental programmes. (France, Germany). 
The theoretical modelling of concrete beha~iour under development using the SRD finite 




. Impacts on metal plates in the below-ordnance (<350 ms-1) velocity region are to be 
studied. Experimental results are to be used to assess the performance of available finit 
element structural codes (CADROS/DPS, EORDYN, NONSAP) in this type of problem. A version 
of SARCASTIC, SARPLASTIC, is to·be used as a vehicle for developing material modelling 
techniques where necessary. 
3· E:CP!:RIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRAMME 
Gravity drop tests are available and being used for light (tens of Kg) missiles at 
velocities up to about 20 ms-1 • A compressed air missile launcher capable of imparting 
an energy of about 1 MJ to a missile is being used. Maximum diameter is 150 mm. At a 
later stage o! the programme a 300 mm diameter launch barrel will be added. This will 
increase the available energy to 3 HJ. High speed transducers with associated data 
processing are used together with high speed photography to monitor the impacts. Displac• 
ments and transmitted loads are routinely recorded. A Kistler load cell of capacity 10C • 
(200 te dynamic) enables the load delivered by a deformable missile's crushing to be 
measured. 
A concrete construction and testing laboratory, capable of producing up to four 
concrete targets per week, with all associated quality control testing, is in use. 
Scaling comparisons with large scale tests are available through a co-operation 






CLASSIFICATION . • 
3,3 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) . COUNTRY : • 
Denmark 
SPONSOR . • 
CEC 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) • ORGANISATION . • • 
Ris9} Nat. Lab. 
Gas Explosion Characterization and 
wave propagation. PROJECT LEADER . . 
S.I. Andersen 
INITIATED . COMPLETED : SCIENTISTS . . . 
1981.01.01 1983.11.30 G. Larsen 
J. Roed 
STATUS . LAST UPDATING • . • 
In progress 
1. General Aim: 
Protection of Nuclear Power Plants against External Gas Cloud Explo-
sions. 
2. Particular Objectives: 
The research project deals with finite-amplitude waves and shock 
waves arising from nonengulfing gas cloud explosions, and it par-
ticularly aims at an illumination of parameter variations for 
wave propagation through an inhomogeneous atmosphere and for wave/ 
boundary interactions influenced by the boundary material and 
boundary geometry. 
The research project thus deals with: 
a) influence of the boundary geometry (topography, vegetation, 
obstacles) 
b) influence of the atmospheric stability and stratification, 




a non-engulfing gas cloud explosion. 
3-~ Experimental Facilities and Programme 
Gas filled latex balloons up till 3 m in diameter is used as 
pressure source. A measuring system with up till 15 pres-
sure measuring positions is established and incorporates 
tape recorder, transient recorder for digitizing and micro-
computer for dataprocessing. 
4. Project Status 
Small scale experiments with 0.2-0.3 m diameter balloons 
are completed and the data analysed. 
The test facilities for the 3 m diameter balloons has been 
established and the tests are being performed. 
5. Next Steps 
Evaluation and final report. 
6. Relation to other Projects 
The project is part of the CEC indirect action program on 
protection of NPP against gas cloud explosions. 
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Vorhaben/Project Title Land/CFuntry 
Experimentelle Untersuchung zur Ermittlung des Druck- RG 
feldes infolge Wechselwirkung von Druckwellen mit Gebau- F6rdernde Institution/Sponsor 
destrukturen (Teilforschungsprogramm Gasexplosionen). BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Experimental Investigations to Determinate the Pressure Fraunhofer-Institut fUr Field in Consequence of Interaction between Pressure 
Waves and Building Structures. Kurzzeitdynamik ERNST-MACH-INSTITUT 
~f~~~~~~~o/~itiated Ar~t~nde/Com21eted 
. 2.198 Lelter des Vorhabens/Pr~ectfreader Dipl.-Ing. G. of mann 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berlchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllllgte Mittei/Funds 
Completed 31.12.1982 
1. General Aim 
In the frame of the mainproject concerning gasexplosions the pressure-time-
history of waves generated by an exploding gas cloud and interacting with 
buildings are to be studied by experimental simulation. The results of these 
investigations will enlarge the information of possible loads and stresses 
on nuclear power plants and thus support the calculation principles for the 
layout of nuclear installations. 
2. Particular Objectives 
If the pressure or shock waves originating at an exploding gas cloud interfere 
with a complex layout of buildings as it is found in nuclear power plants re-
flections and diffractions occur. The interaction of the different influences 
leads to a very intricate wave pattern. For the calculation of this extensive 
problem the support of experimental results is needed. 
Depending on the type of the explosion the pressure or shock waves involve a 
large amount of different parameters as peak pressure, duration of positive 
and negative phase, impuls and load-characteristic. The particular aim of this 
project is to model the wave pattern generated by deflagration- and detonation 
waves interacting with complex building structures. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Preliminary Work 
Formation of a new working group, adaption of existing shock tubes; fixation 
of a representative layout of a nuclear power plant; preparing of the se-
lected single buildings as models. 
3.2 Simulation experiments with deflagrative profiles (peak pressureS0,3 bar). 
Tests with basic geometric structures (cuboid,cylinder, hemisphere). 
3.3 Main tests. 
-2-
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3.3.1 Deflagrative load ( S 0.3 bar) on a model of a power plant. 
3.3.2 Detonative load ( ~0.8 bar) on the same model. 
3.4 Determination of the characteristic 1oad parameters. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Shock-tube: High pressure section: dia. 1 m 
Test section : dja. 2.4 m 
Registration and evaluation by a 16-channel Transient-Recorder-System 
and a Tektronix Desk Top Computer. 
5. Progress to Date 
Ref. 3.3 For the main tests with deflagrative load on the model of nuclear power 
plant (scale 1:200) the pressure waves were generated by a newly developed 
method. The driver section (1 m dia.) was reduced to a length of 0.15 m 
and separated by two plastic membranes. By destroying these membranes at 
the same time it was possible to generate a pressure pulse with over-
and under-pressure phase of the same amplitude /1/. The model consisted 
of a scaled replica of a containment with different additional buildings. 
This set-up was loaded with pressure waves (deflagrative and detonative) 
from different directions. The peak amplitude for the deflagration wave 
that could be simulated without development of a shock was about 70 mbar. 
The peak blast wave overpressure was in the order of 0.7 bar, positive 
pulse durations in both cases being about 5 - 6 ms. 
6. Results 
Ref. 3.3 The evaluation of the experimentally determined pressure-time histories 
shows a magnification of the reflected pressure ratio to the free field 
value higher than for a normal reflection. Due to the focussing effects 
and superposition caused by the additional buildings this maximum 
pressure ratio reaches a value of about 4.3 in the case of blast wave-
loading and a value of 2.5 in the deflagrative case. 
Scaled net forces were calculated, which showed good agreement with 
values obtained for a real size building /2,3/. Evaluated pressure 
profiles on the containment are presented in a final report /4/ together 
with scaled forces. The results will also be presented at the 7. SMIRT, 
Chicago, 1983 /5/. 
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7. Next Steps 
8. Relation with other Projects 
Part project: Gasexplosions (BMFT) RS 318, 150411 to 150419 
9. References 
10. 
/1/ H.J. Thor 
Belastung einer KKW-Anlage im ModellmaBstab mit simulierten Defla-
grationswellen 
Technischer Fachbericht, BMFT - 150 385 - 3. Juni 1981 
/2/ H.J. Thor 
Belastung von Reaktorgebauden durch Druckwellen aus explodierenden 
Gaswolken 
Transaction of 6. SMIRT, Paper J 10/10, Paris, August 1981 
/3/ R. Zinn, F. Stangenberg 
Response of PWR-Containment Structure to an External Blast Wave 
Using Different Geometric and Load Models 
Transaction of 6. SMIRT, Paper J 10/12, Paris, August 1981 
/4/ H.J. Thor 
Modelluntersuchungen zur Belastung eines Kernkraftwerks durch 
Druckwellen aus Gasexplosionen 
AbschluBbericht, BMFT - 150 385 - 4, Juni 1982 
/5/ H.J. Thor 
Experimental Simulation of Gas Cloud Explosion 
Effects on a Reactor Containment 
Transactions .of 7. SMIRT, Paper J 10/3, Chicago, August 1983 
Availability of Reports 
GRS mbH, Koln, Germany 
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Vorhaben/ProJect T1tle Lan~~a_untry 
Mo g 1 i c hP lniliierunp; detonationsahnlicher Ex- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
plosionsformen in freien Gas-Luft-Gemischen BMFT 
und entstehende KKW-Beanspruchung Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Battelle-Institut e.V. 
Possible Initiation of Detonation-Like 
Explosion Modes in Free Gas- Air Mixtures 
and Resulting Nuclear Power Plant Load 
Arbeltsbeglnnllniliated Arbe1tsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
15.8.79 )0.9.82 (to be extended w. Geiger 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
December 1982 
1. General Aim 
Investigation of conceivable mechanisms for the initiation of detona-
tion-like explosion modes in unconfined vapour clouds, assessment of 
the explosion modes with regard to the resulting loading and response 
of nuclear power plants,taking into account the results of the other 
institutions participating in the subprogram Gas Explosions. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Examination of the possibility of initiation of detonation-like 
explosion modes by partial confinement 
2.2 Determination of the principal conditions of turbulence gener-
ation and of spontaneous explosion of gas pockets trapped be-
hind the flame front 
2.3 Determination of the potential acceleration of the flame front 
due to localised spontaneous explosions behind the front 
2.4 Assessment of the possibility of self-initiation in large dust-
loaded vapour clouds due the preheating by radiation transfer 
from the flame 
2.5 Assessment of the hazard presented by the induced ground wave 
in the case of a detonation-like explosion 
2.6 Scientific coordination of the different groups participating 
in the subprogram Gas Explosions, compilation and integrated 
presentation of the results of the individual investigations. 
J. Research Program 





- 2 - 150 411 
Construction of the experimental setup; study of explosion 
buildup in the unconfined space due to jet initiation from the 
partial confinement; assessment with regard to real scale. 
).2 ~~~~!~~=~~~-~~~!~~~~~ (McGill University, Montreal) 
).4 
Basic theoretical and experimental investigations on turbulent 
flame propagation, quasi-detonations, detonation limits, 
SWACER initiation; assessment with regard to real scale. 
Planning and construction of the experimental setup; variation 
of explosion strength and ignition delay time in the experi-
ments; assessment of results with regard to real scale. 
Self-Initiation due to Radiation Transport 
------------------------------------------
(SAI, Calif., USA) 
Numerical simulation of the preheating of dust-loaded clouds 








Adaption of computer code DSIM to the problem given; speci-
fication of representative ground wave data and free-field 
air blast waves; performance of calculations. 
Integration of the Battelle Investigations into the Overall 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Scientific coordination of the Battelle investigations in con-
junction with the other investigations within the subprogram; 
continuous observation and documentation of the results of the 
subprogram; establishment of a literature information center 
for the subprogram; compilation and assessment of the results 
obtained in the subprogram. 
Progress to Date 
Additional jet initiation experiments with variation of size 
and shape of the orifice as well as of pressure buildup rate 
in the partially confined volume. Experiments on the influence 
of lateral walls (simulating a lane) in the free cloud. 
Experiments on the influence of gas concentration and degree 
of confinement on flame acceleration, investigations related 

























Additional experiments with a 8etu~ allowing spherical instead 
of planar flame propagation, determination of flame acceleration 
by the blast wave generated behind the front, theor. analysis. 
Calculation of the ground wave induced by the detonation of a 
flat cloud for several sites with different types of idealized 
soil profiles. 
Scientific coordination of the different tasks of subprogram Gas 
Explosions, coordination meeting on the modelling of nonlinear 
structural loading due to gas cloud detonation, elaboration of 
revised load specifications for task 10. 
Results 
Turbulence-inducing structures in the partially confined volume 
as well as lateral wall8 forming a lane in the free cloud enlarge 
the effect of considerable overpressures (of the order of 1 bar) 
over an extended distance in the free cloud. 
Flame acceleration and pressure buildup in repeated obstacle con-
figurations are significantly reduced for off-stoichiometric mix-
tures and for configurations which are partly unconfined to 
above (as compared to tube geometry). 
When the blast wave generated by a local explosion behind the 
flame front interacts with the flame front, a Markstein-Taylor 
instability is induced. This leads to a very large increase of 
flame surface and hence to strong flame acceleration. 
Detonation of a flat cloud (radius 400 m, height 9 m) produces 
significantly larger accelerations and velocities at the cloud 
edge and beyond it than detonation of an ideal hemispherical 
cloud (radius 12 m). 
Further work 
Work has essentially been completed. The compilation and assess-
ment of the results from the various tasks of subprogram Gas 
Explosions is yet to be accomplished. 
8. Relation to Other Projects 
Subprogram Gas Explosions: RS 318, 150 385, 150 412, 150 41), 
150 414, 150 415, 150 416, 150 418, 150 419; PNP Safety Research 
Program, subprogram "Process Gas Release", Gas explosion research 
program of the Commission of the European Communities. 
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Treib- und Explosivstof 
(I CT) 
ArbeltsbeJ•nn/ln•t•ated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/ProJect Leader 
1 . . 80 28.2.83 Dr. H • Pfortner 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updatmg Bewilligte M1ttei/Funds 
Continuing -
1. General Aim 
Investigations to estimate the effects of pressure waves from chemical 
reactions in which certain parameters let higher pressures be expected. 
Statements on possible hazards for a reactor plant involved in the re-
spective explosion modes. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Possible initiation of detonation-like explosion modes with partial 
confinement by model simulation of the explosion accident of te Beek. 
~ Propagation of an explosion ignited in a closed volume to the gas 
mixture in the surrounding space after failure of a vessel wall. 
2.3 Determination of the blast wave parameters of non-stoichiometric 
gas mixtures in case of initiation in a detonative mode. 
3. Research Program 
According to the afore-mentioned individual objectives, the project has 
been subdivided into three particular tasks: 
3.1 Partial Confinement 
-------------------
Scaled-down simulation of the explosion accident of te Beek, model 
scale 1 : 10 and 1 : 3. Ignition of stoichiometric mixtures of methane/ 
air and ethylene/air in an outer space and in the partial confinement. 
Measuring of the local and temporal pressure course, and of the flame 
velocity inside and outside the partial confinement. 
3.2 !~Q~~Qri~-~~~lQ~iQQ~ 
Determination of optimum failure of a vessel and of the propagation 
functions of bursting vessels at volumes of .5m 3 , 1 
Measuring of flame velocities and pressure/time-characteristics of 
stoichiometric mixtures of methane/air and ethylene/air with central 
and peripheric arrangement of the vessel in a large hemispheric balloon 
(~ 50m 3 ). 
fe 
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3.3 Initiation of non- stoichiometric mixtures in a detonative mode 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Determination of the propagation functions (overpressure, duration 
of the positive pressure phase, positive impulse, time of arrival of 
blast wave) of detonating non- stoichiometric mixtures of ethylene/ 
air. Determination of the minimum amount of high explosives required 
for initiation of five different concentrations. Simulation of a real 
cloud by initiation of various concentration layers in one balloon. 
Measuring of the local and temporal pressure course, and of the pro-
pagation velocity (detonation velocity). Correlation to the TNT-
equivalent. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Several acres of open-air terrain with a test site of 40 m diameter, 
quarry with test and measuring range, and another test site of 20 m 
diameter, short-time physical measuring equipments, high speed came-
ras, concentration measuring instruments. 
5. Progress to Date 
To 3.1: The provided tests were carried out according to the test 
plan, and the evaluation was terminated practically. 
To 3.2: After the preliminary tests for optimum vessel failure the 
main tests were taken up and almost terminated. 
To 3.3: The investigations were finished, and a report was prepared. 
6. Results 
To 3.1: In two partial confinements of different size stoichiometric 
methane/air and ethylene/air mixtures were ignited in a deflagrative 
mode inside and outside the partial confinement. The local and tem-
po r a 1 p res s u re c·o u r se and the f 1 a me v e 1 o c i t y w a s me a s u red . Where a s 
with ignition inside the partial confinement the velocity remains 
approximately constant, it increases slightly in the outer space as 
a consequence of a certain "jet-effect". With ignition in the outer 
space the velocity remains there practically constant, and decreases 
in the partial confinement as a consequence of the hindered expansion. 
The overpressures which are difficult to be analyzed because of 
multiple pressure peaks are obviously lower in the model scale 1 : 3 
compared with the 1 : 10 model. The damages occured in te Beek are 
therefore due not only to the partial confinement but also to other 
mechanisms as for instant an additional excitation of turbulence. 
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To 3.2: As the investigations carried out are not jet fully evaluated 
no results can be given. As to be expected the overpressures, however, 
are higher than in a free, undisturbed 11 cloud 11 • 
To 3.3: In seven different ethylene/air mixtures the ~oncentrations 
of which were between 4.15 % by vol. and 12.0 % by vol~ the propa-
gation characteristics were measured in the case of initiation by 
40 grams of HE in distances between 2 m and 40 m in hemispherical 
balloons between 6 and 15m 3 • Whereas the results in the detonation 
range (5 - 12 % by vol.) practically coincide with the values de-
termined for the stoichiometric mixture, outside this range there are 
only shock waves supported by combustion with considerably lower over-
pressures. Outside the boundary of reaction products the results are 
consistent with the known propagation characteristics of HE so that 
a TNT equivalency can be defined. For the stoichiometric mixture 
this equivalency was determined to 5.8 for the pressure and about 3 
for the impulse. The results from the multiple-balloons, in which 
there were several concentration layers between 4 % by vol. and 40 % 
by vol. ethylene in air, show when initiated within the detonation 
limits that only that portion reacts detonatively which is within 
the detonation range. When initiated outside the limits only deto-
nation-like explosion modes with distinctly lower blast wave inten-
sities occur. 
7. Next Steps 
Conclusive evaluation of the tests to 3.1 and 3.2 and preparation of 
the reports on these results. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
11 Release of Process Gas-Explosions in the Gas Factory and the Effects 
of Pressure Waves on the Containment .. within the PNP Safety Programme, 
Gas Explosion Programme of the EC, RS 318, 150 383, 150 411, 150 412, 
150 413, 150 414, 150 415, 150 416, 150 417, 150 418, 150 419. 
9. References 
10.Degree of Availability of the Reports 
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Explosion possibility of mist/vapour/air-
Bundesanstal t Bramschweig 
Gruppe 3.4 or mist/gas/air-mixtures 
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Prof. Dr. 1.9.80 31 12 A2 Steen 















Safety aspects of explosive mist/gas/air- or mist/vapour/air-mixtures 
{hybrid mixtures), oonceming the fX:>SSibility and the effect of 
correSfX)nding hybrid mixture cloud explosions. 
Particular objectives 
By explosion tests in a confinement the explosion process of hybrid 
mixtures shall be oompa.red with that of corresponding gas/air-mixtures. 
Test data to be obtained are: maximum overpressure, maximum rate of 
pressure rise and velocity of flarre spread. 
Research programn 
Review of the literature 
Development and build-up of the test facilities 
Preliminary tests: generation of artificial turbulence, preparation of 
the hybrid mixtures 
Main tests: Pressure-tine history of hybrid mixture explosions 
Evalution of tests 
Experimental facilities 
Progress to Date 
The generated turbulence field has been investigated {rms-value of 
fluctuation-velocity, correlation length, frequency analysis) . 
Drop-size distrubutions and mist concentrations have been :rreasured as 
a function of the flow conditions at the atomizer-nozzles. 
- 2 -
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Explosion tests on sare gas/air, mist/air- and mist/gas/air-mixtures 
have been conducted and gave data on maximum overpressure, rate of 
pressure rise and velocity of flarre spread. 
Results 
The rceasured isotropy of the turbulence field was confirrced by a 
rather spherical flarre-spread in turbulent propane/air explosions, 
which oould be registrated by a high-speed carrera. The local mist 
concentrations at higher liquid injection rates (rcean drop size ·d ~ 50 ~m) 
show statistical fluctuations with tine, which axrount up to + 50 % 
of the rcean value c .:s.. 40 g/m3 and which are presumably conne~ed to 
larger turbulent eddies (characteristic length 1 ~ 0,1 m). 
A rceasure for violence of explosion, camon in dust/air-explosions, 
is the number K = v113 (dp/dt)max. For highly turbulent stoichiaretric 
propane/air mixtures 'Ne got Kc; :;, 550 bar rns - 1 (maximum overpressure 
p ~ 8 bar). Mere mist/air-mixture explosions showed a maxirnlUll. 
max 
value of ~ .s 50 bar rns - 1 (prnax :::; 6 bar) , surely inplied by the 
rather lean fuel ooncentration. 
Flame front velocities (vF) have been deduced for sare propane/air-
explosions (4 % propane by volume) from high speed camera pictures 
as ~~Jell as from tine signals produced by the rcelting of fine wire 
probes. E.g. 'Ne find vF ~ 4 rns - 1 for a mixture at rest and 
vF =:!. 15 rns - 1 for a Iroderate turbulent mixture. Simultaneous pressure 
recoords prove, that these data are related to the prepressure-period 
of the explosion (llp -~ 0,3 bar) so that the confinerrent has nearly 
no influence on these results. 
Next steps 
Conduction of a test series on hybrid-mixtures and discussion of 
results in the final report 
Relations with other Projects 
Gasexplosions-Teilforschungsprogramm: RS 318, 150385, 150411, 150412, 
150413, 150414, 150416, 150418, 150419, 150457 
3 
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Protection des installations nucleaires centre les agressions d'origine ex-
terne : cas particulier des explosions chimiques de masses gazeuses deri-
vantes liberees par un accident dans un environnement industriel ou au ni-
veau de voies de communications . 
I 2) OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
i 
-Recherche de lois d'echelle pour les caracteristiques de l'onde de pres-
sion aerienne engendree par la detonation d'un melange air-hydrocarbure 
Conditions pour une initiation en detonation . 
- Recherche de lois pour les caracteristiques de secousses telluriques in-
duites par la detonation en surface d'un melange air-hydrocarbure . 
-Recherche de l'effet de divers parametres sur la cinetique d'une explosion. 
caracteristiques du melange, geometrie, intensite et localisation de l'ini~ 
tiation, obstacles, confinement partiel, ... 
Possibilites pour une deflagration d'evoluer vers une deflagration rapide 
ou une detonation . 
- Recherche de modeles, utilisables dans les calculs de surete, representant 
les caracteristiques de l'onde depression aerienne dans les cas ou il n'y a 
pas de detonation (deflagration ou pseudo-detonation) . 
3) INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTATLES 
Les essais sont actuellement realises au Centre d'Etudes Scientifiques et 
Techniques d'Aquitaine (CESTA), Terrain d'Experimentation Exterieur (TEE) . 
4) ETAT D'AVANCEMENT - PRJNCIPAUX RESULTATS 
-----------------------------------
4. 1. - Proqramme AMEDf: 




s'est achev~ le 9 F~vrier 1982 par un tir h~misph~rique de 500 m3 d'un m~­
lanye air-~thyl6ne ~ 7,4 I . 
L'exploitation des resultats obtenus a fait l'objet de rapports de synthese 
Cette synthese conduit a un equivalent massique de 4 kg de TNT par kg d'hy-
drocarbure present dans le melange explosible . 
4.2. - Programme TECMAH 
Pour memoire, aucun essai n'a ete realis~ en 1982, priorite etant laissee 
aux essais suivants . 
4.3. - Programme CHARLES 
a) ~~!!~2~~~~~~~-~-2~~~~~-~~~~!~~ (Ballons de 12 m3) 
Rappelons que ces etudes effectuees en collaboration avec la CCE (finance-
ment par celle-ci a 50 %) comportent 4 phases 
1ere phase : deflagrations en milieu homogene . Pour memoire 16 tirs effec-
tues en 1981 . Phase achevee en 1981 
2eme phase : deflagrations en milieu heterogene 
Deux melanges air-ethylene de concentration en hydrocarbure differente sont 
contenus dans deux ballons sph~riques concentriques, en latex . Le ballon 
exterieur a un volume de 8,5 ou 11,5 m3 environ, l'interieur un volume de 
0,5 ou 3 m3 selon les tirs . Ces enveloppes sont d~truites par un dispositif 
projetant des plombs de chasse prealablement a la mise a feu, effectuee au 
centre des deux ballons 
On se propose d'evaluer les consequences sur le champ depression enoendre 
par !''explosion, de !'acceleration de la flamme induite par la variation de 
concentration du melange en hydrocarbure 
Apres une periode de mise au point des inflammateurs utilises, deux tirs ont 
ete effectues pour controler les conditions d'inflammation en milieu homogene 
(1 seul ballon) au voisinage des limites haute et basse d'inflammabilite 
(13 et 5 %) 
14 tirs ont ete effectues de juillet 82 a Janvier 83 
3eme phase : deflagrations rapides ou pseudo-detonations 
Un premier essai (en milieu homogene dans cette phase) a ete effectue le 
27.9.82, sur un melange air-ethylene a 8 % (plus riche que la stoechiometrie, 
egale a 6,54 %) . L'initiateur etait oonstituepar un detonateur BRISKA ren-
force de 5 g de plastic . Seul un regime de deflagration normale a ete cons-
tate . Devant le risque que fait courir au materiel d'experimentation ce 
genre d'essais (si l'on obtient un regime de detonation franche)' la pour-
suite de cette phase d'etudes a ete repoussee apres l'achevement de la deux-
ieme phase, c'est-a-dire en cours du premier semestre 1983 . 
4eme phase : influence sur le champ de pression de certaines caracteris-
tiques de !'explosion (forme de la charge, position de points 
d'inflammation, obstacles sur le trajet de la flamme) 
Pour memoire . seul le programme de travail a ete defini en 1982 et sera 




Les t'ssais CHARLES ont permis de verifier la validite d'un modele acoustique 
prec<~demment rnis au point par l' ENSMA A l' aide de volumes hemispheriques 
d'une dizaine de litres et ont montre que ce modele etait encore applicable 
avec precision au cas de charges d'un volume initial de 10 a 20 m3,au tra-
vers desquelles la celerite de deflagration atteint au maximum 40 m/s . Il 
rend correctement compte des resultats experimentaux observes lors de l'ac-
celeration du front de flamme, due au gradient de concentration entre les 
deux melanges . 
5) PROCHAINES ETAPES 
5.1. -Programme TECMAH 
Poursuite d'essais de deflagrations en tuyau (tube TECMAH -Tube d'Essais 
de Combustion de Melanges Air-Hydrocarbures) en fonction des besoins lies 
a l'analyse de surete . 
5.2. - Programme CHARLES 
Poursuite d'essais de deflagrations a grande echelle (ballons de 12m3) sur 
le champ de tir du CESTA (programme finance conjointement par la CCE, EDF et 
le CEA, contrat n° SRF/005/F-(S) 
.achevement de la phase n°3 (pseudo-detonation) en 1983, 
.lancement de la phase n°4 (etude de l'influence de la forme du nuage, de 
l'emplacement du point d'allumage, des obstacles) en 1983 avec un deborde-
ment previsible sur 1984 . 
6) RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Formation et dispersion atmospherique de nappes derivantes de gaz ou d'aero-
sols, explosibles ou toxiques, suite a un accident sur une installation chi-
mique ou nucleaire . Fiche 122-2-03 . 
7) DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCES 
1. Experimental study of the overpressures generated by the detonation of 
spherical air-hydrocarbon gaseous mixtures . ENS/ANS International Topi-
cal Meeting on Nuclear Power Reactor Safety . Bruxelles 16-19/10/1978 . 
2. Flame propagation through unconfined and confined hemispherical strati-
fied gaseous mixtures . Communications au 17th International Symposium 
on Combustion . Paper number 124 . 
3:: Effets de pression engendres par la propagation des deflagrations en se-
pace libre . Laboratoire d'Energetique et de Detonique (Universite de 
Poitiers) 
4. Proces-Verbal d'essais Air-Acetylene - CESTA/EX/ESP n°1354/76 
5. Proces-Verbal d'essais Air-Ethylene - CESTA/EX/ESP n°0010/77 
6. Additif - CESTA/EX/ESP n°0137/77 . 
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7. Proces-Verbal d'essais Air-Propane - CESTA/EX/ESP n°1214/77 
B. Proces-Verbal d'essais Effets de Sol - CESTA/EX/ESP n°1512/77 
9. Proces-Verbal d'essais Tirs de reference - CESTA/EX/ESP n°327/78 
nouveau site . 
10. Proces-Verbal d'essais hemispheriques - CESTA/EX/ESP n°923/78 . 
11. Proces-Verbal d'essais Contr6le capteurs - CESTA/EX/ESP n°969/78 
utilises pour essais AMEDE . 
12. Analyse des resultats experimentaux obtenus au cours des essais air-acety-
lene et air-ethylene . Laboratoire d'Energetique et de Detonique 
LA 193 - ENSMA - Universite de Poitiers . 
13. Etude systematique des facteurs d'acceleration des deflagrations en espace 
libre . Laboratoire d'Energetique et de Detonique . LA 193 - ENSMA -
Universite de Poitiers . 
14. Sur l'effet de sol au cours des essais AMEDE 2/1 a AMEDE 2/5 . Laboratoire 
d'Energetique et de Detonique . LA 193 ENSMA . Universite de Poitiers . 
15. Caracteristiques du champ de pression engendre par une flamme acceleree 
en espace libre par la presence d'obstacles simples et de confinements 
partiels . Laboratoire d'Energetique et de Detonique . LA 193 ENSMA -
Universite de Poitiers . 
16. Effets de.pression engendres par !'explosion dans !'atmosphere de melanges 
gazeux d'hydrocarbures et d'air . J.C. LEYER- Conference a la Societe 
Fran~aise des Thermiciens (Mai 1980) 
17. Propagation d'une onde de choc due a une explosion- Comparaison expe-
rience - modele BK-WAVE EDF-DER - HP 219/79/53 • A.LANNOY (Aout 79) 
18. Effet de surpression du a une deflagration hemispherique non confinee 
EDF-DER - HP 219/79/58 - A.LANNOY . 
19. Une comparaison entre un modele de deflagrationavitesse variable et des 
essais de deflagration de melanges air-hydrocarbure en milieu libre . 
J<;DF HP 21g/81/25 /\. LANNOY (Avril 1981) . 
20. Essais de detonabilite de melanges air-hydrocarbures - Essais TECMAH -
Ordre d'essai - J.PERROT- CESTA/EX/ESP n°52 du 16.1.81 . 
21. Essais d'explosions de melanges air-hydrocarbures - Essais AMEDE -
Traitements SIDEX relatifs a certains enregistrements sismiques : 
AMEDE 2/6 (tir n°2), AMEDE 2/8 (tir n°1) - CESTA/EX/ESP n°CI 432 
du 27.3.81 
22. Etude des comportements hydrocarbures-air reagissant librement en sphe-
rique Essais CHARLES (phase 1) - Ordre d'essai - J. PERROT -
CESTA/EX/ESP n°CI 494 du 7.4.81 . 
23. Effets telluriques des explosions de melanges hydrocarbures-air au-dessus 
de la surface du sol . (Point apres les experimentations du CESTA) -
H. FERRIEUX- J. PERROT- DSN/SAER/81/29 de novembre 81 . 
24:: Essais CHARLES (phase 1) . Qualification du systeme d' effacement d 'enve-
loppe -Compte rendu d'essai - J. PERROT- CESTA/EX/ESP n°CI713 - 2.6.81. 
25:: Essais CHARLES (phase 1) Deflagration de melanges homogenes en milieu non 
confine -Compte rendu d'essai - J. PERROT CESTA/EX/ESP n°CI1555, 26.11.81 
26:: Caracterisation du champ depression induit par l'explosion aerienne d'un 
melange air-hydrocarbure. Deflagration lente, deflagration rapide, pseudo-
detonation. Phase 1, Rapport d'interpretation des essais CHARLES (defla-
gration lente) J.C.LEYER, ENSMA- 22.12.81. Contrat CCE/CEA- SRF/005/F(S) 
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27. Etude des comportements hydrocarbures-air reagissant librement en s~riqu 
Essais CHARLES (phase 2) - Ordre d'essai • J. PERROT - CESTA/EX/ESP 
n°CI du 9 Avril 1982 . 
28. Essais d'inflammation des melanges C2H4-air- D.DESBORDES, J.C.LEYER, 
J.P.SAINT-CLOUD- ENSMA- Laboratoire d'Energetique et de Detonique -
21.4.82- Contrat CCE/CEA-SRF/005/F(S) 
29. Explosions aeriennes de melanges gazeux . Les essais AMEDE 2/8 et premiers 
resultats de synthese • J.BROSSARD- Contrat n°79-046 EDF/SEPTEN- IRSTCO-
ENSMA- Laboratoire d'Energetique et de Detonique - Juin 1982 -Note 
Technique EA n°79/15 
30. Detonation dans l'air de melanges gazeux air-hydrocarbure non confines 
en geometrie spherique - A.LANNOY - EDF/DER HP 219/82/32 • 
31. Essais d'explosion de melanges air-hydrocarbures • Essais AMEDE 2/7 et 2/8 
Traitements SIDEX complementaires sur capteurs de pression Kistler -
J. PERROT CESTA/EX/ESP n° CI 51 du 12 Janvier 1983 • 
8) DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Les references marquees d'un asterisque sont diffusees par la Commission 
des Commuaautes Europeennes • 
Les references 1,2 et 16 sont disponiblesf les autres references neces-





'l'l 'J'Ht: FORMATION ET DISPERSION ATMOSPHERIQUE DE NAPPES 
DERIVANTES DE GAZ OU D'AEROSOLS, EXPLOSIBLES OU 
TOXIQUES, SUITE A UN ACCIDENT SUR UNE INSTALLA-
TION CHIMIQUE OU NUCLEAIRE. 
-- - -- ·- --------1 
TTTRF: en rmu!,d:; FORMATION AND ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION 
OF DRIFTING CLOUDS OF EXPLOSIVE OR TOXIC GASES 
OR AEROSOLS AS A CONSEQUENCE OF AN ACCIDENT ON 
A CHEMICAL OR ON A NUCLEAR PLANT. 
3 - 3 
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Date de Etat Scientifiques 
d • -1g8o En cours erra'f'Y'~----- __ ~~-·t_ue:-:l·--------------1 A. BADR/DSN/SAER 
Date ---- ])crni.:''!r•e A. ROUX-LAGARDE/DSN/SAl R _d_~ a_(;_h,_~v_e_m_e_n_!_ -~ 1! 1218~- _ __ rrd_sr;Ji j 0.7:<.!' _ _ ---~-rs_1_s_8_3 ____ ~------------l 
1) OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Gaz ou aerosols tox1ques : determination en fonction du temps du champ de con-
centration dans l'a1r au niveau du sol et des dep5ts sur le sol ou sur l'eau. 
Gaz explosibles (hydrocarbures essentiellement) : determination,en fonction 
du temps, des regions ou le gaz se trouve melange a l'air dans une fourchette 
donnee de concentration (fourchette d'inflammabilite) ; calcul de la masse 
correspondante d'hydrocarbure. 
2) OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS ET PLANNING 
2.1- Determination du terme-source 
-Cas des rejets accidentels a l'atmosphere d'installations nucleaires : ae-
rosols sodes (feux de sodium), rejets d'UF6 se transformant a l'air humide 
en U02F2 et en acids fluorhydrique, ... (1984). 
2.2 - Dispersion atmospherique 
Modelisation des phases initiales ou le gaz ou l'aerosol ne sont pas des pol-
luants minoritaires (1983). 
- Cas des gaz lourds par rapport a l'air, des gaz de densite variable (evolu-
tion en temperature), des aerosols liquides avec vaporisation eventuelle 
des gouttelettes, des aerosols solides se transformant chimiquement au contact 
de l'air, etc ..• (1984). 
Raccordement avec les modeles classiques de dispersion atmospherique de pol-
luant minoritaire (1983). 
3) INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
Les moyens experimentaux comprennent : 
- les moyens mis en oeuvre par le "Health and Safety Executive" (G.B.) pour 
la realisation d'experiences de dispersion de gaz lourds sur le site de 
Thorney Island, auxquelles le DSN/SAER participe financierement. 
- Une veine hydraulique (30m de long, 3m de large, 1m de haut) servant de sup-
port aux etudes de simulation sur maquette. 
4) ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
Objectif particulier 2.2 
- Implantation du code DENZ (UKAEA) sur le reseau CISI. Application au cas de 
l'epandage de chlore suite a la rupture d'un branchement sur un stockage. 
- Interpretation des essais du HSE a Porton a l'aide du code DENZ et 
test sur les memes essais de differentes formulations de la modelisation de 
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l'entrainement de l'air (EIDSVIK, ZEMAN). 
- Depouillement des essais de Thorney Island realises en terrain plat (phase I). 
- Participation a la preparation de la phase II des essais de Thorney Island 
influenc0 d'obstacles au sol sur le comportement du gaz lourd. 
- Developpement d'un code tridimensionnel pour les cas ou le code DENZ n'est pas 
applicable (prise en compte de relief ou obstacles au sol). 
- Etude experimentale de la faisabilite de la simulation sur maquette en veine 
hydraulique de la dispersion de gaz lourds. 
- Developpement d'un modele de jet de densite quelconque dans !'atmosphere ~vec 
prise en compte de la decroissance radioactive des produits de fission qui y 
sont contenus. 
5) PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Etude de la dispersion atmospherique des gaz lourds ou aerosols en cas de rejet 
accidentel (par exemple: propane, chlore, ammoniac, aerosols sodes, .•• ). 
- Analyse des documents concernes en provenance du Royaume Uni dans le cadre 
de l'accord d'echanges CEA-UKAEA signe le 18 septembre 1978 : bilan, synthese. 
- Expertise et comparaison des principaux codes de calcul utilises pour la mode-
lisation de gaz lourds. 
- Interpretation des essais des phases I et II du programme HSE a Thorney Island 
(code DENZ et code tridimensionnel en cours de mise au point). 
Amelioration de la modelisation, en tant que de besoin. 
- Extension des possibilites d'application du code DENZ pour les besoins du DSN 
(en particulier au cas des rejets autres qu'instantanes). 
- Etude experimentale de la simulation sur maquette en veine hydraulique de la 
dispersion des gaz lourds : reproduction de certains essais realises a Thorney 
Island. 
6) RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Agressions d'origine externe sur les installations nucleaires : explosions chi-
miques non confinees dues a un environnement industriel ou aux voies de commu-
nication. Fiche 122-2-02. 
Etude des transferts atmospheriques. Fiche 1~8.~.03 
7) DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
I 1 I Code DENZ- Manuel de l'utilisateur, Y.BERTHION, L.D. NUCHEZE.-
Note DEMTISYSTILECSI80I029. 
I 2 I 
I 3 I 
I 4 I 
Simulation sur maquette en veine hydraulique d'un rejet de gaz lourd 
en atmosphere neutre, B.CRABOL - Note SAERI81I283. 
Contribution a l'etude des jets radioactifs et des jets lourds em1s en 
presence d'un courant traversier. A. BADR - These Docteur-Ingenieur -
Decembre 1981. 
Presentation de deux modeles d'evaluation de la dispersion des gaz 
lourds dans l'atmosphere - A.BADR, B.CRABOL -Note SAERI82I310. 
I 5 I Modelisation numerique de la dispersion des gaz lourds dans l'atmosphere 
code DENZ) . Description et comparaison avec des rejets exoerimentaux 
dans l'atmosphere a petite echelle- B.CRABOL, J.P.GRANIER,P.IFFENECKER, 
A.LAGARDE - Note Technique SAERIN° 831345. 
8) DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Document disponible : /3/. 
Autres documents internes, non disponibles sauf accord du CEA. 
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I CLASSIFICATION: 3.3 I TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
• ox 
I THEORETICAL STUDIES OF GAS CLOOO EXPLOSIONS MECBAN I CAL EFFECTS SPONSOR: 
! SRD/BSE 
' 




I :NITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
I APRIL 19 7 .B 
iSTATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
: 
' 
IN PROGRESS SEPTEMBER 19 80 
GENERAL AIM 
To tnves~igate unconfined gas cloud explosions which may present both an external 
hdz~d to nuclear installations and a direct ~ard to general populAtions • 
., PARTICULAR OBJEc:riVES 
·:·o iiivestiqate the outstanding problems of gas cloud explosions, specitica.l.ly: 
( il the mechanisms of tlame acceleration from low initial flame speeds, following 
weak ignition up to the high final flame speeds needed to produce severe dAmage. 
(il) the interaction of the non-sharp pressure waves generated by unconf1ned gas 
cloud explosions with structures, this information is required to assist the 
specification of imposed pressure loadings for use in subsequent calculations 
of structural response and will be of value both in the prediction of 
hypothetical consequences and the analysis of previous incidents. 
(iii) the effects of gas cloud shape and atmospheric conditions on explosion pressure 
waves propagation, since all'prasent models are spherically-symmetric whereas 
re,J.l clouds will be asymmetric, expecially pancake shaped. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRAMME 
N/.ll. 
4. PROJECT STATUS 
~o results on {i) and {iii) to date. Preliminary results on (ii) obtained during EEC 
spow;ored study and subsequently. 
c 
'. NEXT STEPS 
r'r<!p.Hed d~tailed proqramme of work on itil111 (i). Initial studies on items (11) and 
(_ll) in progress. 
I 
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6. RELATION TO OTUER PROJECTS AND CODES 
Theoretical Studies on Gas Cloud !xplo•ion• A & B Sponsored Theoretical Studies 
of Gas Cloud Explosion Presaure Loadinqs, BXWAV!·, GASZX 1, GASEX 2. 
Nuclex 78 Paper summarises results to date on itams (ii) and (iii) • Also 
SRD R 104, SRD R 155, SRC R 126. 
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((~llpilf'Hlive analysis bet.WI'~C'n lhe behaviour of LWR urnniurn 
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' 
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F. DI PASW1\'.J'I'< IN I I l 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
.January 1979 May 1980 
E. Hr--esa 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
Corrpletcd July 1980 
TtK~ pwpost• ol' lhis Wttl'l, w;&s In l'OII.IOII't~ lhc l.x:IJO&VUIUI' ol' I.WII ua-;uliulll i'ucllvd 
Hlld l'la mixed fuelled cor"<:~ in Lhc occidcnl of rod drop (BWU core) and rod ejection 
(I 'WII core). The rulillys i ~ ha~ l>cen cnrr-i<..:d out by means ol' Lhc code SYN1ll~. 
ln the PWn case the r'Od ejection accident has been considered at hot core, zero 
power• ini lial corrli tion. For mesh spacing we took variable ~ x ard ~ y between 6. 737 
an and 0.654 an and constant rresh spacing ~z = 16.6 an fc>l' a total ruri:>er of 
85 x 85 x 21 = 1S1, 725 mesh points, The calculations have been carried out with three 
.energy groups (fast, epi thennal and thermal). The different material carposi tions 
were 468 in the uranium cor'C ;uld 612 in the Pu mixed core, while the thenno-hydraulic 
c~1els were 112 in both cases. 
For each material region the radial conduction has been discretiU'd with 5 poinls 
in Lh,. fuel ard one in the cladding. 
The r-esults point rut ire good behaviour Oi~ both unulilUTl fuelled ard 1\l--mlXt.'t.i 
cor"Cs. Ln fuel Lht: penl< Lerrpcmlure ani ent.halpy are well below the threshold operating 
limits and there are very lurgc safety rmrgins. 
Tr• the llWII case Lhc rul tlt'<lp <tccidcnl has been considct'Cd at cold cor~ .zero power• 
condition ( slarl up accident.). For· mc5h spacing we took ~ x = /j. y = 7.62 an, ~ z = 
= 7. 73 an for n totul nllfDcr of' 57 x 57 x 61 = 198,189 mesh points. Also in this case 
all calculations has been car·l'it.:d out with three 'energy groups. The different material 
curpos i Lion wer-e 79 bo Lh t'ol' w Hfl h.un u 1-\1 mixed cores. 
The thermal feedback has been calculated with a lenpct -at ure model 
(lil<e the one of the W1GL code). 
Ttu· l1"•'111.h show lt~al alho ill lhchc ca~c=::; Lhc (X.:i.ll< ut' luttx:raLurets w"ld enthalpy 
iH't' well below lhe t.ht'Cshold OJII't'at.ing limits. 
(J:-;NEL-CH'rN, Bastion.i Porta Volta, 10, I-20121 Milano) 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : 
TRANSITORI TERMOIDRAULICI DI BWR 
PER MALFUNZIONAMENTI DEL SISTEMA DICONTROLLO 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 
THERMOHYDRAULIC TRANSIENTS OF BWR'S 
FOR SYSTEM CONTROL FAULTS 
INITIATED : COMPLETED : 
1980 1982 
STATUS : LAST UPDATING : 
IN PROGRESS APRIL 1982 
CLASSIFICATION : 







PROJECT LEADER : 




1. General aim: to study the thermohydraulic behaviour of a BWR power 
channel during the so called "anticipated transients without scram". 
2. Particular obJectives: to measure and analize pressure drops, mix-
ture densities, heat transfer coefficients, and critical powers in 
a simulated power channel during transients of power, inlet flowrate 
and pressure. 
3. Experimental facilities: 
Test section geometry: tubular, ID = 12 mm. Heated section L=3.8 m; 
adiabatic section L = 4 m. 
Experimental loop IETI-1 located in the "EMILIA" power station 
in Piacenza, suitably adapted. 
4. Project status: experimental data available. 
8369 
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TITLE (ENGLISH L.A.."'iGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION : 
JHERMOHYDRAULIC TRANSIENTS OF BWR'S 
FOR SYSTEM CONTROL FAULTS 
4 I 6 I 1.1.2 
5. Next steps: experimental data analysis by means of the RATT-1 code. 
6. Relation to other projects and codes: none. 
7. Reference documents 
- G. Barzoni, R. Granzini: 11 P.roposta di programma sperimentale su]_ 
la termoidraulica dei transitori operazionali 11 CISE-N.T. 80.078 
. 
-G. Barzoni, R. Martini: 11 Prograrnma sperimentale sulla termoidrau-
lica dei transitori operazionali (ATWS): specifiche per l'es.ecu-
zione de11a campagna sperimentale 11 Prornemoria CISE 81/077 
. 
- A.·Azzolir.,-G. • .'Barzoni: '1 Misure ed analisi del coefficiente di 
scambio terrnico .in transitori operazional i dei ·reattori BWR 11 
. crsE-N.T. a1.1aa .-
a. Degree ~f availability: to a limited extent. 
9. Additional information: 
Budget about 90 millions Lit; personnel involved: 1, 3 men year. 
(CISE , P.O. Box 12081, I-20100 MILA~O) 
------------------------ -·--
4.1. REACTIVITY INSERTIONS 
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CLASSIFICATION I I 
411 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) • COUNTRY • Denmark • • 
ANDYCAP: Tre dimensional dynarnisk model af 
kogendevands reaktor kerne 
I SPONSOR • Ris~ • 
National Laboratory 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) • ORGANISATION I • • 
ANDYCAP: 3-D-dynamical model of a BNR-core. Ris~ ~ational Labo-ratorv 
PROJECT LEADER I • 
A.M. Larsen 
INITIATED • 1969 COMPLETED • 1972 SCIENTISTS • • • • 
A.M. Larsen 
STATUS I in use LAST UP~ATING I 1977 I • 
1. General aim 
The purpose of the model is to describe and follow transients in a 
BWR core due to pertubations of process variables in timescale 1-100 
seconds. 
2. Particular objectives 
The project is particularly aimed at normal and abnormal conditions 
in the reactor. The model is based on a three dimensional nodal de-
scription of the core as the neutronic part \1hereas the hydraulics 
model consists of a number of parallel one dimensional channels 
coupled at the lo,wer and upper plenum. A recirculat:ion loop contain-
ing a pump is included. In practical calculations the number of nodes 
has to be limited to some 2000, and the number of hydraulic channels 
to 30, due to .the computer time which on a CDC-6600 is a factor of 
lOO times the reactor time, strongly depending on the character of 
the transient. The transients can be initiated by control rod move-
ment, steam load disturbance, feed water disturbance, and main circu-




3. Experimental facilities 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date: A version of the code is in use 
2. Essential results. 
5. Next steps 
Nork is in progress directed to speed up the code. 
6. Relation with other project~ 
7. Reference documents 
DYN-4-78 (Internal Report) 









TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): NORHAV - Three- ORGANISATION:Ris0 
Dimensional Transient Calculation Program for the National Laboratory 
PWR Core (ANTI) PROJECT LEADER: 
Anne Margrethe 
Larsen 
INITIATED: 1977 COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
Anne Margrethe 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: uarsen 
in progress 
1. General aim 
Development of a three-dimensional computer program for the 
calculation of transients in the PWR core. 
2. Particular objectives 
The computer program should be able to describe PWR transi-
ents where the spatial power distribution is important, covering 
the range from operational transients to design basis accidents 
(Rod ejection, ATWS) • The neutronics part is a three-dimensional 
nodal theory program, and the hydraulic model is a transient 
subchannel program which was originally intended for blowdown 
calculations. The program is planned to deal only with the reactor 
core, so the boundary conditions at the core inlet and outlet 
will have to be specified. 
3. Experimental facilities 
4. Project status 
The program is running (in the debugging phase). 
5. Next steps 
Documentation. Improvements. Testing. 
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6. Relation with other projects 
The nodal theory routines are the same as in the ANDYCAP 
program (ANDYCAP: 3-D dynamical model of a BWR-core, classifi-
cation 4.1). 
The hydraulic model is the TINA program (NORHAV-P(B)WR 
blow-down computer program, classification 1.1). 
7. Reference documents Ris0-M-2209. 
H. Degree ot availability 





TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Udarbejdelse af en dynamikmodel for Barseback 2 DENMARK 
kraftvrerket SPONSOR: Ris0 
National Laboratory 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGAN!SATION:Ris0 
Development of a BWR-power plant dynamic model for National Laboratory 
the Barseback 2 unit PROJECT LEADER: 
P. la Cour Chri-
stensen 
INITIATED: 1977 COMPLETED: 1980 SCIENTISTS: 
P. la Cour Chri-
stensen 
STATUS: In use, being LAST UPDATING: 
improved 
1. General aim 
The goal of the project is to develop a general toal for calculation 
of transients in a BWR power plant of the ASEA-ATOM type. The initiat-
ing events may be any kind of disturbance which still maintain the 
normal reactor cooling mechanism. 
2. Particular objectives 
The model includes the reactor with recirculation pumps, the steam 
·line, the turbine with one high and three low pressure sections and 
a reheater. The model of the feedwa~er system contains all five feed-
water heaters and the pumps. The three majn control systems are in-_ 
eluded, they are: Power control by recirculation. steam-pressure con-
trol includin~ the dump system and the feedwater control. The model of 
the reactor core and the steam line is one-dimensional, while other 
components are described by lumped parameters. 
3. Experimental facilities 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date: The model ~s finished and the program has been 
tested with calculation of several transients. Verification has 
been initiated. 
2. Essential results. 
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5. Next steps 
6. Relation with other projects 
7. Reference documents 
Ris~-M report no. 2190 • 
. 






TiiT.P. (ORIGINAL LANGlJAGF.): COUNTRY: 
Three-dimensional tranRient analysis in thermal power Italy 
·---· reactors: an extensive comparison between !inite SPONSOR: difference and space-time synthesis method. 
F.NEL 
-·--
TI'I'LE {ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
ENEL- CRTN 
PROJF.CT LRADEH: 
F. Di Pasquantonio 
INITIATED: COMPLF.TED: SCIF.NTISTS: 
January 1977 E. Brega 
STATUS: F. Di Pasquantonio LAST UPDATING: E. Salina 
n ) t~l)lllp lt'Lt.'d; b) in prue;J't· !3 .J u I y I 9 ~)() 
The purpose of this work was to discuss some numerical experiments in three-
dimensional nuclear reactor dynamics with emphasis on the comparison between 
th<· Non Symmetric Alternating Direction Explicit (NSADE) finite di!ference method, 
as programmed in the 3DKIN code (a proper exponential transformation of the time 
d('pcndent equations is also included there)1 and space-time synthesis methods. 
The main conclusion is that for time step sizes which are not small enough, tHt! 
NSAD£ solution shows oscillations having no physical meaning. These oscillations 
art• particularly evident when large cores with non-symmetric perturbations arc 
dt·alt with, and can be made to disappear only at the expense of step sizes that are 
small beyond any expectation. This sensitivity of the NSADE scheme to time step 
size is far greater than we imagined before our experiments and it may be an 
inherent limitation of the method, not only in production work but also in the vali-
dation of more approximate methods such as synthesis and quasi-static methods, 
ev<'n though relatively coarse spatial mesh grids are used. 
In support of these conclusions, two transient problems, both simulating a control 
rod drop accident in a BWR core, at a speed of about 3. 5 m/sec, are described here: 
the first is a prompt supercritical transient with a symmetric perturbation (four 
control rods moving at symmetric locations) and the second one is a delayed super-
cntical transient with an unsymmctric strongly localized perturbation (only one 
control rod is dropped). In the latter problem, the power oscillations, caused by 
thP NSADE method, disappear only when the step sizes At are so small that about 
1,500 time steps sometimes are needed for a mere doubling o! the power level 
( 6 t < 0. 0005 sec). On the other hand we found that the same accuracy could be 
attained by the synthesis calculation with time step sizes varying from 0. 003 + 0. 01 
sec., i.e. ten times as long. 
a) It is important to note that our activity in this field can been considered concluded 
from the point of view of comparison between finite difference and apace-time syn-. 
thesis., 
bJ However our work continues in the field of three-dimensions trandent analylis 
and presently we are also working by means of nodal methods. 
45(ulciiJ7-CRTN, Bastioni Porta Vol ta 10, I-20121 Milano) 
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CLASSIFICATION . • 
4.2 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) ' COUNTRY : Denmark 
' 
BWR-stations dynamik model 
SPONSOR • Ris~ 
' National Laboratory 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) ' ORGANISATION . Ris~ 
' • 
Develo~ment of a Dynamic ~odel of a Bl.olR National Laboratory 
Nuclear Power Plant. 
PROJECT LEADER • • 
E. Nonb~l 




STATUS I LAST UPDATING • • I 
in use currently 
1. General aim 
The purpose of the project is to develop a dynamic model of a 
nuclear power plant based on a BWR reactor which simulates various 
transients occurring during normal operating conditions. 
2. Particular objectives 
The model includes a boiling water reactor, high- and low pressure 
turbines, moisture ~eparator, reheater, condenser, feedwater heaters, 
and feedwater pump. lt is one-dimensional and the multigroup kinetics 
equation is solved using the improved quasi static method combined 
with finite element technique. A great deal of attention has been de-
voted to the model of the turbine and the feedwater heaters. 
3. Experimental facilities 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date: The model is finished. Several transients have 
b~en run. 




5. Next steps 
6. Relation with other project 
7. Reference documents 
Ris9} Report No. 335, Ris~ Report No. 336. 
8. Degree of availahility 
The thesis is fully available. 
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CLASSIFICATION 0 • 
4.2, 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) • COUNTRY • • • 
Udarbejdelse af en dynamikmodel for Ringhals 3 DENMARK 
kraftv<!!rket 
SPONSOR : Ris~ 
National Laboratory 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) • ORGANISATION 0 Ris~ • 0 
Development of a P~·lR-power plant dynamic model 
Hational Laboratory 
for the Ringhals 3 unit. PROJECT LEADER • • 
P. la Cour 
Christensen 
INITIATED • 1980 CONPLETED . 1982 SCIENTISTS • • • • 
P. la Cour Chris-
tens en 
STATUS 0 In use, LAST UPDATING • . • 
being improved 
1. General aim 
The goal of the project is to develop a general tool for calculation 
of transients in a P~~ power plant. The initiating events may be any 
kind of disturbance which still maintain the forced convenction cool-
ing of the reactor without two phase flow in the primary circuit. 
2. Particular objectives 
The model includes the reactor with one primary loop, one steam gene-
rator, one pump and pressurizer. The models of the core and the steam 
generator are one-dimensional, the primary tubes are described by de-
lay time sinulation, while the other parts are described by lumped 
parameters. The steam load model consist of the steam line, a turbine 
with a high and a low pressure section and a reheater. The feedwater 
system is modelled with all 6 feedwater heaters. flodels for the main 
' control loops are incorporated; they are: Reactor power control, pri-
mary pressure and volume control, steam generator water level control 
and steam load control with dump facility. 




4. Project status 
1. Progress to date: The model is finished, and the program has been 
tested with calculation of several transients. 
2. Essential results 
5. Next steos 
The model will be improved as more.detailed data for the steam and 
feed water circuits have been obtained. 
6. Relation with other projects 
7. reference documents 
















CLASSIFICATION . I 
1. 1 • 2. 
4 • 2 . 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) I COUNTRY . I I 
TERMOIDRAULICA DEI GENERATOR! DI VAPORE ITALY 
IN CONDIZIONI INCIDENTAL! SPONSOR . I 
ENEA 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) ORGANISATION . I • I 
THERMOHYDRAULICS OF STEAM GENERATORS CISE 
UNDER ACCIDENT CONDITIONS 
PROJECT LEADER . I 
L. MAZZOCCHI 
INITIATED . COMPLETED : SCIENTISTS : . 
1980 TO BE DEFINED G. CATTADORI 
G . MASINI 
STATUS . LAST UPDATING . • • 
IN PROGRESS APRIL 1982 c . MED ICH 
General aim: to study the thermohydraulics of the secondary (and po~ 
sibly of the primary) side of a steam generator during various acci-
dental and operational transients both in the primary and secondary 
circuit. 
2. Particular objectives:to measure pressure drops, mass holdup, void 
fraction, heat transfer coefficients and critical powers in the sec-
ondary fluid both in steady state and transient conditions; to veri-


























3. Experimental facilities,programs: experimental facility is obtained 
by modifying and connecting two existing CISE loops: the IETI-4 looo 
(for the primary circuit) and the CIRCE loop (for the second. circuit). 
The experimental program includes: 
8369 
- steady state tests (both in adiabatic and diabatic conditions) w1t~ 





TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : COUNTRY : 
ITALY 
STUDIO DEL COMPORTAMENTO DINAMICO DI UN CENERATORE 
DI VAPORE A CIRCOLAZIONE NATURALE SPONSOR : 
ENEA and 
ANSALOO DBGV 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : ORGANISATION : 
ENEA and 
INVEST:~ATION OF DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF A NATURAL 
CIRCULATION STEAM GENERATOR 
~ALOO mav 
PROJECT LEADER : 
:M. SALA - ANSALOO JEGV 
~. F'~RIZI - ENEA 
INITIATED : 
19?9 
COMPLETED : SCIENTISTS : 
F. FABRIZI - ENEA 
STATUS : LAST UPDATING : 
G. QUADRELLI-ANSALOO 
DBGV 
IN PROGRESS APRIL 1982 
1 ) GENERAL AIJ.'i : 
Investigation of a natural circulation steam generator performance under 
operational transients. 
2) PARTICULAR OBJ.EX;TIVES : 
A collection of experimental data for : i) optimization of physical models 
and ii) validation of computer codes describing the dynamic behaviour of 
a steam generator. 
3) EXPEnl.M.ENTAL FACILITIES AND PnOGRA!>'lviE : 
__ ,_ 
CFA A Freon-water loop operating at about 10 bar. The test section, 
a 200 KW model steam generator, consists of a 15 U-tube bundle 
having the same tube array, pitch and diameter as a 900 J.,tl prototype. 
The tube bundle height has been scaled down by a factor 0.4 approxi-
mately. 
GEST-GEN A steam-water loop operating at about 70 bar. The test section, a 
20 ~!W steam generator, consists of 98 full length U-tubes and 
represents a significant subassembly of a prototypical tube bundle. 
Tne work~ng conditions are the same as in a 900 ~M protutype. 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LA!"'lGUAGE): 
INVESTIGATION OF DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF A NATURA4 
CIRCULATION STEAM GENERATOR 
4) PROJECT STATOO 
1. Progress to date 
CLASSIFICATION : 
4.2 
CFA Loop : The FREGENE test section and the loop are under construction. 
The experimental test matrix has been completely defined. 
GEST-GEN Loop : Loop and test section are under construction. 
A d.Tnamic com'DUter code haa been developed. 
5) NEXT STEPS : 
The. CFA-FREGENE loop will be operative by the end of 1982. 
The GEST-GEN loop will be operative by the end of 1983. The test matrix will be 
written in 1982. 
7) REFERENCE OOCUMENTS 
a) G. Quadrelli, M. Sala "Modello "full lenght" di un generatore di vapore a cirr2 
lazione naturale senza preriscaldatore peril circuito GEST", Ansaldo JEGV 
int. rep. ~~I-022-CN-1980. 
b) G. Q\,tadrelli, B. Besozzi, M. Sala "Studio del regime tranaitorio e della 
instabilita oscillatoria di un GV 
II - Dimensionamento di un modello di generatore acqua-frepn che simula il 
GV we·stinghouse senza preriscaldatore" 
Ansaldo DBGV int. rep. STI-02~CN 
e) V. Pi etrelli "Progetto mecc&nico dell a Sezione di Prova FREGENE per espe-
rienze sulla dinamica del GV" 'ENEA int. rep. (81)6/VBD-3/AA23-1 
8) DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY : 
Availability of technical reports is subjected to the_authorization of the 
--sponsoring organizations. 
(!ng. R. De Sa.ntis - Direttore tecnico contratto ENEA - ANSALOO JEGV - c/o 
ANSALDO DBGV Viale Sarca, 336- Milano) 
9) ADDITION~~ INFOR~ATION : 
Personnel involved: 2 researchers 
Budget 1982: about 100 Millions Lit (projects 4.2, 4.3) 
4.3. INSTABILITY 

TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : 
STUDIO DELLA SOGLIA DI INSTABILITA' DI UN GENERATORE 
DI VAPORE A CIRCOLAZIONE NATURALE 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 
INVESTIGATION OF INSTAlHLITY THRESHOLD OF A NATURAL 








!ENEA and ANSALDO mav 
ORGANISATION : 
ENEA and ANSALDO DBGV 
PROJECT LEADER : 
M. SALA - ANSALDO lEGV 
F F.l.BRTZT - ENEl 
SCIENTISTS : 
F. FAJ3RIZI - ENEA 
1-------------+--------------fnG. QUAmELLI- .AJlSALDO 
STATUS : LAST UPDATING : 
IN PROGRESS APRIL 1982 
1) GENERAL AIM : 
Investigation of the thermohydrodynamic parameters characterizing the 
onset of instability in a natural circulation steam generator• 
2) PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES : 
DBGV 
A coll eetion of ~erimenta.l data obtained by a model at earn generator which 
allows: a) the optimizazion of physical models, b) the validation of computer 
codes describing the dynamic behaviour and c) the stability ranges of a natural 
circulation steam generator. 
3) EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRAMME 
The experiments will be performed on the Freon-water loop CFA. 
The test section, a 600 KW steam generator, consists of a 15 U-tube bundle 
having the same tube array, pitch and diameter as a 900 MW prototype. The 
tube bundle height has been scaled down by a factor 0.4 approximately •. 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
INVESTIGATION OF INSTABILITY THRESHOLD OF A 
NATURAL CIRCULATION STEAM GENERATOR 
4) PROJECT STATUS : 
1. Progress to date 
CLASSIFICATION : 
The FREGENE test section and the loop are under construction. 
The experimental test matrix has been completely defined. 
5) NEXT STEPS : 
The exnerimental tests will start at the beginning of 1983. 
7) REFERENCE rocUMEN'I'S : 
a) q. QuadrelH-- B. Besozzi -M. Sala "Studio del regime transitorio e della 
instabilita oscillatoria di un GV. .-
IT - Dimensionamento di un modello di generatore acqua-freon che simula il 
GV Westinghouse senza preriscal.datore" 
Ansaldo DBGV int. rep. STI-029-CN 
b) V. Pietrelli "Progetto meccanico della Sezione di Prova FREGENE per espe-
ri enze sulla dinamica del GV" 
ENEA int. ~ep. (81)h/VBD-3/AA23-1 
8) DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY : 
Availability of technical reports is subjected to the authorization of the 
sponsoring organizations. 
(Ing. R. De Santis - Di.rettore tecnico contratto ENEA- ANSALOO DBGV - c/o 
ANSALOO IEGV - Vial e Sa.rca, 336 - MILANO). 
9) ADDITIONAL INFORMATION : 
Personnel involved: 2 researchers 
Budget 1982: about 100 millions Lit (projects 4.2, 4.3) 
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I CLASS!FICATLON : i I 4.3 i 
I TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) . COUNTRY i . : 
' 
Studio aperimentala sulla instabilitl di tlussi bilast ITALY I 
in canali paralleli con differenti profili di flusll 
I 
te t111ici • SPONSOR : 
I:NEA 
i 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) ' ORGANISATION ; 
' 
An Expericental Study on Tvo-Phase Flow Instability in ENEA 
I 
Parallel Channels with Different Heat Flux Profile. 




INITIATED : COMPLETED : SCIENTISTS : I 










1. General Ai111 
The ~~~Ain purpoae of this experimental work is to deterllline the parallel-channel insta-
bility threshold in the actual geo~try of nuclear plant ste&m generator. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Inveatigation in: 
a) intluence of different axial heat flux ~rofiles in two parallel channels for dens1 
ty wave instability phenomena. 
b) Oscillati~n p~r1od oehdv~our in particular conditions of the system. 
). EKperi~ental FacilitY 
The experimental data have been obt'...aine:1 in the CUA-2 loop installed in the CSN 
Ca1accia (Rome) . ~Axi~m power 4 KW, maximum pressure 250 bar. 
4, Project Status and Essential Results 
a) completed 
b) 116 tests have been perfo~d to examine the flow oscillation nature in two 
round tubas, 9 111 length a~d 2.12 internal ciameter. The work conditions were prE>H•Jra 
3.5 and 5.0 HPa, specific IIIASI flow-rate 300-.800 Kg/m2s, subcooling until 500 KJ/Kg. 
Instability threshold was obtained with various combinat1ons of the parameters 
And in two di~ferenc ways, 1ncreuinR power or decreuinr flo~r-race. 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LA.NGUAGE): 
An Experimental Study on Two-Phue Flo1o1 ,Instabi 1 ity 
in Parallel Channels ~o~ith Different Heat Flux Prof.f 
CLASStFICATION: 
4.3 
The oscillatiom are typical of the density wave instability and their pe-
riods are nearly related to the transit time of the ft~id through the 
heating zone. 
The influence of the principal parameters of the system ha. been studied 
for the instability phenomenon and for the occurring of the second ~de 
oscillations. 
The experimental results of the threshold instability have been co~ared 
with the LOOP 1 code resulta. 
5. Reference Documents 
L. Rinaldi ·:Analisi qualitativa e ~etodi di sc:alin~: della instabiliti tennoidrau 
lica dei defluui: bifue" CNtN, TERH-RIS, (80)5/VBD-1/CHA-4. 
H. Cumo, G. Palaizi, L· Rinaldi "An Experimental Study ·on Two-Phase Instability 
in Parallel Channels ~ith Oi!ferent Heat Flux Profile'', CNEN-RT/INC(Sl)l. 
Free. 
Contact PHson: G. Palazzi - TErH-RISIL,r::NF.A,CS~ C~sac:c:ia, C"" ?4f"("', I-0)11).1 ~,-\1 
Stlaff: J.5 man·year 
Budget: ~ 70 l1L 
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1/ OBJECTIF GENERAL 
-Acquisition de donnees experimentales sur la retention des produits de 
fission dans le circuit primaire des reacteurs a eau legere, pour les scena-
rios d'accidents dominant le risque. 
-Demonstration a grande echelle du comportement des aerosols dans le cir-
cuit pn.maire. 
2/ OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Annee 1983 - Essais "fissium" : simulation des produits de fission semi-vola-
tils (Csi,CsOH,Te) emis durant la degradation du coeur. 
Annee 1984-Essais "fissium+corium" : simulation des produits de fission semi-
volatils precedents et des produits mains volatils (Fe,Cr,Zr,Mn,Cd~g) emis 
durant la fusion du coeur. 
Annee 1985 - Redaction du rapport experimental final. 
- Validation experimentale du code AEROSOLS. 
3/ INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
L'installation MARVIKEN (Suede) comporte en serie trois capacites qui simu-
lent respectivement une cuve (160m3) , un pressuriseur (50m3) et un reser-
voir de decharge du pressuriseur (50 m3) . 
4/ ETAT D'AVANCEMENT - PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS 
• Essais preliminaires effectues a ce jour. 
- Calculs previsionnels (sequence TMLB') effectues avec le code AEROSOLS/A2 : 
relachement au niveau du reservoir de decharge du circuit PWR voisin de celui 
calcule dans le circuit MARVIKEN, mais dfi a des phenomenes de retention tota-
lement differents. 
5/ PROCHAINES ETAPES 
. 3 essais "Fissium" en 1983 
Simulation ~Simulation 
.... ,~ Simulation 
coeur degrade (atmosphere seche) 




. 3 essais "Fissium+Corium" a1 
1984 
/
Simulation TMLB' (condensation 
reservoir de decharge 
~Simulation gras LOCA 




• Interpretation des essais avec le code AEROSOLS/A2 modifie (prise en compte 
des depots dans les tuyauteries). Comparaison des codes TRAP-MELT (BCL/USA) 
et AEROSOLS/A2. 
6/ RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
- Code de calcul JERICHO. Modelisation du comportement des produits de fission 
dans les accidents des reacteurs a eau- Fiche 148.1.09. 
-Programme PITEAS- Etudes des transferts de radioactivite a l'interieur de 
la centrale Filtration rustique Fiche 148.1.02. 
- Thermohydraulique d'un coeur degrade Fiche 145.2.05. 
- Comportement d'un crayon combustible PWR dans le cas d'une perte de refri-
gerant du type petite breche. FLASH CSD (combustible severement degrade) 
Fiche 148.1.07. 
7/ DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
1- J.COLLEN, D.MECHAM 
A study report on the MARVIKEN full scale aerosol transport tests project 
MXS-4 April 1982. 
2- G.LHIAUBET 
Retention comparee des aerosols dans le circuit d'un reacteur PWR et dans 
le circuit experimental MARVIKEN 
Note technique DEMT/SYST n°82/047 Aout 82. 
3- C.HERVOUET 
Presentation du code de calcul TRAP-MELT 
Note technique DSN/SAER n°82/326 Novembre 82. 
8/ DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Document n°1 distribue par le projet MARVIKEN. 
Documents n°2 et 3 internes, non disponibles, sauf accord du CEA. 
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CLASSIFICATION I I 
5. 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) I COUNTRY I I 
' 
Oversikt av arbetsomradet ANALYS AV SVARA Sweden 





TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) ' ORGANISATION I 
' 
I 
Survey of the field "Analysis of Severe Accident!: STUDSVIK 
in Swedish Nuclear Power Plants" 
INITIATED ' 
' 
1982 Nov 9 





PROJECT LEADER I 
' 
Kjell Johansson 
COMPLETED ' SCIENTISTS I 
' ' 
LAST UPDATING I 
' 
June 19~3 
To produce a programme of activities to survey the 
Swedish nuclear power plants concerning the conse-
quencies if a severe reactor accident should occur 
and to study what measures should be done to miti-
gate the consequences of such an accident. 
The project is completed and has resulted in the .RAMA 
project (Reactor Accident Mitigation Analysis) 
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CLASSIFICATION . • 
5. 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) • COUNTRY • • • 
Underlag for berakning av aerosoltransport fore SWEDEN 
och efter planerade experiment i MARVIKEN 
SPONSOR • • 
Swedish Nuclear 
Power Inspectorate 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) • ORGANISATION • • • 
Compilation of data as basis for calculation of STUDSVIK 
aerosol transport before and after planned 
experiments at MARVIKEN 
PROJECT LEADER 
INITIATED • • 
Dec 1982 









COMPLETED • SCIENTISTS • • • 
March 1985 
LAST UPDATING . • 
June 1983 
NRC (Nuclear Regulatory Commission) has commissioned 
BCL (Batelle Columbus Laboratorie~ to develop the 
TRAP MELT code and make pre- and post-test calcula-
tions of the aerosol transport at the Marviken tests. 
Data as basis for these calculations are to be sup-
plied by Studsvik. 
The Studsvik project comprises 
- before each test compilation of predicted data of 
system specification, thermo-hydraulic conditions 
and specification of added amounts of fissium and 
corium before each test for pre-test calculations 
after each test compilation of real data of system 
specification, etc during the test for post-test 
calculations 
after each test compilation of results of the 
experiments, especially fraction of the added 
amount of fissium and corium found as deposited, 
penetrated and gas-borne material. 
Data for pre- and post-test calculations for the two 
experiments hitherto performed at Marviken (of which 
one shake-down test) have been compiled and delive- ~­






TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) • COUNTRY • • • 
Berakningar av transport av jod och cesium vid SWEDEN 
de forsta eperimenten med fissium i Marviken 
SPONSOR • I 
Swedish Nuclear 
Power Insoectorat~ 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) I ORGANISATION I I I 
Calculations 
at the first 
vi ken 
INITIATED : 
1982 Dec 15 
STATUS • • 
Completed 
OBJECTIVE: 
of transport of iodine and cesium STUDSVIK 
experiments with fissium at Mar-
PROJECT LEADER • I 
Kjell Johansson 
COMPLETED : SCIENTISTS . I 
April 1983 
LAST UPDATING I I 
June 1983 
Verifying the TRAP MELT 1 and HARM-S codes by com-
posing results of calculations performed by the 
codes for the Marviken Aerosol Transport Tests with 
found results of the fraction of the injected 
material deposited outo the system surfaces in the 
tests. 
PROJECT STATUS: The project is completed. Pre- and post-test calcu-
lations for shake-down test B and pre-test-calcula-





Calculations of aerosol retention for the first two 
Marviken-v experiments. (Restricted distribution) 
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CLASSIFICATION • I 
5. 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) • COUNTRY I I I 
Projekt RAMA SWEDEN 
Anpassning av MAAP till tidiga svenska BWR 
SPONSOR I I 
Swedish Nuclear 
Power Inspectorate 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) . ORGANISATION • • • 
Project RAMA 
Adjusting the MAAP 
early Swedish BWRs 
INITIATED : 
1983 April 1 






code for application to 
PROJECT LEADER . • 
Kjell Johansson 
COMPLETED • SCIENTISTS . • • 
Sept 1983 
LAST UPDATING I • 
June 1983 
To prepare and sign a contract with Fauske & 
Associates INC (FA!) on adjusting the MAAP code 
to the nuclear power units Oskarshamn 2 and Ring-
hals 1. The modelling work is to be done by FAJ 
with K. Johansson, STUDSVIK, as project leader. 
The contract has been signed and the modelling 






TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) • COUNTRY . • • 
Forskningsprojektet RAMA SWEDEN 
SPONSOR . • 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) • ORGANISATION • • • 
THE RAMA RESEARCH PROJECT 
RAMA = Reactor Accident Mitigation Analysis 
' 
PROJECT LEADER . • 
Kjell Johansson 
INITIATED • COMPLETED . SCIENTISTS • • • . 
1983, Febr 1 1985, January 







RAMA PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
83-04-15 
1 
THE RAMA RESEARCH PROJECT 
RAMA = Reactor Accident Mitigation Analysis 
Aims 
The RAMA research project was initiated as a 
result of the policy declaration by the the 
Swedish authorities that measures if any should 
be be taken before 1989 at the Swedish nuclear 
power stations so as to provide additonal 
protection in the case of very severe accidents. 
The power station owners shall suggest effective 
measures in this respect for each individual 
plant, based on plant specific studies. RAMA is 
a joint project between th~ Swedish nuclear 
inspectorate and national institute of radiation 
protection and the nuclear power cornpanies.The 
purpose of the RAMA project is to carry out R&D 
work of a generic nature so as to support the 
plant specific work, and to provide an improved 
basis for the authorities future scrutiny of 
; 
proposed measures. 
The technical areas which are of interest for 
the project are: the liberation, transport and 
retention of radioactive substances following 
core accidents, and the effects on the contain-
ment during accident sequences which are of 
interest for Swedish plants. 
Purpose 
The purpose of the project is to collect and 
digest results of relevant R&D work, so that 
these can be used for evaluations and assess-







~m PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
83-04-15 
2 
The project will be led by a steering group with 
representatives from the financing parties. SKI 
will also appoint a chairman for the steering 
group. The direct day-to-day management will be 
carried out by a project leader, who will be a 
member of the steering group and will report 
back to the group. In addition two working 
groups will be formed, one for questions con-
cerning the liberation, transport and retention 
of radioactive substances a~d the other for 
analysis of the accidents impact on the contain-
ment. Each working group shall produce a detailed 
programme for its activities, and the programme 
shall be submitted to the steering group for 
approval. The aims of the group activities are: 
working group, source terms: 
to develop methods and computer pro-
grammes for the calculation of libe-
ration, transport and retention of 
radioactive substances in the pri~ary 
systems and containment with associated 
systems, for application in nuclear 
power stations in Sweden. The work will 
be based on HAARM, RETAIN, NAUA and 
other computer programmes which are or 
can be made available to the project. 
Verification of methods and programmes, 
with utilization of available infor-
mation and data from relevant experi-
ments 
working group, containment function: 
to develop methods and computer pro-
grammes for the calculation of ~ore 
meltdown sequences and the impact on 
the containment during severe acci-







RAMA PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
83-04-15 
3 
power stations in Sweden. The work will 
in the first phase proceed by utilizing 
the MAAP programme, developed within 
IDCOR. Useable versions for relevant 
Swedish reactor types will be developed, 
and test and verification calculations 
will be carried out. 
The work in the RAMA project will be carried out 
so that a final report can be issued in January 
of 1985. However, the development work in the 
two groups shall be carried out so that methods 
and computer programmes are available in time 
for the plant specific studies, which the power 
companies intend to carry out according to a 
separate plan, called MITRA = Mitigation of 
Reactor Accidents. 
Costs 
The total costs for the two years' work accord-
ing to the budget proposal below amounts to 
SEK 10 millions. 
Financing 
It is proposed that the costs should be allo-
cated as follows: 
Nuclear Inspectorate SKI 50% 
Swedish State Power Board SV 30% 
Oskarshamn Power Group OKG 15% 
Swedish National Institute SS! 









RAMA PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
83-04-15 
4 
SEK 1 000 000 
Working group for containment 
function 2 000 000 
Working group for source terms 2 000 000 
Membership ID COR 2 000 000 













Total SEK 10 000 
(chairman) 
KTH Royal Institute of 
Technology 
000 
SKI Swedish Nuclear Power 
Inspectorate 
n 








AA AB ASEA-ATOM 
(project leader) 
SE 






Kj ell ,Johnnsson 
Working group: 
Containment Function 
KTH Kurt Becker 
sv Ralf Espefalt 
Wiktor Frid 
OKG Johan Engstrom 
AA Kjell El is son 
SKI Per Bystedt 
SE Roland Blomquist 
NR3 PG 




CTH Jan-Olof Liljenzin 
SV Gustaf Lowenhielm 
OKG Bertil Persson 
SKI Gunilla Bergstrom 
SSI Christer Wiktorsson 





TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Sampling, monitoring and analysis of PWR circuits 
(C 7.1) SPONSOR: 
-




D J Ferrett (Winfrith) 
.. J B Sayera (Rarwell) 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
March 1978 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress SEPTEMBER 1980 
Background 
There is considerable experience at Winfrith with sampling-systems, monitoring and 
analytical methods from HP water circuits for reactors. It is necessary to apply 
this to PWR problems by liaison with plant operators and trials at Power Stations 
and to assess the performance of sampling systems by autoclave and loop studies. 
Objectives 
1. To assess PWR sampling efficiency and ••sociated effects from autoclave and 
theoretical st~ dies at Harwell. 
2. To apply this work to loop studies in the DIDO Water Loop at Rarwell. 
3. To liaise with PWR operators regarding_sampling,·monitoring and analytical 
problems relevant to the chemistry and man-rem problems. 
4. To develop appropriate analytical techniques to support other programmes when 
required, eg techniques for monitoring decontamination procedures, etc. 
Programme 
Autoclave studies in laboratories at Rarwell. Experiments in DIDO Water LoOp at 
Harwell. Analytical development work at Winfrith. 
Facilities 
Autoclave and DIDO Water Loop at Harwell. 
Equipment developed on WSGHWR for power plant applications. 
Laboratories at Winfrith for analytical development work. 
Reference Documents 





Benchtsze1traum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
01.01.82 - 31.12.82 5. 1 150 492 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Jod-Exhiilation aus UO~ unter stationiiren FRG 
und tran~ientcn Bedin ungen FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Iodine Release from uoft under Steady-State Reaktortechnik 
and Transient Conditio s 
B 222, Erlangen 
Arbeltsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.11.80 30.06.82 G. Kaspar 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Completed 30.06.82 
1. General Aim 
In nuclear fission, approximately ten times more cesium is produced 
than iodine. As the combination of cesium and iodine forms a more 
~table iodide than comparable zirconium iodides, analysis of the 
effect of iodine on zircaloy cladding should always be coupled with 
analysis of the concomitant quantity of cesium. 
When the iodine and cesium release measurements are available, it 
will be possible to specify, from the iodine and cesium inventory 
resulting from burn-up, how the iodine which diminishes cladding 
tube ductility will affect fuel rod behaviour under LOCA conditions, 
taking transient discharge into account. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The fission iodine which is embedded in the lattice of the uo 2 or 
settles in pores and at grain boundaries after high burn-up5 
can only leave the uo 2 by diffusion to an open surface (inner or 
outer surface of a pellet or a surface of fracture). The same applies 
to the equally important cesium. The aim of the envisaged examinations 
is to investigate iodine and cesium escape from uo2 in the following 
cases: 
- release of iodine/cesium under st~ady-state conditions (isochronous, 
isothermal heat-up) 
- release of iodine/cesium under transient temperature conditions 
(transient heat-up) 
The results from these tests, togehter with the results of the exami-
nations of LOCA bursting behaviour carried out on unirradiated clad-
ding tubes at PNS/KFK and at KWU, the results obtained at PNS/KFK for 
cladding tubes doped with various quanitites of iodine and the in-pile 
- 2 -
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tests which are also to be performed as a part onf PNS 4237 will then 
provide enough information to describe the behaviour of the cladding 
tubes of fuel rods in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident. 
3. Research Program 
Analysis of iodine and cesium release from uo 2 samples taken from 
actual spent LWR fuel. Investigation of the way in which release 
1s influenced by time, temperature, burn-up and the radial position 
of the sample within the pellet. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
As part of RS 285, a test facility was set up for this project to 
analyse iodine/cesium release from spent fuel. 
5. Progress to Date 
Six series of tests have been carried out. In five cases the tempe-
rature of the sample was set at 1700 °C, in the other case it was 
set at 1300 °C. In all but one test the samples used had a low-level 
burn-up (10 GWd/tU), the remaining test was performed with a sample 
with a burn-up of 33 GWd/tU. In all the tests at 1700 °C, the col-
lector was retained above the evaporator for a uniform 30 seconds 
per capture plate. In the one test at 1300 °C, the 22 capture plates 
were moved above the evaporator at a constant rate for a release 
time of approximately 2.3 minutes to enable comparisons to be made 
with tests previously performed on high burn-up samples. Evaluation 
was in all cases undertaken in respect of cesium only. The rest of 
the inventory was determined from the start by the different burn-up 
of each sample. The investigations which have been performed have 
been fully evaluated. 
6. Results 
The tests on low burn-up samples at 1700 oc clearly show that the 
average released volume of cesium is more than an order of magnitude 
lower than the vilues for tests on high burn-up samples. If the 
released volume is plotted as a function of time, it is clear that 
samples with low burn-up behave differently to samp1es with high 
burn-up. The time curve for all high burn-up tests evaluated to date 
demonstrated that the first collectors exhibited very high release 
values and that the values decreased constantly as a function of 
time. Evaluation of the low burn-up tests indicates that release 
over the period tested has a more uniform characteristic. The same 
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The experiments show that the fission elements iodine and cesium 1n 
the uo 2 lattice have the character of a noble gas. The kinetic be-
haviour of iodine/cesium release is marked by a release rate which 
is relatively higher immediately after the temperature transient but 
steadily drops off with the passage of time and reaches a "steady-
state" value after about 1 minute. The initial high release origi-
nates both from those surfaces which already exist and from those 
which have been newly formed during the heat-up phase as a result 
of intergranular cleavage. The "steady-state" release rate is deter-
mined by diffusion of the iodine or cesium in the uo 2. 
7. Next Steps 
Work has been completed. The final report will be compiled. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 








EVALUATION DU TAUX DE RELACHEMENT DES PRODUITS DE FISSION 
HORS D'UNE RUPTURE DE GAINE DANS UN REACTEUR A EAU SOUS 
PRESS ION FONCTIONNEMENT NORMAL. 
----------------1 
TITRE en anglais 
ASSESSMENT OF THE FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE RATE FROM 
A CLADDING DEFECT IN A PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR 








M. CHENEBAULT DMG 
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1) OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Determiner le taux de relachement des produits de fission hors d'un 
crayon presentant une rupture de gaine et etablir une relation entre la 
concentration d'especes radioactives contaminant le circuit primaire, 
le nombre vra~ de crayons defectueux et la gravite des defauts. 
2) OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
1. Etudier le fonctionnement d'une rupture a differents n~veaux de 
puissance stationnaire (experiences EDITH). 
2. Etudier l'influence des transitoires sur le taux de degagement en 
particulier des cyclages de puissance du type suivi de reseau ou 
telereglage (experiences CYFON). 
3. Evaluer et modeliser le terme source que constitue une rupture de 
gainc dans un reacteur, en vue de son utilisation comme module terme 
source dans le code PROFIP d'evaluation de la contamination du circuit 
primaire par les produits de fission. 
J) INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
Ces essais sont effectues dans des boucles de type thermosiphon (BOUFFON) 
installees dans le reacteur SILOE a GRENOBLE. En 1980, une nouvelle 
conception (BOUFFON-JET) a permis d'obtenir des conditions thermohydrau-
liques representatives des conditions de fonctionnement d'un reacteur 
de puissance. En 1982, les boucles ont fonctionne avec un conditionnement 




4) ETAT D'AVANCEMENT - PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS 





Essai a puissance stable avec rupture prefabriquee et calibree 
sur un crayon instrument€ avec un capteur de pression. 
L'essai commence fin 1982 est prolonge debut 1983, apres 
accord du DSN et d'EDF. 
Etude de l'evolution d'une rupture de gaine se produisant 
au droit de combustible sur un crayon a fort taux de com-
bustion (35 000 MWJ/t). 
Evolution de la thermique de combustible provoquee par l'en-
tree d'eau lors de la rupture et mesure des variations inter-
nes de pression apres rupture. Cet essai programme en 1982 
a ete reporte en 1983 suite aux difficultes technologiques 
rencontrees pour instrumenter le crayon. 
Resultats essentiels 
CRUSIFON 5 : (1) Rupture par interaction combustible-gaine a 24 000 MWJ/t 
representative des defauts de gainage en reacteur. Les taux 
d 'emission instantanes R/B* des gaz rares et des iodes sont faibles 
par rapport a ceux obtenus avec des crayons faiblement 
irradies, ce qui provient soit du taux de combustion propre-
ment dit, soit de la faible valeur du jeu combustible-gaine 
qui lui est associee. 
Les examens metallographiques montrent que la structure de 
l'U02 est diffcrente de celle du crayon sain, notamment clans 
la zone peripherique. 
Le DMG a effectue une synthese des resultats du programme 
experimental (2),~ en proposant des valeurs de taux d 'emission 
des gaz et des halogenes hors de l'U02 d'un crayon defec-
tueux. 
Les valeurs proposees sont coherentes avec les taux d'emis-
sion observes sur les reacteurs de puissance. 
Les changements de phase eau-vapeur dans le jeu sont deter-
minantes pour expliquer la sortie des produits de fission 
clans l'eau primaire a travers le defaut, une modelisation 
du fonctionnement durant les phases transitoires est en cours 
d'elaboration (code ANGELE). 
5) PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Cette ~tude doit s'achever en 1983. Le CTRC (Comite Technique Rejet 
Combustible) proposera un terme source "rejet des produits de fission 
hors de l'U02" qualifie a partir de l'ensemble des resultats obtenus sur 
bouclc(synthese des cssais BOUFFON effectuee par le DMG dans la reference 
( 1 )) et sur reacteurs (synthese a effectuer par le CEA/DRE). 
:X R Nombre d'atomes emis par seconde hors du combustible 
B = Nombre d'atomes formes par seconde clans le combustible 
-609-
6) RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
At:Livile deti produits de fission duns ll·H circuits des reacteurs a eau. 
Fiche etude 149-1-04. 
7) DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
(1) Resultats de !'experience CRUSIFON-5. Compte rendu DMG N° 46/82 du 
14.6.82. 
(2) Emission des produits de fission par les combustibles defectueux. 
Programme experimental du DMG - Synthese partielle - Compte rendu 
DMG No DR 17/82 du 26/5/82. 
Autres documents 
- Programme concentre CEA-DSN-EDF sur le comportement des elements com-
bustibles defectueux. Compte rendu DMG N° 40/82 du 25/5/82. 
- Essais de per<;age de gaine de zircaloy sur la maquette "MODEL 1". 
Note technique DMG/SER N° 9/82 du 29/3/82. 
8) DEGRE DE DISPONIBIL ITE 








IT ITLf: (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : COUNTRY: 
I 
Analisi di prodot.t.1 di fir:;sionf' ,.m,.tti tori ( a vita brf've ITALY 
·-
presrnti nf'l fluido pl'imario di un reattor~ LWR SPONSOR: 
ENEL 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Politecnico di Milan•· 
Analysis of short-llvPd y-,mi tter fission products in the l • ) 
main coolant of Light WatP.r Reactors PROJF.CT LEADER: 
G.Sandrelli -(ENEL) 
M.Mandelli-Bettoni 
-'1.a.1. . t- ..a L' _,.,__i_ • 
--
INITIATED: COMPLlt:TED: SCIENTISTS: 
1974 A. Foglio Para- Pol i tern 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: M.Mandelli-Bettoni G • Sandre lli 
- ENEL 
In progress Jul:,- 19130 
(*) Istituto di IngegneriH Nucleare - CESNEF 
1. G•~neral aim 
To improve the most common method used in a nuclear power plant LWR, operating 
in normal conditions, for the d0tection of failed fuel elements, based on the 
measurement of short-lived 0-emitter fission products in the main coolant and in 
the off-gases. 
2. Parttcular objcct1vr•s 
?.1 To sPlcct in thr 3 -!;pN·t.r:-I .-.mJ tl~>d by samples of main coolant and ofT-gases 
a number of lines c0rlainly freP. from interferences due either to long-lived 
fisslon products or· to act.iv~Lion products. 
?.2 To check the reliRlibily of available techniques for automatic O -spectrum 
unfolding. 
2.3 To rPanalyze thorot1ghly thr th~>ory of fission product release from fuel 
elem~nts, adapting it to the complex operating conditions of a power plant. 
3. t:xperimcnlal fac.i.l i Lies 
All meRsurements were pc>rformcd at ENEL nuclear power plant. 
4. rrojPct status and essPnlLal r~sulls 
The p0ints 2.1 and?.? h:wr beP.n completed. The results of the study carried out 
According to the point ~.3 hAvr• been successfully applied to the analysis of thP 
radioiodinPs and radJo~rt1ve f1ssion p,Rses in the main coolant at Trino Vercellese 
pqwer planl 7 oprrating flt full loat.: nnd in stretch-out conditions. Also the agree-
ment between theory and mertsurE'ments at Garigliano plant turned out to be fully 
aAtisfactory. 
5. N('xt. st.•'ps 
The same procedurr wd l b,... applied to the analysis of fission products in the 









I-TITLE ( ENG LISII LAN (; lJ AGE) : 
Analysis of Rhort-livPd 1 -PmJtter fis~1on 




Aft,..r·wnr ds t.h1 r; res,~arch wi 11 be extended to the anE1lysis of the fission products 
rP]PasPd At thr r~actur shut-down. 
n. Ilefprenr:e documents 
Jnt,.,rnnl progrf'SR rf'JJor·ts. 
7. Degrr.P of availability 
To a limited extent, availablP. with the authorization of the sponsoring orga-
nization. 
EN E L- C R T N , R A R t i o n i P o r t ll '' 0 1 I .1 1 0 , · T - 2 () 1 2 l M i 1 a no 
p 0 1 i tern i c o d i ·t i 1 :1 no- C: E S NE r' , Vi A PP n z i o 14 I 1 , I- 2 0 1 3 3 M i 1 an o 
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CLASSIFICATION . . 
5.1 ( 18) 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) . COUNTRY I I I 
Undersokning av defekta stavar fran Sweden 
kraftreaktorer 
SPONSOR I I Swedish Nuclear 
Power Inspectorate 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) I ORGANISATION I I I 
Examination of defect fuel rods from power Studsvik Energi-
reactors 
INITIATED I • 
1981-01-01 
STATUS I I 
Completed 
1. General Aim: 
2. Particular 
Objectives: 
4. Project Status: 
7. Reference Do-
cuments 
I. Degree of 
Availability 
teknik AB 
PROJECT LEADER I I 
Tord Jonsson 
COMPLETED I SCIENTISTS I . • 
1982-12-31 R S Forsyth 
T Jonsson 
LAST UPDATING I I 
June 1983 
Examination of fuel after long t1me irradiation in a 
defect condition. 
Comparative measurements of retained fission products in 
intact and defect fuel and comparative measurements of 
leachability of fission products and actinides from 
intacts and defect fuel. 
Two fuel rods, one intact and one defect, with the same 
manufacturing and irradiation data have been examined in 
a comparative study. The defect rod has been irradiated 
in a defect condition during approximately one reactor 
cycle and has consequently some secondary defects. The 
defect rod has two penetrating defects at a distance of 
about 1.5 meters from each other. Comparison with the 
intact rod shows a large Cs loss from the defect rod, 
especially between the cladding defects, where the loss 
is measured to about 30 %. The leachability in 
deionized water is higher for Cs, U and Cm for fuel from 
the defect rod. The leaching results are more complex 
for Sr-90, Pu and Am. The fuel in the defect rod has 
undergone a change of structure with grain growth and 
formation of oriented fuel structure. 
The cladding of the defect rod is hydrided locally in 
some parts of the lower part of the rod and furthermore 
over a more extended region near the upper end of the rod. 
R S Forsyth, T Jonsson: Experimental study of defect 
power reactor fuel. STUDSVIK/NF(P)-82/72, 1982-12-14 




TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : 
Transuraner 1 reaktoravfaJl 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 
Transuranic Nucliaes 1n Low-Level Wastes 





1. General Aim: 
COMPLETED : 
1984-09-30 
LAST UPDATING : 
1983-06-01 
CLASSIFICATION : 





Nat1onal lnst,tute of 
Raaiation Protection 
~ORGAN I SAT ION : 
bept. ot Nu~lear Cnem1str~ 
Cndlmers Univ. of Techn. 






To estimate the amount of transuranic nuclides originating from ion-exchange 
resins in the final storage for reactor waste. 
2. Particular Objectives: 
To develop an analytical method for determination of the content of 
transuranic nuclides in ion-exchange resins. 
To correlate the content of transuranic nuclides or another measurable 
nuclide in the reactor cooling water with the content of transuranic 
nuclides in the ion-exchange resins. 
To achieve this, measurements on reactor cooling water and resins samples 
are made. Samples from both BWR and PWR reactors are analysed. 
3. Experimental Facilities: 
Equipment for alfaspectrometry, etc. 
~ Project Status: 
l·_P!Oir!S! !o_d!t~: Testing of analytical method completed. 
~ Next Steps: 
Testing of sampling methods of reactor cooling water and analysing 
kappa-sur ion-exchangers from BWR-reactors 
~Degree of Availability: 
Contact person: J.O. Liljenzin 
8369 Department of Nuclear Chemistry, 









CLASSIFICATION I I 
5o 1 1 11.1 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) I COUNTRY I I I 
Datorberakningar pa Haldens testfall for Sweden 
reaktorbranslebeteende 
SPONSOR I I 
Swedish Nuclear 
Power Inspectorate 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) I ORGANISATION I • I 
Computer calculations on Halden test cases for Studsvik Energi-
reactor fuel behaviour teknik AB 
PROJECT LEADER I I 
K Malen 
INITIATED I COMPLETED I SCIENTISTS I I I I 
1982-05-05 1982-12-31 K Malen 
STATUS I LAST UPDATING I I I 
Completed June 1983 
General Aim: Fuel rod code benchmarking 
Particular 
jective: 









Malen K, Halden Fuel Modelling Workshop. Vaaksy, Finland 
15-19 juni 1982, STUDSVIK/NF(P)-82/71 (In Swedish) 
Distribution restricted to Halden Project participants 
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CLASSIFICATION I I 
5. 1 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) I COUNTRY I I I 
Modellering av fissionsgasfrigorelse fran kraft- Sweden 
reaktorbransle vid hog utbranning (01/B1) 
SPONSOR I I 
Swedish Nuclear 
Power Inspectorate 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) I ORGANISATION I I I 
Modelling of fission gas release from power Studsvik Energi-
reactor fuel at high burnup (01 /B1) teknik AB 
PROJECT LEADER I I 
K Malen 
INITIATED I COMPLETED I SCIENTISTS I I I I 
1981-08-24 1982-12-31 K Malen 
STATUS I LAST UPDATING I I I 
Completed June 1983 
1. General Aim: Modelling of fission gas release in power reactor 
fuel at high burnup 
2. Particular Ob-
jectives: 
3. Project status: 
Comparison with puncturing results from 50 rods 
from the reactors 01 and B1 
Completed 
7. Reference Documents: Malen, K, Modellering av fissionsgasfrigorelse i 
branslestavar fran 01/B1-50stavsprogramrnet 
STUDSVIK/NF(P)-82/70 (In Swedish) 




5.2. RELEASE PROM OVERHEATED FUEL~E~EMENTS 
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------------:::--:--::-------.-~--:-:=--:--~-~~------,.~-:--:---=---------Bnnr.lllstolhaurn/Perlod Klassiflkatlon/Ciasslflcatlon Kennzelchen/Project Number 
I. 1.-31. 12.1982 5.2 06.01. 11/25A, PNS-4315 
Vorhaben/Project Title land/Country 
Versuche zur Erfassung und Begrenzung der Freisetzung 
von Spalt- und Aktivierungsprodukten beim Kern-
schmelzen 
Experiments on Determination and Limitation of 




Stand der Arbeiten/Status 
continuing 











Ins t filr Radiochemie 
Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Dr H Albrecht 
Bewilllgte Mittei/Funds 
Determination of the release fraction of the radioactive core inventory for 
various coremelting conditions. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Quantitative investigation of the release of fission and activation products 
during core heat-up and from a liquid melt, including also concrete; characte-
rization of the physical and chemical behavior of the released products; 
development of techniques for reducing the release. 
3. Research Program 
3. I Release experiments with 200 - 250 g of corium containing slightly radioactive 
fission (U02 with a simulated burn-up in the range of 40 000 MWd/t). 
3.2 Investigation of the release during melt/concrete interaction. 
3.3 Characterization of the I- and Cs-species in the primary system as well as 
their interaction with aerosol particles and steel surfaces. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
t~lting plant SASCHA including a transport and collection system for the re-
leased products; facility for the production of slightly radioactive fissium; 
facilities for gamma spectrometry and analysis. 
5. Progress to Date 
5. I Two tests were carried out with improved aerosol collection techniques (auto-
matic filter changer) to determine the release rates of Ru, Ba, Sn, and In in 
steam at 2400 °C. 
- 2 -
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5.2 Two tests were performed with cor1um melts in Zr02 crucibleF which intentio-
nally failed at 2500 °C and caused the melt to react with a concrete crucible. 
While penetrating into the concrete, the melt was inductively heated for 6 to 
8 min, and the resulting aerosol was collected in time intervals of 1 minute. 
5.3 The release characteristic of I and Cs in a steam atmosphere was studied for 
varying compounds of these elements in the fuel (fissium). 
6. Results 



















Average Release Rate 





As a special feature of the release behavior of some elements, it was found 
that the release rates at constant temperature were not independent of time. 
E.g. for Ba and In, the release rates at 2400 °C related to the current inven-
tory decreased by a factor of 3 within 12 minutes while they remained constant 
for Ru, Mo and Np. 
6.2 During the melt/concrete interaction, the release rates were found to be extre-
mely time dependent. This was due to the strong reaction in the first minutes 
and to the temperature decrease of the melt which could not entirely be avoided 















Maximum Release Rate Average Release Rate 








1.1. - 31.12.1982 
- 3 - 06.01.11/25A PNS-4315 
h. 3 If the fissium contains I and Cs only in the form of Csi, the release charac-
teristics of both elements were nearly identical. This indicates that Csl is 
stable in the presence of uo2 and all other fission products up to at least 
2200 °C. If Cs (or I) is not included in the fission product inventory of fis-
sium, the ma1n release of I (or Cs, respectively) occurs at temperatures which 
are about 300 °C lower than in the preceding case. 
If I and Cs are both present as HI03 and Cs 2co3 and if the melt contains small 
amounts of absorber material (Ag-In-Cd), then the aerosol was found to contain 
most of the I in the form of Agl and only 0.1 % as a gaseous species. 
7. Next Steps 
Further investigation of the physical and chemical behavior of the released 
iodine, cesium, and tellurim species. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
PNS-4311, PNS-4314, PNS-4317 
9. References 
H. Albrecht, H. Wild: 
Experimentelle Bestimmung von Quelltermen beim LWR-Kernschmelzen 
Atomwirtschaft, Heft 1, 1983, p23 






5 - 2 
~~~~-~EVALUATION DU TAUX D 'EMISSION DES PRODUITS DE Pays FRANCE ()pganisme direateur 
FISSION HORS D'UN CRAYON COMBUSTIBLE AU COURS CEA/IPSN 
I D'UN ACCIDENT DE PERTE DE REFRIGERANT PRIMAIRE EDF/SEPTEN I DANS UN REACTEUR A EAU sous PRESSION. 
~ 
li. 1' FTRE en a:ng Zais FLASH : ASSESSMENT OF THE FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE RATE i OUT OF THE FUEL CLADDING DURING A LOSS OF 
Qpganisme exeauteur 
CEA/DMG GRENOBLE 
1 COOLANT ACCIDENT IN A PRESSURIZED WATER I 
ResponsahZes 




rl' achevemen t 
1977 
1984 
1) OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etat 
En cours aatueZ 
Derniere 
mise a jour Mars 1983 
Saientifiques 
M. DUCO DSN 
M. STORA EDF 
M. BRUCHET nMC~ 
Determiner le taux de relachement des produits de fission hors d'un 
crayon subissant une rupture de gaine lors d'un accident de perte de 
refrigerant primaire ayant pour consequence une temperature de gaine 
comprise entre 800 et 1200°C. 
2) OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
1. Etudier le relachement par lavage ou effet thermique des produits de 
fission condensables, notarnment l'iode, le cesium et le tellure, 
initialement pieges par depot dans le jeu entre la gaine et l'U02. 
2. Verifier les hypotheses usuelles de degagement des gaz rares radio-
actifs a partir de l'emission hors de la gaine rompue. 
3. Etudier l'effet du transitoirc sur les taux de degagement. 
4. Etudier le degagement post-accidentel. 
5. Etudier, si possible, le taux d'immobilisation des produits de fission 
sous forme de composes. 
6. Modeliser les resultats obtenus. 
PLANNING 
-Prise en mains de !'installation experimentale- Essai FLASH 1 - 1980. 
- Etude du relachement des produits de fission dans un scenario du type 
LOCA grosse breche, mais en atmosphere non oxydante et avec renoyage 




Etude du relachement des produits de fission dans un scenario du type 
LOCA grossc brechc, sous atmosphere de vapeur d'eau, mais avec renoyage 
differe a froid - Essai FLASH J - 1982. 
Etude du relachement des produits de fission dans un scenario du type 
LOCA grosse breche, sous atmosphere de vapeur d'eau et avec un renoyage 
rapide a chaud - Essai FLASH 4 - 1982. 
-Etude du relachement des produits de fission d'un·crayon combustible 
tres fortement irradie, dans un scenario du type LOCA grosse breche, 
sous atmosphere de vapeur d'eau et avec un renoyage differe a froid-
Essai FLASH 5 - 1984. 
- Depouillement des resultats et modelisation - 1982-1984. 
3) INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
Les essais sont realises dans un dispositif compose d'une partie basse 
GRIFFON, et d'une partie haute FLASH, installe dans le reacteur SILOE a 
GRENOBLE (ref. 1). 
4) ETAT D'AVANCEMENT- PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS 
Les essais FLASH 1 (ref. 2) et FLASH 2 ont ete effectues respectivement 
en fevrier et novembre 1980. 
Lors de l'essai FLASH 2, une fissuration traversante de la gaine a ete 
obtenue apres un ballonnement court ; cette taille de la rupture n'a pas 
permis un lessivage interne sensible du crayon lors du renoyage a froid. 
Les fractions de gaz de fission relach~s correspondent a celles liberees 
dans le crayon avant la sequence accidentelle,et l'analyse des structures 
entourant le crayon ne pcrmet de mettre en evidence aucun depot de 
produits de fission solides ou volatiJs. 
Les fractions relachees de ces produits de fission dans l'eau de renoyage 
(effectue a froid) restent extremement faibles (ref. 3). 
Des essais sur maquette hors pile ont par ailleurs ete realises pour 
preparer les essais FLASH 3 et 4 ; les caracteristiques initiales des 
crayons experimentaux ont ete rcdefinics de .man1ere a obtenir une rup-
ture importante de la gaine, en phase alpha (ref. 4 et 5). 
Les essais FLASH 3 et FLASH 4 ont ete executes respectivement en septembre 
et decembre 1982. 
Lors de l'essai FLASH 3 (ref. 6), on a obtenu, conformement aux prev1s1ons 
des codes Bicycle (EDF) et Cupidon (CEA) (ref. 7), une rupture franche 
de la gaine avec deformation de type "ballonnement court". 
Cette rupture s'est produite a une temperature de gaine de 930°C. 
Comme dans les deux precedentes experiences, FLASH 1 et FLASH 2, le 
relachement des gaz de fission correspond au taux de sortie des gaz dans 
le crayon sain avant la sequence accidentelle. 
. I. 
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Les fractions de produits de fission reUlche!-~ dans 1 'eau de renoyage 8 
froid sont tres faibles, du meme ordre de grdndeur que dans les deux 
premieres experiences. La tenue de l'empilement de combustible reste 
excellente et malgre les conditions assez severes de fonctionnement, 
- temperature de la gaine entre 1000°C et 1270°C pendant une minute en 
atmosphere de vapeur d'eau- l'oxydation externe de la gaine reste tres 
faible. 
L'essai FLASH 4 a ete l'objet d'une etude preliminaire de surete montrant 
que, meme dans l'hypothese de l'ecroulement de la colonne combustible 
lors du renoyage, il n'y aurait pas de risque de fusion des fragments de 
combustible accumules en fond de boitier pendant le maintien de la 
puissance residuelle (ref. 8). 
En ce qui concerne les gaz de fission liberes lors de l'essai, les 
resultats preliminaires d'analyse montrent qu'il n'y a pas d'augmentation 
du taux de relachement par rapport a l'essai FLASH 3 : la fraction 
relachee correspond a celle contenue dans le jeu U02-gaine avant la 
sequence experimentale. 
Une premiere estimation des principaux produits de fission entraines par 
l'eau de renoyage (renoyage a chaud avec maintien pendant 10 mn de la 
puissance residuelle) montre que par rapport a l'essai FLASH 3 (renoyage 
a froid) : 
la quantite d'iode est plus que doublee, mais pas de changement appa-
rent pour les autres produits de fission volatils (Cs), 
- la quantite de produits de fission solides augmente d'un facteur 
compris entre un et deux ordres de grandeur. 
5) PROCHAINES ETAPES 
La realisation d'un essai complementaire - FLASH 5 -, analogue a FLASH 3, 
rnais portant sur du combustible fortement irradie (40 OOOMWJ/t) est en 
cours de discussion entre CEA/DSN et EDF. 
L'interet d'un tel essai, qui ne serait pas realise avant 1984, serait 
de permettre de s'assurer que, lors d'un transitoire du type LOCA grosse 
breche, il n'y a pas mise en jeu de mecanismes de relachement supplemen-
taires par rapport a ceux idt>ntifies lors des essais effectues avec du 
combustible faiblement irradie (essais FLASH 1 a 4). 
Le depouillement des essais FLASH 3 et 4 sera par ailleurs poursuivi en 
1983, dans le but de modeliser les sorties de produits de fission en cas 
de transitoire LOCA sur des combustibles irradies jusqu'a env1ron 
3000 MWJ/t. 
6) RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Fiche etude 140-1-02. Evaluation du taux de relachement des produits de 




Fiche etude 170-1-04. Programme PHEBUS. Experience de depressurisation 
et de renoyage d'une grappe combustible PWR. 
Fiche etude 148-1-07. Etude experimentale et modelisation du taux de 
relachement des produits de fission d'un crayon combustible d'un coeur 
de PWR, dans l'hypothese d'un transitoire accidentel severe hors 
dimensionnement. 
7) DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
1. Compte rendu DMG N° 79-125. 
Experiences FLASH. 
2. Compte rendu DMG N° 81-42. Mai 1981. 
FLASH 1 - Examens destructifs. 
3. Compte rendu DMG N° 85-82. Janvier 1983. 
Experience FLASH 2. 
"Deroulement de l'experience et sortie des produits de fission volatils 
et solides". 
Relachement des gaz de fission. 
Resultats des examens post-irradiatoires. 
4. Compte rendu DMG N° 65-81. Octobre 1981. 
"Resultats des essais effectues au moyen de la maquette FLASH en vue 
de caracteriser les conditions des experiences FLASH 3 et 4". 
5. Compte rendu DMG N° 80-82. Octobre 1982. 
Fiche de fabrication du crayon combustible FLASH 3. 
6. Compte rendu DMG N° 86-82. Novembre 1982. 
Experience FLASH 3. 
Deroulement de l'experience et resultats. 
7. Note technique DTech/SECS/SEECRE No 82-934. 
FLASH 3 - Comparaison experience- calcul. 
8. Compte rendu DMG N° 06-83. Fcvrier 1983. 
Experience FLASH 4. 
"Comportement du combustible du crayon dans l'hypothese d'une destruc-
tion eventuelle de la gaine J:ors du choc thermique lie au renoyage". 
8) DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Documents internes non disponibles, sauf accord du CEA et de l'EDF. 
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' I - Filtration rustique CEA/DSN 
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1'l'f'f?E anglais PITEAS project 
- Study of the transfers of radioactivity inside 
the plant 






J. FERMANDJIAN DSN/SAE ~ 
M.LUCAS DSN/SESTR 
1/1/1~B1n ·1 af,·:~t-ut_e_l _ -- --~; --:o~-------+--S-c-i-en--t-z.-.f--z.-.q--u--e-s ____ -
~ M.LUCAS DSN/SESTR 
----3T[f2Jf9"9"5"-- --- Derrnier>e ---- J .CERF DSN/SESTR 
:I,, :/. /), ii/C:t/ t lm:se a .fo~rr·_ Dece~re 82 D.BOULAUD DPr/SPT 
1.. ·r~ .:._t' t ., : ~'t ~ 
/• ' ' 
--- ---- -MmeA~PERRObD Dcl\E\/SEA 
D. MAGNAUD DEMI'/S ifl'S 
1/ OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Determination des consequences radiologiques des rejets de produits de fission 
dans l'environnement a la suite d'un accident hors-dimensionnement. 
2/ OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
- Comportement des produits de fission (aerosols et iodes) dans l'enceinte 
du reacteur 
. Etudes experimentales sur les aerosols visant a ameliorer nos connaissan-
ces dans les domaines suivants : condensation de la vapeur d'eau sur les ae-
rosols, coagulation par sedimentation differentielle et diffusiophorese • 
. Etudes experimentales sur la chimie de l'iode permettant de chiffrer 
la fraction de l'iode qui serait sous forme volatile dans l'enceinte. 
- Determination des caracteristiques d'un filtre rustique d'efficacite 10 
pour les aerosols (utilisation prevue pour ecretage de la pression encein-
te a 5 bars lors d'accidents severes). 
3/ INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
. Installations de laboratoire 
- sur la filtration des aerosols (DSN/SESTR) 
- sur la chimie de l'iode (DSN/SESTR- DCAEA/SEA) 
. Installation PITEAS (enceinte en acier de 3m3) adaptable aux trois 
options du programme : filtration granulaire, comportement des aerosols 
et filtration piscine (DSN/SESTR). 
. Enceinte en acier 6m3 du DEMI' : etudes des mecanismes de dep6t des 
aerosols sur les parois (d6me, murs et sol) d'une enceinte. 
4/ ETAT D'AVANCEMENT - PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS 
a/ Chimie de l'iode 
. Mesure du taux de radiolyse de Csi des gouttelettes : environ 5 % par 
MRad 1 en milieu neutre 1 et 0,5 %~en milieu basique1 de I- est oxyde en iode 
moleculaire . 




rimentale a 140°C de la constante cinetique de dismutation de I 2 en I Interaction iode-acier 304 L : possibilite de separer les iodes 
sorbe et physisorbe. 




Mise au point d'une installation de filtration en laboratoire et realisation 
de 40 essais de filtration avec differents sables, a 140°C et un melange air 
(62 %) - H2o (38 %) . 
Les resultats obtenus relatifs a l'efficacite sont voisins de ceux obtenus dans 
les laboratoires etrangers. 
~i!tEa!i£n_pls£ine 
Piscine efficace pour le piegeage des aerosols de rayon 1~. 
c/ Physique des aerosols 
. Etude preliminaire sur la generation d'aerosols solubles par pulverisa-
tion acoustique . 
. Etude preliminaire sur la possibilit6 de mesurer des aerosols dans des 
conditions de temperature et de pression elevees • 
• Mise en evidence de 3 zones de depot sur les parois laterales d'une en-
ceinte (essais DEMT/DPr). 
d/ Boucle PITEAS 
Mai 81 : 
Juin 82 : 
Etude de conception 
Appels d'offre 
Decembre 82 Decision de realisation 
5/ PROCHAINES ETAPES 
a/ Chimie de l'iode 
- Radiolyse de solutions concentrees de Csi. 
- Mesure de la constante de dismutation de I 2 en I et ro3 avec des 
solutions concentrees de Csi. 
- Formation ICH3 par radiolyse. 
- Interaction iode-acier 304 L : cinetique de depot, profondeur de penetra-
tion, retentions reversible et irreversible. 
b/ Filtration rustique 
Filtre a sable (sable CATTENOM tamise) • 
• Banc d'essai en verre :Mesures de l'efficacite de la perte de charge, du 
colmatage et de la duree du transitoire dans les conditions experimentales 
suivantes 
)( Vitesse 7-28 cm/s 
Gaz )( Temperature 135°C 
( Composition 62% air- 38% H2o 
Aerosols )( Nature co3cs2 
)( AMMD 0,66-1,4 jm 
Filtre ) Diametre 20 cm ( 
)(Hauteur 80 cm 
Banc d'essai en acier inoxydable Banc de diametre 40 cm et de hauteur 80c~ 
permettant : 
- d'assurer la transition entre le ba~ d'essai en verre (diametre 20cm) et 
la boucle PITEAS (diametre = 1 m), 
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- d'autoriser des pressions differentielles plus elevees de part et d'autre du 
lit de sable que celles permises avec le banc en verre (lors des essais de col-
matage. 
cl Physique des aerosols 
- Mise au point d'un dispositif de generation d'aerosols solubles fonctionnant 
a 5 bars et 140°C. 
- Etude bibliographique sur la generation d'aerosols insolubles. 
- Etablissement des formalismes de depot des aerosols sur le dome et sur le 
plancher d'une enceinte (essais DEMTIDPr). 
dl Boucle PITEAS 
- Calendrier de realisation 
Janvier 83 : Appels d'offre "reactualises". 
Juillet 83 : Realisation des composants. 
Decembre 83 : Montage de !'ensemble 3ur le site. 
- Configurations de la boucle PITEAS 
. Filtration granulaire (hauteur 2m - diametre = 1 m - injection des ae-
rosols par le haut) . 
. Filtration piscine . 
. Physique des aerosols (hauteur hors-tout 3 m- diametre = 1,2 m-
cuve thermostatee.) 
61 RELATIONS AVEC D 'AUTRES ETUDES 
Code de calcul JERICHO. 
Modelisation du comportement des produits de fission dans les accidents des 
reacteurs a eau- Fiche 148.1.09. 
7 I DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
- M. LUCAS et al. X Iodine behavior in PWR accidents leading to core damage 
International Meeting on Thermal Nuclear Reactor Safety 
29 aout - 2 septembre, 1982 CHICAGO. 
- M. LUCAS, R. VENTRE 
Coefficient de partaqe de l'iode moleculaire entre l'eau et !'atmosphere 
gazeuse la surmontant 
11 Determination de la vitesse de dismutation de l'acide hypoideux a 140°C 
Note technique DSNISESTR n°82l97 Fevrier 1982. 
21 Calcul des coefficients de partage a 140°C en fonction du pH de l'eau, 
de la concentration de l'iode et du temps ecoule 
Note technique DSNISESTR n°82l101 Mars 1982, 
- M. LUCAS, R.VENTRE 
Transformation de l'iodure de cesium en iode moleculaire sous !'influence 
des radiations 0 . Valeurs du coefficient de partage de l'iode en fonction 
du pH et du temps. 
Note technique DSNISESTR n°82l116 Septembre 1982. 
- M. LUCAS et al 
Etude du pouvoir filtrant de lits de sable et billes de verre vis·-a-vis 
d'aerosols de C03Cs2 : Comparaison avec les resultats obtenus dans la littera-
ture 
Rapport DSNISESTR en cours de diffusion 
- 4 -
- J.CERF 
Programme PITEAS. Specifications relatives a la cuve 
Note technique DSN/SESTR n°82/102 Mars 1982. 
- J.CERF, J.C. DURAND 
Programme PITEAS. Projet de procedure d'execution des essais. Configuration 
des circuits 
Note technique DSN/SESTR n°82/106 Mai 1982. 
- D.BOULAUD 
Production d'aerosol dans les experiences du projet PITEAS 
Rapport DPr/SPT n°81/260 Septembre 81 
Mesure de la granulometrie de gouttelettes dans l'experience PITEAS 
Rapport DPr/SPT n°81/261 Septembre 81 
Propositions pour la metrologie des aerosols dans l'experience PITEAS 
Rapport DPr/SPT n°82/313 Juin 82. 
- P.: PEPIN 
Efficacite d'une piscine pour le p1egeage des aerosols 
Note technique DEMT/SYST n°82/046 Juillet 82. 
- c·. HERVOUET 
* Comportement des aerosols dans un reacteur PWR en cas d'accident.
These Docteur-Ingenieur - Universite Paris Val-de-Marne (PARIS XII) 
Janvier 1983. 
- R. ABID 
Creteil, 
Etudes du transport et du depot des aerosols dans une couche limite~ 
These Docteur-Ingenieur, Universite PARIS VI, Decembre 1982. 
- D.BOULAUD, J.C. GU[CHARD 
Rualisation d'une installation d'etude en laboratoire des problemes de filtra-
tion d'aerosols. 
Rapport DPr/SPT n°269 Fevrier 1982. 
~-DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Documents internes, non disponibles (sauf accord du CEA), a !'exception des 
documents reperes par *· 
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1) OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Dans l'optique de !'evaluation realiste du risque vis-a-vis du public, 
l'objectif general de la presente etude est la comprehension des meca-
nismes de la degradation de crayons combustibles irradies (500 a 40 000 
MWJ/t) dans le domaine de temperature 1200°-2800°C, la quantification 
des taux des rejets concomitants de produits de fission tels I, Cs, Te 
et Ru, !'identification des formes physiques et chimiques de ces produits 
de fission en fonction des conditions d'ambiance accidentelle, et la 
modelisation en collaboration avec les autres parties concernees (DMECN, 
DSN) des resultats (phenomenologie de la degradation du crayon, taux 
d'emission des divers produits de fission) sous des formes qualifiees, 
utilisables dans des codes d'accidents severes des PWR. 
2) OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
- Suivi et exploitation continus des resultats obtenus quant aux produits 
de fission dans le cadre d'accords avec des laboratoires etrangers. 
-Mise au point de moyens experimentaux hors pile pour l'etude de la 
degradation severe et de l'emission de produits de fission de crayons 
combustibles irradics. 
L'accent sera m~s sur la metrologie des I, Cs, Te et Ru et de leurs 
formes physiques et chimiques. Les conditions d'ambiance pourront 
etr~ ajustees (presence d'hydrogene, d'un brouillard d'eau, d'aerosols 
de materiaux de controle et/ou de structures) - 1981-1984. 
- Execution d'essais analytiques hors pile sur des crayons irradies 
(500 a 40 000 MWJ/t). Gamme de temperatures : 1200°C-2800°C (1982-
1985). 
- Modelisations de la degradation d'un crayon combustible et du taux de 
sortie des produits de fission (1985-1986). Ces modelisations devraient 
pouvoir etre utilisees pour les pre-calculs de surete de certains 




-Mise au point du dispositif d'essai en pile FLASH CSD (1979-1983). 
-Execution d'essais integraux FLASH CSD, paralleles aux essais PHEBUS 
phases Ill et IV, representatifs sur le plan des phenomenes de de-
gradation dans des regions selectionnees d'un coeur de PWR pendant 
des creneaux de temps cruciaux de sequences accidentelles severes 
types (1984-1986). 
- Qualification des modelisations sur les resultats des essais inte-
graux FLASH CSD et PHEBUS phases Ill et IV (1986). 
3) INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
- Four HEVA en cellule blindee au DMG. 
-Boucle d'essais en pile FLASH CSD, avec maquette hors pile (etude 
preliminaire de simulation de la phase denoyee du transitoire 
accidentel). 
4) ETAT D'AVANCEMENT 
Le four HEVA permettant d'atteindre 1800°C en atmosphere de vapeur 
d'eau a ete con~u et realise. 11 utilise la zircone comme isolant 
thermique et le chauffage se fait par induction (suscepteur en graphite 
protege de l'oxydation par un courant d'helium). 
Ce four permet de tester des tron~ons de crayon PWR contenant sept 
pastilles, soit environ 10 cm de long. Lors des deux premiers essa1s 
effectues en atmosphere d'helium, il a ete observe une fusion partielle 
de la gaine ainsi qu'une reaction importante entre le zircaloy et le 
combustible. Les deux essais suivants, effectues en atmosphere de 
vapeur d'eau, ont conduit a une oxydation complete de la gaine. 
D'autre part, des interactions complexes ont ete observees aux 
endroits ou le contact entre le combustible et la gaine etait preserve 
(segregations des composants de l'alliage de gaine). 
Un premier dossier sur l'experience FLASH CSD 01 a ete elabore. 
Le scenario retenu est le suivant : 
l'echantillon de combustible sera pre-irradie jusqu'a 2000 MWJ/t dans 
la boucle a thermosiphon coaxial ; lors de la phase accidentelle, le 
crayon sera rapidement porte a 1800°C (5°C/s) en presence de vapeur d'eau 
pure renoy~ a chaud ; un pr~l~vement de la phase gazeuse sera effectu~ en 
continu, les pressions et les temperatures seront mesurees in situ. 
FLASH CSD 01 est un essai de prise en mains de l'installation. 
5) PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Une vingtaine d'essais sont prevus en 1983-1984 dans le four HEVA en 
cellule ; ces essais sont en principe complementaires de ceux effectues 
aux Etats-Unis (ORNL) et en RFA (KFK), essais dont nous disposons des 
resultats dans ]e cadre d'accords d'cchanges. 
. I. 
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En ce qui concerne le programme FLASH CSD, un premier bilan sera fait 
apres le 1er essai, en 1983, quant aux performances reelles et poten-
tielles de !'installation. 
Ensuite, sera definie une grille d'essais integraux, representatifs 
d'6lemcnts de transitoires nccidentels severes dans un coeur de PWR 
ces essais constitueront le prolongement, dans le domaine du relache-
ment des produits de fission, des essais des phases Ill et IV du 
programme PHEBUS. 
En fonction des difficultes rencontrees, des essais a caractere pheno-
menologique pourront egalement etre proposes. L'ensemble de ces essais 
apportera une contribution detcrminantc a la qualification de modeles 
de taux de sortie des produits de fission, modeles etablis jusqu'alors 
~ partir de resultats d'essais hors pile. 
6) RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
-Fiche 148-1-01. FLASH. Evaluation du taux d'emission des produits de 
fission hors d'un crayon combustible au cours d'un accident de perte 
de refrigerant primaire dans un reacteur a eau sous pression. 
-Fiche 170-2-01. Preparation du programme PHEBUS CSD (coeur severement 
degrade). 
7) DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
1 -Compte rendu DMG n° 117/79- Scptembre 1979. 
Proposition d'etude du degagement des produits de fission d'un 
crayon combustible PWR dans le cas d'une perte de refrigerant du 
type petite breche. 
2- Note technique DMG/SER no 81/31 - Septembre 1981. 
Comportement des crayons combustibles en regime accidentel. 
3- Compte rendu DMG n° 81/72- Novembre 1981. 
Etudes de base sur le comportement du combustible PWR en situation 
de coeur severement degrade. Premiers essais en atmosphere de· 
vapeur d'eau. 
4- Compte rendu DMG nu 75/81 - Novembre 1981. 
Etude du comportement en pile d'un crayon combustible PWR au cours 
d'un accident de type "coeur severement endommage". 
5 - Compte rendu DMG n° 82/95. 
Etude du comportement en pile d'un crayon combustible de la filiere 
a eau pressuriseeau cours d'un accident de type "coeur severement 
degrade". 
Experience FLASH CSD 01- Projet de dossier n° 1. 
8) DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
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----------------l 1/ OBJECTIF GENERAL 
I Acquisition , mise au point et couplage des codes de calcul permettant le 
calcul realiste des transferts de masse et de radioactivite dans 1 1 enceinte 
de confinement correspondant aux sequences accidentelles dominantes. 
2/ OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
. Mise en place des moyens de calcul des scenarios d 1 accidents hors-dimension-
nement -(1981-1983) 
• Calcul des scenarios d 1 accidents- Etudes de sensibilite -~983-1985) 
- Breche 5 cm en aval du GV 
- TMLB 1 
- RTGV + RTV 
Validation experimentale des codes JERICHO et AEROSOLS : essais PITEAS 
effectues au DSN/SESTR a Cadarache -l1985) 
3/ INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
NEANT. 
4/ ETAT D1 AVANCEMENT - PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS 
a/ Avancement a ce jour 
- Acquisition et mise en place des codes de calcul suivants (donnees d 1 entree 
du code JERICHO) 
. Thermohydraulique du circuit 
Phase de depressurisation 
Phase fusion du coeur 
Traversee de la cuve 
. Interaction corium-beton 
Code JERICHO 
primaire 
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- Code AEROSOLS operationnel 
• Version A1 a hypothese log-normale 
Version A2 a hypothese log-normale (avec prise en compte de la condensa-
tion;! evaporation sur les aerosols, possibilite de traiter un melange 
de gaz et module performant d'integration numerique) • 
. Version B1 (a spectre granulometrique discretise) en cours de test. 
b/ Prjncipaux resultats 
- Calcul d'un scenario d'accident hors-dimensionnement (breche 5 cm en aval 
du GV sans injection de secours et sans aspersion) : taux d'humidite rela-
tive dans !'enceinte inferieur a 1 lors de !'emission des produits de fission 
ainsi,l'influence de la vapeur d'eau sur les aerosols semble faible, a !'excep-
tion de la diffusiophorese (depot des aerosols sur les parois de l'enceinte 
par condensation de la vapeur d'eau). 
- Etudes de sensibilite avec JERICHO : mise en evidence de !'importance de la 
connaissance du coefficient d'echange entre le gaz et les parois de !'enceinte. 
-Etudes de sensibilite avec AEROSOLS : mise en evidence de !'importance de la 
connaissance de l'efficacite de collision (coagulation par sedimentation diffe-
rentielle) . 
5/ PROCHAINES ETAPES 
- Mise au point des modules JERICHO : aerosols, iode, corium-beton. 
- Ecriture d'une version JERICHO compartimentee. 
- Integration du formalisme de diffusiophorese dans le code AEROSOLS/A2. 
- Integration des formalismes de diffusiophorese et de condensation de vapeur 
d'eau sur les aerosols dans le code AEROSOLS/B1. 
-Etudes de sensibilite et de scenarios (TMLB', RTGV + RTV, •.. ). 
- Calculs previsionnels des futurs essais PITEAS (enceinte en acier de 3m3) 
avec le code AEROSOLS. 
6/ RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
- Developpement et evaluation des codes de calcul "enceinte" - Fiche 142. .. 1.03. 
- Production et comportement de l'hydrogene en situation accidentelle -
Fiche 146.2.05. 
- Accidents des reacteurs a neutrons rapides - Modelisation et codes de calcul 
du comportement des aerosols sodes- Fiche 156.1.01. 
- Etude probabiliste du risque lie a une centrale PWR - Fiche 144.3.04 
7/ DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
- C.DEVILLERS, J.FERMANDJIAN 
Transport des produits de fission dans les accidents de reacteurs a eau 
sous pression.- Seminaire sur la retention d'iode dans les effluents gazeux 
de l'industrie nucleaire- 21-24 septembre 1981, MOL (Belgique). 
- C.HERVOUET 
Comportement des aerosols dans un reacteur PWR en cas d'accident.- These 
Docteur-Ingenieui· - Universite PARIS Val-de-Marne (PARIS "XII), CRETEIL, 
Janvier 1983. 
- A. L'HOMME et al 
JERICHO-Code de calcul realiste du comportement thermodynamique et radiolo-
gique des enceintes de confinement PWR.- Note technique DEMT/SYST n°82/036 
Juin 1982. 
- Y. BERTHION 
Description physique du noyau thermodynamique du code JERICHO.- Note techni 
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que DEMT/SYST n°82j056 - Septembre 1982. 
- A. L'HOMME 
Code AEROSOLS/A1 - Presentation.- Note technique DEMT/SYST n°80/024 - Aofit 
1980. 
- A. L'HOMME et al 
Presentation du code AEROSOLS/A2 
Note technique DEMT/SYST n°82/061 - Octobre 1982. 
- Y. BERTHION et al 
Modelisation des echanges aux parois d'une enceinte PWR par le code JERICHO 
Note technique DEMT/SYST n°82/020 - Mars 1982. 
8/ DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
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1) OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Elaboration d'un code permettant de calculer l'activite de l'eau primaire 
en fonction du nombre et de la gravite des ruptures de gaine et des 
conditions de fonctionnement du reacteur. 
Developpement du code pour calculer le relachement des produits de 
fission hors du combustible en situation accidentelle. 
2) OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
. 
Calcul previsionnel de l'activite primaire pour les PWR 900 MWe et 
1300 MWe. 
Determination du nombre et de la gravite des ruptures de gaine a partir 
des mesures d'activite primaire. 
- Modelisation du comportement des produits de fission solides et des 
emetteurs alpha. 
Traitement des regimes transitoires en particulier le telereglage et 
le suivi de charge. 
3) INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
Sans objet. 
4) ETAT D'AVANCEMENT - PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS 
Le code PROFIP calcule le relachement des produits de fission dans 




- Moduh· 1 c.:alcul dL' l'activite des produi.ts de fission dans 1 1 U02. 
-Module 2 : transfert des produits de fission de l'U02 vers le jeu 
combustible-gaine. Les differents processus de rejet pris en compte 
sont le recul et !'ejection qui sont independants de la temperature 
et la diffusion qui, elle, depend de la temperature. 
- Module 3 : transfert des produits de fission du jeu vers le fluide 
primaire a l'aide d'un modele empirique. La taille de la rupture est 
prise en compte par un coefficient vg equivalent a un taux de fuite 
(s-1 ); on considere, en outre, que les iodes et les ces1ums ont la 
possibilite de se pieger partiellement sur la paroi interne de la 
gaine. 
-Module 4 : l'activite des produits de fission dans l'eau primaire 
est calculee en prenant en compte les differents termes d'epuration 
(resines, degazage dans le RCV et le pressuriseur, decroissance, 
capture neutronique). 
Lcs modules 1, 3 et 4 n'ont pas ete changes, par contre, la modelisa-
Lion du module 2 a ete amelioree par un calcul plus realiste de la 
thermique du combustible, en couplant a PROFIP le code CREOLE 
(CEA/DMG) qui prend en compte l'evolution du jeu combustible-gaine 
pendant !'irradiation et la composition chimique du gaz ou de la 
vapeur d'eau emplissant le jeu. 
2) Principaux resultats 
Des campagncs de mesure sur les reacteurs ont ete effectuees pour 
caracteriser l'etat du combustible a partir des mesures d'activite 
primaire (1), (2), (3), (4). 
Les mesures effectuees a TRICASTIN-1 (5) et a BUGEY-5 (6) montrent 
que les defauts de gainage n'ont pas evolue lors des essais de 
suivi de charge. 
Des etudes parametriques ont ete effectuees pour determiner la 
sensibilite et le domaine de validite des methodes de determination 
du nombre et de la gravite des ruptures de gaine a partir des 
mesures d'activite primaire (7). 
5) PROCHAINES ETAPES 
- Le CTRC (Comile Technique Rejet Combustible) proposera en 1983 un 
terme source, pour le module 2, "relachement des produits de fission 
hors de l'U02", qualifie a partir de l'ensemble des resultats experi-
mentaux obtenus sur boucles et sur reacteurs. 
Developpement du code PROFIP pour traiter les reg1mes transitoires en 
particulier le ~onctionnement en telereglage et en suivi de charge. 




6) RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Evaluation du taux de relachement des produits de fission hors d'une 
rupture de gaine clans un reacteur a eau sous pression. 
Fonctionnement normal. Fiche 140-1-02. 
7) DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
(1) TIHANGE- Cycle 6 -Contamination en produits de fission du circuit 
primaire - Rapport SEN/82/60. 
(2) FESSENHEIM 1 - Cycle 3 - Contamination en produits de fission du 
circuit primaire. Note technique SEN/ECC/82-084. Mai 1982. 
(3) Mesure de la contamination du circuit primaire de la centrale de 
BUGEY- tranche 2 lors de l'arret pour rechargemcnt en juillet 1981 
(2eme cycle). Rapport SEN/82-140. Fevrier 1982. 
(4) TRICASTIN 1 - Cycle 1 - Activite en produits de fission du circuit 
primaire - Relachements des produits de fission volati s. 
Note technique SE,N/ECC/82-076. 
(5) TRICASTIN 1 - Cycle 2 - Activite en produits de fission du circuit 
primaire pendant les essais de suivi de charge. 
Note technique SEN/ECC/82-085. Juin 1982. 
(6) BUGEY 5 - Cycle 3 - Activite en produits de fission du circuit 
primaire pendant les essais de suivi de charge. 
Note technique SEN/ECC/82-095. Septembre 1982. 
(7) Sensibilite et domaine de validite des methodes de determination du 
nombre et de la gravite des ruptures de gaine a partir des mesures 
d'activite de l'eau primaire. 
Note technique SAER N° 82/290. Fevrier 1982. 
8) DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Documents internes, non disponib1es, sauf accord du CEA. 
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:RITICAL ANALYSIS OF ACCIDENT SCENARIOS ~ND 
:oNSEQUENCES MODELLING APPLIED TO LWR POWER PLANTS, 
FOR ACCIDENT CATEGORIES BEYOND THE DESIGN BASIS 
<\CC I DENT 
l'ITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 
CNITIATED: COMPLETED: (expected) 
Nov.1981 1982 
5TATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress 
1. GENERAL AIM 
ICLASSI:ICAT!ON: 
5.2 5.3 5.4 
COUNT?.Y: 
Italy 









V. FERR.A RA 
A.MANII:.IA 
a) To identify, for a limited number of salient hypothetical accident 
scenarios, relevant items of uncertainty or inadeguate knowledge and 
their quantitative bearing on the predicted consequences. 
b) To evide~tiate, thereby, possible shortcomings· in present assessment 
methode~ogies when applied to large accidents. 
c) To point out major areas of inadeguate knowledge and to suggest 
appropriate research yet to be considered. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES . 
For any major hypothetical accident case under scrutinity, the study 
deals with two consecutive aspects: 
a) The release, migration and abateme~t of activities within the 
containment boundary 
I 
b) The release o~ unabated activities to the atmosphere, thPir entrainmen: 
and deposition and the resulting consequ-ences as functLH! of time and 
distance to the source. 
3. EKPERIME~TAL FACILITIES AND PROGRAMME 
Theoretical study 
~. PROJECT STATUS 
1) Work in progress. Two accident scenarios are, up-to now, identified: 
the analysis of point a) and b) (Section n.2) are completed for one 
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TI7LE (2\GLISH L • .;.."'\GU AGE): CLASSIFICATION: 
CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF ACCIDENT SCENARIOS AKb 
CONSEQUENCES MODELLING APPLIED TO LWR POWE~ 5.2 5.3 5.4 
PLANTS, FOR ACCIDENT CATEGORIES BEYOND THE 
DESIGN BASIS 
of the t't·lO accident$ identified;the major results are: it is 
necessary to 
knowledge is 
investigate within some specific areas in which 
inadeguate (building effect, plum~ rise, etc.) 
5. NEXT STEP 
To complete the study and produce a technical report. 
6. RELATION TO OTHER PROGRAMS 
~a-investigate on some specific aspects described in the Rasmussen 
report (Wash 1400) and German · R·isk Study. 
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 
Benchmark. (comparison of models)- made: by OECD. 
8~ DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY 
To be re~uested directly to DG XII/D of CEC - Bruxelles. 
9. Additional information 





Benchtsze1traum/Penod Klassifikatlon/Ciassificatlon Kemze1chen1Project Number 
01.01.82 - 31.12.82 5.3 150 204 





KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Dose Reduction Reaktortechnik 
R 352, Erlangen 
Arbe1tsbeg1nn/lnitlated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vomabens/Project Leader 
01.04.76 31.03.83 E. Schick 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing 31.12.82 
1. General Aim 
Improvement of currently used units and development of advanced tech-
niques for the management of gaseous and liquid radioactive waste, 
their optimization and the application of both lab. and operational 
plant experience to technically mature systems. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2. 1 Gas treatment 
In order to reduce radiation exposure, the quantities of 
long-lived nucledes which are released by leakage and upon 
reactor shutdown will be reduced. as much as possible by con-
tinuous extract1on of radioactive gases from the primary 
coolant. 
2.2 Water-soluble radioactivity 
The target is the use of an ion exchanger specifi~ally for 
cesium, increased service lives and minimization of cesium 
buildup in the primary coolant, all of which will lead to a 
reduction of personnel exposure. In addition, waste water 
evaporator distillates from nuclear power plants will be 
decontaminated with I.T. to achieve optimum waste water 
purification. 
2.3 Decontamination 
Decontamination methods will be further developed for appli-
cation in a nuclear power plant for the reduction of exposure 
to personnel during repair work. 
- 2 -
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3. Research Program 
3.1 Gas treatment 
Laboratory test and evaluation of a noble gas separating 
test facility and development of a universally applicable 
system. Examination of oxygen and hydrogen measuring appa-
ratus and selection of measurement procedure. 
3.2 Water-soluble radioactivity 
Examinations of decontamination of primary coolant and waste 
water evaporator distillates with filters and ion exchangers. 
3.3 Decontamination 
Decontamination of large-scale tanks in NPPs by special 
methods; preparation and treatment of decontamination 
solutions. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Tests will be performed at model test facilities available either 
1n Erlangen or in NPPs. 
5. Progress to Date 
No further adsorption tests have been carried out because no 
additional funds were available. 
6. Results 
7. Next Steps 
The project will be completed. The final report will be compiled. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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Benchtszeitraum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
01.01.82 - 31.12.82 5.3 150 209 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Aktivierte Korrosionsprodukte in LWR- FRG 
Kreislaufen Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Activated Corrosion Products in LWR Loops Reaktortechnik 
R 45, Erlangen 
Arbe1tsbeginn/lnit1ated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.01.79 30.06.82 Dr. Neeb 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Completed 31.12.82 
1. General Aim 
Development of realistic contamination models for LWR reactor coolant 
circuits with the aim of reducing the activity level of the circuits 
and loops, i.e. to reduce irradiation exposure of the control and 
maintenance personnel in nuclear power plants. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Improvement and completion of our knowledge of the sources, forma-
tion mechanisms and transportation and deposition behaviour of those 
radionuclides which are primarily responsible for contamination of 
circuits and systems of LWRs, 'i.e. for the local dose rates in the 
• plant as well as for the activity inventory of radioactive wastes. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Compilation and evaluation of operating data for PWRs and 
BWRs. 
3.2 Data balancing in order to identify radionuclide sources. 




3. 5. 1 
3. 5. 2 
3.6 
3. 6. 1 
3. 6. 2 
Improvement of analytical methods. 
Specific PWR tests. 
Variation of operational parameters. 
Exchange behaviour of deposits and protective films. 
Specific BWR tests. 
Compilation of loop surfaces of various materials and their 
metal erosion rates. 
Contamination influence of materials with a high cobalt 
content in a neutron field. 
- 2 -
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3. Research Program 
3.1 Gas treatment 
Laboratory test and evaluation of a noble gas separating 
test facility and development of a universally applicable 
system. Examination of oxygen and hydrogen measuring appa-
ratus and selection of measurement procedure. 
3.2 Water-soluble radioactivity 
Examinations of decontamination of primary coolant and waste 
water evaporator distillates with filters and ion exchangers. 
3.3 Decontamination 
Decontamination of large-scale tanks in NPPs by special 
methods; preparation and treatment of decontamination 
solutions. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Tests will be performed at model test facilities available either 
in Erlangen or in NPPs. 
5. Progress to Date 
No further adsorption tests have been carried out because no 
additional funds were available. 
6. Results 
7. Next Steps 
The project will be completed. The final report will be compiled. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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3.7 List of PWR and BWR contamination. models. 
3.8 Direct nuclide related activity measurement. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
The necessary test facilities for radio-chemistry, the analysis and 
measurement techniques and the coolant chemistry and hot cell tech-
niques are available. All measurements necessary will be performed 
in KWU laboratories. 
Provision of various samples for analysis (system and fuel assembly 
deposits) and collection from a number of data points are closely 
tied in with reactor refuelling shutdowns. 
5. Progress to Date 
A mobile measurement unit intended for non-destructive direct 
measurement of nuclide-related activity concentration levels in 
piping deposits has been developed and used at GKN and KKI. The 
measuring unit consists of: a germanium radiation· detector, a colli-
mator, a lead shield, an analog electronics system with pile-up sup-
pression and pulse inserting type dead-time compensation, and a front-
end computer with a magnetic tape unit for mass storage. The spectra 
recorded have been evaluated on a central computer in the laboratory 
using newly developed software which allowed for exact dead-time 
and local dose rate compensation. The measuring unit has been cali-
brated against piping sections of typical diameters and wall thick-
nesses with line sources of selected nuclides attached on the 
inside; rotation of the pipes simulates a uniform distribution of 
activity on the inner surface of the pipe. 
6. Results 
The measuring system developed and the method of evaluation applied 
each proved their suitability in two cycles of measurements at GKN 
and KKI. 
7. Next Steps 
Work has been completed. The final report is being compiled. 
- 3 -
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8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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Berichtszeitraum!Period Klassifikatlon/Ciassificatlon Kennzeichen/Project Number 
01.01.82 - 31.12.82 5.3 150 403 
Vortlaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Reduzierung der Strahlenbelastung FRG 
Teilvorhaben 1 : Verminderung des Aktivitats- FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
aufbaus BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Reduction of Radiation Exposure Reaktortechnik 
Part 1 : Reduction of the Build-up Rate of 
Activity R 451, Erlangen 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeltsende/Completed Leiter des Vorttabens/Project Leader 
15.08.79 31.12.82 Dr. E. Schuster 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllligte Mlttei/Funds 
Completed 31.12.82 
1. General Aim 
System contamination shall be reduced by·lowering the amount of ac-
tivated corrosion products in the cooling systems loops of LWR plants 
thus lowering the exposure of personnel to radiation during mainte-
nance and inspection procedures. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The project objective "The reduction of the build-up rate of activity" 
shall be performed within this project in two different ways: 
2.1 As a supplement to project RS 209 knowledge on the formation and 
activation of corrosion products shall be extended with the aim 
of finding measures to reduce the amount of corrosion products 
in the coolant and to collect basic data for the dimensioning 
of high temperature filters. 
2.2 Operating parameters shall be determined in parallel to 2.1 
for an electromagnetic filter as a high-temperature filter for 
the removal of corrosion products from the coolant. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Formation and transport of corrosion products 
3.2 Investigation of deposition of corrosion products on the 
surface of the fuel rods of light water reactors 
3.3 A study of the use of an electromagnetic filter for purifi-
cation of reactor coolant in a nuclear power station 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Measurements on nuclear power plants. 
5. Progress to Date 
Re. 3.1 The operational evaluations which were already under way 
have been continued. The pH value at the operating tempera-
ture is one significant parameter in the formation and 
- 2 -
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transport of corrosion products. As the pH value at the 
operating temperature cannot be measured, reference material 
was studied to produce a realstic model to calculate the 
pH value. 
Re. 3.2 Further crud samples have been taken from the Isar nuclear 
power plant. On account of their high dose rate, these sam-
ples had to be opened and trea~ed in a· semi-hot cell. 
In the Gosgen nuclear power plant (Switzerland), crud samples 
have for the first time been taken from PWR fuel rods with 
the aid of the brushing equipment. Atomic absorption spectro-
scopy has been utilized to determine the Fe, Co, Ni, Cr, Mn, 
Cu and Zn content of all the samples, and their activity 
content in respect of Cr-51, Mn-54, Co-58, Co-60, Fe-59 and 
Zn-65 has been measured by y-spectrometry. 
Re. 3.3 A study has been made of various high-temperature filtration 
devices and several possible locations within the primary 
system. In addition, two different methods of calculating 
the effectiveness of high-temperature filtration have been 
compared. 
6. Results 
Re. 3.1 Mesmer's model was preferred for pH calculations. The pH 
values as a function of boric acid and lithium concentration 
are indicated in Figs. 1 and 2. 
Re. 3.2 To date, the chemical and radiochemical examinations of 
samples from the Isar NPP have yielded information on sur-
face density, activity levels and the element-specific 
activity of 60co. In the case of Isar NPP, the X-ray micro-
structure investigations indicated that haematite with 
particle sizes between 0.5 and 3 urn is the only constituent 
present in a crystalline phase. 
In the case of Gosgen, the investigation showed that aZr 
and Zr02 were present almost exclusively. 
The content levels detected in the samples are as follows: 
Elementcontents in \ 
NPPs Fe Co Ni Cr Mn Cu Zn 
Isar 75 0.1 0.3-0.6 0.2-0.6 0.1-0.3 0. 1 0.1-2.9 
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The Fe contents of the samples from lsar NPP only fluctuate 
slightly about the stated value; where the differences in 
the individual samples are greater, the minimum and maximum 
percentages are given. 
Re. 3.3 The high-temperature filter should have a flow rate equal to 
at least 0.5 \ of the primary system flow rate and should be 
incorporated in the bypass to the reactor coolant pumps. The 
filters which are suited to filtering activated corrosion 
products under PWR primary system conditions are the electro-
magnetic filter, the high-gradient magnetic separator and 
filter cartridges with a bonded metal fiber matrix. The 
radiation level on primary system components should be 
reduced by a factor of 2 at least. If there should be a 
requirement that the filter must be of the reverse pulse 
type, only the electro-magnetic filter is suitable for use 
in a PWR plant at the present state of the art. 
7. Next Steps 
Work has been completed. A final report will be compiled. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
pH values of borates according 
to MP.smer t•300 C 
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.... 
Fig. 1 Concentration in mgBor/kg 
pH value curve at 25 °C as a 
function of borate concentration 
and pH value at 300 °C 
ur-....-------------~ 





Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassiflkatlon/Ciasslficatlon Kennzetchen!Project Number 
01.01.-82 - 31.12.82 5.3 150 404 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Reduzierung der Strahlenbelastung FRG 
Teilvorhaben 3: Dosiseinsparende Arbeitsme- F~lnstltutlont.Sponsor 
thode fiir Reparaturen an Reaktorkomponenten BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Reduction of Radiation Exposure Reaktortechnik 
Part 3: Dose Reducing Work Procedures for 
Repairs to Reactor Components R 82, Erlangen 
Arbeitsbeginn/1 nitiated Arbeltsende/Completed Letter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
,15.08.79 31.12.82 R. Weber 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status· Berichtsdatum/Last Updating BewiUigte Mlttei!Funds 
Completed 31.12.82 
1. General Aim 
The increasing use of nuclear energy is also accoumpanied by an 
increase in expenditure for inspection and repair time and thus an 
increase in the radiation dose for such work procedures. 
2. Particular Objectives 
In order to counteract the tendency to increase ihe number of persons 
exposed to radiation and in order to reduce the radiation dose for 
' certain work procedures, work methods and equipment shall be devel-
oped which either accelerate the work procedures or enable personnel 
to remain at a greater distance from the components undergoing repair. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Application study on ultrasonic examination methods 
3.2 Study of the replacement or repair of primary circuit 
components 
3.3 Repair methods for RPV sealing surfaces 
3.4 Plasma-cutting in large depths of water. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Some of the experimental facilites for RS 2703 will be used. 
5. Progress to Date 
Re. 3.1 The method of disassembly has been investigated in respect 
of both components. There are two possibilities: 
- removal of the whole component, tilting, transfer from the 
containment to a store on site 
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- breaking down the components, packing the sections into 
containers, transfer of the containers through the equip-
ment hatch to the store (ultimate storage facility). 
Re. 3.3 In addition, the pros and cons of dry breakdown and wet 
breakdown (under water) have been examined. 
The viable cutting methods have been investigated. 
6. Results 
Work on disassembly of the two components leads to the following 
conclusions: 
Re. 3.1 g~~~!2~-E~~~~~~~-Y~~~~!~ 
Although the removal and outward transfer of the whole com-
ponent is an attractive option in view of the time saved 
thereby, radiation protection considerations weigh against 
it, as very extensive shielding measures must be taken to 
keep the exposure of personnel and the environment to 
radiation as low as possible. Appropriate shielding on the 
vessel is heavy and causes overloading of the reactor 
building crane, shields along the route from the containment 
to the store are bulky and must be discounted on grounds of 
economic viability. Neither of these courses seems very 
sensible and neither has been pursued further. Breaking down 
the component on site, packing the sections into containers 
and transferring the containers through the equipment hatch 
is a feasible solution. In adopting this option, it is expe-
dient to exploit the good shielding effect of water by 
breaking down the component under water. The reactor cavity 
is flooded and the reactor pressure vessel broken down under 
remote control. 
§!~~~-g~~~~~!2~~ 
The surface activity level of the steam generator is consid-
erably lower than that of the reactor pressure vessel. Re-
moval and outward transfer of the whole component is thus 
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Re. 3.3 The viable cutting methods for breaking down the reactor 
pressure vessel have been investigated. The following 
cutting methods are suitable: 
- arc cutting 
- flame cutting 
- milling 
7. Next Steps 
Work has been completed. A final report will be compiled. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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Benchtszeitraum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen!Project Number 
01 . 01 . 82 - 31 . 12.82 5.3 06.01.11/'21A (PNS 4311) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Untersuchungen zur Wechselwirkung von Spaltprodukten 
FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor und Aerosolen in LWR-Containments BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Investigations on the interactions of fission product Karlsruhe GmbH (KfK) 
and aerosols in LWR-Containment Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 
(PNS)-LAF I 
Arbeitsbeg•nn/lnitlated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens!Project Leader 
01.01.77 31 . 12. 1985 Dr. w. Schock 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing 22.01.1983 
1. General Aim 
The deposition of radioactive aerosols inside the containment building between 
formation and release to the environment has been recognized as a means of 
mitigating the radiological consequences of hypothetical accidents. To be able to 
describe and assess the various attenuation and removal mechanisms quantitatively 
will improve the validity of calculations in safety analyses. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The objective of the project is to describe the removal of airborne particulate 
radioactivity from the post accident atmosphere of an LWR containment. For this 
purpose a computer code NAUA is being developed on the basis of an experimentally 
verified numerical model, and large scale aerosol behaviour experiments are conduc-
ted. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Development of the NAUA model to describe the aerosol behaviour. 
3.2 Experimental investigations of aerosol behaviour in steam atmospheres 
3.3 Verification of the model and extrapolation to real containment systems 
3.4 Large scale experiments to demonstrate the model 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The NAUA facility consists of a 3m3 thermostated vessel with an operating tempe-
rature range from 20 to 150 oc in a saturated steam atmosphere. Peripheral 
instrumentation includes aerosol sources, steam generation and all necessary 
particles measurement devices. The large scale experiments will be conducted in 
the model containment at Battelle, Frankfurt which is a model of Biblis B in a 
1 : 4 scale. 
The computer code NAUA (current version Mod4) calculates the aerosol removal pro-
cesses sedimentation, thermophoresis and diffusion, the coagulation and the steam 
condensation onto the particles by use of the significant thermodynamic functions 
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for realistic PWR core melt down sequences. 
5. Progress to date 
06.01.11/2IA (PNS 4311) 
The code version NAUA Mod4 was released to the USNRC and to the EPRI. A workshop 
was performed at EPRI, Palo Alto on March, 29-30, 1982 to introduce the code to 
the potential users in the USA. 
The calculations of aerosol transport and removal during a low pressure core melt 
accident with release category FK2 have been completed. Past test calculations of 
NSPP aerosol experiments have been performed. 
The planning of the large scale experiment DEMONA (Demonstration Experiment for 
Modeling of Nuclear Aerosols) was continued. The experiments will be conducted in 
the period 1983-1985 in the Model Containment at Battelle Frankfurt. Participants 
will be KfK/LAF I, Battelle Frankfurt, EIR WUrenlingen and KWU Erlangen. Besides 
KfK, BMFT and EIR will contribute to the funding of the project. The preparation 
of the experiment has been started. 
The pre-tests of the aerosol instrumentation for the BETA experiment were complete~ 
6. Results 
The aerosol removal calculations for the release category FK2 (following the 
German Risk Study) have been completed. In the calculations not only the contain-
ment but additionally the annulus and the auxiliary building have been modeled. 
Reductions factors of approximatelySinthecontainment, 3 in the annulus, and 
10 in the auxiliary building were obtained for the released aerosols. This gives 
a total reduction by a factor of 140 calculated with NAUA as compared to a factor 
of 4 in the German Risk Study. 
Past test calculations have been performed for experiments carried out in the 
NSPP vessel at ORNL. In the NSPP 400 series of experiments the behaviour of uo2 
aerosols is measured in saturated steam NAUA-Mod 4 underestimated the removal 
rates considerably, which shows that an additional deposition mechanisms must 
have been active during the experiment. Such a mechanism could be diffusiophoretic 
deposition due to large flows of condensing steam to the vessel walls during the 
experiments. Including a preliminary model for diffusiophoresis in NAUA an excel-
lent agreement between measured and calculated aerosol concentrations could be 
obtained. The modeling of diffusiophoresis will thus be pursued with high priority. 
The planning of the DEMONA project has been intensified and experimental prepara-
tions have been initiated. The time schedule contains a number of seven tests 
in the period from late 1983 to the end of 1984. Using a basic set of thermodynmic 
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category FK6), variations of aerosol and steam source rates and also of the 
geometric structure of the Model Containment are planned. Non-radioactive 
mixed aerosols will be used, composed of up to four different metal oxides, which 
are generated by vaporizing and oxidizing metal powders in a plasma flame. 
Time dependent measurements will be made of all relevant thermodynamic data and 
aerosol parameters as generation rates, airborne and depleted masses, size 
distributions of both solid and liquid components. 
Scaping calculations with NAUA-Mod4 have been performed to identify the required 
aerosol generation rates and to quantify the influence of the containment 
leakage on the accuracy of aerosol measurements. A test rig was constructed in 
which optimal operating conditions for the aerosol generator and feed lines will 
be experimentally tested. Further experimental work was conducted to test an 
optical mass monitor for airborne aerosol concentrations. 
The preparatory acitivites of EIR, BF and KWU are reported elsewhere. 
The tests of aerosol measurement methods for the BETA project have been completed. 
The apparatus will be constructed in 1983. 
7. Next Steps 
The aerosol generator tests will be conducted in early 1983. After construction 
of the aerosol measuring devices operational testing and calibration will be done 
in the NAUA vessel. 
A thermodynamic test run of the Model Containment is scheduled in 1983, after 
which the installations.of the instrumentation will take place. The facility 
should be ready for operation by the end of 1983. 
8. Relation to other Projects 
PNS 4315, PNS 4331; Cooperation with BF, EIR, KWU in the DEMONA project 
9. References 
w. Schock, H. Bunz: Best estimate calculations of fission product release to 
the environment for some PWR core melt accident sequences, Int. Meeting on 
Thermal Nuclear Reactor Safety, Chicago, 1983 
H. Bunz, W. Schock: Transport und RUckhaltung von Aerosolen im Containment bei 
Kernschmelzunfallen, Fachtagung Reaktorsicherheit der KTG, Karlsruhe, Juni 1982 




Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen!Project Number 
01.01.82 - 31.12.82 5.3 06.01.14/13A (PNS 4414) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Bestimmung der lodkomponenten in der Abluft von -
Siedewasserreaktoren F~lnstitutiont.Sponsor 
BMFT / BMI 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Determination of the Iodine Species in the Exhaust Karlsruhe 





Arbeitsbeginn/1 nitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Lelter des VorhabensiProject Leader 
01.01.1980 31.12.1983 H. Deuber 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllllgte Mlttei!Funds 
in progress December 1982 
I . General Aim 
Improvement of the assessment of the environmental impact of radioiodine 
released with the exhaust air of boiling water reactors; improvement of the 
ventilation concept of boiling water reactors (BWRs). 
2. Particular Objectives 
Determination of the radioiodine species elemental iodine (12), particulate 
iodine, and organic iodine (CH3I) in the exhaust air of BWRs. (Assumed ratio 
of the thyroid doses caused by the release of equal amounts of these species 
1n the FRG 100: 10 : 1.) 
3. Research Program 
Operation of radioiodine species samplers in the exhaust air of BWRs. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Rigs for the operation of radioiodine species samplers in the exhaust air 
of BWRs. 
5. Progress to Date 
Continuous measurements in a BWR (BWR 4) with radioiodine species samplers 
in the stack exhaust and in the various exhausts within the plant contributing 
to the stack exhaust. 
6. Results 
The main results of the 131 1 measurements in the stack exhaust and in the 
various exhausts within the plant over a period of 12 months are as follows: 
2 
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a) In the stack exhaust the fraction of the radiologically decisive 
elemental 131r was 45 % on an average. The remainder consisted nearly 
completely of organic l31r. 
b) The elemental 131 r released with the stack exhaust was largely contributed 
by the unfiltered reactor building exhaust (throughput ea. 110 000 m3/h). 
An other important source of the elemental l3lr released to the environ-
ment was the unfiltered turbine building exhaust (throughput ea. 120 000 m3/h). 
c) The potentially high release of elemental 131 1 with the purge air was 
strongly reduced by iodine filtration(DF > 103). 
7. Next Steps 
Performance and termination of corresponding measurements in an other boiling 
water reactor. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
H. Deuber: Die physikalisch-chemischen 131 r-Komponenten in der Abluft eines 
Siedewasserreaktors (SWR 4), KfK 3424 (1982). 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
KfK literature department. 
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Berichtszeitraum/Perlod Klassiflkatlon/Ciasslflcatlon Kennzelchen/Project Number 
01.01.83 - ~1.12.83 5.3 06.01.14/14A (PNS 4415) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Development and Improvement of Exhaust Air Filters 
for Accident Conditions F~lnatltutlont.Sponsor 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Entwicklung und Verbesserung von Abluftfiltern filr Karlsruhe (KfK) 
Storfallbedingungen. 
Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 
{PNS) 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Letter des Vorhabens!Project Leader 
01 .o1 J<nR 31.12.1983 DI Dillmann 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsclatumllast Updating Bewilligte MltteiJFunds 
Continuing December 1981 
I. General Aim 
Improvement of ventilation systems for operation under accident conditions 
in order to increase environmental protection around LWR nuclear power 
stations. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Specification of performance requirements for HEPA filters for operation 
under accident conditions. 
2.2 Upgrading and, if applicable, new development of particulate air filter 
elements in conformity with 2.1. 
3. Research Programme_ 
3.1 Definition and analysis of accidents eventually endangering ventilation 
systems and estimation of the load parameters to be expected. 
3.2 Establishment of a performance specification for HEPA filter elements to 
be used under accident conditions. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Laboratory test facilities, technical test bench (TAIFUN) for measurement 
of the removal efficiency of full-scale particulate air filter elements 
under high temperatures and high humidities. A Testrig ist build for measur-
ing the dust holding capacity of filter elements. 
S. Work Performed 
Ad 3.1 Since at present the input data for the NAUA code to be applied to core 
melt accidents are discussed, the computations have been discontinued for 
the time being . However, it is evident that the challenges on an exhaust 
air filter system will become lower than the values used in previous 
2 
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computations. Since the conditions resulting from first computations 
are considered to be perfectly controllable by a post-accident exhaust air 
filter system, reserves are still available in the development potential. 
Ad 3.2 The investigations into metal fiber filters were continued. On 2 IJID fiber 
filters measurements were performed of the removal efficiency under normal 
conditions, at elevated temperature and elevated pressure with varying face 
velocities. A first high loading test was performed. 
To investigate the dust holding capacity a measurement technology had been 
ordered which will be upgraded on the basis of the first tests and allow to 
make measurements of the removal efficiencies on different prefilters, 
specific to particle sizes. This is to allow a faster evaluation (without 
SEM pictures) and optimization of the prefilters. 
6. Results Obtained 
Ad 3.1-
AD 3.2 When 2 ).liD fibers were used, decontamination factors > 105 were achieved 
with face velocities up to 40 cm/s. The tests at elevated temperature were 
carried out up to 200 °C. With increasing temperature an increase in the 
removal efficiency was found, namely by a factor 5 upon transition from 
room temperature to 200 °C. The influence of the humidity of the air was 
studied up to 95 % RH. No significant influence of the humidity of the air 
was found. The influence of pressure on the removal behavior was studied 
within the range of 1-5 bar. For the face velocity values between 30 and 
40 cm/s were chosen. With increasing pressure the removal efficiency de-
creases while the other conditions remain the same. First tests performed 
on highly loadable all-metal prefilters were started. Extremely high values 
of loading of approx. 5 kg/m2 filter surface were attained for a particle 
size between 1 and 10 ).liD (n ~ 97 %). 
7. Plans for Future Work 
Ad 3.1 Work will be continued with new input data to the extent they are derived 
from other working programs. 
Ad 3.2 The test of the metal fiber filters will be carried on under variation of 
the combination of pressure, temperature and relative humidity. The in-
vestigations in the efficiency of prefilters, specific to particle sizes 
and dust holding capacity, will be continued. 
3 
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8. Relation with Other Projects 




17th DOE Nuclear Air Cleaning Conference 
H.-G. Uillmann, H. Pasler; 
06.01.14/14A (PNS 4415) 
Experimental Investigations of Aerosol ·Filtration with Deep Bed Fiber 
Filters . 
10. Availability of Reports 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
01.01.82 - 31.12.82 5.3 06.01.14/15A (PNS 4416) 
Vorhaben/Pro)ect Title Land/Country 
Investigation into the behaviour of HEPA filters 




Studium des Verhaltens von Schwebstoffiltern unter Karlsruhe (KfK) 
hoher Temperatur, Luftfeuchte und erhohtem Differenz-
druck. Projekt Nukleare Sic her-
heit (PNS) 
Arbeitsbeginn/1 nitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Lelter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.1.1981 31.12.1985 Dr. V. Riidinszer 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status BerichtsdatumA.ast Updating Bewllllgte Mittei!Funds 
I. General Aim 
Improvement of filter systems 1n view of accident situations. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Investigations into the response of HEPA filters under the challenges of 
high temperature, high humidity and high differential pressure. 
2.2 Upgrading and new development of particulate air filters. 
3. Research Programme 
3.1 Testing the filtering efficiency at high temperatures including the 
development of a new suitable measurement procedure. 
3.2 Improvement of humidity measurement and investigation into the flow-
resistance characteristics of HEPA filters at high humidity. 
3.3 Testing the structural response of HEPA filters at static pressure 
differentials under room air conditions. 
3.4 Planning and build-up an installation for testing HEPA filters under 
the combined challange of elevated differential pressure, high rel. 
humidity and/or high temperature. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Laboratory test facilities, technical test bench (TAIFUN) for measurement 
of the removal efficiency of full-scale particulate air filter elements 
at high temperatures and high humidities. Expansion of the testing 
facilities so as to allow examination of the mechanical stability at 
high differential pressure. 
2 
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5. Work Performed 
Ad 3.1 With respect to the determination of the aerosol mass concentration 
an instrument which provides flameless atomic adsorption spectroscopy 
was obtainedand tested. A method for the solubilization of the aerosol 
substance deposited on the nuclepore filters was worked out. 
Ad 3.2 Investigations into the response of HEPA filters to high humidity, in the 
range of 60 % RH and also under exposure to fog conditions, both at 50 °C 
was condinued. One new HEPA filter and two filters, respectively, preloaded 
with ambient dust up to 700 and 800 Pa pressure drop at rated flow, were 
tested during time periods between 150 and 250 h. 
Ad. 3.3 A third, extensive, program to further investigate the response of HEPA 
filters to high differential pressure was carried out at the Los Alamos 
National Laboratory (LA.~) test facility. It included about 70 structural 
tests and an additional 25 tests to determine filter flow resistance 
characteristics. 
Ad. 3.4 The design of the planned facility BORA was carefully revised in order 
to extend flexibility of operation and to reduce equipment costs. 
6. Results Obtained 
Ad 3.1 Concentrations of the chosen thermally stable aerosol substances down 
to 0.1 ~g/ml can be measured reliably enough to allow the determination 
of decontamination factors greater than 103 • 
Ad 3.2 Under 100 % rel. humidity the filter resistance at rated flow increased 
up to 1000 Pa with the new filter and up to between 1400 and 3500 Pa with 
the preloaded filters. Operation under fog conditions further increased 
the pressure drop and resulted in structural failure at 3.3 kPa differ-
ential pressure with the new metal frame high temperature filter and 
at 6.3 and 4.7 kPa with the preloaded filters with wooden frames and an 
elastomeric sealant. 
Ad 3.3 The results obtained for the structural limits and the flow resistance 
characteristics of the HEPA filters tested, are consistent with earlier 
results. The structural limits of two types of modified conventionally 
pleated filters with wooden frames were found to exceed 27 kPa. 
Ad 3.4 Significant modifications in the design of the test facility BORA resulted 
in an extention of the range of operating conditions as well as in a 
considerable reduction in the equipment costs. The Contracts for the 
construction of the test facility were negotiated and signed. 
3 
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7. Plans for Future Work 
Ad 3.1 The new method for the determination of filter efficiency will be tested 
under ambient conditions and checked against standard procedures. 
Ad 3.2 The investigations into the flow resistance characteristics of HEPA 
filters at high humidities will be persued. 
Ad 3.3 The results of the 3rd series of filter tests at the LANL-facility will 
be evaluated and documented. One more series will be carried out at the 
LANL-facility to conclude the investigations of currently standard 
commercial filters under air conditions of ambient temperature and 
humidity. 
Ad 3.4 The construction of the facility BORA will be concluded by the end 
B. 
of 1983. The system for the humidification will be designed and built. 
The R+D-instrumentation and the data acquisition system will assembled, 
and tested. 
Relation with other Projects 
PNS 06.01.14/14A, SR 0148/1, SR 290 
9. Literature 
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I PROJECT LEADER 
Giorgio CURZIO 
SCIENTISTS·: 
F. CASTELLAN I 
Pis a 
A. GENTILI, L.PIEVE 
s. VAGLINI 
Theorettc.:.tl and experimental research on the general problcos 
1nvolved in t~e production, release, treatment, storage and mea-
surements of radioacttve gases. 
2. Parttcular ~~ecdves 
.'.: ~cconutr•,tlldtu>n of t.horeactor off-gasbymeiU\5 of udsorpt1on deluy beds. 
2. l.: ,Q,ar:Lctenr.at l.on of tho nd.sorbcnt moJiu :uLJ deluy hn..\5 in l..1borutory 
<u1d tu!l scale 
2.1.2. AcceptJnce und periodical 
:~nL' tl1•!ustrl;~l sc:lll'· 
tests of deluy bedsin laboratory 
:?.2 Decontamination of the reactor o[f-~a5 by means of cryog1mic tochniQtlt.":> 
,L!1J otlt~r 1not.hods. 
2.3 Treatment of the reprocessing plant off-gas, 
:?.3.1 CryoKenic dl.sttllntton. 
2.3.2 Absor~tlon in organic solvent. 
2.3.3 Experimental determination of the concentration of nobles gas~s 
and other gaseous radwaste in the off-gJs of a reprocesstng 
plant. 
85 ~.l Storage of Kr • 
8369 
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2.4.1 Stora~e by bottling (eventually in containers filled with 
adsorbent Media). 
2.4.2 StoraRe by trapptn~ in solid matrixes 
2.5 Cost-benefit analysis 
2.5.1 Cost-benefit ~nalysis of nuclear reactors off-gas treatment 
systems. 
2.5.2 Cost-benefit analists of reprocessing plants off-gas treatment 
systems. 
2.6 Exper1nental determination of the Kr 85 concentration in air. 
2.6.1 EnvironMen~ concentration determination 
2.6.2 Concentratton measures 1n the neig~boroug~ of nuclear plants. 
2.7 Radon aosorptton on cnarcoal beds. 
2 : 7 . 1 ·Ads or p t 1 on cha-r a c ~ t er is t i c s i n 1 ab or at o ry s c a 1 e 
2.7.2 Desi~n of tndustrial scale adsorption devices. 
3. ~~X_l?_':_r i m <:.r:_~i!.:..l_i..:.'I_0J.i..t 1 es_ 
a) C11arcnal ~H·d tcsttn•: facility in dyn'tlmic conditions 
1l) ~uclcat· detection dev.ccs 
C) .Granular Charcoal teStinV, facilities in c.lynUl!UC anu stating adsorption 
cond i. t tons. 
d) f-actlitie~ for off-gas characterization. 
4. ~Ct StdCUS 
:ten~ 2.1, i.2 and 2.5 are completed and need only a periodical up to 
dattng. 
!rems 2.3, 2.~ are tn development and wilt 8 ~e completed in the frame t'' a stucy concerninl( the philosophy of 1\r mana)o!ement and will be 
comp l •! t cd 
!tem ~.0 ~s in oroRram and item 2.7 is in development and will be com-
plPt"et! at the end Ot the 19H3. 
5. ~ext Steps: with reference to the objectives listed 1n point 2. 
6. !\elatton to other projects and codes 
"Test1n~ of che fi~tcr systems used i'n nuclear plAnts for particle 
and 1odine rc'lloval". 
7. 1\c fen•nce Jocumen ts 
1. f-. CASTELL:\NI, G. CURZJO, A.GENTlLT:"Un problema di conduzione 
del c:1lore in un mezzo cilindrico omogeneo con sorgente in movtmento" 
La T('rmorecntca, VoL XXXI, 3 (1977) 
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2. F. Cr\STELLANf 1 C. CURZfO. A. GENTfLr:"F<Jcdtttes for Contltt1on1ng 
.'lob1e Gases ;>roduceJ by Nuclear Power Reactors tn l~est Europe" 
Kerntecllntk 1~(1) 1 (1977) 
3. F.CASTELL\:-11 1 G. CURZf0 1 A.. GENT!LI :"Anallst cor.~parauva tra 1 
ststemt J1 trattanento Jet gas nobtli raJioatttvt prodotti negli 
tmntanti Nucle.Jrt" 
Attt Istttuto <11 Impl.&ntl Nucleari 1 Untvcrsit~ dt Ptsa 1 RP 280(77) 
4. F. CASTELLAN!, l~. CURZIO, A. GENTILI :"Stocca!(~lo J1 ga·s nobtli 
radtoatttVl 1n bombole o contenenti carbone attivo: valutazione 
dei costt". 
At t i r s t i tu to d 1 Imp i anti t\ u c 1 ear i , IJ n i v er s i t a tit P 1 sa , I{ P Zll 3 ( 7 7 ) 
S. F.' CASTI.:LLA~f 1 G. CURZlO, A.. GENT!Ll :"~letodolo6ia dt collaudo dJ 
un ststema di trattarnento per 11 rtla~cto rttardato tit gas nobilt 
rad.toattlVI nrouottt ne~Oi tml')ianti nucleart". 
Att1 lstttuto tit im~tantt Nucle;J!'l 1 UrllVOSttil d1 P1sa, RP2S4(77) 
6. F. CAS'HLLAN!, C. CURZI0 1 A. GENTILI :"CollauJo del ~ts.tema ell ri-
tcnzlone Jet ~as nobtlt radioatttvi della Centrale ENEL -IV di 
Caorso". 
Attt Istttuto dt Imotantl Nucleart 1 UnivcrsttJ d1 PtSa 1 RP28S(77) 
7. F. CASTEL:..ANI 1 G.CURZfO, A. GENT!LT:" ~lctodt di controllo dell 1 ef-
ftctenza JJ un s1stcna .1 fuoriuscita r1tardata det ~as nob1l1 radto-
attivt proJotti per fissione" 
Attt lst1tuto dt Im~1anti Nuclcari, UniversLtA dt Ptsa, RP29S(77) 
B. F. CASTELI.A.'II 1 G. CURZrG, A. GENT!LI :"CaratterizzaZlone d1 matertah 
a Js orb en t 1 J 1 ); as no ln l i raJ i oat t 1 vi" 
Atti Istttuto J1 Imp1anti Nuclear1, Univers1ta J1 
RP 315 (78;, RP 334(76). 
9. F CASTELI.i\.'II, G. CURZ!O, A. GE:-.'T!L!: "Le pti!gea~e 
les ustncs dt• retrattcment Je combusttble''. 
Pisa, RP 310(78) 
Seminar on ratltoactLVe Effluents from Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing Plants 
Karksrulle 22- 25 nov. 1977. 
10. F. CASTELLA:-.11, G. CURZIO, A. GE~TlLr :"Caorso off-gas system: ac-
CC!"Jl'.l~e t•~st of the noble ~:ases Jctay charcoal beds". 
5t~ Technical ~feettn~. ,'\uclex 187!1, Hasel 3-7 Ottobre 1978. 
11. F. CASTELLANf, G. C:URZIO : ConcentraZlone di l\r 85 nclle bombole 
commercta1t dt f\rypton" 
Attl Istltuto dt rmpLantl Nucleari I Untverstta dt Pisa, RP 362(79) 
85 1:?. G. CURZl0 1 P.l'.~l!QUEL, R.O.POIZilORN: "Krypton management" 
Ftrst f:urorean Coml'lunLty Conference on Ra1.hoact1Ve ~lanage:nentanJ 
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5. 3 
d is po~ a l . 
Luxe:nbourl!, 20-23 :.lay 19!!0 
!3. F. CASTI:i.i.t\~1. G. CUiHiO, ,\, G[~TILI, A. i.I:L:Df.'i, I'.P.~IIQUI:i.: 
"l.tUtll" comparattvt' des ~tr:Jte~:tes de gest1on llu Krypton 85~ 
Rapporto finalP in corso di ~tampa come Rapporto. 
14. F. CASTI:i.LANI, G.ClJRZ!O, A. GENT!l.I, L. PIL:VE:"Caratterizza-
ztone del riLasclo dc1 rad1onucl1Cli in fase g.1ssosa nel corso 
delle oneraz.1on1 d1 tagl10 (' di. dissoluzionc prcsso l'i.mp1anto 
p1lota Eurcx, d1 elcmentl di combustibile 1rraggiato in reatto-
re tino CANDU". 
EUR 7934. In corso d1 pubblica~ione. 
15. F. CASTELLANI, G. ClJRZiO, A. Gi:NTILI :"Effctti dell'irr·a~glanento 
sulle caratter1St1chc <.ll aosorb1mcnto del l\r su carbone attivo" 
Atti lstltuto d1 lmp1ant1 ~uclearl RP ~79(81) 
16; F. CASTCLLA~i, G. CUiUIO, A. GENT!Lr :" Effcttl dell'1mp1ego pro-
lun~ato sulle caratter1St1cne di adsorbimcnto del Kr su carbone 
attlVO" 
Atti lstltu"to di Im:Hanti Nuclcari RL 496(81) 
17. G. ClJRZIO, G.ROSSI :"~lcssa .1 punto di un t:1sposit1vo ~er la de-
terminazlnnc del c:1r1CO d1 rottura di matcr1a1i granulari" 
Atti Istituto di lm!Jianti Nucleari RL 497(81) 
18. F. CASTEl.LMil, G. CURZIO, L.PIEVE :"Determ1nanone delle carat-
teostichc dt adsorbtmento del Rn su carbon1 attlVl:realizzazio-
ne del s1stcma di m1sura'', 
Attl lstltuto di Imp1anti t-.ucleari RL 499\8i) 
19. F. ~ASTELL,\:--.1, G. CURZiO, A. Gf:.NTILI :" ,\na!iSl di un Ststema dt 
• ritardo a bassa tcmperatura dei gas nobili radioattivi prodott1 
per flSStonc" 
Atti Istttuto 01 lmptantl Nucleari RL 500(~1) 
s. DcDrC(' or ;JVatlaill!LtV 
-.l----------- ---..J-
AVallabllLtY of renorts related to t~P work Ln progress is subjected 
to the aut~or1zat1on of the sponsor1ng organization. 
9. ,\ddttional fnform.ltton 
Budget forf'seen: .1bout 50 mtll1ons Lit, without cons1der1ng s.<~lanes. 
Tecnnic1ans: one,part-t1me 
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i Sa 1 vat ore LA}; Z A 
liiNITIATED: COMPLETED: :sCIENTISTS: 
1 
end of 1967 i 
tr-S __ U_S _________ ...._LA_S_T_U_PD_A_T_I_N_G-·.-----' Ilia no € I UCC I ( •) 
TAT : 1 Anton10 CUCCURU(oo. in progress · 1 
May ~982 jGiovanru WIIWilll 
(
0
) A. CUCCURU of CAMEN 
( ·~) G. U::N&\RD I of 8\b\ 
1) General a1m 
T e s t1 n g o r t he e f f i c i o n c y o f HE P A and i o d i no f i ~ t e rs b o t h i n L d b o r a t o r y 
and in situ, w1th reference to standard or accident condit1ons. 
2) Particular obJ~CtLYcs 
a) Compar1son of the 1odine and froon methods, used for test1ng charconl 
f1lters 1n s1tu. 
b) Testini of the eff1c1ency of materials usdd 1n nuclear plants for lO-
dinc remova~ 1n strictly controlled cond1t10n3 of temperature, veloc, 
ty and rolat1vo hum1d1ty of gas stream. 
c) Eff1c1ency det.<Hmlnatlon of t-wo llEPA filters 1n Cii'ICado. 
d) Test 1 n i> of HEl'A f llt er s under heavy euvlT011Jnental condltlOns (high tempo r a-
turc and relative humidity, overflow), Wlth different part1cle ~1ze 
d1stribut1on. 
3) Exper1m_ental facll1t1es .and pro,,p·am 
Fac1lit1e': 
- ol Tlg orerat"d below the atmospheric pressure and related instrumenta-
tt on.. £ o r t c • tl n R If L Jl A f i 1 t e r s by N a C 1 , DO P , u ran 1 ne a n d con de n s a t 1 on 
nucle1 methoJs; 
- .1 rqr and t:-1e related instrumentation for testing CoiJ\lllerclal charcoal 
f1lter5 by Freon and 10d1ne methods; 
- an apparatu3 to perform iodine efficiency tests on granular beds. 
Program: 
a) to perform 5ome sots of tests On charcoal filters to try to relate 
freon and methyl 1odide efficiency; 
b) to improve the performance of the apparatus far iodine tests on gran~ 
lar beds so that H.T. and P. tests can bo eastly run; 
c) to perform effiClency tests on commercial HEPA filters with monodisper 
se aerosol to comp.1ro their results with pol1disper5e aerosols' ones: -
. f i r s t s t er : s i n 1: l c f 11 t er s 
. further ~tcp~: cascade 
d) the apparatus related to the tests mentioned in point Z.d. 
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va 1. 
5.3 
4) ~iect St.ttus 
5) 
With reference to the point 2 
a) A new ri~ and the related instrumentation has been assembled 
and preltminary tests were performed. 
b) The apparatus has been qualified to perform todtne tests at 
atmosphere pressure, temperature rangtnR from room to 150°C, 
veloctty up to SO cm/sec,water vapour content up to 0.~ g H20/g dry air. 
c) Th is i. t em is i n s tan d by . 
d) Project of theapparatus is under preparation. 
~ext Steno; 
- To run tests of item 3a 
- To improve the apparatus of point 4b 
- To design the apparatus of item 2d 
- To improve urantne testing method for the ob;cctive Zc 
6) Relation to other proiects 
"f7ission prod,tced radioactive noble gases treatment". 
7) ~eference docu~cnts 
l. LANZA S., MAZZ!NI M. et Alii 
"Testtn~ ~lethods for Iodtnc Filters of :-luclear Plants" 
Paper presented at the Semtnar on lodtne Fllter Testlng 
o;ponsort>d b)l' CCE at Karlsruhe (RTF), 4-6 December 1973 
2. CUCCURU ,\., KUNZ P., M1\ZUN! ~1. 
··rxpenments of Htgh efftctt>ncy Aerosol Filtration" 
Paper presented at the Semtnar on High Efftctency Aerosol 
1·, ltrarion sponsored by CCE at Aix-en-Provence (F), ZZ-
Z5 :-.lov. 1971i. 
3 • ~\A Z Z l N I ~~ • 
":n Situ ant.! tn Laboratory Testing of HEPA Filters in Italyn 
P.tper presl!ntcd at the Seminary in lhgh Efftciency Aerosol 
rtltratton sponsored by CCE at Atx-en-Provence (F), 22:25 
'loveml>er 19.l1J. 
4. cuccuRu :\., ~tA;:z.rNr ~., rnoDI v. 
"'~ltsure dt efftctenZJ ui un SlStema COStltllttO ua due fi.ltrt 
per rarttccllc lll scrie". 
~: e "'o r t:t p r c s e n t a t a ;tl C o n v e g no u e 1 1 ' A I F S P R , n 1 s a 2 S - 2 9 o t t . 1 9 7 6 
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Testing of the filter systems used in 
nuc~ear plants for particle and iodtne 
removal, 
5 . l.A ~ Z A S . , ~!A Z Z I :-1 I ~1. , P I SAN I U . 
CLASS!FieAT!ON: 
5. 3 
"L'e~sat en sttu et en laboratoire des flltres a todc en ltalle" 
!AEA ')\'-2·15/·IS, pi!oer presented at the fnternattonal Symposium 
on rn an :1 gem en t o f ~ ,1 s c o us was t e s t r o m nu c l c a r fa c ilt t i e s . V 1 c n n a 
t:-l- 2 2 1:e 1H. L9110 
6. CIUCC! I, CUCCURU A., LANZA S. 
"Expertmental companson of halogenated hydrocarbons and CH3 r traced 
uy 1 -~31 as test :li.!ents for tmprcgn,ttt!d dtarcoal beds". 
P.1per pre~,entcd at" Semtnar on iod1ne removal from gas•eous effluent~ 
in the nuclear industry" CEC, ~lol. 21-24 Septemb't!r l98l. 
8. ~egree of avni 1a~i_~~ 
l{eferences are free, Please, contact: S. LA~ZA -Dipartimento dt Co-
struuont ~!cccaniche e .\/ucleari. Via Diotisalvi, 2--56l00 PISA, ITA!'( 
9. Additional tnformation 
For Of\~ year the budget will be about Lire 100 ~lillions 
wtthout any constderation of sa!nries. Two laboratory operators 
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PROJECT LEADER : 
G. Be one. G. Caro?re so 
SCIENTISTS : 
E. Neri 
Testing of the performance (efficiency and pressure drop) of 
HEPA fil~ers under accident conditions. 
2. Particular objectives 
a) Filter testing at high temperatures (up to 500°C). 
b) Filter performance in presence of high relative humidity (up to 1001o 
at 96°C). -
c) Clogging test of filters, using smokes generateQ by the combustion 
of rubber, wood, plastic materials. . 
d) Shock overpressure through the filter banks (up to pressure differe~ 
ce of 2000 mm w.g.). 
e) Definition of new methods of test efficiency suitable for non normal 
work-conditions. 
f) Evaluation of the ageing of filters by ex?osure of filters at certain 
conditions for scheduled times. 
3. Project status 
1. Pr2g£e~s_t2 ~a!e_ 
A test rig for generation of accident conditions and for evaluation 
of filter efficiency and pressure - drop was completely designed. 
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• EVALUATION OF HEPA FILTER SYSTEMS, USED 
IN NUCLEAR PLANTS, UNDER HEAVY ENVIRONMEN-
TAL CONDITIONS. 
4. Next steps 
CLASSIFICATION : 
5.3 
The rig will be assembled.within 1983. 
5. Degree of availability 
Open~. _ ·-
- . 
Contact person: G. Caropreso, ENEA, CRE Casaccia, C.P.2400, I-00100 Roma. 
6. Additional information 
Personnel involved: 5 persons. 
Budget ( 1982): 1600. millions Lit. 
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Polytechnic Institute 
( G ~cl.'' '!ORGANISATION: 
TcchnHjur~s for Tc..;tinG Ch;ncoal Absorbers for Iodine and of !Vlilan , ___________ . 
:ts l.h:riv:111ves 







l. Gcner<l: Ai.171 





!)evelopmc·n·~ of methods to test adf.orption efficien<:y of c~.ar·r,-.Ju 
absorber~ ~or iodine and its alkyl derivatives. 
?. ParticulAr Obiectives 
The research has been concentrated on methyl iodide. 
3. Experil'ler.+:._a::. :;'acilities ar.d ?rop.;ramme 
All the tes+:.~ are carried out at the Laboratories of the 
Polytcchn~c !nstitute of Milan. 
~. Proicc~ St~tus 
The tests hav~ been extended to low methyl iodide concen-
trations such as those expacted in the annulus of a double 
contc.i:-'!:;ie:-.. : ~ystem in the case of a LOCA. 
The mathcmati~a! model will be adapted to the methyl iodic~ 
~ (' h' c~ rn ""· \ , , ' ~ r· :·, ~ ~ ,, n ~-; . 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) . ORGANISATION . I I 
Complementary tests on the retention of Studsvik Ene~JiL~kni 
iodine in sand beds 
PROJECT LEADER 
Rolf Hesbol 
INITIATED . COMPLETED . SCIENTISTS . I . I 
1982-07-21 1983-09-31 Rolf Hesbol 
STATUS . LAST UPDATING I . I 
In progress 
., June~ 1983 
In the event of a core melt down accident containment damage is 
prevented by the rupture of a pressure disc. By this mean the 
overpressure is released and the gases are vented through a large 
stone condenser. The retention of elemental iodine in the stone 
condenser has been examined experimentally. 
In previous studies wiLh gas or sLeam flows it was learned that 
elemental iodine was retained;:by chemisorption ( 1. 2). ·~ .. 
In the present project the removal of elemental iodine from water 
running through a testbed has been examined. The iodine species 
in water upstream and downstream from the test bed have been 
measured by a spectrophotometer. 
I 
I 
It has been demonstrated that elemental iodine is reduced to iodide, 
quantitatively if the bed is properly dimensioned. 
The technical part of the project is finished and a final report 
will be issued Sept 30, 1983. 
References 
1. HESB~L, R 
The retention of elemental iodine in sandstone beds. 
Experimental results. 
Studsvik Technical Report NW-81/138 
2. HESB~L I R 
The retention of elemental iodine in gravel beds. 
Experimental results of steam runs. 
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CLASSIFICATION . I 
5.3 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) . COUNTRY . . I 
Jodretention i stenbadd Sweden 
SPONSOR . I 
SKI 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) . ORGANISATION . I I 
Studsvik Energi-
Iodine retention in a gravel bed teknik AB 
PROJECT LEADER . I 
Hans Haggblom 
INITIATED . COMPLETED . SCIENTISTS . I I . 
July, 1982 October, 1983 Hans Haggblom 
STATUS . LAST UPDATING . . I 
In progress June 1983 
1. General Aim: Development of a computational model for iodine adsorp-
tion in granular beds. Comparison with experiments. 
Calculations for the FILTRA filtered venting system. 
2. Particular Objectives: 
Prediction of the iodine adsorption in the FILTRA gravel 
bed for different meltdown accident sequencies. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme: 
Experiments have been made by R Hesbol in another part 
of the FILTRA project. 
4. Project Status: 
5. Next Steps: 
1. Progress to Date 
The work has been essentially finished. 
2. Essential Results 
The computer program SAD has been developed and gives 
satisfactory agreement with experiments. Calculations on 
the FILTRA bed shows that in most cases all of the 
iodine will be adsorbed i~ 3 the bed. In one case the penetration factor was 10 . 
No future work is planned. 
6. Relation to Other Projects and Codes: 
8369 
Experimental work: R Hesbol, STUDSVIK Techn Rep NW-81/138 
( 1 981) 
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7. Reference Documents: 
H H~ggblom, 
Surface Adsorption of Chemically Active Gases After LWR Core 
Meltdown Accidents,with Applications to a Bed for Filtered Venting 
STUDSVIK/nR-82/181 (1982) 
H H~ggblom, 
Iodine Retention in FILTRA for Some BWR Core Meltdown Accident 
Scenarios 
STUDSVIK Techn Rep NR-83/223 (1983) 
8. Degree of Availability: 





TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
United Kingdom 
PWR Coolant Chemist~y Studies c. 1 SPONSOR: 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
OKAEA !·Tinhith 
PROJECT LEADER: 
Dr D J P'erntt 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
April 1979 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress 
Background: This work is designed to quantify the influence of coolant 
c~stry in determining annual man-rem dose to PWR operating and maintenance 
personnel, 
Objectives: 
(I) To identify the major contributors to dose in a PWR. 
(2) To measure experimentally the release rates and subsequent fate of dose 
significant nuclides from reactor components operating in a range of ~m 
chemistries. 
(3) To quantify the effect of circuit purification techniques, in particular 
magnetic filtration, on the deposition of active nuclides on plant pipe-
work surfaces. 
Experimental facilities and programme: 
On-going programme of magnetic filter studies on the primary circuit of SGFnffi. 
Refreshed PWR autoclave work on release of co60 from irradiated Inconel. 





TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
DECONTAMINATION (C 2 .1) ONIT!D KINGDOM 
SPONSOR: 




INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
MAR CB 1978 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
IN PROGRESS SEPTEMBER 19 80 
BACKGROCND 
Surfaces and components exposed to PWR coolants piclc up activity during operation. 
For inspection, maintenance and access purposes it will be necessary to reduce the 
level of surface-held activity. This can be carried out by chemical or phyaic:al 
processes. Optimisation related to PWR conditions is required. 
OBJECTIVES 
l. To review PWR decontamination experience and methodology. 
2. To undertake experimental studies to assess ·the efficacy of circuit and 
component surface decontamination with full strength and regenerable reagents. 
3. To assess the corrosion effects of chemical reagents on PWR materials and 
components. 
PROGRAMME 
Laboratory experimental studies at Winfrith. 
FACILITIES 
Laboratory rigs at AEE Winfrith. 







TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
GAS PBASE TRAPPING STUDIES SPONSOR: 
OK 




INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1972 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
AUGOS'I' 1980 
DESCRIPTION 
l. GENERAL AIM 
Improvement and standardisation of aerosol trapping, with particular reference to 
normal emissions for reactors. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
'Po define and thus control the qualities of charcoal which affect ageing. 
J. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRAMME 
Apparatus has been set up for controlled static ageing tests on a:number of charcoal 
samples in a variety of storage gas conditions. 
4 • PROJECT STATUS 

















































TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Dl-PILE S'l'ODD!:S OF PWR PRIMARY CDCOrl' CBZMIS'l'RY 
ONI'l'ZD ltiNGDCM 
(C 3. 1) SPONSOR: 
l 
1·rrTLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
OKAEA (BARWli:LL) 
. 
' PROJECT LEADER : ! 0 J !'ERQTT (WINP'RITB 
! J B SAYD..S (BARWEL.L) 





ATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
IN PROGRESS SE:P'l'EMBER 19 80 
OiACKGROUND 
If man-rem totals incurred during PWR operation, refuelling and maintenance are to 
~P- reduced, a better understanding of factors influencing activity build-up ts 
~~'~ired from studies of PWR primary circuit chemistry • 
. B.Ti:CT!VES 
;,., .Lnvestigate activated corrosion product behaviour, transport and depoaition phenomena 
.Ulder in-pile PWR primary circuit conditions. 
Mhen the present loop refurbishing has been carried out a by-pass section will be 
"~~gned to accommodate on-line filters (magnetic filters) , and a more realistic 
:cnel source, in the form of a heat exchanger, will be provided. A removable 
1:t.pe section will be substituted for some of the ·deposition coupons. 
~he initial exponential programme in the DIDO Water Loop commenced in mid-1980 when 
U1e loop modifications were tested, and base-line data on the chemical and radiochemical 
·:::a . .racteristics of circulating corrosion products «re being obtained. The experimental 
:.rogramme will be devoted to mechanistic studies of corrosion product behaviour, aimed 
it improv~ng understanding of the man-rem problem. 
1':1<! tirst phase of experimental work will be devoted to the determination of the 
-;·3t characteristics of circulating corrosion products and deposited co7rosion 
,.r~ducts (concentrations of soluble and insoluble material, particle sizes, and 
-
1 ~--t-=~bution of active species under typical PWR conditions). Deposition coupons will 
~., ~sed for the examination of deposited corrosion products, and some of these coupons 
w~~l b~ available for decontamination studies. 
T~:e second phase of experimentation will attempt to determine the effect of variation 
0[ water chemistry control on the behaviour of corrosion products. Parameters to be 
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varied are lithium hydroxide and boric acid concentration, and the traction of 
flow taken through the purification circuit. 
FACILITIES 
DIDO Water Loop at Barwell. 
( 






TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) I COUNTRY • • • 
Konsekvenser af frig~relser af DENMARK 
fissionsprodukter 
SPONSOR • Ris~ I 
National Laboratory 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) • ORGANISATION : Ris~ • National Laboratory 
Consequences of Releases of Fission Products 
to the Atmosphere 
PROJECT LEADER • • 
0. Walmod-Larsen 
INITIATED 0 1972 COMPLETED 0 SCIENTISTS 0 0 0 • 
s. Thykier-Nielsen 
Torben Mikkelsen 
STATUS : LAST UPDATING 0 • 
Progressing September 1983 
1. General aim 
Calculation of consequences of realease of fission products 
to the atmosphere under various environmental conditions. 
8369 
2. Particular objectives 
Development of models for calculation of: 
a. Doses to individuals: 
External gamma doses from airborne radioactive material. 
Internal doses due to inhalation of radioactive material. 
External gamma doses from radioactive material deposited 
on the ground. 
Beta doses to the skin from airborne radioactive material 
deposited on the ground. 
-,vo-
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b. Consequences of doses based on given dose-consequence 
relations. 
c. Doses to individuals and population under specified meteo-
rological conditions. 
d. Probability distribution of doses to individuals and po-
pulation for a given probability distribution of meteoro-
locical parameters. 
e. Isodose curves: Shape, area and number of people receiv-
ing doses within specific limits. 
f. Number of consequences (i.e. number of people having e.g. 
early illness, cancer) for a given release. 
Both normal and accidental releases are considered. 
Furthermore the parameters in the models are studied: 
Duration of release, atmospheric stability, plume rise, 
ground roughness etc. 
3. Experimental facility and programme. 
None 
4. Project status 
A computer model, PLUCON4, based on the gaussion plume 
model and fulfilling the objectives a. = f. mentioned in 
section 2, has been developed. PLUCON4 can be used for 
calculation of doses and consequences in near-zone, i.e. 
the area within 50 km from the release point. 
A limited comparison between PLUCON4 and the models used 
in the other Nordic countries, Finland, Norway, and Sweden 
has been i.lade. On the basis of the calculation results from 
the models, it was concluded that there are no essential 
differences between the Nordic dose models. The results of 
the comparison is published in reference 1. 
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PLUCON4 has participated in the CSNI International Problem 
on Consequence Modelling. 
Plucon4 has been used for a calculation of doses from hypo-
thetical accidents at a nuclear power plant [ 2,4 ] • 
5. Next steps 
Development of a model, PUFFCON, for calculation of consequen-
ces of accidental releases in situations where the meteorolo-
gical conditions varies with time. This model is based on a 
puff dispersion model, It is a three dimentional computer 
model which simulates the release of pollutant puffs and 
predicts their concentration as they diffuse while being ad-
vected downwind by a time-dependent wind. 
Calculation of external gamma doses from airborne as well 
as deposited radioactivity will be included in the model. 
Thus the final model will be able to calculate collective 
doses, number of consequences etc. 
6. References 
1. Comparison of Nordic Dose Models, s. Thykier-Nielsen, 
Ris~-M-1972. 
2. Calculation of the Individual and Population Doses 
on Danish Territory Resulting from Hypothetical Core-
melt Accidents at the Barseback Reactor, P. Hedemann 
Jensen, E. Lundtang Petersen, s. Thykier-Nielsen and 
F. Heikel Vinther, Ris~ Report No. 356. 
3. The Ris~ Model for Calculating the Consequences of the 
Release of Radioactive Material to the Atmosphere, s. 
Thykier-Nielsen, Ris~-M-2214 (September 1980). 
4. Some Consequences of Land Contamination on Danish Terri-
tory from Radioactivity following a Hypothetical Core-
melt Accident at the Barseback Nuclear Power Plant, 
H.L. Gjorup et. al., Ris~-M-2212 (November 1981). 
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5. Description of the Ris~ Puff Diffusion Model, Torben 
Mikkelsen, S~ren E. Larsen and s. Thykier-Nielsen, 
RNL (May 1983). 
7. Degree of availability. 
Available on an exchange basis. The computer programmes 
are written in Burroughs ALGOL for a B 7800 computer. 
I 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciasslfication Kennzeichen!Project Number 
01.01.82- 31 . 1 2. 82 5.4 06.02.01 /08A (PNS 4513) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Storfallablaufanalyse fur die groBe Wiederaufarbei- FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
tungsanlage (Extraktion) BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Incident Analysis for the Large Reprocessing Plant Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH (KfK) 
(Extraction) Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 
IDT 
Art>eitsbegmn/lnitiated Art>eitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.01.82 Dr. K. Nagel 
Stand der Art>eiten/Status Berichtsdatumll.ast Updating Bewilllgte Mlttei!Funds 
continuing December 1982 -
1. General Aim 
Disturbances in the dissolver off-gas cleaning system for a large 
reprocessing plant will be investigated by a time-dependent s1mu-
lation model as well as an analytical model. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 To describe the physical behaviour of installed barriers. 
2.2 To evaluate a time•dependent model for calculating probability 
distributons of released gaseous radioactive fission products. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 We will build fault trees of possible failures in seperate units. 
3.2 Investigations of a disturbance in one of the seperate units and their 
consequences on the compound system. 
3.3 Dependences of barrier behaviour on temperature, pressure, chemical 
composition of the off-gas. 
3.4 Development of an analytical stochastic model on the basis of renewal 
and Semi-Markov processes giving the probability distributions of the 
radioactive products released during the first incident as well as at 
any time t. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Co~puter Codes 




01.01.82 - 31.12.82 - 2 06.02.01 /08A (PNS 4513) 
5. Progress to Date 
5.1 Incident analyses of a fiber packed mist eliminator (Brink filter), a 
HEPA-filter, and a iodine-sorption-filter have been performed using 
RIDO and SIPAS respectively. 
5.2 Based on new experimental data the physical behaviour of barriers 
could be modelled in more detail. 
6. Results 
6.1 Incresing amounts of released aerosols seem only possible by random 
cracks in the HEPA-filter. 
6.2 A large amount of released iodine is given if both heater of PASSAT 
failed within the dissolvation period of fuel (8 hours). 
6.3 First numerical results for iodine released in PASSAT using the SIPAS 
Code for different maintenance and repair policies. 
7. Next Steps 
7.1 We will describe the physical behaviour of following units: ADAMO and KRETA. 
7.2 We will use new experimental results to get better physical dependences 
of existing models. 
7.3 Numerical evaluation of the analytical model and comparison of the 
results given by the simulation models RIDO and SIPAS. 
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Berichtsze1traum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen!Project Number 
01.01.82 - 31.12.82 5.4 06.03.01/07A (PNS 4812) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Investigation of the physical and chemical 
environmental behavior of radionuclides F~lnstitutiont.Sponsor 
characterized by a particular biological BM_E'T_ 





Arbeitsbeglnn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Com~eted Lelter des Vorhabens/Pr~ect l-eader 
01.07.1978 31.12.1982 Dr.H.SchUttel op 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte MitteiJFunds 
1. General Aim 
Determination of the long-term exposure of the environmental popu-
lation after an accidental release of Pu, Am, Cm, and Np. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The behavior of Pu, Am, and Cm in the environment of the Karls-
ruhe reprocessing plant. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Development of analytical methods for the determination of Pu, 
Am, Cm, and Np. 
3.2 Determination of Pu, Am, and Cm releases from the Karlsruhe 
reprocessing plant. 
3.3 Concentrations of actinides in the environment of the Karls-
ruhe reprocessing plant. 
3.4 Determination of transfer processes, especially soil/plant. 
3.5 Experiments to increase the mobility of actinides in soil. 
3.6 Field experiments to increase the mobility of actinides 
in soil. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Program 
5. Progress to date 
5.1 The analytical procedures for Pu, Am, and Cm were proved and 
adjusted on all plant materials which will be produced in a 
greenhouse. 
5.2 The literature was investigated for analytical methods to 
determine Np in environmental materials. The development of an 
analytical procedure was started, which will allow to determine 
Np parallel to Pu, Am, and Cm. 
5.3 The releases of Pu with gaseous and liquid effluents of the 
Karlsruhe reprocessing plant were measured monthly. 
- 2 -
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5.4 Experiments were continued to increase the mobility of actini-
des in soil columns. 
5.5 Preliminary work was done for the measuring of transfer fac-
tors in a greenhouse. 
5.6 Investigations on the field of conventional soil analysis were 
continued. 
5.7 The reP-instruments which are available on the market were 
compared. That one which is the best suitable for simultaneous 
determination of 40 elements in soil and biological materials 
was ordered. 
6. Results 
6.1 Samples from the vincinity of the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research 
Center of 20 different agricultural plants, which will be grown 
in the greenhouse, were analysed for Pu, Am, and Cm. The ana-
lytical procedure was improved and successfully applied. 
Besides of leafy vegetables, which showed a very low Pu conta-
mination, no activity concentrations higher thanthe detection 
limit were found. 
6.2 With Np-239 as a tracer the analytical procedure used for Pu 
was modified in such a way that it is possible to determine Np 
in environmental samples in high yields. The applicability to 
Np-237 must be investigated, before the analytical methods for 
Pu and Np can be connected for a simultaneous determination. 
6.3 Pu-241 is measured monthly in the gaseous and liquid effluences 
of the Karlsruhe reprocessing plant in addition to Pu-238 and 
Pu-239+240. ~r more,Pu-241 was determined in samples from 
the terrestrial and aquatic environment of the Karlsruhe Nuclear 
Research Center. 
6.4 In total, 20 soil columns of 30 cm diameter and 80 cm of length, 
which were taken undisturbed at 9locations of different agri-
cultural important soil types, were installed in an greenhouse 
and grass was sown. The columns become irrigated until a grass-
plot has build up and constant conditions concerning soil 
physics have been established, before the investigation of 
migration behavior will be started up. 
6.5 For growing plants on contaminated soils the growing proce-
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suitable. Therefore plant cultivation was started on not 
contaminated soils to work out special cultivation technics 
which can be useQ when plants are to be grown on contaminated 
soils. Different methods for covering the· soil surface to 
prevent resuspension were proved and suitable irrigation pro-
cedures were determined. Moreover, climatic parameters for 
all plants to be cultivated in the greenhouse were proved and 
established. 
7. Next steps 
The monthly measuring ot the releases of Pu from the Karlsruhe 
reprocessing plant and the determination of the actinide concen-
trations in the environment of this plant will be continued. In 
addition to experiments to increase the mobility of actinides 
in soil the measuring of transfer factors will be started up. 
The work on conventional soil analysis will be continued and 
extended. 
8. Relations with other projects 
9. References 

















































Benchtsze1traum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification 1 Kennzeichen!Project Number 
1.1.82- 31.12.82 5.4 o~-93.02/18~. (P~S 4BZ§) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Modelling of the Long Range FOnienldelnstitutioni.Sponsor 
Transport of Pollutants Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Nuclear Research Center 
Karlsruhe (KfK) 
Modellierung des weitraumigen Schadstofftransports Project Nuclear Safety 
(PNS) 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens!Project Leader 
1.1.81 31.12.1984 Or G Halbritter 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatumllast Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
Work performed 
Within the framework of this project, the Trajectory Puff modell MESOS, which was 
developed by H. ApSimon and A.J.H. Goddard at Imperial College, London, was im-
plemented and tested on the KfK computer facility. The model was modified in order 
to take account also of the daughter nuclides generated during the atmospheric 
transport of radioactive pollutants (max. 3), their atmospheric transport as well 
as their radioactive decay and deposition on soil. 
Calculations were performed for the site at JUlich and a pollutant emitter (source) 
of a height of 10 m for the long-range dispersion of Caesium-137 (aerosol), Iodine-
131 (reactive gas) and a nobel gas. Mean values for atmospheric and ground-level 
contamination as well as statistical indices for short-term exposure from acci-
dental releases were calculated. These calculations form the basis for the com-
parison of the MESOS model and the diffusion model as applied in the accident-con-
sequence-model of the German Risk Study on Nuclear Power Plants (UFOMOD). 
Main results 
The results of the two models, MESOS and UFOMOD, an in good agreement concerning 
the mean-values of pollutants deposited at different distances from the source. 
While at a distance of 900 km from the source only 20% (MESOS) or 10% (UFOMOD), 
resp. of the originally released reactive gas survive in the atmosphere, the frac-
tion of aerosols remaining airborne amounts to still 50 % at the same distance. 
The main difference between the two diffusion models consists in the way the dis-
persion directions of the emitted puff are taken into account. In the Trajectory 
- 2 -
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Puff model MESOS the dispersion direction of the emitted pollutant puff is calcu-
lated for any point in space and at any time period. The mean ground-level concen-
tration in Ci m- 2 from a 3 hours release of 1 Ci at the site of JUlich between 44° 
and 62° northern latitude and 10° western and 20° eastern longitude on the basis 
of meteorological data of the year 1973/74 shows a complex spatial distribution. 
The way in which the isolines of the ground-level contamination along the Alps 
approach each other closely in southernly and south-easterly directions from the 
source is striking. The comparison of the spatial distribution of the mean ground-
level contamination for the nuclides Caesium (aerosol) and Iodine (reactive gas) 
shows the more complex structure for the case of the aerosol due to the importance 
of the wet deposition for ground-level aerosol contamination. While at shorter 
distances from the source areas with high contamination for Iodine-131 are more 
expanded compared to those for Caesium-137, at larger distances from the source 
(~ 200 km) areas with a contamination higher than a certain value for aerosol con-
tamination are much larger. 
As the diffusion model used in the UFOMOD model assumes the same probabilities for 
each dispersion direction of an emitted pollutant puff it can be expected that 
significant differences between the diffusion models will emerge, esp. with regard 
to the spatial distribution of mean ground-level contamination. 
Plans for the near future 
The comparison of the MESOS model and the diffusion model from UFOMOD will be con-





Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen!Project Number 
01.01. - 31.12.1982 5.4 06.03 02/15A (PNS L.R??) 
Vorttaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Investigation of the Atmospheric Dispersion of Radio- FRG 




Untersuchung der Ausbreitung radioaktiver Stoffe im Karlsruhe GmbH (KfK) 
regionalen Bereich (> 15 km Entfernung) Projekt Nukleare Sicher-
he it (PNS) - HS 
Arbe1tsbeg1nn/lmtiated Arbeitsende/Completed Lelter des Vorttabens!Project Leader 
01.03.1977 1984 Dr. Hlibschmann 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
Continuing December 1982 
1. General Aim 
Improvement of the knowledge about the atmospheric dispersion of radio-
active substances in the meso-scale (> 15 km distance). 
2. Particular Objectives 
Assessment of medium and long range atmospheric transport and diffusion 
models and parameters. 
3. Research Program 
Tetroons are started and tracked by radar. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
The tetroons (Helium-filled balloons of constant volume) are equipped by a 
passive radar-reflector or by a transponder. 
5. Progress to Date 
A tetroon flight series has been carried out from 12th through 17th of May. 
Five tetroons have been launched and radar tracked at the Rohrbacher Hof 
(east side of the Rhine valley) during NE winds, 3 tetroons at Minfeld 
(west side of the Rhine valley in the Pfalz area) during south-western wind. 
All of the tetroons were equipped with transpondersandwere tracked up to 
83 km, at an average height of 400 m above ground. Four out of the eight 
transponders have been sent back to KfK. 
Two other flight series took place at Gundremmingen and at Essen. The 
tetroons were tracked by a radar of the German Meteorological Service. 
Accordingly, the tetroons were equipped by radar reflectors and were tracked 
up to between 14 and 31 km. 
6. Results 
The 29 tetroon flights of the PUKK campaign carried out in Sept./Oct. 81 
have been plotted. From the successive flight series the horizontal dispersion 
parameters a as dependent on the source distance has been derived. These y 
a are somewhat greater than those derived from diffusion experiments and y 
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extrapolated to greater distances. 
The average tracking distance of transponder equipped tetroons is 2.2 times 
that of reflector equipped tetroons. 
7. Planned Future Work 
Tetroon flight ser1es will be continued. It is investigated, whether multiple 
tracking of several tetroons simultaneously is feasible. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
PNS 4824, PNS 4825. 
9. References 
H. Kiefer, W. Koelzer, L. A. Konig, editors; 
Jahresbericht der Hauptabteilung Sicherheit 1982, KfK 3535. 
10. Availability of the Reports 






Benchtszeitraum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
01 . 01 - 31 12 1982 5.4 06.03.02/16A (PNS 4824) 
Vomaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Atmospheric Diffusion Models for Particular FRG 




Ausbreitungsmodelle ftir besondere meteorologische Karlsruhe GmbH (KfK) 
Situationen 
Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 
(PNS) - HS 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vomabens/Project Leader 
01.01.1979 31 . 12. 1985 Dr. Hubschmann 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum!Last Updating Bewilligte Mlttei/Funds 
continuing Dec. 1982 
1. General Aim 
Development of atmospheric diffusion models for particular meteorological 
situations. 
2. Particular Objectives 
In particular the models are to be developed for the following situations: 
- low wind velocity (~ < 1 m/s; at small wind velocity the concentration 
distribution approximation by a double Gaussian distribution is no longer 
applicable). 
- inhomogeneous wind field; this implies a. o. wind direction shear and 
transitional states like low elevated inversion layers. 
3. Research Program 
Tracer experiments are performed during weak wind velocities and inhomogeneous 
situations. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Automatically operated, portable sampling device; 
tracer evaporator; 
gaschromatograph for the measurement of the tracer concentration. 
5.+6. Progress to Date and Results 
A planned SF6 diffusion experiment to be performed in cooperation with JRC 
Ispra has been cancelled because of unfavourable meteorological conditions 
during the foreseen time period. 
Diffusion experiments performed during very unstable stratification (cate-
gory A, partly weak winds) and with emission heights of 160 m and 195 m have 
been reevaluated. A new evaluation code has been programmed according to a 
proposal of R. G. Lamb, USA. It takes into account the long-wave vertical 
air motion in predominantly convective turbulence. The plume axis, therefore, 
is deformed. For the category A experiments a satisfactory correlation of 
measured and calculated tracer concentrations has been achieved. It is to be 
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expected, that this result will bold also for off-gas plumes released at 
greater emission height or with plume rise. 
The plume trajectory code SPALT has been applied to a diffusion experiment 
with weak wind velocity and changing wind directions. Tracer concentrations 
around the concentration maximum are reasonably well approximated, if the 
actual wind directions and velocities measured at 40 m and 100 m height are 
applied and the long-wave rotations of the wind direction are used to 
evaluate the trajectory. The comparison gets less favourable beyond 1000 m 
distance from the source. 
7. Plans for Future Work 
The experiment evaluation with the computer code according to Lamb will be 
continued. The evaluations will be extended to experiments performed with 
source heights of 60 m and 100 m. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
PNS 4822 and PNS 4825. 
9. References 
H. Kiefer, W. Koelzer, L. A. Konig, editors; 
Jahresbericht der Hauptabteilung Sicherheit 1982, KfK 3535. 
10. Availability of the Reports 
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01.01. - 31 • 1 2 . 1 982 5 4 06.03.02/17A (EtiS li825) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Invesigation of remote sensing methods in respect to FRG 
their suitability to measure meteorological parameters FOrdemde Institution/Sponsor 
in the atmospheric boundary layer BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Zuwendgsempf./Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
Untersuchung meteorologischer FernmeBmethoden auf Karlsruhe GmbH (KfK) 
ihre Verwendbarkeit fur Messungen in der atmospha- Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit rischen Grenzschicht (PNS) 
- HS 
Arbeitsbeg~nnllnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorttabens/Project Leader 
1981 1985 Dr. Hlibschmann 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllligte Mittei!Funds 
continuing 
1. General Aim 
Investigation of meteorological remote sensing methods in respect to their 
suitability for the required meteorological measurements at nuclear power 
plant sites and to increase the limited range of meteorological towers. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Remote sensing devices, especially Doppler-SODAR systems (sound detection and 




3. Research Program 
A remote sensing system, preferably a Doppler-SODAR-system, is installed near 
the meteorological tower and operated parallel to the tower for a represen-
tative time period. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
- remote sensing system, for instance Doppler-SODAR, 
- pertinent data recording on tape or disc. 
5. Program to Date 
Two Doppler-SODAR-systems have been installed at KfK for a one year period. 
They are located close to the meteorological tower. The SODAR transmits a 
sound pulse of 1600 Hertz every 3 seconds. The Doppler-shift of the 
backscattered signal is used to calculate the wind vector. The required range 
of detection is 420 m height. 
The test period of one of the SODAR instruments (SODAR-R) was completed at the 
end of 1982. The test of the other instrument (SODAR-B1) was interrupted 
because of service and performance problems. An improved system (SODAR-B2) 
replaced this instrument at the end of 1982. 
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6. Results Obtained 
The performance of the SODAR-R was satisfactory during summer and winter. 
Wind direction and wind velocity are well correlated to the respective 
parameters measured at the 200 m high meteorological tower. 
7. Next Steps 
Finalevaluation of the SODAR-R measurements, operation of the SODAR-B2, and 
evaluation of SODAR-B2 measurements. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
PNS 4822, PNS 4824. 
9. References 
H. Kiefer, W. Koelzer, L. A. Konig, editors; 
Jahresbericht der Hauptabteilung Sicherheit 1982, KfK 3535. 
10. Availability of the Reports 
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Mikrobiologische Einfllisse auf die Mobilitat Karlsruhe GmbH (KfK) 
Projekt Nukleare Sicher-und Bioverfligbarkeit von Radionukliden in 
he it (PNS) Boden und Sedimenten 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01 .01 1Q82 31_ j_2 t Q~lr. nr ~ ~t"r<>l'~ 








Evaluation after radioactivity releases from nuclear facilities of the 
radiation exposure to people living nearby. This work is to make a 
contribution to modeling the behavior of nuclides which are radio-
ecologically relevant in ecosystems. The work was initiated by the 
long-term changes observed in the vicinity of the Karlsruhe Nuclear 
Research Center (KfK) as regards the bioavailability in the soil of 
I-129 and Pu-nuclides. Microbiological processes in the layer of humus 
might account for it. 
Only little information has been collected so far about the role of 
microorganisms in transfer and retention processes of radionuclides, 
both in terrestrial and aquatic systems. Therefore, it is intended to 
clarify in experimental studies how migration, retention and changes 
in the biological availability of radionuclides in soil can be 
influenced by microbiological activity. It is planned to concentrate 
these studies initially to the radionuclides currently used in 
biological tracer tests such as H-3, C-14 and P-32, but to extend 
them very soon to include radioecologically relevant nuclides such 
as Sr-90, I-129, Cs-137 and Pu-139. 
Particular Objectives 
Investigation into the migration behavior of radionuclides applied to 
soil columns as various chemical compounds. It is intended to 
determine the consequences of specific interferences in the composition 
and metabolic activity of the microflora. 
Investigation into the fine distribution of the immobilized nuclides 
in the soil material. 
- 2 -
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Development of methods of studying the fine distribution in the soil 
material of the nuclides employed. 
Development of extended methods of determining the germ content and 
the microbiological metabolic activity in the soil columns. 
Measurement of migration rates in untreated soil columns. 
Observation of the changes in the migration behavior after specific 
treatments of the microflora. 
Investigation into the fine distribution of the nuclides left in the 
soil columns. 
Whole-year study of the microflora of a forest soil at a point of 
the Nuclear Research Center where the soil material required for the 
experiments is permanently collected. 
Test Facilities, Computer Codes 
Development and testing of suitable percolator apparatuses. 
Work Performed 
Various methods of quantitative determination of the microflora and 
its metabolic activity were examined. 
Preliminary tests were performed with percolator apparatuses in order 
to find out suitable experimental conditions. 
Conditioned soil samples, incubated with H-3 and C-14 compounds, were 
examined using microautoradiography. 
Monthly determinations of the number of germs in the soil of a test 
field performed since August this year. 
Results Obtained 
The preparatory work started this July has advanced so far that the 
laboratory experiments proper can begin early next year. 
Plans for Future Work 
Relations with Other Projects 
Literature 
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1) OBJECTIF GENERAL 
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Pays FRANCE 











Cette etude a pour objectifs !'elaboration de codes de calcul qualifies afin 
de prevoir quantitativement (concentrations moyennes et maximales, concentra-
tions integrees dans le temps, etc •.. ) le transfert par !'atmosphere d'un 
polluant minoritaire resultant des rejets permanents ou accidentels des ins-
tallations industrielles, nucleaires notamment. 
2) OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS ET PLANNING 
2.1- Objectifs theoriques 
a) Developpement et perfectionnement du modele de transfert atmospherique 
utilise au DSN par la prise en compte de : 
- la variation spatiale et temporelle du vent (1983) 
- la surelevation des nuages ou panaches (1983) 
- l'effet de terrain construit (1984) 
- les depots secs par turbulence et les depets gravitaires (1983) 
b) Developpement et perfectionnement des methodes d'utilisation des statisti-
ques meteorologiques afind 'affiner les previsions effectuees a l'aide des 
codes de calcul par une meilleure prise en compte : 
- des durees de rejets envisages (accidents) (1983), 
- des specificites du site considere sur le plan de la dispersion atmospheri-
que (en particulier, etude des persistances de situations meteorologiques don-
nees pendant une duree determinee, etude de la correlation des param~tres me-
teorologiques de basse couche sur le site avec les parametres synoptiques) 
(1984) 
c) comparaison des resultats des applications du modele DSN avec ceux que 
l'on obtient, dans les memes conditions, avec d'autres modeles fran~ais ou 
etrangers. 
2.2 - Objectifs experimentaux 
a) Qualification du modele DSN a partir d'experiences de simulations des trans-
ferts atmospheriques in situ (traceurs) ou sur maquette en veine hydraulique 
(en particulier, determination des limites eventuelles de validite pour les 
parametres de diffusion actuellement utilises, a savoir les ecarts-types I ()X , rr y , rz de la SANDIA-CORPORATION proposes en 1966) (1983). 
Adaptation eventuelle du modele DSN pour des situations meteorologiques et/ 
oroqraphiques complexes (vents faibles, terrain construit, tache thermique 




ajustement eventuel des ecarts-types (1983). 
c) Developpement et perfectionnement des deux techniques experimentales prece-
dentes (traceurs sur le terrain et maquette en veine hydraulique) (permanent). 
3) INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES 
Les moyens experimentaux sont essentiellement 
- deux mats telescopiques de 30 m* qui permettent de constituer deux stations 
meteorologiques simplifiees mais mobiles. 
-Le materiel de prelevement et d'analyse des traceurs* (SF6 et Freon 13 B 1). 
- Une veine hydraulique ** (30 m de long, 3m de large, 1 m de haut), permettant 
des vitesses hors couche-limite de 0,03ms-1 a 0,7ms-1. 
Cette installation est utilisee pour les etudes de simulation sur maquette de 
la dispersion dans l'hypothese d'une atmosphere neutre. 
4) ETAT D'AVANCEMENT - PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS 
Qb1e£tlf_r~r!i£uli~r_2~1~a 
- Developpement de codes de calcul permettant la prise en compte de la variation 
spatiale et temporelle du vent (codes ICAIR3 et TRAIR 3). 
- Developpement d'un modele de jet dans l'atmosphere avec prise en compte de la 
decroissance radioactive des produits de fission qui y sont contenus (CEN G/STT). 
- Developpement d'un modele de calcul du dep5t sec au sol des particules trans-
portees par l'atmosphere. Ce modele a ete etendu au cas des aerosols sodes poly-
disperses. 
Qb1e£tlf_p~r!i£Uli~r_2~1·£ 
La comparaison des resultats du modele DSN avec ceux que l'on obtient avec d'au-
tres modeles fran~ais ou etrangers a ete poursuivie dans le cadre des groupes 
de travail 8B et 10 de la Commission Franco-Allemande (SCSIN-BMI) • 
Cette comparaison s'est exercee dans un premier temps au niveau des donnees de 
base (meteorologie et parametres de dispersion) servant aux calculs : une 
compilation et une mise en forme de ces donnees ont ete effectuees pour les 
site de Fessenheim (F) et Wyhl (RFA). 
Qbie£tlf~ £a~t!c~lle~s_2~2~a_e! ~-~-~ 
• Par des experiences de simulation en veine hydraulique et des considerations 
sur le spectre de turbulence atmospherique, on a pu preciser les lois d'evalua-
tion des ecarts-types detpi~~eaiion des particules en atmosphere, en fonction 
de la vitesse du vent et ~OCransfert (champ proche) ou du temps de transfert 
seul (champ lointain). 
• Qualification de modeles de prevision des transferts atmospheriques ICAIR 3 
et TRAIR 3 dans les cas de vent pouvant varier fortement en vitesse et en 
direction (situation de vent faible notamment) • 
. L'interpretation des campagnes de simulation in situ par traceurs pour des 
conditions de vents faibles a ete poursuivie. Elle a notamment donne lieu a 
la creation de nouveaux jeux d'ecar~kypes de dispersion longitudinale et 
transversale correspondant au temps d'echantillonnage de 2mn utilise lors des 
experiences. 
x mat6riel implante au CEN/CADARACHE/SESTR 
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Cette etude est realisee dans le cadre d'un contrat passe avec la Communaute 
Europeenne de l'Energie Atomique • Elle comporte principalement les 3 points 
suivants : 
• interpretation des campagnes de simulation in situ par traceur pour des 
conditions de vent faible (CADARACHE), 
• adaptation des ecarts-types ~ x et a-Y A la dun~e T sur laquelle sont 
moyennees les donnees meteorologiques pour le calcul des trajectoires, 
. etude de la sensibilite des resultats aux parametres de l'acquisition des 
donnees meteorologiques (duree de l'acquisition, nombre de stations de mesure) 
pour differentes situations meteorologiques. 
Des experimentations realisees in situ et sur maquette pour un terrain cons-
truit (site de Pierrelatte) ont permis de tester la validite des principales 
formulations classiquement utilisees pour evaluer les transferts sur ce type 
de terrain. 
Qbie~t~f_p~r!i~uli~r_2~2~c~ 
. La methode de simulation sur maquette des transferts en atmosphere neutre a 
ete qualifiee dans certaines limites que l'on a pu definir par une etude A la 
fois theorique et experimentale • 
. Le prototype de l'appareil de prelevements a 10 voies avec commutation auto-
matique d'une voie a l'autre et duree des prelevements reglable a ete teste 
sur le terrain. 20 appareils ont dejA ete realises (20 autres seront disponi-
bles fin 83). Ils sont actuellement utilises pour les experimentations en cours 
(objectifs particuliers 2.2.a et 2.2.b) • 
• Participation A la mise au point et a la qualification du systeme d'acquisi-
tion SODAR en tant qu'instrument de surveillance atmospherique des sites d'ins-
tallations nucleaires. 
5) PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Qbie~t~f_p~r!i~uli~r_2~1~ 
Prise en compte de la surelevation des nuages et panaches (1983). 
Qbie~t~f_p~r!i~uli~r_2~1~ 
l 
Participation a la mise au point d'une methodologie pour determiner, sur un site 
donne, la correlation entre les parametres meteorologiques A echelle locale et 
les parametres a echelle synoptique, dans l'optique des situations accidentelles 
(1984). 
Qbie~t~f_p~r!i~uli~r_2~1~c-
Poursuite de la comparaison du modele avec les autres modeles fran~ais ou etran-
gers. 
Qbie~t~f~ Ea~t~c~l~e~s_2~2~a_e! ~-~·£ 
. Poursuite des experiences "vents faibles" sur le site de CADARACHE pour d'autres 
conditions meteorologiques (neutre, instable). Interpretation A l'aide des 
codes ICAIR 3 et TRAIR 3 . 
. Interpretation des experiences "vents faibles" realisees en situation stable 
sur un terrain plat (plateau de Saclay) (1983) • 
. Participation a la definition d'actions ulterieures (programme 84-87) dans le 
cadre du groupe C-DG XII de la CEE. 
Qbie~t~f_p~r!i~uli~r_2~2~ 
. Comparaison des deux techniques de simulation A echelle reduite : veine hydrau-
lique et soufflerie. Poursuite de l'interpretation des resultats obtenus sur la 
maquette du site de Paluel. 
6) RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
-728-
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:~· ITU; (ORIGINAL LANGU:\GF.): COUN'fRY: 
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I V<tlut;1zione quantitativa del rilascio di sostanze radio-





''T'TTU:: (ENGLISH LANGl'AGS): 
()ll:'"' itntive evaluation of the release of natural radio-
,1('\Jvr· subst:-tnCP.S into thr~ environment 
COMPLF.'l'EIJ: 
LAST UPDJ\TING: 




1 M •• Dall 'Aglio 
!SCIENTISTS: 
: R. Grngnani 
1 C. Orla.ndi 
! G. Paganin 
';,,,rly nf tht~ t·nvironrnf'ntal. impact of nuclear plants referred to the rele:~se o~ 
I I (I I(); (( '11 V I' ( ·: 1' fll ('!1 f ~_; 0 
111 • 1 1'~ surroundings of some nuclear plants, study of the distribution and <:irc.-
';1ttun of natural i~otopes of radioactive elements which can be released by th·· 
p' :mts, before the s::~rt of the industrial activity. 
1\ we'! equqmed geo('hC'mica~ standard laboratory plus alfa and gamma Spt•ctJ t)· 
rr'f"ry, rwutrnn an~t)ysis cquiprncmt. FJuorirnetrir. instrumentation for analy~.,~. 
'l,,,lluio~~IC;I] c;ur·vey.c; [lJ'(' Ill proer:1m in !taJ.i;1n rtt!Clear research CCntCrS Cilid 
1
' r·:1n 1 u ll 1 P1 1r!C' :trens. 
4. _!~r_<!.2~C:t S~t_t_~..:".. 
l<:H 1.1ot~color~ic:t 1 surveys h:we been carried out fr>r the CNEN Trisaia Research 
( :•·nt.er rtn<l ro•· t_he "f·':-tbbncazioni Nucleari" Fuel Fabrication Plant, Bosco 
'\~I r·,~n~~o (Ale~;c;;n,,lria). Preraratory studies have been performed for the 
tJ,,vazza rninc~. 
To r·x~end the radioe.~ological survey to all Italian nuclear plants and mines. 
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Tl'J'LI·: (E,~'\Jc;LlSll LAN<;U/\UE): ' CLASSIFICATION: 
I 
Qu;llltt!ativA cv<du::tJon of thf' release of natural, 
I 5.4-5.5-5.6 
r:HilO:tctive subE;tances mto thP. environment 
D<tl i 'J\1;lio M., D(~ C;,~:;:;;Jn B., Ghiara E., Gra1~nani H. ''Studio sull;1 d1 s• r,lJ., .. 
zwne 0 sul com1HJrldm ento cil'1l'uran1o e del nuoro nC'lla zona intcressat.:-l ,,,J,~J, 
sc;1nchi dell'w1 1il;llito Fabbricazioni Nucleari, Bosco Marcngo (Aic!3S;JJtdn:ll". 
Soc. llaliana di IVU.n(~ ralogia e Petrologia, Rendiconti, Vol. XXXII( 1), p;1g. 
4 :n -4 s o , 1 9 7 G • 
Fn''' ;1vnilablc hy M. J)~tU'Artlio, CNJo.:N, CSN Casaccw, G-.P. 2400, 1-(Hilllv 
Horn;J. 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : 
Rilascio e circolazione nell'ambiente di elementi stabili 
e radioattivi naturali dall'estrazione mineraria di uranio 
e dalla fabbricazione di elementi di combustibile. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 
Release and circulation in the environment of natural radio-
active and stable elements from Uranium Mining up~ fuel 
fabrication. 
INITIATED : COMPLETED : 
January 1974 
STATUS : LAST \JPDATING : 
in progress January 1982 









PROJECT LEADER : 
G.G. MASTINO 
SCIENTISTS I • 
R. GRAGNANI 
c. ORLANDI 
G. PAGAN IN 
G. SCIOCCHETTI 
F. SCACCO 
Researches on the environmental pollution from Uranium Mining activities and from 
fuel fabrication. 
2. Particular Objectives 
In the surrounding of two uranium mines (Novazza and Valvedell.o) and of a fuel fabri-
cation plant (Bosco ·. Marengo - Al )field and laboratory research are in progress in 
order to evaluate the man-induced pollution as regards as natural radioactive and st~ 
ble trace elements. The first necessary step in order to g~t ~o a reliable assessment 
of pollution.is to establish the natural level of af~esaid elements before the mines 
and fuel fabrication plants are in production. 
Analyzed elements are U, Ra, Rn, Pb-Po, Pb, Zn, Cu, Cd, F and As with major ~phasis 
to natural water,stream sediment and soil samples. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
A well equipped geochemical standard laboratory plus alfa and gamma spectrometry, neu 
tron analysis equipment. Fluorimetric instrumentation for analysis. 
4. Project Status 
Radioecological surveys have been carried out for the CNEN Trisaia Research Center 
and for the "Fabbricazioni Nucleari" Fuel Fabrication Plant, Bosco Marengo (Alessan-
dria ). Environmental surveys have been carried out at Novazza and Valvedello Mine 
areas and at the Bosco Marengo Site. 
-{,;},&.-
TITLE {ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Release and circulation in the environment of na-
tural radioactive and stable elements from Uranium 
Mining upto fuel fabrication. 
5. Next Steps 
CLASSIFICATION : 
5.4 - 5.5 - 5.6 
Surveys are planned at two mine sites after the start of mine production. 
6. Reference Documents 
-Dall 'Aglio M. , De Cassan P. , Ghiara E .. , Gragnani R. "Stud-io sulla distribuzione e sul 
comportamento dell'uranio e del fluoro nella zona interessata dagli scarichi dell'im-
pianto Fabbricazioni Nucleari, Bosco Mare,ngo (Alessandria)". 
Societa Italiana di Mineralogia e Petrologia, Rendiconti, Vol. XXXII(l), pag.437-459, 
1976. 
-Clemente G.F., Qall'Aglio M., Gragnani ·R., Mastino G.G., Santaroni G.P., Scacco F., -
Sciocchetti G. ·~Pre-op'erational e,nvironmental survey for two uranium mine sites _.in 
northern Italy". 
IAEA -"International Symposium 
Alburquerque, New Mexico, USA, 
. . 
7. Degree of Availability 
on management of wastes from uranium mining and mi~ling". 
10-14 May 1982. 
Free· available by G.G. Mastino, ENEA, Istituto della Casaccia, C.P. 2400, I-OOloo··-
Roma. 
8. Additional Information 
Personnel: 6 persons· 
Budget (1982): 20 millions Lit. 
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I CLASSIFICATION: 
I s. 4 
·~ITLE (ORIG!NAL LA~GUAGE): !COUNTRY: 
I Italy TRASFERI~ENTO DI ALCUNI ELEMENTI STAOILI DALL'AMBIEN: ~-------------------r~ ALL'UOMO E SUL LORO META~OLISMO IN UOMO 
TIT LE ( E:~!GLISI-! LANCU AGE) : 
THE TRACE ELEMENT PATHWAYS FROM THE ENVIRONMENT TO 








. INI:IAT~D: COMPLF.TED: ;sCIEN'riSTS: 
.G.P.SANTARONI 
lan.l969 ----------------------------~--------------------------~G.F.CLEMENTE 
· ST,\:'l'S: LAST UPDATING: )G.INGRAO 
In pr·o<sress Aprll 1982 
Gene r'a L A irn: 
lr• or·der to 1ncrea'>e our bas1c knowledge about the functlons and the 
e [ [Pc t s o f the t r a c •! e 1 ,. men t s on-human l 1 f e 1 t is ex t re rn.e l y important to 
<study the1r '('!oll;riiphlcAL world-wide d1strlbut1on; the knowled51:e of such a 
d!s•r·lbut.lon 1'> 1r1 !'act very helpful to diStlnSI:ulsh between the normal 
levels of tri\Ce elements and those levels whlch are caused by some local 
e1ther· source of P"llutlon or/and deficiency. 
Furt.••ermore th,. es• Lmdtlon of radiation dose to the human body requires 
a certan amount of dil~a about daily 1ntakes and metabolic balances of the 
-;lii•Jle elementq whtr:h -,erve as carriers of the correspond1ng rad1oactive 
'''"rn•·nts. S1nce t~1•· •.•ptidU! and retent1on 1n man of many rad1onuclides 
~.nnot be determlr1Prl ac:curRtely, data on the corresponding stable elements 
ar'P often usefu1 for· constructin9: a retention model for the relefence man. 
Parttcularly lonq-l1ved nuclides in fa~lout from weapon testing or the 
natural.radtonucltdes may be expected to approximate a state of equtllbrium 
111 th., env1ronm~nt, and the stable element metabolism 1s approprlate. 
Tr.e research pr·o<.<<lln r s a1med to define the levels of some trace elements 
1r~ rtaly and •.u ""'"ess thell' main pathwa.ys from envtronment to man anti 
treir• metaboltc baL•nce i.n the Italian population. V'\-f1voeui>e~rnoups of 
r•.nl!Rn popul<Hton ltv1n~ in different areas of Italylfollowed up for one 
week to deter·muH' the daLly dietary intake, daily total excretion, blood 
c0ncentration ancl hatr concentration of the following trace elements:A_q,c.r, 
Co, Cs, Eu, Fe, '-i~, Nt, Rb, Sb, Se, Se, Sn and Zn.The trace elements 
contenti~he human hody and their·distribution in the various organs should 
be evaluated 1n members of the general population. 
1 TITLE (D;GLISH L.-\..'JGUAGEI: 
, THE TRACE ELEMENT PA'IliWAYS FROM THE 
ENVIRONMENT TO \IAN AND ON THEIR METABOLIC 
•f3ALANCE IN MAN. 
3. Expertmental Facil1t1es and Prosr·amme: 
CLASSIFICATION: 
5.4 
Instrumental neutron acttv~~ton analysis has been employed. The 
trradtatton factltty tsthel \lW Trt.l;(et Reactor of the CSN Casaccta. 
Ge (Lt) true coax1al detectOr'S of lar_i!(e vol•rme to_il;ether wtth 
comput~rtzcd multichannel analyzPr have been applted to the gamma 
~pectrometry analysis of the samples after trradtatton. 
4. f'roject Stat.•rs: 
l. Pr·ogress ~o Date: Six populatlon groups, matnly located tn the 
mtddle anrl northern part of ltaly, have been examined and about 
60 subJects ~ave been followed up unttl now. The trace element 
content ha~ been measured 1n human mtlk samples and related to 
varto•Js p0rameters (regronal cltfference, dietary habtts, days 
postpartum, dtfferent feeds dur1n~ the same day). 
2. ~ssen~1al Resu:~s: The ltaltan data have been compared to the 
r·e(erence m11n data reported by ICRP 23· thus showinst btg cltfl"t>r·en···· 
for· some trace elements between the Italtan metaboltc data and 
those repor~ed by the ICRP. 
5. 'lext s~ens: 
The trace el~ment contenttn vartous orqans of human body wtll be 
measur~d by means of activatton analysts of autopsy samples. 
b. Reference Documents: 
6.1 ClernPnt•· ~~.F., C1qna Ross1 L., Santaron1 G.P. (1978) 
"St.udtf>'i nn th~ dlstr1but1on an<i related health effects of the 
•.r<~c,. ,.l,.rn,..nts 1n Italy" rroc.of rh~ Conf.on Tr·ace Substance-; tn 
Fnv1ronm~ntal HeRlth XII pp 2J-:J0, Llntv.of '-ltssourl, Col~tmbJA. 
IS . ? C l ,. m,. n t ,. r, . F . , C 1 <;: n a R os s 1 I •. , San t il r on 1 G . P . ( 1 9 7 8 J 
"Trace el•!mf>nt compos1t1on of ha1r· 1n tl1e Italtan popuJarl,,n". 
•fnt.Symp.0n 'luclear Acttvatlon 1n the L1fe Sctences. pp '\27-')•l..l, 
r ,\ F. A , V ' e n n « 
15.3 Cl,.m•'n'.f> ,;,1·., CI\Sna Rosst L.,·S.tntar·ont G.P. (1978) 
"Stu<il•"• on th•• tr·ace el••rnent dt'itr·tbutton 1n the d1ets and 
ropulAt.ton of Italy" Revtews on t:nv1ronrnental Healtl1, vol.III, 
'lo. l, pp 1 'l-·l:! 
6 . 4 ,\I a r 1 H n r .'\ . , C l em en t e G . F . , San t a r on 1 G . P . ( 1 9 7 9 ) 
"\I e r c u r' y 1 e v P l s 1 n food and 1 t 5 1 n t a I< e 1 n h 1 'S h r 1 s" o o p u la t 1 •J n 
_qroups". Alf)lthca Nutr.Dteta, vol.29, rp 32-38 (Kurger, Rase! 
19tl0) 
6.5 Clemente G.F., Ci,t{na Hoo;sl L .. Santar·c•nl G.P. (1979) 
"N!c~el 1 n foocl and d1eta1·y intake of nt ckel·". Biogeochemistry 
of Nickel,book to be publtshed by J.Wtl~y and Sons. 
: ·T:Ti. .. i:: (c:::-<GUSi{ L.~.GUr\Gi::l: 
THE TRACE f.LC,'-IENT PATHWAYS FflQ,\1 THE 
ENVIRONMENT TO ~AN ANfl ON THEIR 




5.5 Clemente G.r., ln9;r-no G., Si\ntnront G.P. ( 1981) 
"Trnce el"m .. nl: in hllmAn mllk 1n Italy" ln course of publlcAtton 
on The SciencP~ of the Total EnvironmP.nt. 
?. Dc::sr·r>e of Av:'ldab••l~: Fr'!e 
G.In~rao, ENEA, CSN Ci\~BCClB, C.P. 2400, I-00100 Roma 




Trasferimento del plutonio e tritio dall'ambien-
te all'uomo. 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : 
Trasferimento del plutonio e tritio dall'ambien-
te all'uomo. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 
Plutonium and Tritium Transfer from the 
environment to man. 
,I 
INITIATED : COMPLET-ED : 
Jan. 1979 
STATUS : LAST UPDATING : 
in progress 















The production and the need to dispose of transuranium elements, 
particularly plutonium, have been considered in the last decade 
as serious drawbacks to the develpment of nuclear energy. The 
discussion has recently been exacerbated by the controversy on 
development and construction of fast breeder reactors which use 
plutonium as nuclear fuel. 
The risk of exposure to plutonium is associated with its radiotoxicity 
once deposited in the human body. 
As a result of the presence of plutonium in the fallout anuclear 
weapon tests in the 60s and in a few local accident releases, the 
environment and man contain small amounts of plutonium. 
Tritium is one of the most interesting radionuclides of global 
character that may be released to the environment through the 
development of nuclear and fusion power. · 
Triti~ is of particular interest as it is naturally produ~ed ~nd 
also present in large amounts in the fallout of nuclear weapon 
tests in the 60 's. 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LA.'-rGUAGE): 
Plutonium and Tritium Transfer from the 




The risk of exposure to tritium is mainly associated with its 
radiotoxicity once deposited in human tissues as organically 
bound tritium. 
The knowledge of the actual levels of both tritium and plut~ium in th 
env~ronment and in man and of the various mechanisms responsable 
of their transfer from the environment to human beings is then 
of a particular relevance to evaluate any possible effects of 
unpla~ned releases of tritium and plutonium into the environment. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The aim of the research programme is precisely to obtain information 
on the actual environmental levels, pattern of movement, 
distribution in typical ecosystem and burden of the general ttalian 
populatJon of tritium and plutonium in order to determine the 
radioprotectional significance of any release of such radionuclides 
under various environmental conditions. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
The t~it1um is measured in biological and environmental samples 
under the water (HTO) and bound forn by means of liquie'! sc.:.~t:.U.ao".:ion 
count1ng and a sample oxidizer technique. 
The plutonium is measured by selective radiochemical separation of 
plutonium 1n dissolved samples and high resolutions solid state 
detector alpha spectrometry. 
4. Project Status 
The tdtium content has been measured in many environmental samples 
representative of different continental ecosystems. The results 
obtained have indicated that the organic bound tritium may play 
a very important role an the long term behaviour of tritium in the 
environment. 
The fallout plutonium content measured in Italian diet samples is 
in good agreement with the plutonium dietary levels found in 
other countries of the northern emisphere. 
5. Next Steps 
, The trit1um and fallout plutonium content is be1ng measured in 
autopsy samples collected from individual of the general Italian 
population. 
The :(allout pluton1um and tritium organ distribution ·in skeleton 
liver.kidneys, spleen and gonads as a function of various 
parameters (sex, age.etc.) is under study. 
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T!TL.E (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
.. Plutonium 3nd Tritium Transfer from the 
Environment to ~1an 
-3-
7. Reference Documents 
CLASS!F!CATION : 
5.4 
Belloni P., Clemente G.F., Di Pietro s., Quaggia s. 1979: Dati 
preliminari sullo studio del trasferimento di bassi livelli dal-
l'ambiente all'uomo. CNEN-Techinical Report RT/PROT (79) 5. 
Clemente G.F., Belloni ?., Di ?iet~o S., Santori G., Santa~oni 
G.P.: Tritium and plutonium content in the I.talian diet and transfer 
to man.In biological implications of radionuclides released from 
nuclear industries p.p. 257-264, IAEA, Vienna. (1979) 
Belloni P., Clemente G.F., Di Pietro S., Quaggia S., Santaroni 
G.P. (1979) : Livelli di contaminazione da tritio in diete ed 
alimenti italiani. CNEN Technical Report RT/PROT (79) s. 
Belloni P., CLemente G.F., Di Pietro S. Quaggia S. (1980): Li-
velli di tritio nel sangue e nelle urine della normale popolazi2 
ne e di soggetti contaminati. CNEN-Tecnnical Report 
RT-PROT (80) 37. 
( ) 239,240 1 d" . 1" G. Santori 1980 : Contenuto di Pu ne la ~eta ~ta ~ana, 
in Proceedin~ of the XXII AIRP National Conference, pp. 345-350. 
A. Delle Site, Marchionni V., Santori G. (1979): Un metodo sensi-
bile per la determinazione del plutonic in campioni ambientali. 
CNEN Technical Report RT/PROT (79) 21. 
P. Belloni, G.F. Clemente, Di Pietro s., Merli S, G. Santori, 
Sgarbazzini M., (1982): Tritium and plutonium content in Human 
Tissues of the general population in Italy, in Proceedings of 
Third Internation Symposium of Radiation Protection, Advances in 
Theory and Practive, Inverness, Scotland 6-11 June 1982. 
8. Free.Please contact G.F. Clemente 
Environmental Science Division 
ENEA - C.P. 2400 - 00100 Roma 
Italy 
9. Additional Information : 
Personnel: 4 scientists and 
2 technicians 
Budget for 1982: Lit. 
L1t. 
150.000.000= for technical equipments 





l'i'.,.'T'T':' (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
---.........., 
ITALY· I 
I LOCAL SCALE ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION AT A COASTAL SITE SPONSOR.: R ENCE R E E ECT IN THE P ES OF B E ZE FF 
' C. E. C. I 
I 




INITIATED: COMPLETED: (expected) SCIENTISTS: 
Jun.1981 31 Dec.1983 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress 
1. GENERAL AIM 
a) To evidentiate correlations in typical land/sea breeze situation 
between narameters which are readily and inexpensively accessible 
to meaaurem~nt·· and recording (I.E. Solar radiation, insolation and 
cloud cover, etc.) and those relevant paramet~rs which are more 
complex to record (I.E.turbulence, boundary layers, etc.). 
b) To predict by an appropriate and simplified model the diffusion into 
the atmosphere of hypothetical releases of radioactive material for 
LWR power plants located at a coastal site. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
Studies about a.particular diffusion model to predict the environmental 
consequences of hypothetical accident in sea/land breeze conditions. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES 
Data collection at a coastal site both at ground level and in altitude 
by meteorological instrumentation (net radiometer, anemometers, tethered 
balloons, etc.). Data elaboration with desk computer (HP-85) and IBM 
~omputer. 
4. PROJECT STATVS 
Work in pr,ogress.~ Tv·o expE=·rimental campaigns on two sampling points 
3t a coastal site (Cangari plain Italy) carried out.Essential results: 
characteristic profile of w~nd speed and direction in altitute detected, 
the height of internal boundary layer evaluated and typical profile of 
temperature and humidity sampled. 
·----~--
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TI7LE (E:\GLISH LA .. 'JGUAGE): 
LOCAL SCALE ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION AT 
COASTAL SITE IN THE PRESENCE OF BREEZE 
EFFECT 
5. NEXT STEPS 
CLASSIFICATION : 
5.4 
To complete the experimental campaigns (one for every season), to 
elaborate statistical and experimental data on the coastal site 
and to set up an appropriate diffusion model. 
6. RELATION TO OTHER PROGRAMS 
Connected to other European programs within area C of the "Indirect 
action" of the Commission of the European Communities. 
7. REFERENCE DOCO~ENTS 
Bibliographical review. 
8. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
Personnel: 8 persons 
B~dget: 226 millions Lit. 
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RTCERCHE SUI RADIONllCLIDI NELL'AMBIENTE 
7:!~~ (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
RESEARCHES ON RAOIONIICLIOES fN THE ENVIRONMENT 
:CL.!. SS I? IC.!..T ~C:I: 
5.4 5.5 
I - ..... • .,.,..,.. ~~ 
I_\...-. I • .-. • : 
ITALY 
r-,...··-,...~ I.) .. . I,._J•j,.: 






1 I :; : 7 ~ ,.\1:::: iJ : C Ot'1 P L t. T C: 0 : 'SCIC:NTISTS: 
J 11 n. 1961 I F.GIORCELLI 
S:'A7l.JS: ' LAST uPDATING: L.MONTE 
In pro.-.:r~~c; Apnl 1982 
Gen~ral 1\tm: Surv"'lllilnC~ on th~ rad1oactivt!! contam1nation of the 
"nvironm~nt, on n cnuntry-w1d~ scale. 
2. Pilr~tcular Ob;"C'.l'/I'S 
Svs~~mntiC" mP,o;ur-,..m,.nts 0f .-nvtronmental radt0.>Ct1Vltv. ThP. mAin P"rf'J"'' 
nf <;\Jci• rn":1"U''"m~'nt., l<; to k""f'l under il con<;t.~nt .,,JrV"lllilnr:" ~hP 
rnrlloac~.lV" r:nntnrn1nnt1nn lPV"l" In th~ l"nVIr'onn.r·nt .. f'IJt·th.,r·mot· .. 'h" 
rt,,t., c0ll,.ct'!rl ilr" utll17.1"rJ fr)r 11 c;tudy on the dt<;lribution i!nd 
pt·opil'.Zilrlnn nf ri!rllnnuclldec; 1n th.- environm,.nt. 
3. Expert.-n'!n~al •'actol~ll'"l nnd Proz.ramme: 
3.1 Exp"r'm,..ntal fil<::il1t1eS 
A 1 LAh0J'>~tnry 0f Ch,.mlstr:; 
b) Lnw-Lev"l h"ta count~rq 
cl Gnmm:1 ~p•ctrom~'try, G"ILl) d"tectors 
d) AtomJ<:: .:1b<;nrpt10n flAmP c;pectrophotom,.try 
J.2 l't·oqr·/lmm,. 
Svqt,..m~~'"lc mPA"llr~mtr~q of r~dloActive cont.:\mlnatl.t'Jn tn ~~v~r~l ~lr'ri'· 
of ... ~v1rnnm~nt~l ~ampl~q. as ~hown in Tabl" 1. 
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I ::TLE (D:GL!S:-! L.A.....\J'GUAGE): CLASSrF!CATION: 
RESEARCHES ON RADIONUCLIDES IN THE 
FNVIRONMF.NT 
Table 
Item :"'umber of sampling 
po1nts 
Fallout 
Rtver water 14 
Irr1~ation water 2 
Mtlk 1 1 
v.-c;cetable (1) 
Hovine meat 2 









spect. Monthly . ~amm11 
Sr ':10 Oua rter•l y 
Sr 90 Ou a r• t e ,. 1 y 
90 137 Oua rt er 1 y . Cs 
90 
spectr. Quarterly . gamma 
Cs 
1:17 Quarterly 
90 137 Quarterly I Cs 
(1) Brasstca oleracea, Lactuca sativa, Lycopersicum esculentum, Malu~ 
domestica, Solanum tuberosum 
90 137 Toc;cether with Sr and C~ measurements, determ1nat1on of the 
lSometabollc ~table elements Ca and K are also performed. 
4. Proi~cL S~arus: 
4.1 rroQ;rP~~ ~o date 
DRti! r,.ferrlnl( to lYHl wlll. be avatlat)l~ wtthln few montt1-;. 
4.2 Th.- pr,.'<Pnt level!i of radloacttve conramlnl'tton on cnuntry-wtol•· 
~cale, du,.. tr:l fall-out from atmosphertc ntoclear tests, ar·e ver·v 
low. 
5 . Ne X t " t. ·~·~ 
The wr:lrk wtll be continued as 1n previous years. 
E. Relation ~o Orher Pr•ujects and Codes: 
The acttvt•y here descrtbed 1s th~ contribution of the Conttnenral 
EPvtronmr~nt Li!hQr,'\tory, ENEA, •o the "llet1 Ne~ztonali per la Sor .. 
vegl1anza della RadlOAtttVlta Amb1entale" ~:'lattonal Network for· rhe 
Surveillance of Env1ronmental Radloactlvtry) co-ordinated by ENFA 
11nder a11sp1ces of the I~altan Health Mtnlstery, wtth the co-operatton 
of the f'oll•r"'tn\1 Or~antzattons: 
CCR-F:IIRAT'l'' 
(CPnf.ro C<>r~unP fl1cer'Chl" Eurntom) 
s~rvlzto cl; rr't)t~zttine 
ISPR/\ (Vi!<'•'!!'') 
::"!";:,.,E (C'<GL~SH LA,'\GUAGEl: 









(Comlt<lto N<tzlon<lll' JH'r lA Rtcercl! e per lo Svlluppo 
d .. ll'Ener•.pa Nuci,.<tr!' e delle En,.rgie Alternative) 
Viale Reglna M~rqherita, 125 
i!.!i~~ 
MDA-SfRV-METEO-GNM/1 
l~llnl .. tl'lru tl'!]ll\ 0\ r,. .. l\ API"'I')f"\"utlc" 
~rtrv17J.O Ml'l\,.,or·nl••..:I••>J 
Gruppo Nnz.~1i~url:" Hl\<lloatttvit..\ dell'Arla 
P.l .. Lui9:i Stur7.o, 31 
RQ,'-1,\ 
r-.~~~uto di Sc1en7e rlell'Altmentazione 




(Comitr~to N<l7.10n<ll"' per l<t R1cerc<J e rer lo Svtlt•ppo 
de 1 1 ' F. n,. r ,q 1 "' Nu c l ,. "' r· e ,. de 1 1 e En,. r _q i e A 1 t e r n a t 1 v P. ) 
Ll\b•1r<ltnrio r"r lo Sl.ud•o dell'Ambiente Mi'lrino 
S.TFRF.SA 
LERICI (La Spez1nl 
7. Reference Documents: 
. 
Th .. rP-.ul~ .. obt<ll!1Pd by all the A9:enctes co-operAtin..; to the "Rett i'l.'l-
;don<Jll per 1:1 ~orve<;<ltanza rlelln RadtoattlVlta Ambtentale" are report"'d 
1n "Dat<t on Environmental R<ldloactivity Collected in Iti'lly:', P.d.ENEA, 
noma 
8. D~>gree of AV<t tlat) 1 lt ty 
The serte~ of reportq quoted before is available from ENEA (Direztonf> 
CP.ntrale per ln Stcurezza Nucleare e le Protez1one San1tarial Viale 
R~"qlnA Mar~herttl! 125, 00198 Roma 
Q, Addltlollal InfuPnn~ton 
.Number of pP.rqons lnvolved: 6. Budget (1982): It.L.70.000.000 





TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : COUNTRY : 
I!G'LICAZIONI Aiti:BIZNTALI E RADIOPROTEZIONISTIC ~ Italy 
DEGLI DIPIANTI NUCLEAR! SITUATI IN ZONE 
COST !ERE 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 
ENYIRONl.IENTAL AND HEALTH PROTECTION l11PLICA 
TIONS FROM NUCLEAR PLANTS DISCHARGING INTO 
COASTAL MARIHE ECOSYSTEMS 










STATUS : In progress LAST UPDATING : 
April 1982 
Marri, Peroni, Sch~ 
te, Sco~pa, Zattera1 
Zurlini 
i 
1. G-Jneral Ailn: (c.) ENEA, s. Teresa (La Spezia) 
The research programme is essentially related to the need to ~prove 
predictive capability for longer-lived radionuclides, whose beha ... -:_.:L :· 
now needs to be considered over much longer time scales in order ~o 
give effect to the new ICRP emphasis on estimation of collective cv=e 
equivalent commitment. 
2. Particular Objectives: 
The cent:;-aJ. problems _surround -the need to examine those pr..ysical a.'1d 
.J chemical factors which deter:nine the initial fractionation of radio-
activity and its subsequent transport and distribution Nithin the 
marine environment. Particular attention will be i~id to water, se-
diments and suspended matter, as these compart~en~s are the prime 
determinants of any initial dlstribution and ac~ as reservoirs fo~ 
uptake of radionuclides into food-chains leading to man. The resea~ch 
progra1Il!Ile should also provide a basis for a description of the rac.::.~­
}ngical status of the Italian coastal marine envircnnent with refe-
~~nce ~o the radioactive fallout from nuclear test explosions and 
to natural radioactivi~Yo Labopatory experiiDents under controlled 
conditions w:.ll be carried on to evaluate the uptake and release 
of important radionuclides in some mariue food-chains. 
TiH~ results obtained will be used to de~ermine the dose equivalf;:.-;_ 
to critical_groups and the collective dose equivalent commitment ln 
the areas studied, referring to different release conditions of 
real or hypothetical situations. 
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~: i "';J.. ;:.~ :;::"Z!~ ':: -~ J.J~D r:-:: .!~L 1':1 i' 2C :' ~C T I 0 I~ 
I:!t:n.ICATI01i5 :PROM NUCLEAR PLAJ\TS 
DISCHARGING D~TO COASTAL MARINE 
ECOSYSTE1~S · - 2 -
3. Exnerimental Jacilities and Programme: 
J -: 
5.4 
The main task of the Laboratory since its 'foundation in 1957 
has bee]l. ·.the study of the marine environment under the health 
pro~ection view point. Therefore, there;is available the basic 
instrumentation to carry out research iri the fields of physical 
oceanography, chemistry, ·sedimentology, botany, zoology, micro-
biology, radioecology, etc. 
In March 1982 the· research group moved to a new building. The· 
advantages (space, facilities, aquaria, new personnel·,· etc.) 
will considerably· improve.the efficieucy o~ the work. · 
-.. 
Th~ research programme is actually divided in two projects: 
l.) Des·cription and classification of typical. marine coastaJ. 
ecosystems. 
2) Laboratory studies on the .behaviour of long-lived radio-
nuolides in the marine environment.· 
. . 
4. Project Status (progress to date and essential results): 
Chemical·, thermal and radioactive discharges of nuclear power 
plants have been taken into consideration, according to.the. 
title of the programme. Laboratory experiments and mathe~tical 
models provided further infor.mation on the speciation of heavy 
metals and chlorine in seawater. Equilibrium concentrations of 
the most representative chemical species have been calculated 
by using a the~odynamic approach. Kinetic considerations have 
been applied to evaluate the persistence of haloamines. It has 
been shown that thermal discharges have negligible effects on 
natural.populations of primary.producers. However, entrainment 
in cooling circuits of power plants results in high mortality, 
caused by mechanical, thermal and chemical stresses. Labora~o~· 
experiments, carried out simul.ati~g temperature conditions oc-
curring in steam condensers, showed that thermal shock can be 
lethal to a large number of marine organisms. Collection and 
elaboration of physical and oceanographic date referring to spe-
cific areas were directed not only to the study of coastal cur-
rents and transport, but also to the acquisition of a better 
knowledge on the distribution ~f fission and activation products 
..; n sites where nuclear power reactors have been operative for 
.L..c:.ny years. 
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TITLE (ENGLISH L.A.'lGU AGE) : 
~lVIRON1~NTAL AND HEALTH PROTECTION 
- --I!fi'LICATIONS. FROM NUCLEAR PLANTS 
DISCH.ARGIN G INTO COASTAL MARINE 
ECOSYSTEMS - 3 -
CLASSIFICATION : 
The determination of radioactivity in the marine environment has 
continued to· extend the large series of data obtained in the last 
·two decades. Measurements of.radioactivity along the Italian coasts 
have been;·made on seawater, sediments and a number of organisms re-
levant to marine food chains. Investigations on the behaviour of 
raaionuclides in the variomcompartments of the marine environment 
have been extended to the long-term transfer, by setting up a new 
subproject dealing with the distribution of metals in sediments 
and their exchange with seawater. 
The global approach of the Laboratory to the evaluation of the 
impact of nuclear plants on the coastal environment improved the 
predictive capability needed for the siting of new power plants. 
5. Next .Steps: 
Future work will be in accordance with the general aim and the 
objectives described under 1. and 2. 
6. Relation to o·ther Projects and Codes: 
None. 
J. Reference documents: 
dOhJFJFTJ, R., ~· CAM~TA~HI, ~. ChOCE, P• FRIGIE~I, A~D 
~. RUGt"JERO 1981 
C~~!CTEFIS-TlO~ 0~~ fAUX lHTER~T1TIELLES OES SEOI~ENTS r.AkiNS 
PRE~t:.l\"!'~0 .ll: PJUNJnNE FRANCO JTALIANA SUUE •CARATlEklSTICHE 
CO~PAR!Tt D~I ~~lO~J 0 1 A~ALJSI PE~ SPETTROM~lRI~ ATOHICA•e 
2 6- ? 7 "' A Y V A l ~ 0 ~ N E C A ~ T 18 E S ) • ( 1 le . S T A HP A ) • 
D0"'1fl."'Tl, ... , M• r.~uu<o, "• 1'\C',.UkO• Jo.!lll") ~. kU~t:!E.R~ 1981 
OETFR~J~AlJOft lHSl~UY.ENTAlf YAR JtTJY~TIOh ~EJTRCHJCut DES 
Fl~~ENT5 T~ACE~ DA~S LE MAT~klfl ~A~llCUL~ ScPARl ocs EAUX 
a. A 1 "RE ll E S 
FRF~E~TFU Als PlUNl~hE ~kA~CO lTALlA~k SULLE •flkATTERl~11CHc 
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Models concerning dispersion and exposition 
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STATUS : 1 
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SPONSOR : National 
Institute of Radia-
tion Prot~ri-ir.n 
OPC 11 NlSATION : 
Studsvik Energi-
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a detailed study of involved processes concerning the turnover 
of nuclides in the biosphere 
a technical review of some selected models and their data bases 
develop a dynamic version of the model 
study ranges and uncertainty interval for the ingoing parameters 
make comparative calculations concerning concentration in food-
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TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 
Variation analysis - BIOPATH 
INITIATED : 
1982-07-01 
STATUS : I 
In progress 
1 General aim: 
COMPLETED : 
1983-12-31 
LAST UPDATING : 
July 1983 
Uncertainty analysis of the BIOPATH code. 


















the total uncertainty for the individual dose burden for a 
specific eco system 
the contributions from the ingoing parameters to the total 
uncertainty 
3 Programme BIOPATH 
I 
BIOPATH - A computer program using compartment analysis for calcula-
tion of biosphere turnover and radiation doses 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) . COUNTRY . • . 
Sweden 
Kulturvaxters transuranupptag 
SPONSOR . SSI 
' National Inst. of Rad. 
Protection 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) . ORGANISATION . Dep . . . 
of Radioecology, Sw. 
Uptake of Transuranics by Ciltivated Crops Univ. of Agric. Sciences 
PROJECT LEADER . 
' Ake Eriksson 
INITIATED . COMPLETED . SCIENTISTS . I . 
' 
1975 Ake Eriksson 
STATUS . LAST UPDATING . . I 
In progress June 1983 
1. General Aim: Investigation of the transfer of transuranics from agricultural soils 
to cultivated crops. 
2. Particular Objectives: To study the long term aspects, and the effects of complexants 
on the transfer of plutonium. 
3. Experimenatl Facilities and Programme: The investigation is carried out in an open 
air lysimeter installation with 200 lysimeter vessels of stainless steel, 
l m in height and 0.5 m in diam. 8 respresentative Swedish soils, 2 
crops, clover and wheat, and the transuranics Pu-238, Np-237 and Am-241 
are used. 
4 P . +- t+-. roJeC ·- ~~J2_: 
1. E~Q9~??_!Q_Q~!~= Data from six years of experimental work have been 
accumulated and inofficially reported. To be published in 84/85. 
2. Essential Results: A slow decrease with the years in transfer from 
so1i-to-plants-as well as considerable differences between nuclides 
and between soils and crops have been observed. Complexing agents, 
DTPA, to a high degree enhanced the Pu-uptake. 
5. Next Steps: Continue the experiments and investigate the influence of an increased 
precipitation level on the relative plant uptake and compare the plant 
uptake with the extractability of the transuranics from the soil matrix. 
8. Degree of Availability: Material is not distributed until publishing. 
Mailing address: The Swedish Univ. of Agricultural Sciences 
Department of Radioecology 
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LAST UPDATING : 
June 1983 
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COUNTRY : 
Sweden 
SPONSOR : SSI 
National Institute of 
Radiation Protection 
ORGANISATION : SNV 
The National Swedish 
Environmental protection boarc 
PROJECT LEADER : 
Manuela Natter 
SCIENTISTS : 
1. General aim: The investigated area is the bottom outside the nuclear powerplant 
Simpevarp at the eastcoast of Sweden. 
About 55 sediment samples from the bottom between the swedish coast and out to 
the island Gotland and south of the island Oland has been sampled. 
2. Particular objectives: The aim of the investigation is to estimate the amount 
of some radionuclides attached to the bottom sediment. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme: A Niemisto sedimentsampler has been used. 
The sediment cores are silced in 2 cm layers, before analyse. 
4. Project status: To date, The upper layer 0-2 cm of the sediment has been analysed 
concerning ~-radiation. 
Essential results: The nuclides Cs-137,134, Sb-125 and Co-60 has bee detected 
in most samples from the near-lying stations. 
5. Next steps: Some supplement sediment samples between Oland and Gotland will 
be taken in the suromer 1983.Deeper layers of some sediment cores are going to 
be_ measured to calculate the sedimentation velocity. 
6. I 
7. I 
8. Contact persons: Manuela Natter, Statens Naturvardsverk, 171 20 Solna. 






TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
UK 
THE ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL 
IN THE EVENT OF AN ACCIDENT TO A NUCLEAR INSTALLATION SPONSOR: 
TTTLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
SRD/UKAEA 
PROJF.CT LEA DC I\: 
I 
l GO KAISER 
! iNITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
I 1974 BY UNDERWOOD 
I PJ COOPF.R 
r:;TATtJS: LAST UPDATING: C HARTER 
A PICKUP 
I CONTINUING SEPTEMBER 1980 I 
.. 
GENERAL AIM 
'l'u provide a method tor evaluating the consequences of accidental releases 
of radioactive material to the environment. 
PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
The continuing development of the computer code TIRION. 
PROGRESS TO DATE 
TIRION is now a flexible tool with which a rapid assessment of the order of magnitudP 
of the consequences of an accidental release of radioactive material to the 
environment can be made. 
NEX'l' STEPS 
l. Interfacing TIRION with codes such as FRASC, AEROSIM and FISPIN which describe 
proc.:es~es within and/or leakage from a containment. 
2. Moditications to the Meteorological model including time varying effects, 
especially the treatment of rain. 
3. Automn.tl.on of input and output. 
4. Mi.scell<Jp~ous problems. 
5. Sensitivity Studies and Comparative Exercises. 
RE~'EHENCES 
SRD R62: SRD R63: SRD R85: SRD Rl20 SRD Rl34 
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INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1976 CJ WBEAT'LEY 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: SF JAGGER 
CONTnruiNG SEPTEMBER 1980 
GENERAL AIM 
To develop methods for predicting the consequences of the accidental release of 
toxic or flammable vapours to the atmosphere. 
PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
To develop and understand models of heavy vapour dispersion. 
PROGRESS TO DATE 
Th~ computer program OENZ is a completed package for the prediction of the behaviour 
.of puff releases of heavy vapours. The computer program TIRGAS may be used to 
calculate concentration isopliths from arbitrary sources. The report SRC Rl54 is a 
sytematic attempt to classify possible release modes from various forms of containroen1 
SRD's work has been successfully applied to the accidental escape of ~hydrous 
ammonia. 
NEXT STEPS 
1. Development of a model for continuous releases 
2. Development of detailed numerical models 
3. Study of Chemically interacting p~umes 
4. Analysis of large scale data which is likely to be available soon 
5. Study of transition from deflagration to detonation in heavy vapour clouds 
REFERENCES 
.3RD R 1..50, SRD RlS 2 SRD Rl54, 
Atmospheric EnviYonment 






TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
UIC 
EVALUAriOH OF CONSEQUDfe&s OF f'.?. REI.£ASE5 (GSD1.1) SPONSOR: 
U!CAU 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
SRD/UJW:A 
- PROJECT LEADER: 
~ Mcl'ti.llan 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS ~EllGINEER 
Dee.aber 1978 
PU King 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
SEPTEMBER 1900 
BACKGROUND 
It is tundalnental that the requinm~~nu or the European Directive on radiation protection standards are followed with ~"~!!sa. 
to radiation exposure to persoos on site and to m.abers or the general public. 
A thorough appreciat.lon or the behaviour or postulated activity releues is necessaey and lllllst include treatment or facto!"" 
both intrinsic and extri:uic to the design. '!he evaluation metbods IIII1St therefore be capable or treating a ride rlllt';e of 
sit.-dependent conditions sucn as demography, hydrology, meteorolog)', etc. in addition to generic design-dependent ~eat;;re 
:he progr8111111e is therefore addressed to the rurther devalopunt or established models wbich have been used in sahty 
evaluation otvariotl!! reactors (including specialisecl M) end other nuc.lear r&l:ilities. 
OBJEC'l'I're) 
1. To report the current status oo the developnent or the code n:R!Otf, which predicu the environmental consequenc~ or 
ris5..lon product release to atmosphere. ~e report rill include statements on the extent or validation of the ana.l:tti 
models used in the p~11111111e. 
2. To ex8.11UJ1e the results or sensitivity studies oo the code rlRIDN, relevant to M conditions, and to carry oat f'Jl"':he 
sensitlVity studies it necessary. Report results. 
3. !o report the current status or development or the core fission product inventory oode FJSPil'l, its applicability to 
P\wRs and its level or ve.lidatioo. 
4. ':a review available models !>r the assessment or volatile t'issioo product behaviour within containment inolading ev..l~ 
or the effect of post-accident engineered safeguards such aa oootainment spray. To NICOIIIIIItnd ac!optioo or appropnatt 
IIIOdels or, alternatively, the development or new ruthods. 
f'ACU!Tll!> 
f:SPI!i: RlSI.E'! 472 and 2980 AEXW 470 I.ERE 370 
rr:R ICN : RISLL! 4 72 .u:RE ~ 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) . COUNTRY I I I 
Matmetod vid friklassning av -lagkontaminerat Sweden 
reaktoravfall 
SPONSOR . I 
Statens Stral-
skyddsinstitut 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) I ORGANISATION . I I 
Measuring methods for low-contaminated reactor Studsvik 
wastes to be released for unrestricted use En~rait-~knik AR 
PROJECT LEADER I . 
Goran Carleson 
INITIATED . COMPLETED . SCIENTISTS I I I . 
1983-06-01 June 1983 Goran Carleson 
Hans Tovedal 
STATUS . LAST UPDATING I I I 
8369 
June 1983 
1. General Aim: Large amounts of low-contaminated or 
potentially contaminated material or wastes are generated during 
the ordinary operation of nuclear power stations. Firm and fixed 
norms as to the applicable radiation levels which would automa-
tically allow an unrestricted use and/or recycling of various 
types of such wastes are investigated and their implications as 
to the maximum dose contribution to an individual and to the 
population determined. 
2. Particul~r Objectives and Experimental Programme: 
Sinple methods wj1l be developed which allow rapid and unambiguous 
determinations of the average surface dose rate for bulk 
quantities of various homogeneous and inhomogeneous solid wastes. 
Empirical connections between bulk activity and surface dose rate 
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Dosmatningar vid atercykling av ett Sweden 
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SPONSOR I I 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) I ORGANISATION . I I 
Dose measurements during the release and Studsvik 
recycling of a low-contaminated metallic _Enerait.e_kn i k A R 
scrap quantity 
PROJECT LEADER I I 
Goran Carleson 
INITIATED I COMPLETED I SCIENTISTS I I I I 
During 1983 Goran Carleson 
STATUS I LAST UPDATING I I I 
8369 
June 1983 
1. General Aim: Large amounts of low-contaminated or 
potentially contaminated material or wastes are generated during 
the ordinary operation of nuclear power stations. Firm and fixed 
norms as to the applicable radiation levels which would automa-
tically allow an unrestricted use and/or recycling of various 
types of such wastes are investigated and their implications as 
to the maximum dose contribution to an individual and to the 
population determined. 
2. Particular objective and experimental program: 
Measurements of dose contributions to the environment and to the 
individuals involved will be performed during the principal steps 
of the commercial recycling of a low-contaminated stainless steel 
scrap quantity released from a reactor station, and compared to 
earlier theoretical calculations. 
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